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How can the qualities of the new
Gale GS401A be conveyed? Not in words,
certainly. To assess this new speaker,
there's clothing for it but to go along
to a dealer. Hewill tell you first that
the GS401A carries a seven year guarantee.
Then, when you've admired the handsome
exterior created by Jon Sonnenberg in
matt black and chrome, we suggest you
use same test equipment. All you have to
do is take a good pair of ears. This
delicate apparatus wiil tell you that,
for a speaker only 231 x 13 x 10,1 inches,
the GS401A combines an unusually high
power handling with breathtaking clarity.
You will also need a favourite record.
Preferably the one you use to impress
your friends with the quality of your
existing equipment. The one with
prominent percussion and a wide dynamic
range. We have only one serious anxiety.
With the GS401A being the breakthrough
it is, we worry that you simply won't
believe the evidence of your ears.
At the time of going to press. the
Gale GS401A can be seen a: the
following franchised dealers only.
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"About three hundred
pounds .. to buy awireless?"
"Well actually it's areceiver"
"Receiver then. Is it
essential?"
it " It is if you want real high
fidelity."
'Wouldn't it be better to
invest the money?''
"That's what I
am doing It's a
Lux remember "Lux eh That certainly
makes adifference May Ihear it?'
'Well actually you need two
speakers And aturntable"
"You mean there's more to
buy?"
was just coming to that"

LUX R1500
Ultimate
High
Fidelity

HowtanD
DISTRIBUTED AND GUARANTEED BY

WEIrt90

NAME

Recommended Retall Ppces excludIng VAT of dems featured . ntfl,s adverfisement as at press date

Lux R1500

f325 00

In addition to the items featured in this adverbsement, Howland- West Ltd are Sole U K Distributors of anumber of other leading makes of high fidelity
equipment To obtain farther information on any of these and alist ot specially selected dealers. kmdly Pck the appropriate boxes, fill in your name and
address and send coupon to Howiand•VVest Ltd 3 5Eden Grove, London N7 8E0 Tel 01-609 0293.'4/5.

ADDRESS
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The TEAC A-3340
Much more than atape deck.
An extension of your creative self.
•

The TEAC A-3340 is amost amazing 4-channel
Tape Deck.
Consider its professional-quality features. Like
Si mul-Sync. It allows you to record discrete 4-channel
tapes one track at atime. Just like they do in the big
studios.
So you can record your own mellifluent voice four
times and turn yourself into aquartet. Or you can play
all the instruments and make yourself into aone-man
band.
With an A-3340 by your side, the only limit to your

T EAC

creativity is your own imagination.
Because you can overdub. Mix-down. Sweeten.
Make special-effects tapes. Split recording sessions.
Proof orchestrated arrangements before finalising
them. And so on.
Other features include 4mic and line inputs,
hyperbolic heads, and a4-channel monitoring system.
Check out the superb A-3340 at your hi-fi dealer.
Express yourself.
You can see and hear the TEAC range at High
Fidelity 75, Heathrow Hotel, Rooms 1137 and 1139.

1rTELEDYNE AUDIO PRODUCTS
HIGH STREET, HOUGHTON REGIS, BEDFORDSHIRE. TELEPHONE: 0582 603151
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% CASSETTE TAPE RECORDF.RS
OFF
MUSIC CENTRES

UP TO40
CASSETTE DECKS
RECORDERS
Akai CS3OD
CS330(D)
GXC36D
GXC38(D)
G XC38D(D)
GXC4OT
GXC46(D)
GXC65D(D)
GXC75D(D) .

£58.52
£71-26
£74.57
£99.14
£92.53
£125•32
£10616
£115.41
£134.65

BRITAIN'S MOST COMPETITIVE SPECIALISTS!
GXC510(D) ..

£127.92

Neal . .. Full R A
Nakamichi .. Full R A
Amstrad 6000
£37.56
Amstrad 7000(D) £53.1g) Philips N2225
£43 61
N2400+ Spkrs.
£65 94
Deccasound .. Full R A
Goodmans
N2401S+Spkrs. £83 34
£65.94
SCD100(D) • • £ 0551 N2405 ..
£57-03
Harman Kardon
N2506 ..
£46 58
Full Range Available N2510
£90 58
JVC Full Range Available Pi .
neer
Leak 2002(D)..
£95•33
£73-09
CT414IA(D) £94.90
CT5151(D) .. £107.80
CTF7171(D) .. £128.76
Sansui .. Full R A
Sony
Full R A
Tandberg TCD3I0(D)
P.O.A.
Teac .. Full R A
Trio KX7I0(D)
P.O.A.
Uher CRI24
P.O.A.
Wollensak 4766(D)
P.O.A.
Yamaha TB700(D)
P.O.A.
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•
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* VAST STOCKS
* FANTASTIC
DISCOUNTS
* 12 MONTHS FREE
SERVICING
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VC .
Sony ..
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SPECIAL OFFERS
Akai CS3OD
A top quality stereo cassette deck with full ( acaules
for hi-fi quality recordings, including chrome tape
deck.
£99.14 Our price £5155 (
excl. VAT)

CARTRIDGE TAPE
DECKS RECORDERS

TAPE DECKS/
RECORDERS
Akai GX400DP £429 90
I722L
£ 93 91
4000DB(D) .. £125 92
4000DS
£87 63
260D
£145.44
Ferrograph .. Full R A
JVC
.. Full R A
Philips N4308 £44.28
N44I4
£82.35
N4416
£ 99.80
N44I8
£ 137 35
N4450
£ 234.84
N4510
£ 127 14
Pioneer RTIOI I £ 237.99
RTIO2OL .. £ 297.53

Akai GXR82 .

AUDIO SYSTEMS
Philips
RH943-1-Spkrs
£160 36
Sanyo G2611.. £152.73
G26I 5N
£75•34
GXT4520KL
£116.21
G XT452IK
£113-71
GXT4540K
£14811
GXT4730KL
£100.69
GXT473IK
£114.34
Sony HMK20..
P.O.A.
HSTI39
P.O.A.
All prices exclude
VAT at 8.

Wharfedale W H D20
A superb 1975 model ' Dolby' cassette deck with
remarkable overall ultra hi-fi performance.
Our price £69.95 (
excl. VAT)
Sansui SC737
One of the finest ' Dolby' cassette decks available at
an unbeatable low cash price.
Our price £ 111.39 (
excl. VAT)
Akai CR8ID
An 8- track cartridge record/replay unit at an unrepeatable low price.
Our price £49.95 (
excl. VAT)

242/4 PENTONVILLE RD, KINGS CROSS, LONDON N.1.

_

Mg • •

Revox . .. Full
Sony .. .. Full
Tandberg .. Full
Teat .. Full
Full R A
Uher .. Full
Full R A
(D)
Dolby Deck.

CASSETTE RADIO
RECORDERS

g
e

----e
••

(300 yds. from King's Cross Main Line Station

Tel.: 01-837 8200

ASSETTE & TAPE RE IDER CENTRE
PERFECTLY SPRUNG ANTI- WARP RECORD STORAGE
BUILT-IN
RECORD
PRESS for
straightening
badly warped LPs

IMM ¡LM,

WE'RE THE ONLY
PEOPLE IN MALDON
WITH YAMAHA
AND NAKAMICHI.

Designed as a
Fully
Supporting
Self Contained
Unit

NO
BUILD-UP OF
SURFACE
PRESSURE

'Compact 100'—
warpfree storage
for 100 records.

EVEN
PRESSURE
ON Ior 100 LP's
ALSO
'COMPACT 200*
FOR 200 LP's
Correct and constant pressure
±:28 oz on the smallest or largest
collection
• Easly adjustable from 1 to 100 or
200 LP's
" All records stored upright perfectl y flat
" Smooth action floating pressure
pads ensure constant pressure
impossible to ' jam up'
No rods or bars to impede easy
removal
and
replacement
of
records
4 equi-distant conical springs ensure correct distribution of pressure over whole record area
Storage not reduced when press
in action
• All models are beautifully designed, elegant cabinets
▪ Unconditional guarantee for 2
years
ALL MODELS DESPATCHED ON
SATISFACTION OR RETURN BASIS

Springett's have the finest
cassette decks in the world. Left:
Na kamichi Tri Tracer 700, £399:60
excluding VAT. Right: Nakamichi Dual
Tracer 550, £275 excluding VAT.

Specifically designed to prevent and
overcome the problem of unequal internal stresses common to all LP's.
Guaranteed to prevent and flatten
warped or dished LP's and eliminate
distortion and stylus jumping.
John Borwick's Gramophone
Review
'the warp has been considerably
reduced and was now quite playable'—' On both counts, therefore,
as a neat means of storage and
curative for warped records the
New Classic " Compact" can be
recommended.'

a

I
11
II

n H. SPRINGETT LTD.,

J. W. ( W) Co., 14-16 Walton
Street, Walton- on- the- Hill,
Surrey, Tel.: Tadworth 3778. 11
Send S.A.E. for FREE Illustrated i
Brochure and full details.

I

Name

i.

Address

II

I

Springett's bring you avery
special offer. You can buy the Yamaha
MS 5B Music Centre plus apair of
superb Yamaha NS 625 speakers
for
only

59 HIGH STREET, MALDON, ESSEX.
Since you are aspecialist on Yamaha and Nakamichi equipment
I
would like you to send me further details.
NAME
ADDRESS _

0-1N251
fflMMIM
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00

SEE AND HEAR US AT 1,1fLe

AT THE HEATHROW HOTEL
LONDON AIRPORT

YOUR HIGH FIDELITY EXHIBITION

LEO' T

FRIDAY
APRIL 11
SATURDAY APRIL 12
SUNDAY
APRIL 13

10AM - 8PM
10AM - 8 PM
11 AM - 6 PM

Pifot-4T

AD- 1500: one example from the top-quality Aivva Audio range to be seen and heard at your nearest Aiwa dealer,

LOOK UNDER THE BONNET...

to discover the ultimate In cassette decks
It's called the AD-i5oo — the superb quality Dolby* deck by Aiwa.
You'll find it — now — at your Aiwa dealer.
He'll tell you that Aiwa lead the world in cassette systems. He'll
probably also mention that most of today's leading compact tape
equipment incorporates Aiwa innovations. And that no other
manufacturer has been responsible for so
many 'firsts' as Aiwa.
But in case you can't get along to see
him right away, here are the specifications
Say Aye-ee-wah
of this hearing-is-believing cassette deck
*Dolby - registered trademark of
for you to study at your leisure . . .
Dolby Laboratories Inc.

Al

we

See the AI
range
at your nearest dealer
LONDON. NORTH
Audio T., West Hampstead, N.W.6.
Kentish Town Cameras, N.W.5.
R's El ectrics, Tottenham, N.17.
LONDON - SOUTH .
M. O'Brien Hi Fi, Wimbledon, S.W.19,
London Bridge Audio Ltd., S.E.1.
Hi Fi Pro., S.W.1.
LONDON • EAST
Crescent Cameras, Leytonstone..E.11.
Wally for Wireless, Whitechapel Rd., E.1.
Leader, Aldgate, E.1.
LONDON. WEST
Berry's ( Shortwave) Ltd, High Holborn.
Kumar Hi Fi, Ealing. W.5.
H. L. Smith & Co. Ltd., Edgware Rd, W.2.
Li ndai r, Tottenham Court Rd., & other
branches.
McDonalds Stores, Oxford St.
Laskys. Tottenham Court Rd., & other
branches.
Centre of Sound, Chiswick, W.4.
Debenham, Oxford St., W.1.
Wallace Heaton, New Bond St.. W.I.
Teletape Ltd., Edgware Road, W.2.
Teletape Ltd., Shaftesbury Ave., W.1.
Henry's. Tottenham Court Road, W.I.
other branches.
K. J. Leisure Sound, Wigmore St., W.1.
BEDFORDSHIRE
Carlow Road, Bedford.
BERKSHIRE
Sounds Systems Audio Visual,
Maidenhead.
Marshall Bros. Ltd., Windsor.
Berkshire Hi Fi 6 Video, Reading.
Reading Cassette & Hi Fi Centre,
Reading.
Et 6 B HiFi, Reading.
BRISTOL
Tape 6 Hi Fi Centres Ltd., Stokes Croft.
House of Sound, Marsh Street.
Radford Hi Fi. Gloucester Road.
Lasky's, Bristol.
BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Unique. Slough.
MW. Keen Ltd., High Wycombe.

Audio T. Eton,
Milton Keynes TV & Hi Fi Centre Ltd.,
Mi I
ton.Keynes & Bletchley.
B & B Hi Fi, High Wycombe.
CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Audio T, Huntingdon.
Campkins Audio, Cambridge.
CHESHIRE
James McKenzie, Birkenhead.
Van Bek Electronics, Altrincham.
Car & Home Entertainment Ltd. Sale.
Chester Sound Studios, Chester.
Hi Fi Systems. Warrington.
Hi Fi Centre, Wilmslow,
Chestergate Studios Ltd., Hazel Grove.
CORNWALL
Geoff Marshall, Penzance,
Hydrovolt Ltd., Helston.
Parkes of Penzance, Penzance.
Tower Engineering, Newquay.
CUMBERLAND
Misons of Carlisle. Carlisle.
A. 6 I. McCullough, Workington,
DEVON
Richlow Electronics, Torquay.
Frampton Cameras, Plymouth.
Exon Audio. Exeter.
Upton Electronics, Brixham.
DORSET
Quality Hi Fi, Poole.
DERBYSHIRE
C. E. Hudson Ltd., Chesterfield,
DURHAM
Red Radio Shop & Sound Studio,
Sunderland.
Gilson Audio, Darlington.
ESSEX
The Audio Centre, Southend.
Scientific 6 Tech. Service.,
Shoeburyness.
Hi Fi Centre (Chelsmford) Ltd..
Chelmsford.
Audio Visual Soundtrack, Leigh•on-Sea.
M. D. Godfrey Ltd., Basildon.
The Audio Centre. Grays.
Lasky's, Romford 6 Southend.
W. T. Wicks ¿ Co.. Colchester.
GLOUCESTERSHIRE
TV & Hi Fi Centre, Cirencester.
Spa Vision ( Cheltenham) Ltd.,
Cheltenham.
Roger Francis, Gloucester.

HAMPSHIRE
TV & Audio Centre, Farnborough,
Hamilton Electronics Ltd., Southampton.
Ken Rose Studio Ltd., Fleet.
Multitrack ( The Music Makers),
Southampton.
Hi Fi Centre, Farnborough.
Wireless Supplies Unlimited,
Bournemouth.
Solent Electronics. Hol bury.
HERTFORDSHIRE
K. J. Leisuresound Ltd., Watford.
Hans Peters & Co., Hemel Hempstead.
Disc & Tape Centre. Cocklosters.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE
Hi Fi Consultants, Peterborough.
Campkins Audio, Peterborough.
KENT
Ricemans of Canterbury, Canterbury.
Sterling Sound, West Wickham.
Camera & Hi Fi Centre, Sittingbourne.
The Camera Shop, Hythe.
Record Corner, .Ashford.
Gameshi re Ltd., Tonbridge.
Lasky's, Tunbridge Wells.
Sound Studio, Tunbridge Wells.
Sound Studio, Maidstone.
JERSEY
Tel electric Ltd.. St. Heder.
LANCASHIRE
CBS Developments, Liverpool.
Car Radio Services, Blackpool.
Southport Hi Fi Music Centre. Southport.
Foxal I & Chapman Ltd., Manchester.
Sound Services. Prestwich.
Electra CenIre, Preston.
John Wigney, Cleveleys.
Audio Electronics, Morecambe.
Norman Whitely ( Hobbies) Ltd.,
Blackpool.
Metrosonic Hi Fi, Manchester 3.
Brady & Son, Liverpool,
Monitor Sound Hi Fi Studio, Chorley.
Beaver Radio, Liverpool.
Formby Hi•Fi, Formby.
Darwen Hi•Fi, Darwen
Wigan Hi•Fi, Wigan,
Y. Yusof & Son, Blackburn.
Realsound, Bolton.
Haslam Trading Co.. Rochdale.
L. Slater, Barnoldswick.
LINCOLNSHIRE
W. Howard 6Co. Ltd., Stamford.

SPECIFICATION:
Track: 4track, 2channel.
Circuit: 36 transistors, 21 diodes,
1thyristor, 2FET, 2varistors, 1LED.
Frequency Response:
30-12,000 Hz ( normal tape)
30-14,000 Hz ( high performance tape)
30-16,000 Hz ( Cr0 2tape)
S/N ratio: 60dB ( Dolby/Cr02)
Wow & Flutter: 0.07%
Dimensions: 419 x295 x152mm
(161"x11Arx 6")
Weight: 6.2kg (13.67 lb)
FEATURES:
Piano key controls
Record, Rewind/review, Play, Fastforward/cue, Stop/eject, Pause.
Tape facilities
Tape run indicator, tape counter,

Grantham Hi Fi & Audio Centre.
Grantham.
Grimsby Audio& Hi Fi, Grimsby.
Scunthorpe Audio 6, Hi Fi, Scunthorpe.
Johns Musical & Hi•Fi Centre,
Scunthorpe.
LEICESTERSHIRE
Leicester Hi Fi Centre, Leicester.
Mays ( Leicester) Ltd., Leicester.
Ashby Rentals, Ashby-de-la-Zouche.
Lasky's. Leicester.
MIDDLESEX
Hanspals Audionics, Southall.
J.M.S. Radio 8. TV Ltd., Edgware.
Staines Hi Fi, Staines.
Daytronics Ltd., Teddinoton,
Delta Hounslow Ltd., Hounslow.
NORFOLK
Jack Bryant Audio, Cromer.
Martins Electronics, Norwich.
Norfolk Audio Consultants, Norwich.
NORTHUMBERLAND
Hi Fi Opportunities, Newcastle•on-Tyne.
Kenneth Robertson. Newcastle-on•Tyne.
J. & G. Swanson, Hexham,
Callers Ltd., Newcastle•on-Tyne.
Fenhams, Newcastle-on- Tyne.
Thomas Ford Ltd.. Whitley Bay.
S. R. Thompson ( Car Radio) U4.,
Newcastle- on- Tyne.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Lindair, Nottingham.
Forum, Nottingham & Mansfield.
NORTHAMTONSHIRE
Lasky's, Northampton.
OXFORDSHIRE
Blinkhorns, Banbury.
Oxford Television 6 Hi Fi, Oxford.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Clement Wain Ltd.. Newcastle.
R.T.T.S., Lichfield.
Alan Peters, Wi I
lenhal I ¿ Walsall.
Sight & Sound, Wednesbury.
Tungs Cameras & Hi Fi, Stoke•on-Trent.
also at: Hanley.
Rugely Radio, Rugely.
The Hi Fi Studio, Stoke-on-Trent.
Speed' ine Ltd., Aldridge,
Lasky's, Wolverhampton.
SUFFOLK
John Wells Photo & Audio Ltd. Lowestoft.
Wakelin's Wireless Co. Ltd.. Ipswich.
Pitcher TV & Hi - Fi , Bury St. Edmunds.

independent tape equalisation and bias
switches, Cr02,Dolby, pause and record
indicator lamps, SST tape drive system,
automatic end stop, Ferrite guard head.
Slider controls
Twin volume (output) controls, twin MIC
level ( input) controls, twin line- in level
controls;
Cassette protection
Oil- damped elevation system, ejects
cassette slowly and gently. Free- stop,
removable hinged acrylic dust cover.
Jack points
Twin microphone jacks, plus headphone
jack, at front. Twin line- in and line-out
phono sockets, plus DIN socket at rear.
VU Meters
Large, twin recording level meters,
angled at rear of deck.

SURREY
Camera Centre. Croydon.
Uni let Products. New Malden,
Surrey Cassette Centre, Surbiton.
Debenhams Ltd., Guildford.
Delta Electrical Ltd., Blackwater.
Sutton Hi Fi Centre. Sutton.
Lasky's, Croydon, Kingston & Richmond.
Guildford Hi Fi, Guildford..
SUSSEX
Fox's ( Crawley), Crawley.
Lyon & Hall Ltd., Brighton.
Jeffries Radiovision, Eastbourne.
Malcolm Audio & TV Ltd., Chichester.
Sound Studio, Crawley.
TEESSIDE
Bond & Mason, Stockton-on•Tees.
Phototroni cs. Stockton-on-Tees.
Regent Studios. Hartlepool.
Specialist Radio Shop, Hartlepool.
WARWICKSHIRE
Sounds Audio Ltd.. Coventry.
Audio & Hi Fi Centre, Stratford-on- Avon.
Spectrum Television, Shirley/Solihull.
Rackhams Ltd., Birmingham.
L. Bullock 4, Son. Birmingham 8.
Libbys Records Ltd., Birmingham 21.
Michael Nation Enterprises.
Birmingham 23.
Lasky's, Birmingham.
CTS Audio. Leamington Spa & Coventry.
John Frost Ltd., Sutton Goldfield.
Gratispool International, Birmingham 2.
Pure Sound II, Birmingham 27.
Forum. Coventry.
Rugby Automation Consultants, Rugby,
WILTSHIRE
T.V. 8. Hi Fi Centre, Swindon.
Philip J. Bulson Ltd., Chi ppenham.
P. Day ( Electrical). Swindon.
Soundwell Electrical Equip. Ltd,
Marlborough.
WORCES T
IRE
R. G. Lewis ( Worcester), Worcester.
West Midlands Elec. Cont r. Co. Ltd.,
Warley.
YORKSHIRE
Eric Wiley. Castleford.
Kohl i& Co. Ltd., Bradford.
Walsh's of Sheffield, Sheffield.
Arandela of Scarborough. Scarborough.
Hi Fi Studio, Huddersfield.
Saville of York, York.

Tape Recordertentre, Halifax,
F. S. Hargreaves & Son, Rotherham.
Commercial Exchanges Ltd., Barnsley.
A- ZRadio, Hull.
G. Sand & Co. Ltd., Hull.
Mirfield Audio, IAirfield.
Robshaws Stereo, Castleford.
Turner Electrical, Bridlington.
Wills Bros. ( York) Ltd., York.
F. A. Bamforth, & Co. Ltd., -Goole.
Sheffield Sound Centre, Sheffield.
The Audio Centre, Sheffield 10.
R. Barker & Co.'Ltd., Leeds 1.
Hadleigh Audio. Wakefield.
Ron Hardy ( Bradford) Ltd., Bradford.
Tom Jacques, Doncaster.
G. C. Jefferson Ltd., Rotherham,
Lawson Bros., Whitby,
Micron Audio Ltd.. Sheffield.
Multisound Hi Fi, York. ,
Pearsons Record ( Bradford) Ltd.,
Bradford.
C. Phi I
lopson & Co.. Garforth.
Studio Two, Selby.
G. Craggs. Boroughbridge.
Gratispool. Leeds.
WALES
Ken Davis Audio Visual, Carmarthen.
Hi Fi Western Ltd., Newport & Cardiff.
South Wales Wireless. Cardiff.
SCOTLAND
Elena Mae, Edinburgh & all other
branches.
Vennal Cameras, Ayr.
Victor Modris, Glasgow.
Talisman Hi - Fi. Glasgow.
Edinburgh Camera. Edinburgh.
Hi•Fi Corner. Edinburgh.
NORTHERN IRELAND
W. Erskine Mayne Ltd., Belfast.
Nichol' Bros. ( Radio) Ltd., Ballymena.
Moore Hi Fi, Newtonwards.
Frank Rea 6 Co. Ltd., Belfast.

Sole UK Distributor

JOHNSONS
OF HENDON LTD
Priestley Way, London NW2 7TN

HMVMarl.
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Hardman's
Good Hi•Fi Guide
PL 120 Turntable
A value packed, professionally finished stereo
turntable with asensitive
S-shaped tone arm, belt
drive and easy operating
controls.
A truly remarkable product at the
price.

t

SX 737
Receiver
More powerful than the SX 535. Output of 35+35 W continuous RMS ( both channels driven at 8 ohms at harmonic
distortion 0.5%). Many additional features including a recording selector switch enabling any programme source to
be recorded whilst listening to an alternative broadcast. The
FM section uses adual gate MOS FET and rectilinear frequency
4 stage variable capacitor.

CT 5151
Stereo Cassette Deck
Offers some unique features apart from it's renowned tonal quality.
A peak indicator warns of too high a recording level; a memory
rewind control allows the tape to
be rewound to a
preselected
position; the tape can
MOM
be skipped forward
at twice normal
speed; a tape running pilot to indicate machine operation.
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SX 535
Receiver
Ideal for use in the average sized listening room. Output of
20+20 W continuous RMS ( both channels driven at 8 ohms
at harmonic distortion 0.8%). The FM tuner employs a low
noise FET and afrequency linear 3 gang variable capacitor in
its front end resulting in a high sensitivity of 1.9 microvolts
(IHF).
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NO DEPOSIT TERMS AVAILABLE
ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD

I

YOU CAN SEE AND HEAR
SO MUCH MORE The biggest choice in the largest and

I

most luxurious hi-fi stores in the North West.

YOU GEISO MUCH MORE 2years' free parts and
labour, and the famous Hardman Radio lifetime service.

MOMMIZIMMINIIIMMIIMMOMMI
Send this coupon for further information on the advertised
products
NAME

BARCL•VCAROI

LIVERPOOL
33 DALE STREET 051 236 2828

MANCHESTER

et&
ewe. Accra

12-14 ST. MARY'S GATE 061 832 6087

PRESTON
GUILD HALL ARCADE TEL.59264

ADDRESS _
F 10

10

mom'

LATE NIGHT OPENING EVERY FRIDAY TILL 8.00PM.
a

TOP TAPE The *tote:roue
Compact Cassettes
Low

PHILIPS

Noise

LOW NOISE
List
0-82
1.14
1-71

C.60
C.90
C.120

One
0-39
0-52
0.69

Ten
3-80
5.10
6.80

41.
yx.
TDK

20
7-40
10.10
13.50

LOW Nois'

prices

LOW NOISE
One Ten
20
C.60 0.41
3.95
785
C.90 0.56
5.50
10.90
C. 120 0.80
7-90
15 70

inc.
VAT

DYNAMIC HIGH OUTPUT

CHROMIUM
DIO FIDE
One
C.60
085
C.90
1-19

Ten

20

8-45

16-80

10.90

21.50

BASF

List
1-04
1.38
2.10

One
0.49
0-65
0.98

Ten
4.85
6.45
9.75

20
9.60
12.80
19.40

List
1-48
2.75

One
0.72
1.28

TOP TAPE

Ten
7.15
11-75

Prices
on
Application

SD.60
SD.90
SD. 120

EXTRA DYNAMIC
LH
C.60
C.90
C.120

CHROMIUM DIOXIDE
C•60
C.I20

Ten
4.75
6.85
9.30
21.50

One
0-48
0-69
0.94
2-19

SUPER DYNAMIC HIGH
OUTPUT

Low Noise

SUPER DYNAMIC
C.66
C.96
C.I20

List
0.91
1.30
1-69
4-05

C.60
C.90
C.I20
C.I80

SM
C.60
C.90
C.I20

20
14.20
25.40

List
0.88
1.21
1.78
List
0.99
1.32
1.89

One
0.45
0.64
0-88

Ten
4.45
6.35
8-70

One
0.62
0-81
1.12

ED.45
ED•60
ED•90

Ten
6.10
8.00
11.10

Prices
on
Application

KROM Cr02 HIGH
KR.60
KR.90

OUTPUT
Prices on
Application

f

POSTAGE & PACKING 20p.

(Dept HFN4)

18, Highclere Drive, Hemel Hempstead, Herts.
Telephone 01-863 7741

Mail order only

EASTCOTE HI-FI
TEL 01-868 2946

A5200
A5500
A5800
AA8030
AA8080

AKAI
Amplifiers

•.
••

£66.75
£86.86
£124.95
•

Receivers

£94 95
£119-95

AT550
AT580

£66-75
£93.49

GOODMANS
Module 90 .. • •
Module One-Ten • •
90-Compact .. • .
One-Ten Compact • .
80 Compact .. •

£93.95
£108-50
£169.95
£191.95
£129-95

Speakers
Mezzo-SL ( per pair) ..
Magnum-SL ( per pair) ..
Acromat 400 ( per pair)

£66.65
£82.95
£119-90

SR3400
SR5400
SR700
SR800
SRI 100

Tuners

Receivers

RT222
RT322
RT622

£68.95
£101.95

Tuners

FT600

Cassette and Tape Decks
.. £51-95
CS3OD
£66-95
CS33D
£87.50
GXC38D
£101.95
GXC460D
£127.95
GXC750
£121.95
GXC510D
£81-95
4000 DS
£125-95
4000 DB
£54.95
CR8ID
Tuners

1A600
1A1000

HITACHI
Amplifiers

£68.95

RX-150A
RX-I52 .
RX-202
RX-402
RX-602
RX-802

£65.95
£82-95
£89.95
.. £99.95
.. £ 129.95

Cassette Decks
TRQ2020D
TRQ2030D
TRQ2040D

SX434
SX535

RA2I0
RA2Il
RA3Il
RA6Il
RA810

Receivers

ROTEL
Amplifiers

£49.95
£59 75
£79 45

Prices subject to change E. & 0.E.

* For Mail Order add E2.00-1- VAT per
piece, P & P except Speakers.

SAQ-307
SAQ-307D
SAQ-408
GA202 ..

£25.45
.. £28-32
.. £ 31.50
£31.80

Tuners
GT202 ..
T-300 ( Softline)..
Receivers

TA- 3000
TFS-55
TFS-60 ( Softline)
TFS-70 ( Softline)

Cassette Decks
CD- I00 .

£3.820
£49•95
£44.60
£57.25
£81.95
£111.95
£51.60
£58 95

Receivers

£75.50
2000
£88.95
4000
£108-50
6000
8000 - - £121.85
Music Centres
£128-95
GXT 4540 K
G26I IK
£131-95
£72-95
G 2615 N
£104-95
DXT 5500 K
DCX
DCX
DCX
DCX

£40. 95
£79.50
£108.50

£21.:0
£34 95
£46 95
£73 95
£88 50

PLEASE PHONE FOR BEST PRICES

*

£47 95
£59.95
£66 95
£88 95
£115-95
£146 95

SANYO
Cassette Decks
RD-4530.. ..
£47.95
RD-4300 .
£86.95
RD-4600G
£169 95

Music Centres
SIDT2660 . .
£169 95
SDT3420
£ 103 95
PIONEER
Turntables
PL12D with Cartridge

Receivers

£36.50
£50.85
£76-50

SANYO
Cassette Recorders and Radio
Recorders- Ring for cheapest
prices.
TELETON
Amplifiers
A-300 ( Softline) .
£41 95
SAQ-206 B
.
.
£25.45

Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
Celestion
B & W
DM.70
DM.2A
DM.4A
A.R.
.1BL
Marante

SPEAKERS
County
Ditton 15
Ditton 44
Ditton 25

£45 21
£64.60
£106.65
£129-20
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Omar Speakers
Goring ..
P.O.A.
Twenty/Twenty
Wendover
Winchester

Rank Dornus
150
175
250
350
450

£24.95
£32.95
£45.50
£79.50
£112-95

Wharfedale
Denton 2
Linton 2
Dovedale 3

•

£27.95
£35.50
£75.95

COLOUR TV's
Bush 18" Slimline .. £169.00
Hitachi 19 £195•00
Mitsubishi 20 - .. •. E210-00
* STEREO CARTRIDGES
* HEADPHONES
*

RECORD DECKS
All leading makes at most
competitive prices
Add 8% VAT to all prices.
SPECIAL PRICES on
Empire Cartridges

* ACCESS and BARCLAY
CARDS WELCOME
*

H.P. and CREDIT FACILITIES
for Personal Callers.

* All prices correct on 14/2/75.

We Are Also Stockists of LEA K LUX NIKKO 8i SANSUS1

EASTCOTE HI-FI
112 FIELDEND ROAD

EASTCOTE PINNER, MIDDX
II

With most High Fidelity equipment dealers,
supplying equipment is a simple case of

installing equipment and checking it out
competently. Studio 99, Thomas Heinitz,

boxes. Boxes in and boxes out—that's it.
One of the easiest ways to check out a

EMG and AUDIO T—are amongst this group.
In one respect AUDIO T—are the odd one

dealer is to ask " do you install equipment?"

Products worthy of mention this

out. At AUDIO T—the customer is given the
choice as to the standard of after- sales

If he answers " yes", it is logical to assume
that the dealer employs competent engineers

service

he

receives.

When

equipment

is

-71.1
4 MEW

supplied at a discount, it is covered by a one
year parts and labour warranty and installation is chargeable. However, when equipment
is supplied at the R.R.P. then it is installed

ni

free within the G.L.C. area and within 20 miles
of Eton. Amplifiers and receivers are supplied

Technics

month

include the Supex SD 900-E cartridge. An
ADC 26 replacement? The Technics SU/SE

with an individual test report, a two years

SU SE 9600
It must be the
reference
standard by which
all others are
judged.

Transcriptors Reference
Beautiful looks with performance to match
9600— still top of the tree. Don't forget the
SU and ST 3500. The Monitor Audio MA5

Spendor BC III

versus Celef battle still rages.

Loudspeaker
capable of supplying a back-up service to the
salesman. Perchance it's a case of " sorry,
we don't install equipment", it may well be
that once off the premises the equipment is
your problem. Well, fair's fair, you pay your
money and take your choice.

Compare the

two—it's up to you! For high sound levels—
the Cerwin Vega range of speaker systems
should prove of interest.

"Sets new standards in
loudspeaker design"—
Manufacturer.
"Possibly the best loudspeaker currently available"—Audio T. Come and
decide for yourself!

As have been confirmed by the majority of
reviewers, it is not advisable to buy any
cassette unit in a sealed carton. In line with
the AUDIO T— policy, all cassette/tape units
will be set up and calibrated for the tape of
the customers' choice.

parts and labour warranty, and ( in the case
of) cassette/tape units are set up for use
with the tape of the customer's choice.
AUDIO T— believe the final decision must
rest with you—the consumer.

Monitor Audio
MA3
Efficient and clean
sound at afair price

For aselect few, who realise and appreciate
correctly working equipment, there are a
select band of dealers who are capable of

In April, in response to the rather large
number of queries raised, AUDIO T— invites
any Pioneer SA 9100 owner to book an
appointment and bring his unit along. It can

Japanese & reliable, it sounds quite good too!

then be compared to other amplifiers. It you
wish, bring your own records along. Any one
who wishes to sit in is more than welcome.
Your comments would be of interest.

Please, please ... E ... 0 do something
about that missing element— quality control
is not dead. J. E. Sugden manage it. It can
be added with ease.

Agents for:— Anicron . AR . Armstrong . Ariston . Aiwa . B( VV . Bose . Celef

Yamaha CR600

Cerwin Vega . C. Audio . CLR. . Decca . Dual . Grace

Harman Kardon. IMF . Infinity . J13L . KE'F . KLH . Kensonic . Leak . Leeson . Linn Sanndek . Lux . Marantz . Monitor Audio . Micro . Nagra
Nakamichi . NA1) . Neal . Nairn. Phase Linear . Radford . Revox . Rogers. Spendor . Stanton Stax . J. E. Sugden . Supex . Tammy . Technics
Thorens . Transcriptor . Trio . Videosonic . Yamaha . Zerostat . Etc.

AUDIO T

BUCKS.
105 High Street,
Eton, Berks.
Tel.: Windsor 54531

LONDON
190 West End Lane,
London NW6 1SQ
Tel.: 01-794 7848-24 hours

Open: Tues. -Sat., 11-6 p.m.

Open: Tues. -Fri., 11-7
Sat., 10-5
Closed Monday

Closed Monday
N.B.

LONDON

BRANCH
OPEN

COMMENCING

MARCH 1st CLOSED ALL DAY

TUESDAY- FRIDAY 11-7,

MONDAY,

BUT

SATURDAY 10-5.

Demonstrations by appointment can be arranged Tuesday- Friday at any branch.
CREDIT FACILITIES to PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY. ACCESS and BARCLAYCARD ORDERS by PHONE or PERSONAL CALLERS.
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Celestion

DITTON 15
The Celestion Ditton15 is undeniably
today's most popular and successful
'bookshelf' Hi Fi speaker. What is
the formula which has stood the test
of time and secured so unique a
position for the Ditton 15 in the world
Hi Fi scene? A unique balance of
'plus' features like the now legendary
Celestion HF 1300 tweeter, in itself
the basis of so many successful
speaker systems, and arugged long
coil bass speaker ( not forgetting its
companion auxiliary bass radiator).
Accurate crossover filter design and
impeccable cabinetry complement
the transducer arrangement and in
practical terms spell out today's top
music for money value. Listen to a
friend's Ditton 15's or drop into a
Celestion dealer and you'll understand why this is the favourite both
in Great Britain and around the world.
Celestion Dittons are designed and
for
built
five
in years.
England and are guaranteed

Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist
HADLEIGH
Specially created to meet a public
demand for ahigh quality speaker of
compact proportions. Not adifficult
task for Celestion who produce the
most popular bookshelf speaker ever
(Ditton 15) - but we set out not only
to design an immaculate loudspeaker
with asparkling performance, but to
do so at a budget price. For the
enthusiast seeking areally excellent
Hi Fi system at reasonable outlay we
recommend without hesitation the
Hadleigh.

DITTON 66 STUDIO
r

DITTON 44 MONITOR
Cut- away illustration showing the
Celestion transducers - seen at, the
top HF2000 Tweeter, now accepted
as the world's finest; at centre, aUL6
mid- range using special rubber
suspension, 50,000 Maxwell magnet,
and transmission line rear loading;
at the base, aUL12, this rugged long
coil low resonance unit being tuned
to its 43.47 litre hermetically sealed
enclosure. On test has accepted
quite safely transient signals ten times
greater than the rated maximum
wattage. Now recognised asproviding
an exceptional standard of sound
reproduction by independent reviewers in England, the U.S.A. and
Europe. A thoroughbred monitor
class loudspeaker for the discerning
listener, priced absolutely realistically.

If you are a perfectionist you will
naturally want the very best loudspeakers you can afford. You could
consider paying £ 400 or more for
exotic imported speakers. If youraim
is towards the best possible sound
quality, test the Ditton 66 directly
against any other loudspeaker - you
will be pleasantly surprised! The
Ditton 66 is rated by many the most
satisfactory ' state of art' speaker on
the world market today. The longer
you listen the more you will observe
that the tiresome ' loudspeaker
sound',
characteristic of some
expensive contemporary speakers,
is entirely absent. The Ditton 66 is
not an experiment but an experience!

TELE FI
At last you can enjoy TV
entertainment with the
added pleasure of true
Hi Fi sound. Telefi is a
unique electronic invention which picks
up VHF from the TV and relays this through your own
Hi Fi equipment. Telefi ensures crisp, full- range, distortion - free
reproduction of music and speech providing an improvement over
ordinary TV sound which will amaze you. Telefi is safe and requires
no permanent connection to the TV set. Telefi is indispensable to the
TV viewer who requires Hi Fi TV sound.
As selected for The Design Centre, London

Half aCentury of Sound Experience

Model
HADLEIGH
COUNTY
DITTON 10
DITTON 120
DITTON 15
DITTON 44
DITTON 25
DITTON 66

Dimensions ( approx)
13 3/
8 x10 x91
/ in ( 34x 25 x24cm)
2
19 x10 x91
/ in ( 48 x25 x24cm)
2
12 3/
4 x63
/ x81/
4
4in ( 32 x17 x20cm)
17 1
/ x9x73/
4
4in ( 44 x23 x20cm)
21x 91
/ x91/
2
4in ( 53 x24 x23cm)
30 x14 1
/ x10in ( 76 x37 x25cm)
2
32 x14 xhin ( 81x 36x 28cm)
40x15 x11 1
/ in ( 100x 38x 29cm)
2

Power handling
20W
25W
20W
20W
30W
44W
SOW
80W

for prices please ask your dealer or see advertisements
ROLA CELESTION LIMITED, DITTON WORKS,
FOXHALL ROAD, IPSWICH, SUFFOLK I
P3 8J P, ENGLAND.

HIN75

Please send details of the following

Celestion

Name
Address

Loudspeakers for the Perfectionist
13

THESE DATES
ARE NOW MORE
IMPORTANT
THAN EVER
APRIL 111213
HEATHROW HOTEL LONDON AIRPORT

tell/
UL LIJUI
THE ONLY SPRING HI-FI EXHIBITION
FRIDAY
APRIL 11 10AM-8PM
SATURDAY APRIL 12 10AM-8PM
SUNDAY
APRIL 13 11AM-6PM

See and hear awide variety of leading brand names in
the spacious comfort of the Heathrow Hotel. The list
of famous names to be seen and heard at High Fidelity 75
includes:ALPHA
AKG

FISHER

AR
LOUDSPEAKERS

HARMAN
KAR DON
ISOPHON
JBL
JMR

ATRON
BIB
BOSE
CAMBRIDGE
AUDIO
CELESTION
DENON
EAGLE
ESS
EPI
MICROTOWER

KENSONIC
ACCUPHASE
KLH
LEAK
LENTEK
MA RANTZ
MARSDEN HALL
MONITOR AUDIO
NAD
NAKAMICHI

NIPPON SOUND
PICKERING
POLY PLANER
QUASAR
RE VOX
SALORA
SANSUI
SENNHEISER
SERVO SOUND
STANTON
STAX.
TEAC
TDK TAPES
TOSHIBA
TRIO
VI DEOTONE
WHARFEDALE
YAMAHA

LASKEYS SOUND ADVICE BUREAU

• No parking problems.
•Continuous free bus service to and from Hounslow
West tube station.
•Choice of bars and restaurants.
14

for the best sound around

BEDS
BUCKS
HERTS

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621 ..
B & O Beolab 1700 ..
Maranta 1030, 1060, 1120
N.A.D. 60
Quad 33/303
Rotel RA 211
RA 311 ..
RA 611 ..
Sony TA 70
TA 88 ..
TA 1066..
TA 1055..
TA 1150..
Technics SU 3000, 3500 ..

P.O.A.
£78.70
P.O.A.
£97.00
£132 00
£34.21
£49.03
£76-80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Armstrong 624, 623 • •
B & 0 Beomaster 1700 . •
Maranta 105, 115, 120 • •
Quad FM3 .. • .
Sony ST 70 .. • •
ST 88 .. .. • •
ST 5066 .. . •
ST 5055L .. ..
Technics ST 3000, 3500 ..

P.O.A.
£69•35
P.O.A.
£68.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
B & 0 Beogram 1001
£52.78
1203
..
£69.44
2000 ..
£87.96
Dual 1216 ..
£68.92
..
£ 128.18
1229
601 ..
£129.00
.
.
£ 184.69
701
Garrard SP25 Mk 1V/M76
• •
£ 27.77
Pioneer PL I2D .. ..
£38.42
Sony PS 5011 ..
P.O.A.
PS 5520 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Technics SL 1300
SPEAKERS ( per pair)
Acoustic Research 7 ..
4xa ..

.•
•.
•.
•.
•.
••

£61-50
£7.00
£0.00
£124.00
£133.00
£228.00
£61.02
£8.70
£03.70

MST ..
2ax ..
3a Imp. ..
Beoyox 1702
2702 ..
3702
Mordaunt-Short Carnival,
Festival 079, 235, 400
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna A10 ..
£52.78
A25
..
..
£69.44
A30
..
..
£85•18
Tandberg TL 2510
P.O.A.
Technics SB 40, 101
P.O.A.
B & W DM24/4/5 ..
P.O.A.

TU NER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 625, 626 .
P.O.A.
B & 0 Beomaster 1001 .. £ 109.72
901
£124.90
2000 .. .. .
E199-07
Maranta 2015, 2220, 22301
2245 ....
P.O.A.
STEREO CASSETTE
N.A.D. 160•
•
£ 195.00
MACHINES
Pioneer RX434. • £ 84.72
Akai CS 33D
£69-90
RX535•
.
£ 115.74
GXC 38D•
•
£90.28
Rotel RX 152
• • £ 61.57
GXC 46D . • . £ 104.16
RX 202•
•
£ 69.90
B & 0 Beocord 2200 .. £ 166.20
RX 402..
£ 91.20
Dual C901 .... £ 177.18
RX 602
..
£ 119.90
Sony TC 121 .. • .
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna 2000 Mk II .. £ 103-70
TC 13ISD .. ..
P.O.A.
2100
..
£ 125.92
TC I3450 .. • •
P.O.A.
2400 .. .. . £ 156-48
TC 16150 .. • •
P.O.A.
Sony STR 6036A, 6046A..
P.O.A.
TC 152SD . ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR 200, 1000 ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD 310 .
P.O.A.
Technics SA 5200, 5400X,
Technics RS 263, 271, 616,
. .. . . .
,
.
..
P.O.A.
Headphones by Pioneer, Sennheiser, Sony
Music Systems by Bang 8., Olufsen, National, Sony
Blank Cassettes by Sony, T.D.K.
Cartridges and Styli by Goldring, Shure VI 5Ill. £24.44
Colour Television by Bang & Olufsen, National, Skantic, Sony, Tandberg
Bang & Olufsen equipment at Amersham and Bedford.
Maranta at Hitchin. Bowers & Wilkins at Bedford and Hitchin.
Equipment guaranteed up to 3 years.
Specialised after- sales service.
Barclaycard
Access e Personal loans

•

Wide selection of gramophone records and tapes.
Prices exclude V.A.T. currently at 8%
Prices correct at time of going to Press.

audio Evisual sustems
AMERSHAM
16 HILL AVENUE
Telephone: 21343
BEDFORD
29 ST. PETER'S STREET
Telephone: 46058

AYLESBURY
8 BOURBON STREET
Telephone: 89419
HITCHIN
3 CHURCHGATE
Telephone: 51538

DOKORDER moves in new directions with this
outstanding cassette deck. A Tape Scan
Indicator shows the direction the tape
is moving and, in conjunction with the
3- digit tape counter and Cue and
Review Switches, makes it exceptionally easy to locate desired
selections instantly.The superhard Molybdenum ( MBD)
PLAY RECORD head delivers
outstanding fidelity and increased
frequency response ( 30-18k Hz).
And the Dolby- B noise reduction system
achieves exceptional signal-to-noise characteristics ( better than 60 dB). Its THE cassette
deck for reel-to-reel quality with cassette luxury.
Suggested retail price f97 50+VAT.

ACOUSTIC°
ENTERPRISES
LTD 110-liklieleui
Unit 7SpaceVeye Not thFeltharitTiacing Estate
Feithatit Metiesen Tel 01-751 0i41(4 hoes)

We'll give you
the full
treatment

We can't compete on price with discount stores.
They can't compete with us on knowledge,
equipment, installation and service. We have the
backing of ateam of highly qualified technical
staff, some with degrees in electronics and all
with years of experience in the field of high
definition sound. High fidelity is a highly
technical field and to get the best out of it you
need the best professional knowledge and
advice. Don't try and cut corners. For the full
treatment contact the professionals.

An example of agood quality gramophone system housed in an
antique commode.

London's Classical Record Shop
JOHN TAVERNER
1495-1545

JOHN TAVENER
1944-

Utterly confused between John Taverner and John Tavener?
Overwhelmed by the 20 odd versions of Vivaldi's Four Seasons?
Can't you find Ligeti's Requiem? We'll help you—we have
in our record department the most knowledgeable and
helpful staff in London—so let us advise you on your record
collection. We specialise solely in classical recordings and
supply records and cassettes all over the world.

h

., HAMPSTEAD HIGH FIDELITY
"
e-: 91 HEATH STREET HAMPSTEAD NW3 6SS TELEPHONE 01-435 0999
FI
9.30 - 6.00 MONDAY to SATURDAY

or

01-435 6377

Vettltss
means unequalled

ftertess
Loudspeaker Kits
are made for
the discriminating
Peerless kits consist of specially
selected Peerless drive units found in high
quality systems all over the world. Matching
crossover networks, fixing clamps, sealing strip
and solderless connecting leads are also provided,
together with comprehensive instructions on fitting
and cabinet design.
Four loudspeaker kits, priced from £ 18.24 to £42.56
are currently available, as well as certain individual
drive units.
Sole U.K. and Eire Distributors

ROSS
ELECTRONICS

R.Bechorics Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place. London VV1P 1AD. Tel: 01-580 7112/3

Please send me full details of Peerless
I
mudspeaker Kits and Drive Units.
Name
Address

314 U.S.
RECORDING STUDIOS
BE WRONG I

Billboard Magazine's 1973 International
Directory of Recording Studios lists 514 Recording Studios in the United States as using
Altec Lansing monitor installations--over twice
as many as their nearest competitor.
The reasons? Quite simply Altec Lansing
speakers are the best you can buy! But of
course there is only one way to prove this for
yourself. Visit one of the Altec Lansing Main
Dealers shown on this page or write for the
name and address of your nearest stockist.
Then you'll be able to hear for yourself their
extremely high efficiency, superb transient response and high power handling capabilities.
There are 12 speakers in the Altec Lansing
range starting with the 887A Mini- Monitor II
at £55 plus VAT through to the 863 A Barcelona
'Voice of the Theatre' System at £475 plus VAT.
All models carry a5year guarantee.

See and hear

Altec Lansing
Speakers
in Room 1146
at High Fidelity 75,
Heathrow Hotel,
London Airport.

lentantlftent'
tetlIffeleffellitet ,

otetrunnttere

ittliffettfeHtlif
iletteffellftletti ffinfleftlettel
ettitttliftlfffel y
flfl ffi

A. La-1
EC

LANJINJG

Send for full details on the Altec Lansing range to:
D.E.S. Limited, 10/12 High Street, Colliers Wood, London SW19 2BE.
18

Ross 66.
The cassette
with the precision
movement.

efee•

ROSS
ELECTRONICS
Quality Hi Fi from beginning to end.

32 Rathbone Place, London VV1P 1AD. Te!: 01-580 7112/3

(11141 PRQ)
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.................................

10,000 watts of sizzling Hi -Fi power
at dynamic discounts in Hi-Fi Pro's
Pre-Summer Sale of Super Amplifiers

re»

aniono

Dynaco 400

ESS 500

Lux MI50

Bose 180IB

2 200 watts RMS
Normal Price £405

2 250 watts RMS
Normal Price £386

2 • 75 watts RMS
Normal Price £ 242

2 250 watts RMS
Normal Price £450

Sale Price
£340

Sale Price
£300

Sale Price

Sale Price

£200

£370

SAE 30 pre amp
& 31B power amp

McIntosh
MC2I05

McIntosh
MC2505

Bose
1800

2 • 50 watts RMS
Normal Price £407 ()

2> 105 watts RMS
Normal Price £ 467

2 50 watts RMS
Normal Price £ 322

2 250 watts RMS
Normal Price £ 520

Sale Price

Sale Price
£250

Sale Price

Sale Price (
£300

r)

£400
IN CAR ENTERTAINMENT

8 Tracks — Cassettes — Radio — even T.V.!
FITTED IN 4 HOURS. Come and choose from up to 40 in- car units on continuous
demonstration— including Philips, Grundig, Blaupunkt, Pioneer, Javelin, Hitachi, etc.
Make your choice— leave your car—collect in 4 hours.
GUARANTEE
All our units are sold with:
A one year labour and spares guarantee.
A sixty day (from date of purchase) guarantee that any faulty unit will be immediately replaced with anew one free of charge.
A guarantee that any repair will be completed within five working days.
DINERS CLUB

BARCLAYCARD

All prices exclusive of VAT
HIRE PURCHASE

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

TERMS ARRANGED
ACCESS \
CARD

Iii

FI PRQ)

f440
AGENTS FOR:
ACCUPHASE
AIWA
AKAI
ALTEC
AMPZILLA
AR
ARMSTRONG
B & 0
B & W
BOSE
CAMBRIDGE
AUDIO
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
DAHLQUIST
DENON
DOKORDER
DUAL
DYNACO
ESS
FUJI TAPES
IMF
INFINITY
JANSZEN
JBL
JENSEN

22-24 Buckingham Palace Road, London SWIW OQP. Tel.: 01-834 9382 3

JVC
KEF
LEAK
LINN SONDEK
LUX
MAXELL
McINTOSH
MICRO
NEAL
QUASAR
RE VOX
ROGERS
SANSUI
SCINTREX
SENNHEISER
SEQUERRA
SONY
SME
TANNOY
TECHNICS
TRANSCRIPTORS
TRIO
TEAC
TDK
ETC.

Audio Techniques
LUNATIC OFFER

IR MOITIS

ELECTRONIC CALCULATOR

AT
LAST

4
127Cib ON INPUTS
St FULL STEREO PANNING
For Owners Of High Quality

Tape Decks &

•:;
4,

align Level 0..1 Nominal
OdOM 6 5VRMS before
cfipang. Source R = 5073 load wdh 60011 or grater
Off on Satan ear . s
Powered by 2e PPG battenes
or ecavalent Imams aapbon
base Pate evadable a..11
optanal extra/

Input level Controls Allow level of eech
anal to be ape.
•.eperately

YES, this fabulous
HANIMEX calculator for only £2•99
when you buy £)9.00
worth of hi-fi from
us. Choose from:

P A. Systems

IO e
N
250rad wan Ffigh Level Output
set to OdbM. Source R • 50S2 Output to be loaded sv.th 6001(
or greater

Maophone Inputs• • I27da fa 206:7 source
resntor - balanced • arena many. 50‘11,
sens.fivoy 200p V for noonnal OdoM
l•
,Pen at Centre and level cor-.r.als aelr•
Pavel)

Output Level Control Allows
Mamma, of both stereo
outputs stmultaneousry
Pan Control Enables each
.newt to be posdaned
the stereo Cature - anve.ere
-from fully left to fully
reght.
A fa dlustrated) OLA Connector - 2009
halanca
£89 75

AKAI - LEAK - ROTEL - TEAC - SONY SANYO - NATIONAL - NIVICO - SHARP

0042 3 T.•• 3pole leas for inputs
4 apeono
plue I outputs - 206n balanced 'nt.'s

( 69 75

MM42 C
2pole Jenks to, malts
4 aMono
plugs fin outputs - 504 unbalanced emu's

( 52 75

MD42 4Channel to sb.reol,ne level ma down
tent - to, use veth Tea. 3340 and ' wale recorders £ 34 75

- PYE - WHARFEDALE - KEF - REVOX -

RCS 2

Versatde Conte Und alloang all seetch.ng funct.ons
beteaen two une recorders ( reel to reel. cassette or
....gel ad ea erne ,, p, ha.ng only one tape monnor
socket.
fll 95

TAS 1

Tape attenuator for mterfion between tape recorder and
amplIfier Anew,. to 50db fin 10db Peps, atenatan
t•Oth reCOIC and replay Peals.
£ 11 95

B & O - DYNATRON - PHOTAX - GRUNDIG
- HACKER - PHILIPS - BUSH ARINA - BUSH RCS2

MORPHY - ALSO OTHER LEADING MAKES

Versatile Control Und allowing all swrehrng lunctrons
between two tape reorders ( reel to reek cassette or
cartrIdge and an amperer hayrng only one tape mono.,
socket.

ARE AVAILABLE.

IASI

f11.95

Tape attenuate for inserion between tape recorder and
ampldier. Allows up to 50db ( In 10db steps) attenuation of
both recon) and replay signals.

TIP"—JUST GIVE US A RING BEFORE YOU BUY I

Available in London from Accessory Counters of Henry-Lindair Shops, Teletape,
Sound City and SSW Audio Visual Co.

Also from Hardman Radio Shops in Liverpool,

and Preston or II Mail- Order from Audio Techniques.

LTD
FINCHFERN
50-51 WELLS STREET, LONDON, W.I Opp. ITN House
HI -Fi

—

RADIO

—

TV

—

( 11 95

Music City,
Manchester

Prices are manufacturer's

recommended retail, and do Tot Include VAT.

ELECTRICAL

Audio Techniques

Telephone: 01-580 0873/74

83 GethoLnd Rood. Layton W6 8NH

01.836 3132

For Audio
enthusiasts who
know their
sound matters

Monitor Audio Ltd.
SEE AND HEAR US AT LULU LrillittIN/b
A new model the MA 4 will be released at the show
MA 4: Provisional Specification
Frequency range:
Power rating:
Impedance:
Crossover:
Type:
Size:
Price:

50 Hz-18 kHz ± 3 dB
60 watts programme
8 ohms
3.4 kHz, 18 dB/oct.
Reflex, low Q
23.5" • 12.5" • 11" deep + stands
from £75 each excl.

Other Models
MA
MA
MA
MA

1
3
5
7

60 watts
100 watts
40 watts
25 watts
excl. V.A.T.

£93.00
£122.73
£47.00
£29.50

Please write for colour brochures and available reports.
Name
Address

Monitor Audio Ltd., 347F Cherry Hinton Road, Cambridge
Telephone: 0223 42898.
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you get
abit more
atcRadford'IliFi.
More choice
more service
more discount.
52-54 Gloucester &I
'Bristol 7
0272--422709
mail order
'Barclaycard
'Access
br
phone

introduces Phase 2m
An exciting new çoncppt in
3tereophonic Ibtening
K03,5

Koss engineers have developed a new phase to s:ereophone
listening. A concept so exciting and so different from other

the centre of a live performance.
Now flip the Ambience Expander switch on the right earcup

stereophones, we called it Phase 2.

to the E position. You'll hear a dramatic expansion of the centre

In effect. Koss Phase 2 Stereophones do for the music lover
what the zoom lens did for the photographer. By bringing the

channel on your recording that gives you incredibly enhanced

orchestra into vivid close-up or expanding the
musical sphere surrounding you so that you
feel encircled by a panorama of sound.
You have the option of personaiising
each stereo recording as if it had
been tailor-made to your individual
taste, being able to do things that
until now only a recording engineer
could do at the original session.
The secret is the rotating
Panoramic Source Control located
at the lower edge of each earcup.
They range from zero to 10, and
as you advance the level you feel
drawn closer and closer toward

depth and richness. Then rotate one control separately from the
other; it's like sitting on the piano bench one minute
and in the midst of the violin section the next.
To go back to conventional sound, set
the Ambience Expander on N position and
reduce the Panoramic Source Controls
on both ears to zero. As an added convenience, a Momentary Comparator
switch on the left cup lets you
compare the new sound
capabilities with the
conventional stereo mode.
Ask your Audio Dealer to
let you hear Koss Phase 2
Stereophones. And write
for our free full- colour
catalogue.

STEREOPHONES

LAN ET

HI-FI CENTRE
SERVIrg
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88 HIGH STREET • EDGWARE
MIDDLESEX HA8 7HE
TELEPHONE: 01-952 3238
t wai
CLOSE TO M1 MOTORWAY
MI No 4

111 We guarantee to provide parts and

labour absolutely free of charge for 12 months on any
item purchased from Planet and returned to us as
faulty. We only sell goods that we consider to be
reliable and backed by reputable manufacturers. All
prices quoted are for cash or cheques backed by
cheque card. We will be pleased to accept ACCESS or
BARCLAYCARD.
SATISFACTION GUARANTEED

AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
P.O.A.
Cambridge P60
E1094)0
Cambridge PI10
Leak 2100
..
£89.75
Leak 2200
..
£ 114.25
Lux 707, 505X, 507X, 700X,
308, 309 .. Prices on application
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500}Prices on application
Nikko TRM600
Pioneer SA500A
Pioneer SA6200
aseo
Pioneer SA7100
[ 101410
Pioneer SA8100
mein
Pioneer SA9I00
curie°
Quad 33/303
Price on application
Rote I31 I
..
[49.75
Rotel 611 .. ..
new
Sansui AUI01 .. £48.00
Sansui AU505
£ 4.50
Sansui AU6503
close°
Sansui AU75C0
E172.00
Sansui AU9500
E269.00
Tandberg TA3C0 Price on application

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 625

Armstrong 626 }Prices

on application

Goodmans Mod. 80 Compact £ 139.50
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 7.50
Goodmans Mod. 90 Compact £ 172.00
Goodmans One-Ten .. £ 118•75
Goodmans One-Ten Z Compact .. .. .. [ 199.50
Goodmans One-Twenty .. am°
Leak 2000 .. .. .. £ 137•25
Lux R800 ..
Price on application
Pioneer SX434 .. .. £86.00
Pioneer SX535 .. .. £ 117.50
Pioneer 53(636 .. .. £ 137.00
Pioneer SX737 .. .. £ 170.00
Pioneer SX838 .. .. £217.00
Pioneer 5)(939
£240.00
Pioneer SX1010
£296.00
Rotel 202 ..• • £ 70-00
Rotel 402 ..• . £ 92.50
Rotel 602 .. ..• • £ 120-00
Rotel 802 .. .. .. £ 159.03
Sansui 210 .. .. .. £77.00
Sansui 310 .. .. .. £99.00
Sansui 44IX .. .. .. £91.00
Sansui 55IX .. ..• • £ 120.00
Sansui 66IX .. ... • £ 15600
Sansui 771X .. .. £ 189.00
Sansui 88IX .. .. £265-00
Sansui Six .. .. £214.50
Sansui Seven..• • £ 252.00
Tandberg TR200
Tandberg TRI000) p .
Tandberg TRI010 >a ncr °.
pp ication
Tandberg TR1055)
n

TUNERS
Armstrong 623

Armstrong 624 }Prices

on application

OPEN: 9.30 TO 6MON. TO SAT,
9.30 TO 12.30 THURS.

Cambridge T55 VHF
Price on application
Leak 2300 AM/FM • • ..
E91 50
Lux SOO
Lux 717 Prices on application
Lux 700
Pioneer TX500A
E61 50
Pioneer TX6200
£69 00
Pioneer TX7 100 .. £89 00
Pioneer TX8 100 .. £ 107 00
Pioneer TX9 100
£14eso
Quad FM3 ..
Price on application
Rotel 322 .. .. £53.50
Rotel 622 .. .. £84 95
Sansui TU505 .. £77 00
Sansui TU7500
£ 141 50
Sansui TU9503
£ 181 50

TURNTABLES
Connoisseur BD2 Complete
£36.50
ERA Mk 6 with SME
£83.00
G
d SP25 Mk 4 Module
with Shure M75-6 wired ..
£26-00
G
d 86SB Module with
Shure M75-6 wired ..
£39.00
G
dZero 100058 Module
Shure 1993E wired ..
£52.00
Goldring GL713/P/C
£59-00
INERTIA BDTI
£69.50
Leak GL75/M75-B „
£49-00
Pioneer PL I2D
£41.50
Sansui 212 ..
£52.75
Thorens TD I65C
Thorens TDI60 BC less Arm £51.50
Thorens TD 160C
£62-75
Thorens TD 145 (Auto Lift) £79.00
Thorens TD125 Mk 11 .. £7200
Thorens TD125AB-I-TX25 £ 120.0111

CARTRIDGES
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M3D
M44-7
M55E
M75/B
M75/G2
M75/E.12
M75/ED2
V15/3 ..

£4-75
£7.00
£900

£10-25

£11.25
£11•75
£29.75

STYLI
Goldring DI20 ( G850) ..
Goldring DI 10 (G800) ..
Goldring DII0E (G800E) ..
Goldring D 1IOSE (Super E)
Shure N3D
Shure N44/7
Shure N55E
Shure N75G
Shure N75/6
Shure N75/8
Shure N75E.12
Shure N75ED2
Shure VN35E

Y.et'

A5

EASY PARKING

£2-95

£3-25

£7.50
£10-80
£3.75

£4-75

£6-00
£7-00
£5.00

£seo

£7.50
£9.25
£1400

SPEAKERS Complete
Cambridge R40/R50
Celestion County (pair) .. £47-00
Celestion Hadleigh ( pair) ..
Celestion Dicton 15 ( pair) .. £67.00
Celestion Dicton 44 ( pair) .. fl I1.00
Celestion Ditton 25 ( pair) .. £ 13315
Celestion Dicton 66 ( pair) .. £203-50
Goodmans Minister SL ( pair) £37/5
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( pair).. £68.50
Goodmans Magnum SL (pair) £ 34.75
Goodmans Goodwood (pair) £9100
Goodman: Dimension 8 ( pair) £ 12900
Goodmans Achromat 400 pr. £ 128.50
IMF all models
Prices on application
Jordan-Watts Jumbo pair .. £43-25
Jordan-Watts Janet pair .. £43 25
Jordan- Watts Juliet pair ..
£59 00
Jordan-Watts Juno pair ..
f57 00
Jordan-Watts GT pair ..
£72 50
Jordan-Watts Jodrell pair .. £ 100 00
Jordan-Watts Jupiter 2 pair £ 132 00
Jordan-Watts TLS pair .. £ 159 00
KEF Coda
KEF Cantor
l
KEF Chorale
A
. II normally
KEF Cadenza
in.stock.
on
KEF ConcertoPrices
KEF Model 104 Iapplication
KEF 104F Stand
Leak 2020 ( pair) .. £49.50
Leak 2030 ( pair) .. £67.50
Leak 2060 ( pair) .. .. £ 116 00
Leak 2075 ( pair)
Price on application
Lowther Acousta PM6 ( pair) £ 168 25
Tannoy Chevening HPD pr. [ 142 00
Tannoy Chatsworth HPD pr. £ 166 00
Tannoy Mansfield Ir HPD pr £ 177 00
Tannoy Mansfield 15" HPD pr £210 00
Tannoy Amesbury IS HPD pr £ 250 00
Wharfedale Denton Iwhite pr £26 75
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( pair) £ 31 50
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( pair) £ 39.95
Wharfedale Glendale 3 ( pair) £61.25
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( pair) £88 00

SPEAKERS Kits & Units
Jordan-Watts Module
£13 75
Jordan-Watts HF Unit
£600
Lowther PM6 ( pair)
ESI 75
Lowther PM6 Mk I ( pair) ..
£55 25
Lowther PM7 ( pair) ..
C89 95
KEF KK IKit ( pair) .. £39-00
KEF KK3 Kit ( pair) .. £71.00
KEF T27
eses
KEF B110
£
6.80
KEF 8200
E7•80
KEF 8139 ..
' "
E13.75
KEF DNI2 (T27/13110/8139) £5.50
KEF ON 13/5 (T27/13200) ..
£
4.35
KEF ON 13/7 (T27/8110) .. £3.95
Tannoy 10" HFD ( pair) .. £ 11100
Tannoy IT HFD ( pair) .. £ 11500
Tannoy l5" HPD ( pair) .. £ 147.50
Wharfedale Kit Linton 2pair £ 18.95
Wharfedale Kit Glendale 3pr £39.50
Wharfedale Kit Dovedale 3pr £53.25

TAPE DECKS &
RECORDERS
Akai 4000DS Deck ( Reel) .. £ 88 50
Akai 4000DB Deck ( Reel
Dolby)
..
£ 136 50
Akai CS33D Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
£72 75
Akai GXC36D Deck (Cass.)
£76 SO
Akai GXC36 Recorder ( Cass.) £ 79 00
Akai GXC38D Deck (Cass.
Dolby)
..
£ 94 50
Akai GXC46D Deck (Cass.
Dolby) .. £ 105 95
Akai GXC510D Deck (Cass.
Dolby) .. £ 132 50
Akai GXC75D Deck (Cass.
REV Dolby) ..
£139 75
Akai GXR82D Deck (Cart.) £85 50
Akai I722L Recorder (Reel)
PO.A.
BSR TD8S 8-track deck
.. £ 15 50
Goodmans SCD 100 (Cass.
Dolby) ..
E107.95
Leak 2002 (Cass. Dolby) .. £ 106 25
NEAL 102
PO.A.
Pioneer 4141A ( Cass. Dolby) £ 98.00
Pioneer 5151 (Cass. Dolby) £ 111.00
Pioneer 6161 ( Cass. Dolby) £ 118.00
Pioneer 7171 (Cass. Dolby) £ 133-00
Revox 1102 Mk 3 ( New style) P.O.A.
Revox 1104 Mk 3 ( New style) P.O.A.
Sansui SC636 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) .. .. £ 11800
Sansui SC737 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
ameo
Tandberg 334IX Deck ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 344IX Recorder
P.O.A.
Tandberg 364IXI Dolby Deck P.O.A.
Tandberg 9141X Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0 Deck (Cass.
Dolby) ..
P.O.A.
Teac-all models ..
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
Koss ESP9
Koss ESP6
Koss PROSLC
Koss PRO4AA
Koss HV1A
Koss HV ILC . .
Koss K0747
Koss K6 ..
Koss K0727
Koss K6LC
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305
Sennheiser HD4I 4 ..
Sennheiser HD424
Stax SR3S/RD6
Wharfedale Isodynamic

£63.40
£55.00
£29.50
£26.50
£23.00
£27.50
£20.20
£12.00
£15.20
£13.25

Leta

£12.15
£1200
£19.00
£51.40
£18.95

PICK-UP ARMS
P.O.A.
SME 3009 Improved
)• Normally in
SME 3009/2 Improved
stock
SPECIAL Zero Stat Pistol £6.69

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT
Please add 150p per item towards carriage and packing. ( Cartridges and styli post 40p.).

E. & O. E.

DEMONSTRATIONS, EXPERT GUIDANCE AND AFTER -SALES SERVICE
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The word's
getting out
for sound unlimited

•

The revolutionary

The record cleaner that really works
You've heard it often in the past - perhaps too
often. UNWANTED NOISE, DISTORTION,
CRACKLY INTERFERENCE AND OTHER
HORRORS CAUSING POOR SOUND REPRODUCTION WHICH DAMPENS YOUR
LISTENING PLEASURE.

Avgarde Gallery of Manchester
"We are selling six times more
Pixel Is than any other record
cleaner and receive only praise
for an effective product. The
sales of refills speak for
themselves."

At long long last you now have the opportunity,
with the Revolutionary Pixall Off- the- Record
Cleaner to eliminate the negative and
accentuate the positive. A disc treated with the
Pixall ensures you'll no longer hear that hiss that tickety tick due to dust embedded in your
record - only the rich original sounds that were
intended when the record was first cut.
The Pixall is not just another record cleaner
which merely removes ' surface dust' from
records, but it has the added and distinct
advantage of being able to penetrate and
effectively clean right down into those
intimate and delicate serrations inside the
groove which are responsible for transmitting
recorded sound. This results visually in leaving
the record in a pristine condition whilst audibly
it makes sound, sound better.
The key to the Pixall's revolutionary efficiency
is in its specially formulated adhesive tape,
designed specifically for the removal of dust
and foreign matter. It's so simple and practical
-all you do is place your record on aflat
surface and, starting from the centre, taking
care to avoid the label, draw the roller slowly
towards the outer rim with the application of
slight pressure. Repeat until the entire grooved
surface has been treated. The soft cushioning
tape will penetrate each microgroove and lift
out all the micro- particles of dust and foreign
matter that are responsible for unwanted noise
and which cause so much wear on both
record and stylus alike.
The Pixel' leaves nothing behind and arecord
treated with aPixall not only looks clean, but
SOUNDS clean.
The Pixall has now been tested and highly
recommended by anumber of independent
authorities, as well as the record buying public.
Try it on your old records, the difference will
be amazing. Indeed, to prevent permanent
damage use aPixall regularly even on the very
first playing of anew record, remembering
that prevention is always better than cure.

Imhofs of London - " We
strongly recommend the Pixall
to all our customers as an
extremely effective dust remover".
Mr B JSlimmon of surrey -" May
Icongratulate you on a most
effective product."

Mr O Pybus of Lincolnshire "The Pixall is most effective and
Iwould recommend it to anyone"

Mr JBorwick, Audio Editor of The Gramophone' - " I
cannot fault the Pixall Off- the- Record ... it certainly does
remove due with meticulous thoroughness to leave a
gleamingly clean record surface ... in pristine condition
... the Pixall Off- the- Record can be confidently
recommended"

Mr B JWebb for Hi -FiNews- " A disc treated with the
Pixall has a shining pristine look ... Ihave invited
friends to dig out some of their older discs, unplayed and
uncleaned for a long time, and applied the Pixall to these
with considerable success in the reduction of background
noise and noticeable improvement in appearance ... it is
a highly efficient cleaner ... it really does clean the
records ... All parts of the groove right dawn to the
bottom ... We extend a warm welcome to this new
cleaner and are glad to be able to recommend our readers
to try it."
To: MI LTV PRODUCTS LTD., New Mansion House,
173/191 Wellington Rd. South, Stockport, Cheshire
SK1 3UA. Tel: 061-480 8142/3. Telex: 667700.
Please supply ( stating Quantity required)
Pixall ' Off- the- Record' Cleaner @ £ 2.75
inc. V.A.T. P & P add 13p.
'Pixall' Genuine Refill @ 55p inc. V.A.T.
P & P add6p.

Ienclose Cheque/P.O. value £
(do not tend postage stamps).

FROM SATISFIED PIXALL USERS.

Mr G F Woods of Edinburgh - " 1
am very pleased with the roller.
It does clean the records as you
say."

Mr JS Mason of The Wirral - " Ithink
this is a first class product ... this
could well be the ultimate answer
to the problem of record cleaning"

Mrs JDurnford of Sussex "Excellent"

Mr G Taylor of Cheshire - " Ihave
now abandoned other forms of
record cleaning as Ifind the
Pixall far superior in performance
and well worth the money."

Mr Augusto Wanderley in Brazil "It operated wonders on my
record collection."

The Record Shop in Salop -" The
Pixall arrived safely and your
claims are fully justified"

Why don't you give your

Name

records a chance to be heard
as they were intended. Get

Address

your Pixall now and see

It's not only what we say HERE ARE JUST A FEW EXTRACTS

Mr E W Packman of Surrey -" I
would like to take this opportunity
of congratualing you on a first
class product which in my
opinion is superior to all the
other record cleaning products
on ' he market"

what a difference a really
(Block Capitals please)

HFN4
—8

effective cleaner can make
to your records.
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(S EAS)
HIGH FIDELITY LOUDSPEAKER KITS
Seven systems now available from 10 to 70
watts.
SEAS, THE ELITE of SCANDINAVIAN LOUDSPEAKERS, are used by many of the principal
Hi -Fi Manufacturers throughout the world. Now
these superb Loudspeakers are available in the
U.K. in Kit form with full cabinet drawings and
crossover network and 8ohm impedance. Prices
range from £ 7.35 to £34.95 each ( excl. VAT).
Kit 35 illustrated here has two 8" units and a 1r
Dome with a crossover frequency of 1500 cps.
The recommended cabinet volume is 30-40 litres,
Power Rating 60 watts and frequency response
30-20,000 cps. ( DIN 45 500).

HIGH•FIDELITY

TYPE 35

KIT
(
60

Write for further details to the sole importer:

MACEL RECIHONICS LID
P.O. BOX 64, Ipswich IPl 3LR.
Telephone: ( 0473) 215465.
Demonstration models at
Henry's, 354 Edgware Road,
Lindair, 227 Tottenham Ct. Road, London.

HI- FIDELITY ' 75

Trade enquiries welcome.

ROOM 1070

SEE US AT

THE MONEY SAVERS
CUT PRICE QUALITY HI-FI IN THE CENTRE OF BRISTOL
LOUDSPEAKERS IN PAIRS
CELESTION COUNTIES . .
P.O.A.
CELESTION DITTON I5s
P.O.A.
CELESTION DITTON 44s ..
P.O.A.
CELESTION DITTON 25s ..
P.O.A.
WHARFEDALE DENTONS
£ 30-50
WHARFEDALE LINTONS
£36-85
WHARFEDALE DOVEDALES
£81.35
WHARFEDALE KINGSDALES £ 116.35
MARANTZ 4Gs
P.O.A.
MARANTZ 5Gs
P.O.A.
MARANTZ 6Gs
P.O.A.
MARANTZ 7Gs .
P.O.A.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 7s
£66.42
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 4XAs
£83.16
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 6s
£97-20
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 2AXs ( pair) £ 143.64
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 5s
..
£ 185-76
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH 3A ( Imp.) .. £246.24
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH ARMST .. £ 133.92
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH LST ( Shop soiled) £390-00
HEADPHONES NAD 160
NAD 160 HEADPHONES (05)
NAD HEADPHONES 10 ..
NAD HEADPHONES 16 ..
NAD HEADPHONES 20E ..
KOSS 711 BLACK OR RED
KOSS K6 ..
KOSS K6 LC
KOSS K0727B
KOSS K0747
KOSS HV Is ..
KOSS PRO4AA

.. £210.60
£9.90
£13.90
£19.90
£41.90
£10.80
£12.30
£14.10
£15.80
£20.80
£21.80
£28.50

Bristol

PART EXCHANGES- CASH BUYS.

CALL TO SEE US FOR SOME SOUND ADVICE
CARTRIDGES
SHURE VIS Mk III IMP
SHURE M7SED Mk II
SHURE M75E.1 Mk 11
SHURE M75- B
SHURE M55E
SHURE M44E
SHURE M447
GOLDRING G820SE
GOLDRING 08005E
GOLDRING G800E
GOLDRING 0800 ..
GOLDRING G850 ..

£29.95
£10.85
£8-85
£7.85
£5-55
£4.75
£4-45
£14.55
£9-55
£6-35
£4-10
£3.06

RECORD PLAYING DECKS
GARRARD SP25 Mk IV P & C c/w M75-6 ..
GARRARD 86SB ( NEW) P & C c/w M75-6
GARRARD 100SB ( NEW) P & C c/w M93 ..
THORENS TDI65
THORENS TDI60C
THORENS TDI25 Mk III
GOLDRING GL75 and Plinth ..
GOLDRING Cover for GL75
GOLDRING GL78, Plinth and Cover
GOLDRING GL85, Plinth and Cover
A.R. TURNTABLE ( No Cartridge)
A.R. UNIVERSAL DECK & SHURE M9IED
TRIO KP2022A and Cart. .
GOODMANS TD100 & GOLDRING 800E

Centr

e

£27.50
£38-50
£51.95
£51-75
£59.95
£121-95
£38.95
£3.58
£49-75
£63.50
£49.75
£57 75
P.O.A.
£54.85

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
TRIO 2202A
TRIO 4002A
TELETON SAQ307
EAGLE AA4
EAGLE AA6
MARANTZ 1030
MARANTZ 1060 ..

••
.•
••
••
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£27.50
£45.65
£53.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

STEREO TUNER AMPLIFIERS
P.O.A.
TRIO 2300 ..
P.O.A.
TRIO 3200 ..
P.O.A.
TRIO 5200
TRIO 7200
.
.
P.O.A.
MARANTZ TUNER AMPLIFIERS- Many in stock
EAGLE AA28
EAGLE AA30
£I07.00

•.
••
•.

ORDERING AFTER SHOP HOURS . . .
Telephone Bristol 2049I- give your name,
address and Credit Card number. We will despatch within 48 hours, obviously depending on
our stocks. We also confirm your order by letter.
TAPE GEAR
AKAI 4000DS R to R
SHARP 480A ( NEW) Dolby ..
TEAC DECKS IN STOCK
TRIO DECKS IN STOCK ..
* NEW TRIO ITEMS IN FULL STOCK.

26 Broad Street
Bristol BS1 2HG • Tel. 294181

JUST LOOK AT OUR DISCOUNT PRICES AND BRAND NAMES. FULL SHOP SERVICE. " WE ARE NOT A WAREHOUSE - PAY AS
YOU WISH, INCLUDING ACCESS AND BARCLAYCARD. DEMONSTRATIONS FOR PERSONAL SHOPPERS OF COURSE OR USE
OUR ANSWERING TELEPHONE TO ORDER YOUR CHOICE AFTER HOURS. EVEN WEEKENDS. DON'T DELAY. TEL.: BRISTOL
20491. P/X CAMERAS FOR HI- Fl. ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT SECURICOR FOR MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS, ADD £3.00.

£5.50
£1115
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER or PERSONAL CALLERS 1
CASH OR CREDIT TERMS - PART EXCHANGES
TUES-SAT 9.00 TO 5.30.

CLOSED MONDAYS

WE CAN SUPPLY MOST EQUIPMEMT
ADVERTIZED IN THIS MAGAZINE
12 MONTHS PARTS & LABOUR GUARANTEE
K

1.1.10

be

titers ¡define note all requexts for information tratoit
rn partied by a stamped midi-et:nee! envelope

OrrO

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 8%

EASY TERMS THE EASY WAY - FOR CALLERS OR BY POST 'arggEn"
Minimum deposit- one third ( to the nearest pound) and the balance ( including charges) over 12, 18 or 24 months. Available for one or any number of articles and delivery
charges can be included if you wish. Just add up the total value, subtract your deposit and read off your monthly payments on the table below. ( Minimum cash balance £ 40.)
Documentation charge of £ 3 will be added to your first instalment. Do not add it to your deposit. STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES please.
Credit facilities are available only to customers living in Great Britain. Fill in coupon below and buy your Hi -Fi the easy way. Equipment may also be purchased through
Access, Paybonds and People's Bank. *
STAMPED ADDRESSED ENVELOPE WITH ALL ENQUIRIES PLEASE *
Monthly Payments
Monthly Payments
Monthly Payments
Also INSTANT CREDIT
12
18
24
12
18
24
Balance
Balance
Balance
12
18
24
Balance 12 months
£18.36 £ 13.09 £ 10.45
£10.44 £ 7.44 £ 5•95
£190
£108
£63 £ 6.09 £4.34 £40 £4.17
for callers only. Available
£18.85
£
13.43
£
10.73
£10•63
£
7.58
£
6.06
£195
£110
£64
£6.19
£4.41
£41 £4.25
from
10% deposit on
£19.33 £ 13.78 £ 11.00
£200
£10.82 £ 7.72 £ 6.16
£112
£66 £ 6.38 £4.55 £42 £4.34
£19.81 £ 14.12 £ 11.28
£1102 £7•85 £ 6.27
£205
£114
£68 £ 6.57 £4.68 goods valued over £ 100
£43 £4.42
£20.30
£
14.44
£
11.55
£210
£116
£11.21 £7.99 £ 6.38
£70 £ 6.77 £4.84 £44 £4.50
£20.78 £ 14.81
fI1.83
£215
£11.40 £8.13 £ 6.49
£118
£72 £ 6.96 £4.96 £45 £4.59
£21.26 £ 15.16 £ 12.10
£220
£1160 £ 8.27 £ 6.60
£120
£74 £ 7.15 £ 5•10 £46 £4.67
£21.74 £ 15•50 £ 12.38
£11-79 £8.40 £ 6.71
£225
£122
£76 £7.35 £ 5.24 £47 £4.75
£22.23 £ 15.85 £ 12.65
Access
£11.98 £ 8.54 £6.82
£230
£124
£78 £ 7.54 £ 5•37 £48 £4.84
takes the waiting
£22-71 £ 16.19 £ 12.93
£235
£12.18 £ 8.68 £ 6.93
£126
£80 £7.73 £ 5.51 £49 £4.92
cut
of wenten
£23•20
£
16-54
£
13.20
£12.37
£8•82
£7•04
£240
£128
£82 £ 7.92 £ 5•65 £50 £ 5.00
£23.68 £ 16.88 £ 13.48
£245
£12.56 £8.96 £ 7.15
£130
£84 £ 8.12 £ 5•79 £51 £ 5.09
OR
£24.16
£
17.22
£
13.75
£13.05
£
9.30
£
7.43
£250
£135
£86 £ 8.31 £ 5-95 £52 £ 5•17
£24.64 £ 17.56 £24.03
£255
£140
£13.53 £ 9.64 £7-70
£88 £ 8.51 £ 6•06 £53 £ 5.25
BARCLAYCARD
£25•13
£
17.91
£
14.30
£145
£14.01
£9.99
£7.98
£260
£90 £ 8.70 £ 6.20 £4.95
£54 £ 5.34
£25•64 £ 18.25 £ 14.58
£265
£14.50 £ 10.33 £ 8.25
£150
£92 £8.90 £ 6.34 £5.06
£55 £ 5.42
Extanded Credit
£26.10 £ 18.60 £ 14.85
£270
£155
£14.98 £ 10.68 £8•53
£94 £9.09 £ 6.48 £5.17
£56 £ 5.50
P0051 YOUR ORDIR
£26.58 £ 18.94 £ 15•13
£275
£160
£15•46
fI1.02 £13-80
£96 £ 9.29 £ 6.61 £5.28
£57 £ 5.59
£27.06 £ 19.29 £ 1540
£280
£165
£15.95 £ 11.37 £9.08
£98 £ 9.48 £ 6.75 £ 5.39
£58 £ 5•67
(Just phone or write)
£27.54 £ 19.63 £ 15.68
£285
£170
£16.43 £ 11.71 £ 9.35
£100 £ 9-67 £ 6.89 £ 5.50
£59 £ 5.75
stating
your
require£290
£28.03 £ 19.98 £ 15.95
£175
£16.91
£
12.06
£9•63
£102
£
9.86
£
7.03
£
5.61
£60 £ 5.84
£28.51 £ 20.32 £ 16.23
£17.40 £ 12.40 £ 9.90
£295
£180
£104 £ 10.05 £ 7.16 £ 5.72
£6 I
£ 5.92
ments. S.A.E. please.
£29-00
£20.67
£
16.50
£17-88
£
12.74
£
10.18
£300
£185
£106
£
10.25
£7.30
£
5.83
£62 £6.00

et\

Buy it
on

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Carriage and Packing £ 1.40
.. £99.99
Armstrong 621
£85.00
Beolab 1700
.. £43.90
Bush A220
..
£
139.32
Cambridge P60
.. £ 160.92
Cambridge P110
£58.33
Eagle AA4
.. £ 73.44
Eagle AA6 B/S
.. £ 101.52
Ferrograph F208 ..
£88.94
Leak Delta 30 ..
Leak 2100 . .
E112.96
MetrosoundST20 Mk 11 ..
£47.53
Metrosound ST60.. ..
£84.26
Philips RH520
£86.00
Philips RH52 I
£155.00
Quad 33/303 ..
£142.56
Radford ZD22/ZDIOOHD
£275.40
Revox A78
£197.64
Revox A722
.. £212.76
Rogers Panthers A75 ..
£99.90
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £62.11
Rotel RA311
£78.50
Rotel RA6Il
£122.50
Sugden C51/P51 .... £16416
Teac AS100
£172.80
Wharfedale Linton Mk II
£275.40
IIBIBIMIEUZILVI:1311311
1
• 111.11
Carriage and Packing £ 2.75
Ariston RD IIP/C
£83•86
Beogram 1001
£57.00
Beogram 1203
£75.00
Beogram 2000
£95.00
Beogram 3000 ..
£99.50
Beogram 4002 .. £238-50
Beogram 6000 .. £318.50
ERA Mk 6 ..
£72.90
Garrard SP25 Mk IV Mod.
£30.97
Garrard SP25 Mk IV M75-6
£38.72
Garrard 86SB Module ..
£57.99
Garrard Mod. Z100 SB
£79.89
Garrard 401
£50.00
Goodmans TD100 . ..
£79.31
Leak Delta.. ..
£75•28
Linn-Sondek LPI2 P/C ..
£88.34
Philips GA212
£89.00
Pioneer PL I
2D
£60.79
Russco Studio- Pro
£137.19
Thorens TD 165C
£105•98
Thorens TD 125 Mk II ..
£97.52

• • •

Thorens TD 125ABC Mk II
Thorens TD I
25ABC Mk 11
with Ortofon M15E Super
Thorens TD 160C.. ..
Transcriptor Saturn ..
Transcriptor Hyd with arm
Transcriptor Hyd less arm
Wharfedale Linton W/30

£161.49
£ 84.95
£83.01
£75•00
£123.58
£101.75
£40.62

TAPE RECORDERS S DECKS
Carriage and Packing £ 2.75
Akai 4000 DS ..
£136.59
Akai I722L
£146.37
Brenell IC2000
£252.72
Ferrograph 7502/7504 .. £ 317.52
Ferrograph 7502/2 Dolby
£380•16
Lamb Lab Mini- Studio .. £949.32
Philips N4450 ..
£350.00
Philips N4418 ..
£204.71
Revox A77/1102/4 Mk Ill
£355•32
Revox A77/ 1122/4 Mk Ill
£398.52
Revox A77/1222/4 Mk Ill
£414.72
Revox DL 1134 Dolby .. £480.60
Revox A77/HI102/4 Mk III
£398.52
Revox A700 1372 or 1374 £754.92
Tandberg 3321X/3341X
£169•02
Tandberg 342IX/3441 X .. £274.32
Tandberg 9121X ..
£356-00
Tandberg 914IX
£347.76
Tandberg 3641 XD
£. 44.08
11111MINEDIENIMMIIII
Carriage and Packing £ 1.40
Armstrong 623 AM/FM .. £106.29
Armstrong 624 FM ..
£78.64
Beomaster 1700 .. ..
[74.90
Cambridge T55 .. .. [107.46
Leak Delta AM/FM ..
£96.93
Philips R1-1621 .. [145.00
Quad FM3 .. ..
£73.45
Revox A76 .. .. £247.32
Rogers Ravensbrook in case £54.00
Teac ATIO0
.. £129.60
STEREO HEADPHONES
Carriage and Packing 50p
Koss K0727B
£19 44
£28 62
Koss HVIA
£32
35
Koss HVILC
£15 07
Koss K6 ..
£45
36
Koss Phase 2TM
£63.73
Koss ES P6

pr. £197 67
C34.03 Rogers BBC Monitor
£52.92 Tannoy 10" Chevening pr. £188.90
pr. £220.96
£20.30 Tannoy 12" Lancaster
E60.48 Tannoy Chatsworth 12" pr. £206.71
pr. £261.36
£120-98 Tannoy 15" Mansfield
Tannoy 15" Amesbury pr. £311.25
W'dale Kingsdale 3
pr. £173.08
111.111=11=EIMI
W'dale Linton 2KIT
pr.
£26.61
Carriage and Packing £ 2.75
£48.58
Armstrong 625 FM .. £147.55 W'dale Glendale 3KIT pr.
W'dale
Dovedale
3
KIT
pr.
£
75•20
Armstrong 626 AM/FM .. £177.06
.. £ 134.90
Beomaster 901 ..
.
£
118.50
Beomaster 1001 ..
Carriage and Packing 40p
Beomaster 3000-2
.. £ 198.50
£31.81
Beomaster 4000 ..
.. £ 250.00 Acos Lustre
[15-07
.. £ 215.00 ADC Q36 ..
Beomaster 2000 ..
.. £ 152.61 B& OSPIO
£16.90
Goodmans One Ten
£21.90
Revox A720 Digital
.. £ 637.20 B&OSPI2 .
Philips RH702
B
&
MMC6000(4
.
ch)
..
£35.50
.. £ 97.69
.. £214.38 B & 0 M MC4000
Tandberg 1010 ..
£21.50
..
£229.50
Decca
Mk
5
London
..
£31.42
Tandberg Haldra 10
.. £ 113.50 Deccalift with Transformer
Wharfedale Linton
£8.32
Goldring 850 ..
£5.67
£22.68
1.1.=33.1=1:131111. Goldring 820 Super E ..
Carriage and Packing £ 3.30
Ortofon MI5 Super ..
£31.33
Beovox PSO ..
pr. £159.90 Shure M75ED Type 2 ..
£17-17
Beovox 2702 ..
pr.
£85•00 Shure VI5 Type 3Imp. ..
£43.74
Beovox 3702 ..
pr. £ 112.00 SME 3009/11 Imp. .. .
£43.02
Beovox 5700 ..
pr. £255.00 SME 3009/1152 Imp. det/là
£47-14
Celestion Ditton 25
pr. £189.98 Transcriptor Stylus Scale
£5.40
Celestion Ditton 44
pr. £156.70 Transcriptor Stylus Brush
£3.40
Celestion Ditton 66
pr. £287.50 Transcriptor Sweep Arm
£5.40
Goodmans Havant SL pr.
£64.34 Transcriptor 9" F/Arm
£25.92
Goodmans Mezzo SL
pr.
£97.48 Watts Manual Parastat Mk 11 £ 3.24
Goodmans Minister SL pr.
£52.10 Decca Record Brush ..
£4.86
Goodmans Magnum SL pr. £122.74 Decca Record Cleaner ..
£4.86
Goodmans Goodwood rp. £130.68
Goodmans Dimension 8 pr. £185.07 IIIBE1M2111311233EMBBI
Goodmans Achromat 400
£171-66 Carriage and Packing 80p each
£16 52
KEF 104 .. ..
pr. £162.00 Jordan Watts Module
£5 94
KEF 104 wistands
pr. £185-22 KEF T27 Tweeter
£8.15
KEF Cantor ..
pr.
£59.40 KEF 8110 LF/mid
£9.56
KEF Chorale ..
pr.
£77.76 KEF B200 ..
£17 82
KEF Cadenza ..
pr. £113.40 KEF 8139 ..
£5 94
KEF Concerto ..
pr. £142-56 KEF DN 12
£3 89
KEFKIT 2 .. ..
pr.
£59-40 KEF DNI3/1017
£4.32
KEFK1T 3 .. ..
pr.
£91.80 KEF DN13/1015
£34•56
Lowther PM6/Acousta pr. £198.72 Lowther PM6 Mk I
£56.16
Lowther TP I / PM3
pr. £488.I6 Lowther PM7
Mordaunt Short 737
pr. £242.00 Tannoy 10" New Moni HPD E70 58
Mordaunt Short 400
pr. £159.50 Tannoy 12" New Moni HPD £71 87
Quad Electrostatic
pr. £.42.24 Tannoy 15" New Moni HPD £91 48
Koss PRO4AA
Koss K2+2
Sennheiser HD4I4 ..
Stan SR3/SRD5
Stan SR- X Mk 111/SRD7

EXPORT
INFORMATION.
Export
prices and shipping quotes free or send
:.•;2 Bills for literature.
All equipment carefully packed, insured
and SHIPPED PROMPTLY AT MINIMUM COST TO
ALL PARTS OF THE WORLD.
Quad exports for U.K. visitors. (All goods
supplied free of Value Added Tax.)
Payment may be made in any currency by
bank transfer, certified check, postal
order or money order.
Personal export facilities- visitors welcome to showroom.

s4 fej

C.C.GOODWI N (SALES) LTD.
7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London, N22 6DU
Telephone: 01

-

888

All prices correct at time of printing.

E. & O. E.

Carriage and Packing £ 5.50
.. £ 275 80
Beosystem 901 ..
. £259.40
Beosystem 1001 mk 2
£264 40
Beosystem 1400
.. £422.00
Beosystem 2000
Beosystem 3000
£443 00
Beosystem 3500• . £410.50
Beosystem 4000.. £743.50
Beosystem 6000 .. • . [1087.50
Beocenter 1400* ..
£198.50
Beocenter 3500*
[298.50
Bush Arena 10 ..
£129.52
Bush Arena 15
£121.18
Goodmans 1-10 Compact
£269.01
Ferguson Studio 6 . • £ 177.65
Hacker GAR550* .. £135.00
Dynatron HFC60 Centre*
£299.00
Dynatron HFC100A*
£165•95
Dynatron HFC55* .. £185.00
Dynatron HFC58* .. £177.00
HMV 2456E
£283.30
*Speakers extra
PORTABLE RADIOS
Carriage and Packing £ 1.10
Beolit 600 AM/FM
£41.90
Beolit 700 AM/FM ..
£49.90
Hacker Hunter .. •.
[4644
Hacker Sovereign Ill ..
£59.40
Hacker Super Sovereign MB £89.64
Roberts RIC2
£20.28
Roberts RM40
£42.72
Roberts R606
£38.89
Roberts R707
£48.50
Tandberg TP41
£69.93
Carriage and Packing
..
Akai GX46D
Beocord 900
Beocord 2200
Bush TP66
Philips N2506
Philips N2047 ..
Tandberg TCD3 I
0

£ 2.75
£ 165.47
£79.90
£17950
£33.31
£69.42
£140.40
£195-48

FOUR CHANNEL
Carriage and Packing £ 2 75
JVC 1405 Tape Unit . £193.36
Beomaster 6000
£450 00

To: C. C. Goodwin ( Sales) Ltd., ( Dept. HFN4),
7 The Broadway, Wood Green, London N22 6DU.

(BLOCK1
LETTERS
PLEASE) I

Please supply the following equipment:

Total Cash price plus carriage L

Please debit my Access/Barclaycard No

monthly payments of L

on PERSONAL G. B. CREDIT PLAN.
Full Name
Address

All items subject to availability.

(Do not send card II

as deposit and wish 1

Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value f
to pay the balance by

l

in full payment.1

Ienclose cheque/PO/MO value L

0077. Open 9-5.30 Tues-Sat Closed all day Monday

2- DOORS FROM ODEON CINEMA.

Mill1=IIMDIC13.111111

I
I

(I am over 18) III
l

BURY ST. EDMUNDS
LEAK
Amplifiers
2100
2200
Tuners
2300

..

Tuner Amplifiers
2000 .. ..

R.R.P.

Our Prue

£ 107.00 £86.67
£ 135-00 £ 109.35
£ 108.00 £87.48
£ 168.74 £ 136.69

Speakers ( pairs)
2020
£59.06 £47-83
2030
..
£79-55 £64.43
2060 .. £ 137.40 £ 111.30
2075 .. £262.74 £212 82
AKAI
Amplifiers
AA5200
AA5500
AA5800

£104.90 £73.00
£136.50 £ 4.95
£199.50 £ 138.85

Tuners
AT550
AT580

£104 90 £72 95
£146 90 £101.13

Receivers
AA8030
AA8080

£149 90 £ 104 31
£189.90 £ 132 16

R.R.P.

Our Price

Cassette Tape Decks
CS 30D
£88 50 £61 58
CS 330 ( Dolby) .. £107 75 £74 98
GXC 36D
£112.75 £78 47
GXC 38D ( Dolby).. £139.90 £97 36
GXC 46D ( Dolby).. £160.50 £ 111.70
GXC 75D ..
£199 90 £ 141 70
Reel to Reel
G X400D
172IL
4000DS
GX260D

£689.00
.. £ 120-75
.. £ 132-50
.. £219-90

£479-55
£84.02
£39.95
£152.95

Cassette Deck
2002 ..

£ 135-50 £ 109.60

PIONEER
Amplifiers
SA 500A
SA 6200
SA 7100
SA 8100
SA 9100

£68.31 £46-57
£119.48 £81-46
£159.28 £ 108.60
£228.98 £ 156.12
£285.20 £ 194.46

Tuners
TX500A
TX9100

£94.67 £64.55
£219.80 £ 149.86

Receivers
SX300
SX434
SX535
SX636
SX737

£103-37 £69.95
£134-50 £91.71
£184.36 £ 125.70
£214.97 £ 146.57
£266.16 £ 181.47

Turntables
PLI2D
PLISO
PLA45
PL5I

£61.89 £42.50
£95.44 £62.47
£I17.23 £79.93
£184.91 £ 126.07

Cassette Decks
CT313IA
CT4 I
4IA ( Dolby) .
CT5151 ( Dolby) ..
Headphones
5E205
5E305
RANK DOMUS
Turntables
802000
BA4000
BD6000
Speakers ( pair)
150
.
175
250
ROTEL
Amplifiers
RA211
RA311
RA6I 1
RA8I0
RA1210
Tuners
RT222
RT322
RT622
RT1220

R.R.P. Our Price
CI 18.47 £79.95
£153.80 £ 104.86
£174.71 £ 119.12
£11.38 £7.76
£17.76 £ 12.11

£68.50 £47.98
£83.50 £55-80
£105.90 £74-11
£42.50 £28-40
£54-50 £36.42
£85-50 £59-85

£56.45 £39.95
£73.14 £51.95
£115-36 £83.95
£147.17 £ 105-00
£184.08 £ 134.95

•

£56.45 £39.95
£78.45 £56.95
£125.18 £92-50
£156-98 £ 111.95

Amplifiers
Denton ..
Linton 2 ..
Tuner-Amplifiers
Denton 2 ..
Linton 2 ..

R.R.P. Our Price
£53.80 £39.31
£69.30 £51.60
£99-50
£115.60

BOWERS& WILKINS
NIKKO
THORENS
GARRARD
WOLLENSAK
AIWA
MONITOR AUDIO
TEAC
T.D.K.
BOSE
MICRO
MEMOREX
Tapes
Cassettes C60
C90 ( MRX2)
8-Track Blanka 90 min
Reel 7" Double Play 2400'

£75.60
£87-60

P.O.A.

£0.81
£0.99
£1.38
£2.89

ALL PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.

GOODMANS
Module 80 ..
Module 110

£94.54 £79.41
£141.32 £ 118-70

Hi Fi equipment. El 50 per item,

WHARFEDALE
Speakers ( pairs)
Denton 2
Linton 2
Dovedale
Kingsdale

£43.09 £32.07
£53.35 £39.72
£114.50 £85.24
£163.92 £ 122-06

DEMONSTRATIONS AT YOUR
LEISURE. ALL EQUIPMENT BRAND
NEW, AND GUARANTEED 1 YEAR
PARTS AND LABOUR.

carriage.

PITCHER TV &. HI-FI
DEPT.

HFN

9 RISBYGATE ST., BURY ST. EDMUNDS, SUFFOLK. Tel. (
0284) 5014 & 64296

A NEW STANDARD FOR SOUND REPRODUCTION
HD250 High Definition Stereo Control Amplifier
Designed for disc and
tuner input and two tape
machines, with complete
recording and reproducing
facilities.

The HD250 amplifier establishes a new standard in amplifiers for sound reproduction in the home.
Improvements have been made in respect of performance, engineering design and quality of construction.
We believe that no other amplifier in the world can match the specification of the HD250. Look at
extracts from the specification below.
Power output
Rated:

Maximum:
Distortion
Pre- amplifier:
Power amplifier
at rated output:
at 25 W output:

50 watts average continuous power per
channel, into any impedance from 4 to
8 ohms, both channels driven.
90 watts average power per channel into
5 ohms load.
Zero. ( Cannot be identified or measured
as it is below inherent circuit noise.)
Less than 0.02% ( typically 0.01% at 1kHz).
Typically 0.006%.

Overload margin
Disc input:
40 dB min.
Hum and noise output
Disc: -83 dBV measured flat with noise bandwidth of 23 kHz.
- 88 dBV Measured with ' A' weighted characteristic.
Line: - 85 dBV Measured flat.
- 88 dBV ' A' weighted.
Size:
17 in. xitt in. x 11 in deep overall.
Weight:
21 lb.

Write or phone for leaflet which describes the design philosophy and conception of the HD250 together
with a complete specification
RADFORD AUDIO LIMITED, BRISTOL, BS3 2HZ
28

Telephone: 0272 662301

Kit inspection

tf.S.
d- •

Ró

BEOLIT
500 ..
E39-90
600
£41-90
700 ..
E49•90
BEOMASTER
901 ( T)
£134•90
901 ( R) .. £ 135-90
1001 (T)
£ 118-50
1001 ( R)/(W) £ 119.50
Wall mounting bracket
for Beomaster 1001
(8902019) .. £2.75
1700 (T) .. £74.90
1700 ( R)
£75-90
2000 (T) .. £21 500
2000 ( R/W) £216.00
3000-2 (T) .. £ 198.50
3000-2 ( R)/(W) £ 199-50
4000 (T) .. £250.00
4000 ( R) .. £251.00
6000 (R) £450.00
6000 (W) £450.00
Telescopic FM aerial for
Beomasters
(8902010) .. £5.00
BEOLAB
1700 ..
£85.00
1700 ( R) ..
£86.00
BE OG RAM
1001 ( T)
£57.00
1001 (R)/(W) £58.00
1203 (7) ..
£75.00
1203 (R)/(W) £76.00
2000 (T) .. £95.00
2000 ( R/W) £96-00
3000 (T) .. £99.50
3000 ( R) £ 100.50
4002 (T) £238.50
4002 ( R) .. £239.50
6000 ( B)/(W) £318.50
BEOCENTER
1400 (
T)
£198-50
1400 ( R) £ 199-50
3500 (T)
£298-50
3500 ( R)/(W) £299.50
BE OCORD
900 Cass. (T) £79.50
900 Cass. ( R) £80.90
2200 Cass. (T) £ 179.50
2200 Cass. ( R) £ 180-50
BEOVOX ( priced in pr)
1702 (
T)
£65.90
1702 (
R)/(W)
£68-90
2702 (T) • • £ 8100
2702 (
T)/(W)
£89.00
3702 (T)
£ 112.00
3702 ( R)/(W) £ 119.00
3800 (T)
£ 145.00
3800 (R) .. £ 153.00
5700/2 (T) .. £255.00
5700/2 ( R) £265-00
P50 ( R)/(W) £ 159.50
Trumpet stand for Beovox 3800/5700/2
(8960070) .. £ II•90
Pick-up Cartridges
SP 10 (8905424) £ 16.90
Universal mounting
SP 10A (8905425)61690
For B & 0 arm
SP I
2 (8905426) £2110
Universal mounting
SPI 2A (8905427)621.90
For B & 0 arm
SPI4 (8905431) 611.50
Universal mounting
SP I4A (8905432)
For B & 0 arm £ 11.50
MMC6000 .. £35.00
MMC4000 .. £21.50
(T) Teak; ( R) Rosewood:
(W) White. E. & 0.E.
All prices include VAT

STUDIO ELECTRONICS EASIKIT
We invite your closest inspection of our loudspeaker kit. Here at last
is a kit whigh doesn't require you to be either an electronic genius or
a master carpenter. The assembly is simplicity itself, taking barely 15
minutes and requiring only a soldering iron, screwdriver and our easy
to follow instructions, the cabinet being already built. 4 drive units
provide excellent reproduction free from colouration, cabinet resonance
and listening fatigue. Ideally Suited to Quadraphonic Systems.

SPECIFICATIONS
Impedance - 1-8 ohms.
Power Handling: 20 watts R.M.S.
Crossover Frequencies: 250 Hz, 5kHz.
Frequency Response: 30 Hz to 20 kHz ± 5dB.
4 Drive units, Bass, Bass/Midrange, 2Tweeters.

£42.50 per pair POST FREE.
ready assembled £49 50 per pair POST FREE.

Both plus 8% VAT.

TRADE ENQUIRIES INVITED

SOUND SPHERES
The little speaker with the big sound! Only
41' diameter and weighing 700 grams, it is
capable of handling 10 watts. A very versatile little performer, Ideally suited to rear
channel systems, In the car, extension
speakers etc. The magnetic base enables
them to be mounted virtually anywhere.

SPECIFICATIONS

Impedance: 4-5 ohms.
Power Handling: 10 watts.
Response: 100 Hz to 16 kHz.
Plus 8

VAT

£19.95
per pair
POST FREE

Superbly fimshed in black,
white or orange.

What's so
different
about
Bana lk
Okifenat
Telesonic?
For sheer sophistication and
superb sound reproduction, Bang
& Olufsen hi-fi systems are among
the best in the world. And the
beauty is more than skin deep I
Lift the covers of any B & 0 unit,
and you'll find that the
sophistication extends to every
component layout, however
compact. And some are very
compact indeed
We are the different hi-fi shop in
Tottenham Court Road. The one
that stands out from the crowd.
When it comes to home
installations, we prefer to do it
ourselves. Because the kind of
systems we sell, deserve the extra
attention we give them. You can
do it your way if you wish. But if
anything does go wrong, we'll still
be around to put it right. After all,
we have been in Tottenham Court
Road for more than 20 years!
TELESONIC - THAT
DIFFERENT HI-FI STORE IN
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
Agents for Ariston, B & O. Harrison,

Lux, Nikko, Quad, Sony, Sonab and
National Panasonic.
I_ _1

92, Tottenham Court Road, London, W 1
Tel 01-636 8177 Open 9am- 6pm
(Thursday 9am- 7pm) Saturdays 9am- 1pm

BIB

SEL
I

NAME
ADDRESS

Please forward by return

Ienclose cheque/PO'Cash

Studio Electronics Ltd
P.O. Box 18, HARLOW, ESSEX CMI8 6S11

III

.......

.....
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ACOUSTIC
RESEARCH

Superb Danish design incorporating
the most advanced technology. REW
have the whole range available in stock
including the new quadraphonic Beosystem 6000 and ultra slim Beomaster
2000 Tuner Amplifier giving 40 watts
RMS per channel. Hear B & 0 on
continuous demonstration at REW
Charing Cross Road.

REW are Britain's largest AR specialists. Vast stocks are normally kept
from the diminutive AR7 to the
AR-LST Studio Monitor. Speakers
guaranteed 5 years, turntables 3 and
electronics 2 years.
New models
available in stock-AR- MST and
AR3 Improved.

SPEIADOR cind
ROGERS BBC
MOIIITORS

NAD
REW are Main West End Dealers for
NAD, the new range of electronics
from AR. The amplifier and receivers
offer many unusual features for their
price range. The NAD 60, at under
£100+ VAT, has large VU meters and
gives 30 watts RMS per channel.

\vailable for immediate delivery
Ibese two versions of the famous
BBC Monitor. Come in and have a
comparative demonstration at our
'entrepoint Showrooms.

SAE ond GALE

PERROGRAPH

The ultimate in amplilication. The
SAE amplifiers have to be seen and
heard to be appreciated. They offer
the highest quality with extreme
versatility.
GALE. We can now offer immediate
delivery on these uniquely styled
speakers and consider them exceptionspeakers. Exceptionally good value
with chrome and matt black finish
blending ‘Aith modern decor.

New model stereo tape recorders no \\
with IOL! tape spools, large VI
meters and speeds of 15, 7L. and 3B i.p.s.
Variable speed wind and re-wind and
optional Dolby B noise reduction.
The
Ferrograph
Super
7 series
represents incredible value for money
with prices starting from £295 plus
VAT.

at the most competitive prices!
..
Still at
AR 7 Speaker
AR 4XA Speaker ..
pre-increase
AR 6 Speaker
prices
AR 2ax Speaker
while
AR 5Speaker
.. ..
stocks
AR 3A Speaker walnut and teak last
Akai 4000DS Deck .. £89c50
Akai 4000DS Deck .. £89-50
Akai 4000DB Deck
£ 133.50
Akai 17221 Recorder £94-00
Akai GX1820D
£000-00
Akai GX1820D Open reel/
8- track
£ 173.50
Akai GXR82D 8track .. £84-09
Akai CR81D 8track .. £59-50
Akai CS3OD Cassette • • £58-00
Akai CS33D Cassette • • £71-00
Akai GXC36D Cassette . • £7400
Akai GXC38D Cassette • • £92-50
Akai GXC46D Cassette •. £ 106-50
Akai GXC75D Cassette £ 13400
Akai GXC510D Cassette .. £ 126.90
ADC XLM P.U. .. • • £22.75
ADC VIM P.U. .. • • £ 18.50
ADC Q36 P.U. . • £ 11.20
ADC Q32 P.U.
£8-30
ADC Q30 P.U.
£6.00

Cambridge P50 Amplifier ..
£89.50
Cambridge P60 Amplifier .. £114.90
Cambridge PI 10 Amplifier.. £134.00
Cambridge T55 Tuner ..
£93.00
Celestion Hadleigh Speaker
£40-70
Celestion County Speaker ..
£47.50
Celestion 120 Speaker
£50.50
Celestion 15 Speaker
£67.00
Celestion 25 Speaker
£135-90
Celestion 44 Speaker
£112.00
£204.00
Celestion 66 Speaker
Empire 1000 ZEX P.U. • •
£33.50
Empire 999 VEX P.U. • .
£24.50
Empire 999 TEX P.U. • •
£13-95
Empire 999 XEX P.U.
£6•90
Empire 999 QEX P.U.
£4.90
Empire 999 REX P.U.
£2.99
Ferrograph F208 Amplifier
£77.90
Ferrograph F608 Amplifier
£134.90
Ferrograph SFM1 Tuner .. £64-50
Harman Kardon HK+ receiver£119-00
Harman Kardon HK930 rec. f209-00
IMF Speakers ..
P.O.A.
JBL Speakers
P.O.A.

KEF Speakers

FANTASTIC
PIONEER
PLI2D
0\11

£37.90
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer
Pioneer

P.O.A.

411

CTF7I 71 Cassette ..
SA500A Amplifier ..
SA6200 Amplifier ..
SA7100 Amplifier ..
SA8100 Amplifier . .
SA9I00 Amplifier ..
SX300 Receiver • •
SX434 Receiver • •
SX535 Receiver • •
SX636 Receiver • •
SX737 Receiver • •
SX838 Receiver • •
SX939 Receiver ..
SX1010 Receiver • •

£133-50
£42-90
£77.35
£103.00
£148.00
£18450
£66.95
£84.50
£115.65
£1134•85
£171.90
£220.50
£243.50
£300.00

Sansui AU 1010 Amplifier .. £44.00
Sansui AU505 Amplifier .. £69.00
Sansui 210 Receiver.. ..
£71•50
Sansui SR212 Turntable ..
£49.50
Shure Cartridges in genuine Shure pack
Shure V15 III P.U.
£29.60
Shure M75ED Il P.U. £9-55
Shure M75EJ II P.U.
£815
Shure M75G 11 P.U.
£7.40
Shure M75B II P.U.
£6-65
Shure M55E P.U.
£ 5-00
Shure M44E P.U.
£450
Shure M44G P.U.
£415
Shure M4D
£3-25
Sonab 0A4 Speaker white .. £99.50
Other Sonab models
P O.A.
Sony Bargains this Month-Ask for
Cash Prices
Transcriptors-Saturn t'table
f57.90
Saturn/vestigal arm t'table
f66•90
Reference with fluid arm..
£96.90
TEAC Recorders ..
P.O.A.
Videotone Minimax 2Speaker f36.00
All speaker prices per pair.
PLEASE ADD 8% V.A.T.

ndependent
Retailer
f
the highest quality .....
AlTEC

TECHAICS

BM»

EW are the West End's largest
& W dealers and we can normally
fer most models for immediate
livery. The range offers exceptional
lue starting at the D5 at £27 up to
e Model 70 electrostatic at £ 177.
& W speakers are strikingly modern
appearance and are available in
ak, walnut and white finishes.

u
J
111419•1114481.

TEAC

Ferrograph,
Gale,
Harman
Kardon,
Harrison,
IMF, JBL,
KEF,
Linn Sondek,

Armstrong,
B & W,
Bang &
Olufsen,
Bose,
Cambridge,
Dokorder,
Dual, ESS,

Sony

In our showroom at Charing Cross
Road you will find probably the
largest range of Sony Hi Fi, cassette
and tape recorders under one roof.
Most models are on demonstration
and our specialists will be pleased to
recommend aSony system to suit you.
All Sony units are compatable.
Discounts are available for cash
customers.

REW have on demonstration the
largest range of TEAC tape recorders
in London. Semi-pro open reel tape
recorders are to be heard at our
Charing Cross Road Branch. Dolby
cassette recorders at REW Centrepoint. Also TEAC 'add-on' Dolby B
noise reduction units.
We offer
special prices for cash purchases on
all models.

lain Westnd Agents
)r:
.coustic
Research,
,kai,
Itec Lansing,
.mcron,

Marantz,
Nakamichi,
National
Panasonic,
Philips,
Pioneer, Quad,
Radford,
Revox,

*094
1. •

#

A

j

*oponoo

-e-

PHILIPS VCR

The Philips VCR N1500 Video
Cassette Recorder is the latest breakthrough in home entertainment. Builtin time clock allows you to record TV
programmes in full colour while
you're out. Even record one channel
while your watching the other. See
and hear your favourite programmes
over and over again. On continuous
demonstration at REW Centrepoint.

C. it

Richard Allan
Rogers,
SAE, Sonab,
Sony,
Spendor,
Soundcraftsman,
Tandberg,

Tannoy,
Teac,
Technics,
Telson,
Transcriptors,
Uher,
Videotone,
Yamaha.

WELCOME to REW

best equipment, best prices

BIENVENU au REW

le meilleurs equipment, le meilleurs
prix

WILLKOMMEN zu REW
beste gerate, beste preise

BENVENUTO a REW

aparacchio ottimi, prezzi ottimi

VELKOMMAN REW

beste hanlagget, beste prisan

PERSONAL EXPORT TO EUROPE OUR SPECIALITY

Remember— Tottenham Court Road starts at KEW
•

Centrepoint, 20-21 St Giles
Tel: 01-836 9183/9025

.146

Charing

e 266-8

•Mail

Upper

Cross

Road,

Tooting

Road,

REWat
Centrepoint

High Street, London WC2.
London

London,

WC2 Tel: 01-836 3365
SW17.

Tel: 01 -672

4471/2

Order and Video: REW House, 10-12 High Street, Colliers Wood,

London SW19 2BE.

Tel:

RE

mnsina

Hear your records as they sounded iii
the recording studio. Alice Lansing is
the largest manufacturer of recording
studio monitors in America. We now
have on demonstration the complete
Altec Hi Fi range which are based on
their professional speakers.
Altec
Lansing speakers are renowned for their
super efficiency and high power
handling.

REW's West End showrooms now
have the full range of this advanced
Japanese equipment in stock and on
demonstration. Of special interest are
the renowned direct-drive turntables
and the new front loading stereo
cassette decks. Technics products are
built to the most exacting specification,
and are extremely reliable.

01-540 9684/5/6
olctord

j
o
ot
iiiite
r;Ipi
a
oa
rnd d

telleall

Street

Audio Visual C

REW at
Charing
Cross
Road

oxford
street
New

St
.
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GET A HEAD START
SAVE UP TO 40% OFF LIST PRICE
SOUND BARGAINS AT SOUND VALUE
All prices include 8% VAT
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(L1.50 P & P)
Akai AA8030 £ 102.50
Akai AA8080 £ 129.00
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Goodmans Mod. 110 £ 110.00
Goodmans Mod. 90 £ 2.00
Goodmans Mod. 120 £ I17.50
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
Hitachi SR700
P.O.A.
Hitachi SRI 100 ..
P.O.A.
JVC 4MMI000 £ 110.00
leak 2000 ..
P.O.A.
Lux R800/1500
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 5010 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 7070 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA 8080 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX434
£8100
Pioneer SX535 .. £110.00
Pioneer SX636 £ 130.00
Pioneer SX737 £ 163.00
Pioneer SX838 £205.00
Pioneer SX727 £ 150.00
Rote RX 152 .. £ 63.00
Rote RX200A £ S9-00
Rote RX202
£ 71.00
Rote RX402
£ 94.00
Rote RX600A £ 97-50
Rote RX602 £ 122.00
Rote RX802 £ 155.00
Sansui QRX 1500 .. £140.00
P.O.A.
Sansui 1000/661/771
Sansui QRX 1500 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui QRX 3500 ..
P.O.A.
Sherwood 57050 £76.00
Sherwood 57200 .. £ 152.00
Sony STR6036A From stock
Sony STR6046A
From stock
Sony STR6055
From stock
Sony STR6200
From stock
Sound SR3400 ..
£63.00
Sound SR2500
eneo
Sound SR660
Sound SR770
Toshiba SA300L From stock
Toshiba SA500
From stock
Trio- All models available
Wharfedale Denton
£64.50
Yamaha ..
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
(C1-50 P & P)
Akai AA5200
£70.00
Akai AA550
£95 50
Akai AA5800
£132-00
Armstrong 621 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge PSO/P60
P.O.A.
Cambridge PI 10 ..
P.O.A.
Denon PMA350-Z.
P.O.A.
PMA500
P.O.A.
EMI 1515
£33.50
Goodmans 4040 ..
£59-00
Harman-Kardon
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN550
£78.00
Leak 2100 ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Leak Delta 2200 ..
Lux L308/1309 ..
P.O.A.
Lux L505/507 ..
P.O.A.
Lux SQ707/700
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST40 ..
£40-00
Metrosound ST20
Mk 11
£31.00
Nikko TRM2I0
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM500
Nikko TRM600
P.O.A.
Onkyo 725
£85-00
Onkyo 733
£115.00
Pioneer SA500A
£40.50
Pioneer SA6200
£72-50
Pioneer SA7I00
£96-00
Pioneer SA8I00
£137.50
Pioneer SA9I00
.. £ 172.00
Quad 33 ..
From stock
From stock
Quad 303
Radford HD250
.. £185-00
Revox A78
From stock
Rotel RA2I 1
.. £ 39.00
Rotel RA311 ..
£50 00
Rotel RA6I I .. ( 78 SO
Rotel RA8I0 £ 100 00
sansu iAul0 I / AU505 P.O.A.

Sansui AU7500
P.O.A.
Sansui AU9500
P.O.A.
Sanyo DCAI400
£451»
Sherwood S9400 .. £125.00
Sony TA70/TA88/TA1066/TA
I
055/TA II50/TA1130
from stock
Sound SA520 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SA620 ..
P.O.A.
Sound SA8200
P.O.A.
Sound 4SA70
P.O.A.
Sugden A2/Mark 3 £ 5.00
Sugden A48 .. ( 87- SO
Sugden PSI/CSI £ I30.00
Teac AS100 .. £ 135.00
Toshiba 513300
From stock
Toshiba SB500
From stock
Trio- All models available
Wharfedale Linton
£42.50
Yamaha CA700 .. £120.00
Yamaha CA1000 ..
P.O.A.
TUNERS
(£1.50 P & P)
Akai AT550 ..
£70.00
Akai AT580
£97.00
Armstrong 623/624
P.O.A.
Cambridge T55 ..
P.O.A.
Leak Delta FM ..
£55.00
Leak 2300 ..
P.O.A.
Lux WL700/WL7I7
P.O.A.
Lux WL500/WL550
P.O.A.
Lux T300
P.O.A.
Marantz-All models P.O.A.
Metrosound FM540
£37.50
Metrosound FM20
Mk II
( 37.50
Nikko FAM220
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM500
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX500A ..
£57.00
Pioneer TX6200 £ 65.00
Pioneer TX7100 £ 85•00
Pioneer TX8I00 £ 102.00
Pioneer TX9I00 £ 132.50
Quad FM3
P.O.A.
Revox A76 f

.
£38.50
Rotel RT222
Rotel RT322
.. £ 52 50
Rotel RT622
.. £85-00
Sansui TUSOS
Sansui TU7500, etc.
P.O.A.
Sherwood S2400
£105•00
Sony ST70/ST88/ST5055L/ST
5066/ST5150/ST5 I30from stock
Sugden R2I ..
£70.00
Sugden R51 ..
£72-50
1oshiba ST4I0
From stock
Toshiba ST500
From stock
Trio- all models available
TURNTABLES
((1.50 P & P)
Aiwa AP2050
Denon Columbia ..
Denon DP3500 ..
Denon DP3700F
Garrard SP25 IV
Chassis
SP25/1V Mod. ..
SP25/IV Mod./carc
8658 Chassis ..
8658 Module ..
865B Mod./cart...
Zero 100SB chassis
Zero 100SB Mod.
Zero 100SB Mod./
+cart.
Gold ring GIOIPC
Goldring GL72
Goldring GL72P
Goldring GL75
Goldring GL75P
Goldring GL78PC
Goldring GL8SPC
Goldring LID72
Goldring LID75
Goodmans TD100
with cart. ..
Hitachi PSI2
Leak Delta ..
Micro MR7I I ..
Micro MR3I1
Micro MR111 ..
Micro MB600

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£13.00
E20.00
£25.50
£22-00
C32.00
£37.00
£32.00
£43.00
£51.00
£21-00
£24.50
£32.00
£30.00
£40.00
£55.00
£68.00
£3.50
£4.00
£50.00
£55.00
£37 50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

Micro MB300 . •
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2 • •
£55.00
Pioneer PL I
2D . •
£37.50
Pioneer PL I5D . •
cseoo
eioneer PLA45D • •
£82.00
Sansui SR2I2 . •
P.O.A.
Sansui SR 1050 • •
P.O.A.
Sansui SR2050
Sony PS5011
From stock
Sony PS5520
From stock
Sony PS- 5550
From stock
1ranscriptors
Reference ..
£85-00
Transcriptors
Reference with arm £98-00
Thorens TD I
65C .. £ S0-00
Thorens TDI60C .
£58.50
Thorens TDI25/11 .
69-00
Thorens TD125/11 AB ( 105-00
Thorens TDI60C/
Ortofon ( 82.50
Thorens TD125AB/11
Ortofon ( 127-S0
Toshiba- All models available
Wharfedale Linton
£22-50
Yamaha YP800
P.O.A.
ADC. Goldring, Shure, Sonotone cartridges stocked.

SPEAKERS
(All prices per pair)
(Min. P & P £ 1.50)
Advent large/small
P.O.A.
AR7/AR6/AR5/AR4X P.O.A.
B & W D5/DM4
P.O.A.
B & W DM2A
P.O.A.
B & W DM70
P.O.A.
Bose 901/501 ..
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40/R50
P.O.A.
Celestion Hadleigh
P.O.A.
Celestion County
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 120 P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 15
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 25
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 44
P.O.A.
Celestion Ditton 66
P.O.A.
Design Acoustics
P.O.A.
Goodmans Minister
cult)
Goodmans Havant SL £42-00
Goodmans Mezzo SL
£63-00
Goodmans Magnum
SL
£80.00
Goodmans Goodwood £85-00
Goodmans Magister £102-00
Goodmans Dimension
8
£ 120.00
Good mans Achromat £115.00
Infinity
P.O.A.
JBL-All models ..
P.O.A.
KEF Coda
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
KEF Ref. 104 ..
P.O.A.
KLH-All models ..
P O.A.
Leak 2020 ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2030 ...
Leak 2060 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz
P.O.A.
Monitor-all models P.O.A.
Pioneer CSR700
£170.00
Pioneer CSR500
£135.00
Quad ..
From stock
Sansui ES50/ES100
P.O.A.
Sansui E5200
P.O.A.
Sony-All models available
Wharfedale Denton 2 £29.00
Linton 2 ..
£35.00
Glendale 3 .. £53-00
Dovedale 3 ..
£75-00
Kingsdale 3 .. £107.00

CASSETTES- TAPE
DECKS/RECORDERS
(P & P Portable 75p; others
£1.501
Advent 201/202• •
P.O.A.
Aiwa ADI500
P.O.A.
Akai CS3OD• •
£60.00
Akai CS33D• • [ 72.50
Akai GXC36D • •
£76.00

Akai GXC38D •.
£94.00
Akai GXC46D.. £108.00
Akai GXC5I00• • £ I32.50
Akai GXC75D . • £140.00
Akai I722L• •
£86.00
Akai 4000DS • •
£89.00
Akai 4000DB ( 133.S0
Akai GXR82D ..
£85.00
Goodmans SCD100
£120 00
H. Kardon HK1000
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 Dolby ..
P.O.A.
N.E.A.L. 102/103 ..
P.O.A.
Nakamichi 700 ,1000
From stock
Philips- Keenest prices
Pioneer CT4I4 I ..
£95-00
Pioneer CT5151
culeoo
Revox A77 Series ..
P.O.A.
Revox A700 Series
P.O.A.
Sanyo- Keenest prices
Sanyo RD4800X
Dolby ..
P.O.A.
Sony TCI21/TC129,TC131/
TC 134 / TC I52 / TC161S0
TC280/TC377/TC270/
TC458/TC755/ TC17750
-from stock
Tandberg TCD310D
P.O.A.
Teat A160/A360/A450 P.O.A.
Toshiba PT415
From stock
Toshiba PT470
From stock
Toshiba PT490
From stock
Toshiba PT862
From stock
Portable models- From stock
Uher-all models ..
P.O.A.
MUSIC SYSTEMS
(P & P ( 2.00)
Goodmans Compact
80 Teaks.. .. E125.00
Goodmans Compact
90T•
£165-00
Sanyo G26I 5 ..
£75.00
Sanyo G2611 KL
P.O.A.
Sony-All models available
Toshiba-All models available
Yamaha MSC5B•
P.O.A.
•Without speakers.
PICK-UP ARMS, etc.
(P & P 50p)
Acos Lustre
£22.50
Audio Technica
£17.00
£10-00
Goldring L75
P.O.A.
Micro MAI01/11
SME 3009/11
£33.50
SME 3009/52
£35.50
SME Head Shell ..
£3.00
SME PI Spacer ..
£1.75
Thorens TP60 Head
£3.00
Shell ..

SPECIAL OFFER
Sinclair/Cambridge
CALCULATORS
£10.50 I-V.A.T.

We stock all
the best from
the world of
sound.
CAR RADIOS, etc.
(LI-00 P & P)
dhilips RN 134
Philips N2605 ..
Philips N2607 ..
Philips N2607/97 ..
Philips RN232
Philips RN342/15
Philips RN512
Philips RN702
Philips RN712

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HEADPHONES
(50p P & P)
AKG K60 ..
£9.00
AKG KI60
£14-50
Koss ESP9
£65.00
Koss ESPA
£36-00
Koss ESP6
£47.50
Koss PROSLC
£28-00
Koss PRO4AA
£25.50
Micro MXI
Sennheiser HD4 14
£13.00
Sennheiser HD424
£20.00
Wharfedale DDI
£10.00
Wharfedale Isodynamic(17.S0
Many other makes and models
also available.
TELEVISIONS
(CI- 50 P & P)
Korting 22126 - Col.
P.O.A.
Sony 13"/I8" Colour
From stock
Toshiba 14./18- Col.
From stock
*Open Mon.- Sat. 9.30-6 p.m.
(early closing Wed.).
•All goods brand new and
fully guaranteed.
'After sales service.
'Access
and
Barclaycard
welcome.
All parts and labour free for
Iyear.
All prices subject co goods
being in stock.
order
enquiries
Mail
welcome
All goods dispatched within
48 hours of receipt of order
subject to availability of goods
All prices are correct
on
26th
February
75 and are subject
to change without
prior notice.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE 8% VAT

'IMEM1

KUMAR KAMERAS
Et HI-FI
61 The Mall, Ealing,
London W5 3TA
Telephone: 01-567 6031
Two minutes from Ealing Broadway Station
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JORDAN-WATTS unique single metal
diaphragm full frequency range High
Fidelity Loudspeaker driving unit is
not just the Do-it-yourself man's
dream come true

TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD

the better way out
It is up to you which way you go . . . into the
hurly-burly of Tottenham Court Road or
quieter Soho Square where the only shop there
selling audio equipment (and records) is
E.M.G. No hurly-burly here, no pressurizing,
no doubts after your purchase has been made.
It is different at E.M.G. and for so many, so
much better. In the quiet and spacious demonstration room with its select items of equipment, you have the chance to listen, to question
and critically appraise without obligation. If
you are seriously interested, E.M.G. will
almost certainly ensure your satisfaction,
particularly if yours is an exacting taste in
musical reproduction. So when you come out
of Tottenham Court Road Station, take the
way to Soho Square—it is by far the better one.
ACOUSTICAL (QUAD)
B & W
LUX

A.D.C.

CAMBRIDGE AUDIO

MONITOR AUDIO

HOUSING

SHURE

THOMAS LANEY

ARMSTRONG
KEF

PIONEER

SPENDOR
THORENS

LINN
RECORD

STAX

TEAC

TRIO

AND OTHERS.

E.M.G.

it also powers awhole galaxy
of enchanting conventional and
ingenious loudspeakers from
15 to 120 watts.
Beautiful in Ceramic too!

Ensure your listening enjoyment for the next decade
and more by investing today in JORDAN- WATTS
enduring quality.
Module about £ 16. Complete loudspeakers from about
£26 to £ 220.
Send 7p stamps for constructor's guide and descriptive
brochure
Jordan- Watts Ltd.,
Benlow Works,
Silverdale Road,
Hayes, Middx.
01-573 6928

I
JORDANM AITS
LOUDSPEAKERS

Go by Underground to Tottenham Court Road. Take
the Charing Cross Road ( East Side) exit. This brings
you out facing the Astoria Cinema and Sutton Row,
which, in acouple of minutes leads you to Soho Square
and E.M.G. (There is also an E.M.G. order- by-post
department).
E.M.G. HANDMADE GRAMOPHONES LIMITED,
26 SOHO SQUARE, LONDON NN IV 6BB 01-734 4311

Boosey & Hawkes ( Sales) Ltd.,
Electronics Division,
118 Colindale Avenue,
London, NW9 5HB
01-205 88 14

the voice of high fidelity
NAME
ADDRESS

HEN

The great
name
in film
is now
the great
name
in tape.
Fuji Film, world famous for its quality and
natural reproduction, now offers these same
virtues in arange of cassette tapes.
Manufactured from start to finish
in Fuji Film's own factory, the new
cassette tapes represent the
ultimate in performance and
reliability.
Fuji Film FL is a
highly versatile lownoise cassette tape
offering awide
dynamic range.
Fuji Film FX
uses ferric oxide and
can be used on any
standard equipment. It
offers fantastic sound quality
with minimum technical fuss
and bother.

FL C-30
<MEE> retool FL C-60
Magnetic
Tapes

CASSIII1

L

£0.55

FX C-46 £0.80

£0.65

FX C-60 £0.95

FL C-90 £0.90

FX C-80 £ 1.20

FL C-120 £ 1.25

FX C-90 £ 1.35

Prices shown are recommended retail excluding VAT

Imported for you by

•AEL

ACOUSTIC°
ENTERPRISES
LTD TIE Ilifiklity Peisk

Unit 7SpaceWaye, North Feltham Trading Estate.
Feltham, Middlesex.Tel: 01- 751 0141(4 lines)

•

AlicroTower
nidirectional
speakers.
Realistic sound
at arealistic
prices

From E.P.I. of America cornes a
superb range of omnidirectional
speakers. Conventional speakers require
critical positioning to produce a stereo
image in only one spot in your room. The
MT1 above can be placed almost anywhere to puxluce stereo images in all
listening areas so that everyone can enjoy
stereo sound.
The MT1 takes up less thannalqp,are
foot of floor space yet can be used eti.
th
low or high powered amplifiers and
handles power of up to 50 watts RMS.
Available in walnut or white — realistic
sound at arealistic price. £34.50.
MT2 £67.00. MT3 C105.00. (
Recommended Retail Prices excluding VAT).
MicroTower MT1 Specification
Nominal impedance: 8ohms
Power handling: 50 watts RMS
Minimum power :5 watts RMS
Driver Complemen t —
Low frequent y: orgatt I
ape
Mid range: 2x4 1
/"o t
2
Crossover frequettt : 200 /
Cabinet site: 32" \ ." x
eight: '21 lbs.
arrant, ISil

icroTower

by E.P.I. of America

Sole U.K. Distributors: Belmont AV Limited, Fircrott

War. Ettimibi

tde,r. Kul u ENS 6HA. Tel: Edenbridge (073 27111 II
t,

NAD
Just what you'd expect
from AR
range so as to realise the full
potential of the
system. Even at low
frequencies —
apoint very
often missed
by electronics
manufacturers.
The materials
had to be the
best. The craftsmen
who assembled them, the
most skilled.
We had to be satisfied
that we had the right range
of electronics to complement,
not only AR speakers, but
also the best of the rest.
We call them NAD. Ask your
hi-fi dealer for ademonstration.

When AR
decided to look
for arange of
electronics to
offer along with their
loudspeakers, there could
be no cutting corners.
A team of international
engineers was given the
task of designing
new amplifiers
and receivers.
Stringent
specifications
were laid
down.
The rated
continuous CRMS1
power had to be delivered
over the entire audible frequency

AR
High Street, Houghton Regis, Bedfordshire. Telephone: 0582 603151
See and hear the NAD range at High Fidelity 75, Heathrow Hotel, Rooms 1141 and 1143.

ki' n

f-it'3111

We proudly

introduce some
news that's

guaranteed to
turn you off

The new Thorens TD145
incorporates an unique automatic lift
and shut-off device. Ifs electronically
controlled, raising the arm and stopping the platter very precisely at the
end of the record.
The TD145 incorporates the
superb engineering know-how that
has made Thorens the worlds' finest turntables, including
the proven precision belt drive, floating suspension and
incredibly low wow, flutter and rumble.
Send for the latest information or see the TD145 at your
Thorens dealer The specification will really turn you on - and
your records off.

The Thorens range includes
TD 125AB Mk 11 Electronic
Turntable
The finest equipment anywhereelectronic speed control and incorporating the magnificent TP16 tone
arm with its urique magnetic
anti-skating bias adjuster.
TD 160C Incorporates the TP16
tone arm and aconventional speed control. A brilliant
piece of Thorens engineering at amodest price.
TD 165 For the enthusiast who demands the highest
quality without added refinements and ancillary functions.
The same two speed drive motor as the TD 160 and with
anti-skating bias by conventional nylon thread and
suspended weight.
TD125 and TD160•7; available vvithe!:t ' o• 3,^7.

THORQD

Most Thorens turntables can be supplied fitted
with Ortolon cartridges showing aprice reduction.

MEÍROSOIJND

Metrosound makes it real
Metrosound Audio Products Audio Works, Cartersfield Road, Waltham Abbey, Essex.Tel: Lea Valley 712712
37

•

monitor,
sound
•
•

•
•

All Prices Inclusive of VAT
One Year Free Parts and
Excellent Demonstration

Labour

Facilities

F.M. Aerials- Accessories, etc.

•
•
•
•

TUNERS

AMPLIFIERS
45.75
30.00
38.50
40-00
52.50

Pioneer SA500A
Metrosound ST2OE
Alba UA700
Rotel RA-211
Rotel RA-311
Armstrong
Quad
Rogers
Trio

•••

Alba UA800
Rotel RT-222
Rotai RT-322
Metrosound FMS20
Pioneer TX500A
Armstrong}
Trio
Rogers
Quad

36.50
40.00
55.00
43.50
62.50
•••

SPEAKERS (
per pair)
TUNER AMPLIFIERS

So you
thought you
were out of
the ADC
class!
That price tag looks too good to be true.

A name you associate with the most advanced thinking in
cartridge design . . . coupled with a downright budgetconscious price! But it's afact. And the cartridge offers you
all the well-known ADC innovations. The induced magnet
concept that ADC pioneered. The new CED principle that
replaces mechanical damping with precise control from an
electromagnetic system. A cartridge construction that halves
the weight of conventional designs . . . with more accurate
groove tracing, better frequency response. £ 7.50 and nothing
left out!
ADC is luxury. . .
a range of superb cartridges from
low - cost 0.30 up to XLM at £ 28.40 ( recommended list
price, excluding VAT.) Now you know how little it costs
to enjoy those ADC advantages ... why listen with less!

IHIJOflIC (
Ti)
Full details from the U.K. distributors:

CID

-fowl,
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Maidstone, Kent ME15 6QP.

Goodmans Mod. 90
Goodmans Mod. 110
Rotel RX-202
Rotel RX-402
Pioneer SX-300
Pioneer SX-434
Pioneer SX-535
Pioneer SX-636
Leak 2000 ..
Armstrong
Trio
Tandberg
Sony

102.00
ties°

75.00

sea)
68.50

87.50
119.75
139.75
144.00
•••

Marsden Hall XL15
Celestion County
Celestion Ditton 15
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Ditton 25
Goodmans Mezzo SL
Wharfedale Denton 2
Wharfedale Linton 2
Wharfedale Glendale
Marsden Hall XL20
Leak 2030
AR
IMF
B &W
Rogers
Quad

37.95
48.00
69.50
115.00
139 00
72 90
29 95
38 50
59 50
46.50
68 00

•••

CASSETTE/TAPE

TURNTABLES
Garrard
SP25 Mk IV Mod.
86SB Mod.+M75-6
Zero 100SB+M93E
Pioneer PL- 12D ..
Thorens TD160C
Era Mk 6
1
Linn Sondek f
SME 3009ND Arm

21.50
40.00
57.00
41.50
65.00
•••

33.00

HEADPHONES/CARTRIDGE
Koss - Pioneer - Sony - Shure
Wharfedale - Goldring

MAIN

Akai CS33D
Akai GXC510D
Akai GXC38D
Akai GXC46D
Akai 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Pioneer 4141A ..
Pioneer 5151 ..
Pioneer CTF7171
Goodmans SCD100
Sony
Tandberg
Aiwa
Trio

97.00
111.75

seso

140.00
102.50
114.95
139.95
114.00

•

•••

***Subject to availability.

AGENTS:

ARMSTRONG • AR • ROGERS/BBC
TANDBERG • SONY •
AIWA • LINN SONDEK
•

75.00

13650

• IMF • QUAD

TRIO • B&W • LEAK
• MARSDEN HALL

TECHNICS

•

DUAL

monitor
souna

TEL 71935

64chapel st. chorley, lancashire.

Atuner and ahalf.

The tuner section of Armstrong's
625 FM and 626 AM/FM hi-fi stereo
receivers has been designed to achieve
aspecification all but identical to the
theoretical performance limits of the
FM broadcasting system.
In other words, you'll not only
hear everything that's being
transmitted, fully and faithfully.
But also be ready for any future
developments in FM broadcasting.
Result: atuner unbeatable in
value and rarely matched in facilities
and appearance.
Reviewing the AM/FM tuner
section of the Armstrong 626, one
FM TUNER SPECIFICATION: FM Sensitivity
DIF 75 ohms 1.5 1W. Full Limiting 1LW. Distortion
1kHz, 40 kHz deviation less than 0.2%. Signal/
Noise Ratio 100 LW 65 db. Selectivity 56db. Capture
Ratio IHF 1.75 db.
AM TUNER SPECIFICATION: Coverage 1461625 kHz LW & MW continuous tuning. Sensitivity
Ferrite aerial IHF 250 LIV/metre, External aerial
IHF 2511V. Selectivity 60 db.
621 Stereo Amplifier: £92.58
623 AM-FM Stereo Tuner: £98.42
624 FM Stereo Tuner: £73.74
625 FM Stereo Receiver: £ 136.62
626 AM-FM Stereo Receiver: £ 163.94
Prices are RRP and exclude VAT, and
are correct at time of going to press.

hi-fi stereo expert wrote that it gave
. . asuperb performance which
could not be faulted."
And still, this gives you only half
the picture.
Because the other half of the 625
and 626 is the hi-fi stereo amplifier
section - providing over 40 watts of
power per channel (both channels
driven) with negligible distortion and
awide, updated range of facilities.
For the Armstrong Series 600
colour catalogue - which also
includes the 621 amplifier, 623 AM/
FM tuner and 624 FM tuner - please
return the coupon.
r/17mstrong
—
Audio Limited, Warlters Road, London-1
N7 ORZ. Telephone: 01-607 3213.
Please send me the Armstrong
12 page colour
brochure.

Name
Address

4HFN75
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SPEAKER SELECTION LTD
(THE SPEAKER SPECIALISTS)

Dept. N

FAST RELIABLE MAIL ORDERS-A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ALL

611 FOREST ROAD, WALTHAMSTOW, LONDON E17 4PP
ALL CALLERS WELCOME FOR SALES COLLECTIONS, OR JUST A CHAT
DEMONSTRATIONS AT ALL TIMES
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair, for teak finish. Other
finishes as available, prices on application. Carriage charges: a, L1•50; b,
c, 0; d, £4; e, £.
Cambridge R40 and R50 .. P.O.A.
Castle Acoustics Richmond ..
P.O.A.
Celef Mini
Celef Monitor ..
Celef Professional ..
Celestion Hadleigh
.. £42-00 b
Celestion County ..
£49-00 b
Celestion Ditton 120 ..
.. £52-00 c
Celestion Ditton 15 ..
.. £69.00 c
Celestion Ditton 44 ..
£115-00 d
Celestion Ditton 25 ..
£139-00 d
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
.. £211.00 e
Goodman 's Havant SL
.. me) b
Goodmans Mezzo SL
.. £77.00 c
Goodmans Magnum SL
.. £94-00 c
Celestion Magister ..
£125.00 d
Executive Audio Hi- Balls
P.O.A.
Howland West Budgetlines
P.O.A.
MF Super Compacts ..
P.O.A.
MF ALS40
MF TLS50
MF TLS80
sophon Isonetta
ordan Watts Jumbo ..
.. £42-00 b
ordan Watts Janet ..
.. £42-00 b
ordan Watts Juno ..
£56-00 c
ordan Watts Juliet ..
.. £56.00 c
ordan Watts Jodrell ..
.. £99-00 d
Lowther
LNB Para Lab Super ..
.. £57-00 b
LNB Para Lab 20
.. £89-00 c
LNB Stands ..
.. £ 13.00 a
Larson ..
Leak 2020, 2030 ..
Marantz Imperials ..
Martin ..
Naim Audio 402 ..
£115.00 c
Rogers Wafers
.. £44-00 b
Rogers Compacts ..
£56-00 b
Rogers LS35/A Bookshelf Monitor POA
Rogers BBC Monitors
Richard Allan RA8
£49-00 b
Richard Allan Chaconne II .. £32.75 b
Richard Allan Flamenco Il
£
47-25 b
Richard Allan Pavane II .. £67.50 c
Richard Allan Sardana
.. £82.00 c
Richard Allan Academy
£125-00 d
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 10 .. £32.50 b
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 165 .. £57-00 c
Sykes Hirsch Sphera 24
£ 126-00 d
Telson S3 and S4
P.O.A.
Tannoy
P.O.A.
Tandberg"
Videotone Mini Max Il
.. £35-00 b
SPEAKER KITS
All prices per pair. Carriage
a, LI; b, L1-50; c. 0; d, D.
Goodmans Din 20 ..
Helme XLK30
Helme XLK30 Super ..
Helme XLK25
..
Helme XLK25 De Luxe ..
Helme XLK50
KEF KK I
KEF KK3
..
Peerless 20-2 .. ..
Peerless 30-2 ..
Peerless 20-3 ..
Peerless 50-04
..
Richard Allan Twin Assembly
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
Richard Allan Triple 12 ..
Richard Allan Super Triple 12
Wharfedale Linton II
Wharfedale Glendale ..
Wharfedale Dovedale Ill ..

charges:
£19 75
£13-00
f15-00
£22.50
£25-00
[43.00

b
a
b
b
b
c

£70-00
£28-00
£39-50
£42-25
£65-25
£17-00
£25-75
£35-00
£44-75
£20.00
£37.00
£57-00

d
c
c
c
c
b
b
c
c
b
c
c

SPEAKER CHASSIS
All priced singly. Carriage charges:
XO and tweeters, 25p each. Bass, 75p
each. Please check impedances available.
Castle r RS/DD

Celestion HFI300
Goodmans Audiom I2P-G
Goodmans Audiom I
2P-D
Goodmans Audiomax I2AX
Goodmans Audiomax 15AX ..
Goodmans Axent 100
Goodmans Audiom 100 ..
Goodmans Midax 750
Goodmans X0/950 ..
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 ..
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 ..
Goodmans Axiom 401
Goodmans Audiom 8p
Goodmans Audiom 10p • •
Goodmans Audiom 12p • .
Goodmans Audiom 15p . •
Goodmans Audiom 18p ..
Jordan Watts Modules ..
Jordan Watts Hi-frequency
units
.
. • •
KEF T27 (old model) ..
KEF T27 SP6535 .. • •
KEF BI10
KEF T15
KEF B200
KEF BI39
KEF DN8
KEF DNI2
KEF DNI3 SPI015
KEF DNI3 SPI017
Lowther PM6
Lowther PM6 1
Lowther PM7
Peerless DTIO HFC
Richard Allan CG8
Richard Allan CG8T
Richard Allan CGIO
Richard Allan CG IOT
Richard Allan CGI2
Richard Allan CG I
2T
Richard Allan CG IS
STC 4001G and K
Tannoy H P D ..
Wharfedale WMTI

£7.50
£16.00
£17.00
£39.00
£44.00
£7.50
£12.00
£14.50
£7-75
£7.75
£9.00
£17.50
£5.00
£6.25
£13-00
£20-00
£35-00
£13-25

£6.75

£4-50
£5.50
£7.50
£6-50
£8.75
new
£2-00
£5.50
£4.00
£3.50
£29.50
£31.00
£50.50
£8.50
£6.00
£6.25
£9.50
£10-00
£10.75
£11.00
[22.50
£6.00
P.O.A.
75p

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £
Armstrong 625 and 626 ..
P.O.A.
Akai AA8030 . • £103-00
Akai AA8080
£131.50
Eagle AA28 .. • . £110.00
Eagle AA30
.
• £128-oo
Goodmans Module 90
£101.00
Goodmans Module 1-10 • • £120-00
Goodmans Module 1-20 • . £122-00
Goodmans 90 Compact . • £188.00
Goodmans 1-10 Compact • • £200.00
Howland West R100 .. • .
£84.00
Leak 2000 .. . •
P.O.A.
Lux 9.800 and R1500 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2015, 2220 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko STA50 I
0, STA7070
P.O.A.
Rotel RXI50A
£55.00
Rotel RX202
£74-00
Rotel RX402
£97.00
Rotel RX602
£127-00
Rotel RX802 .. • . £161-00
Rogers Ravensbrook .. • .
P.O.A.
Teleton TFS55 .
£64.75
Tandberg TR2OOMPX
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR1000/1010 MPX
P.O.A.
Tand berg TR I
055 MPX
P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra 10
P.O.A.
Tandberg 200 Compact ..
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage £
Armstrong 621
Akai AA5200
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
Cambridge P60 and PI 10
Eagle AA2
Eagle AA4
Eagle AA6(S)
Goodmans 40-40 ..
Howland West Budgetline

P.O.A.
£72.50
£94-00
£138.50
P.O.A.
£33.50
£49-00
£63-00
£65.00
£24.513

Please check on prices and availability before ordering/calling as prices are
subject to alteration without notice. Prices were correct at time of going
to press-two months ago.
S.A.E. with enquiries please. Advice always given on request.
PERSONAL CALLERS-Cash please or cheques by prior arrangement.
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Lux 707X, 700X. 505X
P.O.A.
Lustraphone LP100
P.O.A.
Leak 2100.2200
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST2011 .. £32-50
Metrosound ST40
£43.00
Metrosound ST60
£58-00
Marantz 1020, 1060, 1120 ..
P.O.A.
Naim Audio 100, 160, 200 ..
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230, 500, 600 ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RA2I1
£40-oo
Rotel RA3Il
£51.00
Rotel RA6I
£81.00
Rotel RA8I0
£ 104-00
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Panthera A75
P.O.A.
Rogers Cadet ..
P.O.A.
Revox A78 and A722
P.O.A.
Sugden A2I, A48, P51, C5I
P.O.A.
Teleton SAQ307 .. £28.50
Teleton GA202
£36-oo
Tandberg TA300M
TUNERS
Carriage £2
Armstrong 623 and 624 ..
P.O.A.
Akai AT550
..
£72-50
Akai AT580
£ 101-00
Celestion Telefi (TV Tuner) ..
aloo
Cambridge Audio T55(S)
P.O.A.
Eagle AA8
acoo
Howland West Budgetline £29-00
Leak 2300 ..
Lustraphone LP101
Lux 717, 700, 500 ..
Metrosound FMS20 II .. £41-50
Metrosound FMS40 II .. £41.50
Marantz 105, 115, 120 ..
Nikko FAM 220. 500 ..
Rogers Ravensbrook
Rogers Ravensbourne
Rogers Panthera T55 ..
Rotel RT222
[40-00
Rotel RT322
£55.00
Rotel RT622
.
018.00
Rotel RT1220 .. • • £ 111.00
Revox A76 and A720 . •
P.O.A.
Sugden R2I and R5I• •
P.O.A.
Sharp ST510 ..• • £ 49-00
Teleton GT202
• • £43-00
Tandberg TP4I radio .. . •
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
Carriage charges: Chassis £2;
Complete £2.25
Ariston RD I1 .. ..
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BDI kit .. £ 12.00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis £29.00
Connoisseur BD2 P&C
£34-00
Colton Accessories ..
P.O.A.
Goldring GL72 P&C .. £34-50
Goldring GL75 P&C .. £43-50
Goldring GL78 P&C .. £56-00
Goldring GL85 P&C .. £70-00
G
d SP25 IV chassis £ 13.00
Garrard SP25 IV Module-I- M75.
6 £26.50
Garrard 86SB chassis .. .. £25-00
Garrard 86513 Module+M756 £41-00
Garrard 100SB chassis .. £37.00
G
d 100SB Module-FM93 £54.00
Garrard 401 chassis .. .. £36.00
Howland West plinths and
covers .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Leak 2001 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Linn LPI2 .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Micro MRIII, 311, 711 ..
P.O.A.
McDonald MP60 chassis .. £ 10-00
McDonald MP60 TPDI .. £ 15-75
McDonald HT70 TPDI .. £20.00
Philips GA212+GP400 .. £59.00
Thorens TDI65 P&C .. ..
eel»
Thorens TD160 P&C .. .. £64.50
Thorens TDI25 chassis .. £76.00
Thorens TDI25 P&C .. .. £ 126-75
Thorens P&C only for TDI25
P.O.A.
Transcriptors Saturn 1 .. £61-00
Transcriptors Saturn 11 .. £70.00

HI-FI

EQUIPMENT

AT:

TELEPHONE: 01-531 3117
HOURS OF BUSINESS:
10 A.M.-6 P.M. TUES. TO SAT.

Transcriptors Reference with
fluid arm ..
£103.00
Transcriptors Reference less
arm
£85-00
Transcriptor Accessories ..
P.O.A.
TRANSCRIPTION ARMS
Postage 50p.
Acos Lustre .. .. • •
Connoisseur SAU2 . •
Colton Tone MC 101 .. • •
Grado .. .. • •
Micro MAI01 .. • .
SME 3009 fixed head .. • .
SME 3009 detachable head • .
Transcriptors fluid ..

£23-00
£12-50
[16-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£33.50
£35.50
£24.00

CARTRIDGES
Postage 15p.

••
••
.•
••
••
••
••
•.

ADC 032
ADC Q36
ADC VLM
ADC XLM
Decca London ..
Grace ..
Goldring G850..
Goldring G820..
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Ortofon MIS ESuper ..
Grado and Micro
Shure M3D
Shure M55E
Shure M75B
Shure M75EM
Shure M75E.1
Shure M75ED
Shure VI5 Ill ..
Supex
Stanton

••
••
••
•.
••
••

HEADPHONES
Postage 50p.
Clarke ..
Condor ..
Howland West
Micro MXI
Nikko ..
PWB Moving Coil
PWB Dynax
PWB Electrostatic & box
Stax
Sennheisser HD4I4
Sennheisser HD424

Stylus only

fseo £6-oo
[17-50 £8.50
£21.00 £ 11-50
£23.00 P.O.A.
£4.00 £3.50
£6.50
nas
£9.75 £6.25
[13-00 £ 11-00
£26.50 P.O.A.
£4.25 £3-35
[5.50 £5.25
£7-00
£
6.00
£9.00 £7.00
£8.50 £5-50
£9.50 £7.25
£29-00 £ 14.00

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
C16-00
£25-00
£5.00
P.O.A.
£12.50
[18-00

TAPE & CASSETTE DECKS
Carriage £2.
Akai .. ..
P.O.A.
Brenell 1C2000
8209-00
Goodmans SCD100
E110-00
Leak 2002 ..
P.O.A.
Matsi CD100 .. ..
868-00
Neal 102 and 103 ..
P.O.A.
Revox A77 and A700..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 204IX .. £ 105-oo
Tandberg 3321/4IX ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3421/4IX ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 3621/4IXD
P.O.A.
Tandberg 9121/4IX ..
P.O.A.
Tandberg 1021/4IX ..
P.O.A.
BLANK CASSETTES & REELS
TAPE
Postage 25p per order.
Agfa PE36 .. .. • • £5-75
BASF 7" LH .. .. • • £2-75
BASF Super LH C60 ..
75p
BASF Super LH C90 .. .. £ 110
EMI Professional 7" . . • •
/:2.00
EMI Professional 10" .. • •
f4-60
EMI C60, C90, CI20 .. • •
P.O.A.
TDK 7" 1800 .. .. .. £3-00
SD
ED
KR
C60
95p £ 1-25 £ 1.40
C90 £ 1 -40 £ 1-80 £2.00
CI20 £ 1-75

ALL prices are inclusive of VAT at 8%
All carriage charges includes full insurance in transit against loss or damage.
We are situated on the A503 and can be reached easily via- Buses: 123,
275, 276, 262, 69, W2I, 251, 718. Trains-Walthamstow Central.
E & OE

Afree introduction to
building your own hi-fi.

If you've often thought about
building your own hi-fi system,but
didn't know where to start,just clip
the coupon.
And we'll send you the latest
free Heathkit catalogue.
Browse through it and you
should find dozens of kits you'd
love to build.
(With the world's largest range of electronic kits to
choose from, it'd be difficult not to.)
You shouldn't find any of them difficult to build either.
Because, with each kit, you'll get avery easy to
understand instruction manual that takes you step by step
through the assembly. You'll also get a'Kit Builders Guide'
that explains all the basic techniques,like soldering,
in detail
So, even if you've never handled a-soldering iron in your
life, you should easily be able to build aHeathkit.
AM/FM Stereo receiver with 8track.

And with asuperb range of
hi-fi kits to choose from, we're
sure you'll find it atemptation very
difficult to resist.
There are stereo receivers,
I I amplifiers, tuners, awide range of
r speakers and many, many other kits
of every description. Including
general interest kits like digital
alarm docks, test instruments, amateur radio equipment—
even atelevision.
Send us the coupon now for your catalogue. Or, if
you're in London or Gloucester, call in and see us.
The London Heathkit Centre is at 233 Tottenham Court
Road. The Gloucester showroom is next to our factory in
Bristol Road.
Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept. HFN-45,
Bristol Road, Gloucester, GL2 6EE.
Telephone: Gloucester (0452) 29451.

AM/FM 4Channel Feceiver with 8track.

Stereo cassette deck with built-in Dolby.

The new Heathkit catalogue.Out now FREE
To: Heath (Gloucester) Limited, Dept. HFN-45, Gloucester, GL2 6EE. Please send me my free Heathkit catalogue.
Name

Address
Postcode

Remember easy terms are available with the Heathkit Monthly Budget Plan.

Schlumberyer
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GLOBAL
Where people and prices matter.
another first from:

GREEN
SHIELD

eglIP 4/01› 40F

T41 -4

PRICE [8540
330 .

AMSTRAD 5000
STEREO SYSTEM
Amstrad 5000 25+25 watts
tuner/amplifier.
complete with
MW/LW/FM Stereo
radio. A pair of
Amstrad Acoustra 2500
speakers. G
d
SP25 Mk IV deck
Goldring G900 Car.
tridge.
Fully wited and
mountedln the
Global Deluxe teak
finesh plinthroth
finted due ciaye.
G LOBAL'S PRICE
[111 40 Carr.

• lituarantee

--

t4P
v
-

Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill 10-00
watts RMS amplifier. Cm
plete with a pair of Amst"rad•
138 speakers. G
d SP25
Mk IV deck. Goldring GE100
Cartridge.
Fully wired and moun ted in the
Global Deluxeteakfiish
with tinted dust cover.
Pli eh
GLOBAL'S PRICE£ 9'55
Carr 8 Ins. £ 3.30°
elf alternative speakers are
r
o
equired, please ring or write
f r further information

AMPLIFIERS
Please add £10S for P&P & Ins.
Accuphase P3002 x150 watts
(Power Amp) ... [48600
Accuphase C200 ( Pre-Amp) £35640
Accuphase E202 2x100 watts £40100
Accuphase P2502 x103 watts
(Power Amp) ... [35100
Akai NA5200
£93-75
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
Alpha Executive 0030 ...
Alpha Executive 0050 ... £ 945
Amstrad IC2000 Mk11 £ 1.15
Amstrad 1
Mk11
0610
Amstrad 8000 Mkee
Benson 200A
42995

j --Nvr -

Guy mg rwii at Global tan be fun Green
Shfeld Stamps are goen on all pur chases
-from dust-bugs to complete systems
Io vie vou agtude on the value you get,

mals
osso

... .1.20

5.

Cambridge F50
Cambridge P60
Cambridge P1I0
Eagle AA2
Eagle AA4 ... •• •• •• • •
Eagle AM . •
Goodmans 411/40
Go
eodmans Galactron MkI0
odmans Galactron Mk16
ocdImans Galactron Mk100
Gee mans Galactron CQ16
arman Kardon Cit11
Harman Kardon Cit112.
Harman Kardon Cid 2CIL
Lecson Ad1
Lecson API ._ -•
Metrosound ST2OE Mk11
Metrosound 5740
Metrosound ST60
Maranta 240
Maranta 250 ..
Maranta 500 .
Maranta 1030
Maranta 1060
1120
Maranta 1200
Nippon SA520 ( ISw .NMS) •
Nippon SA620 (20w RMS) .

bee fs aelle cab`P‘e. On €10O"O0
\tee of erepment we will gfve you 3
books of stamps,whfch rates an excellent
selechon oi Ois f
rom the Green Shfeld

L

ÇatabAne P`b effiles ee bensebed
nenes. elnabbi %tees lbat enlei acon -

serable reputaton C,ategues and
staePs :Me eraf\ab‘e at "
a\I G \otia\

branches As you can see, buy mg ht-if
through Global elfe added banale
lake advantage nyA.
eevees eivetT,

%IretrceeLlte
maLm.

sIllEin

°‘•tçe.deL Ca. Wleeovt4",\ OtW

40P

.119 40IF 40IP

TURNTABLES
Please add £ 1.05 P&P & Ins.
Acos Regs Planer ...
Acos Rega + P/C '•••`
Connoisseur BD1 Kit ...
1 - 35
Connoisseur 8D2 SAU2 arm £3510
G
d SM MkIV Chassis £ 13.75
G
d SP25 MkIV P/C
Cart. ( Non Hinged e ) ¿21-25
G
d SP25 MkIV P/C Cart
(Mod)
...
[ 25.95
G
d86513 Chassis ... £23.50
G
d86513 P/C Cart. ( Non
Hinged Cover) ... £34-15
G
d8658 P/C Cart ( Mod) £38.95
G
d Zero 1005B Chassis £34 90
G
d Zero 100513 91E0
Cart ( Mod) ... £52.25
G
d401 Chassis ... £ 33.50
Goldring 102 Mk11 P/C G800 £ 25 65
Gold ring GL72
[25 65
Goldring GL72P ... [ 31 45
Goldring 72 Lid ... ... £ 360
Goldring GL75 + P/C G800 • £ 920
Goldring GL78 + P/C G800 £43 75
Goldring GL85 P/C ...* £67 95
Nippon 8FU121
[43 70
Nippon BMU121 ... • ... £ 38 25
Philips GA2I 2with Cart £ 55 7S
Pioneer PLI2D
P.O.A.
Rank Domus 802000 ... £43.75
Rank Domas BA4000 ... £49 75
Rank Domus 1306000 ... £ 72 75
Rotel RPI000
£45.25
Sansui SR212
Sansui 511313
Sansui 5R717
Sansui SR1050C
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna 1702 ...
P.O.A.
Thorons TD125 Mk11
[74-15
Thorens TO125AB Mk11 . . £ 11150
Th
TD145 N P
P.O.A.
Thorens 1608C ( less arm)N P P.O.A.
Thorens TD160ABC ... £61 45
Thorens TO165ABC ... £53.65
TX25 Dust Coser
i7 SO
Transcriptor Saturn with
Vestigal arm ...
95
Yamaha TP700
P.O.A.

TME NEW
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk I
II
STEREO SYSTEM

l'11111%

•

(et%
ql1W)
/

N,

(11{11 \

111F11)

\\\ :

•

gu•

(
MI
11111D

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Oum
£2.50
011.50
0010
P.O.A,.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

nets
/mu

146.75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
neso
£44.75

ale 41110 4119'4119"
Nippon SA820 ( 45w RMS) ... £ 79 20
Reyes A78
[ 189 00
Rotel RA211
£ 39 75
£51 25
Rotel RA3I1
£80 65
Rotai RA6I1
£102 95
Rotel RA810
.. £ 128 75
Rotel RA1210
Sansui AU101
Sansui AUS05
Sansui AU6500
Sansui AU7500
Sansui AU9500
P.O.A.
Scott A2555N
P.O.A.
Sinclair 2000 MkIll
[19•95
Sinclair 4000
Yamaha Full range in stock
P.O.A.
COMBINATION UNITS
Please add 01.9Pfor Carr. & Ins.
Fidelity UAI
63.55
(
Fidelity UA2
£35.75
Fidelity UA3
Fidelity UAS
£ 105-95
Goodinans Compact 80 ( Teak) £ 131.15
Goodman, Compact 90 ... [ 17120
Goodmans Compact 1-10
£202 35
Philips
RH81I ( T/Amp+
Cassette Head) ( + 2- Spea£99 95
Philips RF838 Compact System + Speakers
£90 "
Brahams Salon 2001
£ 3230
Yamaha Full range in stock
P.O.A

mie
- 45
P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Please add £ 121 Carr. & Ins.
Akai AA8030
£102 95
Akai AA8080
£29 95
Alpha R150 ..
£46.95
£41.95
Alpha FR2000
Alpha FR3000
£44.75
Alpha FR4000
£67 95
Amstrad 5000
£61 25
Eagle AA28
£95 32
Eagle AA30
£1107 25
Goodmans Module 90
£92 90
Goodman' Module 1-10
£109 65
Goodman, 120 ...
£112 9S
Goldring Studio 8000 ... £48 95
Harman Kardon 50 • 2 2Sw
(RMS) 4 . 12w ( 4- Channel) P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 75 i- 2x45w
(RMS) 4 . 18w ( 4- Channel) P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 330A
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 630 ... P.O.A.
Harman 'Cardon 930
Harman Kardon 800+ ( Quad) P.O.A.
Harman Kardon 900+ (Quad) P.O.A.
K.L.H. SS
[ 129.17
K.L.H. 52
...•
Marante 2.015
P.O.A.

•
•

mes6

Cambridge R40 (Teak)
Cambridge R50 (Teak)
P
P.O
£.
5
°0.8
A
A0
Celestion County
Celestion Gluon 10 Mk11
£47.15
Celestion Dittos 15
£72.60
Celestion Dicton 25
£145.35
Celestion Ditton 44
£119.95
£219.95
Celestion Muon 66
Celestion Dicton 120
£4
£
54.
3. 6
40
5
Celestion Hadleigh .- -•
Ess. Rull Range Available
P
L.
4
0
7.9
As.
b1
Goodman' Dimension B ••• £129.40
Goodmans Double Maxim
Goodmans Goodwood
£18.95
Goodmans Havant St.
£44.85
Goodman' Magisters
£99.50
£85.20
Goodman* Magnum K2 SL
£35.90
Goodman: Ministers • ••
Goodman' Mezo 3SL •••
£67.90
Goodman, Achromat 400 -• £119.95
£13.28
Speaker Stand for Above •••
Infinity 1001 ......
...
P.O A.
Infinity Pos II :P.0 A.
Infinity 2000A-A- XT
Infinity Monitor'
Infinity Columns
PPP
L1.6
°°°
41.A3
AAS
:
KLH 31
KLH 32
... £ 78.70
... £ 106.48
MM 38
B. KLH 17
£119.91
B. KLH 33
B. KLH 23
::.• £
L0
16
58
6: 9
54
2
£194.44
C.
C
.K
KIL- H
Hs
6
C.
S. KLH 28
£273.15
£458.33
ao
P.80
3 A.
7..7906
C. KLH 9
£
B. KLH Marlboin.101
B. KLH Marlboro 102 ..:
£119.91
B. KLH Marlboro 103 ...
0136.60
B. Larson Pyramid LP710
B. Larson LPY80A
. PP
•.0
° •
.
A
A.
B. Larson L360A
P.O.A.
A. m
Mrs en Hall XLIO
£33.10
A.
en Hall XLIS (C/F)
£0.30
Mariden
A.
C. Har
rsden Hall XL20(C/F) hi/P £146.115
£91.10
C. H. ,den Hall XL30 ( C/F)
Hall Symphony 3522 £105.25
C. Marsden
A. m
den Hall Symphony 4522 £120.25
ordaunt-Short 079
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
B..
Mordaunt-Short
235
400
C
P.O.A.
C. Mordaunt-Short 737 -•
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
A. Mordaunt-Short Carnie•••
P.O.A.
A. Mordaunt-Short Festiveal I
Rank Domas ISO
ct.s.2s
£30.95
A. Rank Domas 175 • • •
C. Rank Domas 250 ..: •••
£49.95
£84.95
C. Rank-Domus 350 ...
C. Rank-Domus 450 •.• £122.75
£13.40
A. Sinclair 016 •••

•„, •
(11{11

1111F1;ry

Mlle
›,

£81.20

MI

SPEAKERS
Carr. & Ins. per Pair. ( A) £ 1.90
(B) £. 25 ( C) £1.50.
Price Per Pair
A. Amstrad 1500
£26.45
£30.60
A. Amstrad 2500
A. Benson 100S.
A. Benson 1505 •
£2
[
14
9:50
95
A. Benson 200S
£29.95

C.
TUNERS
C.
Please add
OS for Carr. & Ins.
A.
Ac cuphase T100 AM/FM
£70.00
A.
A c-iphase 1101 AM/FM
A.
Akai ATSSO
[69.95
C.
Akai ATS80 ...
[99•95
C.
Alpha 0007 ...
[28•75
C.
Alpha FT150
[33•15
A.
Amstrad 3000
[2715
A.
Cambridge T55
0111.15
£14.75
Celestion Tale
C.
Eagle AA8 •••
[4710
A.
Eagle TST152 :•:
£3175
C.
Harman Kardon Cit1 .5
P.O.A.
A.
Marantz 1058
P.O.A .
C.
Marante 1158 -•
P.O.A.
B.
P.O.A.
Marante 1208 _••.•
A.
Metrosound FMS20 Mk11
£33 35
B.
Metrosound FM540
£33 35
B.
Nippon 51608 AM/FM
£46 40
Revea A76 ..
... 236
£
52
B.
Rotel RT222
.. £39 75
B.
Rotel RT322
... £54 95
C.
Rotel RT622
... (87-75
C.
Rotel RT1220
... £ 10/ 7S
C.
Sansui TUSOS
A.
Sansui TU9500 :••
••
S.
Sansui TU7500

Scott T335......
Sinclair 20001111 :::
....
Sinclair
Yamaha Full range in stock

P.O.A.
RMS)

£8 30
£64 75
AM/FM
teR XISOA
S)
£54 95
£102 50
Rote RXI 54...
£6 25
Rote RX402...
Rote RX454...
(164-75
£25 75
Rote RX602...
Rote RX802...
£59 95
£3 75
Rote RX202...
£58.96
S
Rote
alr a2000 : •.:
£7345
P.O.A.
Sansui 210 ...
Sans,. 310 ...
P.O.A.
Sansui 441 .
P.O.A.
Sansui 551
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sansui 661 . 1.
P.O.A.
Sansui 771 ...
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna 2000 ( Black)
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna 2100 ...
P.O.A.
Scan-Dyna 2400 ( Beige)
P.O.A.
a2400
Scca
s
an
nty
y nna
3000 ( Black)
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Scott 365 ...
P.O.A.
Scott 745 ...
P.O.A.
Scott 755 ...
P.O.A.
Scott 775 ...
P.O.A.
Scott R6365
01175
T
Te
ea
ac
cA
As
Ti1
00
00
054.75
£242.50
Teat AG6500
Yamaha Full range i
J
.stock::•::
•:•:
P.O.A.

WE GUARANTEE THAT WITHIN 14 DAY'S OF PURCHASE,IF ANY ITEM OF GOODS
IS FOUND TO BE GENUINELY DEFECTIVE WE WILL REPLACE THE SAID GOODS
WITHOUT OUEST«. ALSO. WE GIVE AFULL 11 MONT!' GUARANTEE ON ALE
PRODUCTS PURCHASED, AT ANY 8RANCH.PARTS & LABOUR ABSOLUTELY FREE.

f

9ete

Maranta 2220
Marante 2230
Maranta 2245
Marante 2270
Nippon SR660 ( 217
AM/FM
Neip
R
te
poln
52
Ro 5R770 ( 327

dIF 41119

401/ 411"

GlObal% GOLDEN

AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk Il
STEREO
SYSTEM
Amstrad 1C2000
Mk II with increased
power 25+25 watts
amplifier. Complete
with a pair of
Amstrad Acoustra
2
G500 speakers.
d SP25
Mk IV deck.
Goldring G800
Jemd
Cartridge. Fuliy wi•_red
and mounted in the Global Deluxtt
teak finish plinth vetth tinted dusi < ore, ----GLOBAL'S
In

Green Shield
Stamps given on
au purchases,
which is Global's
contribution to
keep down the
cost of living.

GRE EN
1111FLD

Canar
MUID
'/,

0,s0

e
o
o
o
o

ONCE IN A LIFE-TIME OFFER

,
s9

GARRARD
SP25 Mk IV
PLINTH & COVER
G
d SP25 Mk IV deck into
ins
new
technical
refinements.
Goldring G800 Cartridge.
Full wired and mounted in the Global
Deluxe NM finish plinth with tinted dust
coven
GLOBAL'S PRICE £2115
Carr. 8 Ins. £ 1.93.
B. Sinclair Q40
...
[29.95
B. SSc 25
.
[49.50
S. SSC 30
Tannoy Full Range Available P.O.A.
A. Wharfedale Denton 2 . £ 31 80
A. Wharfedale Linton 2 . £ 39.35
C. Wharfedale Dovedale . £ 18.95
IL Wharfedale Glendale . £54.60
C. Wharfedale Kingsdale . £ 121.00
A.
A.
A.
A.
A.

SPEAKER KITS
Goodmans Ditton 20 ... £ 17.95
Goodman: Mezo Twin Kit ... £ 39.25
Wharfedale Linton Kit ... £ 18.25
Wharfedale Glendale Kit ... £ 33.35
Wharfedale Dovedale Kit ... £52.50
CARTRIDGES
Please add 15p for p&p 8. Ins.
Cart.
Styli
£3 25 £ 195
Goldring G800
£6 30 £ 415
Goldring G800E
Goldring GOOCH .. £ 360 £ 190
Goldring GEKKISE
C11 70 £ 960
Goldring G820 ...
060
SO
Goldring G820E
75 £5 40
Goldring G820SE £ 13 20 £8 45
Goldring G850 ... £250 £ 195
Ortofon MISE Super £24 45
Shure MID
£ 320 £2 60
Shure 44E ... £ 430 £ 375
Shure 55/E ... £495 £4 35
Shure 756 ... £670 £4SO
Shure 447 ... [ 4 10 £3 10
Shure VI5 Type 3
Off 40 £935
Shure M7SED Type 2 £965 £7 30
Shure M75E1 Type 2
£8 10 £ 535
Shure M75/6/S ... £4 50 £375
Shure M91ED ... £9 SO 3
£ 70
Sonotone 9TACHD [ 1.30 £0 90
Condor Autoclean £ 140
Sonotone EC907 Cleaning Kit 0 . 50'
(*Star Buy)
PLEASE NOTE: Styli price is for
styli's only Cartridge price column is
for the complete unit with styli.
PICK-UP ARMS
Please add 60pfor Carr. & Ins.
AP)* Lustre Arm ... [2145
Connoisseur SAU2 Arm ... £12.10
Colton MC101 Tone Arm ... [ 15.85
Goldring 169
Goldring 175
Goldring PH7 Headshell
75
Goldring PH6 Headshell
30
Ortofon A5211 Arm
SME 3009 ( Detached) . . £34 00
SME 3009 ( Fixed) ... £ 32 95
SME PI Spacer ... . £ 165
SME 2Shell ... £2 30
Transcriptor Vestigal £29 95

CASSETTE II: 8-TRACK/
RECORDERS
Please add £ 1.25 for Carr.Ei inn.
Akai CR8ODSS ... £ 119.95
£68.75
Aka, CR81D
£60 75
Akai CS300
£73 95
Akai CS33D
UM 25
Akai GXC36
[T7 45
Aliai GXC36D
£102 75
Aka. G XC38
£95 95
Akai GXC38D
£129 95
Akai GXC4OT
[114 95
Akai GXC46
£110 75
Aka, GXC46D
. £ 119 75
Aka, GXC65D
[139 75
Aka, GXC75D
... £ 132 75
Aka, GXCSIOD
... £ 102 75
Aka. GXRITI
... £85 75
Akai GXR82D
Alpha C01000
Amstrad
6000
StereoChrome/02 ... ... £40.25
Amarad 7000 ( Dolby Deck) [54.45
Goodman, SCD100 £104-95
Harman Kardon HK10120 [203.75
Nakamichi TriT
700 .
P0 A
Nakamichi 1000
Neal 101 Receiver ... [ 1728
Neal 102 Recorder
[210-60
Neal 103 Dust Cover ... £ 3•45
Philips N2400 ... [7215
Philips N24015
£69.95
Philips N2405 ... £52.75
Philips N2506
£45.00
Philips N2510
£99.95
Sansui SC636
P.O.A.
Sansui SC737
P.O.A.
Teat AI 40
...
£ 108.75
Teac A160 ... £ 115.75
Teac A350 ... £ 139.75
Teac A360 ... [ 191-75
Teac A4S0
[224.75
Yamaha T8700 ... . 0..
TAPE DECKS IL RECORDERS
Please add £ 1.35 for Carr. 13 ins.
Aka, 1721L
Akai 17221 ... ... [87.50
Akai 4000DB ( Dolby Deck) £ 137.75
Akai 4000DS ... £90.95
Akai GX210D
£ 144 90
Akai GX260D
[ 149 95
Akai GX400D
£472 95
Akai GX400D/PRO ... £444 25
Akai GX6000 ... [136 85
Akai GX600DP
044 65
Aka: GX600DB . £279 SO
Aka, GX18200 . £ 175 75
Philips N4307
.
£32 SO
Philips N4308
£42 57
Philips N4414
£116 50
Philips N4416
£ 96 SO
Philips N4418 ... [ 144.30
Philips N4450 ... [213.15
Philips N4510
[ 133 50
Revox H1102/311104 ... £350 00
Revea 1102/1104 ... £310-00
Revea 1122 . . . £ 355 00
Revox 1124
.
£755 00
Revea 011134 . £ 410 00
Revolt 1322 ... £355 00
Teat A1030 ... ... £ 137 95
Teac A1230 ... ... £ 217 75
Teat AIMS
75
Teat A3300/10 ... 2
£88 75

2s1
£

Tau
Teac
Teac
Teac
Teac

A3300/11 .
an 75
A3300/12 . £ 305 75
A4070/G .. £385-75
A4300 ... .. [321.75
7030/GSL ... £534-60

STEREO HEADPHONES
Please add 42p for Carr. 8 Ins.
[5 75
Akai ASE11
[7.10
Akai ASE20
£1045
Koss K7/I1 ( Black ..
[1065
Koss K7/1I ( Red Devil)
£1170
Koss K6 ...
£13.35
Koss K6/LC
£1495
Koss KD72713
£1970
Koss 747
[2225
Koss UVI /A ...
[25 10
Koss HVI / LC/A
£2385
Koss K6/LCQ

ON EASTER FRIDAY AND
SATURDAY MARCH 28 /
29
This year we have chosen Easter
Friday and Easter Saturday, March
28/29th, to present our Annual
Clearance Sale. A great many items
WELL under price. During these
2day's quoted and we must emphasise
the 2- day's quoted. In addition to
special offers we are also offering a

DOUBLE REWARD FOR ALL
MAIL ORDER CUSTOMERS

Orders received from Mail Order between March 28th
and April 8th are entitled to deduct 5% discount from all prices
quoted in this double- page advertisement. NB. We reserve the
right to refuse any order received after 8th April quoting this
special 5% discount offer.
Koss PRO4AA
Koss PROS/LC
Koss 747Q ...
Koss K2 • 2
Koss ESP6
Koss ESP9 .
Ratel RH430
Ratel 814630 .
Sansui 552 ...
Scan•Dyna K72
Scan•Dyna 504
Sennh•iser HD414
Sennheiser HD424
Wharfedale DD1
Wharfedale Isodynamic

Tel

246 Pentonville Road N1
Tel 01 837 5535

021 706 9949

ESSEX:
4 High View Parade
Redbridge Lane East
Woodford Avenue Ilford
Tel 01 550 1086

120 Notting Hill Gate W11
Tel 01 229 1437
50 Stamford Hill, N16
Tel 01-806 2281

AMSTRAD
6000 STEREO
CASSETTE TAPE DECK
Innovative technical
h has
evolved many original f
in this
long-awaited newcomer to the hi-fi
market.
Suitable for all types of
Cassette Tape CR02/Normal-Compatible with any Amp/Tuner/Hi-Fi
System-Tape Digit Counter-Twin
VU Meten- Din or Phono Connections-Two Mike Inputs- Noise
Reduction Switch and much more.
GLOBAL'S PRICE £40.25
Carr. & Ins. £ 1•25.

Barclaycard. Access American Express. Diners'
Eurocard. Countdown and all Bankers'

Cheque cards accepted at all our branches.

H.P. FACILITIES

z.át"

Goldring GL78 deck,
Goldring 0000 Cart ridge.
Fully wired and mounted
in the Global Deluxe
teak finish plinth with
tinted dust cover.
GLOBAL'S
OUTSTANDING
PRICE £43.50.
Carr. & Ins. [1.93.1f required
with Goldring 0900E Cartridge £ 47 25.
Carr 8 mu. el 93.

:

TAPES AND CASSETTES
Please add up per order for P&P
& Ins.
Memorex PIRX2 oxide
£0 63
[0 81
C120
.
[ I - 23
Memorex Cill02 Chrome Oxide

/h ,

C90
.
.
[ 1.20
Memorex High Output Tape
TDK Dynamic Cassettes
C120
Also available BASF AGFA, PHILIPS.

PORTSMOUTH.
12 London Road North End
Tel

0705 68321

READING:
46 Market Place Reading
Tel 0734 595331
VVATFORD:
105 St Albans Road
Tel 39832

ALL OUR BRANCHES ARE ACCESSIBLE BY PRIVATE CAR OR PUBLIC TRANSPORT

Club.

GOLDRING GL75
WITH GLOBAL
DeLLIXE PLINTH
& COVER
Goldring GL75 deck.
Goldring GEMO Cartridge. Fully wired and
mounted in the Global
Deluxe teak finish plinth
with tinted dust cover.
GLOBAL'S
OUTSTANDING
PRICE £39-00.
Carr. 8 Ins. 0 43.
If
required
with
Goldring G800E Cartridge £42.50.
Carr. & Ins. [1.91
GOLDRING 01711
WITH GLOBAL
D•LU XE PLINTH & COVER

CUSTOMERS PLEASE NOTE: Global Audio are one of the
us after this advertisement had gone to press, we reserve the right
leading Hi Fi distributors in the United Kingdom.
to amend the price of any item without notice, but obviously we
While we make every effort to provide our custorners with the best • incerely hope this will not be necessary.
value for money. Unfortunately, because of the present economic ( 8) Because of the great public demand of our supplies mealn not
sduat,on and occasional printers terrors, the following points
always guarantee the availability of any item at all times, but it la
should be born in mind:
our policy to make every effort to satisfy all our customers.
(A) In the case of manufacturers and suppliers increasing prices to ( C) Subject to paragraph (A) we can only guarantee prices shown
in this advertisement until' 2714175

LONDON:
328 Edgware Road W2
Tel 01 262 3847

GREEN SHIELD STAMPS
ON ALL SALE GOODS
BUT NOT CREDIT
CARDS OR MAIL ORDER.
enn•

114-35
al1410
£35 15
[40 85
£49 50
£64 25
[4 IS
Eti 25
CS 45
£14.50
£
6 SO
£13 25
£18 75
[10 95
[1675

NO HIDDEN PRICES AT GLOBAL AUDIO - ALL OUR PRICES
ARE SHOWN WITH VAT INCLUDED AT THE RATE OF 8%

BIRMINGHAM
Tivoli Shopping Centre
1536 Coventry Road Yardley

further 5% discount on prices quoted
in this double page advertisement, all
this plus full Green Shield stamps on
these purchases and remember all
our prices are shown with VAT
included at 8%. Potential customers
kindly note this Easter sale is only for
2-days Friday March 28, and March 29.

AVAILABLE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS ONLY.

Customers kindly note we offer fully comprehensive H.P. facilities for all
our shop- calling customers. We apologise we cannot offer this service to
our Mail Order customers.

AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000 Mk II
STEREO SYSTEM
Truly a thoroughbred system for those with limited
space.
Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II 15+15 watts
amplifier, complete with a pair of Amstrad Aeo aaaaa
1500 speakers. Garrard SPIS Mk IV deck. Goldring
G800 Cartridge. ' Fully wired ano mounted on mix Glom
Deluxe teak finish plinth with tinted dust cover.
GLOBAL'S PRICE £73 .95 Carr 8 Ins. £ 340.
If al
ive speakers are required, please ring or
write for further information.

MAIL ORDERS
TO DEPT. HFN 4
50 STAMFORD HILL
LONDON N16
Tel: 01-806 2281
Order with confidence Send
Postal Order. Cheque, Money
Order, Bank Draft, Giro or Cash by
Reg. Mail
Please note : All cheques, Money
Orders, Postal Orders, Bank Oraft
or Giro to be made payable to
MAUTOMEAD LTD.

SPECIAL NOTE TO CUSTOMERS
Harman Cardon equipment can only
be purchased from our Ilford. Notting
Hill Gate and Portsmouth branches.

PERSONAL CALLERS
VERY WELCOME!
COMPARE OUR PRICES
WITH ANY IN THE BOOK!
OPEN MONDAY TO SATURDAY
9 30 am - 6 pm. LATE NIGHT
FRIDAY OPEN UNTIL 7pm.

kgifm'k?
HEIDIF0

POST ORDERS AND PERSONAL SHOPPERS:

KNARESBOROUGH

32, HIGH STREET. PHONE 5191 AND 3808
PERSONAL SHOPPERS ONLY AT:

BRADFORD

48, DARLEY STREET. PHONE 32313

LEEDS

28, MERRION CENTRE PHONE 454172

WAKEFIELD

117, KIRKGATE. PHONE 77447
PRICES
EXCLUDE
EXCEPT
WHERE
MARKED

2- YEAR Pel-ATBSO
GUARANTEE!

UMM

YOUR ORDER DESPATCHED
WITHIN 48 HOURS OR
YOUR MONEY BACK!

EXPERT ADVICE!

AMPLIFIERS

p
Akai AA5200
70 00
Akai AA5500 ..
92 29
Akai AA5800
134.89
Amstrad 1C 2000 Mk
II
"
34.32
Leak Delta 70 ..
79.95
Marantz 1030• •
95-00
Maranta 1060 • . 129.00
Marantz 1120. • 270-00
Pioneer SA 500A • .
49.00
Rotel RA2I I • •
38.87
Rotel RA3Il• •
52.50
Rotel RA6I I ..
81-50
Rotel RA8I0 .. £ 101.35
Rotel RAI210
126-77
Sansui AU I01 ..
43.00
Sonab P4000 . . 120.00

QUAD
AVAILABLE FROM
STOCK- WRITE
FOR OUR PRICES

TUNERS
Akai AT550
Akai AT580
Leak Delta FM
Marantz 105
Maranta 115B
Maranta 120B
Rote? RT222B
Rotel RT322
Rotel RT622

70
99
64
99
155
280
38
. 54
86

91
00
00
00
00
00
87
02
21

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Amstrad 5000
Marantz 2010
Maranta 2015
Marantz 2230
Maranta 2245
Pioneer SX434
Pioneer SX535
Pioneer SX636
Pioneer SX838
Pioneer SX300
Rote RX152
Rote RX202
Rote RX402
Rote RX602
Rote RX802
Rote RX254
Rote RXI50A
Rotel RX454

à
LOW111/ED

and
l 1

61.30
131.00
149.00
235.00
295.00
95-00
120.00
142-00
21040
7240
65.00
74.00
99.00
129.00
156.67
156.67
57-50
189-00

DEMONSTRATIONS!
INTELLIGENT SERVICE!
172 00
Sonab R400/2 ..
Sonab R7000
220.00
67-00
The Nippon Sound ..
SX434

LOUDSPEAKERS
Amstrad
Acoustra
34-32
1500 pr.
•
Amstrad
Acoustra
38-48
2500 pr...
Rank Domus 150 pr.
3140
Rank Domus 175 pr.
39-00
Rank Domus 250 pr.
62.00
Rank Domus 350 pr.
86-00
Maranta 4G Imperial
Teak or walnut
(each)
me)
Marantz 5G Imperial
Teak
or
walnut
(each? • •
48.00
York YS50 pr.
16.00
York YSI50 pr.
29.95
York YS200 pr.
39-95
Acoustic Research
AR7 pr.
66.42 inc. VAT
AR6 pr.
97-20 inc. VAT
AR5 pr
185-76 inc. VAT
83-16 inc. VAT
AR4 pr.
2A pr.
143.64 inc. VAT
3A pr.
246-24 inc. VAT
Celestion County pr.
47.00
Celestion Dicton pr.
69.95
Sonab 0Al2 pr. .. 140.00
Sonab OAS pr... 158.00
Sonab ODI I
E104.00
Infinity Pos II pr. .. Imoo
Infinity 1001 A pr. .. 179-00

TURNTABLES
G

d 86SB with
cover and Goldring
G800
B.S.R.
Mini
Auto
change unit ..
Pioneer PL I2D
Rank
Domus
Belt
Drive BD2000, with
an Empire 999REX
cartridge

WORTHWHILE DISCOUNTS!
7- DAY EXCHANGE GUARANTEE!
Rank Domus BD4000,
with
a 999QEX
cartridge
'Sound' BMUI21

60-00
46.00

Garrard SP25 Mk IV,
complete with G800.
plinth. cover, etc.
24-00

CARTRIDGES
£p
Ep
Goldring
M7SEJ11 9.45
G800.. 4-50 M7SED
11.55
V15/111 28.35
Shure
M44/7
5-25 Empire
M55E.. 6-30 999REX
440

TAPE DECKS/RECORDERS

CARRIAGE: SECURICOR delivery
only.
Add £3.50 carriage each item.
(Headphones, cartridges and styli sent by
post. Add 55p each item.)
MAIL ORDERS-Telephoned orders
must be confirmed in writing with full
remittance and are subject to our normal
terms and conditions. Goods cannot be
despatched until we have received the
full price for the items ordered with the
full packing and carriage charges required.
All goods are sold subject to the condition
chat they become the property and
responsibility of the customer when
passed to the carriers or their agents or
collected. Evidence of posting taken as
proof of delivery for goods sent by post.
Prices are subject to alteration without
notice. Please check price with us before
ordering.
WE CAN ARRANGE CREDIT
to enable you to buy any item
over £73 for an INITIAL PAYMENT
OF ONLY 10%
If you require credit, please enclose
carriage, plus 10% of order value and
V.A.T. combined.

Akai GXCSIOD .. 130 77
Akai GXC75D .
137.66
Akai 4000DB .. 135.16
Akai GXC46D Dolby 105-00
Amstrad 6000
Cassette
Deck. Terrific bargain. 42.64

BARCLAYCARD
and

ACCESS
we

36.00
10.00
46-00

49.95

To : YORKSHIRE HI-FI CENTRES LTD., 32 HIGH STREET, I
KNARESBOROUGH, YORKS.
Tel.; Knaresborough 5191.
Please supply

Hi -Fi for the price of a Radiogram!

THIS
ENTIRE
SYSTEM

£7

CARD

We offer a huge
choiceofquality
brands
A.R.
Alba
Amstrad
Acos
B.A.S.F.
BSR McDonald
Bush
Celestion
Decca
Ferrograph
G
d
Goldring
Hanimex
Infinity
Koss
Leak
Marconi
Maranta
Mordaunt
Short
Nippon Sound
Philips
Pioneer
Quad
RanDk
R
G
Rotel
s ansui
Sanyo
Scan Dyna
Sharpe
Shure
Sonab
Teleton
Thorens
Wharedale

LIST
y
£133 25
ou save over £46

9.95

Plus £ 640 VAT and
£4.50 Packing and carriage

Complete with all plugs and
leads ready to go!

Ienclose £

Full cash and carriage plus 8% V.A.T.

Barclaycard/Access Card No
Name
Address

(Block Capitals Please.) Registration 1067690 London.

44

HN475

An irresistible system at our fantastic low price! Just look at chus magnificent specification:
The famous Amstrad IC2000 Mk Il Amplifier with Quadrosound. Approx. 17' X 3' X 71". Decorstyled cabinet. Sheerline Satin Teak finish with Silver trim. Matt Black panel. Brushed
silver knobs and switches. Push-button control for Magnetic and Ceramic Pick-ups.
Tape and Radio. Slider balance control. Mono/Stereo and Loudness toggle switches.
Separate Volume, Treble and Bass control. Headphones input. Independent Scratch and
Rumble Filters. Delivers 20 watts r.m.s. per channel stereo into apair of York YSI50 Loudspeakers, 8" Bass with rubber surround and 3 Tweeter. Approx. 7rx 104x Ir high.
Turntable is the reliable Garrard SP25 Mk IV fitted with Goldring G800 cartridge. Approx.
144" x 14r x 8. Hundreds of satisfied users already enjoy this magnificent system. Order by
post with every confidence, on 7-day money-back offer or call and hear it!

LAUDIO OFFER MORE THAN THE RED CARPET TREATMENT.
ri

‘stockists of

show . . .

when you spend £ 1or

£1000 our experienced sales staff will ensure
you get the most up-to-date equipment to
suit your requirements.,

ACCUPHASE
(hand built)
ACOS REGA.
AKAI.
AMSTRAD.
BOSE.
CAMBRIDGE,
CELESTION.
CONNOISSEUR.
DAHLOUIST.
DESIGN
ACOUSTICS.

E.SS.

GARRARD.
GOLDRING.
GOODMANS.
HARMAN
KARDON.
INFINITY.
JANSZEN
ELECTROSTATIC
(speaker kits).
J.V.C.
K.L.H.
LARSON.
LECSON.

MARSDEN HALL.
MARANTZ.
METROSOUND
MORDAUNTSHORT.
NAKAMICHI.
NEAL
PHILIPS.
REVOX.
ROTEL.
SANSUI.
SCAN-DYNA.
SCIENTELEC

RESEARCH.
SCOTT.
SEOUERRA.
SHERWOOD.
SHURE.
S.M.E.
STUDIO CRAFT.
TEAC.
THORENS.
TRANSCRIPTOR.
WHARFDALE
YAMAHA
etc.

Personal callers can utilise first
class H.P. facilities, which can be
arranged quickly, and smoothly.
For your convenience Bankers
Cards are also accepted:
Barclaycard, Access, American
Express, Diners Club, Eurocard,
Countdown.

so easy
to find

after-salesservice is simply
g
reat A fully qualified team of

120 NOTTING HILL GATE
LONDON IN11

technicians, use their experience to keep
your equipment in perfect order. The
service is swift and efficient.

golden guarantee

Tel: 01-229 1437 /
NOTTING
HILL GATE
STATION .

Global guarantee that within 14 days of
purchase, if any item of goods is found to be
Genuinely defective we will replace the
said goods without question. Also we give a
FULL 12 MONTH GUARANTEE on all
products purchased at any branch, parts
and labour absolutely FREE.

VISIT ONE OF OUR OTHER BRANCHES:
BIRMINGHAM:
Tivoli Shopping Centre,
1536 Coventry Road. Yardley
Tel : 021-706 9949
ESSEX:
4High View Parade.
Redbridge Lane East.
Woodford Avenue. Ilford
Tel: 01-550 1086

LONDON:
328 Edgware Road. W2
Tel 01-262 3847
246 Pentonville Road. Ni
Tel 01 -837 5535
120 Notting Hill Gate. W11
Tel 01-229 1437
50 Stamford Hill. N16
Tel: 01-806 2281/2

PORTSMOUTH:
12 London Road. North End
Tel• 0705 68321
READING:
46 Market Place, Reading
Tel

0734 595331

WATFORD.
105 St Albans Road
Tel 92 39832

ALL OUR BRANCHES ARE ACCESSIBLE BY PRIVATE CAR OR PUBLIC TRANSPORT
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AKG headphones K 140 Carr:IanThe " cardan" joint — the true universal joint.
Amatter of course in your car —
and now in this headphone. Developed by AKG.
So that you are aware of the music —
but not the apparatus.

Automatically adjusting headband. Soft contact.
Large diaphragm. Frequency range: 20-20 000 Hz.
Light metal alloy casing. Each earphone on
universal joint. Suitable for all hi-fi equipment.
Available in 104 countries all over the world and from
your hi fi dealer.

BRITAINS' LEADING HOME ENTERTAINMENT
SUPERCENTRES AU \

‘

LINDAIR HOUSE,
EUROPES LARGEST
HI-FI CENTRE

HiFi - Audio - TV
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exciting world of hi-fi, audio and TV, in asingle store,
then you simply must visit Lindair House, the Mecca of
hi-fi in Tottenham Court Road! It's one of Europe's
largest Supercentres, with three floors of displays, plus
general and specialised demonstration studios, to ensure
optimum listening conditions.
Now look at the next 2pages — they are devoted to
hi-fi products by ' our famous names in the world of hi-fi.
LINDAIR HOUSE— EUROPE'S LARGEST HI-FI CENTRE
To see and hear these fabulous units and all the other
including Disco Centre* Electronics Hobby Centre
superb systems and separates available, call in to any of
* Calculator Centre plus Video recording, Optical,
Records. If you really want to see virtually everything in the Henry's ± Lindair Supercentres.

If you're looking for awide choice of quality equipment
at competitive prices, carefully selected from each of over
70 different manufacturers for which we are agents, you'll
find awhole host of famous brands — such as Sony,
Marantz, Philips, Rank Audio, Quad, B & 0 and Hitachi at
Henry's ± Lindair Supercentres.

gEeReg
ar
i llienaiR
HOME ENTERTAINMENT SUPERCENTR ES
At Tottenham Court Road, Edgware Road, Harrow,Burnt Oak,
Aldershot, Bristol, Oxford and Brussels

SEE OVER
FOR FULL
ADDRESS
DETAILS
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HITACHI
— we please the ear, as well as the eye
If you think that cosmetic appeal is enough to sell hi-fi, then Hitachi
would beg to disagree with you — in the nicest possible oriental
way !
Hitachi would prefer to impress you aurally than visually. In fact,
Hitachi engineers want to show you what lies behind their polished
walnut cabinets, so that you can appreciate fully the tremendous
efforts that they make to bring you superior hi-fi reproduction.
And Hitachi have awealth of resources to help them do just that.
As the seventh in the world league of electronic business
corporations ( outside the USA), Hitachi are well placed to bring you
ever- better hi-fi systems.
When you decide to go for Hitachi, there's awide range to choose from — including music centres and stereo radio cassette systems,
such as the ST 3410R, which is amodular FM Multiplex/MW radio
combined with asuperb cassette recorder. Complete with apair of
speakers in matching simulated walnut cabinets, naturally !
Come to Henry's
Lindair'to hear for yourself just how good
Hitachi hi-fi can be. And if you do feel tempted to say how good it
looks, we'll keep it asecret!

We Sound Better
When Marantz start thinking about anew model, they don't set out
to compete on price with all the other high fidelity equipment
manufacturers in the world. In fact, they don't take the usual
commercial view at all. Instead, Marantz designers and engineers
quite simply go all out to make aworld-beater in terms of quality!
Marantz make superb amplifiers, tuners, receivers and speaker
enclosures, and every unit is built up to aspecification, never down
to aprice.
For example, their latest receiver incorporates the Dolby noise
reduction system. Known as the Model 4270, Marantz have actually
saved you the trouble, and the cost, of having aseparate Dolby unit
with each tape component. Now any number of tape units in your
system can be Dolbyized from the one Dolby processor — in the
Model 4270 Receiver.
In addition, the 4270 features aphase- lock- loop demodulator
for improved FM stereo separation, adynamic noise filter which is
automatically activated when needed, plus remote control for
armchair operation !
And you can hear Marantz high fidelity at any Henry's
Supercentre. Now!

Lindair

12 MONTHS PARTS Et LABOUR GUARANTEES
Afees,kes
ZieW0e.
DEMONSTRATIONS (AT EVERY CENTRE)
* FREE
INSTANT CREDIT FOR CALLERS
CATALOGUE
* OPEN 9 - 6* 6 DAYS A WEEK
AND PRICE
LIST AT ALL
* MAIL ORDER, BARCLAYCARD
AND ACCESS: 01-637 1607
SUPERCENTRES
or send SAE ( 10p) to Lindair House,
ALL MAIL TO LINDAIR HOUSE,
227 Tottenham Ct. Rd. London W1 POHX
227 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD, LONDON W1
'* REMEMBER... IT PAYS TO VISITA HENRY'S+LINDAIR SUPERCENTRE

oyi4

everything hi home entertainment

LEAK

4TANDBERG
The Norwegian Products with a
World- Wide Reputation

- for people who prefer to listen

From the foundation of Tandberg in 1933, the company has always
aimed at the development and production of advanced electronic
products, with strict requirements for quality and reliability. But for
Tandberg, quality is not an end in itself— because all its products are
specifically designed to give inspiration and pleasure— year after year.
Today, Tandberg has representatives in about 35 countries
around the world, and almost 70% of the company's production is
exported. Output includes reel-to-reel and cassette tape decks,
.stereo receivers and power amplifiers, speaker enclosures and
microphones.
If you want ahi-fi cassette deck that meets a//the specifications
of DIN 45500, you should choose the new Tandberg Series TCD 300
Stereo! Incorporating the famous Dolby noise reduction system,
this sophisticated unit has no fewer than three motors for fast
forward/rewind and precise record/playback. A specially designed
dual- capstan closed- loop ensures ideal tape handling and maximum
stability. Wow and flutter are 0.2% max., and frequency response is
30-14,000 Hz, using chrome tape. To reproduce signals from the
TCD 300, go for the top- of- the- line Tandberg RT-1000 stereo
receiver. It has an output of 2x50 watts sinewave into 4ohms.
TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
LONDON W1
Lindair House 227
01-580
230
01-580
231
01-636
2412
01-580
245
01-323
ELECTRONIC
CENTRES:

7383
1785
6682
2255
4949

People with long memories will recall that Leak are one of thenames
that go back to the pioneering days of hi-fi. And their reputation has
grown with each passing year. Now, as part of Rank Radio
International, Leak are breaking new barriers in the search for even
better sound reproduction.
Their latest amplifiers are designed more for people who listen,
than for people who look— but that's not to say that Leak stylists
haven't taken the trouble to make sure that these units match the
most sophisticated decor!
Let's examine the new Leak 2200 Amplifier. It gives you a
massive 50 + 50 watts ( both channels sine wave driven at lkHz),
with total harmonic distortion less than 0.1% at all powers up to 45
watts at 1kHz. Residual hum and noise, with the volume control set
at its lowest point, is 1.5mV maximum. But there's alot more to the
Leak 2200. Call in at Henry's
Lindair, and you can hear all about it
for yourself.

EDGWARE ROAD LONDON W2
354 Edgware Rd W2
01-402
372 Edgware Rd W2
01-402
376/8 Edgware Rd W2
01-723
299/301 Edgware Rd W2 01-262
120 Shaftesbury Ave W1
01-437
137 Charing Cross Rd WC2 01-437

5854
8140
0818
2251
9692
8718

Electronic Components Et Equipment: 404-406 Edgware Rd London W2
PA- Disco- Lighting High Power Sound: 309 Edgware Rd London W2

OUT-OF-TOWN
190/4 Station Rd Harrcw Middx
144 Burnt Oak B'way Edgware
55 Gloucester Rd Bristol 7
179/181 Victoria Rd Aldershot Hants
256 Banbury Rd Oxford

01-402 8381
01-723 6963

Hi Fi Mail to: Lindau House, 227 Tottenham Court Rd

LATE NIGHT SHOPPING

London W1P OHX
Electronics Mail to: 303 Edgware Rd London W2 18W

ALL CENTRES IN TOTTENHAM COURT RD.,
OPEN UNTIL 7PM EVERY THURSDAY

01-863 7788
01-952 7402
0272 45791
0252 314856
0865 53072

SPECIAL BARGAIN CENTRES
231 Tottenham Ct. Rd London W1
372 Edgware Road London W1
Specia! Selected Bargain Centres
for CALLERS ONLY
49
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Good loudspeakers test well. . . . but
measurement alone cannot define
total performance.
Listening to the IMF Monitor
TLS 8o is an experience which
more than substantiates
published laboratory
assessments.

IMF
Westbourne Street
51)

monitor TLS 80
High Wycombe

Buckinghamshire

Telephone High Wycombe 35576

CONTINUOUS
IMPROVEMENT

444‘.

We are always at work on better
production methods and the use of
new materials.
These cartridge fixing screws are
moulded in glass reinforced nylon
which is only half the weight of
aluminium. At 73p per set you can
probably afford them better than the
weight of those you are using.
We can send you as many sets as
you want by return if you send us
the money.

sasiteewe

So
e el"

The best pick-up arm in the world

Write to SME Limited
Steyning • Sussex • England
Telephone: Steyning ( 0903) 814321

LTD/S31 A
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Wharfedale celebrates 42
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The speakers used were 12" and 10" units
Department and aSouthampton GPO
In 1932, the Wharfedale Wireless
for bass and treble, and acrossover
Radio
relay
service.
Works produced their first two speakers
network—originally the size of acoal scuttle,
•During the war, production switched
in an Ilkley cellar.
but re-designed by Wharfedale's engineers,
to
making
output
transformers
for
the
They won first and second prize at a
enabling the price to be cut by £10.
Admiralty.
loudspeaker competition held by the
Those early years of experience paid
When the war ended, Wharfedale
Bradford Padio Society. And Wfiarfedale
off in full when the hi-fi revolution came.
nearly ended with it. There was no more
•was on its way.
Other manufacturers jumped on the
cloth, and unless you had clothing coupons
The 8" unit was the most popular. It
band-wagon but had to go through the
you couldn't buy cloth for love or money.
had ahuge 51b chrome magnet, and the
years of trial and error that Wharfedale
And that meant it was impossible to make
price was 39/6.
had already undergone, and overcome.
cone surrounds (the tension of the cloth
Demand for separate loudspeakers
Wharfedale were ready with hi-fi
controlled
the
bass
resonance.)
immediately fell off, and for the next two
speakers like the W2, W3 and the Airedale,
But
there's
nothing
Wharfedale's
years Wharfedale changed over to
and in the early sixties the Dalesman and
experts like better than achallenge, and
producing extension speakers, and in the
the Teesdale, names that have become
fourth year showed an annual profit of £57. cone surround production continued. They
landmarks in the history of sound
used rejected army khaki, yellow dusters—
1937 saw the introduction of the
reproduction. Across the years these, and
and
when
rationing
ended,
experimenting
Voluphone, the first-ever moving coil
other Wharfedale speakers, were
went
on.
Resulting
in
1955
with
the
foam
headphone. An incredible instrument for
constantly improved with the emphasis
cone surround and asubstantially
its time. Holding one to each ear was as
always on natural sound—as close to the
smoother
response.
revolutionary as present-day stereo in
But before this there was another major original as possible.
taking the listener into the concert hall.
But Wharfedale's major aim from the
'first'
for Wharfedale. In 1947, Wharfedale
In the final days before the war,
beginning has been to provide the best, at
offered
the
public
the
first
commercial
Wharfedale won contracts to provide
the best possible price.
two-speaker system and dividing network.
loudspeakers to the BBC Research .

(SEE NE HEAR US AT taga
ge, EXHIBIT. Lf£/b

AT THE HEATHROW HOTEL
LONDON AIRPORT
FRIDAY
APRIL 11
SATURDAY APRIL 12
SUNDAY
APRIL 13

10AM - 8PM
10AM - 8 PM
11 AM - 6 PM

years of great speakers.

Today, the Wharfedale range consists
of five superlative speakers. The Denton 2.
Linton 2, Glendale 3, Dovedale 3and the
Kingsdale 3. The best speakers you can buy
for the money, and not much money at that.
And that ssomething else that, for more
than forty years, Wharfedale speakers
have been famous for.
• Please send me further details of hi-fi
speakers in the Wharfedale range. HN4
Name
Address

To: Wharfedale (Dept CA),
Ly
Rank Radio International Ltd.
Power Road, Chiswick,
London W4 5PW.

'A

WHARFEDALE

Britain% most famous speakers

Xe

RANK RADIO
11111111114111111111111111111111111111411114
INTERNATIONAL

'The cleanest,
widest sound I've heard'
André Previn reviews anew development
in Scotch recording tape technology

"The quality of the sound
reproduction on these new

In scientific terms, the achievement is remarkable.

Classic cassettes, tapes and
cartridges is so dramatically
superior that it doesn't take a
trained ear to appreciate it. It
really is the cleanest and

widest sound I've ever heard.
"I simply played arecording I

made myselfon aScotch Classic
cassette, after recordings I'd
made on regular cassettes, and it
was startlingly different in terms
ofhighs and lows — not necessarily
decibels, not louder— Ijust
heard more clearly the extremes
of the ranges. In other words,
it was — realistic!"

The best of
high and low noise
In particular, the new Scotch
Classic cassettes succeed in
bridging one of the persistent
gaps in modern hi-fi performance: that of low noise
cassettes losing out at the top
registers, and chromium
dioxide failing at middle and
low frequencies. 3M claim, with
every justification, that their
new cassette offers the very best
combination of both.

In André Previn's appraisal,
the operative word is widest:
This was the opinion of
"With engineers being the
André Previn, LSO conductor
geniuses they are, they can get
you any soundyou want nowand musician extraordinary, on
listening to the latest brainchild
adays. When we're recording
with the LSO, there are 104
of the people who pioneered so
many of today's sophisticated
fellows playing away. If! were
recording materials. Even listento say 'Iwant theflutes more
ing in his car where, as he puts it,
clearly', they can get it — but at
'a cassette system is as important
the expense ofrealism. You
to me as the wheels', he immediknow someone's cheated. But
on this new tape, Ithought
ately noticed adramatic
Iheard it all as clearly as you
improvement in sound reproduction — and continued to
would sitting in the audience at a
good hall with good acoustics."
appreciate its remarkable
properties both on the road and
When André Previn coined
at home.
the phrase 'cleanest, widest
With today's chromium
sound', he was actually
dioxide cassettes offering certain experiencing amajor advance
obvious advantages, particularly in sound recording. "Ihave no
at the top end of the sound
technical knowledge at all, but
Iknow what Ihear and Iguess I
spectrum, 3M have been workhave to trust my ears."
ing towards acassette that could
retain this chrome excellence
For music lovers with an ear
while improving on middle and
for technicalities, 3M have
low frequency response. The
provided the following vital
result is their new Classic cassette. sound statistics.

Technical specifications
for the new Classic range
of recording tapes

for music mastering. Now 3M
have developed Scotch Classic
reel-to-reel tape specifically to
meet the requirements of the
serious hi-fi enthusiast. Anew
CASSETTES
low noise high output gamma
The Scotch Classic cassette is
ferric oxide tape, which incorbias compatible with any cassette porates improvements that can
recorder and unlike chromium
be heard on any sound system.
dioxide cassettes does not
Tape noise is reduced by up to
require aspecial biasing switch.
5dB and maximum output
increased 4dB. Compared to
standard oxides this is a9dB
improvement in signal to noise.
*3M's exclusive Posi-Trak backing for smooth, even tape wind.
*r reel design in plastic;
lor aluminium reel with NAB
centre.
Chrome eude " camp

PIOPFIOMV
9...n. lane ox.a

Soong
C•olyeater
base

Po.,-T,.tj backing awes
smooth bandlong and added
machanIcal taloabddy

3M have developed this unique
tape construction, comprising a
dual layer of chromium dioxide
and gamma ferric oxide of a
special formulation giving ahigh
frequency performance 7dB
higher than standard low noise
ferric oxide cassettes. Compared
with chromium dioxide cassettes,
which need achrome biasing
switch, the low frequency performance is 5dB better.
*3M's exclusive Posi-Trak backcoat ing ensures smooth tape
operation in both play and fast
wind.
* Ultra-sonically sealed cassette
prevents stress distortion, keeps
tape free of lint and dust.
*Available in C45, C60 and C90
playing lengths.
*Note: On cassette machines
equipped with athree-position
biasing switch — normal
(standard), fern-chrome (FeCr
or high) and chrome (Cr02) —
record in the fern-chrome position when using Scotch Classic
cassettes. Equipment with two
switch positions— normal and
chrome — switch should be in
normal position. Use the chrome
setting (Cr02) only for full-coat
chromium dioxide cassettes such
as Scotch Chrome cassettes.

8-TRACK CARTRIDGE
The Scotch Classic cartridge,
incorporating 3M's exclusive
low noise high output gamma
ferric oxide tape, has been designed to provide improved
performance on all 8-track
recorders. A uniform oxide dispersion, polished to an ultrasmooth sheen, provides clear
undistorted lows and exceeds
6dB at the high end compared
with standard low noise oxides.
*3M tape lubrication reduces
friction, affords consistent tape
wind, and assures long, reliable
tape life.
*Available in C45 and C90
playing lengths.
*Note: Recorders equipped with
an optimising switch, such as the
Wollensak 8075, should be set in
the special/high position.
The range of Scotch Classic
tapes are manufactured by 3M
and are available from selected
hi-fi dealers. Ask to hear the
Scotch Classic demonstration
cassette with André Previn's
personally-recorded introduction.

Or for further details, and
name of your nearest stockist,
write to Paul Edelston,
REEL-TO-REEL
3M United Kingdom Limited,
The standard in professional
3M House, Wigmore Street,
recording studios, Scotch record- London W1A 1ET.
ing tape has long been the choice
Telephone : 01-486 5522.
To: Paul Edelston, 3M United Kingdom Limited,
3M House, Wigmore Street, London W1A lET.

HFN 4/75

Please send nie details of the Scotch Classic
D Cassette D Reel-to- Reel Tape D 8-Track Cartridge
(tick box where applicable)

Name
Address

Açç
r'IC
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1'

3M 2240
3M, Scotch, Posi-Trak, Wollensak and Classic
are trademarks.

3m
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Why speaker manufacturers I
dont talk about this space. I
MI

IM

MIMI

If you take alook at the diagram
above, you'll see the stereo field area
created by aconventional speaker
system.
It's roughly cone- shaped.
Within the confines of that
sound cone there are maybe a
hundred manúfacturers who can
argue the toss about their speakers.
However none of them will say
aword about the area of your room
contained by our dotted line.
Because in this area the quality
of sound with conventional speakers
drops off appallingly.
We're only too pleased to draw
your attention to this fact because
we've got anew system which overcomes the fall-off problems.
The Bose 501 is arevolutionary
system based on reflected sound
instead of the normal radiated sound
principle.
Crudely speaking,this is how it
works.
Instead of all the sound coming
straight at you (like it does with
ordinary speakers),the majority of it

ffll

comes out of the side of a501 and
rebounds against the walls before
dispersing all around you in the room.
To achieve this two of the drive
units face sideways and afill-in unit
faces front.
This isn't as crazy as it sounds.
Because research has
indicated that the majority of sound
in aconcert hall is reflected rather
than radiated.
Which is just what the Bose
501 reproduces.
It took us over twelve years of
intense research to come up with an
answer so stunningly simple and to
execute it in the 501.
Among the many other
unrivalled technical innovations are
computer- matched speakers. Using
the unique SYNCOM Il computer
(designed and built by Bosethe
speakers are 100% matched to within
+1
/dB. If you find any other company
4
that does this,you let us know
Despite the many technological
advances the 501possesses, its price
is still well within the price range of

ffl

ffll

anyone who's laid out for adecent amp.
So, if you take your stereo
seriously,you should find out more
about the Bose 501today.
Get in touch with us now and
we'll send you further information
and the name and address of your
nearest Bose stockist.

Hie

Bose (UK) Limited,
Milton Regis,
Sittingbourne,Kent.
Telephone no.079575341.

If you bought aShureill55E
cartridge in. ray. 1970...
It's almost certainly time you bought a new stylus
if you have not already done so.
Although the stylus tip is a finely polished diamond,
wear cannot be eliminated entirely and a gradual,
perhaps imperceptible, deterioration in performance has taken place since your system was
installed.
Fit an N55E stylus to restore the performance to the
original standard or consider replacing the cartridge to upgrade the performance of your system.
Why not ask Shure Electronics Limited for their
recommendation?
Shure Electronics Limited
Eccleston Road, Maidstone ME15 6AU
Telephone: Maidstone ( 0622) 59881

Iam at present using

Arm or Unit

Cartridge

Amplifier

Name

Address

Please recommend the
to upgrade my system.

best Shure

cartridge

1-I LJ 1=1 E

death of Miles Henslow, founder and first editor of
I HiFi News (
see page 60), set us ruminating on changes
which have overtaken the audio art during the last nineteen
years. When Miles launched the magazine, hi-fi was very
much an esoteric hobby for boffins—people who either built
their own amplifiers, or, if they bought aready-made unit,
took it for granted that they should study and master the
circuit diagram.
It seemed quite asmall, cosy world: the Audio Fairs had
just started, manufacturers of any hi-fi note could be counted
on the fingers of ahand and ahalf, stereo existed only on
tape, and when Gilbert Briggs filled the Royal Festival Hall
with his scintillating performances one could be confident that
practically every hi-fi enthusiast in SE England would be
there. There weren't many shops where one could see and hear
high quality equipment either.
But minority causes tend to grow into majority habits,
and when commerce sees an opening based on new technologies and the big guns of modern publicity are brought into
play, the most striking revolutions can be effected almost
overnight. Now we have had our particular revolution,
with so many audio names competing on avastly expanded
market that one begins to wonder whether it might not be
better if we had less choice.
Retailing methods have also changed, and with so much
equipment to choose from, so few really informed salesmen
to advise, so many competing discounts or special offers, and
so small apercentage of customers (now) who are able to
judge for themselves, we sometimes wonder how many
people really do get optimum hi-fi value for their money.
Apart from perennial suspicions that retailers recommend
particular items because they carry alarger profit margin,
or because they are piled up embarrassingly in the stock room,
we have been worried of late by stories of an insidious
practice known in the USA as ` spivving'.
This is when amanufacturer or importer offers acash bribe
to the retailer—even to one chosen shop assistant—
for the sale of aspecific model. When this is done
systematically in anumber of key shops it can have adramatic
effect in biasing atrade towards aparticular commodity,
for salesmen are just as inclined as anyone else to spin ayarn
for an extra £5.00. We understand that this is now happening
in Britain with one brand of imported amplifier, and that
this has so affected the sales of aroughly equivalent British
model that the latter's maker may respond with asimilar
policy, in self-defence. This could be the thin end of avery
nasty wedge, bringing dishonest advice into hi-fi shops as a
matter of routine, raising prices, and finally shattering what
might remain of good old-fashioned retail ethics.
We hear many tales of postal discount firms not sending
goods which they have stated are in stock, then sitting on the
interest-earning money of customers for unnecessarily long
periods. We note with strong disapproval the childish and
absolutely pointless entry of trading stamps into hi-fi selling.
We dislike the dubious sort of ' package deal' which lumps
together acollection of equipment chosen for price rather
than performance value. And so on.
But spivving we regard as unforgivable. We invite any
retailer who has been approached on these lines, and who
disagrees with the policy, to let us know the details—in
absolute confidence. Likewise with any manufacturer who
feels unfairly threatened. Also, we wish to warn any
companies operating such ascheme that we shall name them,
and the products in question, in June, and subsequently,
unless or until they stop the practice.
"THE
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From the World of Sound
BSR Acquire Glenburn

Hi-Fi Shows

Voxson Review

DR. DANIEL MCDONALD and his
family are selling to BSR the
entire share capital of McDonald
Electric (Scotland), the Glenburn
record changer business he established in 1972 at East Kilbride,
Lanarkshire. Payment was made
of £2•8 millions in cash and the
discharge by BSR of £ 1.2m of
trade debts. Dr. McDonald, now
70, will be retained as consultant.
As founder of BSR,
Dr.
McDonald sold out most of his
interest in the group in 1970 for
£16m and retired to Geneva. He
soon tired of retirement and
established a vacuum cleaner
factory in Germany. The distribution rights have now been
acquired by BSR in the UK.
It is thought that the expenditure on the East Kilbride factory,
and others in the Midlands, was
of the order of £9m. Following
adecline of sales in the USA the
Midland plants were closed two
months ago. BSR will now add
the Glenburn range to its own
and widen the market appeal.

reminder to readers that
High Fidelity ' 75 will be open to
the public from April 11th to the
13th. Hours of opening will be
from 10 a.m. till 8 p.m. on the
Friday and Saturday, and from
11 a.m. till 6p.m. on the Sunday.
The venue for the exhibition will
be the Heathrow Hotel, London
Airport. At the time of going
to press there are some 35
brand names taking part in the
show.

review of the Voxson H305
amplifier in February HFN/RR
Gordon King remarked unfavourably upon the Continental two
pin mains plug fitted. We are glad
to report that we have received
aletter from Mr. Wells, General
Manager of the importer to the
effect that they are taking the
action Gordon King suggested.
All units are tested before despatch, and in future the two pin
plug will be removed and the
cable—which is standard three
core type—stripped back to
facilitate the fitting of a three
pin mains plug.

Marsden- Hall Speakers
six new loudspeakers are being
manufactured by Marsden-Hall
International Ltd, High March,
Long March Industrial Estate,
Daventry, Northants NN11 4HB.
Two Symphony models, 4522 and

A QUICK

No Sonex
sad to report that the
other spring hi-fi show, Sonex,
has had to be called off after lack
of support from the industry,
though it is hoped that this will
be merely apostponement till the
Autumn rather than total cancellation. The organisers say that
there was a poor response
due to the current economic
situation, with many firms short
of cash.

IN HIS
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3522, have RMS ratings of 50 and
35 watts, and use adome tweeter,
mid-range unit and a 12 in./10 in.
roll-surround bass unit respectively.
The Annexe models are XL30,
XL20, XL15 and XLIO; the last
are bookshelf designs. The XL30
has a dome tweeter, a mid-range
unit, and an 8in. roll-surround
bass unit. The difference in the
XL20 is that it has two 3in. cone
tweeters. The Annexe XL15 and
Annexe XLIO are fitted with an
8in. coaxial bass unit plus a
3in. cone tweeter and a6in. coaxial bass unit, with the same
tweeter, in the latter. The units
fitted are principally Peerless
types.
All are IB designs, 8ohms impedance, and all the models have
detachable fronts which can be
supplied in fine fabric, backed
with asliver of foam, or flat filter
foam. Filter foam is available in
26 different colours as a decor
feature. Cabinet finish: either
teak or walnut. Recommended
retail price of the range: 4522—
£172.50 per pair; 3522—£141.50;
XL30—£122•50; XL20—£63 ; XL
15—£51-50; and XL I
0--£44.50.
All these figures refer to apair of
loudspeakers and include VAT.
A three-year guarantee is given.

Daline
READERS

intending to build the

Daline loudspeaker described in
HFN/RR Will be pleased to hear
that they can buy suitable EMI
units (approved by the designer)
for £7.00, inclusive of VAT, postage and packing. The units can
be obtained either from Badger
Sound Services of 10 Central
Drive, Ansdell, Lytham, Lancs.,
or Falcon Acoustics, 26 Station
Road, Bexhill- on- Sea, Sussex.

Hi Fi Workshop
parts for the constructional projects in the Amateur HiFi Workshop series are
available from:—Teleradio Electronics, 325 Fore St, Edmonton,
London N9 OPE. Phone: 01-807
3719.
COMPONENT

Miles Henslow
1956 a magazine called
HiFi News was born, with a
picture of an Edison-Bell phonograph on the cover and articles
inside by Stanley Kelly, Ralph
West, R. S. Roberts and Cecil
Watts (whose father also appeared
with the phonograph on the
cover). The editor and publisher
was Miles Henslow, who had
already founded Record News and
who later launched the HiFi Year
Book (
now with IPC) and Tape
Recorder (
eventually to become
Studio Sound).
Thomas Miles Henslow, an
English eccentric in the grand
tradition—who would happily
suck a lollipop while driving his
massive Bentley—said in that
first issue that the magazine's
name had been chosen after much
careful thought: hi-fi was a term
that should be held in repute, it
was achallenge to keep up standards, and it would help an
embryonic industry to find its
feet. These were good working
rules for Britain's pioneer hi-fi
journal, and we are glad to have
inherited the tradition which
Miles established so firmly and
courageously.
It took some
courage to launch a magazine in
the face of remarks to the effect
that the subject would be ' written
out within a few months'. But
he was right, and we are still
writing nineteen years later!
Miles Henslow died two months
ago, aged 67, after collapsing in
his car outside his Portia Press
printing works at Whitchurch in
Hampshire. He had drifted away
IN JUNE

from the audio world after selling
HiFi News and Tape Recorder to
Link House in 1964, but his
sparkling smile was seen occasionally at hi-fi gatherings for a
year or so. Miles was a ' card'
who generated a high-tension
field of unease or affection whereever he went, but let him be
remembered now with untainted
affection. Ishall always smile at
a memory of the two Dalmatian
dogs who followed him everywhere, whom he would allow,
disconcertingly, to lick his face
while conducting an important
interview, and who appeared
from time to time on the magazine's cover—with no real excuse
apart from the sheer flamboyance
of it.
This disbelieving sceptic—' son
of aparson, grandson of aparson
and great grandson of a parson'
—let him find extinction or a
hi-fi Hades, as he would wish.
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Eagle's new 2000 Series. Don't compare us to
the competition. Compare the competition to us.
Power
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A 2004 — Output power: 20 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms. Frequency Response: 15Hz-361(Hz ± 2dB. £65.00 Ex.VAT.

T 2008 — Sensitivity: FM Section 30V for 30dB quieting AM Section 150gV for 20dB quieting £ 75.00 Ex. VAT.

A 2006 — (S.E.C.System) Output power: 20 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms. Frequency Response: 15Hz-36KHz ± 2dB. £ 5.00 Ex.VAT.

At Eagle, we're very proud of our new 2000 Series.
It's taken along time and agreat deal of care to develop.
As you can see,we have an extremely attractive
new design.
«What you can't see are the features and refinements
you'll want to know about on the technical side.
If you fill in and return the coupon we'll send you
full details.
We think you'll agree that from now on these are
the standards you've got to judge things by in terms of
looks and performance. E a grld

Please send me full details of your new 2000 Series.
Name
Address

HFN1175

Eagle International, Precision Centre, Heather
Park Drive,Wembley HAo ISU.Tel: oi-903 0144.
See the complete 2000 Series at Hi Fi ' 75.

The AR-3a/Improved
An evolutionary new
speaker system

1959: AR-3

1967: Alt .
311

1974: AR-3a/Improved

The AR-3series of speaker sy stems made
by Acoustic Research has been considered
astandard of high-fidelity music
reproduction since 1959. The AR-3was the
first speaker system to combine the AR-1
woofer, with which AR introduced acoustic
suspension to home listeners, with the
hemispherical dome midrange and tweeter
developed by AR. The AR-3a represented a
series of refinements of the original AR-3,
with the introduction of asmaller dome
midrange and tweeter for smoother
frequency response, broader dispersion,
and reduced coloration.

These improvements have been
accomplished by means of significant
changes in the design of the crossover. All
other AR-3a/Improved components,
including drive units and cabinets, are
exactly the same as those of the AR-3a.

The AR-3a/Improved is the best speaker
system that we know how to make for the
reproduction of music in the home. And, as
with all AR speaker systems, its
performance specifications are guaranteed
for five years.

The AR-3a/Improved is capable of amore
linear spectral energy output than is the
AR-3a. Tailoring of this output to either
reverberant or relatively damped listening
environments is done by means of atwo.
position switch. The basic objective in
reverberant listening rooms (the most
common type) is to preserve as flat an
energy response as possible throughout the
listening area when the speaker is placed in
anormal room position. The switch position
for 'dead' listening rooms provides a
relatively flat on-axis response, because
first-arrival energy assumes more
importance under extremely damped
listening conditions.

Acoustic Research International

Now, seven more years of research and
development have made it possible to
eliminate certain compromises that were
necessary in the original design of the
AR-3a. Concepts and techniques developed
for the AR-LST and other advanced AR
speaker systems have enabled AR engineers
to improve the spectral energy
characteristics of the AR-3a and to eliminate
vestiges of coloration that remained in the
midrange crossover region. The result is the
more accurate representation of the sound
of musical instruments under the listening
conditions most often encountered in the
home.

Also, aslight irregularity in response in the
lower mid-frequency region that was caused
by diffraction effects from the cabinet has
been compensated for in the
AR-3a/Improved.
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of the amateur recording activity in
M OST
this country is now, almost certainly,
done in asocial service context. The growth in
recent years of hospital broadcasting services
and of talking book and talking newspaper
services for the blind and handicapped has been
phenomenal. These activities involve quite
elaborate organisation, bringing together teams
of enthusiasts with widely varying talents and
providing unlimited scope for every aspect of
creative tape recording.
There are now well over 200 local stations
transmitting programmes to hospital patients
and over half of them are affiliated to the
National Association of Hospital Broadcasting
Organisations. The studios from which they
operate vary from basement corners with a
minimum of domestic audio equipment to wellequipped and sophisticated purpose-built complexes matching commercial and professional
concerns.
These are wire services, of course, offering
programmes of locally originated news, documentaries, features and music through patients'
headphones as an alternative to the national
radio transmissions. Hospital administrations
co-operate fully and medical opinion seems to
be that local programmes can have agenuinely
therapeutic value.
All the stations are operated by volunteers,
and recording amateurs seeking achallenge and
opportunity need look no further than their
local hospital. General information can be
obtained from Dennis Rookard, PRO of the
National Association, at 15 Fairfield Road,
Brentwood, Essex CM14 4LR.
The value of tape recorded material for the
blind was recognized immediately domestic
equipment became available and the RNIB did
great work in pioneering a service of ' talking

News

books'. Today there is a multiplicity of such
services. The RNIB operation is now known
as the British Talking Book Service for the
Blind, and is operated from 224 Great Portland
Street, Landon, W.I. There is also aTalking
Newspaper Association of the UK, the Chairman of which, Ronald Sturt, can be contacted
c/o City of London Polytechnic, Calcutta
House, Old Castle Street, London, El. And
another organisation is known as the Muriel
Braddick Foundation (after its very remarkable
founder) which brings into partnership agrowing number of local Tapes for the Handicapped
Associations. Mrs. Braddick, still in active
command although she has been seriously disabled since 1966, can be contacted at 3c Clifford
Close, Whipton, Exeter, Devon.
These organisations produce and distribute
special-interest programmes and most of this
acti‘ity is now on a local or regional basis.
Talking newspapers, for example, are tape
equivalents of local weekly newspapers and
usually ' lift' much of their content from the
weeklies—with the consent and co-operation of
the publishers, of course. Typically, an organising committee will include fund-raisers (often

Tape Recorder Spares

name appears on the now
lengthy roster of small firms engaged in production of loudspeakers—that of Clark Speakers.
Clark are at 122 Hull Road,
Anlaby, Hull. At present the
firm is supplying mainly local
custom as output is very small,
but if demand grows than we may
see more of them ' down South'.
Clark specialise in producing the
Bailey design as published in
Wireless World. This is a transmission line enclosure, employing
a triangular section line, filled
with long fibre wool: this they
designate the Al 31L. The range
also includes the A1-35, and the
Al 3IH, plus asmaller bookshelf
infinite baffle type, the IB 22.
Price of the Al 31L is £ 148.00.

recently been sent acopy
of the latest Audio Pack catalogue, which looks ta be a most
useful compilation for the audio
enthusiast. The catalogue details
the many different types of plugs
and connectors needed to connect the various types of audio
gear available today.
The catalogue is a substantial
piece of work, with the various
types of connectors grouped together for convenience. Wiring
diagrams are included where
applicable, and there is a technical information section which
may well supply the answers to
many ahi-fi query. Copies of the
catalogue will be distributed to
the trade free of charge, but
members of the public will be
charged one pound, plus 15 pence
P & P. Audio Packs Ltd., 206210 Ilderton Road, S.E.15.
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Clark Speakers
A NEW

the local Rotary Club), actors and readers (the
local drama society), reporters, and studio
volunteers to edit, produce and copy tapes.
The compact cassette has become the most
popular format for these programmes. One
track is often used for the newspaper content
and the other for ' magazine' type features.
High-speed copying of cassettes is almost
essential, as quick distribution and topicality is
the recipe for success. The running costs of
such an operation may easily reach £. 1,000 to
£1,500 a year. But the Post Office delivers
without charge, the cassettes are obtained by
most of these groups at concessionary prices,
and local tradesmen help in many ways. For
example, Iknow of one recently-launched talking newspaper project which was able to buy
60 suitable cassette-players from alocal wholesaler at less than £ 11.50 apiece.
THE DIRECTOR of Engineering of the BBC,
Mr. James Redmond, discussed in a recent
lecture the processing of signals in digital form
rather than in conventional analogue form.
Lest anyone should imagine that the present
generation of recording equipment has come
near to the ultimate in performance, Mr.
Redmond provides a text for the coming
decade.
'Digital sound recording and digital video
recording have both been realised in the Research Department of the BBC. Once again,
there is the freedom from distortion which is so
difficult to achieve in the handling of analogue
signals, while the ability to regenerate the pulse
waveform whenever necessary means that as
many generations of recording and re-recording
as are required can be used in editing. The
retrieved analogue signal after along and complicated process of re-recording will be just as
good as it was originally.'

The Disc
series of articles covering all
aspects of the disc as an audio
medium is interrupted this month
OUR

due to a combination of illness
and early printing schedules. The
survey will re-appear next month,
with special emphasis on the
characteristics of pickup cartridges needed for playing CD-4.

Last month's crossword puzzle
winners
F. J. D. Fairley,
26 Upper Brighton Road,
Surbiton, Surrey.
J. Helm,
122 Carr Road,
Northolt, Middlesex UB5 4RF
R. G. Horne,
82 Constance Crescent,
Hayes, Bromley, Kent BR2 7QQ
J. W. Lane,
Queen's College,
Oxford.
R. Shelmerdine,
53 Tudor Drive,
Cosby, Leicester LE9 5TU
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Equipping
an amateur
hi-fi workshop

FIG.1

GENERAL ARRANGEMENT OF METER/RECTIFIER SYSTEM
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Part 3
A wide range, high input
impedance millivoltmeter

'THE previous month's article dealt with the
I general philosophy on which this series
of simple instrument designs is based, and
described alow distortion sine-wave/squarewave generator covering the audio range, as
being one of the most useful of the instruments
which one can build for oneself. Such an
instrument will mainly be used, for test
purposes, in conjunction with either an
oscilloscope or awide range millivoltmeter,
and asuitable companion instrument is described below. Like the other units of this serie.
it is battery operated and designed to run from
asingle 9V transistor radio battery, to allow
operation under ` floating' conditions.
The basic measuring circuit employs awidebandwidth integrated-circuit operational
amplifier, aMotorola MC 1741S, in ahigh
quality instrumentation rectifier arrangement,
in which the display instrument, a 100/LA
moving coil meter, is incorporated with its
associated bridge rectifier, within the negative
feedback loop of the amplifier, in the general
manner shown in fig. 1. This arrangement
gives avery high degree of AC linearity, and
is operable up to the upper frequency limit
determined by the operational amplifier.
In the case of the 1741S this is about 200 kHz.
However, the upper — 3dB point of the
instrument is alittle lower than this because of
the limitations imposed by the input
attenuator and the inevitable circuit stray
capacitances.
In order to retain, so far as is possible, the
excellent linearity of the feedback rectifier
circuit, the operational amplifier is operated in
aunity-gain circuit configuration, and the
necessary input gain and impedance characteristics are obtained from ajunction FET/
Darlington transistor combination, giving a
wide band gain of 100, while still retaining a
large amount of negative feedback, to assist in
preserving aflat frequency response. The
operational amplifier rectifier is arranged to
give afull scale deflection on the display meter
of 100 mV. The maximum input sensitivity at
the input to the FET is, therefore, 1mV full
scale.
A little care is necessary in wiring up the
input attenuator switch in order to ensure that
the stray capacitance to earth of the wiring
directly connected to the gate of the FET and
the switch slider does not roll off the HF
response of the instrument below the design
figure—i.e., not long, and not screened. Since
the whole unit is intended to be enclosed in a
die-cast aluminium box, there is no pos64
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sibility of ' hum' or other stray signal pick-up
on the wiring within the box, and in the
prototypes of this instrument, the background
noise was of the order anticipated from the
thermal noise of the input resistors, and was
less than 1% FSD under the worst case conFIG.4

SUGGESTED LAYOUT

OF

i ADJUST
.
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ditions (input 0/C, 1mV range). A low noise
FET, such as the Amelco 2N4302, is, however,
essential as the input device. The circuit
diagram of the complete instrument is shown
in fig. 2, and asuitable printed circuit board
layout in fig. 3.
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No special care is necessary in handling
junction FETs (as distinct from insulated-gate
FETs—IGFETs or MOSFETs—which are
quite adifferent kettle of fish, and need much
care), which are no more easily damaged than
the normal small signal plastic encapsulated
bipolar transistors. However, it is still
prudent when wiring up the circuit not to
solder too close to the body of the device, or to
bend the leads too close to the component.
A suitable front panel layout is shown
in fig. 4.
Construction and calibration
The PCB is mounted on the ti ont panel of
the instrument, behind the microammeter, if
the depth of this allows, leaving space within
the case for atype PP7 or similar 9V batter)
When it is finished, the simplest way to calibrate
the instrument is probably to take alow
voltage AC signal, such as the output from the
secondary of alow voltage mains transformer,
and adjust the pre-set pot ( 1k) on the
output of the meter rectifier bridge so that the
best agreement is obtained between the
display on the millivoltmeter and the reading on
the best quality conventional AC voltmeter,
connected across the same AC source, that one
can borrow. It is worthwhile to check the
agreement between the two instruments on
several ranges if practicable, and choose the
best compromise possible, if such compromise
is needed. It is also best to use readings from
the reference instrument in the range 0.71.0 FSD to minimise scale errors.
Two prototypes of this design both gave good
agreement over the range 10 Hz-50 kHz,
5-3000 mV, against aSolartron (type VF 252)
precision millivoltmeter, once the meter scale
sensitivity had been appropriately set. The
accuracy of display will, of course, depend on
the quality of the meter used.
A point which is worthwhile bearing in mind
at the construction stage is that there are
circumstances in which it is very convenient to
measure the AC signal difference between two
non-earthed points. For example, two
points on opposite channels of astereo
amplifier, or between two outputs when
notionally identical inputs are fed to two
amplifiers, e.g. in tape-recorder ' wow' and
'flutter' evaluation, and in this circumstance
it is desirable that the common line of the
instrument is isolated from the case of the
instrument so that this may be earthed
separately. It is suggested, therefore, that the
instrument be equipped with apair of
insulated wander plug sockets as well as a
coax plug/socket system, and that aswitch be
used to make aconnection between the common line and the case.
Use
Ithink most of the applications of an
instrument of this type will be obvious.
However, there are one or two which might be
worth comment. For instance, avery simple
(and rather insensitive) method of checking the
distortion of acircuit, if this is phase-linear, as
for example in the case of anormal power
amplifier in the middle of its frequency passband, is to connect the millivoltmeter, isolated
from earth, between the input (signal
generator) and an output attenuator—say a1k
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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pot across the LS terminals. If the amplifier is a
non- inverting design, and the signal generator
has areasonably low source impedance, that
which is left when the best null is found is
either due to phase errors or to signal distortion. Iam not advocating the use of this
as asubstitute for adistortion meter, but if one's
ears suggest that there is something badly
amiss, this will help to confirm the fact.
Further, although the — 3dB point is nominally
100 kHz, it does have ausable sensitivity at
465 kHz, and if need be can give some
instrument display of the IF at the output end
of anormal radio IF strip.

Also, if a sliding-tone gramophone disc is
available, the output of the pickup cartridge can
be measured directly, and also the crosstalk,
on asuitable disc. With areasonable quality
microphone cartridge as the signal source (a
good ceramic one will probably be reasonably
flat to 4or 5kHz, if held away from nearby
reflecting surfaces) asimple sound- pressure
level meter can be made. Finally, if the distortion meter in the subsequent article is to be
constructed, the millivoltmeter can be used as
the display instrument for this, to save the
expense and added complexity of building a
display unit in this.
65

Audio Patents
Adrian Hope
device emanating from Ottawa
ANisintriguing
patented in BPI 369 977, by Constan-

channel equipment with switching for synthesising four channels from a stereo pair has
tinos Joannou. The invention this time is a used only a glorified Hafler arrangement to
pickup arm for aturntable and the idea looks
provide difference information at the rear.
interesting. The intention is to eliminate fricNow, in BPI 367 191, Sony claim a more
tion without the expense of precision bearings.
elaborate synthesiser circuit which can be inThe arm has across-pin which stands proud
corporated in an SQ decoder.
of each side of the end to be pivoted. A thread
The synthesiser circuit takes the stereo pair
is wound round each projecting pin to provide
(L+R) and produces Lf and Rf signals, by
four free thread ends. Two of these ends are
amplifying and phase shifting the L and R
passed up to afirst U-shaped member and the
signals. The phase shifter circuits have aphaseother two ends are passed down to another
versus-frequency characteristic, such that the
U-shaped member. The upper U-shaped memoutputs Lf and Rf are shifted in phase from
ber is supported from above by asingle thread
0° to 360° in proportion to their frequency and
and the bottom member is tied down to abase
within a band range about afixed central freby asingle thread. This way the pickup arm is
quency (cg. 400 Hz). No phase shift occurs
suspended entirely by threads. By virtue of the
below this range and above it the shift is 360°
threads' ability to twist about their axes and
(equivalent to same phase). At the central frewind and unwind about the pin projections,
quency the signals Lf and Rf are inverted in
the arm is pivoted in all directions virtually
phase with respect to the original signals L and
without friction. To damp vibrations in the
R, because the phase shift at this central frearm, two concentric shells are provided, each
quency is 180°. The outputs Lf and Rf are
containing aviscous fluid. One shell is secured
power amplified and fed to front left and right
to the arm and the other to the base.
loudspeakers.
It is additionally suggested that the pickup
The signals L and R are also applied to lowcartridge can be secured to the free end of the
pass filters with a cut-off frequency slightly
arm by means of a connecting pad which is
higher than 400 Hz. The phase-versus-frequency
also filled with viscous fluid.
characteristic of each filter is such that the outSo far, in this country, most Sony fourputs are phase-shifted from 0° to 90° in pro-

With its all- modular construction
and plug-in pre- equalised head
blocks your Stellavox recorder
need never be obsolete.
Any current or future tape standard or format can be accommodated by simple exchange of

portion to the frequency of the inputs Land R,
within a band having the cut-off frequency at
its centre. The treated signals ( La and Ra)
have a phase difference of 45° with respect to
the original inputs at the cut-off frequency, no
phase difference at frequencies below the band
range and a phase difference of 90° at frequencies above the band range. These signals
are supplied along with the Lf and Rf signals
to adder circuits, to produce Lb and Rb signals
which are fed to left and right rear loudspeakers.
The theory behind the invention is that the
human ear is most sensitive in the range 650700 Hz, and that when the original signals L
and R are of the same phase the loudspeakers
behind the listener will produce no sounds in
the vicinity of 700 Hz. Hence the sound image
will appear positioned in front of the listener.
The absence of frequencies around this critical
pitch will follow from the cancellation in the
adder circuits of phase-inverted signal components.
The patent also described decoding circuitry
which appears to be of the CBS SQ type, and
explains how the synthesiser circuitry and the
decoder circuitry can be economically combined to share components and allow direct
switching between the decoder and synthesiser
modes.

units, without taking the recorder
out of service.
Available in stereo, mono, with or
without pilot track, or quadraphonic.
Illustrated: SM7 Stellamaster,
music mastering recorder.

A.V.Distributors ( London) Ltd.
26 Park Road, Baker Street,
London NW1 4SH.
Tel.: 01-935 8161.
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Our Readers
. . . about Global errors
From: Ashley Morris, Managing Director,
Global Audio Ltd, 120 Notting Hill Gate,
London W11 3QE.
I am writing in response to the item
entitled 'The Global Stamp' which appeared
under News & Views in your February issue.
Not wishing to tamper with the freedom of
the Press, Iwill not take issue with the general
tone of your article which makes it quite clear
that you disapprove of my decision to offer
Green Shield Stamps in order to increase our
already leading discount on hi-fi equipment.
However, Iwould at least like to correct the
several factual errors which are stated or implied within the piece.
You stated: 'Thus at all Global Discount
Warehouses your sealed manufacturer's carton
will be accompanied . . .' by Green Shield
Stamps. Global Audio Limited operates a
chain of hi-fi discount shops at which all equipment may be demonstrated before being sold
with our own guarantee. At our main showrooms, at 120 Notting Hill Gate, full demonstration facilities are available as our entire
product range is kept permanently up-andrunning.
In your last sentence you plainly imply that
if you go to Global for the stamps, you'll have
to make do with an alternative or even inferior
system. This is completely untrue. With perhaps one or two exceptions, Global stock the
products of all the leading manufacturers of
hi-fi systems and peripheral equipment.
Yours faithfully
Comment: We apologise for not noticing that
Global had dropped the ' Discount Warehouses'
bit from their name, but old images die hard!
We are also pleased to withdraw the implication
of limited choice and are delighted to learn that
equipment will be demonstrated before sale.
Perhaps matters could now be taken astep further by abandoning the infantile trading stamps
ploy. It is no more than afurther discount which
is inconvenient to redeem, and comes in the
form of non-hi-fi goods.—Ed.
DEAR SIR,

... about phase myths
From: James Moir, 16 Wayside, Chipperfield,
Herts WD4 9JJ.
SIR, For many years Ihave been attempting to sting supporters of the ' phase affects
sound quality' school to produce some evidence to confirm that view. To the best of my
knowledge there is no evidence whatever that
the relative phase of the harmonics in a complex wave has any significant effect on the
sound quality. Ihope to deal more extensively
with this problem in anear future contribution,
but Iwould like to make a couple of interim
comments on the letter from Dr. Hodgkinson
of Manchester University ( February, p. 157).
The regeneration of the fundamental and the
appearance of subjective beats are known to
be due to non-linearities in the hearing system,
largely in the middle ear. Phase is not involved.
His statement that a complex wave produced
by a loudspeaker has the same wave-shape in
DEAR
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any part of a room is just not supported by
experiment. A square-wave of current or voltage applied to aloudspeaker produces as many
different wave-shapes in the room as there are
positions for the measuring microphone.
Simple theory suggests this, and simple experiment confirms the theory.
If the relative phases of the harmonics had
any significant effect on sound quality, then
it would be impossible to build concert halls,
for there could only be one good seat in each
hall. However, Ihope to deal more extensively
with the subject in another contribution and
to show the majority of the effects alleged to
be due to phase are in fact due to the effect of
amplitude non-linearities made significant by
the change in the peak-to-mean ratio resulting
from the phase change. If the same experiments are repeated at lower signal levels, all
the effects vanish.
Yours faithfully

channel quadraphonic recording and replay
systems; and (6) the NRDC Ambisonic system.
Of all these, it would appear that the latter
has by far the best theoretical justification,
but it has yet to be exploited commercially.
Professor Fellgett rightly points out that no
surround-sound or ' ambisonic' recordings have
yet been released. Certainly, the techniques
for recording/replay have been fairly well
worked out for methods I, 2and 5. Method 3
relies entirely on the recording technique of
method 2; while method 6 is under development. [
See also p. 149—Ed.] This leaves
method 4, a potentially economical system as
only two channels are used, with the emphasis
on how to capture natural ambience using a
suitably thought-out microphone technique
allied to specific replay via amulti-loudspeaker
surround-sound array.
While obviously not catering for replay over
47c radians, when considered as a complete
music-recording-replay chain this method
should be better than methods 1, 2 or 3, and
just as good as, if not in most cases better than,
5. Ihave conducted several experiments with
this methodology in mind, recording chamber,
choral, instrumental and song recitals using
microphone techniques specifically with surround-sound replay in view. The results were
very illuminating, and will, I hope, appear
soon in your sister journal Studio Sound.
Yours faithfully

... about financing the Arts
From: John Cruft, Music Director, The Arts
Council, 105 Picadilly, London, W1V OAU
sut, Your February editorial quotes Mr.
Dwyer's phrase ' the Arts Council considers it
indecorous to act as pressure group'. The
Council is, of course, concerned in many
arguments that are not conducted in public, in
addition to associating itself with such campaigns as that for lifting VAT from ' live'
performances. Its main pressure is through the
estimates for grant-in-aid which it submits
annually to the Government, and this is of
course complemented by acontinuous dialogue
with the Minister for the Arts, which by its
nature cannot be conducted in public.
You also quote your suggestion of last March
that the Council could make it acondition of
its grants that any musical performance of note
be recorded, for subsequent broadcasting if
technically adequate'. In my opinion those
artists most in demand would not be likely to
waive their present international copyrights, or
forgo the high negotiated fees which at
present they receive whenever a recording is
made, whether it is subsequently released or
not. It would be amatter of convincing them
that your proposals were to their advantage.
Yours faithfiilly
DEAR

'Are you sure it's on? Ican't hear a thing!'

. . . about the surrounding
possibilities
From: Dr. James Crabbe, St. Anselm Hall,
University of Manchester.
I was very interested to read Peter
Fellgett's article Surround Sound Sense in your
February issue. Ihad read Mr. Shingleton's
Quad Wrangle article (October ' 74) with
interest, as basically his views coincided largely
with my own on the importance of musical
considerations with regard to sound reproduction. There seem at the moment to be six
broad categories for methods of recording and
reproducing music: ( 1) monophonic singlechannel recording and replay; (2) conventional
twin-channel stereo recording and replay;
(3) conventional twin-channel stereo recording
replayed via a 'surround-sound' system consisting of 3to 7loudspeakers; (4) twin channel
surround-sound or 'ambisonic' recordings ( I
hesitantly use aword which has become associated with the NRDC system) replayed via a
suitable surround-sound system, in other words,
engineering recordings specifically with surround-sound playback in mind; ( 5) fourDEAR SIR,

... about dubious cassette practices
From: Andrew S. Todd, 10 Elm Farm Avenue,
Marston Green, Birmingham.
SIR, Like yourselves, 1am suspicious of
the Compact Cassette as a hi-fi medium. I
DEAR
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Before you consider any other part
of your stereo system, look at the
first link in the chain - the deck!
While other components can be
less than perfect the role of the
turntable or cassette deck is critical
-it has to be the best.
DUAL offer you - perfection! Years
of experience, coupled with the
development of advanced
techniques have earned DUAL a
place amongst world leaders as
manufacturers of high- quality
decks.
Dual products are precisionengineered giving constant speed
and overall unmatched performance,
-the nearest anyone has yet come
to technical perfection.
Go along to your local DUAL dealer
and judge DUAL for yourself.
DUAL 1229 Automatic Hi -Fi
Turntable
Automatic turntable driven by
• 4- pole synchronous continuous- pole
magnetically- shielded motor.
Three speeds - 33.'„ 45, 78 rpm.
Wow and flutter better than e 0.06%
Rumble better than - 63dB weighted
Tonearm - torsionally rigid extra
long all metal with 4- point true
gimbal suspension, dynamically
counter balanced in all planes of
motion.
Built-in optical strobe for accurate
speed setting.
Cartridge - Shure DM 103 M- E.
DUAL CS701
Automatic single play turntable
with electronic direct- drive
turntable.
All electronic, low speed, brushless

DC motor with feedback control
that eliminates magnetic surges.
2 speeds ( 33', and 45 rpm)
Tonearm - torsionally rigid extra
long all metal with 4- point true
gimbal suspension. Sophisticated
tonearm counterbalance weight
with anti- resonance filters to help
eliminate rumble.
Built-in strobe for accurate setting.
Cartridge - Shure V15 Mk. Ill.
Low- mass fitting.
C. 901 Hi -Fi Stereo Cassette Deck
4- track tape cassette deck for
recording and playback in both tape
directions ( auto reverse).
Continuous -pole motor with
radially synchronous elastic mounts
ensures outstanding speed stability.
A photo- electric resistor monitors
tape payout preventing tape loops
from forming and initiates autoreverse or shut-off at the end of the
tape.
Auto- reverse - after playing the
cassette in one direction, change
over to the opposite direction
takes place automatically.
Continuous play device - with the
automatic cut-off switched ' off'
the unit will play back and forward
continuously until the stop key is
depressed.
For safety reasons this feature is
operative on ' play' mode only.
Dolby B - can be switched in or out
at will providing an enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio.
Wow and flutter better than 0.12%
weighted.
Dynamic range with Dolby better
than - 59 dB.

Sole distributors:- K. F. Products Limited, Ashton Road, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, SK6 2SP Tel. 061 494 9911

Bookneel-elm
THEY'RE PLAYING OUR SONG. By Max Wilk.
295 pages. Price £3.50. Published by W. H. Allen
L Co. Ltd., 44 Hill Street, London W1X 8LB.
THINK THIS is one of the two best books on
popular music I have ever read. The other
one is Alec Wilder's American Popular Song
(0.U.P.) which looks at the songs of this
century's great composers analytically and
provides fascinating second looks at songs we
have taken for granted for so many years,
explaining just why another musician regards
them so highly. Max Wilk, on the other hand,
looks at the writers themselves, both in direct
interviews and through the eyes of their associates, and gets to the stories behind the songs—
like Saul Chaplin revealing that Now you has
jazz, that most untypical Cole Porter song
from 'High Society', was sketched not too
satisfactorily by Porter, but actually written
by Chaplin in its completed form on the basis
of Bing Crosby's and Louis Armstrong's
rehearsal ad fibs. Or Sammy Cahn's deprecatory description of the composing of Three
coins in the fountain, Sinatra's reaction to it,
and the financial aftermath. Or all the lyricists
who ever worked with Jerome Kern being
quite unanimous in their confirmation of his
intractable attitude towards even the slightest
alteration in a melody, once written, in order
to accommodate a lyrical phrase. Or Harry
Warren showing how he and Al Dubin had to
fight studio politics in the Busby Berkely era,
and revealing that he was Lerner's original
choice as acomposer for My Fair Lady.

Letters
therefore find it of great interest to read a
review such as that on the Technics RS676US
tape unit (HFN/RR February 1975) from which
you reckon that hi-fi performance can be obtained under optimised conditions. Angus
McKenzie's comment about possible overloading as aresult of the 1590 isS time-constant
is entirely valid, but what about the HF end
of the spectrum? The frequency response
graphs were made at 24 dB below Dolby level
and were stated to be 'well below saturation
point at high frequencies'. I assume this
margin to be of the order of 10 dB, as some
15 dB of recording pre-emphasis is required
with typical cassette systems.
The 15 dB boost is hopefully no embarrassment in practice due to the roll-off of the
energy frequency spectrum of normal programme material. If the record level indicators
are placed after the pre-emphasis circuits, the
user is at least given achance of avoiding tape
overload. But many manufacturers seem content to provide only so-called VU meters
which look at the flat incoming signals. Record
amplifier boosts of the same order are required
with open-reel recorders at the lower tape
speeds, but who makes hi-fi recordings at less
than 19 cm/s? At that tape speed and above
the pre-emphasis required to produce a 'flat'
frequency response to 15 kHz is small enough
to be of no concern in practice.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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The book is full of such anecdotes, but, more
important, it gives insights into the way songwriters work, and why their songs possess the
qualities that have made them evergreens. No
one can explain what makes a hit, but two
opposing viewpoints are illustrative of the
contrasting attitudes of two of the greatest
show writers of all. Richard Rodgers says 'If
you have any integrity you start out by writing
what you like. If your taste is lucky enough to
. . . coincide with the tastes of the public, you
have got it made'. When Max Wilk related
this to Irving Berlin, the songwriter roared
with laughter and said ' Iwrite asong to please
the public, and if the public doesn't like it . . .
1 change it!' Wilk was later told by Variety
editor Abel Green 'That's more than anybody's
gotten out of Berlin for years, and it's as valid
awrap-up of his secret as he's ever given anybody'.
But Wilk doesn't only go for the names
known to the man in the street. He discusses
the work of Leo Robin, Harold Arlen, Betty
Comden, Richard Whiting, Dorothy Fields,
Irving Caesar, Kalmar & Ruby, Vincent
Youmans, Yip Harburg, Stephen Sondheim
and many others, each chapter filled with tape
recorded conversations that bring all these
hallowed names to life and, like Alec Wilder's
book although in a different way, enables us
to take anew look at the songs we have known
all our lives.
Arthur Jackson

I also note with interest Mr. McKenzie's
comments on the bias problems associated
with chromium dioxide tape. Having recently
built the electronics for my own non-hi-fi
cassette tape unit, I encountered a similar
problem with a Sony ferrite head. The head
was incapable of operating satisfactorily with
the 3or 4dB bias increase required. Investigation showed that the impedance of the head
began to fall significantly with increasing bias,
indicating severe non-linearity in the magnetic
circuit.
The head was intended for use on the Sony
TC160 tape unit which has a chrome dioxide
tape switch position. The circuit diagram for
the equipment showed that the bias level was
not altered for the type of tape selected. Until
then Ihad wondered how the miniature switches
found on many commercial units can change
the bias level, the record pre-emphasis and
two time-constants in the replay amplifiers for
two audio channels. Now I know—in most
cases they don't!
Yours faithfully

. . . about home etchings
From: Nigel J. Chaffey, 20 Mayo Road. \\ all onon-Thames KT12 2QA.
DEAR SIR, The article Stereo Conversion of a
Mono ' Quad' FM Tuner by Alan Ainslie
(February) is excellent in all respects save one.

MOZART by Eric Blom. Revised by Sir Jack
Westrup. 388 pages. Price: £3.15; Paperback,
£1.50. Published by J. M. Dent d Sons Ltd., Aldine
House, 26 Albemarle Street, London W1X 4QY,
in the ' Master Musicians' series. R

is only given a short review on
this occasion, it is no reflection on its worth,
but simply an acknowledgement that it is so
well known and highly valued in musical literature that detailed comment seems unnecessary. First published in 1935, it is one of the
original volumes in this well-known series that
has stood the test of time. Although it has
been periodically revised by Sir Jack Westrup,
the text stands very much as left by Eric Blom,
the original editor of the series, while the appendices have had the benefit of later scholarship.

IF THIS BOOK

To grasp the wealth and compass of Mozart's
music in acomparatively small book must have
been an overwhelming task. Blom tackled it
with his great love of Mozart to help him. He
progressed logically through the life and works
and produced a sane and balanced work. He
was arestrained writer but asincere one. He had
some narrowness of view but what he dealt
with he dealt with thoroughly. Not every work
by Mozart could be mentioned, but if any
book is to be recommended as areliable guide
to the composer this is it, and it seems likely
to remain in the ' Master Musicians' series
through many more editions.
Peter Gammond

That is the suggestion for making up the circuit board. Unless one has aremarkably good
eye and a very steady hand, it is extremely
difficult to draw out compact circuits including
an IC with afine brush or Decon Daler' resist
pen. It is very frustrating when trying to get
all 14 holes to an accurate pin register. If anyone is determined to draw out the circuit freehand, then Isuggest that the drawing is laid
over the board and the hole positions pricked
through with an old compasses point. Then
link up the appropriate holes with the fine
brush and paint, or the resist pen.
Interested readers might like to refer to my
article in the British Journal of Photography
for September 13th, 1974, entitled ' Printed
Circuits from 35mm Film' which contains full
details on the photo-resist method. Other
methods include the use of resist transfers
which are available from electronics suppliers.
These are preformed pads which are stuck
directly to the cleaned copper board.
A saturated solution of Ferric chloride is
not necessary and, indeed, is difficult to obtain
since it is highly soluble. A 40% solution is
quite adequate and, if it is used at 45°C, will
etch a board in 10-30 minutes. Ihope Mr.
Ainslie takes no exception to my comments,
since he is an author for whom Ihave great
respect.
Yours faithfully
Note: See some corrections to the Ainslie article
on page 153.—Ed.
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1UST over five years ago, Iwrote an
article in these pages describing apersonal
approach to the problems of housing stereo
loudspeakers (A Chimney-loaded Loudspeaker, January 1970). My article, which
was written less than one year after moving
into anew house, drew its inspiration from
the inevitable frustrations involved in trying
to fit astereo system into asmallish lounge
designed without any consideration of
hi-fi requirements.
Briefly, my solution was to build two
Jordan-Watts full-range modular drive units
into aredundant fireplace, with the chimney
flue providing excellent loading in acentral
bass speaker arrangement. Two further
Jordan-Watts modules in small cabinets
were wall-mounted, one on either side of the
chimney breast, and these ' satellite' speakers

supplied the stereo information. An electric
fire concealed the chimney loudspeakers
from view, at the same time effectively
preventing direct sound from them reaching
the listening area and degrading the stereo
image. (A general idea of the scheme of things
at this stage may be gained from fig. 1and
the photograph below.)
This arrangement has proved so successful
that the basic system is still giving great
satisfaction five years later. However, the
inevitable ' building-in' necessitated by
another five years of compulsive book and
record buying has created further problems.
The logical outcome was to incorporate the
'satellite' speaker enclosures into the homebuilt bookshelf and storage unit assembly,
which also provides housing for records and
albums.

Building
around a
chimney
bass speaker
The growth
of a
Speaker System by
Maurice Taggart

The purpose of the present article is to
describe these changes, with ' before' and
'after' type photographs helping to
illustrate the points. Ihope that some of the
ideas may be of interest to other home
constructors, and the changes demonstrate
the flexibility of aspeaker system based on
small full-range modules such as the JordanWatts unit. My own system is firmly
committed to the Jordan-Watts unit, though
any of the excellent small drive units
currently marketed may be used in asimilar
manner.
Flexibility, in arapidly changing audio
world, was one of the advantages claimed
for the modular concept in afurther article
in HFINI/RR CA Simple Corner Enclosure',
Feb. 1972) in which Idescribed asimply
constructed corner baffle for use with the
Jordan-Watts module as the rear channel
speakers of a ' Hafler' type pseudoquadraphonic arrangement. My own pair of
corner baffles, built at that time, are still
giving excellent service, with enhanced stereo
from normal stereophonic records. My
somewhat cynical intention is to cling to
these until the whole quadraphonic quandary
is resolved, or in the transatlantic vernacular,
at least until it becomes clear which way the
quadraphonic cookie is going to crumble!
The Jordan-Watts units can be
re-shuffled as necessary and seem most
unlikely to be superseded as long as the
moving-coil principle remains the standard
design for domestic drive units. This
approach is also economically viable, as at a
discount price of around ten pounds each,
as many as ten Jordan-Watts modules may
be obtained for the cost of two high quality
commercial cabinet speakers. A normal
stereo system, of course, requires only two
modules, at very modest cost; others may be
added as the system grows and funds
permit.
The first photo shows the somewhat
stark arrangement of speakers as it existed
less than ayear after moving to my new
home. The amplifier, tuner and turntable
were housed on alarge shelf on the wall
opposite the speakers. Record and book
storage was provided in separate freestanding cabinets and abook-case. Fig. 1
represents this arrangement diagrammatically.
Stereo separation was fairly adequate, with
roughly six feet spacing between the
satellite speakers, though Idid feel that wider
spacing might be an improvement. At this
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stage, asudden rash of new records, aided
and abetted by the cunning practice of
marketing special offer albums for alimited
period, started to create storage problems
and Idecided to ' build-in' the space on
each side of the chimney breast.
It seemed agood idea to incorporate the
record-playing equipment into this system,
and the result was much more compact and
functional. A further aesthetic advantage in
this arrangement was that all wiring could
now be concealed, bringing the system one
step closer to the truly ' wireless' ideal
embodied in innumerable contemporary
adverts, where the latest chromium-plated
marvels are seen to operate by some
mysterious principle requiring no
inter-connecting leads!
This change also enabled me to free the
satellite speakers from their somewhat rigid
wall-mounting and place them upon the wide
shelves which formed the tops of the
built-in units. The right-hand unit is shown
in photograph no. 2with the speaker in
position, though later Iswapped round the
positions of the turntable and speaker, thus
taking advantage of the opportunity for
wider spacing of the satellite speakers. This
was now around eight feet, and the central
bass chimney enclosure helped to avoid any
hole-in-the-middle anomaly. Angling of the
satellite speakers was also possible now, which
probably led to more fiddling adjustments
than were strictly necessary (fig. 2represents
this stage).
My chief mistake was in omitting to
plan infinite record storage into the system
at this stage. Unfortunately, aset of
encyclopaedias, acquired painfully through a
seemingly endless series of weekly editions,
gobbled up the large section of shelf space
beneath the tuner and pre-amplifier. The
complete set eventually filled this space as
though tailor-made, despite the fact that t
had originally intended to fill it with record
albums. More books joined the records and
soon there seemed to be little alternative but
to follow the lead given by urban development
and ' build up'.
Further uprights were added above the
storage units and bookshelves were
suspended across these, giving sufficient
space to enable me to dispense with the
free-standing bookcase. In practice, Istill
use separate record cabinets, although more
careful planning could probably have
accommodated the records from these on
some of the shelves. And, of course, the
Leak power amplifier has aroomy compartment on the right-hand side beneath the
control unit. A more compact transistor
amplifier in the hopefully not too distant
future may free this large compartment for
at least 150 records.
At this stage it occurred to me how very
much more compact the whole system
would be if the satellite speakers could be
incorporated into the storage units.
Two quite large sections could
conveniently be isolated from the main
structure and sealed off to provide roomy
enclosures to load the satellite speakers.
1. Left above ' Stage l' ( see also fig. 1below)
2. Left centre: Equipment unit in ' stage 2.'
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A few preliminary experiments gave
promising results and Imade afinal decision
to abandon the free-standing boxes. The
isolated compartments each had an internal
volume of around 2500 cubic inches and any
small air spaces on the internal mating
surfaces were carefully sealed with Plasticine.
The speaker baffle boards were screwed into
position and covered with Tygan fabric.
The free space gained on the wide shelf
beside the turntable proved just large enough
for the fairly bulky television set. This was
duly installed, clearing afew more square
feet of valuable floor space and giving a
compact and streamlined audio and television
wall unit without awire in sight.
Fig. 3 illustrates the present set-up. I
hesitate to describe this as the ' final'
arrangement, as further adjustments may
well take place as equipment changes
dictate. The metallic cones of the JordanWatts modules are just visible behind the
Tygan mesh in some lighting conditions,
and they can indeed be seen in the
photographs. This may offend the
fastidious, and alternative coverings are now
available which are completely opaque,
notably aplastic-foam material used on
some commercial cabinets. Further steps
could be taken to disguise the satellite
speakers, such as false book-covers pasted
over the baffles, to give the impression of
book compartments. The bass speakers are
concealed behind the electric fire and
visitors have often been known to wonder
where the lusty bass was coming from with
no massive cabinets on show. Deep organ
pedal notes are particularly impressive,
setting up apervasive vibration throughout
the room even at low volume levels.
The present arrangement was finalised
about three years ago and it was around this
time that Iadded the simple corner baffles
which Imentioned earlier, to provide a
'Haller' pseudo-quadraphony effect.
Incidentally, it was most gratifying to note
that asubstantially similar arrangement was
advocated recently in the august pages of
The New Scientist, no less! The author
claimed results at least as good as full
quadraphonic installations costing many
hundreds of pounds! For completeness, I
include aphotograph of one of these baffles
in situ (photograph below). It is difficult to
show photographically how they fit into the
general scheme. They were designed to be

unobtrusive, and they normally hide behind
the legs of two record cabinets situated in
the rear corners of the room. Their output
may be adjusted by means of a
potentiometer on a ' patchpaner fitted to the
Leak main amplifier.
Fig. 3 indicates the distribution of JordanWatts modules in my present system. There
are eight modules in all, three for each front
channel and one for each rear channel. This
distribution of units is still open to
experiment, though the present arrangement
does seem to be ideally balanced for
orchestral music, which is my main
musical interest. Using two modules in each
of the satellite cabinets appears to shift the
power output marginally in favour of the
'right' and ' left' channels, reducing the
relative contribution of the bass central pair.
A similar effect could probably be achieved
by using asingle module in each cabinet and
fitting volume controls to the bass speakers.
The interior of each satellite cabinet is
loosely filled with cotton wool.
In conclusion, after five years of living
with amulti-unit system based on the
Jordan-Watts module Iam still firmly
convinced that this approach is aviable one,
and Ihope thave illustrated this point by
detailing the way in which my own system
has grown since my original article
appeared. In closing my first article, Ilisted
nine points which Iconsidered to be
important advantages of such asystem.
These could be summarised as:
1. Financial Economy
2. Space Economy
3. Simplicity of Construction
4. Avoidance of Resonance
5. Stereo Coverage
6. Natural Positioning
7. Domesticity
8. Compatibility
9. Sound Insulation
To these, Iwould now like to add another,
which has been clearly borne out in practice:
10. Flexibility.
A loudspeaker system based on small
full-range units such as the Jordan-Watts
module offers avery flexible arrangement
which may readily be adapted to changing
requirements. It is particularly suited to
experiment with pseudo-quadraphony and
perhaps even more ambitious multi-channel
systems which may possibly arise in the
future.

3. Left: Corner Baffle in place
4. Above: Complete set up from one end
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The Dawn of anew
Very seldom does atruly revolutionary
discovery completely change the
direction of the design and
manufacture of aproduct.
Well now it has happened in the world
of loudspeaker design. ESS introduce a
range of loudspeakers, designed on an
entirely new principle which transcend,
in reproduction quality, anything else
on the market today. This new
technique offers the finest combination
of clarity, definition and response ever
heard in the field of sound
reproduction.
The secret of this dramatic
improvement is the use of an Air
Motion Transformer, invented by the
famous physicist Dr. Oskar Heil.
This has replaced the solid cone
principle normally employed in all
conventional speakers, and the
difference is nothing short of
sensational. A new world of enjoyment
is now open to the critical ear of the
ultra discriminating listener.
If you complete the coupon below and
post it to the distributors, you will
receive aColour Brochure giving
complete details of the ESS range of
speakers and the name of your nearest
stockist, who will be happy to give you
ademonstration that will certainly be
an experience for the sophisticated
listener— and confirm our claims — that
this indisputably heralds anew era in
speaker quality. Send it off today.
*So confident are we of the superb quality of
these speakers that we give alifetime guarantee
on the Air Motion Transformer.
•See and hear us at High Fidelity ' 75

Regent Acoustics, Carrington House,
130 Regent Street, London W1 R 6BR.
Tel: 01-437 1997.
Please send me a colour brochure on the—
ESS range of loudspeakers and the name
of my nearest stockist.
Name
Address

FM
Stereo Radio & Related Matters
Royal Festival Hall is the venue
LONDON'S
for many good orchestral concerts relayed

by the BBC, but I have frequently had to
criticise the sound balance, either musically or
technically. For many years the control desk
in the Hall, installed permanently in the BBC's
control room at the front of the stalls on the
left side, has been fitted with a desk provided
originally by the BBC's TRU. Because this
desk was rather an old design, using early types
of transistor, its performance left a lot to be
desired. Its most serious failing has been inadequate headroom for some of the amplifiers
between the point where hiss is noticeable and
a higher point at which distortion, or even
clipping, has occurred, and it has been very
difficult to set optimum levels throughout.
At last anew control desk, made by Calder
recordings in Hebden Bridge, Yorkshire, has
arrived, and by March should be in full operation. It is equipped with 24 inputs mixing
down to four independent outputs, thus making
it capable of giving a quadraphonic output.
Further independent outputs are available for
giving ` clean feeds' of the programme to local
stereo or quadraphonic tape recorders, in addition to stereo feeds for artificial reverberation.
It is hoped that an improved reverberation unit
will be provided although at the time of
writing no firm decision has been reached. The
desk is very similar in its working parameters
to that installed some time ago in the Royal
Albert Hall, and readers who have followed the
Proms for some years in stereo will no doubt
remember the resultant improvement in quality
when that desk was first used.
One interesting feature which is now working
well at the Royal Albert Hall, and which has
been installed with the new desk in the Festival
Hall, is the provision of microphone preamplifiers, each having three outputs for one
input. While the normal output feeds directly
in to the new desk, asecond output can be used
to feed apublic address system or an independent TV mixer, and the third output can feed
an external service, for example arecord company.
The microphone preamplifiers are
equipped with several different gain positions,
and it was misunderstanding of these which led
to a few initial problems at the Royal Albert
Hall, some balancers setting the preamp gains
too high, and thus clipping the output before
the signal reached the main control desk.
Some 50 additional microphone tie lines
have been installed, most of them being from
the stage, but afew extra ones above the Hall's
ceiling, and these extra lines will allow far more
complex microphone setups to be used for light
music festivals, which can sound most exciting,
and are usually transmitted on Radio 2.
A six-channel Glenn mixer is also being commissioned to allow an independent commentary
to be laid over the main output of the control
room for supplying an extra language for the
EBU. In this case, of course, an output is
taken from the main desk immediately prior to
the point at which the normal BBC commentator's voice is injected. Provision has also
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been made for athird control desk so that yet
another language can be made available.
The new main desk contains two stereo
widening control circuits so that the stereo outputs from two pairs of co-incident capsules
can be artificially widened and narrowed at will.
Already installed for some years are remote
control pattern selection boxes that the BBC
use for their AKG C24 stereo capacitor mics,
which can alter each capsule's pick-up anywhere between omni, cardioid and figure-ofeight directivity pattern. Stereo widening, however, is equivalent to widening the angle
between the capsules at the same time as increasing rear pick-up. Ihave been using this
technique now for some years, and Ihave found
that after setting astereo microphone with the
capsules at 90°, and switching to cardioid
pattern, the image can be widened to produce
a foan of hyper-cardioid with an angle of
about 120'. By adjusting the pattern and the
stereo width control an equivalent electronic
affect can be carried out which is virtually the
precise equivalent of altering the physical angle
between the two capsules, which would of
course not be possible during aperformance.
A remotely controlled TV camera has also
been fitted to allow the balancer to see any
portion of the hall in detail, and the camera's
output is also available in various other rooms
at the Hall, independently of the Hall's own
system.
Now that the BBC are using so many phantom powered capacitor mics, phantom powering has been made available on each microphone input, thus obviating the necessity for
many small power supplies to be coupled in the
mie leads, usually on the orchestral platform.
This will again make for great improvements in
operational convenience, and will allow the
balancer more time to concentrate on the
sound being produced. The provision of a
quadraphonic output from the desk would
seem to be a good omen, and Ihope that its
use will be encouraged, even for experimental
broadcasts.
The engineering information department at
Broadcasting House has told me of some
serious problems arising in the reception of the
Radio 3 programme emanating from the
Wenvoe transmitter when radiating stereo.
They tell me that they did not foresee the fact

that the transmitter's frequency, 96.8 mHz,
falls within the pass band of the ninth harmonic
of the 10.7 mHz intermediate frequency of
almost all FM tuners. Some listeners have complained that on stereo broadcasts awhistle can
be heard, and the BBC have proved that this is
entirely due to the poor design of some tuners
in that RF harmonic distortion of the IF is
beating with the incoming signal due to insufficient decoupling in the tuner. This is quite
aserious problem, and if you are experiencing
it when tuned to any stereo transmitter in the
range around 96.3 mHz, this will almost
certainly be the cause, and the manufacturers
should be able to correct it. If the tuner has
been designed since the inception of local radio
stations Ifeel that the manufacturer should be
entirely responsible for putting the matter right,
but it would not be fair to expect this to be done
on older tuners, since the problem could not
have been foreseen easily because it apparently
only seriously affects stereo.
Irecently had the opportunity of thoroughly
testing a transmitter driver unit made by
Telefunken, of the same type as is used by the
BBC on several of their VHF transmitters. I
wanted to find out for myself what limitations
there were in distortion and noise in the most
important part of a transmitter. The driver
accepts mono or stereo multiplexed audio,
which modulates an RF carrier, which is
developed from an oven-heated crystal controlled oscillator. The RF output is at the
final frequency required to drive the main high
power transmitter, for example at 93.5 mHz,
and thus the driver is really the heart of the
system. Iwas amazed to find that the signal to
noise ratio produced as measured with my
Marconi 2300B deviation meter was 74 dB unweighted below full deviation, and considerably
better than this CCIR-weighted. As no FM hum
is normally added by the following transmitter
it seems that the attainable broadcast quality
can be far superior to that from almost all
tuners. Furthermore the harmonic distortion
of a 1kHz audio frequency deviating at 100%
measured only just above 01 % and incidentally
no pre-sets were adjusted at all. The response
too was remarkable, being + 0.25 dB from
4Hz to 50 kHz, and + 1dB up to 100 kHz,
above which frequency the response fell
extremely rapidly. Pre-emphasis of 50 ¡LS
could be switched in and out, and this actually
was within the specification of the test equipment used. Since the pulse code modulated
link between Broadcasting House and the
various transmitter halls is significantly below
% distortion at peak level, it would appear
possible for remarkable figures to be achieved
theoretically, thus backing up acomment made
in aprevious article to the effect that the BBC
claim their distortion to be significantly below
05% from microphone to transmitter output.
In practice this figure could well be as low as
0-2%. Perhaps this explains why some tuners
sound so much better than others, and why it
is worthwhile to spend quite a lot of money
on agood tuner.
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Enhance your Deep Bass
Tone control modifications for extended bass response by M. T. Offiler

FIG.1

FREQUENCY RESPONSE CURVES

CODE:
111....IDEAL SYSTEM
131
121....TYPICAL LOUDSPEAKER.
(3).... TYPICAL AMP WITH BASS BOOST APPLIED.
11.1

SYSTEM WITH BASS BOOST APPLIED BY AMP AND
BASS ATTENUATION DUE TO SPEAKER.

151. BASS BOOST CHARACTERISTIC OF AMP AFTER
121

MODIFICATION.

100

30

1

10K

FREQUENCY IN Hz

HE ideals of ahigh fidelity sound
Treproducing
system can be expressed as

follows:1. It must reproduce all the sounds in the
original signal source—this requires a
wide frequency response.
2. It must not accentuate or attenuate any
sound relative to any other—smooth
frequency response.
3. It must not add any other sounds to the
signal being processed, i.e. it must not
introduce noise or distortion.
Like most ideals, these are never fully met.
This present article, however, suggests a
simple means by which an audiophile might
modify his system to approach ideal 1more
closely, without incurring any significant
penalty under ideals 2or 3. In particular, it
concerns ameans by which very deep bass
may be enhanced, resulting in hitherto
unheard signals becoming audible.
All ( Ithink) hi-fi amplifiers are fitted with
bass tone controls which will apply boost and
so one may ask why they should not be used
to enhance deep bass. It is, in fact, adesirable
experiment to carry out at this stage. The
reader is advised to play anumber of records
with maximum bass boost applied. In most
cases, it will be noticed that anumber of very
deep, low level notes, which have previously
been unheard, will be audible. If this is not
the case, then either the records selected did
not contain any very deep bass information,
or the system already has agood deep bass
response. The ideas put forward in this
article may be of only limited value to the
owner of such asystem.
Unfortunately, in turning the bass tone
control up to full boost, we pay two
penalties. The most serious is that the sound
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becomes boomy. This is most noticeable with
asoft deep male voice (such as Mr. David
Gell's) or the double bass. The other penalty
is that distortion tends to rise at extremely
low frequencies with most amplifiers when
maximum bass boost is applied.
The reason for the boominess referred to
above is very simple. In fig. Ithe continuous
straight horizontal line ( 1) represents our
ideal smooth, wide frequency response.
Line (2) is what we tend to get due to the
bass roll-off characteristics of most
loudspeakers. In the diagram, this roll-off is
shown occurring at 100 Hz but this would,
of course, vary from system to system.
Line (3) shows the output characteristics of
most amplifiers with full bass boost applied.
It will be noted that all frequencies below
1kHz are accentuated to varying degrees.
Combining the amplifier boost curve with the
loudspeaker response curve gives us our
overall system response as represented by
Line (4). The response at 30 Hz is as good
as it is at 1kHz and higher frequencies and
so we have avery wide frequency response
including deep bass despite the attenuating
effects of the loudspeaker below 100 Hz.
Unfortunately, because the turnover
frequency of the amplifier bass control differs
from the roll-off frequency of the loudspeaker,
considerable boost in the upper bass and
mid- range (70-700 Hz) occurs. This is the
cause of the boominess mentioned above.
And now, we get to the nitty-gritty of the
present article. If we could alter the bass
control to reduce its turnover frequency from
1000 Hz to about 100 Hz, then we could
apply boost to virtually mirror the speaker
attenuation ( Line 5), thus giving awide
frequency response without any significant

deviation from the desired straight line. Bass
boost distortion would also be reduced as will
be explained in due course. Nothing could be
easier than changing the turnover frequency
of the bass control but amention of the
theory involved is desirable first. To start
with, two principles and their implications
will be explained so that non-technical
readers who are interested will be able to
follow the subsequent description of the
'modus operandi' of the circuit.
Like resistors, capacitors impede the flow
of electricity through them. This impediment
is called reactance and like resistance is
expressed in ohms (
n). Unlike the impedance
of aresistor however, the reactance of a
capacitor varies with the frequency of the
electrical signal trying to pass through it.
As will be seen, this affects the roll-over
frequency of the tone control.
In fig. 2, there is aresistor ( R) in series
with acapacitor (C) and asignal source. The
total impedance (
at) due to R and C is
given by the equation
¡tota l = NAZ 2 + )7(.
2

where R is the resistance of R, and
the
reactance of C, both expressed in ohms.
Resistances are easily measured but
reactance rc e must be calculated from the
equation
_
xe

10 -6
= 27r fC

where f = frequency of signal in Hz
and
C = capacitance of C in microfarads
(SF)
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The table (p. 79) gives to
at various
frequencies on the basis that R = m000n
(20 la2) and C is either 01 µF or 0.01 µF.
The figures were calculated using the two
equations given above.
It is important to note that the reactance of
the capacitor has no effect on ii,otai above a
certain frequency, but at lower frequencies
causes it to increase.
Another point for theoretical consideration
is that in any stage of an amplifier, if part of
an output signal passes back to the input
point, then this is known as feedback and can

FIG. 2

SIMPLE CIRCUIT WITH CAPACITOR
AND RESISTOR IN SERIES

be either positive or negative, depending on
the type of amplifier. For example, if an
input signal of + 1mV were amplified to
+10 mV feedback would tend to increase the
original input voltage, say to + 1-5 mV. The
amplifier would then increase this to + 15 mV
and so on until losses in the circuit prevent
any further increase. This is known as
positive feedback and as illustrated causes
greater gain than would otherwise have been
the case. Unfortunately distortion is also
greater than it would have been and if
feedback is excessive, oscillation results. The
most common example of this, apart from the
oscillators in superhet tuners, is microphone
howl on public address systems.
Returning now to the hypothetical
amplifier, if the + 1mV input signal were
amplified to — 10 mV ( i.e. as the input rises
by 1mV, the output falls by 10 mV),
feedback would tend to reduce the original
signal say to + 0.5 mV. This would then only
be increased to — 5mV. This is negative
feedback and reduces gain as well as
distortion. As ageneral rule, the more
negative feedback, the lower the stage gain
and the lower the distortion.
The tone control stage contains an amplifier
which provides gain and changes the sign
(phase) of the signal. It is called an inverting
amplifier and usually consists of asingle
transistor in the grounded emitter mode as
shown in its simplest form in fig. 3.
Transistor Trl may be considered to be a
type of voltage-dependent resistor. If the
voltage on its base ( b) were zero, it would be
turned off, causing the resistance between
76

its collector (c) and emitter (e) to be very
high, with the result that its collector voltage
would be about + 9V. As the voltage on the
base increases to + 0.6 V, the transistor starts
to conduct so that the resistance between c
and ereduces to amuch lower level than R.
This results in the voltage at cfalling to a
low value, say + 1V (i.e. — 8V relative to its
initial value). Thus, by slightly increasing the
voltage at b, the voltage at chas changed by a
much larger amount ( 8V in this case) but the
change was negative.
R2 and C, form afeedback path between
the output point (c) and the input point ( b).
Because the voltage at cchanges in the
opposite direction to that at b, the feedback
is negative. At low frequencies, the impedance
of the feedback loop will be high due to the
reactance of C1.This means that there will
be little negative feedback and that stage gain
will be high. At high frequencies, however,
the impedance of the feedback loop is lower,
resulting in more feedback and lower gain.
This is known as frequency-selective negative
feedback and apart from being necessary in
the tone control circuit, it is used in the RIAA
stage of amplifiers.
The functioning of the Tone Control
Circuit can best be described using fig. 4,
which shows afairly common type of tone
control circuit consisting of anumber of
capacitors, resistors and the inverting
amplifier. VR, is attached to the bass control
knob on the main amplifier.
Signals enter the stage via C, and Ra.
What happens then depends on the positioning
of the VR, slider. It is at the top of its track
(shown as adotted line to point Y on the
diagram) signals leaving R, have alternative
paths; either through C, to X or across the
VR, track and then down the VR, slider to
X. Since the track of VR, is normally of very
high impedance (typically 100 KiI) the former
route is the easier for all except low
frequencies which find high resistance either
way. The result of this is that the signal, in
passing from R, to point X, loses some of its
original bass information. From X, the signal
passes through the inverting amplifier.
Resistors R, and R2 and the VR, slider form a
negative feedback path from the output of the
inverting amplifier back to its input. Since
the feedback is not frequency selective (its
value being determined by the total impedance
of resistors 12, and R,) its effect is merely to
reduce the stage gain uniformly on all
frequencies at point X. Since the original
signal arriving at X was bass attenuated, the
final output will be bass attenuated ( bass cut).
Now consider the situation with the VR,
slider at the bottom of its track (point Z).
This time, the signal leaving R, passes
straight to point X along the VR, slider which
effectively shorts out Ca.The signal (still
intact) is again amplified and inverted and a
portion fed back via R, and R2.At this
point, high frequencies find an easy route to
X via C2.Low frequencies, however, are less

fortunate and see only high impedance. The
feedback signal reaching point X is consequently bass attenuated. In other words,
there is less negative feedback and, therefore,
greater gain at low frequencies than high ones,
i.e. bass boost has been applied. Due to the
reduced negative feedback, distortion tends to
be higher at low frequencies also.
With the slider in the central position,
combination of these effects occurs, resulting
in neither cut nor boost.
The required modification to the circuit is
best described in the following way. In the
original circuit, with the bass control in the
'cut' position, attenuation occurs at all
frequencies below that at which the
combined impedance of Ca and Ra is greater
than the resistance of Ra.Similarly in the
boost position, accentuation will occur when
the combined impedance of Ca and R2 is
greater than the resistance of R2 alone.
Typical values for R2 and Rs are 20 K.S2 and
for C 2 and Ca,0-01 F. Reference to the
table shows that capacitors of this size start
to affect the combined impedance at all
frequencies below about 1kHz, i.e. the
frequency at which the impedance of C
attains asimilar magnitude to the resistance
of R. In order to achieve the stated objective

of causing cut and boost at all frequencies
below 100 Hz only, it is necessary either to
change the size of C„ and Ca to 0.1 FF, or
Ra and Ra to 200 KO, so that their impedances are of asimilar magnitude at 100 Hz.
This latter alternative is not acceptable since
it would reduce the overall negative feedback,
resulting in increased distortion and gain.
Changing the value of capacitors, however,
presents no such problems. Indeed, since the
0.1 µF capacitor presents alower impedance
than a0.01 FF device, it will allow more
negative feedback at any particular frequency,
thus resulting in reduced bass-boost
distortion.
Before the reader carries out the
modification, it is desirable to obtain a
circuit diagram so that the size of the
capacitors Ca and Ca may be determined.
(Many readers may note slight differences
between their amplifier tone controls and that
shown in fig. 4, in particular the circuit shown
in fig. 5, is probably the most common.
Capacitor C2 is the component which
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We bake it.

We shake it.

We freeze it.

We drench it.

So what happens
when we play•t?
You smile.
That's what happens.
These routine tests ensure our amplifiers can run at
continuous high power for long periods without
blowing up.
Or withstand extremes of temperature and climate
without their performance being affected.
The integrated amplifier above is the SA 9100 with
65 watts rms per channel output into 8ohms.
It takes 3pairs of speakers, 2turntables, 2tape decks,
2microphones, 2auxiliary sound sources and 1tuner.
Other amplifiers in our range are:
SA 8100. Professional stereo integrated amplifier.
44 watts rms per channel output into 8ohms.
Takes 2pairs of speakers, 2turntables, 2tape decks.
2auxiliary sound sources and 1tuner.
SA 7100. Versatile medium power stereo integrated
amplifier. 22 watts rms per channel output into
8ohms. Takes 2pairs of speakers, 2turntables,
2tape decks, 2auxiliary sound sources and 1tuner.

SA 6200. Superb value stereo integrated amplifier.
18 watts rms per channel output into 8ohms. Takes 2pairs
of speakers, 2turntables, 2tape decks, 2auxiliary sound
sources and 1tuner.
Send for our new16-page full colour brochure
giving details of the whole Pioneer range.

PIONEER

rPlease16-page
send me your
brochure

explaining your equipment
LI to the uninitiated

HiFi buffs guide to
full specifications and
LI technical data
r
--1

(tick which one— or both— you want)
Name
Address
4R4

To: Shriro (UK) Ltd., Shriro House,The Ridgeway, lver, Bucks SL09)L.
Telephone: Iver (0753) 652222.

If your hi-fi isn't good enough
for you any more...
When you bought it, it
sounded fine, and the price was
right. But now, what your hi-fi
picks up lets you down. You've
outgrown it. Technological
advance and improving standards
have left it behind.
Setting up abrand new
system would be costly, and could
be wasteful. Luckily, once you
have basic equipment it can be
upgraded piece by piece.
You probably know much
more about hi-fi and have heard
different makes in action at friends
and in showrooms. You are
reading ahi-fi journal this

minute which proves you are really
interested. Now, with this greater
understanding, is the time to do
the best for yourself.
Alpha is aname you may not
even have considered. After all,
you can get acomplete Alpha
system for about £ 100 — and very
good it is, and good value. But the
items that start the Alpha range
are only apart of the story. It's a
big range. At the other end of the
scale, Alpha includes tuner/
amplifiers and loudspeakers that
specialists are impressed by. For
example the FR8000 gives 45W
RMS per channel for around
£170.

Alpha units are selected from
all over the world to represent
the most advanced and the best
buy of their kind. From there on,
they are fitted and assembled in
Britain. Every item is compatible
with practically all other makes of
hi-fi. Service and spares through—
out the UK.
As you consider hi-fi,
consider Alpha. Send for literature,
look for Alpha in the stores and
listen to it. If you don't know
your nearest Alpha stockist, ask
us: Highgate Acoustics,
38 Jamestown Rd., London NW I.
Telephone 01-267 4936.

All you need is Alpha
See and Hear us at HIGH FIDELITY 7.`;

Enhance your Deep Bass
receiver (Sonab R4000—the original
0-012 p.F capacitors were replaced by 0-11LF
devices) full bass boost can be applied to
restore all the missing bass and some more
not previously known about. A softly beaten
bass drum or an organ particularly benefit
from this enhancement. Even with full bass
boost, there is no boominess at all. Indeed,
on speech and most music signals, the bass
control is without effect in going from full cut
to full boost. Very low notes, on the other
hand, can be brought forward or turned off
as desired.
Rumble Filter
Obviously, in any situation where one is
reproducing very low notes, the rumble
characteristics of the turntable must be low.
The writer's turntable ( Philips GA 202) has
proved to be excellent in this respect.
However, some readers with budget systems
may be less fortunate and have turntables
which generate rumble, feeding amplifiers
having no rumble filter. In such acase, the
above modification should be considered
since with full bass cut applied, rumble will
be markedly attenuated without affecting the
main signal too much.

can also be used, provided their tolerance is
within about + 20%. (The lower the
turnover frequency, the less critical the
tolerance of the capacitor.)

regulates the turn-over frequency.)
The easiest way of carrying out the
modification is to solder acapacitor of
between 5and 10 times the size of C„ across
the outer terminals of each gang of the bass
control potentiometer. If, for some reason,
there is not sufficient room, or the
potentiometer is soldered directly to the
printed circuit board, then the existing tone
control capacitors must be removed and
replaced with ones 5to 10 times as large.
This will reduce the turnover frequency to
one fifth or one tenth respectively of its
initial value. Since the capacitors are cheap,
the reader may care to try acouple of values
in this range to find the most suitable.
The replacement capacitors should be fairly
close tolerance in order to retain good match
between the two channels. Polystyrene types
are cheap and often within + 5%.
Polyester, polycarbonate or ceramic types

the author's loudspeakers
(Cambridge Audio R40s) were positioned on
the long wall in his lounge. Since they were
spaced too far apart, the stereo image tended
to be rather ill-defined. Re-siting the speakers
on the short wall during one of his wife's
general furniture re-shuffles brought them
closer together and led to areal improvement
in the stereo balance. Unfortunately, it also
caused aloss of deep bass, resulting in some
signals, known to be on the records, not being
heard. Applying acouple of points of bass
boost partly restored the bass but not without
incurring some boominess as explained
earlier. Following the modification to the
AT ONE TIME,

Scratch Filter
If ascratch filter is required as well, replace
the capacitors C, (fig. 4) by devices of one
fifth their size to increase the roll-over
frequency of the treble tone control to 5kHz.
In the cut' position, it will then function as a
moderately good scratch filter.

TABLE
Frequency Hz
100 k
10 k
5k
2.5 k
1k
500
250
100
50
5

Reactance C = 0.01 pf
160
1.6 k
3.2 k
6.4 k
16 k
32 k
64 k
160 k
320 k
3.2 M
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Reactance C = 0.1 tiF

i'. tot....1

20 k
20.05
20.25
21 k
25.61
37.73
67.06
161 k
320 k
3.20
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k
k
k
k
k
AA

16
160
320
640
1.6 k
3.2 k
6.4 k
16 k
32 k
320 k

;ow
20 k
20 k
20 k
20 k
20.05 k
20.25 k
21 k
25.61 k
37.73 k
320 k

Beware speaker damage
Whereas conventional tone controls tend
to warn the user against excessive bass lift
by virtue of their effect on tonal balance,
the circuit described here could cause delivery
of excessive low frequency power to asmall
loudspeaker, with possible risk of damage.
Some speakers cannot produce adequate
bass even when the woofer cone is hitting
the stops, so be careful!
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it be said unequivocally that Mr. G. C.
Taylor ( familiarly known as Don Taylor).
Managing Director of Marsden- Hall International Ltd. at Daventry, Northants, knom,
how to organise a PR exercise. If his company's new range of Symphony and Annexe
loudspeakers achieves a commercial success in
any way comparable with the recent relaunch
promotion visit to Malta, Marsden-Hall need
have no fears about the pressures of our present troublous times.
It was my pleasure in mid-January to be a
member of the party of journalists flown to
Malta's lush Dragonara Hotel to be wined
and dined and take part in a presentation of
their latest loudspeakers by Marsden- Hall
representatives. Wisely, Don Taylor enlisted
the help of EMI's experienced record recitalist
Joan Coulson to play some selected records to
the assembled technical Press and popular
magazine writers. Our group on this occasion
was graced with several ladies from the glossy
monthlies—for example, Christine Coleman
(Homes & Gardens), Catherine Guise (
Good
Housekeeping), Penny Cartledge (
Cosmopolitan)
and Susanna Yerburgh (House & Garden)—
indicative of the growing interest by the distaff
side of the household in the world of domestic
hi-fi. By the time the party got back to the
UK, Ithink some of the ladies had been well
brainwashed with a few terms like woofer,
squawker and tweeter!
Marsden-Hall speakers have made strong
inroads into the German audio market, and
so it was good to meet on this visit B. Ruf,
(President of Euro Hi-Fi Organisation), Ingo
Harden (
Fono Forum), E. Psau (
Stereo), JeanClaude Roussez (
HiFi Stereo Disque), and my
old friend Jacques Dewevre, of Le Revue des
Disques et de la Haute Fidelite. The energetic
Geisla Burg ( Expotus) whose British company
handles export markets for several hi-fi products, was an invaluable help in coping with
the overseas visitors, some of whom—most
inconsiderately—didn't speak English!
Helping with the sessions demonstrating the
loudspeakers were Ron Bishop (formerly with
Metrosound, and now Marsden-Hall's technical director) and two young salesmen Iknew
from their time with Rank Audio-Visual, John
Reddington and Paul Byrne.
Production
director David Boyce contributed his share to
the occasion, and no report can omit a reference to the sterling work done by Jenny Caulthard and Karen Downs to keep everyone
happy. These young ladies in exotic costumes
helped to hi-jack the ' hi-fi scribes' one afternoon, when we were all exposed to a40-minute
taped programme, in a fast talking commercial
documentary radio style, describing the adventures and personalities captured in the raid.
Many hours of scripting and recording (some
in Radio Luxembourg studios) must have gone
to make this amusing tape. Even a front page
fascimile of the Evening Standard was produced.
I've mentioned all these names, which may
mean little in a consumer magazine, because
of the team effort of these enthusiasts to erase
any past bad impressions the original Marsden80

Hall firm may have created a few years back
with the trade and public. The directorate has
been restructured and refinanced and, during
my conversations with Don Taylor, I learnt
that their new marketing and sales policy
(avoiding certain discount outlets) is aimed at
creating a clean brand image. In addition to
the Daventry manufacturing plant, employing
70 people, cabinets are made at a Southend,
Essex, factory. New products in the hi-fi field
may be marketed later.
What about the loudspeakers, did you say?
Some details of the series are given in our News
pages, and we shall be testing the Symphony
3522 models in due course.

blunderbuss sound-box need no longer be
tolerated, as the efforts of lapidarists like Mr.
Wyndham Hodgson, of Expert Pickups Ltd.,
P.P. Box No. 3, Ashstead, Surrey KT21 2QD,
have made possible significant improvements
in playing vintage 78 records. Also, indeed,
anyone wishing to play Pathé records ( using
0.008 or 0.016 in. radius sapphires) or for
Edison cylinders ( requiring 0.0047 in. radius
Blue Amerbol diamonds and 2- or 4-minute
sapphires) may be helped. The styli can be
fitted to the user's own stylus bars of their
reproducers.
Mr. Hodgson is now producing special styli
for broadcasting services both in this country
and in the USA, as well for the major recording studios, and his company's experience is
making it possible to finish diamonds to avery
high degree of polish and accuracy.

1927 sound burst on the cinemagoing public with Al Jolson's voice singing
'Mammy' in the Jazz Singer. Limited quality
as it was, that sound track changed the film
industry. Even today sound in the cinema
may not be the real hi-fi, but it helps to increase
the impact of the medium. Other than Cinerama and Todd-AO, stereophonic sound does
not seem to have captured the overall market.
But in this era of disaster movies, realistic
sound-effects are making their impact in many
'PLAY THIS RECORD IN QUAD by connecting a
senses. One of the most shattering I have
third speaker to the + terminals on your stereo
experienced in a lifetime of filmgoing was at
amplifier. Ask an audiophile to assist you, to
the Empire, Leicester Square, showing of the
avoid possible amplifier damage.' Believe it or
MGA/Universal film Earthquake, still running
not, this information is printed on a sticker
as I write. Strangely enough, in this same
attached to an ESP record—that's the name
theatre back in 1936 I witnessed the MGM
of the label— imported into this country and
spectacle San Francisco, with an earthquake
sold by a British wholesaler to the trade. Iam
sequence regarded as unbeatable. If Iremember
indebted to my friend Peter Russell of Plyaright, this effect was largely produced by
mouth, widely known for his specialist knowvibrating the recorded light-valve at low freledge of jazz record importing and exporting,
quency.
for this sticker. He asks whether it accords
What has been called the Sensurround syswith the British Trade Description Acts of
tem engulfts the audience with a battery of
1968 and 1972. H'mmm. Idoubt it! Such a
huge horn type loudspeakers radiating low
2-2-3 configuration suitably wired might give
frequency sounds at high levels, and even
the listener some ambient effects or, if placed
creating sub-sonic disturbances. The viewer
between the L and R loudspeakers would
is warned on entering that ' the management
eliminate the ' hole in the middle effect, but
cannot accept any responsibility for the physical
quadraphony—certainly not.
or emotional reactions produced'. At the
MY TALKS on hi-fi topics in John Lade's excelPress show, sound levels reached 128 dB (ten
lent BBC3 Record Review series on Saturday
feet from the loudspeakers), but for the public
mornings seem to have interested many lisperformances levels were reduced to around
teners, and never more so than when I deal
98 dB. That's enough, believe me.
with cleaning LPs and playing 78s. Among the
Sixteen double-folded horns with 18 in. drive
letters received was one heartfelt request for a units are located in the corners of the cinema,
source of supply of steel needles for an old
driven by Cu-win-Vega ( UK) A3000 profesportable gramophone! With some misgivings
sional 800 watt amplifiers. Cerwin-Vega E
Imentioned that Ihad seen afew boxes of old
horns cover a frequency range from 25 to
steels in branches of W. H. Smiths' record
400 Hz. The effects were created by a noise
stores, but Fagin's Antiques Store at 189 Blackgenerator, to simulate the seismic waveform
stock Road, Highbury, London N5 had boxes
of a real earthquake, if a little higher in the
of 200 at 32¡p plus 20p postage. One playing
frequency scale. The stereo prints of the Earthonly, the customer is warned!
quake film have four magnetic tracks carrying
Nostalgia for the voices and sounds of the
the normal sound and music (the score, incipast is certainly a vogue at present, as anyone
dentally, is by John Williams), and the Sen who has read John Steane's superb book The
surround noises are placed on an optical track.
Grand Tradition: 70 Years of Singing on Record
This latter is triggered by any 35 Hz signal in
will appreciate. But the strangulated noises
the effects.
Lind-Air and Audio-T stores
emanating from worn 78s reproduced with a handle the Cerwin-Vega lines.
IN OCTOBER
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YOU DON'T MAKE ABE
BY JUST KEEPING QUIET.
BASF LH Tape is the bestselling reel-to-reel tape in the country.
Which isn't surprising, since
most professional sound engineers
swear by it.
But what is surprising is that
many people still think of it as just a
Low Noise Tape.
So, at the risk of repeating
the obvious, here's the difference.
The performance of any tape
depends on its coating, usually
particles of ferric oxide. The smaller
the particles, the lower the noise level.
That, simply, is how aLow
Noise tape works.
LH (Low noise/High output)
tape, invented by BASF in 1967, also has
very small particles- but packed in at a
much greater density. So the output is
considerably increased, with minimal
distortion.
The net result is a7.5dB higher
dynamic range than ordinary tape.
Which is some difference.
BASF LH tape comes in more
shapes and sizes than you can imagine.
And it's also available on cassetteprotected by the unique BASF 'Special
Mechanics' system, which stops the
tape tearing or jamming.
Send the coupon and 40p for
Heinz Ritter's comprehensive book
'Tape Questions-Tape Answers'.
You can't spare 40p?
Then send the coupon back for
the complete BASF price list and full
technical data.

BASF LH Tape- from the
people who started the tape industry
forty years ago.
BASF- you've been listening
to us for years.
Here's 40p. Please send me Heinz Ritter's
book. Quickly.
Don't send the book, but do send me price
lists and technical data. Just as quickly.
Name
Address

BASF United Kingdom Limited,
b.
Knightsbridge House,197 Knightsbridge,
London SW7 1SA.Tel: 01-584 5080.

u.

Loo
Classic Scandinavian styling; quality sound
reproduction that adds a new dimension to hi-fi.
Sabra has arrived from Finland in a big way.
The stereo tuner- amp Model 2000 Mk II gives
2x30 watts into 4ohm speakers; covers 87-104
MHz on FM, with 5-station pre-select tuning
facilities; can handle two separate speaker systems.
The stylish control panel incorporates finger tip
selection of all functions.
Model 2001 Mk II incorporates the same superb
tuner amp, complete with the sophisticated Thorens

ne Fl
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TD 160 turntable. Detailed finish — down to its
hinged perspex cover.
To complement your system — the neat KS 225
omni-directional, 4ohm, 3unit, infinite baffle
speakers, with afrequency range of 25-20,000 Hz
and a performance with up to 50% less distortion
than other similarly priced speakers.
Write or ring for further information:
Luxitone,
38 Jamestown Road, London NW1 7EJ Tel: 267 4930

SALORA
(SEE AND HEAR US AT 140
[444, 4
0

AT THE HEATHROW HOTEL
LONDON AIRPORT
FRIDAY
APRIL 11
SATURDAY APRIL 12
SUNDAY
APRIL 13

10 AM - 8PM
10 AM - 8 PM
11 AM 6PM

UALITY MONITOR
issues to be covered this time,
SEVENTEEN
with no fewer than eleven featuring music
composed during the 20th century. But don't
be alarmed, for we are now as far from 1900 as
the gap between the deaths of Scarlatti and
Beethoven, or between Beethoven and the birth
of William Walton. Quite alot of 20th century
music is really very pleasant (!), including
Stravinsky's Rite of Spring which, despite that
famous riot at the first performance, is now a
standard and popular concert piece.
In January's Quality Monitor we enthused
about Haitink's boxed set of Stravinsky ballets;
but if that seems an extravagant way of acquiring a Rite, and it's the Rite you want, then we
can heartily commend SXL 6691, featuring the
Chicago Symphony Orchestra under Solti.
Starred by C.B. in November, this is abrilliant,
clear, full-bodied, spacious and clean recording
in the very best Decca manner. With an
exciting performance to match, what more
could one ask?
Different hall, different orchestra, different
miking and mixing, so one gets an entirely
different type of sound picture with our next
recording, which is nevertheless also outstanding. Shostakovich's Symphony No. 7 (' Leningrad') played by the Bournemouth Symphony
Orchestra under Paavo Berglund (SLS 897) was
granted an A*/A by H.O. in November, the
slight reservation being occasioned by a rather
high recording level during the first movement
climax, and an odd doubt or two regarding
balance. The latter could be musical rather
than technical, and we found the climaxes
clean despite the tremendous, sustained fortissimos. However, dynamic range is very wide,
and having had our knuckles rapped on this
very matter ( letter, page 95 last month, and
associated Editorial Comment), we concede that
some listeners might feel the need to pull the
level down during climaxes, having set the
quieter passages to override domestic background noise. Anyway, this offers a splendid
orchestral sound set in a fine acoustic (the
Guildhall, Southampton) which imparts a
'large' and not too analytical feel and opens up
beautifully with the addition of Hafler style rear
channels. The generous four-sided format
keeps all the loud passages well away from
small record radii.
EMI are serving Berglund very well, who,
with the same orchestra in the same hall,
achieves some very 'expansive' Sibelius, comprising Symphony No. 5 and En Saga (
ASD
3038), given A* in January. Sound has an
exemplary clarity and stereo spread, with arichness and warmth well suited to the music. The
approach scores especially well at the end of
the Fifth where (as noted by C.B.) Berglund
spaces tympani strokes and orchestral chords
with utmost precision and clarity. The drumbeats in En Saga have stunning weight and
solidity. A fine spacious sound. A certain
amount of subdued crackling here and there
tends to reduce somewhat the otherwise outstanding effect on our QM copy.
Although EMI have every reason to be
pleased with their Berglund collaboration, it
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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must be slightly nerve-racking to take on a
conductor of such legendary reputation as
Herbert von Karajan. But he seems to be
cropping up quite a lot these days on their
label, and does so on ASD 3046, where he conducts the Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra in
Bartok's Concerto for Orchestra. While sharing
K.D.'s favourable January response, we feel
that the sound here is perhaps just a wee bit
too rounded— not reallyquile biting and pointed
enough for an unqualified A*. Once or twice
we even felt tempted to try alittle treble boost ( a
rather rare need on modern disc recordings),
but we decided finally that provided one
accepts a ' middle-distance' volume setting and
is the type of listener inclined to welcome a
slightly limited dynamic range, then this is
certainly avery fine version of Bartok's exciting
and beautiful work. Qualified to A*/A.
Remaining with Karajan, the Berlin PO production of Verdi's °tell° (
SIS 975), rated A by
C.O. in November, features a vast and spectacular orchestral contribution of great sonority,
brilliance and spaciousness. It is perhaps a
little too bright at times (and our set suffered
from an occasional touch of EMI's ' pressing
distortion'), but as some passages are so
splendid, up to A/A*.

Re -assessment of recent ' star' quality
recordings and re- ratings for some
others; comments based on actual
releases, not test- pressings. Following equipment employed :— Cartridge: Shure V15/11I. Arm: SME3009
Improved. Turntable: Thorens TD
125.
Amplifiers: Quad 33/303 and
Cambridge P50.
Loudspeakers:
Crabbe/IMF, Quad, KEF 104, Spendor
BC-1.
Although rather late in the day, this is the
place to report on the associated film of the
opera, to which we were invited last October
and which is now on circuit. ' Disastrous'
would be an appropriate single word to describe
this. Not only was the sound-track clearly a
separate studio production conceived with its
own sense of space and movement (as on the
records, we would guess) which the film producer had made no attempt to match visually,
but the singers had evidently been instructed to
mime their parts in the manner of ordinary
speech, which was laughably unconvincing.
Synchronisation was dreadful, while close-up
shots of singers whose finer facial expressions
are not normally seen in the opera house
revealed some embarrassingly poor acting (and
make-up). To round things off, some of the
visual 'effects' (artificial waves on aplastic sea,
for instance) would be regarded as adisgrace at
Covent Garden or the Coliseum. No, this will
not do for filmed opera, and if Maestro
Karajan (who appeared, Hitchcock-like, in the
opening crowd scene) believes in the future of
video-taped opera for home consumption, he
must find much better collaborators than here.
If Otello is sometimes thought to show the
influence of Wagner on Verdi, so also the music

of Schoenberg may be seen as some type of final
logical step from Wagner's chromaticism into
an atonal world. This world, in the un Wagnerian Old Testament context of Moses und Aron,
is captured most vividly by Philips in the Reich/
Devos/Austrian-Radio/Gielen recording on
6700 084. Awarding an A* in January, K.D.
commended this for its detail, the balance of
voices and orchestra, and the beautifully silent
surfaces. We agree. Indeed, so quiet were the
four sides on our QM set that we thought at
first something had gone wrong with the equipment, because as the volume control was
turned up after lowering the pickup, no sound
at all came up until the music started. The
performance is presented in a somewhat dead,
opera-house type of acoustic, as if one were
right up near the stage—but without the
orchestra being obscured by a pit. It all has a
tremendously vivid impact, with a great sense
of life and movement. A very striking issue.
Now to some opera at the opposite harmonic pole, full of good old-fashioned diatonic
melodies and set in an elegant aristocratic
world: Mozart's Cosi fan Tillie. Also by
Philips, this was reviewed by C.O. last month
(6707 025). Such recent issues don't usually
find their way into QM, but we heard this by
chance and felt the quality was such that it
should be included at short notice. The performance features the chorus and orchestra of
Covent Garden under Colin Davis, with star
names such as Montserrat Caballé, Janet Baker
and Nicolai Gedda, and is a lavishingly packaged sparkling performance. Sonically it is a
very consistent production, with a pleasing
combination of clean impact and top quality
'concert hall' type sound.
The recording
medium often demands this sort of compromise
if it is to succeed, especially in opera, and
Philips lead us to 'suspend our disbelief' while
sacrificing none of the detail and dramatic
nuance of Mozart's score. The use of stereo
placing is very effective, especially in the
ensembles and dialogue recitative. We are
happy to report that the pressings were perfect,
and accordingly upgrade from A to A*.
Remaining with Philips—and also with Colin
Davis: in January H.O. described the LSO
recording of Tippett's 3rd Symphony ( 6500 662)
as ' warm, bright, natural in colour and beautifully clear, with a vivid but comfortable presence'. Little can be added to this but hearty
support and a cheerful confirmation of the A*
rating. Another record of outstanding clarity—
connected with the recording as well as the
musical tradition of The Midsummer Marriage
—it offers the complex makeup of the work in a
clean, open and yet not at all ' plated' sound.
Weight and solidity are particularly impressive,
with an even smoothness from all string groups.
Assorted percussion is sharp and clear. The
soprano soloist who carries so much in the
second movement is not drowned even in the
heaviest moments. Rather more clicks on the
QM pressing than we usually expect from
Philips, but this could be a one-off thing and
surfaces are otherwise first-rate.
The other English composer this quarter is
83 / D

Best for record and tape care
Record Care
GROOV-KLEEN
automatic record cleaners
ALL GROOV-KLEENS remove and collect dust
whilst records are played. Improve reproduction
and reduce record and stylus wear. Models 2000,
42, 50 and 60 have arm- rests and counterweights
to ensure lightweight tracking and operate silently.
Quick and simple to fit.
MODEL 2000

1111111111111M1111

Model 2000 This latest Bib advance in
automatic record cleaning has it all - efficiency,
beautiful styling and chrome finish. A separate
roller and stylus cleaning brush is provided, plus
spare velvet roller, self adhesive base pad and
tracking brush.
£2.72

Des. Reg. App. No. 967842

Model 20001

This model has all the features
of the Model 2000 but the overall size of the base
is reduced to suit low turntables.
£2.72

Model 42 Finished in chrome, brightanodised
aluminium and shiny black.
£1.84

MODEL 42

Model 50
Finished in white and matt black.

£1.08

Model 60

£1.72

All chrome finish.

Model 45
AUTO-CHANGER GROOV-KLEEN
Finished in chrome - fits most units with flat top

cartridge housings. Adaptor available for Zero 100.
Velvet and stylus cleaning brush included.

Record Dust-Off - with cover

Indexa Record
Stylus & Turntable Cleaning Kit
Record Handlers ( 2)
Stylus Balance
Record & Stylus Cleaning Kit
Record Dust- Off
Record Care Kit

Velvet pad gently collects and removes
dust from delicate grooves. Reduces
record and stylus wear Can be used dry
or moist.

Record Care Kit

Ideal gift contains GROOV-KLEEN in sparkling all- chrome

finish, Record Dust- Ott Spirit Level, Stylus and Turntable cleaner.

Can be used in the horizontal or vertical position,
is attractively finished in teak and is fitted with
inserts in order that Cassettes can be removed
quickly and easily without touching each other.
Dimensions16" long by 9" high

Cassette
Care Kit
Ideal gift. Contains:
Head Cleaner,
Cassette Salvage
and Re- Record
Kit, Editing and
Joining Kit.

by 21
2 "deep. Stores 30.
/

REF 73 £3.94

Cassette Editing and
Joining Kit

24 £ 1.80

Cassette Tape Recorder
Care Kit

26A £ 2.24

Salvage Cassette

29A

Cassette Splicer

30 £1.30

42p

Cassette Head Cleaner

31

58p

Cassette Head Cleaner

31A

46p

Cassette Case ( holds12)

34 £ 1.60

Cassette Wallet ( holds 6)

39

88p

Cassette Tray ( holds10)

52A

54p

Tape Care

How to get the best 8- track stereo reproduction. Devised by Bib. Recorded by
Decca. Includestestsforchannel identification; balance control; speaker phasing
wow and flutter. Plays for 54 minutes.

REF 58 £ 2.30

Other Cassette Care items:
Price
39p

Reg. Des. 946499

8-Track
Stereo Test Cartridge

Revolves easily on felt base pad.
Holds 40 cassettes for easy selection.
Solid wood ends with teak finish.

REF 51 £3.20

REF 65 £4.80

Cartridge Care

Cassette Rota Rack

Ref
T/5

REF 43 £2.68

Ref
Price
A £ 1.70
38p
25A
26p
32A £ 1.24
36A
32p
48
26p
59 £ 1.30

Cassette Storage Rack

Cassette Care

Cassette Title Labels ( 45)

.
98p

Pat. No. 1361732.
Reg. Des. No. 958457

MODEL 60

Ref

Price

Hi - Fi Stereo Test Cassette

53 £ 2.20

Cassette Re- Record Kit

54

80p

Cassette Containers ( 2)

55

Cassette Hub Clips ( 20)

57

30p
28p

Cassette Index Cards ( 10)

61

25p

Cassette Head Cleaner
(liquid)

62

48p

Cassette Protectors ( 10)

63

40p

Tape Indexa

66

66p

Cassette Tab Removing
Tool and Winder

74

38p

Prices shown are recommended retail, excluding VAT. Available from all good audio
shops or send direct. Add 8o VAT per Cl. On orders up to £ 3add also 25p p. & p. Over
£3 post free ( UK only). Write for fully illustrated colour catalogue of complete range.

Ref
Cartridge Case ( holds 8)
35
8-Track Cartridge Head Cleaner 41
Cartridge Care Pack
67
Cartridge
Protectors ( 4)
64

r4S

Price
£1.90
88p
£2.80
24p

Compact Tape Head
Cleaning Kit
Non-Flam cleaner, 4 head
tools, 10 sticks and cloth in

wallet. Recommended by Ferrograph.
Revox and Tandberg.
REF J 68p
other Tape Care items:Recording Tape Cutters ( 41
Tape Reel Labels ( 70)
/ "Tape Splicer
4
1
Tape Editing Kit
Splicing Tape on plastic
dispenser

Ref

FA

T/6
20
23

Price
30p
39p
£1.30
£1.64

33

36p
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Hi Fi Maintenance

Other Items Include

Hi Fi Stereo Hints Er Tips
3rd enlarged edition, completely revised. " How
to make the most of your equipment" by John
Borwick, B.S.C., Technical Editor of "The
Gramophone". 56 pages of information; 57
invaluable reference charts and illustrations
for HiFi enthusiasts.
VAT exempt
REF 56 38p

Ref Price
Hi Fi Cable and Flex
Tidies ( 5)
Wire Stripper and Cutter
Hi Fi Solder Dispenser
Inspection Mirror
Anti- Static Liquid
Hi Fi Label Kit

D/2
9
27
68
69
72

32p
94p
40p
24p
24p
44p

PO Box No. 78. Hemel Hempstead, Fic.,rts HP2 4RH Tel €1291

Elgar, whose Apostles, featuring Boult with the
LPO and agalaxy of vocal talent (SLS 976), was
praised by H.O. in December for its atmospheric effect and textural clarity, ajudgement
—and an A* rating—in which we wholly concur. The very full review leaves little to be said.
Detail is the operative word throughout, the
work being recorded with an openness and
inner separation of its complex strands which
exposes to the utmost the texture of this richly
rewarding work. The tenderness and lyricism
of Boult's masterpiece of conducting, the stunning impact of loving solo and chorus performances are revealed and transmitted in a
manner rare on records. For content and
recording both, this has to rank as one of the
very best of EMI's magnificent productions of
English music. Time after time the clarity
astounds, and far more words are discernible,
particularly from choruses, than one normally
expects on record. Side 5on one set we sampled
had a rather disturbing pressing swish, but
another set was immaculate.
A very different type of choral work is Carl
Orff's Christmas Story (
reviewed by H.O.
January, BASF BAC 3062), different also from
any other Orff music currently on record.
This issue involves boy singers and a largely
percussion ensemble, and the 'trackability'
demanded might worry less than top-class cartridges; but on QM's equipment it was well
accommodated. Faded- in taped 'sheep and
dog' noises seem a bit artificial, but solo recorder, crumhorn, etc, come over with extraordinary sharpness. Solo and ensemble boys'
voices, speaking or singing, have remarkable
clarity and distinctness (albeit often with rather
stilted declamation) and this must rate among
the best of such recordings yet achieved.
Dynamic range is extremely wide and effective,
with really quiet quiet bits supported by superb
surfaces, and excellently heavy ' big bits', both
off and on-stage. Apparently fairly close miking,
but an excellent ambient reverberance nevertheless, with which aHafler set-up does wonders.
A 'demonstration standard' disc of very high
credentials.
Older voices, adding extraordinary vocal
precision to enthusiasm, are heard at work in
the King's Singers' Madrigal Collection
(CSD 3756), granted an A* in October. We
confirm this, and would add that our QM copy
had that same uncanny silence of surface
experienced with the Schoenberg (see above).
C.E. remarked that the singers are ' well spaced
and placed, appropriately, in close perspective',
which could give an impression of arather dry
sound. In fact, while the voices are indeed
fairly near, there is a very pleasant ambience
around them. A delightful issue.
A matter of setting and ambience brings us to
the next issue, Golden Brass, featuring the
Philip Jones Brass Ensemble in 16th/17th
century pieces on ZRG 717, which C.E.
awarded an A* in December. This has some
brilliant and clean brass sound, with unexaggerated spacings, but although our reviewer
referred to St. John's Smith Square as ' perfectly
suited acoustically to the brass sound', we feel
that Argo could have used a little more reverberation. This sort of music sounds even better
in acathedral, and it would have been pleasant
to simulate arather larger acoustic with some
more distant microphones (Westminster traffic
permitting!). So, down to A*/A—but it's still a
very fine issue.
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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For some types of music a 'small' acoustic is
ideal, and the CBS recording of the five Mozart
Violin Concertos ( 77381) with Zukerman and
the English Chamber Orchestra under Barenboim, seems to evoke just the sort of small hall
in which Mozart's own bands must often have
played. One feels that the players are packed in
fairly tightly, but that one is near enough for
them to occupy the full stereo sound-stage.
Zukerman's instrument is perhaps just a little
emphasized—but again this could be in the
manner of a soloist standing forward towards
his patron's table.
K.D. introduced his
January review of this 3-record set by commending the unforced clarity of sound (Al and
silent (German) pressings. We confirm this for
the QM set—helped by a fairly high overall
recording level—and also confirm the absence
of 'American brashness'. An excellent issue.
Some brashness, alas, was in evidence on
another CBS issue, a coupling of the Mozart
Concertone in C and the Pleyel Sinfonia Concertante for violin and viola played by Stern and
Zukerman with the ECO under Barenboim
(76310) and given A*/A by K.D. in December.
The recording follows the philosophy of producer Paul Myers in that it is close miked and
fairly dry, with great clarity and precision in the
inner detail. All-in-all, though, we feel that it
is abit too fierce to merit avery high rating, so
we are downgrading to aB. The entry of the
solo violin in the Concertone is an indication of
the general quality: it has an edge and bite that
induce a slight wince—not, we feel, very suitable for Mozart. There is also atendency for
the bass to ' boom' slightly in tuttis. For our
taste the sound needed filtering at both top and
bottom ends to become acceptable—anecessity
incompatible with star rating (or even with
an A).
With a solo violin and the label ' music' as
the only visible link, we leap from Mozart to
Hans Werner Henze, whose second Violin Concerto and Compases (
London Sinfonietta/
Brenton Langbein/Henze) were reviewed by
M.T. in December ( HEAD 5, A*). For this
difficult and sometimes rather weird music, a
very widely spread and analytically distinct
spatial layout has been adopted, which, as M.T.
remarked, is an advantage in complex music.
A very clean and clear overall sound to serve
one branch of the avant garde via the Decca
Headline label.

Another weirdy ' is Steve Reich, whose
Drumming takes two records of the three contained in DG 2740 106, and M.T.'s A*
(January) was awarded for this and for Music
for Mallet Instruments, Voices and Organ,
which accompanies Six Pianos (
B) on the third
disc. The texture of Drumming constantly
shifts around an underlying pulse, and the
changing components are kept clear and
separated by using stereophony to the full.
Hall ambience is there, though miking is fairly
close, and Hafler rear channels add excellent
depth. The intriguing nature of the exercise is
conveyed very well, and one unusual touch
was fade-out and-in at side turns.
A* certainly supported, though our initial
QM copy had what might be apiece of paper or
other flat foreign matter pressed in below the
surface at the end of Side 3, affecting the final 45
grooves with heavy 'heartbeat' thumping. This
particular fault is obviously unique, but raises
disquieting questions about the composition of
'new' record material. Surfaces are otherwise
near- impeccable, bar acertain amount of mild
rustling. Recording remarks as above apply
also to Mallet Instruments, a generally richertextured work. This also comes across well,
the set on the whole being excellently served by
its recording—which makes it very attractive
indeed for investigation.
In his time a lone avant-garde experimenter
across the Atlantic, before the Schoenbergian
groundswell sent ripples in all directions,
Charles Ives is now beginning to get his due on
disc. In his December review of RCA's Ives
Symphony No. 4 (ARL1-0589), K.D. wondered
whether QM would agree with his A* rating.
We do. In awork involving as many discords
as this, clarity is of the essence, and here even
the most fraught textures achieve as great a
coherence as one would imagine possible. The
separate strands and themes that go to make
up the cacophony of the Allegretto are well
represented. The wide-range recording supports every mood of the work, from dissonance
to tranquility, with a sound of smoothness,
clarity, weightiness, solidity and delicacy as
appropriate. Balance is pleasantly immediate
but not over-close, and choral/orchestral
balance excellent. The whole is nicely spread
between the speakers, which of course supports
the remarkable distinctness and separation of
sounds. Very good surfaces.
JAMMED CASSETTES

Harry Leeming

Providing that the tape is not damaged, most
jammed cassettes will be cleared by the following treatment. Hold the cassette flat in your
hand, and bang it down sharply so that the
side of the cassette ' slaps down' on a firm
surface. Do this a few times on either side of
the cassette until the tape is free enough to be
wound by the tape recorder. Then re-wind the
tape over its full length afew times in the fast
forward or re-wind position.

WOWING CASSETTES

ONE DEAD CHANNEL ON GRAM

Most supposed troubles with cassette tape
recorders are due to unevenly wound tapes,
and wow or flutter will often disappear if the
cassette is re-wound in the fast wind position a
few times for its full length. Some cassettes
seem to suit some machines better, mechanically, than others, and a little trial will soon
establish which ones give minimum trouble
with your particular machine.

This very common fault is especially prevalent on new equipment. If both channels
appear when the mono button is pressed ( while
it is just possible that the amplifier is faulty) it is
99% certain that the fault is in either the pickup
wiring or the cartridge connections. Check in
particular any phonoto-DIN adaptors as these
often give trouble, and try waggling the connecting wires near any joints or plugs.
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Now from Sinclair...
System 4000 amplifier
and tuner to match.
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At 17 watts RMS...
36 watts music power...
and around £ 50...
it exceeds specification and expectation!
The Sinclair System 4000 amplifier provides amost
satisfying combination of high power, high signalto-noise ratio, wide frequency response and low
distortion.
It adds aseries of operating refinements to the high
basic specification.
It packs everything into an exceptionally elegant case
amere 308 mm x152 mm x50 mm.
The System 4000 tuner completes a
handsome, hard-working system
Engineered and designed to accompany the System
4000 amplifier, the System 4000 stereo FM tuner
matches it in specification and design — and at around
£40 completes asystem of outstanding value.

System 4000 amplifier

System 4000 tuner

Power
RMS power both channels driven
8ohms 17
17 watts. Music power
both channels driven 8ohms 36 watts
per channel.
Switchable active scratch filter
12 dB per octave.
Frequency response
20 Hz to 25 kHz
3dB; 40 Hzto
20 kHz
1dB.
Total harmonic distortion
0.05% at 1kHz and full output
minus 3dB.
Signal-to-noise ratio
65 dB at maximum gain, magnetic
pick-up - weighted.
Inputs
Pick-up : 3 mV into 471(12;
30 mV into 220 K11.
Auxiliary/radio: 100 mV into 100 Kn.
Tape : 100 mV into better than 4-7 KS2.
Outputs
Switched mains socket, tape output
100 mV at 10 KII for rated intput ( DIN
socket) ; speaker outputs ( DIN
sockets) ; stereo headphones with
automatic muting of speakers ( 1inch
jack socket).
Size
308 mm x152 mm x50 mm.
Recommended retail price
£59.95 • VAT, but widely available
at around £ 50.

Inter- stations muting ( Squelch)
AFC
Range of • 600 kHz
Capture ratio
3-0 dB.
Sensitivity
3 uV for 30 dB quieting.
Signal-to-noise ratio
65 dB.
Total harmonic distortion
0-2% for 30% modulation.
Cross talk ( channel separation)
Better than 30dB.
Aerial impedance
75 f1 or 240/300 S
2.
Output
100 mV for 30% modulation.
Size
308 mm x152 mm x50 mm.
Recommended retail price
£49.95
VAT, but widely available
around £ 40.

Meanwhile, if you'd like further information and
copies of test reports, slip the coupon below in the
post.

London Road, St Ives,
Huntingdon,
Cambs, PE17 4HJ
Tel: St Ives ( 0480) 64646.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd, FREEPOST, St Ives, Huntingdon,

— 1

Cambs. PE17 4BR

The illustration shows the tuner and amplifier as a
system, but each is completely self-contained, and
each is compatible with the full range of hi-fi
equipment normally available.
You'll find both units at good hi-fi stores everywhere,
but if you've any difficulty, simply clip the coupon for
literature and the name and address of your local
stockist.

Sinclair Radionics Ltd,

Please send me further details, and test reports where available, on
System 4000 amplifier.
7

System 4000 tuner.
Project 80 self- assembly hi-fi modules.
DM2 digital multimeter.

Name
Address
(Please print
HFN 4 75

FREEPOST- no stamp need
L

Gramophile
Record & Music Scene
ticular interests is Purcell, the
comparative neglect of whom he
finds amazing. He has conducted
and edited agood deal of Purcell's
theatre music and is keen to record his collected stage works.
`Whatever you think about later
English composers — Elgar,
Vaughan Williams or earlier ones
for that matter, Purcell stands
head and shoulders above them
all. He is damned difficult to
perform, but if you know the
conventions and have really good
singers and players the music can
be marvellous.'

John Eliot Gardiner
A NEW recording of the Monteverdi Vespers is obviously a
musical event of considerable
interest. We attended the Decca
sessions at St Jude's, Hampstead
Garden Suburb and, the following day, met the conductor, John
Eliot Gardiner. It seems that his
involvement in Monteverdi is no
late conversion to a fashionable
interest in early music. He has
conducted the work a number of
times, most recently in Westminster Cathedral during the ' 72
and ' 73 Prom seasons.
I first
heard a performance of the Vespers when Iwas very young, under
Walter Goehr at the York
Festival and Iwas bowled over.
Also Nadia Boulanger, who
was later my teacher, used to
come and lecture at summer
school on chamber music and
Monteverdi. It was some of the
very first music that Iheard, and
Iloved it.'
We suggested that this was
perhaps an unusual approach to
music; to him, however, it is a
logical progression. ` Ithink it is
a better way of approaching
music than the " topsy turvy"
approach of so many people. In
the not too distant past many of
the great virtuoso conductors
tended to regard the 19th century
as their staple diet, with a backward, reverential, if slightly
patronizing glance at the 18th
century. They looked at Bach and
Handel and Haydn and Mozart
as primitive precursors of the
music they conducted—instead of
as the blossoming of a tradition
that had been going on for
centuries before them. If you
approach Haydn, not as the precursor of Beethoven, but as the
consummation of baroque music
then you hear his music with a
completely different pair of ears.
The notion of progress in music
is apretty dicey thing, and doesn't
really stand up to close inspection.' These days he feels things
have improved from the earlier
position. ' The musical background
and antecedents of musicians
nowadays are so diverse; instead
of approaching music from Beethoven backwards they come from
all different directions. The first
music Iknew was folk song, and
then Byrd, Dowland and Schütz
and so on.'
Coming away from generalities
and on to the Vespers he was ob-
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Rehearsal Orchestra

viously very committed. Though
a scholar, Gardiner is more
interested in communicating the
essence of the music rather than
pedantic authenticity. ' Ibelieve
it is possible to perform this music
on modern instruments, and still
communicate the spirit of the
music. For me this is far more
important than aself-consciously
"correct" performance using old
instruments and an over-reverential approach which misses the
passion, drama and immediacy of
the work. He mentioned his own
first performance of the work
while astudent at Cambridge. ` I
used sackbuts and cornetti and it
was a mistake. We just couldn't
play them in time or in tune.
Things are better now though and
there are several very good
players around.'
His own performance practice
relates largely to the auditoria.
'I have always performed the
Vespers in large churches with
very reverberant acoustics. If you
are using asmall choir and string
band then it is logical to use
cornetti for their softer tone, but
Iuse achoir of between forty and
sixty and astring band of between
twenty and thirty. In that sort of
situation you really need brass
instruments—not playing in a
symphonic style, but in a very
contained melodic fashion. Thus,
when doubling the cantus firmus
they give the sound just a slight
edge—as a beautifully played
cornet would do. Idon't really
try to revert to a 17th century
sound: our ears can never listen
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to music in the same way as those
of the 17th century. Itry to get
balances and proportions correct,
a properly impassioned style of
vocal declamation—and of course
the basic stylistic conventions.'
He is well versed in the conventions of baroque music, and
French music of the 18th century
is one of his specialities—especially opera. When we met he
was off the next day to the
Bibliothèque de l'Opéra in Paris
to edit a Rameau opera; he finds
such work very rewarding. `Ifind
the conventions of French music
fascinating though sometimes bewildering. Never was printed
notation further away from the
realised performance. The rhythmic inequalities ( notes inegales)
and the ornamentation are so
elaborate. Rameau and Couperin,
though knowing precisely what
they intended, just wrote the bare
bones and left the performer to
interpret them. When Rameau
wants an ornament he just puts a
cross above or below the note, and
it is up to the editor to decipher
from his knowledge of the conventions what was intended.' He
finds that the French are just not
interested in their own baroque
music. `They have no enthusiasm
for their own composers; you go
to the Bibliothèque de l'Opéra and
ask for the score and original part
books of awork by Rameau and
they say " but nobody has asked
for those for fifty years—since
Saint-Saëns edited the complete
works".'
Another of Gardiner's par-

THE REHEARSAL Orchestra is a
body formed in 1957, during the
Edinburgh Festival, to bring together ' isolated musical talents'
to play awide range of repertoire
throughout the UK. The orchestra has meetings all over the British Isles, and during the Edinburgh Festival players come from
all over Europe and the USA.
The players who comprise the
orchestra cover a wide spectrum
of musical talent and endeavour.
As part of its functions it arranges courses for students, young
professionals,
amateurs
and
teachers. The Rehearsal Orchestra also gives soloists an opportunity to play through concertos
—Kyung-Wha Chung being one
of the most celebrated names to
perform with them.
The Rehearsal Orchestra is a
registered charity and receives a
small Arts Council grant; however, it relies mainly on individual
patronage for funds and, of
course, inflation threatens to eat
up its slender resources. Therefore an appeal is being made for
funds to sustain this year's programme. Cash donations, covenants from individuals or commercial concerns will all be gratefully received. The address is:
Jean Shannon (Secretary), Rehearsal Orchestra Life Appeal,
29 Exhibition Road, London
SW7.

Wrong Again
IN FEBRUARY issue of HEN/RR our
critic Hugh Ottaway reviewed the
second Rachmaninov piano concerto in aversion by liana Vered
and the NPO on Decca Phase
Four PFS4327. He mentioned
that the entire concerto was accommodated on one side and
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IVIERROW SOUND
OF GUILDFORD
• GUARANTEE.

Fully guaranteed for 12 months, labour and materials.
Prompt service in our fully equipped service department.

• AFTER SALES SERVICE which is prompt, professional and polite.
• PERSONAL SHOPPERS. We are equipped with several quiet and

comfortable demonstration rooms with facilities for instant comparisons and you will find our Sales Staff to be well informed and reliable.

• EASY

TERMS can be arranged in confidence by personal loan—only
10% deposit, 2 years to pay.

• MAIL

ORDER AND EXPORT WORLD WIDE.
insured in transit.

All goods fully

BANG 86 OLUFSEN SPECIALISTS
All B&O products in stock and on demonstration (subject to availability)
STEREO AMPLIFIERS
*Armstrong 621
*Bang & Olufsen BeoLab 1700
Leak 2200
*Quad 33/303
*Rogers Panrhera
*Sony TA 88
*Sony TA 1055
Sony TA 1066
Sony TA 1150
Trio KA 1200, £51.94
Trio KA 1600, £84.24

STEREO TUNERS

*Armstrong 623
*Armstrong 624
'Bang & Olufsen
Beomaster 1700
Leak Delta AM/FM
*Quad FM3
*Rogers Panther-a
Sony ST 88
Sony ST 5066
Sony ST 50S5L
*Trio KT 200IA, £71.28
*Trio KT 1300, £62.64

STEREO TUNER/
AMPLIFIERS
*Armstrong 625 FM
*Armstrong 626 AM/FM
'Bang & Olufsen
•Beomaster 901
*Beomaster 1001
'Beomaster 2000
"Beomaster 3000-2
"Beomaster 4000
•Beomaster 6000 ( 4- Channel)
•Beomaster 1400 ( with Cassette Recorder)
Leak 2000 AM/FM
*Sony STR 6046A
"Sony STR 6055
*Tandberg TR 200
Tandberg TR 100
'Tandberg TR 1055
*Toshiba SA 3001.

*Toshiba SA 500
*Trio KR 2300, £92.88
*Trio KR 3400, £127.44
"Trio KR 5400, £181•44

TURNTABLES
(Including Plinth & Cover)
Bang & Olufsen
*Beogram 1001
"Beogram 1203
•Beogram 2000
*Beogram 3000
*Beogram 4000
"Beogram 6000
BSR MP60
*Connoisseur BD2
"Dual 1216
'Dual 1229
'Dual CS 701 ( Direct Drive
*Dual CS 601
Trio KP 2022A, £56-16
Trio KP 3022, £84.24

MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
Replacement styli available
"ADC XLM
"ADC 030
*ADC 032
'ADC Q36
Shure M5SE
Shure M75E1/2
Shure M75ED/2
Shure VIS Mk Ill

RADIOS AND
CASSETTE RADIOS
*Bang & Olufsen Beolir 600
'Bang & Olufsen Beolit 700
'All ITT Models
*Sony CF 150 ( with Cassette)
*Sony CF 310L ( with Cassette)
*Sony CF 320 ( with Cassette)
*Sony CF 420L ( with Cassette)
*Sony CF 550A ( with Cassette
—Stereo)

*Tandberg TP 41
*Toshiba IC 700
*Toshiba IC777
"Toshiba RT 296F ( with
Cassette)
*Toshiba RT 330FL

AUDIO SYSTEMS
"All Bang & OLufsen Beosystems
in stock and on demonstration
"Sony HP 511A
Sony HP 239A
Sony HMW 20
*Sony HMP 20
Sony HMK 20
Sony HMP 40
*Sony HMP 70
"Toshiba SM 390
*Toshiba SM 3000

HEADPHONES

*AKG K60
•AKG KI60
•AKG KI80
"Koss HV-IA
'Koss PRO 4AA
'Koss K0747
'Koss KO 727B
•Sennheiser I-10414
•Sennheiser HD424
Sony DR 9
"Toshiba HR 50X

CABINET SPEAKERS
Bang & Olufsen
*Beovox 1702
•Beovox 2702
•Ileovox 3702
"Beovox 3800
*Beovox 5700/2
"Bowers & Wilkins DM2A
"Bowers & Wilkins D4
"Celestion Ditton 15
*Celestion Dittos 25
*Celestion Ditton 44
*Celestion Ditton 66
*Celestion County
*KEF Coda

*KEF Cantor
*KEF Chorale
*KEF Cadenza
'KEF Model 104
Leak 2020
Leak 2030
Leak 2060
Leak 2075
*Mordaunt-Short MS700
*Mordaunt-Short MS400
*Mordaunt-Short MS235
•Mordaunt-Short MS079
*Mordaunt-Short Festival
*Quad Electrostatic
"Rogers Ravensbourne
*Rogers BBC Monitors
*Spendor BCI
"Spendor BCH
"Sony SS 5177
Wharfedale Linton
Wharfedale Glendale
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Mk 11

SPEAKER UNITS
AND KITS
Following prices are
Prices
guaranteed until
per
April 20
pair
KEF KIT 1
£43.00
KEF KIT 3
£72.90
KEF BI 10
£12.90
KEF 13139
£28.30
KEF B200
£15•12
KEF T27
£9-45
KEF DNI3 ( 2- way)
SPI015
£6.86
KEF DN13 ( 2-way)
SP 1017
£6.20
KEF DNI2 ( 3- way)
£9.43
P 8i P 75p per pair
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••
••
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••
••
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TAPE AND
CASSETTE
RECORDERS
'Bang & Olufsen Beocord 900
"Bang & Olufsen Beocord 2200

IVIERROW SOURICI LTD OF GUILDFORD

*Sony TC 129
*Sony TC 13I5D
*Sony TC 1345D
"Sony TC 377
*Sony TC 280
*Tandberg TCD 310
*Tandberg 334IX
"Toshiba PT4 15 ( DNL)
*Toshiba PT470
*Toshiba KT 403D

VIDEO CASSETTE
RECORDERS

Philips N 1500
Philips Video Cassettes
"Denotes usually on
demonstration.

Record Department
Visit our well stocked
record department for
classical and light classical records.
HOURS OF OPENING:
We open 9.30-5.30 Tuesday to
Friday.
9.30-5.00
Saturday.
Closed
each day 12.30-1.30 for lunch.
Monday, closed all day.
We endeavour to keep all listed
items in stock but advise a
phone call before travelling.
PRICES—As price changes can
make many advertised prices
out of date by the time monthly
magazines appear on the news
stands we can include only afew
prices in our advertisements
but we should be pleased to
send you a list of our latest
prices on request. Please use
the coupon below if you wish.
Prices shown

include VAT

Easy Parking

21-22 TUNSGATE, GUILDFORD, Surrey. Tel: Guildford 33224 (4lines)

Buy it
on

BARCLAYCARD
Extended Credit

Please send me your latest price list.
Iam particularly interested in
Name
Address
HFN/April
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wondered whether this was the
first time. However, it has been
pointed out to us by our fulltime
devil's advocate that there are
several versions on one side in
the catalogue, including SPA169,
SAL3496, SXL6554, ASD2361
and CBS72275. Our apologies.

Barry Tuckwell
are not the most
common of musical phenomena.
What, we asked Barry Tuckwell,
one of the premier horn players
today, led him to this very perilous instrument? 'Well, really
because Icouldn't play anything
else. 1 hadn't found any other
instrument that Icould play well,
but Ijust seemed to click with the
horn. Every instrument has its
difficulties, but Ireckon the main
trouble with the horn is that to
get a good sound you have to
play on an instrument that is
inherently treacherous—if you
make amistake it will really show
up.' We asked his views on current trends in horn playing, such
as the adoption of wide bore
instruments with their characteristic sound. ' I would put this
down to a couple of makes—
people who play these instruments end up making a sound
like that—and not much else.' To
illustrate his point he picked up
one of the several horns in his
studio and began to play phrases
using different bells. He summed
up the effect of the type he disapproved of as ' like a piece of
plum pudding, not much colour
and not very interesting'. One of
his main aims in his own playing
is to get as much colour and variation in timbre as he possibly can.
Tuckwell mentioned another current fashion in horn playing that
he finds rather disturbing. 'The
trend is very prevalent, especially
in Germany, of using horns in
high F all the time—really these
are junk. The horn in high F has
no dynamic range at all, it just
sounds like very bad French
school—the point is that they
get the note. People are happy
to get the note rather than a
better sound.' Perhaps, we suggested, the recording industry must
bear some of the blame for this
development. ' Idon't think so;
where Ithink the record industry
is to blame is increating a situation where people who don't know
any better go along to a concert
and expect it to be as note perfect
as arecording: this just isn't on.'
Tuckwell went on to expound
his own philosophy. ' If you are
not going for the ultimate then
you will probably get through
unscathed, but if you really want
HORN VIRTUOSI
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Barry Tuckwell

to make it work—and Iam not
thinking particularly of speed so
much, but doing something
different—then you are liable to
miss. But, if you don't miss then
its worth it; it's worth the times
it does go wrong. The difference
between playing it the easy way
and the musically desirable way
is enormous.' Again he reached
for an instrument and proceeded
to prove his point in avery musical manner.
If a horn player needs anything he needs confidence. Tuck%Nell feels that this is born of
competence. ' You have to know
what you are doing. Confidence
comes from knowing what you
can and what you can't do; also
you have to know the danger
signals. The hall is warming up
so the horn is going a bit sharp,
water is building up in one of the
tubes so you have to adjust, you
can't play a note quite as you
want to—it's like driving a very
fast car on an oily road, you have
to anticipate the things that may
go wrong.'
We remembered reading in a
national newspaper that he was
interested in, and e‘en preferred
playing, anatural unvalved horn.
'I am interested, yes, but that is
not completely true. However, I
have anatural instrument and I'd
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Photo Grayson

like to something such as the
Brahms Trio with it—probably
using an old Broadwood piano.
Mozart Horn concerti can be
played on the natural horn without too much trouble because he
wrote very well for the instrument, most of the notes are open
rather than stopped. Personally
Iprefer it played by agood player
on a modern instrument, and I
can't see that Mozart would have
objected. The thing about the
Brahms trio is that he insisted it
should be played using a natural
instrument, and there are certainly sounds you get using a
hand horn that he must have had
in mind.' He went on to demonstrate some of the eerie effects
obtained by hand stopping.
Barry Tuckwell is far from
happy with the modern horn, and
feels that in some respects it is
inferior to the natural instrument. 'One of the troubles with
the modern instrument is that it
is terribly defective acoustically:
the valves are where it suits the
manufacturer, not where they
are acoustically desirable. In
many ways ahand horn is much
easier to play. Firstly it is much
more responsive—it simplysounds
easier, and is therefore much
more agile. One can certainly
understand why alot of the music

for it was written in the way it
was. Sometimes a work that is
really difficult on avalve horn is
a piece of cake on the natural
instrument.'
Though engaged in aconstant
routine of concerts himself, Tuckwell is worried at the lack of
spontaneity in many performances today. 'Idon't think it is
the fault of recorded or broadcast music—it was noticeable that
those who complained of Radio 3
carrying music all day were those
who had easy access to live music.
What worries me is that a performance of say, the B minor mass
is no longer special. This has
happened to Mahler. The first
time Iplayed the Mahler 7it was a
shattering experience—nowadays
we can't always remember if we
played it last week.' We have
more good orchestras now than
ever before, but perhaps we are
playing to much to often these
days.
The future holds several recordings with repertoire as diverse
as the Musgrave Horn concerto
and classical horn sonatas, but
what about the long term? The
performing life of a horn player
is always limited. 'I would be
silly if Ithought Icould go on for
ever, and in fact Idon't want to!
Idon't want to go on away from
home nine months of the year.
I couldn't be a professional
teacher, it's just not my thing.
I've been an orchestral musician,
and there isn't enough chamber
repertoire to sustain a career;
shall just have to deal with the
problem when it arises.

Guarneri in Town
had the pleasure of
meeting the Guarneri String
Quartet during a brief visit they
made to London in February.
The quartet gave a lunchtime
concert, broadcast by the BBC,
and the following day RCA held
a reception for them to meet the
Press. We had a very pleasant
conversation with David Soyer,
cellist with the Quartet, who
'filled us in' with some of the
background to the Quartet—that
is, before we discovered amutual
interest in sailing, after which
such mundane matters as Beethoven were rapidly forgotten.
Coming back on even keel for
a moment (sorry) the group is
based firmly in the regular repertoire for the medium— Mozart,
Beethoven, etc, as a matter of
musical inclination rather than as
deliberate policy. They do, however, like to keep an open musical
mind and are currently looking at
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We can help you choose.
Choosing Hi -Fi equipment is a serious business. You need to look at all the specifications,
decide which features are essential, which you can live without, which equipment will match
your existing system and so on.
At Unilet you'll get all the advice you require on which equipment will suit you and your pocket
best.
You need to know which speakers are best suited to which amplifier or tuner amplifier, which
cartridge is fully compatible with your turntable. But once we've narrowed down the choice
together, there's no substitute to listening to them.
At Unilet we have our own special Comparator called Rosie ( Remote Operation Switching
Equipment) wired up to more than 55 pairs of positioned loudspeakers, 25 amplifiers and
tuner amps and 20 turntables and tape decks. You can just settle back and hear the difference
yourself.
If you're too far away from us to call in, give us aring via your exchange on FREE PHONE 2090
for expert advice and a copy of our price catalogue.
GUARANTEED

MONEY SAVERS

We stock all the better makes and you will be surprised how much you
can save when you buy from us. In addition all the following equipment
is fully guaranteed by us for a minimum of 12 months.

UNMET
UPL

Aiwa, AR, Armstrong, B Et N. B & 0, B Et W. Bose. Cambridge.
Celestion. Connoisseur, Dual, EPI, Era Mk. 6. Ferrograph, Gale. Garrard,
Harman Kardon, Harrison Chapman. IMF, KEF, KLH, Kensonic. Koss,
JBL, Larson, Linn. Lustraphone, Lux. Marantz, McIntosh. Micro,
Monitor Audio, Mordaunt-Short, NAD, Nakamicht National Technics,
Neal, Ortofon, Pioneer. Quad, Richard Allan. Revos, Rogers, SAE.
Scansonic, Sherwood, Shure. SME. Sonab, Sony, Soundcraftsman,
Stanton. Stan. Tandberg, Tannoy, Teac, TDK, Thorens. Toshiba, Trio,
Yamaha.

_
SOUND ADVICE AT el BETTER PRICE

Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street, New Malden, Surrey KT3 4BY. 01-942 9567/8
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Gramophile

The Guarneri Quartet
several 20th century works for
possible inclusion in their repertoire. The future holds further
visits to Europe, but not, alas,
any regular visits to the UK.

Albert McCarthy
Swings
far from
his native Cornwall, in a neat
sparse flat within greenfly range
of Kew Gardens. Talking with
him, however, one gets the impression that apart of his heart lodges
in New York, a city unable to
ALBERT MCCARTHY lives,

match his present locale for roses,
but the very guts of his first love,
jazz of the Swing Era. McCarthy's
fascination for Swing has recently
taken him twice to America
where, for RCA, he arranged and
presided over a series of recordings featuring survivors from the
big bands of yesteryear. He works
with an advantage over many of
his contemporaries in that he is
both liked and trusted by musicians, a body not noted for their
charity towards jazz critics. This
hard won rapport has held
McCarthy in good stead and the
albums so far released reveal, in

the main, the work of men pulling
out that little extra. Did the
sessions really go that smoothly?
`No, the first session for RCA
was a disaster' he recalls. 'A
couple of the participants proved
to have rather inflated egos and
this was difficult. Two other
sessions from the eighteen we did
were also unusable due to what
Iwill tactfully describe as "extramusical" factors.
The eighteen sessions produced
twelve LPs and a total of 64
musicians were employed. On
some of the dates the men had not
met for twenty years, many had
not seen the inside of arecording
studio for almost as long and it is
this sorry plight that McCarthy's
trek highlights: ' Our knowledge
of jazz is distorted by records" he
claims. ' So many musicians never
got the chance to record or did it
at the wrong time and missed the
exposure. It's very late in the day
for some of these men: three of
the musicians Iwanted to use died
between my visits. Idoubt that
it will be possible to record any
of the swing era men in five years
time, they are now elderly but
still creative and very keen.'
Although illness and even death
threatened havoc to his plans,
McCarthy feels lucky that he was
able to use ninety per cent of the
men he wanted and the musicians
themselves suggested replacements for those unable to make
the sessions. They were also
allowed total freedom on all
musical matters, although McCarthy took care to balance men
who now play intermittently with
others still active on the scene: ` I

allowed them time to pace themselves and to use their powers
with discretion. It would be
wrong to expect a man of over
sixty to sustain his playing as he
would have thirty years ago.' This
approach to the role of A & R
man has been repaid by some inspired performances by men who
loom large in the scrapbooks of
jazz fans: Joe Thomas, Doc
Cheatham, Johnny Lettman, and
Vic Dickenson are well represented. Buddy Tate added his
authority as did Budd Johnson
and Earle Warren, but it was
Eddie Durham, doubling on
guitar and trombone, who lit the
fires for McCarthy: ' In my
opinion Eddie is one of the most
creative musicians in jazz with a
unique sound on guitar, he
played brilliantly on the session.'
In the albums so far released
there are low points, acertain untidiness caused no doubt by lack
of rehearsal and the occasional
'fluff' when ageing lungs ' chops'
refused to follow young ideas.
They do however contain so
much that is good about jazz,
enthusiasm, honesty, the will to
play plus the occasional uncanny
insight that is the hallmark of the
front rank jazz player whatever
his age. McCarthy pays tribute
to the recording engineer Fred
Miller and studio owner Hank
O'Neil for help ' beyond anything
I could have imagined'. Our
thanks go to RCA for setting the
sessions up and to Albert
McCarthy for persuading them to
do so, and for producing the
results, a slice of jazz history
hitherto sadly neglected.

Historically Speaking
John Freestone

Polyphon
See details
1974).

Diploma
under

`
Klingsor . ( November

Ebonoid
Clarion cylinders were manufactured by The
Premier Manufacturing Co. Ltd, The Point,
Wandsworth, SW, and in December 1909 the
same company announced their new ' Ebcrnoid'
10 in. Phono discs, double sided and playing
for 5 minutes each side. They seem to have
been almost stillborn for Ican find no further
reference to them in contemporary magazines.
Perhaps the fact that they were ' Phonocur
(i.e. hill and dale recordings) made them less
acceptable to the general public.
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Like Pelicans' and '
New Pioneers', the
'
Diploma' records which were first mentioned
in The TalÀ ing Machine News in October 1911,
were a product of Blum & Company. The
records had alife of afew years and consisted
entirely of low-priced popular items.

Twin
This firm, asubsidiary of the ' Gramophone
Company' started operations in September
1908 and soon achieved considerable success.
In June 1911 a two-page advertisement in The
Talking Machine News was headed by: '
Public
Announcement. It is with very much pleasure
that we have to announce to the great and ever-

growing public of Talking Machine enthusiasts
the epoch making changes which have taken
place during the past month. The British Zonophone Company, Limited, has come to an
arrangement with The Twin Record Company,
Limited, by which the former purchases its trade
mark and goodwill, and will henceforth carry
on its business. The records will in future be
Zonophone Records and bear both " Twin"
and " Zonophone" Trade Marks.' The announcement goes on to say that the pick of
the records of the Zonophone catalogue would
be gradually double sided. The price of the
10 in. records was fixed at 2/6 and the 12 in.
records at 4/—. The company thus ceased to
have an independent existence although the
Zonophone label which had taken over in
June 1911 continued until the early thirties
when it joined with ' Regal'.
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Do you know enough about hi-fi
to appreciate us?

Harman/Kardon systems have a built-in computer that tells the difference
between music and noise.

harman/kardon
amplifiers, tuner- amplifiers, pre- amplifiers, tuners, loudspeakers, cassette decks, for stereo and multichannel listening.
Highgate Acoustics
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38 Jamestown Road London NW1 7EJ. Tel. 01-267 4936

Music on Record
Rudolt eiski
a great interpreter
March 28th Rudolf Serkin celebrated
ON
his seventy-second birthday. A couple

of months ago he was visiting London: his
Royal Festival Hall recitals are still regular
—including Beethoven's taxing Diabelli
Variations as the main work. His platform
manner suggests shyness, personal modesty;
his playing suggests complete dedication to
the music, and an absence of virtuoso pianism
of the kind that dazzles. In other words,
he provides an ascetic experience.
Serkin was born in Austria, at Eger. In
Vienna he studied composition with
Schoenberg and Joseph Marx and
pianoforte with Richard Robert. He made
his debut in Berlin in 1920; afew years
later he accompanied the violinist Adolf
Busch, forming alifelong friendship, and
marrying one of Busch's daughters—classic
recordings from the pre-war 78 era include
the Brahms Horn Trio, with Aubrey Brain,
and the six Brandenburg Concertos, in
which Serkin plays the ' pianoforte' continuo
(items now deleted from the HMV
LP-catalogue, but probably available from
import specialists).
After living in Darmstadt and Basle,
Serkin moved to America in 1939 and
joined the Curtis Institute of Music. At
Philadelphia he heads the Piano Department;
in 1949 he founded the Marlboro Festival
and Music School, where he is principally
associated, on records, with Casals and
Schneider.
Serkin— whose son Peter is also aconcert
pianist—is essentially amaster of the
classical repertory: Mozart, Mendelssohn,
Beethoven, Brahms. His records of
twentieth century concertos by Bartok,
Reger, and Prokofiev, have regrettably
disappeared. On the other hand, he has
done the two Brahms concertos several
times, partnered either by Szell or Ormandy,
and with the reissue of the earlier
Philadelphia stereo recordings the
consistency of his approach can be measured
against the final Cleveland versions.
Listening to his London performance of the
Diabelli Variations, which Serkin clearly sees
as the culmination of Beethoven's piano
writing, rather than the sonatas Op. 106
or Ill, and checking from memory against
the record issued in 1958 ( Fontana
CFL1030, mono), Iwas amazed at how
little the reading has altered. Serkin was
soloist in the Brahms B-flat at the 1965
re-opening of the Festival Hall, aconcert
conducted by Colin Davis; in the previous
year he gave memorable performances of
Mozart concertos with the ECO under
Schneider. Specialist dealers may stock the
American Columbia re-pressings of their

K488/451 coupling, but it is certainly time
CBS devoted areissue album to Serkin's
best Mozart records, such as K453 and 503
with SzeII, K271 and 414 with Schneider,
K595 with Ormandy; and of course the
outstanding stereo record of Beethoven's
Triple Concerto is long overdue!
It would create afalse impression to
suggest that aSerkin concert, or record, is
astraightforward, comfortable, illuminating
experience: the May ' 74 review of his most
recent Beethoven disc, sonatas Op. 101
and 110, shows what extreme feelings can
be excited in those antipathetic to his
music-making. Serkin is anoisy pianist,
in more than one way. He stamps the
pedals and floor; he sings, his breathing is
intense. All of this goes on tape. And
although he produces abreathtakingly
light pianissimo—as he did in February, in
late Brahms— he can be extremely
hard-fingered. There is none of Katchen's
beautiful grading of dynamics, or Kempff's
whimsy. None of the crystal-clear
sonorities characteristic of Pollini's playing.
The ear is never seduced or lulled. Yet for
those receptive to his artistry, invariably
the whole is greater than the sum of the
component parts. At some point or other
in aperformance we share avista of the
composer's work; the complete oeuvre is
glimpsed in one single moment of
illumination. Serkin is something of a
spiritual teacher, not merely to students
privileged to be close to him (as Perahia
has been).
When Serkin makes records his dedication
is total. Willing and eager to talk about
music, in particular about the genius of the
composer under review, to anyone lucky
enough to meet him, Serkin is infused with
energy by the work. Each walk from the
studio to playback room is accompanied
by vocal snatches from the score; each
spare moment as he sits waiting for the red
light signifying the tape machines are rolling
is practice, practice, practice. Like all
players, he is critical of the instrument; it
must have the right qualities for the
particular work. He is delighted when the
electronic magic conjured by his producer
creates an effect denied him by the mechanics
of the instrument: apedal fade sustained,
or some adjustment of tonal quality.
Serkin is not well represented in the
current catalogue: his outstandingly rugged
Hammerklavier was short-lived, and the
five Beethoven concertos with Bernstein/
Ormandy are not available as single records.
Presumably they will reappear as apackage.
Nor is his current Schumann concerto
(Ormandy) really recommendable. From

current discs one should not miss the
Brahms D-minor, in spite of over-close
sound, nor the Mozart coupling on CBS
Classics.
Christopher Breunig
THE RECORDS ( all CBS)
1. Beethoven : Piano Sonatas Op. 101, 110-73032
(El C: 11
2. Brahms: Piano Concertos 1and 2 ( Cleveland/
Szell)-72718 and 72567 [ B/C: 1*/1]
3. Mozart: Plano Concertos in F, K.459 and d,
K.466 (
Columbia Symphony/Szell)-61136
[B/C: 1*]
4. Beethoven:
'
Emperor'
Concerto ( NYPO/
Bernstein)-77342 ( mixed album World's Great
Piano Concertos) [
C: 1]

'20 inch loudspeaker prod ueed by Mr Tandberg in 193IY

It may surprise you
to know that the
first thing Tandberg
ever made was a
speaker.
Asound syskin is only as good as its speakers. A
sound reason for the years of painstaking research and
development that Tandberg have devoted to their
speaker ranges, culminating in the most advanced
speaker system yet produced by Tandberg. The TL 20
series. Designed to cope with high power input, and do
wonders for lesser systems by creating aricher sound
picture.
Top of the TL-20 range is the 5020. Incorporating
separate bass and middle range speakers and two dome
tweeters in acolumn.

Anew concept in loudspeakers — Fasett
The Fasett is atwo way system equipped with bass
reflex giving an impressive bass response in relation to
the loudspeaker's small dimensions. Astartling new
design making Fasett loudspeakers exceptionally easy
to position in your living room. Available in black, white
and orange.
It's nice to know that the last items you'll probably
buy are the first items Tandberg ever thought of.

Special protection circuit for treble loudspeakers
An overload circuit protects treble loudspeakers
when the sound level rises above the tolerated limits.
The system cuts in, to reduce the power in treble units,
to protect the speaker, and is by-passed when the power
level falls again. It means you can blow your ear-drums,
but not our speaker. The fail-safe operates silently and
doesn't affect frequency response at normal sound levels.
Other systems in the TL range include two more
smaller three-way systems, TL-3520 and TL-2520, and a
very neat TL- 1520 two-way for the smaller outfit.

1

rTO: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Farnell House. 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR.
Please send me details of the TL-20 range and all other
Tandberg sound equipment.
Name
Address
HN3/162
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TheThings IHear
Music - Live & Recorded
Decca recording of Elgar's First
SOLTI'S
Symphony with the London Philharmonic

Orchestra won considerable success. No less
is likely to be won by their coming record of
the Second Symphony, if Imay judge by the
performance they gave on a recent Sunday
afternoon at the Festival Hall.
Solti's performance was notable not only for
the expected vigour and brilliance but for his
attention to the grand design of the whole. He
did not linger over what some might call
sentimental details. I found it a most convincing treatment, not invalidated by Solti's
occasional departures from certain instructions
in the score in respect of speed and volume.
conductors will invite an individual member of an orchestra to take abow
for aparticularly meritorious contribution to a
performance. Never in years of Festival Hall
concerts have Ifelt that gesture better deserved
than when Claudio Abbado beckoned Anthony
Camden, principal oboe of the London
Symphony Orchestra, to rise after Haydn's
Symphony No. 96. What superb elegance of
phrasing! It is this standard of solo windplaying that helps to make our London
orchestras the world-beaters they are. If the
Philharmonia Hungarica could boast the same,
then Imight feel more kindly about Dorati's
performance of the last batch of symphonies in
Decca's complete recording.

OCCASIONALLY,

furious with Leporello, manages to
tie him up with rope and threatens him with a
razor—intending, we may be sure, something
ZERLINA,

Menuhin's excellent performance, this time on
a medium price label (SXLP 30177), should
give it anew chance. All the same, it is surely
abit short-ish (about 40 minutes) for an LP of
today: Inote that a competing version from
Supraphon, which Ihave not heard, takes in
Bloch's Suite hébraique as well. Dating from
1938, this expansive and rhapsodic concerto
seems to me to belong to that late romanticism
of the interwar period which can still say much
to us at the hands of amaster- interpreter—like
the Violin Concerto No. 2 by Szymanowski,
memorably played recently by Szeryng at the
Festival Hall.
other than a shave. This scene from Don
Giovanni is in Mozart's score, but who has ever
seen it performed? Not I, until the recent
production of the opera by Cambridge University Opera Society. It is quite acceptable
comedy ( one of the insertions Mozart made
for his Vienna performances) and Ifind it hard
to see why, at a time when so many restitutions of traditional cuts are being made in
opera, this number should still be excluded.
Does it get a place, Iwonder, in any of the
many recordings?
The Cambridge production found its
LeporelFo at the Guildhall School of Music in
London. and its Giovanni at the London
Opera Centre—respectively Peter Savidge and
Russell Smythe, two exceptionally promising
singers. We may hear more, too, of Andrew
Greenwood and Steven Pimlott, the conductor
and producer.
glad that EMI are keeping Ernest Bloch's
Violin Concerto in currency. The reissue of
IAM

the EMI-Melodiya link has considerably improved our acquaintance on record
with Soviet music, we know almost nothing of
the Soviet avant-garde—in so far as it is
apparently now permitted at least to exist, if
not to receive official blessing. Imagine a
chamber work by aSoviet composer bearing a
French title and consisting of a setting of
surrealistic French poems, in a musical style
linked both to French cabaret music and to
Schoenberg's Pierrot Lunaire! This was La Vie
en Rouge by Edison Denisov, performed at
Queen Elizabeth Hall by Nigel Rogers (yes,
the same tenor that stunned me in his Monteverdi recordings) and the Vesuvius Ensemble.
Its first performance was, perhaps significantly,
in Zagreb, not in Moscow. A pitifully small
audience heard it in London, but the BBC or
even an adventurous record company might
give it further currency.
ALTHOUGH

Gramophone Societies
Kenneth Lloyd

ECENTLY Iseem to have received rather
more communications from societies relating to equipment than anything else and
although Iwould be the first to admit that I
am no expert Iknow what Ilike and usually
(much to my bank manager's regret) it is the
best. Over the years Ihave learnt to my cost
that you get 'nothing for nothing' and that it
always pays to get a quality article. It seems
that although Societies are rarely divided on
the wisdom of buying the top quality gear
they are in complete disagreement as to where
they should get it—will they for example go
to the Discount Warehouse, or to Fred in the
local High Street, where they are more confident of after-sales service?
Representative of some of the opinions expressed is that of Mr. F. Jones of Barrow
Gramophone. Society and Ican do no better,
with I hope his permission, than quote this
extract:
`One person Iknow very well recently ordered
from one of these firms some very sophisticated
stereo equipment at an alleged saving of around
£50. The goods were delivered in the makers'
packages, sealed and secured, everything neatly
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contained in foam cushions, and all the delicate parts such as the stylus in small cases; it
was difficult to imagine how anything less than
afall from ahouse top could cause damage.
'However, when unpacked and assembled
it was found that the station selector on the
radio would not work. A sharp letter to the
suppliers brought an immediate reply: " Send
it back to our Service Department and it will
be put right". So there was all the trouble of
repacking in the makers' carton, imitating as
best me could the careful cushioning of every
delicate part, and then contacting the carriers
for the return. Three weeks later the goods
returned—obviously in the same carton. When
opened, the contents were in a shocking state
with the tone arm and cartridge completely
smashed. They had never been completely
insulated in their cushioning and several loose
parts had had free play during transit. They
were repacked and returned again next day.
'A letter to the dealers listing all the damage
was couched in the strongest terms, ending
with a demand for a brand new set or the
return of cash. After aweek there came avery
apologetic letter and an assurance that a re-

placement would be sent in about three weeks.
During the ensuing months my friend received
several very courteous letters apologising for
the delay and always hopefully quoting another
three weeks. Eventually a letter was written
to the makers of the outfit explaining the circumstances and complaining of the delay. A
prompt reply confirmed that there had been a
hold-up in delivery of that particular model
but a clearance was expected very shortly.
Inside ten days a brand new replacement
arrived from the warehouse with a further
apology for the long delay.
'I have quoted this case at some length
because it shows that these attractive discounts
can carry some very annoying side effects.
Now, should anything go amiss with a transaction through a local dealer, a trip to town
or a phone call will usually put things right.
On the other hand, if trouble comes with a
purchase from a discount warehouse it means
repacking and returning, and though you may
receive satisfactory treatment, the delay and
expense is most annoying.'
Iwonder whether other readers' experiences
have been similar.
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THREE SUPREME
CHAMPIONS FROM WILMEX
STANTON
Acknowledged worldwide as the finest
range of specialist cartridges so far
produced.
500 Broadcast Series First prize for
versatility ! The 500 series is widely
recognised as satisfying the most stringent
requirements of the control room from
Bach to Beatles. Frequency response and
'Separation meet or exceed the most
exacting broadcast standards. Models:
500AL, 500A, 500EE.
600 Broadcast HP Series From adesign
and engineering standpoint Stanton's new
600 series of cartridge represents asolid
achievement in sophisticated structure.
Reduced tip mass ensures outstanding
frequency response for critical record
listening. Models: 600A, 600EE.

ERA Mk. 6
A superb 2speed transcription turntable.
The new ERA Mk. 6from France has been
acclaimed as one of the very best available.
It has adouble 48 pole synchronous motor
which ensures even speed and very low
wear, neoprene belt drive for quiet
operation, and silentblock suspension to
absorb vibration, giving aperformance
almost totally devoid of wow, flutter and
rumble.
It is the logical partner to many quality
pick-up arms and in particular the new
SME 3009 series, it's compact nature
(only 13cm high) makes it ideal for
bookcase or shelf mounting.

Quite simply Stax produce the most
comfortable electrostatic headset around,
using aseparate energising unit ( mains
operated for optimum performance). Stax
achieve ultra light feel with unbeatable
performance. Try aset of Stax SR3's with
SRD6 energising unit at around £ 50 at your
nearest franchised dealer. For
perfectionists there is the SRX2 and SR D7
the most talked about Stax development for
years. Try this and you'll never like
anything else. About El 00.

STANTON, STAX and ERA Mk. 6are specially imported into the UK by Wilmex Limited,
Compton House, New Malden, Surrey, KT3 40E. Telephone 01-9492545.
Phone or write for full details and your nearest stockist. TRADE ENQUIRIES WELCOMED.

681 Calibration Series Calibration is
Stanton's top series featuring extremely
low mass moving magnet systems and
frequency response which is virtually a
straight line from 10Hz to 20KHz. Each
unit is accompanied by the most
meaningful warranty possible— an
individual Calibration test result. Models:
681A, 681.EE.

Please send details of Stanton, Stax and ERA Mk. 6
Name
Address

WILIVIEX LTD
Compton House

L.
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STAX
The last word in electrostatic headsets.

New Malden

Surrey KT3 40E

HFN12

Looking Back
Second Thoughts - New Discoveries - Old Favourites
recently received the third edition
W Eofhave
a yearly reference book published in

America called Record and Tape Reviews Index
1973 (
published by The Scarecrow Press, Inc.,
52 Liberty Street, Metuchen, NJ 08840, USA,
1974). It is not exactly a book that one could
intelligently review, so Iprefer to mention it
here, particularly as it brings to light a facet
of record reviews that Ifind very interesting.
Firstly let me explain that the book lists
(a) under Composers, (
b) under Collections,
(c) under Spoken Recordings, with an index
of Performers, all the works reviewed in the
principal American and British periodicals
dealing with LPs and tapes during 1973. This
includes, we are pleased to say, all items reviewed in HiFi News & Record Review alongside our distinguished contemporaries on both
sides of the Atlantic. After each item the
comparative ratings given by each magazine
that happened to review the issue are given,
using a system rather similar to our own—
except that only performance ratings are given
by a series of symbols indicating very good,
good, mixed, fair or poor.
This, of course, should give a clear-cut
evaluation of each item, and in many cases
does, at least within afairly flexible range. What
is interesting to note is that while we and our
British colleagues are frequently in close agreement and whereas the American magazines are
often in close agreement, there appears to be
quite a discrepancy between ratings given by
British and American reviewers. This particularly applies to American and British recordings (and not so much to those of Continental
origin) where, 1am sad to report, there appears
to be amarked antipathy toward performances
emanating from the opposite side of the aforementioned Atlantic and possibly a partisan
liking for the home-produced item.
Ithink we have always been aware that we
had inbuilt preferences for national composers
and that certain music does not travel well;
but Iam interested here to find that there is a
marked reaction to English or American performances even of works of European origin
outside Britain. Is this purely prejudice or is
there a distinct difference between American
and British performances—possibly influenced
by recording characteristics? Ihaven't checked
every entry or made anything like a scientific
survey, but numerous spot checks seem to bear
out the truth of this general trend. For instance, arecording of aSchubert Quartet by an
American group was rated poor to moderate
by the British magazines, and good to very
good by all the Americans except one. On the
other foot, a ballet recording by the LSO was
uniformly rated as very good by the British
critics but descended to mixed or moderate in
the view of the American brethren. I found
this pattern often repeated. Surely we can't
be all that biased through nationalist leanings?
However, Record and Tape Review Index makes
fascinating browsing for anyone at all interested
in critical evaluations.
Ihadn't much to test my own transatlantic
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biases this month, but Ihave certainly enjoyed
Glenn Gould's Well- Tempered Clavier Book 2
(CBS78277) ( 2records) as much as Ipreviously
enjoyed Book I. But Isuspect this is the view
of a notorious agnostic in the realms of Bach
worship and that Ishouldn't enjoy Bach on a
'doctored' piano played by naughty Glenn
Gould—but Ido. You had better look also
at an expert opinion in the February issue
before buying on my recommendation.
Back in the early days of LP, Puccini used
to get a lot of attention and in our primitive
way then we were well satisfied. But since
then Puccini has been poorly attended-to along
with agood many operas by other composers
that were once regarded as standard fare. All
opera collections ought to have agood Madama
Butterfly but when you look in the catalogues
and find nothing later than 1967 ( Barbirolli)
and nothing that you could be 100% enthusiastic about, the new Decca recording under

Karajan becomes doubly welcome ( Decca
SET584/6). A sumptuous sound from the
Vienna Philharmonic and one of my favourite
sopranos MireIla Freni in the title role. Well
at least the Butterfly gap is closed for some
time to come. We had areasonably good Don
Pasquale in the 1965 Kertesz issue (SET280/1)
but the bargain price new set (DG2705 039)
(2 records) under Ettore Gracis is auseful addition. Like the Barber of Seville (
2728 005)
from the same source which I reviewed in
February it is awarm, lively, theatrical sort of
performance that falls pleasantly on the ear;
not aworld shaker but more than adequate.
I'm always on the lookout for novelties and
found one this month in aravishingly beautiful

and interesting version of Beethoven's 2nd
Symphony arranged as a Piano Trio, possibly
with the composer having a hand in it ( DG
`Archiv' 2533 136). Beethoven transcribes well
and the graceful larghetto in particular makes
delightful chamber music. There is also a
String Trio version of a Haydn Piano sonata
which gains solidly from the augmentation.
Such arrangements were popular in the 19th
century for the use of amateurs in the home
and you can take them or leave them. Ithink
they're great fun and shall be looking for the
scores for our musical evenings. Another
attractive record from the 'Archiv' label is
'Dance Music of the High Baroque' ( DG2533
172) which, providing that you have the musically puritanical kind of mind that can take
such stuff, is certainly worthy of the shower of
stars which our reviewer appended to his
rating. A gratifyingly clear recording of period
instruments including the hurdy-gurdy, and an
emotionally clear evocation of a time when
music and dancing seemed synonymous with
good manners.
It is always pleasant to be able to welcome
first recordings by young performers. It is
also good to know that a new generation of
cellists like Julian Lloyd Webber and Marius
May are ready to step into the shoes of the
present maestros who have served us so well—
and Ihope may continue to do so. Marius
May in his collection of music by Brahms,
Schumann, Dvorak and Chopin (Decca 'Ace
of Diamonds' SDD447) shows a loyal allegiance to his teacher Pierre Fournier by exclusively choosing items previously recorded by
his mentor. He invites favourable comparison,
and promises a great future. As the cello is
one of my first loves among instruments Iam
glad to see that Decca are offering such encouragement to its young virtuosi. An important
and tremendously successful first recording of
the complete Vaughan Williams The House of
Life coupled with the better known Songs of
Travel (
DG Polydor 2460 236) is a disc that
firmly assures us that the tenor Anthony Rolfe
Johnson is also ready and well prepared to
step into some distinguished shoes. It cannot
be long before his recorded repertoire is
widened considerably.
Collectors of violin music have been richly
catered for in recent months. Yet another
attractive Paganini concerto has been discovered and recorded. No. 6 has the usual
lyrical slow movement (a brief 46 bars in this
case) and lively dancing finale that we expect
of Paganini and receives a bright performance
from Charles Dutoit (DG2530 467). There are
hopeful signs that Haebler and Szeryng intend
to put all the Mozart Piano and Violin Sonatas
on record, handling K301, 305, 376 and 379
with the sensitivity and charm that we have
come to expect in earlier recordings ( Philips
6500 143). A fine performance of Beethoven's
Violin concerto is brought back on a cheaper
label, Stern and Bernstein offering keen competition in this much-recorded work (CBS
61598).
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SAVE 25% ON ALL LPs
INCLUDING OUR BEST-SELLING CLASSICAL BOX SETS
List
Price
Mozart Cosi fan tutte-Caballe
Haydn London Symphonies-Dorati
Puccini Madama Butterfly- Karajan
Verdi Aida-Muti
Beethoven Quartets-Amadeus
Verdi Otello-Karajan
Strauss: Volume Two-Kempe
Strauss Volume Three-Kempe
Grieg Lyric Pieces-Adni
Schubert Chamber Music ( DGG Privilege)
Haydn Quartets Op 76 & 77-Aeolian
Mozart Three Operas- Boehm • •
Brahms Symphonies- Karajan
Bach B Minor Mass- Karajan
Haydn Tost Quartets-Amadeus . •
Schubert Symphonies-Kertesz • •
Handel Saul-Mackerras
Mozart Don Giovanni-Fricsay
Strauss Tone Poems - Karajan
Liszt Hungarian Rhapsodies-Szidon
Berlioz Damnation of Faust-Ozawa
Favourite Symphonies- Klemperer
Kodaly Orchestral Works-Dorati
Handel Messiah - Klemperer

Ron's
Price

£10.20
£7.55
£9.72 £5.63 £8.85
£6.65
£7.95 £5.98
£14.73 £ 11.05
£7.95 £ 5.98
£5.95
£4.49
£6-50 £4.88
£7•50 £5•63
£5.16
£3-90
£6•48 E3-70*
£18.00 £I3-50
£7.85
£5.90
£6.50 £4-88
£12•00
£9.00
£12-75 £6.70*
£6.38 £479
£5•16 £390
£10.00 £750
£6•38
£479
£8-10 £6.08
£7.95
£5.97
£7-65 £450
£6•95 £523

List
Price
Wagner Ring-Furtwangler
Wagner Ring- Karajan .. • •
Wagner Ring-Solti .
Brahms Lieder- Fischer-Dieskau
Beethoven Sonatas- Kempff
Bizet Carmen- Bernstein ..
Wolf Moerike Lieder- Fischer-Dieskau
Schubert Lieder, Vol. 3-F-Dieskau
Beethoven Fidelio-Karajan
Brahms Symphonies- Klemperer
Strauss Rosenkavalier-Karajan
Beethoven Symphonies- Karajan
V. Williams Sea Symphony-Boult
Donizetti Maria Stuarda-Sills
Beethoven Op 18 Quartets-Amadeus
Tchaikovsky Swan Lake-Rozhdestvensky
Schoenberg Chamber Works-Atherton ..
Beethoven Violin Sonatas- Menuhin
and Kempff ..
Bartok String Quartets- Hungarian
Bizet Pearl Fishers-Dervaux
Beethoven Late Quartets-Vegh

List
Price

POPULAR
Queen-Sheer Heart Attack
Elvis- Hits of the Seventies ..
Roxy Music-Country Life ..
That's Entertainment
Elton John's Greatest Hits ..

••
.•
.•
••

£2.50
£2.44
£2.45
£3.92
£2.70

Ron's
Price

£19.50 £14.63
£29.45 £ 22.10
£45•00 £ 33.75
£11.50
£8.63
£14.73 £ 11.05
£6.38
£4.79
£6.50 £4.88
£7.41 £ 5.56
£7•50
£5.63
£6-50 £4.88
£7.50 £5.63
£12.50 £9.I2
£4-95 £ 3.70
£6.50 £4.88
£6-50 £4.88
£5-95 £449
£12-75
£8.60
£5-16
£4-20
£11-00

E6-70*
£645
£ 3.90
£ 3.15
£8.25

Ron's
Price
£ 1.88
£ 1.84
£ 1.85
£2.95
£2.03

*WHILE STOCKS LAST
ANY RECORD WITH LIST PRICE fI 50 OR OVER SUPPLIED AT OUR PERMANENT DISCOUNT
CHEAPER RECORDS AVAILABLE AT DISCOUNT OVER THE COUNTER ONLY
20% DISCOUNT ON PRE-RECORDED CASSETTES AND CARTRIDGES
SCHOOLS, LIBRARIES AND EDUCATIONAL INSTITUTIONS SUPPLIED
ORDERS BY POST TO OUR LONDON BRANCH- POSTAGE 35p FOR UK REGARDLESS OF QUANTITY
EXPORT ORDERS TO OUR ILFORD BRANCH-TELEX LDN 262135

RON'S MUSIC SHOP LTD
67 PARK ROAD, N.W.I. (
Tuesday-Saturday 9.30-5.30. Closed Mondays.)
25 ILFORD LANE, ILFORD, ESSEX. (
Normal opening hours.)

RECORD RATINGS
Record Ratings are designed to summarise our
critics' findings, but should preferably be noted in
conjunction with the full reports—and taken as a
guide only.
Recording
Performance
A
Very Good
1
Good
2
Moderate
3
D
Poor
4
Historical
H(
or 1, 2, 3, 4
H
(pre- LP)
as appropriate)
Occasionally arecord may be worthy of special mention, taking it beyond the ' very good' bracket. In such
superlative cases a star is added to the letter or
figure as appropriate: e.g. B: 1*, A*: 2 or ( exceptionally) A*: 1*. © Hi-fi News & Record Review.
STEREO, MONO, QUADRAPHONIC and
STEREO TRANSCRIPTION
Any record reviewed in this magazine may be
assumed to be stereophonic unless its number is
accompanied by m ( monophonic), C) ( quadraphonic)
or T (
stereo transcription). The symbol ig refers to
aU.K. reissue.
PRICES: We do our best to ensure that prices given
with reviews are correct. However, changes are so
frequent that we cannot always guarantee accuracy.

CLASSICAL
ADAM: ' Giselle' (
ed. Büsser)
'
Si j'étais Roi' —
overture*
Paris Conservatoire Orchestra I Jean Martinon I
'Albert Wolff
Decca SPA384 (£1.29). R 9958 and 1965
Ihave lived with Martinon's recording of the
Büsser edited version of Giselle for many
years and never found it wanting. We've
always kept it in the ' Basic Classical Library'
list even at its higher price on SDD125, so now
that it appears on ' World of' it is doubly
recommendable. The Paris Conservatoire
Orchestra achieve a genuine French flavour
and a nice lightness of touch in a truly
balletic performance. The Wolff performance
of the Sij'étais Roi overture is even marginally
better; so this is a desirable bargain indeed.
The recording rating merely reflects the older
kind of sound. [B: 1/11
Peter Gammond
ALFVEN: Symphony 4in e, Op. 39
Gunilla al Malmborg ( sop) ISven Erik Vikstriim ( ten) I
Stockholm PO IGrevillius
Swedish Society SLT 33 186 (£2.55)
Hearing this music for the first time, and
assuming that it will be unfamiliar to most
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RECORDS OF Till MONTH
Milstein plays Bach violin sonatas

101

Peerless Beethoven violin concerto from Grumiaux

103

Classics from the second Viennese school

104

Crumb's Makrokosmos—a modern adventure

107

Dvorak quartet in technical/musical perfection

108

Messiaen piano music by Crossley

112

Faultless Mozart from Brendel and Marriner

113

Schoenberg's Gurrelieder—an outstanding issue

115

Kempe's third fine box of Strauss

117

Rare and beautiful Strauss from Norrington

117

Waxman's classic film scores

123

readers, I look for a helpful comparison.
Hugo Alfvén ( 1872-1960) might perhaps be
described as a Swedish Bax, a ' brazen
romantic' with Bax's virtuosity and sense of
the orchestra—with greater control than I
find in Bax, but less individuality. Alfvén is
closer to the mainstream of Austro -German
Romanticism—some of the quieter passages
are suggestive of Mahler, some of the louder,
Strauss— but in much of his sea music he
seems remarkably close to Bax. The sea and
'the seaward skerries' provided the essential
inspiration for the Fourth Symphony ( 191819) — cf., at least partially, Bax's Fourth and
Sixth. Symphony, however, is a bit misleading; for this is really an immense symphonic
poem, falling into four broad episodes but in
one continuous movement. The programme,
which prompted the use of two wordless
solo voices, is very generalized: the lovelonging of two young people who achieve
'the highest bliss of love' for one day—the
climax of the third part is clearly, and movingly, orgasmic—only to experience a ' tragic
dissolution, the annihilation of happiness',
the whole being portrayed against the background of the sea. Alfvén handles his large
canvas with an impressive control and
sensitivity, but Ifind that little of the music
has remained with me.
The recording ( 1962) is somewhat cloudy

and recessed, but not unacceptably so. A
strong sense of atmosphere is communicated,
as indeed is the quite outstanding quality of
the performance
Alfvén once described
Nils Grevillius as ' an extraordinary conductor, the best interpreter of my music that I
could wish'—a judgment that this record
certainly seems to endorse. The break at the
end of the first side is a little unhappy, and a
percussion group is rather too prominent on
the left-hand channel. In general, though,
the balances are satisfactory. [B/C:
Hugh Ottaway
ATTERBERG: Symphony 2in F, Op. 6
Swedish Radio SO IWesterberg
Swedish Society SLT 33 179 (£2.55)
If Kurt Atterberg is remembered at all in
England to- day, it is invariably as the composer of the winning entry in a competition
promoted by the Columbia Graphaphone
Company to mark the centenary of Schubert's
death. That was in 1928 and the work was
Atterberg's Sixth Symphony, which was duly
recorded by Beecham and the LPO: a set
that is very much a collector's piece now.
For Atterberg the outcome was unfortunate;
he received £2000—really big prize- money in
those days— but also a good deal of opprobrium, for musicians almost everywhere
considered the judges' decision misguided
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and the work meretricious. The episode
highlighted, perhaps unfairly, Atterberg's
relative mediocrity. The Second Symphony,
written some 15 years earlier, is a much
better score, though distinguished by a
pleasing inventiveness, good craftsmanship
and a natural facility rather than by anything
more compelling. It is, however, a work of
real talent, somewhat suggestive of a latterday Swedish Dvorak, but without Dvorak's
creative genius. The comparison is prompted
by both the sense of style and the informing
personality. Much of the music is genially
out- going, and it seems in character that the
slow movement, which is apt rather than
heartfelt, breaks into an extrovert Presto. It
is well- made, readily enjoyable stuff— but,
alas, as readily forgotten.
This spirited performance brings out the
genuine symphonic urge, but the recording
(1957) is less satisfactory. The sound tends
to be constricted and a little gauzy; the tuttis
remain shut in, and the high violins are rather
papery. The pressing sent for review has a
poor first side with some surface sizzle.
[WC: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
J. S. BACH: Clavier concertos in D, BWV1054
in f, BWV1056
in A, BWV1055
in g, BWV
1058
Zone? Kocsis ( pno) ! Orch. of Franz Liszt Academy,
Budapest ISimon
Hungaroton SLPX11711 (£ 1.60)

Zoltán Kocsis was born in 1952: he is one of a
promising young generation of Hungarian
pianists, and has already toured extensively,
appearing in Dresden, Frankfurt, London and
in the USA, France, Finland and Italy. His
training in the Hungarian tradition ( the
tradition of Bartok and Liszt, it should
be remembered) has resulted in positive
qualities: a great sense of tidiness, of clarity
of thought and execution. The certain attack
of his fingerwork is particularly noticeable in
these harpsichord concertos, which do not lie
easily under the hands, particularly on the
piano.
One less admirable tendency of
pianists trained in the Hungarian school is
also present here, however: this is an almost
over- percussive projection of the fingers onto
the keys, which results in a slightly less
sensuous tone colour. The resulting sound
has a bright, glittering character, but it makes
the piano sound rather too mechanical for my
ears—a very minor tonal effect, but a significant one, and therefore deserving mention.
The use of the piano will no doubt result in
much eyebrow- raising, but it has positive
qualities, even if it is completely unauthentic,
especially for the occasional hearing: all four
of these concertos are thought ( or, in the case
of the two violin- concerto transcriptions,
known) to have origins in works for melody
instruments ( violin or oboe d'amore), so that
their performance on yet another medium is in
one sense, perfectly justifiable. My favourite
moment in the recording is the zestful
downward scale with which Kocsis plunges
into the solo line of the D major concerto.
The ( student?) orchestra of the Liszt Academy
plays adequately, and Albert Simon's direction is clear, but there is less subtlety than
there might be in phrasing and tone throughout the strings. The piano is placed well back
in the orchestral texture by a recording that is
pleasantly managed. Worth consideration at
the price. [ A: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: Chromatic Fantasy and Fugue
BWV903
Partita in G, BWV829
Toccata in
D, BWV912
English Suite in F, BWV8Cl9
Andras Schiff ( pno)

Hungaroton SLPX11690 (£ 1.60)
This is an excellent Bach piano recital by a
young artist of real perception and personality.
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András Schiff was only about 20 years old
when this challenging recital was recorded,
yet his interpretations and his technical
assurance bear eloquent testimony to his
artistic maturity and finesse. The recording
is also excellent in that the piano is made to
sound completely immediate and realistic in
timbre, yet one's ears are not assailed by
an aggressive over- presence, as so often
happens in otherwise excellent piano records.
This is attributable to both the pianist and the
recording and editing staff of Hungaroton.
The Chromatic Fantasy is given a rather
delicate but rhythmically controlled reading—
there is plenty of flexibility, but the arpeggio
chords, indicated by Bach in musical shorthand, are played in quite strict rhythm. The
Chromatic Fugue, a difficult piece to capture,
as well as to control, is given an excellent
reading of considerable cumulative yet
restrained power. The D major Toccata—a
fine, compound work that is comparatively
neglected by our recitalists— is played with
an admirable sense of subtle shading and
rhythmic variation: Schiff has that poised
sense of timing that is the hallmark of the
really great interpreter.
The two suites ( Partita 5and Suite 4 of the
English set) are performed with much grace
and refinement, too: one senses both the lilt
of the original dance- types upon which these
movements are based and the sophisticated
embroidery with which Bach and his contemporaries endowed them. Altogether an
attractive issue, but one in which the pleasant
surprises are gentle and subtle, rather than
arresting or startling. [A*: 1]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: The Concertos for 3and 4harpsichords, BWV1063-1065
Karl Richter ( hpd) IHedwig Bi/gram, ¡ wons Fütterer,
Ulrike Schott ( hpds) IMünchener Bach- Orchestra
DG Archly' 2533 171 (£2.70) R

These recordings were made in 1973, and they
have already been issued in this country as
part of the Bach Edition Concertos box ( DG
'Archiv' 2722 011). Here, they are accompanied
by new cover notes ( nothing startlingly new
in those, though), but the record is in all other
respects identical.
The main problems in Richter's interpretations are, as habitually, based on his chosen
instrumentation. The Munich Bach- Orchestra
is a talented ensemble, with a flexible tonal
palette and aconsiderable sense of unanimity,
but it is extremely large by eighteenth- century
standards: the largest orchestral and choral
ensembles that Bach is known to have were
quite small by the standards of his day, and
the concertos may well have been performed
by harpsichords with a string quartet or
sextet. The harpsichords that Bach owned
and played were four of them quite costly, and
that indicates that they were probably based
on the Italian models of the early eighteenth
century: such instruments are extremely
precise and strong- toned in attack, notable,
in fact, for the minimum of percussive effect
as a note is played. Richter's chosen instruments by Neupert are of precisely the opposite
type: in the arpeggio slow movement of the
Vivaldi- transcription for four harpsichords
(BWV 1065), one is first aware of percussive
janglings and twangings, only second of the
actual chords that are being so delicately
embroidered. Elsewhere, the structure of the
music is seriously distorted by the imbalance
of the large orchestra, as presented in the tutti
ripieno sections, as opposed to the tonally
uningratiating
softness
of
the
modern
harpsichords.
Iimagine that the engineers are in absolutely
no way to blame for this exaggeration:
indeed, they seem to have recorded a rather

large ensemble well, in difficult conditions
and in music of— undesirably—strong contrasts. [ A: 2/3]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: The French Suites, BWV812-817
Glenn Gould (pno)
CBS 73393 (£2.79)

Glenn Gould's piano accounts of Bach's
clavier music depart radically from the
accepted traditional interpretations, and they
also show little regard for modern researches
into the performance practices of Bach's own
time and styles. Their unpredictable individuality has its strengths, as well as its weaknesses, however. At least the music sounds
fresh to over- familiar ears, and at times
Gould's idiosyncratic phrasing or linear
emphasis sounds, at least for a bar or two,
just right. On no account, however, should
his interpretations be made the sole medium
through which the music is known: these
French Suites would make an interesting
second series to be considered in conjunction with, say, Huguette Dreyfus' harpsichord versions ( themselves among the best
of all harpsichord records available); they
would also be useful to a pianist who already
has his own ideas about the French Suites, as
they are full of original touches.
Some things Gould does very well: his
gently caressing, soft cantabile is at times
ravishingly expressive, his mastery of the
philosophical
contrapuntal
style in
the
Sarabande of Suite 6 is well planned and
clear. CBS have produced on Side 1 a
magnificent piano recording, clear, immediate,
but not obtrusive; somehow, Side 2is slightly
less well managed, with the piano tone harder
(possibly the music or the playing rather than
the engineering). There is no disputing that
Gould's piano is unusual, but at least there is
no trace of his known habit of singing as he
plays in this recording. A qualified recommendation. [ A*/A: 1/2]
Stephen Daw
J. S. BACH: St. John Passion
Ameling IHamari tEllenbeck IHollweg / Berry Prey '
Stuttgart CO and Stuttgart Hymnus Boys Choir
Münchinger
Decca SET590 -2(3 records) (£9.75)

The two obvious comparisons here are with
the HMV Angel set, involving the South
German Madrigal Choir, Theo Altmeyer
(Evangelist) and a distinguished team of
soloists including Elly Ameling and Kurt
Equiluz, and the Telefunken SKH 19-1/6 of
Concentus Musicus, the Vienna Boys Choir,
Kurt Equiluz ( Evangelist) and a solo group in
which are included boys from the Vienna
Choir itself. The major differences are as
follows:
HMV choir is mixed and largish, its intonation
and balance good. The Telefunken choir,
(men and boys) intonation is generally very
fair, an occasiona Irawness in the tenor and
bass lines but an exciting sound;
Decca choir is also men and boys, surprisingly close to the Vienna sound, with
similar odd lapses in intonation and blend.
The HMV Evangelist produces afew tight and
unfocused notes; the supporting cast is
good;
The Decca Evangelist adopts a similarly
lyrical style to Altmeyer, but is consistently
at ease with his part; his colleagues are
excellent;
The Telefunken Evangelist, singing a semitone lower, adopts awholly different approach,
treating the story throughout as dramatic
narrative, with tremendous effect; every note
is spot on; his co-partners include two
splendid Vienna boys, whose interpretations
naturally enough lack the subtlety that the
experienced sopranos and contraltos bring to
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magnificent return

.S. BACH: Sonatas nd Partitas for violin
Nathan Milstein ( yin)
DG 2709 047 (
3record (£8.10)
.DG having temp d Milstein back into the recording studio again after an extended
absence, he is
most making a debut in hi-fi; certainly several decades of record
collectors'
tbe excused for not knowing his musical personality. Also as one of
the dire
iescendants of the Russian School of violin playing dominated by Leopold
n the late nineteenth century, his is a style of some significance, particularly as
he also came under the influence of Ysaye. Milstein's manner of playing is, however,
strongly individual in its own right; its main characteristics are a rhythmic fire and a
projected tone without too much noticeable vibrato. Moreover, in his recent work as a
director of Master- Classes all over the world, Milstein has become increasingly aware
of his responsibilities as an interpreter: 1accept absolutely his proud claim that ' there
is nothing in my repertoire that Idon't play better now than Idid before'.
The Bach solos are a favourite gauge by which virtuoso violinists are habitually
judged; in fact, at present, we are extremely lucky, in that we have good alternative
individual accounts by Novotny, Heifetz, Grumiaux, Schering and others. This is not
duplication, any more than the recording of four different symphonies by one composer
is. Furthermore, as with all great music, the different interpretations, with their
contrasting accentuations on different aspects of the music, bring out different
strengths in the works.
Milstein's is a fine, declamatory reading, closer to Heifetz than the more affectionate
Novotny and Grumiaux, and a rather greater distance from the very cool, undemonstrative account given by Szeryng. This does not mean that the performance lacks
warmth and affection: indeed, neither does Heifetz's. The accent here is, however, on
communication, both of the drama and the love which the works inspire in the
performer. As Milstein himself states, ' Ido want to leave a record of my thoughts on
the music that has meant most to me'. Somehow, one's attention is, despite the
catholic nature of his actual readings, always partly on the performer as well as the
composer here, and, in that respect, some people might say that the performance is
very slightly old-fashioned.
On the other hand, the beautifully judged tone and dynamic control of line in the
monophonic sections is very poised, and the rhythmic control, particularly of fast
passages ( as in the famous Chaconne) is also remarkable. The least effective
passages are those where particularly great demands are made on the bowing arm:
here, Novotny's relaxed and balanced grasp of the style is absent. The positive
features—the tonal beauty and flexibility— have been greatly assisted by a first-class
recording, slightly ' bigger' in style than Novotny's, but also much more deeply cut.
All this suits the style of the performance well, and DG are to be congratulated.
Many prospective buyers of these records will be violinists or specialist collectors.
To such connoisseurs, one account of these fine works will probably be insufficient,
and Istrongly recommend the acquisition of both Novotny's and Milstein's recordings.
If Iwere forced to chose one, the cheaper price of the Supraphon set would not be my
strongest reason for just preferring it: but there are riches here, too. [
A*: 11

Nathan Milstein

Stephen Daw

their arias; yet their singing has a memorable
freshness and directness.
All three versions use ( very correctly) chamber
organ; Leonhardt's unique and unobtrusively
pointillistic style rivets attention on the
Evangelist in away that the others do not, and
his subtle support for the concerted arias is
absolutely right.
Only Concentus Musicus claim to be using
original instruments and the technique to go
with them; in doing so they achieve a range of
wind and string colours ( especially by the
control of vibrato) that can not be heard in the
other two. Articulation is far more pronounced too; the music in for example the
'Kreuzige' chorus fairly sizzles.
All three recordings are well balanced,
although the HMV choir is a little distant
perhaps, as is the continuo in the Decca.
Which to choose? Ultimately the choice
will depend on the preference for a dramatic
or a reflective St. John. The English tradition
tends to reflection rather than drama. The
strongest point in the Vienna version is the
treatment of the role of the Evangelist, its
function being seen as a minute to minute
eyewitness account of an epic story. As such
it is quite superb. The crowd choruses too
are intensely alive, if marred here and there
by excessive speeds. Some listeners may
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however be less happy in this version with the
boy soloists than I am. Of the other two
versions the more traditional HMV is excellent, yet the Decca has the edge on it. Its
choir sounds more exciting ( if the intonation
is less secure) and the Evangelist is altogether
at ease at all altitudes.
Before coming to a decision you should
perhaps compare the following movements:
No. 61 (the Evangelist narrating the rending
of the Temple Veil— listen especially to the
continuo instruments); No. 58 ( Alto aria, ' Es
ist vollbracht'); No. 13 treble aria, ' Ich folge
dir' ( note especially the colours of the
obbligato flutes); Nos. 34-38, a sequence of
dramatic choruses ( compare especially the
speeds). [
A: 1]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: St. Matthew Passion—scenes
Esswood I Sutcliffe IEquiluz IRidderbusch / van
Egmond IMembers of Vienna Boys' Choir, Regensburg Choir, King's College Cambridge IConcentus
Musicus Wien IHarnoncourt
Telefunken SAWT9606-B (£2.75)
Whilst a pot-pourri of this kind can convey
nothing of the essential structure or dramatic
continuity of the St. Matthew Passion, it does
serve to remind us how extraordinarily
inventive Bach was in his handling of the
choral movements. The opening and closing

choruses are of course here, together with
those
interesting
movements
in
which
soloists and chorus are in dialogue: ' Ich will
bei meinem Jesu wachen', ' So ist mein Jesus
nun gefange', ' Ach nun ist mein Jesus hin',
'Sehet, Jesus has die Hand', and ' Nun ist der
Herr zur Ruh'. To make up the space and
provide further contrast and some feeling for
continuity, extracts of Equiluz's admirable
Evangelist are also included. Harnoncourt's
aim, as is well known, is to get as close to 18th
Century sounds and performance styles as
possible. This occasionally produces unexpected consequences: the opening chorus,
for instance, goes at a fairly speedy 4/4
rather than 12/8, a heavy accent being placed
on the first part of every crotchet. ' So
schlafen unsre Sünden' afso goes at an
unaccustomed lick. Well worth procuring
though, if you are unable tos plash out on the
whole thing. [
A: 1]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Arias and Cantatas, BWV3 and
102
Choruses from Cantatas, BWV32, 42, 109,
115, 132, 138, 182 and 205
Bach Aria Group tScheide
Peerless PRCM207,2 (
2records) (£3.74)
The title of this issue ( Bach Aria Group) is
somewhat misleading, for the sum of £3.74
buys two complete cantatas ( one of which,
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BWV 102, is new to the English catalogues),
three choruses, six arias and a trio sonata
movement from a miscellaneous group of
cantatas. What a pity, though, that a more
resonant room was not used; all the voices
and instruments do bravely, but they just do
not get achance. Church music needs space
and there is simply none here. [D: 1/2]
Peter le Huray
J. S. BACH: Sixteen piano pieces from the
'Notebook for Anna Magdalena Bach'
Eighteen little preludes for piano
Kornél Zempléni ( pno)
Hungaroton SLPX11657 (£1•60)
The purpose of this recording is partly
educational—to present exemplary performances of keyboard music much used in
elementary piano teaching for the guidance of
teacher and pupil. The editions used— made
by Bartok and Lajos Hernádi—are none too
familiar to us, but the actual music is wellknown everywhere. If it becomes better known
in these particular performances, I cannot
doubt that it will begin to be better played, too,
for Zempléni's approach is ideal, and his
interpretations are highly poetic, tidy in
execution, and excellently thought-out in
terms of the piano. Some of the pieces—
particularly the 18 Little Preludes—are harder
to play than they sound, but the clear treatment of difficult left-hand passages, of
ornaments and of tonal balances appropriate
to the music will prove helpful to those
struggling to master them, enabling them to
learn the sound first, then to strive for it. Of
course, teaching by demonstration can be
overdone, but most young pianists have, in
my experience, far too little idea of what to aim
for in the various contrasting musical styles.
The only record that I have that shares
much of the music on the new Hungaroton
disc
is— rather
surprisingly— Gustav
Leonhardt's account of selections from Anna
Magdalenas Albums ( BAC 3054). There, the
style of performance is none too remote from
Zempléni's, despite the contrast of instrument. Iam surprised that the Minuet I & II
treatment of the famous G minor and major
Minuets is not used in the Hungarian performance—they are clearly separated here by
other pieces, but in the actual Notebook they
are adjacent. On the other hand, the BASF
record contains only 18 items, as opposed to
the Hungaroton's 34, and it is nearly twice as
expensive. The price makes the new disc a
particularly attractive buy. Recording and
pressing are good. [
A:
Stephen Daw
BARBER: Violin Concerto, Op. 14
Piano
Concerto, Op. 38*
Isaac Stern ( On) INYPO IBernstein I * John Browning
(pno) ICleveland ISzell
CBS 61621 (
E1.79). R 72345.
This is a reissue of two recordings originally
released in 1964 and 1965. Samuel Barber's
violin concerto, first performed in 1941, is
the slighter work of the two: it is for smallish
orchestra, without trombones or tuba, and
is
unproblematically
lyrical.
The
most
exciting movement is the moto perpetuo
finale, which comes off with real brio. Isaac
Stern plays with excellent pure tone throughout and the orchestra accompanies him well:
the recording is extremely bright, so much so
that Ihad to tone it down.
The piano concerto ( 1962) is an altogether
bigger affair, and in a much more modern
idiom, though the style is still romantic. The
first movement has a varied series of moods
and a very effective solo part, brilliantly
played by John Browning: the slow movement
is subtly atmospheric and the 5/8 finale really
rousing. A very interesting work, admirably
performed and recorded. [B/A: 1]
Humphrey Searle
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BARBER: Sonata for piano / BRITTEN: Diversions on a theme for Piano ( left hand) and
Orchestra*
John Browning ( pno) I Leon Fleisher ( pno) IBaltimore
SO fComissiona
Peerless PRCM 204 (£ 1.87)
Two excellent performances here.
John
Browning, as always, reveals himself as a
pianist of true musicianship and integrity, and
he presents Samuel Barber's Sonata ( 1949) as
if it were among the most enjoyable of pieces
both for him and for us. It is certainly fluent
and genuinely felt— in that sense, well written
—but Ifind it a rather garrulous work, larger
in manner than in matter. The recording is
worth a B, though there is something a little
artificial about the piano tone throughout,
and Iwas particularly aware of this in quieter
passages.
The other side is possessed of some of the
oddest recorded sound that Ihave heard in
years. In general it is very shallow and
constricted, and there is a lot of muzziness,
but occasionally something emerges with
surprising clarity and presence. The level is
low, and a raising of the volume is only
partially helpful. What makes this situation so
frustrating is the outstanding quality of the
performance. The Diversions for piano ( left
hand) and orchestra, sometimes regarded as
one of Britten's other' works, is shown to be
very much more than a brilliant display
piece; a sensitive poetic vein comes across
strongly. Such a performance was badly
needed, but the poor sound makes a positive
recommendation impossible. [
B/D: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
BARTOK : Suite for 2pianos, Op. 4b
from ' Mikrokosmos'
Richard and John Contiguglia (pnos)
Connoisseur Society CS 2033 (£.2-70)

14 pieces

The Suite for 2 pianos, Op. 4b, was first
composed for orchestra in 1905-7. Bartok
rewrote it for 2 pianos in 1941, presumably
with a view to taking it on tour in the USA
with his wife. Not since then has any duocombination featured it regularly as part of
their repertory. This is a pity. The piece is a
good introduction to Bartok for those unfamiliar with his mature music. It is derivative,
but this is not a disadvantage. The Suite not
only reveals its source- materials openly, but
shows how their diversity can be reconciled.
Liszt, Debussy and a folk- music flavour are
pervasive in all four movements. The most
characteristically
Bartokian
is the slow
movement—Scena della Puszta ( referring to
the lowland plains of Hungary)— with its
evocative, lonely, free- spun initial melody.
The second movement ' Allegro diabolico' is
also very gripping, especially in its central
fugal development section.
In this first recording of the Suite, the
Contiguglias play with an intensity and
virtuosity that are wholly riveting.
The
recording is also quite well engineered— no
mean feat, for synchronisation and balance
are never easy to achieve in two- piano music.
There is perhaps too much synthetic resonance, but this only marginally disturbs an
overall favourable impression. I hope this
disc inspires more duo- partnerships to
include the Suite in their recitals.
On the rest of the record, the Contiguglias
play 14 duets from books 2-6 of Mikrokosmos.
These comprise pieces originally written for
two pianos; songs in which the voice part is
played in octaves on one of the pianos ( a
practice the composer recommends); and
others arranged by Bartok from solo versions.
This latter category sometimes results in the
creation of new compositions—e.g. Chord
Study becomes Chord and Trill Study in the
duo realisation. In short, both the playing and
the music confirm Bartok as one of the two

or three most imaginative composers for
the piano this century—a towering figure.
[A/B: 1]
Meirion Bowen
BEETHOVEN: Symphony 9 in d, Op. 125
'Choral'
Sutherland IProctor IDermota IVan Mill IBrasseur
and Eglise Nationale Vaudoise Choirs ISuisse Romande Orchestra IAnsermet
Decca SPA328 (£1.29). R 1961.
This, if my memory is not at fault, was the
first of the ' Ninths' complete on one record.
It originally appeared as a Mono in January
1960, and was later issued in stereo on an
SXL in mid- 1961. In 1965 it was transferred to
SDD. Of course the single disc is not the
ideal format for high quality sound—as
Decca rather implied when they issued their
last 9th one movement per side, in an attractively priced package deal. Nevertheless, it
is incredible what quality the engineers have
been able to achieve on two sides of an LP.
It is still a performance and recording that
can be recommended, but in neither category
can it be compared with its higher priced
competitors, Solti on Decca, and the much
older Karajan on DG. The surface of my
pressings were faultless. [B: 2]
Leon Thompson
BEETHOVEN: Violin sonata 1in D, Op. 12: 1
Violin sonata 2in A, Op. 12: 2 Violin sonata
3in
Op. 12: 3
Arthur Grumiaux ( On) IClara Haskil ( pno)
Philips 6580 090 (£1.58). R rec. 1956/7
A recoupling of material last available ( in
mono) in 1966, on Philips's GL label. The
complete cycle of Beethoven's sonatas for
violin and piano appeared in 1958; the Spring
and Kreutzer were stereo- processed for
reissue on Universo in 1972— but Ihope we
don't have a three-year gap for the next
instalment!
Listening to these fine performances Ikept
expecting applause: so vivid was the sense of
live music- making.
The sound is rather
dated, yet Iimagine returning to these first
three sonatas at least in preference to those
in the HMV and DG sets. Grumiaux/Haskil
was a wonderful duo, and the feeling of
unanimity is striking. Clara Haskil's playing
was slightly Mozartean ( Iwould like to hear
her in Op. 96), but impeccably stylish and
lively. If Grumiaux seems rather sophisticated
in the andante/allegretto of the second sonata,
he certainly responds to the more forwardlooking adagio in the E- flat sonata.
The balance between violin and piano varies
from work to work; the quality is thinnest in
the A major, and in the D major and E flat
violin and piano are favoured respectively.
There is a rather ' watery' reverberance,
perhaps added in the transfer. The Europeans
seem to demand two- channel reprocessing
for historic material ( I recently bought the
original Richter/Sofia recitals in imported
pressings, also processed), however the
image is kept central, without unsatisfactory
left- right division simulated. Switching to
double- mono brings a drop in level, presumably to do with phasing, but this is a case
where the best results are with ' stereo'
replay. [ C:
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 8 in c, Op. 13
'Pathetique'
Piano sonata 14 in ce, Op. 27: 2
'Moonlight'
Piano sonata 23 in f, Op. 57
'Appassionata'
Joseph Cooper ( pno)
Music for Pleasure MFP57011 (
95p) R 1958
Virtuoso of the dummy- keyboard, Joseph
Cooper proves much less impressive at the
real thing. His playing is rather obviously
scaled down to the technical difficulties of
the last movements of the Moonlight and
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Peerless Beethoven from Grumiaux
BEETHOVEN: Violin concerto in D, Op. 61
Arthur Grumiaux IConcertgebouw Orchestra IColin Davis
Philips 6500 775 (£2.90)
When an artist updates a highly successful recorded interpretation, there is always a
danger that he will not match his previous achievement. In the case of Grumiaux, I
feel his earlier Mendelssohn and Brahms concerto recordings are better than the
remakes. Reviewing the Brahms ( also Davis) Isuggested nevertheless one would be
pleased to encounter such a performance in the concert- hall: with this new
Beethoven it would be an experience to cherish!
Grumiaux's NPO/Galliera version was very fine, but this outstanding
Concertgebouw replacement, in which the orchestra serves its guest conductor
marvellously well ( it was produced in Jan ' 74, shortly after the new Davis Symphonie
Fantastique), is altogether superior. Davis achieves an Olympian serenity in the firstmovement exposition, and when the bassoon appears finally, almost ' distant' in his
pianissimo tone- colouring, in alternation with the violin's embroidered line, after the
cadenza, we feel the music has come full circle, making a perfectly balanced whole.
Grumiaux and Davis work with extraordinary musical understanding, and Ihave rarely
felt such awareness of the unity and subtlety of this great concerto. Grumiaux plays
the Kreisler cadenza beautifully, in itself a wonderful experience, and in the rondo he
manages extra turns in his fast trills in the principal theme: another fine touch,
extending our view of the score. If Ihave a reservation, it is a feeling that in the
opening movement, from bar 381, when the soloist enters in ascending octave semiquavers, up to 473 where he reaches the extended trills preceeding the tutti which
leads to the cadenza, Grumiaux's playing becomes less rhythmically precise, and he
begins to indulge one or two slides. Ifind this inconsistent with his classically pure
account, full of subtle articulation, of the balance of the movement: naturally one
wonders if this is from a take from another session.
The slow movement is nearer the ideal than in the recent Szeryng recording:
Grumiaux sounds more conscious of the music than of the violin per se: but could be
even stiller in feeling. The contrasted section with strings pizzicati sounding across
the stereo staging is spring- like, almost pretty, for want of a better word. And the
rondo, at afastish speed, has a swing and bite very like the Pastoral scherzo— listen
to the horns at 46.
The sound is more realistic than the Szeryng/Haitink production, this is because the
soloist is better blended, and does not project forward as Szeryng does. Every
orchestral strand tells. Ithink all alternative recordings come second to the standards
set here. [
A*: 1*]

Arthur Grumiaux

Christopher Breunig

Appassionata; the grupetti in the first movement of Op. 13 also convey a second- rank
technician. Stylistically, crescendi bring an
acceleration of pace, dolce markings a slowing, although the line is often lumpy. The
first movement from Op. 57 is treated as an
improvisation, and elsewhere architecture is
eroded by details clumsily managed or shortchanged.
What I dislike principally about these
performances is a feeling of musical smugness; and Iam not persuaded by a banging
here and there, or heavy underlining of the
this or that thematic fragment ( at the expense
of clarity of texture), that the executant
'knows his Beethoven'. It does not take a
'thousand pound sound test' to notice a
marked left channel bias here, heavy tape hiss,
and aveiled and dated piano tone. [
C/D: 3]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Piano sonata 29 in B, op. 106
'Hammerklavier'
Piano sonata 30 in E, Op. 109
Piano sonata 31 in AY, Op. 110
Piano sonata
32 in c, Op. 111
Wilhelm Kempff (pno)
DG 2726 033 (two records) (£3.44). R
I have lived with these readings of the last
four sonatas for some years ( Ireview them
here for the third time), and my devotion to
Kempff dates back to 1957 when a Saturday's
Times gramophone column led me to the
earlier mono versions of Op. 110 and 111.
These two Privilege discs are taken
straight from the set of 32 sonatas cut on
eleven discs. Many of these contained three
or four sonatas, and the general level of
transfers was correspondingly low. Op. 106,
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with the break coming after the great Adagio
sostenuto, and Op. 109 are coupled together;
Op. 110 lasts just over eighteen minutes and
there is a large blank area surrounding the
label. The recorded sound is clean, but light
in bass, and in presence.
Listening to Kempff's readings again I
wondered if they were really too idiosyncratic for a general recommendation. Undeniably Kempff is illuminating in late Beethoven, but he is beyond comparison in the
early sonatas! His speeds for the slow
movements of the Hammerklavier and the E
major works are dangerously fast, leading to
an impression of slightness; the opening
movement of Op. 106 and the scherzo of Op.
110 are extremely steady, and the Hammerklavier movement is lyrical in manner rather
than challenging. Little suggestion of an
Everest to be conquered, and the final fugal
movement is technically frail. Gulda/Eclipse
for the last three sonatas and Barenboim for
Op. 106 makes a safer, and even cheaper,
recommendation for those unwilling to duplicate this music on records. [
B: 1/2]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: Diabelli Variations, Op. 120
Hans Petermand/ ( pno)
Supraphon 111 1155 (£ 1.60)
We have had a couple of slightly eccentric
readings of the Diabelli Variations: by Anda,
and Guida: but not arecording as unilluminating as this one.
Petermandl is new to me, and the sleeve
excludes any biographical note. However, his
playing is crude; tempo relationships are not

convincing; his technique is barely adequate,
if at all adequate, to present the notes cleanly,
and his dynamics are an approximate
response to the printed page. In fact the work
is presented note for note with little sense of
architecture.
An acceptable recording, shallow and hard
in the treble register, is marred by surface
noise throughout both sides of the visibly
immaculate Supraphon pressing. [
C: 4]
Christopher Breunig
BEETHOVEN: 12 variations Op. 66 on ' Ein
Mâdchen oder Weibchen' (
Zauberflóte)
12
variations on ' See the Conquering Hero comes
(Judas Maccabeus) / R. STRAUSS: Cello sonata
in F, Op. 6
Mstislav Rostropovich ( v/c) Vasso Devetzi ( pno)
HMV ASD3066 (£2.65)
By common consent, Rostropovich is one
of the greatest cellists of all time. Listen
to this record, and you will understand
why. Ably partnered by a woman pianist,
Vasso Devetzi, whom I had not previously
heard, Rostropovich is in superb form. The
early Strauss sonata—one does not ordinarily
think of Strauss as a chamber musician— is
revealed as a beguiling and interesting piece,
of which the second movement foreshadows
clearly the possibility of the Four Last Songs.
Though not intellectually strenuous, the work
is enchanting—when one can drag one's
attention
away from
the splendour of
Rostropovich's playing.
'See the Conquering Hero Comes' may not
look like promising material for a series of
12 variations, but Beethoven shows what can
be done with it, with wonderful results. The
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Zauberflóte theme is no less enthralling,
though less astonishing as a subject. In all,
this recital is a delight—for its own sake as
well as a demonstration of the genius of
Rostropovich. Having admitted to being a
cello aficionado, I can say confidently that
this disc should be missed by nobody who
has cherished the chamber- music repertory.
The recording is excellent in every way:
thrillingly realistic without exaggeration, so
that the existence of the gramophone can be
forgotten and the music reign. [A: 1*]
Peter Turner
BEETHOVEN: The String Trios
Trio italiano d'Archi
DG 2733 004 (
3records) (£5.16). R p. 1970
In the Beethoven bicentenary year we had two
sets of the String Trios: the present album,
and a Philips box by the Grumiaux Trio,
which also included the Serenade Op. 25
(flute, violin, viola). Both were fairly quickly
deleted, although the three Philips discs have
been reissued separately at full price. These
DG reissues now cost little more than the
original subscription price.
Both cycles are desirable, but my preference
has always been for the Italians. They bring
plenty of character to these comparatively
neglected works, and the playing is lively and
polished. The recorded sound is excellent
too: the three instruments nicely grouped
and a warm, most credible acoustic, which
allows one to imagine the listening- room
extended to asmall recital room. A pleasingly
intimate sound. [ A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

Second
Viennese
classics
BERG: Three orchestral pieces, Op. 6 Three
pieces from the Lyric Suite / SCHOENBERG:
Pelleas and Melisande
Verklârte Nacht
Variations for orchestra Op. 31 / WEBERN: Five
movements for string orchestra, Op. 5 Passacaglia, Op. 1 Six pieces for orchestra, Op. 6
Symphony for clarinet, bass clarinet, two
horns, harp and string quartet, Op. 21
Berlin Philharmonic Orchestra IHerbert von Karajan
DG 2711 014 (4records) (£10.80)
The Second Vienna School still persists as a
massive stumbling block to modern music and
any attempt to link it demonstrably with the
past. While retrospective pieces like Verklárte Nacht just about make concert programmes ( becoming rarer, oddly), for later pieces
we rely on specialist ensembles. The throttling,
dry academicism that troubled much performance has lessened, thankfully, but there
is still too much tendency to treat with respect
and devotion; thus the old schism continues.
Karajan approaches this neatly balanced
selection from the other side, so it becomes
music with a past as well as afuture. Several
clear results emerge: overall slowness,
sometimes extreme, and close concern with
tone; and a tendency to homogenise, to
interrelate and underplay the spikier bits,
such as smoothing over marked horizontal
dynamics ( Webern) and some inattention to
vertical relations (
Pelleas). Purist and pedant
will be infuriated. But it works, and usually
brilliantly.
Webern's Op. 21, the dryest work here, has
unusual thoroughness of ensemble and
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individual playing. While colour- awareness
predominates, this works to advantage of
delivery and timbre.
Spaces
hold you
breathless, additionally expectant. Dramatic
benefits appear in the six pieces for orchestra.
The version with reduced brass and woodwind ( 1928) is used and resulting clarity is
helpful to this difficult balance. Here, more
than polite lip- service is paid to these heavyweight aphorisms: Karajan's unselfconscious
concern for colour yields precisely the rich,
shifting forms needed. Similarly, the Op. 5
movements for string orchestra have finelygraded, richly wooden sound and the earlier
Passacaglia a powerfully controlled exposition—the latent Romanticism thrusts through
dramatic, brassy climaxes, yet here are true
pianissimos, exquisitely balanced interrelating lines. Webern, at last, is an approachable
composer: something open to declaration.
Pelleas is structurally a weak piece. Segmented layout provides the basis for the
stunning, converging climax, but only from
about cue 53 does one sense an inevitability
or believe that anything is resolving. Likewise
Karajan: for long opening stretches he
proceeds, almost hysterically, trying to shape
and relate, but largely unsuccessfully. The
dark, muddy textures with their obsessive
polyphony
are
ensemble- accurate
and
polished, but parts often submerge in the
vain struggle to keep dynamics sensible.
Recording also is constricted but, oddly,
seems to improve with the playing. The
astonishing orchestration at cue 59 (following
typically inaudible harp) comes off brilliantly.
Whatever the complaints, this version makes
stilted mechanics of Craft's efforts, although
Barbirolli's old deletion would make interesting comparing.
That Veridárte Nacht is played flat out
hardly needs mentioning. The huge, swirling
dynamics and impassioned lyric phrasing are
completely apposite to the inherent overstatement. Given this, it fares better than
most versions, with possible exception of
Horenstein's ancient Turnabout recording.
Conversely, the terse Variations receive a
suitably steely sound and impeccably controlled performance—again slow, but with
feeling for grand design and concern for
detail. This huge piece is difficult but,
although some anomalies persist, Karajan's
reading has strength and rare perception.
Despite the patent Romantic links, Berg's
Op. 6 could be written yesterday, by virtue
of the magnificently controlled densities
among which colours and lines shift in
astonishingly effortless ways. Nevertheless,
historical connection is there, characteristic
reflections welded in his distinctive idiom.
The dark patterns and finely- judged, wideranging percussion sounds of the first two
pieces, in conjunction with a satisfactory
recording, crystallise the elusive tone/colour
relations, extremely hard to bring off. The
string arrangements of the three Lyric Suite
pieces are certainly not understated, but
need
some
urging.
Again,
short-term
dynamics are compromised and tempi eased,
but moments such as the harmonic shifting
closing No. 3are sublime.
Forget any notions of ' authenticity'. In the
absence of any obvious performing tradition
for such music, ideas of convention are
fatuous anyway. This is among the most
committed and convincing record sets to
appear, in terms of an unusually powerful
interaction between composer and interpreter. This is a performance finally to break the
crippling Modern Music syndrome. Don't
miss it, despite its discouragingly expensive
unit presentation—which suggests that DG
also feel it should be fenced off. [
A*/A/B:
Michael Thorne

BIZET: ' Carmen'—Suite
' L'Arlésienne'—
Suites 1and 2
Suisse Romande Orchestra IAnsermet
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS755 (£1.29). R ( 1958)
Originally issued on SXL in December 1958,
this recording was transferred to the cheaper
SDD in 1966. It was a hi-fi spectacular in
its time, and the penultimate item of the
Carmen Suite The relief of the Guard' is
still a stereo demonstration piece with its
trumpet and passing band. There is indeed
so much music on this disc, the full Carmen
Suite and both Suites from L'Arlésienne, that
the transfer has been made at a rather low
level. The sound is still good—a little tizzed
up perhaps— but still gives pleasure. It is
not, however, such good sound as on the
Beecham disc on HMV HQS, nor do the
performances compare with
Beecham's;
but still a lot of attractive music for £ 1.29.
Excellent surfaces. [
B: 2]
Leon Thompson
BLOCH: Sinfonia breve* , KOUSSEVITZKY:
Double bass concerto
Gary Karr ( bass) IOslo PO IAntonini • jMinneapolis
SO IDorati
Composers Recordings CRI SD 248 (£2.97). R
Bloch's Sinfonia Breve was commissioned by
the Koussevitzky Foundation in memory of
Serge and Natalie Koussevitzky. It is a late
work, written in 1953 when the composer was
over seventy, and it contains all the features
of his mature style. It is clearer, both in form
and texture, and more concise than many of
his earlier works. The first movement has a
tense, brooding introduction followed by a
lively Allegro which ends in the mood of the
introduction. The slow movement, for woodwind, horns and strings only, is calm and
relaxed. The brilliant scherzo has two slower
central sections; the final return of the
Scherzo themes, pianissimo, is most effective.
The finale begins violently, but the second half
of the movement calms down, with references
to themes from the other movements. The
recording is a reissue— it originally appeared
on the Mercury Label— but it is well up to
modern standards. Dorati secures a brilliant
and exciting performance, though there are a
few faults of ensemble. [
A:1/2]
Koussevitzky's concerto was written for
himself to play in the days when he was a
young virtuoso double bass player before he
became a conductor. It dates from 1902. It is
in three movements, of which the third
recapitulates part of the first. The mood is
Tchaikovskian, but none the worse for that,
and the solo part is of course expertly written.
It is hardly a work of great originality, but the
music is agreeable and shows off the soloist
well: most of his part is written in the upper
register. The young Californian bass player
Gary Karr has a fine big tone and copes
splendidly with the solo part. The orchestral
playing is effective, and the recording, made
in 1969, is forward and brilliant. [
A:1/2]
Humphrey Searle
BLOW: CORONATION ANTHEMS AND SYMPHONY ANTHEMS: Iwas glad
God spake
sometime in visions
Cry aloud
0 sing unto
the Lord
Blessed is the Man
Choir of King's College, Cambridge IAcademy of St.
Martin- in-the-Fields IDavid Willcocks lCharles Brett
and Timothy Brown ( ctr tnrs) Philip Langridge ( ten) I
Peter Al/wood, Marcus Creed (bass)
Argo ZRG767 (£2.99)
John Blow, Henry Purcell's famous teacher
and contemporary, seems never to have
received the acclaim that he justly deserves.
It is true that Blow was largely uninspired by
the fulsome flattery of the texts which he was
obliged to set and that there are some dull
patches
in
his ceremonial ' Odes' and
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'Anthems', but by- and- large his music maintains a consistently high level of craftsmanship which, at its best, is splendidly magnificent ( particularly in the older quasi- polyphonic style compositions) and at its worst is
certainly never less than palatable.
The present programme gives to the
listener a fairly comprehensive picture of
Blow's music for ceremonial and auspicious
occasions and contains all the usual ingredients that lend so much pomp and colour
to coronations and services of similar disposition. The collaboration between the
Choir of King's College, Cambridge and the
Academy of St. Martin- in- the- Fields, guarantees an outstanding success for what otherwise might have been regarded as something
of a specialised production. Countertenors
Charles Brett and Timothy Brown claim
particular notice and are, perhaps, at their
very best in the opening anthem. The continuo is stylistically realised on a very
pleasantly voiced organ ( James Lancelot) and
the bass line is reinforced with a Cello
(Kenneth Heath). The recording is spacious
and clear with no trace of distortion or other
noise nuisances. This is athoroughly enjoyable record and one which will give much
pleasure to those who like church music of
the Restoration period. [
A: 1]
Victor McAloon
BOCCHERINI: Quintet 2for guitar and strings
in c Quintet for strings in E, Op. 13: 5
Alirio Diaz ( gtr) Isoloists
Pye Vanguard HM43 (£1.49)
What a vast pity that sprightly and elegant
performances of enjoyable music, played by
distinguished musicians, should be ruined
by a wretched recording. So poor is it that I
had to refer hastily to a known recording in
order to satisfy myself that something
horrible had not happened to my equipment
since Iused it previously. The string tone is
brash and dry, with restricted frequencyrange at both ends; the separation is poor,
with inner detail lacking; the first violin
dominates excessively, while the guitar on the
first side is often barely audible and dim even
in solo passages. There is rumble throughout.
So far as one may judge against such
opposition, we are being robbed: this ought
to have been an outstanding issue. That it is
not is in no way the fault of either composer or
players. Judging by what I have heard, I
cannot possibly recommend anyone to
purchase it. [D: 2]
Peter Turner
BRAHMS: Symphony 2in D, Op. 73
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IKertesz
Decca SXL6676 (£2.99). R formerly SXL6172 ( Feb
'66)
Records do not often change numbers like
this, but Decca are making separate SXL
reissues from their boxed set of the four
Brahms symphonies with Kertesz and the
VP0 ( SXLH 6611), and the D major was
recut to match the sound- quality of the other
scores, produced after a gap of nine years.
Kertesz took the first- movement repeat,
and side 1is given entirely to this movement.
In 1966—the Sofiensaal recording was produced in May and Dec ' 64—the disc was
greeted with enthusiasm for technical quality,
and Kertesz's very straightforward reading
was generally enjoyed. However, Imust say
that I still find it rather uneventful musicmaking: there are several more interesting
versions
available,
such
as
Walter's,
Karajan's, Monteux's, and of course Boult's.
Boult's has the repeat and the Alto Rhapsody,
with Janet Baker the soloist ( ASD2746); the
reproduced sound of the Vienna Philharmonic
is the prime attraction here. [
A : 2]
Christopher Breunig
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BRAHMS: Symphony 3 in F, Op. 90
Haydn
variations, Op. 56a
Vienna Philharmonic Orchestra IKertesz
Decca SXL6677 (£2.99). R from SXLH6610/3 ( Oct
'73)
Kertesz's Brahms made quite an attractive
set at the original subscription price of
£5.95, but the individual discs— musical and
well recorded as they are—seem less competitive. The present reissue is challenged
by Walter/CBS, Abbado/DG and Sanderling/
RCA ( both with the Dresden Orchestra),
Karajan/DG, each somewhat preferable to
Kertesz.
The Op. 56a finale was recorded posthumously: the orchestra completing the
performance without a conductor, as a tribute. In the gracioso Variation 7 we hear
Kertesz's Brahms at its most felicitous: a
reminder of the excellence of his two LSO
records of the Serenades. The symphony
is fairly enjoyable, if restrained. It is not so
sensitive a reading as Abbado's, and the
tension is rather low. The playing confirms
the natural ease of the Vienna Philharmonic
in Brahms.
The recorded sound is recessed and not
very three-dimensional. Ihad forgotten how
lacking in brightness it was— I was using
different speakers for the original review.
[B: 2]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Piano concerto 1in d, Op. 15
Artur Schnabel ILPO ISzell
World Records SH223 m (£ 1.23). R
Originally made in January 1938, this recording has been transferred and re- mastered
with some considerable success. The clarity
of orchestral textures in tutti sections is
remarkable, even though conductor George
Szell must take some credit for this. There
is rarely any surface noise, though some
changes of acoustic register in the course
of the three movements. There are the usual
disparities of pitch and tuning that are
probably insuperable.
The
performance
witnesses
Schnabel
struggling hard to match the momentum and
pace set by Szell. At first Schnabel does not
sound too stretched. But as the first movement development section gets under way he
occasionally comes unstuck. But never mind.
At its best, his playing has a simplicity and
directness that need no apology. They go
deep. If only Szell had been slightly more
yielding, this would have been a near legendary interpretation.
Schnabel—by today's
standards—would have his licence endorsed
for cutting so many corners in the finale, but
few present-day pianists could come near
him in his introspective, elegiac playing in the
slow movement. The sleeve- note tells us
plenty about the music, nothing about the
performers or the circumstances of the
original recording, which in this context
would have been interesting. [H : 2]
Meirion Bowen
BRAHMS: Piano concerto 2in B,, Op. 83
Clifford Curzon (pno) IVienna Philharmonic Orchestra
IKnappertsbusch
Decca ECS751 î (£1.29). R LXT5434 ( July '58);
ACL320
This reissue deserves consideration, if only
because Clifford Curzon is tempted into the
recording studios so infrequently. He did
remake the Brahms D minor in stereo, but his
last ( Mozart) concerto coupling was released
six years ago now.
Like the Emperor, this Brahms B flat is
enjoyable for the sense of collaboration
between Curzon and Knappertsbusch; it is a
spacious reading, with a profound feeling of
calm in the slow movement.
The sound is very dated, with thin unpleasant strings, and bass heaviness. Played

as mono, with slight bass cut, it does sound
identical to the ACL transfer; Decca engineers have clearly done their best, although I
did not care for the reprocessed ' stereo'.
[D: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Violin concerto in D, Op. 77
Herman Krebbers ( vIn) Concertgebouw Orchestra 1
Haitink
Philips 6580 087 (£1.58)
Produced in September ' 73, this record
marked the jubilee year in which the Concertgebouw leader Herman Krebbers celebrated forty years as a concert- musician. He
is also a respected teacher and a chambermusician, and in that year he was feted with
engagements from all the principal Netherlands' orchestras.
He has of course recorded the Brahms
concerto before ( with the Brabant Orchestra,
a Fontana bargain- label release, mid- 1968).
He plays the Joachim cadenza in the first
movement, and Joachim figures on the
Universo sleeve. Orchestral leaders do not
normally make the most compelling soloists,
and when playing with the orchestra's chief
conductor, each may defer to the other to the
detriment of a performace.
No such thing happens here, for Krebbers
plays with great authority and in a very
individual manner: some hints of portamento
style perhaps recall Kreisler's Brahms. In
the opening movement Igot an impression
that Krebbers would have favoured a more
flexible approach, some moments of further
expansion ( Furtwângler would have made an
inspiring partner); the big cadenza is very
compelling and masterful. And the rondo is
wonderful in its surging power and energy,
soloist and orchestra truly united. In the
slow movement— Brahms' slow movements
seemingly not particularly easy for Haitink—
the opening is pushed forward rather firmly,
although later on the accompanying tempo
seems to drag slightly. In short there is not
the magical repose one ideally wants in this
adagio, in spite of eloquence on Krebbers'
part.
The recorded sound is unusually forward
for this source, with nearly all orchestral
departments placed close, and the solo
violin image rather spread. More the manner
of some of EMI's Abbey Road concerto
balances. Ifound that with a slight treble
cut and generous volume, my Quad ESLs
shifted apart as much as possible, the sound
was impressive— with a reservation similar
to that expressed in Quality Monitor ( Jan ' 75)
concerning Concertgebouw recordings.
This is a very interesting record, and one I
think Iprefer to the Grumiaux/Philips. There
is no competition at the price level, certainly,
but all Brahms lovers should hear Krebbers'
fine playing. [
A/B: 1]
Christopher Breunig
BRAHMS: Violin concerto in D, Op. 77
Henryk Szeryng ( yin) IConcertgebouw IHaitink
Philips 6500 530 (£2.90)
Like nearly all available recordings of the
Brahms Violin Concerto, this one is spread
over two sides. Even so, you begin to wonder
whether it will all fit in. Throughout Szeryng
adopts rather slower tempi than are usually
heard, acourse obviously dictated by deepest
convictions which, in an artist of his calibre,
must be assessed with respect. Technically
marvellous, his is an extremely thoughtful,
consistent and even challenging interpretation. He forces you to reconsider your own
views on the music. His motto is lyricism,
but an unsentimental lyricism; one which
because of his exquisite sense of timing
and purity of tone never cloys. Allegro non
troppo is the marking for the first movement,
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A QUAD LIBRARY ( SQ)
The Professional (SQ) Quadraphonic
LP Library is the new LPRL Service

by Edward Greenfield, Robert Layton and Ivan March
Being a " TREASURY" of Collections of Orchestral. Instrumental
and Vocal Music and Humour. £ 2.75 ( plus 2lis P. & P.)

(Catalogue 25p post free)
SQ Quadraphonic records are in every way compatible. You dont need a
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speakers which need not be large or expensive— the extra system can cost
less than £ 100. And so now we have started a Professional Quad LP loan
service for those wanting to try these new CBS & EMI Quad discs.
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Gramophone
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Hi Fi News
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by
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'THE

GREAT
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of the 50's and 60's

aselective discography chosen by MICHAEL COX, CHARLES FOX,
JOHN FREESTONE, EDWARD GREENFIELD, PHILIP HOPEWALLACE, ROBERT LAYTON, WILLIAM MANN, IVAN MARCH
and ALEC ROBERTSON. Edited by Ivan March. £ 1-95 post free.
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SCANDINAVIAN PUBLIC LIBRARY JOURNAL
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but its basic pulse turns out to be little quicker
than the Adagio of the slow movement.
This allows the soloist to linger affectionately
over details of phrasing and accentuation, to
make meaningful the rapid passage- work and
figuration, to lend an almost improvisatory
flavour to the development, to transfigure
the hushed coda. Though not in fact selfindulgent, such an approach puts considerable strain on the music's continuity, though
fortunately Haitink's command of long-term
planning prevents an impression of sprawl—
for most of the time anyway. Briefly, it
works, but might not do so with a less persuasive soloist and conductor.
Predictably, the Adagio is ravishing, and
here again its central section emerges as a
freshly conceived fantasia of extraordinary
eloquence and sensitivity. In line with what
has gone before, the finale seeks brilliance
without glibness, with the Tzigane rhythmic
element pungently emphasised.
The soloist is recorded close-up whereas
the big bronze tone of the orchestra implies
concert hall conditions— presumably the
Concertgebouw
itself,
judging
by
the
spacious, slightly reverberative sound. Person
e that effect, but some listeners
ore textural clarity. [
A: 1]
Christopher Grier
'THE FOGGY, FOGGY DEW' arr. BRITTEN
and 18 other trad tional songs
Robert Tear ( ten)/ J Philip Ledger ( pno)
HMV HQS134 (£1.47)
irst,

the

tual contents of this record.
folk- song arrangements include
the w ole of Britten's Vol. I (7), the whole of
Vol. III except There's none to soothe and
The Miller of Dee (
5), three French songs
from Vol. II— Le roi s'en va-t'en chasse, La
belle est au jardin d'amour, Quand j'étais chez
mon père— and the following: The Minstrel
Boy, The Bright Young Widow, Ca' the yowes
and The Lincolnshire Poacher. This is a fine
selection and by far the most comprehensive
at present available. Full texts are provided.
It goes without saying that Robert Tear
and Philip Ledger perform these songs with
an engaging stylishness as well as a most
polished technique. In a handful of songs,
hardly more, it is possible to feel that the
stylishness obtrudes a little, particularly if
one has the interpretations of Peter Pears
and the composer strongly in mind. There
are some big differences in pace— Sweet
Polly Oliver, for instance—and one or two
songs may be thought misjudged. In broad
terms, Pears sustains a lyrical line, even in
so dramatic asong as The Bonny Earl O'Moray,
whereas Tear gives priority to a dramatic
expressiveness, even in the contemplative
Ca' the yowes, which he sings very movingly.
The recording is of a very high quality and
so are my white- label pressings. The piano
tone really is superb, but perhaps we hear a
little too much of it in relation to the voice.
In some songs the balance tends to draw
attention to the very anatomy of the accompaniment. A welcome record, but expect a
few surprises. [
A: 1]
Hugh Ottaway

Vienna Boys' Choir on the recent BAC 3061.
What appears to be 1958 or ' 59 recording has
come up acceptably, though the sound is
inclined to be thin and at climaxes a little
edgy.
More bothersome is the limited
dynamic range, which gives a reduced
perspective in the Vaughan Williams: see,
for instance, p. 21 in the score, or the
beginning of the Sanctus. [
B/C: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway
BRUCKNER: Symphony 6in A
VP0 IStein
Decca SXL6682 (£2.99)
With this issue of the 6th Symphony, Decca
and the VP0 complete a series of Bruckner's
nine—though Stein is the sixth conductor
employed ( his No. 2 appeared two months
ago, Abbado has done 1, Bohm 3 and 4,
Maazel 5, Solti 7 and 8, Mehta 9). So if you
rate the orchestra first—and despite its early
rejection of him, the VPO is arguably
Bruckner's orchestra—then a rather different
set is available in addition to Jochum's and
Haitink's series; indeed, Decca's nine with
the VP0 is already available as an album in
Austria.
Ilike this new issue greatly; indeed, despite
the break in the Adagio ( at G, where all but
Jochum in the 1967 boxed set are obliged to
stop), Ican hardly imagine a more completely
satisfying performance on one disc. Stein
takes the opening Majestoso very broadly,
much as Klemperer does ( Haitink is too swift
in this movement), and if his Adagio is less
grand and leisurely than Jochum or Haitink,
he avoids the rather hurried impression
Klemperer makes here. The Scherzo, marked
Not fast', could even be marginally slower
than Stein takes it, but he judges the slow
trio finely; and his finale is exciting without
seeming in the least breathless—indeed, he
is again close to Klemperer here, appreciably
slower than Jochum ( almost pert) or Haitink.
The playing is eloquent and assured— not
always quite in the very highest class, since
Idetected a slight hesitancy around letter Y
in the first movement and N and 0 in the
finale. These perhaps personal mild reservations notwithstanding, I find it a compelling performance. Balance is generally
excellent, with most of the part-writing just
clear enough ( not the important second
violin line at letter D in the finale, however),
but without detail detracting from the overall
impact. My copy has rather noisy surfaces
with annoying clicks and crackles— not
typical, Ihope, but Ifeel bound to lower what
would otherwise be an A rating to: [
A/B: 1].
Peter Branscombe

BRITTEN: A Ceremony of Carols / VAUGHAN
WILLIAMS: Massing
Canterbury Cathedral Choir IRenaissance Singers I
Campbell
Decca ' Eclipse' ECS 748 (£1.29). R(
1959)
If you lack these works and are content with
serviceable rather than distinguished performances, this reissue can be recommended;
at the price it is good value. The singing of
the Vaughan Williams Mass, however, falls
short of the excellence offered by the choir of
King's College, Cambridge, under David
Willcocks on ASD 2458, and in the Britten I
miss the gaiety and exuberance of the
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FRANCOIS COUPERIN: Book three, ordres
13-19
Pieces with Viol
Third Royal concert
Kenneth Gilbert ( hpd) IMartha Brickman ( hpd) IGian
Lyman-Silbiger ( gamba)
RCA SER5720-23 (
4records) (£11.60)
Up till now Kenneth Gilbert's Couperin
cycle has been issued solely in single records;
now RCA have gone to the other extreme and
issued volumes 9-12 in a four- record set.
Having listened to the four records I must
once again turn in a monotonously rave
review for a seemingly effortless performance
that combines scholarly accuracy with an
artistry and perception that makes this
repertoire come vividly alive. It is often said
that playing the piano is all trickery to overcome the limitations of the instrument— how
much more difficult must it be then to achieve
that delicacy of dynamic nuance and touch
on an instrument such as the harpsichord;
that is until aplayer of Gilbert's calibre comes
along. This expressive nature of his playing
is something that Couperin was at pains to
stress as necessary to his music. He also

makes the point that French music ' always
tries to express some definite mood—the
good pupil can be judged by his ability to
realise at once the proper mood of any piece
of music'. Much of the appeal of Gilbert's
playing for me lies in his ability to go at once
to the heart of the music.
The set begins with the famous 13th ordre
which contains the Folies Français. This is a
chaconne, variations over a bass, each
variation representing a different human
emotion.
Titles such
as
La Langueur,
L'Arduer and the final La Frenesie, ou le
desepoir will give the reader an idea of what
to expect. However, the piece covers the
whole gamut of emotional shades and
Couperin's music ranges widely in form and
mood. The side ends with the lovely L'Ame
en peine, a piece full of dissonance, and
sighing suspensions. Gilbert has competition from both Puyana and Laurence Boulay
in this ordre, but Iprefer him overall, due to
an overall consistency in his playing; plus
his ability to ' get inside' the music.
Side two consists of the very attractive 14th
ordre, not of the same stature as the previous
one, but full of charming pieces. Iparticularly liked Le Carillon de Cithere and the very
well known Le Petit Rien. Notable in ordre 15
is a marvellous Musete de Taverni, the two
harpsichords producing just the right rustic
drone and using the four foot stops to colour
the melody line.
Also worthy of mention is ordre 18 beginning with Les Calotins, a delightful rondo
type piece, with a continually returning
jaunty theme. The Pieces Avec Viole from the
Troiseme Concert royal are perhaps the least
successful, due largely to the remote balancing of the gamba in relation to the harpsichord, plus rather plain playing from LymanSilbiger.
In this review Ihave only space to pick out
a few delicacies from a feast of good things,
suffice it to say that Gilbert's standard is as
high as ever—one almost hopes for something to carp at now and then so as to restore
critical credibility!
The recording is as
usual, too close for my taste, but acceptable.
[B : 1]
Gary Bellamy

Some Crumbs
of comfort
CRUMB: Makrokosmos Volume 1
David Burge ( pno)
Nonesuch H71293 (£ 1.85)
George Crumb is American, born 1929, has a
funny name, and is practically unknown in the
UK. He is also one of few contemporary
composers who can be trusted implicitly to
make music spontaneously and without
affectation, which will produce a response to
defy conventional analysis even more than
usual. There are few access points; this
stunning record is one, joining the Ancient
Voices of Children (
H71255), with other
available
recordings
of works
nowhere
approaching.
His music is highly unconventional. Echoes of Time and the River
was murdered by the BBC SO two Prom
seasons ago; as with the Chicago Symphony
Orchestra on another occasion, conservative
players disliked the new techniques. Chamber
works have sunk equally disastrously—
though
notable exceptions are
London
Sinfonietta's Ancient Voices and the
Gaudeamus Quartet's Black Angels.
Makrokosmos 1 is for amplified piano,
drawing Crumb's remarkable sound world
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into one instrument. It is the first of three
cycles, the second on Columbia ( USA) and
the third to be recorded by Nonesuch.
Twelve pieces are from twelve zodiac signs,
each with enigmatic initials. Techniques
range very wide: the by now familiar insidepiano
devices
range
from
thunderous
sonorities of struck bass through various
damped pluckings to vibrating chains across
the strings— nothing new, but subject to
Crumb's sensitivity they coalesce in a piece
that is not experimentation but consolidation,
with effects surprising and intriguing but
completely at the service of the music.
Quotations ( Chopin) in Dream Images, like
the gentle caress of a faintly remembered
music' also work, innocently avoiding the
artifice of, say, Berio's Recital I. Additionally,
the player must whisper/shout, and fortunately
Burge has a resonant voice even if extra
reverberation would have helped match the
piano's sonority. Such aspects are critical for
these precariously intersecting blocks of
colours, and thankfully the recording is
powerfully apt, complete with fully satisfying
dynamic and perspective. Any action noise
or rumble is the price you pay. [
A*: 1*]
Michael Thorne
DEBUSSY: Preludes, Book 1
Livia Rev ( pno)
Saga 5391 (
95p)
By and large, these performances of
Debussy's Préludes, Book 1, remain faithful to
the spirit, if not always the letter, of the music.
Livia Rev has winning ways: she can captivate
the listener, even the purist, slightly varying
the pulse or the articulation to enhance the
expressive effect of Debussy's piano- writing.
Her one failure, on this record, is in Ce qu'a
vu le vent d'Ouest, where speed seems to take
precedence over all other considerations. Rev
succeeds, however, where others have often
failed, in La Sérénade interrompue, whose
subtle evocations and touches of popular
idiom— Proustian ' little- phrases' abound—
are found disconcerting by most interpreters,
and can throw them off balance. Rev sustains
the musical line here while embracing all
these minutiae.
She can evade criticism, possibly, with her
'light-fantastick' delicacy in La Danse de Puck,
even when she increases ( consistently each
time) the tempo of a particular phrase by
half, so that it sticks out on its own. But
Minstrels has too much staccato touch,
where Debussy marks in detailed variations
of legato, half- staccato, staccato: its main
thematic material needs a better sustained
tempo of its own— here it sounds merely
jerky and Rev fails to observe the composer's
opening instruction, Les ' gruppetti' sur le
temps—ornaments on the beat.
It is a measure of the quality of these
performances as a whole, however, that Rev
emerges still as a Debussy interpreter
worthy of consideration. She understands
the idiom all right, whether it affects the
simplicity of La Fille aux cheveux de lin or the
kinesthetic suggestiveness of Les sons et les
parfums tournent dans l'air du soir, or the
flashes of rhetoric in La Cathèdrale Engloutie.
The piano sound in this recording, if not full
of the warmest resonances, is clear and
natural. [B: 2/1]
Meirion Bowen
DELIUS: On hearing the first cuckoo in
Spring
Summer Night on the River ' Fennimore and Gerda'—intermezzo
2 aquarelles /
VAUGHAN WILLIAMS: Fantasia on ' Greensleeves'
The Lark Ascending WALTON: 2
pieces for strings
Pinchas Zukerman ( yin) IECO IBarenboim
DG 2530 505 (£2.70)
There is much to be said for making this
collection of pieces, but nothing at all for
labelling it GREENSLEEVES with the names
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of the three composers in smaller lettering
underneath. Ihad not associated Barenboim
with Delius, Walton or Vaughan Williams, but
I like his handling of four out of the five
Delius items and the two string pieces from
Walton's music for Henry V. The one rather
poor interpretation is that of Summer Night on
the River, which emerges with a restless,
almost agitated current. This has always
been a difficult piece to bring off, and it is
clear that Barenboim has not yet found its
secret. Something of this restless, over- hasty
approach also mars The Lark Ascending,
though much less so; on the whole an
acceptable performance, but there are two
better ones available.
The quality of the recording is not what it
ought to be. The crescendos in these pieces
are very limited, but this has not deterred the
engineers from inflating them. Much of the
string tone has a slightly burred edge, and
this is particularly unfortunate in Summer
Night on the River, where the solo cello does
not sound well. Overall, then, a much qualified
recommendation. Be sure to hear before
buying. [
B/C: 1/2]
Hugh Ottaway

two records by Firkusny which offer contrasted and certainly more vigorous performances of some of the pieces Kvapil has
recorded, including the set of Mazurkas on the
present issue. In Firkusny's hands these have
a stronger rhythmic impulse which must
recommend them as dances, but Kvapil has
to his credit adeep poetic feeling about much
of this music, not merely the Mazurkas,
which raises them above the level of the
ordinary. This is true of the Lullaby and
Capriccio, Dvofák's last compositions for
the instrument and two very attractive
miniatures. The Humoresque, not related to
the famous series Op. 101, belongs to 1884
and is an isolated item written for inclusion
in an album, while the remaining three pieces,
despite the misleading Opus number of the
Dumka and Furiant, date from 1881 and 1882,
all three being soundly constructed and
quite typical of the mature Dvorák.
Ihave enjoyed these performances, though
Iconcede that there are other, maybe better,
ways of interpreting much of the music.
The recorded sound has not proven to be
absolutely first class and here the piano tone
is inclined to be thick and slightly boxy.
However, it is a long way from being unendurable and the surfaces are good. [B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett

DVORAK: Legends for Orchestra, Op. 59
Brno Stale PO IPinkas
Supraphon 110 1393 (£ 1.60)
The set of ten short pieces which Dvofák
entitled Legends began life, like the Slavonic
Dances, as piano duet music. They were
orchestrated in 1881 at Simrock's request and
Brahms, always kindly disposed to Dvofák,
expressed himself enthusiastic about them.
No wonder, for they are attractive and very
varied in style. Though they do lean more to
the wistful and romantic than to the wilder
exuberance of the Slavonic Dances they have
much in common with those popular pieces.
There is currently an excellent version of
them by Raymond Leppard and the LPO on
Philips which this Supraphon version for
all its great merit does not replace. Leppard's
performances do not quite capture the
intensity of Dvoiák's nationalism in the way
that Pinkas and the Brno orchestra do, but I
think he makes more of the Molto maestoso
of No. 4 in C than Pinkas does. Surprisingly
the Czechs in this instance seem to fumble
the opening hymn- like chords and the effect
is somewhat ragged.
Where the music
invokes the mystique of the Czech spirit as
it often does in the manner of Smetana's
Libuse and parts of Ma Vlast and in Dvofák's
own Fourth and Eighth symphonies, the Czech
players have the mastery.
Where the British issue does succeed is
in the quality of the sound. This Supraphon
recording lacks clear definition and the
sound is boxy compared with the Philips
version. The limits of objection are narrow
however and should not deter anyone who
has not explored the Leppard version from
trying this cheaper one, for the music is well
worth getting to know, preferably as John
Clapham suggests, in small doses. [B: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
'DVORAK PIANO WORKS': Mazurkas
Dumka and Furiant
Impromptu in d Humoresque in Fe
Lullaby and Capriccio
Radoslav Kvapil (pno)
Supraphon 111 1179 (£1.60)
This is the fifth in Kvapil's series of recordi
of Dvofák's piano music and presum
ly
almost the last. Included in it are a nu ber
of small isolated pieces—it would not! be
wholly fair to call them trifles—which have the's
air of being the crumbs to be swept up after a
large and generally pleasant meal. Kvapi Ihas
come in for criticism on the grounds that his
interpretation lacks fire. The competition is
not very extensive though Vox have issued

Dvorak in
technical/
musical
perfection
DVORAK: String quartet in G, Op. 106
Prague Quartet
DG 2530 480 (£2.70)
After some unexpectedly poor pressings last
month Iam delighted to be able to report that
in this recording DG have come up with a
stunner. At least, this is the way Ilike to hear
a string quartet on record: well- spaced, the
sound rich and well-rounded. With perfectly
silent surfaces and no hint of pre- echo, Ifor
one am perfectly satisfied on this score.
Looking around the catalogues I was surprised to find that there appears to be nothing
in the way of competition. Surprised because
this is one of Dvofák's most luminous, most
typical mature works, a summation of his
American experience and his Bohemian
tradition, full of those lovely song- like tunes
that the composer worked so cleverly into the
texture of abstract forms.
In the Prague Quartet, Dvofák has here
found interpreters of majestic stature. It is
some time now since this quartet were
regular visitors to the record studios, and
Supraphon have released little of their work in
recent years. Their appearance on the German
label may presage a new phase in their
care -1-f-tbis is anything to go by, Isincerely
pe to heir' ore of them, and in Dvofák too,
for this is pla ing that is wholly committed
and totally cony cing, aesthetically as well as
technically. It
hould be heard by every
serious connoi eur of chamber music.
[A*: 1*]
Kenneth Dommett
ELGAR AND WORCESTER
ELGAR: From the avarian Highlands, Op. 27
O salutaris hostia -3
Tantum Ergo
Ecce
sacerdos magnu'The Light of Life', Op. 29—
Doubt not thy F er's care
Light of the World
Frank Wibaut
0) IHarry Bramma ( org) Choir of
Worceiréitathedral IChristopher Robinson
Polydor 2460 239 (£2.11)
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CLASSICAL
It seems strange to find arecording of Elgar's
From the Bavarian Highlands advertised as ' a
world premiere recording' and yet this really
does seem to be the case. Elgar himself
recorded items 1, 3and 6from this set of six
songs with words by his wife in their betterknown orchestral form and the same wellknown items have been recorded in their
choral versions. Here for the first time are all
six in the original choir and piano version
written in 1895. It is assumed that this was
very much asketch for the choir and orchestra
version which was first performed in 1896.
Much is added by the orchestral sonorities
which are, nevertheless, easily imagined
from this piano performance which has a
simple charm of its own. The intervening
songs, False love, Aspiration and On the Alm
have not the strength and immediate appeal
of the three better-known ones, Dance,
Lullaby and The marksman, but in their context
they make ideal linking pieces and are not
without the Elgarian charm. It is good to have
them all available and they are sung pleasantly
and clearly by the Worcester Cathedral Choir
and nicely accompanied by Frank Wibaut,
with a recording that has a good spacious
quality about it. On the other side of the disc,
with organ accompaniment, are more Elgar
rarities, Catholic church music mainly from
the earlier and transitional periods of his
composing career. Of particular interest are
three different settings of 0 salutaris hostia,
the first, unpublished, from around 1870, the
second and best-known from 1879 and the
third a gem from 1897 that deserves more
attention. From the fairly obvious treatment
of the first it is fascinating to see how Elgar
varies his approach to the words later. It
could be the subject of an intriguing article on
the composer's development. Two other
items from 1876 and 1888 are capped by an
excerpt from the mature Light of Life of 1896
and Light of the World. All the items received
their first performances in Worcester, hence
the title of the record.
Producer Brian
Culverhouse must be congratulated on
putting together an intriguing and valuable
disc that should appeal to all Elgar collectors.
[A: 1]
Peter Gammond

difficulties. The finale, a thoughtful, piano
epilogue, has tonal leanings, reflecting the
sunny vigour of the Allegro and Scherzo.
Matéj's quartet has unconventional large
scale form, a seven minute Larghetto
Passacaglia preceding aself-contained Vivacelarghetto. Without the calm self-confidence
of Feld, he prefers edgy, nervous vivace
patterns and more hesitant development;
string sonorities are explored more widely,
with slightly more tonally- based language.
Although sometimes stiff in progress—often,
you sense a rather calculated development—
it is pleasing enough, although without the
strength of the other. The playing is rougher,
too, although never less than acceptable.
[B: l*/2]
Michael Thorne

FELD: String quartet 4 ' MATEJ: String quartet
2*
Smetana Quartet IVlach Quartet*
Supraphon I11 0970 (£ 1-60).
Josef Matéj was born in 1922, Jindfich Feld
three years later. Both graduated through the
Prague Conservatory and shared a common
teacher in Emil Hlobil ( whose influence on
this generation of Czech composers has been
extensive). While each has produced several
large-scale works—Matéj symphonies and
concerti, Feld miscellaneous orchestral pieces
and chamber operas—their particular interest
is in small-scale forms. Again, both draw on
traditional gestures but Feld in particular
utilises twelve- note themes in a flexible way.
In this respect, Czech composers share the
familiar English advantage of standing aside
from fast growth areas, with the consequent
aid of eclecticism.
The two outer movements, both Adagio,
contain the bulk of Feld's cohesive and often
powerful quartet, emphasising twelve- note
methods. The opening states cautiously and
fluently, using simple rhythmic ostinati which
help both movement and comprehension; the
steady, sustained lines are played sympathetically and accurately by the Smetana
quartet, with hardly awaver of intonation, and
the homogeneous textures into which the
four independent lines can gracefully disappear are smoothly constructed. Recording
does not disturb these too much, and
moving close does not expose any technical
HI- F1 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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FRANCK: Chorales: No. 1in E
No. 2in b
No. 3in a Cantabile
Marie-Claire Alain ( or g)
Supraphon SUA ST 50823 (£1.60) a
This disc was first issued in 1967. The
organ sounds in need of attention, with pipes
off-tune, ' windy' principals, ranks of uneven
tonal quality ( e.g., the oboe), and an action
that gives the impression of sticking now and
again. It also lacks some of the sonorities
that
best complement
Franck's
music,
especially an effective substitute for the
French pedal trompette.
Little wonder,
perhaps, that Marie-Claire Alain plays with
less than her normal authoritative panache,
even to the extent of some untidy stop
changes, though one cannot tell how much of
the blame for the latter is attributable to the
pneumatics.
The recording suffers from too little bass,
too much top and some distortion, especially
at the end of side 2, but boosting, cutting and
filtering, respectively, can produce an acceptable result. Noise levels are low, and the
ambience is pleasant. Altogether, a disappointingly missed opportunity. [
C: 2]
Trevor Attewell
FRESCOBALDI: Works for Harpsichord and
Organ
Gustav Leonhardt ( hpd and org)
BASF BAC 3077 (£2.99)
In Frescobaldi's music it is possible to
observe the final transition from renaissance
to baroque styles. His music abounds with
cross rhythms, unprepared dissonances and
sudden mood changes. In the preface to
Fiori Musicali (
excerpt may be heard on side 2
band 2) Frescobaldi instructs his reader to
'Find out the affection of the passage before he
plays it', to vary the tempo and to slow down at
cadences. The present recording offers a
fairly representative selection of Frescobaldi's
differing musical styles and covers a span of
approximately thirty years. Works include
'Fantasia sesta spora doi soggetti' from ' Il
Primo libro delle fantasie a quattro' ( Milan
1608), Toccata ottava from ' Toccate e partite
d'intavolatura di cimbalo.
Libro primo',
(Rome 1637) Chanzona sesta from ' II secondo
libro di toccate' ( Rome 1627), and Cento
Partite sopra passacagli from ' Toccate
d'intavolatura di cimbalo et organo. Libro
primo' ( Rome 1615).
Four of the nine works are played on the
harpsichord ( side 1) and the remainder are
given on avery pleasing organ ( G. Antegnati)
of c. 1630. They are beautifully and stylishly
rendered and the technical excellence of
Leonhardt's execution both in terms of
harpsichord and organ technique is quite
outstanding. Thanks largely to the magnificent
period organ and the Skowroneck ( model of
17th century Italian) harpsichord Leonhardt
has been truly successful in capturing the
flavour and feeling of the renaissance style.
The recording is good. [A: 1]
Victor McAloon

GABRIELI: Sonata Pian e Forte
3 Motets /
LASSUS: Magnificat
2Motets
Pro Cantione Antigua ITtilz Boys' Choir IHamburg
Early Music Wind Ensemble ICollegium Aureum I
Turner
BASF BAC3080 (£2.99)
This is a record that you will either detest or
find immensely exciting, largely on account of
the distinctive quality of brass and male
voices in unison. With the exception of two
of the Lassus motets, all the works on the
album are accompanied by cornetts and
trombones, which the sleeve points out,
'suggests very clearly the authentic sound of a
European ensemble of the 16th century by
emphasising the male voices and the lowpitched instruments'. The resulting powerful
sound is Isuppose, in the final analysis, a
matter of taste.
All the Gabrieli works are taken from the
Sacrae Symphoniae of 1597, and include the
almost inevitable Sonata Pian e Forte the
performance of which is not particularly
endearing. It is unusual in its inclusion of a
viola among the brass instruments, but the
intonation leaves something to be desired
and Iam not sure that many people would
want to hear this performance very often.
The other works are strikingly more successful in performance. Particularly so is the
Gabrieli motet Quis est iste in which the fine
Titilz Boys' Choir display their virile commanding voices. Indeed, throughout the album the
vocal work is especially competent, and the
singers seem at their best in Lassus' 5- part
motet Ave Maria, a beautiful melancholy
piece, marred only on the review copy by a
hint of distortion in the loud passages.
The Lassus motet is based upon Josquin's
Praeter rerum serium but the heavy brass
underlining the lower male voices often gives
an impression of turgidity, and while the
effect gives the music stability and force,
some may prefer their Lassus more diluted.
[B: 2]
Colin Evans
GERSHWIN: ' Porgy and Bess'—highlights
McMechen IMatthews lDowdy / Williams IWinters I
etc IRosamond J. Johnson Choir IOrchestra IEngel
CBS 1 61622 (£1.79). R from complete recording.
.

Until the great day comes when somebody
gets down to giving us the well- recorded and
perfectly performed issue that Porgy and Bess
and the Gershwin collector both deserve, this
revered performance under Lehman Engel
must continue to satisfy our needs. It still
deserves the highest praise for splendid
dramatic singing and excellent orchestral
work but the recording does go back to mono
days, and even electrically re- processed still
has the historical sound. First issued on
American Columbia OSL-162, a three record
set which made a few practical cuts to what
would otherwise take up four records if
given absolutely complete, it has been
available recently as CBS 77319, also three
records.
This well-filled highlights disc,
from Columbia CL- 922, will be a useful buy
to those who feel they cannot afford the
whole thing. As I have suggested, it is a
classic reading and we must be grateful for
its continued life in the catalogue. [
C: 1]
Peter Gammond
GRIEG: Holberg Suite, Op. 40 / TCHAIKOVSKY : Serenade in C, Op. 48
Netherlands Chamber Orchestra IZinman
Philips 6580 102 (£ 1.58)
The Netherlands Chamber Orchestra made
its debut at the 1955 Holland Festival, under
Szymon Goldberg. David Zinman has worked
with them since 1964. A former pupil of
Pierre Monteux, he was appointed last year to
the Rochester Philharmonic, New York, his
place of birth.
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We have not had a record from Zinman
since his EMI Mozart coupling ( SXLP20112),
and this new one is thoroughly enjoyable. The
brisk Práludium of the Grieg siezes the
attention immediately, and in the two slow
movements
the
music
never
becomes
Mahlerian, nor chocolate- boxy. Irather prefer
this version to either the Tortelier/HMV or the
Marriner/Argo; the strings are less polished
than those of the St Martin's Academy, and
they tend to wiriness here and there. The
style might be described as plain, and
sensible, and a degree more panache or
sweetness would have lifted the disc to ' star'
grading. In the Tchaikovsky the conducting
is just as pointed and alert; in the andante
section of the last movement Zinman shows
real feeling for Tchaikovskian atmosphere
and mood depiction.
The recordings sound really well with Quad
speakers, although some rebalancing to the
right is necessary to fill the centre in satisfactorily and to give equal weight to each side.
There is some reverberance, although the
strings are well forward, suggesting a fair
amount of space behind the players. It is
good to have this coupling at bargain price,
with such quality. Perhaps Ishould add that
Ithought the Grieg had marginally the more
extended range.
Also approaching star
technical grading. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
GRIEG: Lyric Pieces
Emil Gilets (pno)
DG 2530 476 (£.2.7o)
The sleeve- note informs us that Gilels
happened a few years ago to hear a Swedish
folk- song over the radio and found it again in
Grieg's Lyric pieces, which he then fell for in
a big way, discovering in them ' a world of
great intimacy of feeling'. This disc testifies
to the sincerity and conviction of composer
and pianist alike: and it is perhaps a better
way of presenting the music to an audience
than compiling the whole series in chronological order as in the complete set by Daniel
Adni on EMI.
The pieces selected span virtually the whole
of Grieg's career ( the 66 Lyric Pieces appeared
in 10 volumes between 1867 and 1901), and
although in essence they are simple mosaics,
their formal outline and harmonic properties
become somewhat more complex as they
develop. Gilels's playing is not to be faulted,
preserving a sense of intimacy while often
suggesting a bigger scale of utterance. He is
equally at home in the familiar Butterfly
(1886), which is diaphanous in texture and
rhythm, as in the dazzling, brilliantly pointed
Puck (
1900-1), or the melancholy, chromatic
Gone (
1900-1).
The recording is near- perfect in relaying to
us Gilel's pianistic mastery and Grieg's
watercolour portraits in their various characters. [
A: 1]
Meirion Bowen
HAYDN: Sinfonia concertante in 13 / MOZART:
Sinfonia concertante in E4*
lstván Engl ( obo) ILászló Baranyai ( bsn) IIgor Ozim
(On) fZoltán Rácz ( v/c) IPhilharmonia Hungarica I
Dorati I * Igor Oistrakh ( yin) IDavid Oistrakh ( via) I
Moscow PO IKondrashin
Decca ' Ace of Diamonds' SDD 445 (£ 1.99). It ,
(1964, 1972)
This coupling has no direct rival, though
there are nearly a dozen versions of the
Mozart and at least five of the Haydn at
present in the lists. The Haydn is a reissue
from the penultimate box in Dorati's complete series of the symphonies ( March 1972);
here, with no loss of quality, it is accommodated on side 2 along with the Mozart
finale. It is a lithe, sparkling performance
with the Andante positively hurrying along
by comparison with Báhm's leisurely yet
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equally beautiful account that I welcomed
last July. The recorded quality is exemplary.
The Mozart is much older— it was first issued
in March 1964, and its age is apparent in a
rather harsh tone- quality. The soloists are
rather too close and dominant to match
Mozart's intentions, yet as a tribute to the
late and great David Oistrakh's viola playing
it is a fine choice. The Andante is particularly fine, with poised and shapely playing;
the opening movement however I found
rather stiff, unsmiling and with little dynamic
variation. [ Haydn A: 1/Mozart B/C: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HAYDN:
Ritorno di Tobia'—oratorio
Bende ITakács IFüleip IKincses IKalmár IBudapest
Madrigal Chorus IJudit Várbiró ( hpd) ILászló Szilvásy
(v/c) lHungarian State Orch ISzekeres
Hungaroton SLPX 11660-63 (
4records) (£6.40)
Our debt of gratitude to Hungary for that
country's share in the post-war Haydn
renaissance was already very considerable.
Now, with this complete recording of his
first oratorio, it becomes greater still. So
inextricably do we connect the concept
'Haydn's oratorios' with The Creation and
The Seasons that it is healthy as well as
marvellously instructive to be faced with a
fine recording of his first oratorio, written in
1774-75 for the Viennese Musicians' Society.
At least the splendid chorus ' Svanisce in un
momento' has been recorded before: by
Willcocks in his HMV recording of the
Paukenmesse (
arranged as a motet) and by
the conductor of this new complete recording
in a recital of unfamiliar Haydn vocal music
(October 1972). To have this huge work
available is fascinating. Dating from the
period just after the famous series of violent
symphonies and the opus 20 string quartets,
it shows us Haydn in grand, expansive vein.
It is only fleetingly dramatic—the Apocryphal
story of the love of Tobit and Tobias, and the
miraculous restoration of sight to the former,
could have been turned to operatic account
(has been, indeed, though not by Haydn).
That was not Haydn's way. What he has
provided is a marvellous series of arias and
accompanied
recitatives,
punctuated
by
stirring choruses. The numbers are almost
all long, rich and excellently contrasted with
their
neighbours;
there are interesting
touches of tone- colour, but few attempts at
consistent musical characterization. Sarah's
Andante early in Part ll begins and ends as
if it were a Sinfonia concertante, with cor
anglais and oboes prominent.
Although
there is almost nothing operatic about the
music otherwise, the baroque conventions
of long arias with da capo or dal segno markings, and frequently elaborate vocal writing,
are preserved. Indeed, had Haydn not added
the grandest choral numbers in 1784 for a
revival, the work would be open to the charge
of monotony.
There is, Iam glad to say, not atrace of that
dullness in the performance here presented.
The singers all have exacting tasks and rise
to them well or better than well. Zsolt Bende
and Klára Takács as the old couple Tobit and
Anna are rather inflexible in some of their
music, though in other respects sing finely.
Attila Fülóp ( Tobias) is a tenor who is
required to sing a top D in his aria in Part II;
he sings stylishly and pleasingly, though in
common with most of the singers is not
always confident in the provision of ornaments. Veronika Kincses ( Sarah) is strained
once or twice but musicianly and alert. Best
of all is Magda Kalmár as the Archangel
Raphael; she reveals excellent technique,
clear timbre and abundant vitality and precision. The orchestra is rather lack- lustre in
some of the purely instrumental passages

though it accompanies well; and the Budapest
Madrigal Choir, though small in numbers for
the grand choruses ( the 1784 performace
employed 180 musicians), sings bravely and
with dedication. Ferenc Szekeres deserves
warm praise for his enthusiastic advocacy of
the unjustly neglected score; it is thanks very
largely to him that eight well- filled sides
provide so much pleasure. The recorded
quality is good, with silent surfaces. Little
attempt has been made to exploit the possibilities of stereo—thus sparing us gimmicks in what is after all a staid oratorio.
One or two climaxes have a hardening of
tone that comes close to distortion, and in
the first chorus Ithought the engineers had
rather too obviously tried to favour the small
body of singers at the expense of the orchestra. A valuable booklet contains the Italian
text and translation and notes in very acceptable English as well as Hungarian and
German. An uncommonly interesting issue,
to which all Haydn lovers and those interested
in the emergence of the oratorio will turn
often and with gratitude. [
A/B: 1/2]
Peter Branscombe
HONEGGER: Symphony 1
'Deliciae Basilienses'
Czech PO IBaudo
Supraphon 110 1536 (£ 1.60)

Symphony 4

Honegger's 1st ' Boston' Symphony and No. 4,
Deliciae Basiliensis, make a good combination—the one chunkily aggressive and
sternly lyrical, and the other much more
relaxed, more like a divertimento. If you are
set on these two particular works, the present
Supraphon issue can be modestly recommended. The Czech Philharmonic is a good
orchestra, though not, Ifancy, as good as it
used to be in Ancerl's day, and Baudo is
extremely able. And the price is reasonable.
On the other hand, the listener is placed quite
a way from the orchestra in an acoustically
dry hall, the strings lack sheen ( though the
stereo effects in the 1st Symphony are
effective) and, despite the prevailing clarity,
there is not much ' living presence'. You may
indeed find you have to turn the volume up.
This is odd, because Supraphon have made
many splendid records in their time.
If you check the present issue against
others, you notice the difference at once.
No. 1 is available on Inédits, reviewed below,
played
by the ORTF Orchestra under
Tabachnik, and No. 4on Decca, played by the
Suisse Romande under Ansermet. There is
not really all that much to choose between
any of these orchestras and conductors, but
as recorded musical experiences, the French
and Swiss versions are unquestionably
superior. [B: 2]
Christopher Grier
HONEGGER: 1st Symphony for orchestra
Horace Victorious
Symphonic movement 3
for orchestra
Orch. National Tabachnik
Inedits ORTF 995 042 (
2.85)
This ORTF recording of three almost unknown orchestral works of Honegger is
presumably intended to fan the current
revival of interest in a composer too long in
the doldrums, especially in France. Antoine
Goléa's sleeve note is therefore something
of a manifesto, in the best French polemical
tradition. Yet, although sharing his general
sentiments,
this
reviewer
cannot
quite
summon up the same enthusiasm for, for
instance, Horace victorieux, a symphonie
mimée, written for the Ballets suédois in
1921. It is a powerful score, certainly, with
patches of panache, semi- atonal and strongly
rhythmic, but without the personality to
which his later music attained. Much more
interesting in his 3rd Symphonic Movement
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the exoticism of Spanish and Italian songs
and a bogus ' Turkish' ceremony with phrases
of pidgin- Italian nonsense. This ' Turkish'
section would be the more effectively comic
if it were not so long and repetitive.
Siegmund Nimsgern, a German baritone
who has distinguished himself in BBC
concerts, is delightful as the comic Turkish
mufti but Dorothy Jungmann's singing as an
'Italian Musician' is badly below standard.
The other singers are agreeable enough. The
opening counter- tenor solo is deceptive: it is
apparently meant to be funny. Leonhardt has
reconstituted ( as ' La Petite Bande') the
instrumentation and proportions of Lully's
orchestra, and the coloration is attractive if
the intonation is not always so.
The recording has a lively stereo presence,
though the effect is sometimes slightly
rough- edged. The principal appeal of the
issue will come, or fail to come, from Lully's
music itself— perhaps too solid and predictable for those accustomed to the soaring
LALO: Symphonie Espagnole, Op. 21 / TCHAIKOVSKY : Sérénade Mélancolique, Op. 27
fancies of the composer's great contemporMeditation in d, Op. 42*
ary, Purcell. But libraries and music colleges,
Leonid Kogan ( yin) tPhilharmonia IKondrashin I at least, will find a need fulfilled. [B: 2]
*Paris Conservatoire ISilvestri
Arthur Jacobs
Classics for Pleasure CFP 40040 ( 125). R (
1960)

(1932), the successor to Honegger's quasidescriptive Pacific 231 and Rugby.
Here
strength and sweetness ( in the best sense)
are effectively juxtaposed and its neglect by
concert promoters and conductors is harder
to understand.
Those same elements of punchy, scrunchy,
percussive vitality and of a totally unsentimental lyricism are even more starkly in
evidence in the 1st Symphony, a score that
robustly and even turgidly manifests its
independence from the ambience of Les Six.
It has stirring passages and the ending is
very fine, but its supersession by the subsequent
symphonies
is
understandable.
Honegger admirers, who are often also
Roussel admirers, will want this recording—
and both playing and reproduction are highly
praiseworthy— but whether it will win friends
and influence people is open to question.
[B:
Christopher Grier

On disc, Lab's Symphonie Espagnole is
sometimes partnered by Ravel's Tzigane— a
sensible union—though the old
Heifetz
version, reissued a couple of years ago was
attractively backed by the Wieniawsky Violin
Concerto. On this Classics for Pleasure
reissue however, the second side is filled up
with minor Tchaikovsky. Dating from 1960,
the recording is extremely respectable, as it
ought to be when you consider the calibre of
Kogan, Kondrashin and the Philharmonia.
True, the orchestra seems a shade lacking in
presence and resonance but the solo violin
part comes across admirably—even if Kogan's
playing, beautiful as it is, stresses elegance at
the expense of fieriness. Iwould imagine that
Sarasate, its dedicatee, made it sound more
exciting.
The Tchaikovsky Sérénade Mélancolique is
charming in its rather limp way, and so too is
the D minor Meditation. This is of course of
special interest to Tchaikovsky connoisseurs,
for it was initially conceived as the slow
movement to the Violin concerto.
The
composer was right to reject it in favour of the
famous Canzonetta, for in that particular
context it would have been too slight. [B: 2]
Christopher Grier

MARTINU: Violin concertos 1and 2
Josef Suk ( yin) ICzech PO INeumann
Supraphon 110 1535 (
V.60)

Martinù was a violinist of great talent and
considering his fecundity as a composer it is
surprising that he only wrote two concertos
for the instrument. Curiously both seem to
have caused him a good deal of trouble, but
the results have amply repaid the effort. The
second, which dates from the early period of
American exile, has been available here before though in a different version; the first,
which belongs to Martinets Paris years ( 193024), has been mislaid for some years and is
only now receiving an airing. It was written
for Samuel Dushkin, the recipient of several
of Stravinsky's pieces, and is in what may
conveniently be described as neo-classic
style. In fact the style is not particularly cohesive, and this may be one of the work's
weaknesses. In other respects it is highly
attractive with aslightly brittle first movement,
an Andante redolent of Martinets Czech
heritage and a linked finale that is sprightly
though somewhat wayward.
The second concerto is a quite different
kind of composition: dramatic, tightly knit and
with a tremendous kinetic energy. Iam surprised that it is not heard more often, for it
LULLY/MOLIERE: Le Bourgeois Gentilhomme
Siegmund Nimsgern ( bar) IDorothea Jungmann ( sop) I has most of the qualities of a popular comtemporary work: colour, a dazzling solo part,
Dirk Schortemeier ( bar) IRené Jacobs (c- ten) ITellz
good strong themes, and a ravishingly
Boys' Choir lLa Petite Bande ILeonhardt
BASF BAC 3078-9(
2records) (£5.98)
beautiful slow movement, qualities which put
it in the company of the concertos of Bartok,
Every music- lover knows Lully's name, but
Stravinsky and Hindemith. It is doubtful if any
how many of us would recognize a single bar
violinist could have given the works better
of his music? I somehow doubt if this
advocacy than Suk does in this recording.
recording will make many British converts to
His lovely singing tone, rich cantilena and
Louis XIV's official' composer, but at least
superb control are absolutely right. Neuwe now have access to a complete theatrical
mann, already emerging as a considerable
score of his. Here is the most famous of his
conductor of the Czech classics, encourages
collaborations with Molière, performed in the
some beautifully articulated playing from his
authentic instrumental colours of the period.
orchestra. The recording is a bit over- resoThe model for this recording must have been
nant and inclined to be mushy, but is reasonthe justly celebrated historical style of the
able. Do try the music though. [B: 1*]
Concentus Musicus of Vienna under Nikolaus
Kenneth Dommett
Harnoncourt. But the director here is the
celebrated
Dutch
harpsichordist
Gustav
MAY: String quartet in C minor
Leonhardt, who seems less certain of a
Aeolian Quartet
strong, convincing beat in dance- measures.
Claddagh CSM2 (£2.80)
Molière's spoken scenes are omitted in the
The most striking aspect of Frederick May's
recording, save for one ( ill- spoken) line.
writing is its compulsive sense of flow and
What we have are the songs, choral numbers,
inevitable forward motion. In the first movedances and so forth incorporated in the play
ment, this is established from the outset by
by way of divertissement, the principal actors
the angular Bartók-reminiscent motives and
not being required to sing at all. To amuse the
asimilar treatment of development by rhythmic
court taste there are songs in French dialect
extension/contraction. In alesser composer's
(representing boorish provincials) as well as
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hands such techniques can feel forced,
gangling around uncertainly, but this opening
has a strong, unmistakable underlying pulse.
Conversely, in frequent ostinato passages
his feeling for a single, lyrical top line produces long stretches of inspired, unfolding
melody. Such sensibility comes forward in
the long concluding slow movement, Lento
espressivo, in which seems to lie the core of
the work.
May's position in the relatively modest
Irish art music development parallels Frank
Bridge's in our own and, curiously, their
quartet writings share a bold, uncompromising stance slightly out of line with contemporary musical surroundings. Although born in
1911 and still alive, May ceased composing
some years ago due to illness; thus he finds
himself in the curious position of historical
father figure to the present emergent generations of Irish composers. Certainly, his
language is nominally conventional, the strong
tonal basis reflecting the quartet's 1936 composition not, as one might expect from a
fresh Wellesz student, in a chromatic ambivalence but rather in abrupt conflicts and collisions between different key areas. Again,
like his rhythmic processes, there is nothing
forced or contrived; it may surprise, but feels
apt. Comparisons with Bartók are possible
but unfair, for his writing is more expansive
and generally simpler.
The playing is committed and persuasive,
so that the usual minor troubles of ensemble
are irrelevant. Intonation is secure, and the
smooth, unforced expounding of single lyrical
lines seems completely appropriate to the
music. Recording is close and detailed, with
suitable edge; balance can over- emphasise
Emanuel Hurwitz's strong lead, although
passage- work with Raymond Keenlyside is
usually even. [A: 1]
Michael Thorne
MENDELSSOHN: A Midsummer Night's Dream
—Incidental music / TCHAIKOVSKY: Nutcracker Suite*
Philharmonia IWallberg I• Markevitch
Music for Pleasure MFP57019 (
95p). R (
1961, 1960)
These are golden, or at least silver oldies,
dating from about fifteen years ago. The Nutcracker Suite consists of the Overture, the
divertissement dances and Waltz of the
Flowers, while the Midsummer Night's Dream
music comprises the Overture, Nocturne and
Scherzo. The playing is very good and the
reproduction tolerablyfaithful. It is an example
of close-up sound, clear, bright, well-balanced
but with little tonal perspective or resonance.
This is more marked in the case of the Tchaikovsky than in the Mendelssohn ( which was
recorded ayear later) though the strings in the
latter's Overture appear to be harsh- toned.
Set against that the splendid horns in the
Nocturne and the sensible pace set by the
rather prosaic Heinz Wallberg in the Scherzo.
[C: 2]
Christopher Grier
MENDELSSOHN: String quartet 4in e, Op. 44: 2
Four pieces, Op. 81
Gabrieli Quartet
Decca Ace of Diamonds' SDD469 (199)
This record reminded me vividly of the original
Allegri Quartet in its heyday: it brings the
same springlike sense of discovery and of
sheer joy in making music. The Gabrieli
have long been a force to reckon with internationally in the quartet- world: the unanimity
and ensemble are outstanding, and the readings profound, yet they play like amateurs in
the best sense—as though they were doing it
all for their own pleasure.
As the sleeve- note writer justly remarks,
'now that the anti- Victorian devaluation of
Mendelssohn has more or less spent itself,
we can see that his contribution to the string
III

quartet was a very distinguished one'. I
should say that the Gabrieli renderings are
precisely calculated to help that recognition,
for Idefy anybody to listen to op. 44, No. 2
and not have to admit that he is in the presence of great music.
Iam not quite happy about the recording,
unless my test pressing is unfortunately
atypical: the upper string tone is in places
rather rough, and though the ' cello is audible
throughout—as is not always the case—the
bass end tends to be tubby and ' one- note'.
There is also adegree of apparently recorded
rumble. Nothing, however, can detract from
the stylish and engrossing performances, and
Istrongly recommend that blemishes in the
recording should not keep you from great
riches. [B/C: 1/11
Peter Turner
MENOTTI: ' Sebastian'
LSO Serebrier
Peerless PRCM202 (£ 1.87)
Sebastian is a ballet, written in 1944, shortly
before the operas which made Menotti internationally famous, The Medium, The Telephone and The Consul. It was first produced
in that year by Ballet International and has
had several productions since. This is the
first recording of the complete ballet; most
of the music is contained in the seven- movement suite, the score of which is published
by Ricordi. The story is of black magic,
jealousy and revenge. Sebastian is aMoorish
slave who protects the Prince's love, a
courtesan, from his two jealous sisters,
though Sebastian is in love with her himself
and in the end dies for her.
The music is extremely effective and has
more substance than some of Menotti's later
works; there is always enough rhythmical or
harmonic variety to hold the attention, though
obviously the score must sound better when
heard with the dancing than when listened to
purely by itself. There are afew discrepancies
between the suite and the score as recorded
here: the orchestration is simple but ingenious and effective, and the recording is so
clear that every detail stands out well. The
orchestra makes the most of every colourful
effect and also of more tender moments such
as the death of Sebastian. Should be of interest to lovers of ballet.
The sleeve provides a brief synopsis, and
the individual movements are listed on the
record label. [
A: 1]
Humphrey Searle

Crossley's
authoritative
Messiaen
MESSIAEN: Préludes V, VI
Rondeau '
Catalogue d'oiseaux IX
Vingt Records sur
l'enfant-Jésus XI, XIII, XVII, X
Paul Crossley (pno)
Oiseau Lyre DSLO6 (£2.99)
Paul Crossley is one of few English pianists
who handle the most taxing contemporary
repertoire with authority and apparent ease.
His various recent recitals featuring Messiaen's music have been enthusiastically
received, so a record is very welcome. The
bad news is the selection: surely a pianist of
the calibre could have presented one of the
cycles complete? Although organ recitals
have been compiled for years in such manner,
Messiaen's piano cycles usually have clear
overall form, the individual pieces lying
necessarily in context. However, the selection
112

is thoughtful and alleviates such difficulties
as far as possible.
Catalogue d'oiseaux is perhaps the only
later work which fragments satisfactorily:
each bird is set in a pianistic/natural environment. Also, the Préludes stand separately.
These four extracts from Regards
arrange to suggest the overall form of the full
set in miniature—that is, beginning with a
mysterious introduction incorporating the
'theme of God' ( XI cf I) and proceeding
through XIII and XVII to an ecstatic conclusion ( X cf XX).
One limitation of the bleeding chunks
approach is that Crossley does not have the
chance to present a sustained Regard relying
on the culminations of those preceding: he
must develop and expose ideas within one
span. In La Bouscarle ( Catalogue) he builds a
strong piece, without any blurring of the fast
intersecting chord passages, and a strong
firm bass tone. The silences are finely judged,
and work well. In the Regards themselves he
allows a flexible pulse which never, unlike
many other performances, feels excessive—
such is his penetrating sensitivity towards
this music. The crisp articulation of the
typical scurrying passages, such as towards
the close of XI, is welcome and necessary;
but never does technical emphasis override.
The piano recording, crucial to such music,
supports his unshakable interpretation in its
big, broad sound which smoothly provides all
the resonance needed. [A*: 11
Michael Thorne
MIASKOVSKY: Symphony 22 in b, Op. 54
SVETLANOV: Festive Poem, Op. 9
USSR SO ISvetlanov
HMV ASD3062 (£2.65)
This seems to me an unfortunate coupling
that is bound to play into the hands of those
who say that the only Soviet music worth pursuing has been written by Prokofiev or
Shostakovich. Miaskovky's Symphony No. 22
in B minor dates from the period immediately
following the Nazi invasion ( see also No. 23—
ASD 2927). It is in three big movements which
form a continuous whole—this necessitates
an unhappy break between sides in the second
movement—and is almost unbelievably slowmoving and repetitious. There is much that
seems to lean rather heavily on Rachmaninov,
without, of course, anything approaching
Rachmaninov's quality of imagination; there
is something of Glazunov, too, without his
attractiveness. It is not the conservatism that
bothers me, but the dullness; the overall
effect is sadly uninspiring and second-rate,
and the solid workmanship is small compensation.
Svetlanov's Festive Poem, though very competently orchestrated, consists mainly of
borrowings from Rachmaninov, Tchaikovsky
and others, and the result is not so much
festive as inflated. The one idea with any
freshness comes immediately after the slow,
portentous opening and sounds like the
Russian answer to Portsmouth Point. Neither
work is helped by the slightly thick, yet overbright character of the Melodiya recording.
The performances are thoroughly satisfactory, though perhaps somewhat given to an
exaggerated expressiveness. A disappointing record, but not without interest for
students of Soviet music. [ C: 1]
Hugh Ottaway
MILNER: Salutatio Angelica
Roman Spring*
Alfreda Hodgson (con) ' Felicity Palmer ( sop)* IRobert
Tear ( ten)* ILondon Sin fonietta ILondon Sin fonietta
Chorus IClive Wearing IDavid Atherton
Decca SXL 6699 (£2.99)
Anthony Milner is 50 this year, and considering his wide activities as performer, teacher,

academic and composer it is alittle surprising
that adisc took so long. His idiom is conventional. Much of his work has been in Baroque
and early classical fields ( as with the London
Cantata Ensemble), perhaps reconciling with
his position as twentieth century composer
in precise formal gestures. Apart from the
relatively traditional symphony premièred two
years ago, these two vocal works, while not
exactly typical, have early and classical texts
as basis and inspiration. As a result, the
music assumes an appropriately controlled
and well-defined poise.
The text of Salutatio Angelica (
1950), for contralto, small choir and chamber orchestra, is
based on ' the ancient devotion known as the
Angelus (three Biblical verses each introducing an Ave Maria) followed by Psalm 130'.
Curious stylistic juxtapositions occur: ecclesiastical,
semi- modal
passages,
Bach- like
contrapuntal play and ground harmonies, and
occasional Holstian chorus/orchestra sonorities. Nevertheless, the orchestral scoring,
while very conservative, and unassuming, is
unambiguously modern. Alfreda Hodgson's
delivery has just the right smoothness and
roundness to match the rich orchestra and
chorus. Not a great work— pastiche forbids
that anyway— but pleasing.
Roman Spring is a different matter. In this
mature work, tonal bias is loose, almost
absent. Combination of mythical and classical
Latin text is treated in potentially indulgent
lyrical fashion, using large orchestra and two
soloists. However, maintained beneath the
passionate vocal lines is a relatively reserved
scoring used simply and effectively. Unashamed parallels and ostinati are often
powerfully apt and the result is aclarity which
here often conveys a less specific, ecstatic
mysticism. Performance is superb all round,
with only slight reservations about Robert
Tear's more operatic tone in relatively austere
surroundings. Recording generally matches,
with forward soloists, although the Central
Line beneath Kingsway undermines otherwise
good editing. [
A*/B: 1/11
Michael Thorne
MONTEVERDI: ' L'Incoronazione di Poppea'
Donath Stiderstróm Berberian IEsswood Luccardi I
Hansmann IConcentus Musicus IHarnoncourt
Telefunken HD6.35247 (
5records) (£ 13.75)
Ten sides—the length of Tristan—for a
Monteverdi opera! Yet despite the length,
and the price, this recording must immediately attract anyone who cares for baroque
opera in an authentic guise. Not just any
baroque opera, either, but one of the greatest:
Ido not think Nikolaus Harnoncourt exaggerates when he claims parity for it with Mozart
and Verdi.
Harnoncourt's special skill, demonstrated
already in his recordings of Monteverdi's
Orfeo and other works, is to infuse a lively,
expressive art into the display of historical
tone- colour, using ancient instruments or
modern replicas, expertly played. He insists
on authentic voice- pitches, too. Since the
role of Nero was originally a male ( castrato)
soprano, a female soprano is used here as
the next best thing. So Elisabeth Sóderstróm adds the role of the Roman tyrant to
her formidable operatic gallery, while the
lighter- voiced Helen Donath sings Poppaea
—Nero's mistress, for whose sake he exiles
the legitimate empress, Octavia, and decrees
the death of his adviser, Seneca.
The use of a soprano Nero is likely to prove
the controversial point of this issue: especially
when we are robbed of the stage spectacle, it
needs a strong effort of will to hear this
sound as male. But Ibelieve the effort of will
is justified. It is a matter of one vital element
in a whole vocal palette which also includes
the counter- tenor voice ( Paul Esswood, magnificent as Poppaea's rejected lover, Otho),
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Faultless Mozart from Brendel/Marriner
MOZART: Piano concerto 27 in 13 ,,K595
Piano concerto 18 in 13/, K456
Alfred Brendel IAcademy of St Martin- in- the- Fields, IMarriner
Philips 6500 948 (£2.9o)

This record was rush- released to tie in with transmission of two London Weekend TV
'Aquarius' films, the first featuring the recording sessions last December and the second
giving a complete performance of Mozart's last piano concerto, K.595. Brendel and
Marriner have here attained truly breathtaking results, and the Philips engineers have
done them proud. Quite simply, this is in a class by itself amongst existing recordings
of Mozart piano concertos. It is not only a faultless piece of record- production
but also a disc that conveys something of the spontaneity and surprise value of a live
performance.
Iwonder how many listeners will be taken aback afresh, as Iwas, by the daring
modulations in the development section of the first movement of K.595. For a
moment Ithought my turntable was tipsy, or that the wrong tapes had been spliced.
But lisening again, it was clear that Brendel, Marriner and the Academy of
St Martin- in- the Fields had merely conspired to articulate Mozart's key- changes with
the neatest dovetailing imaginable.
In general, these interpretations have the intimacy of chamber music, an effect
enhanced, indeed made possible, partly, by the 18th- century dimentions of the
orchestra, and the tonally scaled- down playing of Brendel. Yet the strength of
underlying passion is constantly apparent. Iespecially relished the account of K.456,
here, a work undeservedly neglected by concert planners. Every Mozartian attribute is
present: poise, wit, simplicity and pathos, all expressed with disarming fluency.
Conductor and soloist are at one in their response, producing a feeling of assurance
and a sense of stylishness.
The excitement and sophistication that comes across is irresistible. Brendel's
cadenzas are stunning, both for fingerwork and zestful musicality. His ability to
suggest an undertow of tension in the music is shared by Marriner—e.g. in the big
ritenuto he makes before the G- major episode in the slow movement of K.456; and in a
slight hurrying of orchestral tuttis that is never unrhythmic, but rather sustain the
urgency introduced by Brendel. Every bar in these performances is worth a paragraph,
but Ishall merely compliment the woodwind and horns on their characterful
contr;butions.
Notes on the music are enclosed on a separate leaflet, as the colour sleeve features a
selection of photographs taken on location for the two ' Aquarius' films.
Meirion Bowen
and the tenor voice in acomic old- woman role
(Carlo Gaiffa, equally admirable as Arnalta,
Poppaea's nurse). Philip Langridge performs
a dual tenor role with distinction, and &icierstrom and Donath hold the long leading roles
with expressive, commanding vocal art.
There are a couple of minor weaknesses and
one major one— Cathy Berberian's Octavia,
quite lacking the weight and resonance for
this great role, with its magnificent, affecting
aria of farewell to Rome.
This recording was not, however, a matter
simply of casting the roles and booking the
studios.
Harnoncourt prepared his own
edition of the musical text, recognizing that
the two existing manuscripts from the composer's period represent only ' skeletons'
which have to be clothed by the addition and
elaboration of instrumental parts. This reconstruction is accomplished within the conventions and with the instruments of the period,
including shawms ( precursors of the oboe),
recorders, and valveless trumpets. The stereo
sound convincingly balances the instruments
and voices, and shows the spatial displacement as well as the contrasted sound of the
two harpsichords used. It is a marvellous
experience, and as far from the bare literalness
of Alan Curtis's American recording of the
opera as from Raymond Leopard's deliberately
picturesque modernization of the score as
heard in the two discs ( HMV SLS 908) of
extracts from the Glyndebourne performance
(1964).
The omission of orchestral chords at the
end of Octavia's farewell aria seems a mistake. Otherwise Iapplaud almost everything
in Mr Harnoncourt's approach. The accomplished boy singer who takes the role of Cupid
is listed only as a ' soloist of the Vienna Boys'
Choir', no name being given! Libretto, translation, and notes are provided, but not with
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such full ( pictorial detail) as with some former
comparable issues. Side- divisions are well
structured and the records have superbly
silent surfaces. [
A: 1]
Arthur Jacobs

MOZART: March in D, K335, 1
March in D,
K335, 2
Serenade in D, K320 ' Posthorn'
Peter Damm ( posthorn) IDresden SO I de Waart
Philips 6500 627 (£2-90)

Neither of the two most recent recordings of
this serenade, by Bohm on DG ( 1971) and
Boskovsky and the Vienna Mozart Ensemble
on Decca, has come my way so Iam unable
to compare the merits of this new version with
either. One possible advantage that Edo de
Waart has over his predecessors is that he
manages to include both the marches that
presumably belong to the work, and plays one
at the beginning and the other at the end, just
as one assumes was done in Mozart's time.
Taken all round the Posthorn is a most impressive work. Like the Haffner Serenade it
is truly symphonic, in fact four movements
were separately published as a symphony
during the 19th century. Iam not convinced
that this performance captures quite the
degree of grandeur that the music itself often
achieves. The four- in- a- bar rhythm of the
first allegro is very pronounced and the
Andante grazioso, the second of the two concertante movements, is rather graceless. In
short it seems a bit rushed and the music
deserves more room for expansion. The solo
wind instruments in the two concertante
movements are well played and nicely focused by a recording which otherwise inclines
to be hard and over- bright but with a poorly
defined bass where string bass and drums
overlay one another without clear separation.
There is a good deal here that is enjoyable,
but taken all round I cannot unreservedly

Humphrey Burton ( who produced the Mozart ' Aquarius'
film for TV), with Neville Marriner and Alfred Brendel.

recommend this. [B/C: 2] Kenneth Dommett
MOZART: Six Preludes and Fugues, K404a
Grumiaux Trio
Philips 6500 605 (£2.90)

The six three-part fugues for string trio are
something of acurio. They are in fact arrangements of music by J. S. and W. F. Bach which
Mozart did in 1782 for one of the music parties
at Baron van Swieten's. At this time he was
immersed in baroque music, especially that
of J. S. Bach, the Well- tempered Clavier in
particular. It is interesting to note, though,
that the fourth fugue, which is prefaced by
an arrangement of the Adagio from Bach's
organ sonata ( BWV 527), is the Contrapunctus No. 8 from the Art of Fugue. The
sixth, prefaced by an adagio of Mozart's own,
is a fugue by Wilhelm Friedemann Bach. As
with the Messiah reworking, the results are
more Mozart than anything, though occasionally the music seems a bit stiff in the joints.
This is true of almost all Mozart's experiments in this genre; it is only when he is
being entirely himself that one realises how
well he had imbibed the essentials of the
style.
As far as Iknow this is the only recording
of the set now available, so the problem of
choice scarcely arises. Even had there been
a rival Idoubt that there would be much of a
problem since this version by the Grumiaux
Trio fills the bill admirably. These are vigorous performances rather closely recorded
so that occasionally they seem somewhat too
violent for the content, but the recording is
clear and spacious. There is a hint of preand post- echo here and there. It may be
argued that the studious, rather earnest performances threaten to overstate the case. To
me however it all seems pretty much in
character. [
A: 1]
Kenneth Dommett
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MOZART: Rondo for piano in D, K485
Sonata in A, K331
Fantasy in c, K475 / BACHBUSONI: Chaconne in d
Alicia da Larrocha (pno)
Decca 5X L6609 (
52.99)
One side of this disc contains Mozart in a
rococo vein: the other sees him writing in a
melodramatic, tonally adventurous idiom that
contrasts so sharply that you could be forgiven for thinking two different eighteenthcentury composers were involved.
Quite
why the Bach -Busoni Chaconne transcription should then be introduced at the end
Ido not know.
Iwas a little disappointed that Alicia da
Larrocha should treat the Mozart pieces here
as if they all belonged within the restricted
gamut of rococo expression. Ican find nofault
with the Rondo in D major and virtually
nothing is wrong with the Sonata. Larrocha's
playing is beautifully calculated in terms of
phrasing and dynamics. Her touch is exquisite. In the penultimate (
Adagio) variation
of the Sonata, Icould have done with a few
ornaments when the sections are repeated,
but this is aminor cavil. Unlike some pianists,
Larrocha does not let her exuberance run
riot in the famous Rondo alla turca that closes
the sonata: here again she remains a fastidious interpreter, coolly keeping everything
within bounds.
Such a style is less rewarding in the
Fantasia, which needs a broader range of
dynamic contrasts and characterisations.
Larrocha treats it as if it were not by the composer of Don Giovanni, but by C. P. E. Bach.
Maybe she wanted it to be heard in parallel
with the Bach -Busoni Chaconne, whose
romantic ' opening- out' of violin figurations
(from the Partita No. 3in D minor) in pianistic
terms generally attracts from other interpreters a more Lisztian response than it receives
here. Larrocha's supreme technical assurance is married to qualities of restraint and
self-effacement which alone make the disc
memorable and idiosyncratic. The recorded
piano sound is bright-toned, possibly slightly
'beautified' by the engineers, but not obtrusively so: the clarity of texture is indeed
assisted by it. [A : 1/2]
Meirion Bowen
MOZART: ' Don Giovanni'
Evans 1Sgourda 1Soyer 1Lagger IAlva IHarper I
Donath IECO IBarenboim
HMV SLS978 (4records) ( 59.95)

additions are included as appendices on
side 8 of this four- disc set.
In fact, with the inclusion on side 8 of all
four additional Viennese numbers, we are
enabled to hear some music we never encounter in the opera house: a shortened
recitative version of Leporello's escape in
Act II following the sextet ( for stage productions
invariably
use
Mozart's
first,
superior, Prague thoughts here), and a
decidedly odd, sado-masochistic scene ( recitative and duet) for Leporello and Zerlina,
in which she ties him up and beats him,
singing as she does so Di gioia e di diletto
sento brillarmi il petto! Cosi, cogl' uomini,
cosi si fa!' ( Ifeel my heart flowing with joy
and delight. This is the way to treat men!)
Iwish Icould say Ithought Daniel Barenboim made the most of the gains in dramatic
intensity he achieves in using the Prague
version, but he frequently dissipates these by
sluggish tempi which require the authority
of a Klemperer to be made to sound convincing. The music of Donna Elvira, excellently sung by Heather Harper despite
occasional cloudiness of tone, suffers most
from this. But his reading possesses clarity
and elegance, and his cast is, with the exception of an
unawesome Commendatore,
uniformly acceptable, though not as charismatic as those assembled by Krips, Klemperer
and Davis. Luigi Alva's voice spreads badly
nowadays, but he rises splendidly to ' Il mio
tesoro', and appears to sing the run on
'tornar' in one breath ( one can never be sure
of such things in this tape- splicing age.)
Antigone Sgourda has difficulty with ' Non
mi dir', but she and Geraint Evans whose
Leporello is strongly characterized, are the
most positive performers. Roger Soyer, as
Giovanni, is a fine singer but lacks a sufficiently assertive personality. Helen Donath
in an attractive Zerlina, the recording is clear
and spacious and the set comes accompanied by a libretto and an essay on the
background to the first performances.
I
enjoyed my two hearings of this performance,
but Iam not sure that it will stand up to
many more hearings, the way the other
recordings I have mentioned do, to me at
least. [B: 2]
Charles Osborne

RAMEAU: Pieces de Clavecin
Albert Fuller ( hpd)
Nonesuch H-71278 (
51.85)
This new recording of Don Giovanni is based
on, and was recorded immediately following,
Nonesuch present an interesting and colourthe 1973 Edinburgh Festival production of the
ful programme of harpsichord music by
opera. Idid not see the production, which I Jean-Philippe Rameau, Scarlatti's brilliant
remember was in general unfavourably
18th century counterpart. The Suite in e,
reviewed, but presumably the recording is
taken from book 2 ' Pièces de Clavecin'
of the same version, musically. As a recordpublished in 1724, forms the centrepiece of
ing, it is unusual in that it adheres scruputhe programme. It is an interesting work
lously to the musical text of the premiere of
displaying a mixture of both French and
Don Giovanni in Prague in October, 1787.
Italian styles and is noted for the rustic
Thus, the opera does not contain two of its
simplicity of its dance movements. Other
most popular arias, which Mozart composed
pieces on the disc include such descriptive
for the first Viennese production the following
miniatures as La Dauphine, L'Entretien des
May: '
MItradi quell' alma ingrata', inserted
Muses, L'Enharmonique and Les Cyclopes.
to make Katherina Cavalieri, the Elvira,
Albert Fuller's interpretations are based
happier with her role; and ' Dalla sua pace',
on a profound knowledge of French 18th
substituted for ' Il mio tesoro' which Francesco
Century musical practice as applied to the
Morelia, Vienna's Don Ottavio, found too
clavecin. He is extremely adept at highdifficult. ( It isn't all that difficult to sing,
lighting the dazzlingly kaleidoscopic virtuoso
though it is difficult to sing well!) In most
sequences which form so integral a part of
stage productions, we are offered the Prague
Rameau's extemporaneous keyboard style
version ( including ' Il mio tesoro', which no
(here I refer particularly to the expressive
self-respecting
Ottavio
would
admit to
miniatures on side one). The E minor suite
finding difficult) plus the two additional
is less virtuoso in concept and in this context
Viennese arias. This not only adds to the
calls for an altogether subtler approach.
length of the opera, but emphasises a certain
Mr. Fuller's reading is eloquently poised and
lack of onward movement in the second act.
his technique always assured.
Daniel Barenboim's decision to stay with
There can be no doubt that the reproducthe Prague version makes for a tauter piece
tion ( Pascal Taskin-late 18th century French)
of musical drama, and the listener is not
harpsichord, made by William Dowd, lends
deprived of any music since the Viennese
much tone colour to the music, thus helping
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to re-create the atmosphere of the period.
This magnificent instrument has 2keyboards,
2eight foot registers, one four foot register, a
coupler and a buff stop for the eight foot
register of the lower manual. It is tuned midway between modern and 18th century pitch
a' = 415.5 hz.
The recording is amazingly clear and is set
in an appropriate acoustic. A very satisfactory production in every respect. [A : 1]
Victor McAloon
RAVEL: Piano music, Vol. 2: Gaspard de la
Nuit
Prelude
Menuet sur le nom d'Haydn
A la Manière de ... Borodin
Menuet Antique
Pavane pour une Infante defunte
A la
Manière de ... Emmanuel Chabrier
Pascal Rogé ( pno)
Decca SXL6700 (
52.99)
There are some works which seem to inspire
the most experienced interpreters to something approaching
a definitive reading.
Ravel's Gaspard de la Nuit is one of them. It
demands not only a virtuoso piano technique
but also virtuosity of mind ( to quote saxophonist Evan Parker). I can't pretend that
Pascal Rogé's performance on this disc
attains this highest pinnacle of achievement.
You have only to hear Gaspard played by
Michelangeli, or Alicia de Larrocha, or
Moiseiwitsch to realise that the young Rogé
is not there yet. By comparison his Ondine
is lacking in sensuous sweep and climactic
power, Le Gibet is even prim, and Scarbo
contains little menace or diablerie. But it
would be a harsh judgement that suggested
that Rogé—already possessed with considerable technical equipment, and sonorous
tonal beauty— will not one day produce a
more stunning account of this, one of the
peaks of the pianistic repertoire.
His present style of playing is certainly
equal to the rest of the pieces on this disc,
all of which exhibit the composer in his
characteristic role of pasticheur— in the best,
creative sense. Here Ravel views the past
through specially tinted spectacles.
The
world of his Menuet antique and Menuet sur
le nom d'Haydn unite order and sensuous
beauty to perfection.
Rogé strikes the
balance, thus, in his interpretations between
precision of outline and tonal nuance. In
the Pavane pour une infante defunte, his
rhythmic lilt and crispness are a welcome
change from the excessive smoochiness that
creeps into most accounts of it ( especially
the orchestrated version). Rogé includes a
tiny Prelude (
1913) which is even more seldom
played than the two pieces ala manière de . . .
Borodin and Chabrier, respectively.
Rogé will no doubt want to re-record
Gaspard in about 15 years time, but the rest of
his performances here are models of their
kind. He is reasonably well served by the
subdued cool recording, though one needs
to set the volume control quite high. There
were clicks at the end of side 2 on my copy.
[B: 2]
Meirion Bowen
RAVEL: Piano music
14 pieces
Philippe Entremont (pno)
CBS 77380 (
3records) ( 56.99)
'I do not ask for my music to be interpreted
but only for it to be played' ( Ravel). Quite so.
Stravinsky said much the same. Nevertheless, a statement like that, born no doubt out
of exasperation with some self-indulgently
personalised account of his, Ravel's, music,
begs questions. Performers have to answer
them as best they can. There must be
fidelity to the spirit of the score as well as to
its notes and directions. And how do you
measure that, Mr. Beckmesser? It is not
easy, and good Ravel playing can be harder
to define than the opposite,
to p. 116
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Gidelieder
Humphrey Searle considers the first
studio recording

Top: Session in progress at the West Ham Central Mission.
Bottom: Pierre Boulez conducting ( left) and chatting
with apassing Womble (right).
SCHOENBERG:Guudieder
Thomas
Napier jMinton IBowen
Nimsgern lReich BBC Singers lBBC
Choral Society l Goldsmiths' Choral
Union ' Gentlemen of the London Philharmonic Choir BBC SO lBoulez
CBS 78264 (2 records) (£5.49)

THE Gurrelieder started life as
I a simple song- cycle for one
voice and
piano: this was
intended as a competition entry
by the young Schoenberg ut
1899— he was twenty-five. But
feeling that his songs were too
way-out to win the prize, Schoenberg with the exuberance of
youth transformed the work into
one of the largest cantatas ever
written, with six soloists, three
four-part male choruses, an
eight- part mixed chorus which
only appears in the final moments of the work, and a mammoth orchestra which includes
eight flutes, five oboes, seven
clarinets, five bassoons, ten
horns, seven trumpets, seven
trombones, a massive array of

percussion and a huge body of
It should be said,
strings.
however, that these vast forces
are rarely used all together, and
some of the scoring is of the
utmost delicacy, particularly the
penultimate section, The Summer Wind's Wild Hunt, which in
fact was scored ten years after
the rest of the work—Schoenberg had been compelled to
give up work on this vast project
owing to the necessity of earning
a living by hack work. So when
the first performance of the
Gurrelieder took place in Vienna
in 1913—and it was a great
success—Schoenberg had almost lost interest in the work,
as his music had already moved
on to a different style.
The music of the Gurrelieder
has often been called Wagnerian,
and it is true that the harmonic
style shows some influence of
Wagner in places: but that of
Mahler is equally important,
especially in the writing for
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orchestra, which is full of
ingenious and original touches
from the opening sunset prelude
onwards. The long first part of
the work retains the form of a
song-cycle and begins with
nine songs sung alternately by
King Wald and his love Tove:
then an orchestral interlude
portrays Tove's death at the
hands of Waldemar's vengeful
queen: the first part ends with
the Song of the Wood Dove,
who tells the ' wood- doves' of
Gurre of Tove's death and
funeral.
In the short second part
Waldemar curses God for allowing his love to be slaughtered:
he is condemned upon his
death to ride at night through
the sky with the ghosts of his
vassals, searching in vain for
Tove. The third part more or
less gives up the song- cycle
form
and
becomes
almost
operatic: Waldemar arouses his
vassals from the dead, to the
terror of the peasants.
His
lament for Tove is answered
by the ironic song of Klaus the
Fool, Waldemar's former court
jester, whose ghost accompanies that of his master on the
nightly ride—this is one of
Schoenberg's rare excursions
into humorous music. At dawn
the vassals return to their graves,
and the ' Wild Hunt of the
Summer Wind' begins, expressing the renewing power of
nature in which Waldemar can
feel the love of Tove at every
sunrise. This section contains a
part for speaking voice which
anticipates Schoenberg's later
Pierrot Lunaire. The work ends
with a massive chorus of praise
to the sun, counterbalancing
the sunset prelude with which
it began.
The Gurrelieder is a highly
original work and contains a lot
of remarkable music, especially
in the later sections, which have
some extraordinary effects. The
size of the forces involved
obviously makes it difficult to
present on records, but Ithink
that the present version must
be the definitive one. Its only
recent rivals are the 1966 Munich
version under Kubelik, recently
reissued by DG, and the Danish
version under Ferencsik, taken
from a live performance. The
latter has the advantage of the
late Julius Patzak as the speaker;
but Günter Reich is equally good
in this version, even if he almost
bursts into song towards the end.

The advantages of studio
recording are enormous, of
course, particularly in so complex awork as this, where clarity
and good balance are essential.
The engineers have done a
remarkable job in making as
many as possible of the different
strands audible, and Boulez
secures
sensitive
playing
throughout, with dramatic force
where it is needed: he seems to
be fully involved in the music,
and is not content merely to
take a somewhat abstract view
of it, as in some of his other
recordings. Indeed, he puts in
some small changes of tempo
which are not marked in the
score but nevertheless help the
dramatic effect.
The brunt of the singing is
borne by Waldemar, and here
Jess Thomas is admirable:
strong, yet tender when needed,
with a fine ringing voice on the
top notes.
As Tove, Manta
Napier produces a nice tone
in the more lyrical passages,
though her breathing is inclined
to be audible: her top- A is on
the thin side, but she manages
a fine top- B in the eighth song.
In some songs the singers are
placed rather close to the microphones, though the orchestral
part is always fully audible, and
indeed it is necessary for them
to be very close in passages
where the orchestra plays fortissimo. Yvonne Minton gives a
most impressive performance
of the Song of the Wood Dove,
highly dramatic and pathetic,
yet firm throughout, and she
manages the big compass of
the music—low- A to high B
flat—admirably.
It is a pity,
though perhaps inevitable, that
there has to be a side- change
in the middle of this song, just
before the description of Tove's
funeral.
The other singers are effective,
particularly Kenneth Bowen, who
sings the Fool's song with great
humour and intelligence. The
choral sections come off well,
both the wild ride and the
mysterious return of the vassals
to their graves, and the final
hymn to the sun is enormously
effective. Altogether an admirable set: with it comes an excellent note on the work by Jack
Diether, music examples of all
the principal themes, and a
complete text in German, English
and French with indications of
which themes appear in which
places. [
A*: 1*/1]
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At any rate, not so very long after its issue
of Ravel's keyboard works played by Robert
Casadesus, CBS has brought out another
set, this time by Philippe Entremont. As
before it is slotted on to six sides, with Dennis
Lee appearing as partner in Ma Mere l'Oye
and Habañera in place of Gaby Casadesus.
Entremont is an excellent pianist, closely but
by no means exclusively associated with
Ravel. Both his technical fluency and his
devotion to the manner and matter of le
maitre can be taken as read. So far so good.
Now, the larger proportion of the contents of
this volume is of course very familiar, available in a diversity of recorded performances.
It may well happen that you prefer Monsieur
X or Madame Y in this or that piece, and I
must admit to not being over- fond of packagedeals. When you weigh it all up, however,
Entremont's contribution is most impressive.
Considered objectively, if such a thing is
possible, it is entirely creditable. Subjectively, my admiration is tempered with reservations, difficult to pin down for they are
concerned with elements such as refinements
of sensitivity, of colour, dynamics, rhythm—
which bring one dangerously close to the
dreaded term ' interpretation'.
And then there is the question of the piano,
which has a forward, sometimes rather hard
tone yet immaculately clear. Referring back
to the earlier, Casadesus set in the case of
the Valses nobles et sentimentales (
which,
on paper at least, he gets through in two
minutes less than Entremont) Iwas startled
by the plumminess of his piano. Yet in that
particular work, and in several of the others,
particularly Miroirs and Gaspard de la Nuit,
there is a quality of imagination that just
eluded Entremont. [
A: 1]
Christopher Grier
RAVEL: Sonatine
Miroirs
Daniel Adni (pno)
HMV HQS1336 (£1.47)

Adni's playing of the Sonatine here calls to
mind Stravinsky's comparison of Ravel to a
kind of Swiss watchmaker. It has mechanical
precision and reliability. Departures from
the regular tick-tock are unnatural in effect.
Adni throughout this side of the record
misses almost entirely the introspective
aspect of Ravel's piano- writing. For Adni,
the Sonatine is an essay in neo-classic,
brittle brilliance. This works for the finale,
in part, but shuts out the essential selfcommuning qualities of the first two movements—the second of which is too fast for a
minuet.
True, he bares his breast very overtly in the
Pavane pour une infante defunte: this is one
of the most virile, muscular accounts of the
Pavane that Ihave ever heard— no suggestion
of soft- lights and changing- into- somethingcomfortable here, which is what is often
implied
by
the
orchestrated
version,
especially. Adni makes evident in Jeux d'eau
the source of the composer's pianistic
inspiration— Liszt, of course; but it is too
machine- like a performance to probe the
symbolic undertones of its water- imagery.
Side 2 reveals a more astute and sensitive
Ravel interpreter. Although Noctuelles, the
first of the five pieces, collectively entitled
Miroirs, is lacking in true pianissimo dynamic
gradations ( Ravel often writes p, pp and ppp
between phrases in great profusion on a
single page), Adni captures the Ravel idiom
with greater understanding in the rest. You
would expect Alborado da Gracioso to appeal
to him—and it does: his performance, if not
in the Lipatti class, is still stunning in its
virtuosity and neatly caught Spanish inflexions. But in Oiseaux Tristes and Une
Barque Sur L'Océan Adni manages to characterise the different layers of musical texture
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so that the sheer subtlety of thought and
design is properly conveyed. The recording
here offers a more faithfully documented
piano sound than on side one, where a
synthetic resonance betrays the composer's
—and maybe the pianist's—conception of
piano sonority. [B: 2]
Meirion Bowen

RIMSKY-KORSAKOV: Scheherazade, Op. 35
Orchestre de Paris IRostropovich
HMV ASD3047 (£2.65)

Rostropovich's first purely orchestral recording, as conductor for EMI, is a Scheherazade of opulent expression. What is so
striking about the performance is that the
playing exactly mirrors his own style as a
cellist. The flavour is just the same, and
listeners will either adore it, or turn elsewhere.
There
are
some excellent
orchestral
soloists in the Paris orchestra: the violinist
Luben Yordanoff and the bassoonist both
shine out. Rostropovich's performance is
very intense, and Ifound his treatment of the
thrumming string semiquaver bars interjected into the bassoon solos in the second
movement, and the motto as announced on
trombones and tuba '
con forza' (
the following
trumpet rhythm does not match), rather
exaggerated. A wide expressive rubato is
used, and its expansiveness is not to my
personal taste: Ifeel as uncomfortable as
listening to Rostropovich playing cello in a
Haydn slow movement.
This fulsome Scheherazade is recorded in
the resonant Salle Wagram acoustic; the
dynamic range is extremely wide, and the
staging too is widespread. Balancing is very
pleasing and natural. I prefer the more
objective
Haitink/LPO
performance
on
Philips, which is more precise in ensemble,
but there Iwould have liked a closer balance
and warmer tone; the Kempe/CFP still makes
a highly competitive alternative. [
A: 1]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUMANN: Piano concerto in a, Op. 54
Introduction and Allegro appassionata, Op. 92
Daniel Barenboim ( pno) ILPO ' Fischer-Dieskau
HMV AS D3053 (£2.65)

One of Barenboim's earliest recording projects for EMI was the Schumann concerto,
taped with Sir John Barbirolli. Alas, that
performance was not approved for release,
and a new coupling was made comparatively
recently: Fischer-Dieskau also conducted the
concerto for Barenboim in the concert- hall.
Barenboim gives an immensely virile reading of the solo part; clearly he has thought
out the score in every detail, and his playing
is very satisfying. The coupling is not a
popular score: possibly in the future EMI
might consider replacing it with the Du Pré/
Barenboim recording of the Cello Concerto?:
but as the sleeve note argues, done persuasively by a strong advocate, and Schumann's genius is just as recognisable. The
concert allegro and introduction was written
in 1849, three years after the Leipzig premiere
of the concerto.
It is always difficult to dissociate performance from recording, when assessing a new
LP. One can sense Barenboim working hard
in the less familiar work for unity with the
orchestral part, adapting like a chambermusician. In the concerto, however, the recording balance favours the piano so much—
and Iconsider the balance wrongly judged—
that the orchestral accompaniment is pushed
weakly into the background. This means that
some detail is masked by the soloist, and the
impression is heightened that Barenboim is
shouldering the whole work. The orchestral
sound is tepid, and the effect of the exchanges

is consequently diminished. I have downgraded the technical rating, in spite of very
clean piano tone and colouring. [
C: 1]
Christopher Breunig
SCHUMANN: Piano concerto in a, Op. 54
Introduction and Allegro appassionato, Op. 92
Wilhelm Kernel (pno) I Bavarian Radio Symphony
Orchestra / Kubelik
DG 2530 484 (£2.70)

The Decca recording of the Schumann concerto, issued in 1953, which Wilhelm Kempff
made with Krips, was regarded for many years
as the most poetic available. This year
Kempff will be eighty, and this new recording
with Kubelik, perhaps the most impressive of
all Schumann conductors, reflects Kempff's
wisdom as an interpreter.
Partly for technical reasons, I made the
recent versions by Lupu and Barenboim the
basis for my comparisons, and Iwas consistently struck by the fact that both these
young pianists tend to make too much of what
they have found in the music so far. Whereas
with Kempff, even if he tends to snatch at the
music here and there, or accent the music
rather heavily and abruptly, the expressive
nuances fit unfussed into place. His reading
takes the first movement at a comfortable
pace, allowing room for characterisation of
the music; the andantino is flexible and spring
like; the finale at just the right slowish pace—
rather like the tempo set by Deszo Ranki, in
his extraordinary debut on records ( Hungaraton) in the concerto.
Schumann's concerto, a shade over thirtythree minutes long here, is difficult to accommodate on one LP side, and the DG sound
tends to be hard in tone, and rather thick. But
it does compare favourably with the two
alternatives I mention above: Decca marginally the finest recording, the EMI with atoo
reticent orchestral balance.
The Konzertstück Op. 92 has clearer sound,
and the appreciable bonus of divided violins
in Kubelik's platform layout of the orchestra.
This is amagical performance, in an altogether
different class from Barenboim's. The introduction sounds merely sluggish there by contrast, and Kubelik' brings real passion to the
allegro. Kempff's playing is more idiomatic,
the structuring of the work brilliantly lit. A
wonderful partnership of equals, each with a
profound grasp of Schumann's language.
The review copy had some low- frequency
thumps on side 1, and a degree of rumble on
side 2. We hope to report later that this was
an isolated example. [A/B: 1/11
Christopher Breunig
J. STRAUSS II: ' Die Fledermaus'
Gundula Janowitz I Eberhard Wâchter
Wolfgang
Windgassen IRenate Holm lErich Kunz IWaldemar
Kmentt / Vienna State Opera Chorus ( CM: Norbert
Balasch) IVienna Philharmonic Orchestra IKarl Bern
Decca SET540/1 (
2 records) (£6.50)

This new recording of Die Fledermaus has not
all that many rivals to outshine. The old
classic Krauss recording on Ace of Clubs
has been deleted and may well appear on the
Eclipse label to keep company with the likewise mono recording of Der Zigeunerbaron.
Ormandy's 1951 Met. performance in English
is with us as an interesting historic curiosity
that is also enjoyable ( CBS 78245). Karajan's
Decca recording is still bold and glittering
and impressively recorded ( SXL6015/6); while
the last version under Boskovsky was wholly
delightful and, as might be expected, played
in true Viennese style ( HMV SLS964). This is
the chief rival to Bálim's new version.
In fact, it makes for one of those impossibly
difficult decisions with which reviewers are
constantly faced. There is so much in favour
of this new version. Firstly the orchestral
111-11 NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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CLASSICAL
More ex iting Strauss from Kempe
R. STRAUSS: Orchestral works, Vol. 3
Symphonia Domestica, p. 53
Aus Italien, Op. 16
Till Eulenspiegel's Merry Pranks,
Op. 28 ' Salome'— Dan eof the seven veils
Josephslegende, Symphonic Fragment ( 1947),
Op. 63
Dresden Staatskapelle I empe
HMV SLS894 (
3recoMs) (£6.50)
m tempted t ay that this set is even more exciting than the first two volumes.
Pe
s because much of the material is uncommon Strauss, and Kempe
makes so much of it.
In an interview printed with the first set ( SLS861) Kempe comments on the
suggestion that Strauss wrote vulgarly: he says that if certain trivial' passages appear
vulgar, then the fault lies with the conductor. The thought occurred to me during
Salome's Dance—a piece most of us listen to with a guilty pleasure! But where
Karajan smooths over the exoticisms of the piece, Kempe makes one appreciate the
sharpness of ear Strauss had for orchestral colour; he highlights the composer's
finesse as a craftsman.
Similarly in a performance of the maligned Domestic Symphony, Kempe underlines
the sheer warmth and good humour of the work. Of course, it is thrilling to hear the
Berlin Philharmonic under Karajan ( also HMV) in full cry, but the Dresden playing is
no less wonderful, and the most prejudiced listener would have to admit that Kempe's
shaping of the music, from quiet sections with oboe d'amore and subtle woodwind
writing, to full scoring, has a vividness and openness of mind which serve the music
better.
Kempe made an excellent Berlin Till (
coupled with the original Don Quixote with
Tortelier); his new one is even more sparkling, more brilliantly lit. And Aus Italien
emerges as a sunny, evocative work, totally different from the picture given by the last
recording that we had, on Supraphon.
Side 6 brings a reworking of the Hofmannsthal collaboration for a Diaghilev ballet,
premiered in 1914. Under the ominous heading Marking Time' Norman del Mar
writes at length on the Josephslegende in book 2 of his study: he calls the symphonic
fragment ' moribund', and pretty uninteresting it proves— but it was right for Kempe to
include it.
David Mottley's Dresden productions are quite magnificent. Kempe's conducting
is marvellous, and the Dresden playing superbly alive and precise; but it could easily
have been lost in recording such elaborately orchestrated material. The balances and
dynamic range are very impressive, and as a single example Iwill just mention the
timbre of lower strings, so often dull and boomy on records, but here defined with
great realism.
The obvious follow-up would be for EMI to extract the very popular works from the
series as a further boxed set: they have done just that, cassette only so far ( TC-SLS
899). [ A*: 1*]
Christopher Breunig

playing is absolutely superb. I don't think
any other performance offers such precise
orchestral detail. BOhm's approach is unhurried, even to the point of slowness; not a
point is missed and one is constantly savouring the richness of this splendid orchestra.
Renate Holm and Gundula Janowitz as Adele
and Rosalinda sing gloriously and faultlessly,
their voices and styles offering a nice contrast as they should. Wâchter as Eisenstein
is suitably stupid and Heinz Holecek as Dr.
Falke suitably cunning.
Waldemar Kment
as Alfred manages to sound like an Italian
tenor and Wolfgang Windgassen as Prince
Orlofsky sounds young and brash. Erich
Kuchar is alittle weak as Dr. Blind and sounds
too youthful, but this is an unimportant role.
The faults as well as the glories spring from
Bohm. The precision of his conducting leads
to an overall careful approach and a fairly
serious one. Perhaps it doesn't bubble quite
enough and, in this respect, Boskovsky's cast
are a much gayer lot. Báhm also has a tendency to lead the way rather than following
the singers so that, every now and then, one
finds them rattling through phrases to keep
in step with his well- established rhythms. I
wouldn't wish to emphasize these points as
on the whole, the partnership works ideally
and produces many exquisite moments that
have an almost Mozartian poise about them.
Therefore Ithink it would be fair to sum up this
as a ' classical' performance, a fairly serious
one, restrained and meticulous, coming at the
work from the operatic side of the fence.
Boskovsky comes from the other direction,
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Richard Strauss

and makes more of a Viennese operetta—
which is where my own preferences lie in this
instance. Igot so much enjoyment from this
set, particularly, as I have said, from the
superb orchestral playing, that Imust simply
end by saying that, if you want a classical
approach, Biihm is first-rate; if you want a
New Year Concert approach, so is Boskovsky.
Iam fortunately in the position to say that I
wouldn't be without either. The recording is
clear and spacious and offers a nice balance
between orchestra and voices. [ A: 1/11
Peter Gammond

Some beautiful
rare Strauss
R. STRAUSS: Deutsche Motette, Op. 62
Abend, Op. 34: 1 Hymne, Op. 34: 2
Schutz Choir of London INorrington
Argo ZRG803 (£2.99)

pieces written. In style it might be described
as in the mould of the finale of Mahler's eighth
symphony: aquasi- dramatic setting, unearthly
in manner.
The two pieces Op. 34, settings of Rückert
and Schiller, also divide into many parts, and
present great difficulties to the singers. The
mood is typically Straussian.
Strauss is
instantly recognisable in the longer work, I
should add.
These first recordings are
beautifully accomplished by both the Choir
and by the Argo production team ( the hall
used by Michael Bremner is not stated on the
sleeve). Iurgently commend the experience
to all those who love, say, the solo songs with
orchestra. Texts and translations are printed
on the sleeve. [ A*: 11
Christopher Breunig
SULLIVAN: ' Trial by Jury'
Overture—' Macbeth' ' Henry VIII'—incidental music
D'Oyly Carte Opera Company IRPO IRoyston Nash
Decca SKL5204 (£2.75). Cassette: KTXC113 (£3.25)

Der

Beautifully recorded performances of some
exceptionally rare Strauss. For the Zwei
Gesánge Roger Norrington prepared a new
edition from source material; the Motette, a
Rückert setting, was revised by the composer in 1943. Norrington suggests that this
piece, which divides into 23 parts, seven for
solo singers, and which spans four octaves,
must be one of the most difficult tonal choral

This record has been made to mark the
centenary of the Gilbert, Sullivan, D'Oyly
Carte partnership which began in 1875 with
the production of Trial by Jury. Most of the
LP is therefore taken up with a new recording
of this most perfect and enduring of all the
G&S works. Much will depend on your
requirements in this direction. The rival
versions are a classic performance under
Sargent which remains one of my favourite
G & S recordings but entails, at the moment,
the purchase of HMS Pinafore as well, albeit
on amedium priced label ( HMV SXLP30088/9);
or another D'Oyly Carte version which has as
117

its filler some interesting and otherwise
unavailable tracks from Utopia Limited (Decca
SKL4579). Iimagine most collectors will have
these. This new performance is a very good
one, full of vitality and good character acting
and singing. It has a very forward recording
in which the voices are strongly dominant to
the point of occasionally obscuring some of
the delightful instrumental touches that are
part of the charm of this score. Ithink the
word ' robust' just about sums up both the
performance and sound. But for the Sullivan
enthusiast, atelling point will be the inclusion
of two items that usefully add to our tally of
Sullivan on record. Firstly the sturdy and
excellent Macbeth overture written in 1888 as
part of the incidental music to the play. It is
Sullivan in his Mendelssohnian vein with
touches of the Yeoman, even having, as one
writer has said, ' a mildly Wagnerian atmosphere'. Ibelieve the RPO intend to keep it in
their repertoire and it certainly ought to be
played more often. The record ends with two
excerpts from the incidental music to Henry
VIII written in 1877. This is more in the Savoy
vein and could easily have fitted into any of
the more serious operettas, emphasising
yet again that there is not so much of a rift as
has often been suggested between Sullivan's
'light' and ' serious' output—although this is
very much music for the theatre. Both these
works have excellent performances and a
lively recording. I don't think that many
collectors will want to miss this disc. [A: 1]
Peter Gammond

Iconsider the Tchaikovsky much less p
suasive.
It sounds like the work of atired old mast
of the Orchestra; the conducting is wilfu
sluggish, and in a now out-moded style. Th
schmalzy underlinings might reflect the tastes
of musical audiences of, say, the 1940s; today
they merely sound tasteless and even insulting. The LSO follow Stokowski's directions
obediently,
perhaps
devotedly,
but the
playing is not very beautiful, and some of the
pizzicati are frayed and ugly. Stokowski has a
trick of sustaining the ends of the first and
last movements, as he does the final notes of
the New World: a sort of fading into eternity.
His March is slow and dull, his final unexceptional. The rubato in the 5/4 movement
(trio repeats ignored) is extraordinary, with
tenuti and sudden changes of pace. The
distortions in the development section of the
first movement— heralded by an awful preecho on the disc—are even more bizarre,
such as the treatment of the accented quavers
in bar 170, and there are other exaggerated
changes of tempo.
The recorded sound is not distinguished;
woodwind and brass are effective but the
string- tone in tuttis reflects the curtailment of
treble frequencies. The Dynaflex pressing
submitted had appalling low- frequency grunts
for a stretch near the opening of both sides.
Yes, Imust record a certain hypnotic fascination exerted by Stokowski's interpretation,
but it certainly isn't for the fastidious. [B/C:
2/4]
Christopher Breunig

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 in b, Op. 74
'Pathétique'
Orchestre de Paris IOzawa
Philips 6500 850 (£2.90)

VIVALDI: La Stravaganza Op. 4
Carmel Kaine and Alan Loveday ( vins) / Academy of
St. Martin-in-the-Fields INeville Marriner
Argo ZRG 800/1 (
2records) (£5.98)

The essential virtues of Ozawa's conducting
of Tchaikovsky's 6th Symphony lie in his
sense of design, of drama, of melodic priority
and of sustained rhythmic impulse. He has
an exceptionally clear idea of how one thing
leads to another, how everything fits together.
The way, for instance, he builds up on those
huge Tchaikovskian climaxes is masterly.
Drama there is in plenty but not melodrama,
nor an exaggerated emphasis upon the great
throbbing Slav soul. He gives us emotion but
not emotionalism.
On the other hand, marvellously crisp as the
third movement is, the Marcia struts in what
used to be called a Prussian manner and I
prefer atouch more flexibility and elegance in
the 5/4 Allegro con grazia.
Recorded in a resonant hall, the Orchestre
de Paris possesses unusually strong string
basses, whereas the violins lack ' body' when
under real pressure and although they
achieve warmth of tone, adolcezza quality, as
required in the first movement shortly before
the coda, eludes them. The woodwind are of
course excellent and so is the brass, which is
kept under careful control— more so than the
Russians themselves often favour.
The
general effect is of a big, suffused sound,
authentically
relayed
at
both
dynamic
extremes, but sometimes short on textural
clarity. Some valuable details of scoring and
articulation are occasionally submerged in
the general impression of density. [B: 1/2]
Christopher Grier

La Stravaganza, a set of twelve concertos, was
published as Op. 4 by Estienne Roger
(Amsterdam) in 1713. Eight years later Walsh
(London) published six of them as ' Vivaldi's
Extravaganzas in 6 parts for violins and other
instruments being the choicest of the author's
work'. Although concertos for solo violin
and orchestra, the concerto grosso element
is still very much in evidence. All save one,
that in C Major, are cast in the customary
Venetian form; fast- slow-fast, ' though the
8th concerto in D Minor is interesting for its
radical, almost unparalleled tempo variations
in the first movement.
I cannot speak too highly of these
marvellous interpretations. Violinists Alan
Loveday and Carmel Kaine have wisely
chosen to share the solos thus obviating the
tendency to staleness and fatigue which can
all too easily become a pitfall of so monumental an undertaking. Both artists exhibit
the all too rare facility of being able to combine
beauty of tone with brilliance of execution.
These two soloists so compliment one
another in respect of their expressive and
scholarly approach to musical interpretation
that I could not, without reference to the
record
company's ' Hand-out'
literature,
decide with certainty precisely which artist
was performing which concerto. A further
notable feature concerns the use of varying
combinations of continuo instruments ( Organ,
Harpsichord and ? Lute) beatifully played by
the un -named artists. But all these highly
commendable attributes would be quite in
vain were it not for the superb accompaniments of Neville Marriner and his remarkable
orchestra. Tempi are brisk in the Allegros
and the playing is poetically poised in the
plaintive,
arioso type
slow
movements.
Orchestral string tone is warm and sonorous
and the ensemble correctly assumes the
proportions of a baroque chamber group.
The recording is clear and well balanced.
[A:1]
Victor McAloon

TCHAIKOVSKY: Symphony 6 in b, Op. 74
'Pathetique'
LSO IStokowski
RCA ARL1-0426 (£2.90)
Stokowski's Pathetique was produced at
Walthamstow a couple of months after
his Dvoiák New World, with the NPO, in
September 1973. My feelings about it are
almost exactly as expressed in HFN in the
July ' 74 review of the Dvofák—although in fact
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'SIR ADRIAN C NDUCTS WAGNER, Vol. 4'
'Flying Dutchma '—overture ' Das Rheingold'
—Entrance of the
ods
'
Tannhäuser' —Grand
March
Faust—o erture
'
Rienzi'—overture
LPO ISault
HMV ASD3071
2.65)
This is the f. . rth record of Wagner orchestral
Sir Adrian Boult in less than three
years, and a splendid one it is. Fascinatingly,
each of the first three was made with a
different London orchestra; here he returns
to the LPO, and nobly, brilliantly they respond
to all he— or rather, Wagner, since Boult
never puts himself before his composer—
asks of them.
There is nothing forced,
simply a series of beautifully judged, compellingly articulated and excellently recorded
works. If I enjoyed the closing scene of
Rheingold and Grand March from Tannhäuser
slightly less than the purely orchestral
numbers, it is because as a devoted
Wagnerian Icannot forget the solemn and
sensuous vocal lines that I expect from
Wotan, the Rhine maidens and the others in
the former, or the climactic first choral entry
in the latter. But it is inappropriate to examine
what is lost when there is so much to salute
gratefully—the blithely played, salt- blown
Dutchman overture, the Faust overture sounding both more gripping and more mature than
I had remembered it, and especially the
Rienzi overture, put over with compelling
nobility and vigour, poetry too, so that
its banalities are neither highlighted nor
apologized for. The sound quality is very
high, with almost every strand telling in the
often dense textures and none of those
frequent concomitants of heavily scored
music— no pre- echo, congestion or artificial
balance. [A: 1]
Peter Branscombe

COLLECTIONS
DARWIN— SONG FOR A CITY
BELLINI: ' Norma'—Dormono entrambi / OFFENBACH: ' Geneviève de Brabant'—Gendarme's
duet / VERDI: ' ILombardi' —Qui posa il flanco '
'Rigoletto'—Cortigiani and Un di se ben rammentomi / etc
Joan Sutherland IHeather Bragg IMargreta Elkins I
Graham Clark IClifford Grant ITom McConnel ILouis
Quilico RPO IBonynge
Decca SXL6719 (£2.99)
This record is avivid memento of amemorable
Gala Concert given at the Royal Opera House,
Covent Garden on January 25th, 1975 and not
the least remarkable thing about it is that here
we have the live recording in front of us for
review less than amonth later. Most important
is the fact that all the proceeds from this
record are to be donated to the Darwin Appeal
Fund to help relieve the appalling disaster
that took place there on Christmas Eve 1974.
We can only beg everyone who can manage
it to buy the record to support this most
worthy cause.
That leaves one with the dilemma of
whether to give an honest review or not. Can
Isimply say that it is obviously not of the
standard that we would expect from a studio
recording? There is that remote quality of
sound that might be expected in a vast place
like Covent Garden which accurately places
the activities on that large stage. The performances have the improvised quality that
one might expect with the impromptu timing
and overlaying activity that would be an
obvious result. If Iwanted alasting recording
of the Two gendarmes (
which is badly needed)
Iwould not expect it to be like this. But there
we are. It is very much a historical recording
of a memorable and important occasion and
deserves our support, so Iwill not presume
to add a rating.
Peter Gammond
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THE

boundaries of music are
for ever changing and new
perspectives change our allegiances.
This applies very
pointfully to the whole area
loosely known as jazz. Iam not
merely reviving the rather silly
trad v. mod battle when I say
that much of what comes under
the jazz label today, much of
what Ken Hyder has to review in
his column for instance, has
very little emotional connection
with the happy extrovert jazz
that many of us were brought up
on in the thirties. The musical
links are there of course, but
there is a rift now which is not
ideally defined by vague trad
and
mod
labels
but
more
scientifically by distinguishing
between ' melodic' jazz—whose
improvisations are always linked
with the tune—and ' harmonic'
jazz — whose
improvisations
are based on sophisticated
harmonies and generally bear no
relation to whatever melody
started the train of thought in
motion.
I feel that the old ' melodic'
jazz has far more affinity with
Tin Pan Alley than it has with
today's highly intellectual jazz
scene. I cannot imagine that
many modern jazz musicians
feel much emotional tie with the
music purveyed by Curtis Hitch
and
Hoagy
Carmichael

(Fountain u FJ-109 £2.44) or The
Original Dixieland Jazz Band's
The
London
Recordings
(World Records m SH220 £ 1.50).
This kind of jazz, like ragtime,
should now be considered apart
of the general popular music
scene rather than an archaic
branch of the art of jazz. Jazz is
the language of popular music,
and the kind of music that we get
on these discs is only marginally
more specialised than what we
get on a record by Harry Roy or
Geraldo.
Indeed to hear the
ODJB
waltzing through
a
number like Alice blue gown you
might imagine yourself in some
well-bred palm court except that
you would have to note that the
trumpeter Mr. LaRocca has a
nice jazz touch in his solos. If
this music was going any way it
was to offer a blood transfusion
to the popular songs of the
twenties and thirties. The performances
on
the
Hitch/
Carmichael disc are not even all
that inspired until we come to the
latest recording of 1928—March
of the hoodlumslWalkin' the dog,
always two of my favourites and
the music offered by Emil Seidel
and his Orchestra is hardly even
jazzy
particularly
when
the
vocalists are in action.
Very
much a collectors' item and for
the researchers into the dance
band era [H: 2/3]. The ODJB

is simply itself, always curiously
rigid and quaint, a special taste.
Again the collector will welcome
the perpetuation of their London
recordings in this well- documented, Rust blessed, collection
and hardly need to be told what
to expect [H: 1/21 The earnest
researcher into the dance band
era
archives
will
likewise
welcome Jack Harris and his
Orchestra (
World Records m
SH219 £ 1.50)
though
many
people might well have to be
reminded that Jack Harris led
popular bands at the Embassy
Club,
Grosvenor
House,
the Café de Paris and the
Monseigneur in the 1930s
through which the usual fellowship
of jazz- orientated
professional musicans drifted from
time to time. Tracks like Toy
trumpet take us back to the just
pre-war scene with an impact
that owes little to an admiration
for jazz [H: 2].
The trend of thought in the
paragraphs above is reinforced
by
a two- record
album
of
nostalgia called Hutch (
Leslie
A. Hutchinson at the Piano)
(World Records m SHB28 £ 1•45)
which brings back one of the
great entertainment figures of
the recent past. There is more
than a touch of jazz in his
elegant piano playing, but the
rich, creamy voice adding its

very personal touch to songs
like Begin the beguine and These
foolish things will be the only
excuse needed for the memory
seekers to part with some more
of their hard-earned wages. You
either like the Hutch sound or
you don't; Iam sure there are
enough
people in the first
category to make this album a
steady seller [
H:1].
The Supraphon distributors
have put back into circulation
Frantisek Kmoch: Czech
Folk
Songs and
Marches
(Supraphon 54993 £ 1.60) which
offers some attractive music
in an oompahy, convivial vein,
delightful if tending to sameness,
played by the Supraphon Big
Brass Band with chorus; well
recorded [
A: 1]. Czech King
of
Marches:
Julius
Fucik
(Supraphon
54839 £ 1.60)
attempts a similar service by the
same forces for the composer of
Entry of the gladiators and other
stirring marches.
A qualified
approval of this for the playing is
a bit on the rigid side and the
recording is rather unpleasantly
shrill [
C: 2]. Fucik lovers will
find themselves much better
served
by similar works in
orchestral form, splendidly
played and recorded by the
Czech
Philharmonic ( Telefunken SLE 14714 £2.75).

JAZZ
Peter Clayton on Betjeman's poetry (with jazz)
ALL THINGS BRIGHT AND
BETJEMAN

ALWAYS
feel
that the
I crumpled, comfortable old hat
he wears fits Sir John Betjeman
better than his comparatively
new knighthood, and until very
recently I rated Betjeman the
natural television performer far
above Betjeman the poet. Indeed,
I couldn't hear or see the
poetry for the steam from the
geysers and the clump of the
brogues that appeared to fill his
verse. This lack of perception
has now been put right by two
beautiful, beguiling records from
Charisma: Betjeman's Banana
Blush (
CAS 1086) and Late
Flowering Love (
CAS 1096). In
particular the corrective is the
music of Jim Parker, setting up,
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italicising, commenting on and
illuminating the verses that Sir
John speaks. What might have
been an intrusion, an impertinence, is a true embellishment.
Affectionate
20s
pastiche,
vanished tearoom music, gentle
modern rock rhythms, and some
unclassifiable kind of contemporary chamber music. ( listen to
the bassoon, strings and electric
bass behind Narcissus, a deeply
affecting poem about childhood
innocence and parental guilt and
suspicion) draw the ear to the
verse rather than drive it away.
I first encountered Jim Parker
without realizing it when on two
separate occasions I selected
compositions of his as signature
tunes. One was The red priest (
a
reference to Scarlatti) from a
Barrow Poets LP called ' The
Joker', the other was the opening
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few bars of the music to
Betjeman's
poem Agricultural
caress from the Banana Blush
LP, which was how I came to
know of the records in the first
place. They've been out some
time now, having appeared about
eight or nine months apart last
year. Betjeman's poems, which
on the surface seem to be about
Nurseryland,
Nannyland,
Tennisland and upperclass
Suburbia, are actually, Isee now,
quite intense expressions of the
subtler points of human relationships. The bicycles, bathrooms,
gaslamps, railway platforms, teacups and schoolgirls' stockings
which he moves about like so
much furniture from poem to
poem merely camouflage his
gentle compassion for us all.
Apart from the feeling that the
balance between music and

voice is better on ' Late Flowering Love' than on ' Banana
Blush', there's little or nothing
to choose between them. ' Blush'
includes that apparently trite but
strangely moving poem Business
girls (' having baths in Camden
Town ...') with its full complement of geysers, trolleybuses
and railway cuttings; but the
other has those truly disturbing
poems Narcissus, Senex (' Oh,
whip the dogs away, my Lord,
They make me ill with lust ...)
and the one concerning a butch
sounding
lady
called
Marty
Hayne laying about a pair of
furtive lovers with awhip ( simply
tremendous music to this). If
you like them at all, you must
have both; and if athird appears,
don't wait for me to bring the
matter up. CAS 1086 [B: 1];
CAS 1096 [
A/B: 1].
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FEATURES

Dual tone controls.
Automatic Microphone Over- ride.
Full Monitoring/cueing facilities.
Full Tape recording and replay
facilities.

Auxiliary—Tape/Tuner
Two Microphone
Three Disc ( Magnetic)

If you are interested in Sound Mixing and Tape Recording with Multi input
audio presentation within your home environment and budget, contact:
ICELECTRICS LIMITED,
15 Albert Road,
Aldershot, Hampshire.

Telephone: Aldershot 28513.
*Mono version also available.

£150 WORTH of YOUR
RECORDS FREE
OF WARPS & DISHING

SOME OF THE SWEETEST SOUNDS
COME FROM OUR SMALLER FRIENDS...

IF YOU STORE THEM IN
DUAL

TIDY

THE

RECORDS FLAT AND UPRIGHT BETWEEN INSELF-ADJUSTING SPRING LOADED SUPPORT
PANELS, PRESSES OUT WARPS

TRIED AND TESTED WORLDWIDE
FOR MORE THAN FOURTEEN YEARS
(Thousands in use with original springs)

100
RECORDS
PERFECTLY
STORED FOR LESS THAN
THE PRICE OF 3GOOD LP's

Fisher . Monitor Audio . Celef. JBL . Gale . Quasar . Videoton . SMC .
Omar. NEAL. Soundcraftsmen . Photax . Nakamichi . NAD . Nikko .
Teleton . Acos . Lowther. EPI . Scott . OMAL . Micro . Lustraphone .
Phase Linear . Dahlquist . etc.

100 RECORDS MODEL ( 151"x 114" x
134"). 12 in. Shelf model I2C2 Polythene
Dust Cover provided.

JEFFRIES HI-FI

In world wide use by Schools, Universities,
the B.B.C. and other Broadcasting Services.
Reviewed in the past by all the leading
magazines including UNSOLICITED RECOMMENDATIONS from some, such as
Times Educ. Supplement, The Music Teacher
and others.
HOW DOES IT WORK

SEND NOW for details and reviews

Registered in London No. 564820 13 Bedford Row, London WC I.

POWER JUDD & COMPANY LIMITED
94 EAST HILL, LONDON SWI8, ENGLAND Phone 01-874 0943
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N July 8, 1974 Iheard the best
live music I'd ever listened to
in my life. The place was Ronnie
Scott's club, and for a season
Sonny Rollins packed them in
with
something
approaching
100% musical honesty, 100%
talent, and 100% inspiration and
creativity. Just two days before,
at the Montreux Jazz Festival
Sonny recorded The Cutting
Edge and it's now available on
Milestone ( M 9059) and if you're
reading this, you must get a
copy. This is undoubtably the
best record I've heard for years,
and as such it deserves a longer
than usual review.

Sonny has the knack of taking
what might seem unlikely tunes,
and turning them into something
far more effective than they were
in their original form. He listens
more to other forms of music
than he does to jazz, and one of
the numbers he picked up was
Bacharach and David's A house
is not a home. Here he glides
through the piece, his tenor,
voice- like, with each note laden
heavily with intense feeling.
Swing /ow, sweet chariot begins
with a duet between Sonny and
Rufus Harley on bagpipes. Sonny
talked when he was here, about
how much he enjoyed playing off
drones, and how he was becoming interested in Scottish music.
Indeed he went back to the
states with several traditional
Scottish piping albums, and it
wouldn't surprise me to hear a
pibroch on his next album. The
long intro to this last number
captures that eerie soulful feeling of a piper's lament, and is
one of the several
magic
moments on the album. I'm not
so convinced about the rest of

the number, a sort of latin/rock/
gospel piece— but perhaps I'll
get used to it.
The band on the record is
much the same as the one which
appeared at Ronnie's: as well as
Harley, there's Masuo on a
springy, bouncy guitar, the best
jazz bass guitarist I've come
across, Bob Cranshaw, and the
astounding, stimulating David
Lee on drums. Also there are a
couple of players who weren't
with Sonny in London, Stanley
Cowell on piano, and Mtume,
congas. The live set at Montreux
must have
been
specially
arranged for the record as it's
only on the last track that any of
the other players get a chance
to do much soloing. It's a pity
in a way, for they're such good
musicians, and when Isaw them
they functioned as a band, and
not a back-up group for Sonny.
But still, there are some lovely
solo spots—dig Cranshaw on
Swing Low for example.
Sonny Rollins is the best
tenor player still playing jazz,
and The ' Cutting Edge' is an
excellent album fairly representing what he was at in July last
year. It'll probably be the best
album you're likely to hear this
year [
B/C: 1*].
Miles
Davis is
an
extraordinary musician. He's made a
science out of space and sparseness, and he's one of the most
original stylists to emerge in
jazz. But more than that, Miles
is an innovator and a discoverer
of talented young players. ' In A
Silent Way' heralded the start
of a whole new field of jazz.
Suddenly, it seemed, there was
a new range of rock rhythms to
experiment with, and a whole
spectrum of electronic sounds
and techniques.
Miles made
doubletracking respectable. And
once he'd done just that there
was a mad rush to hop on the
Miles Davis bandwagon. With
that sharp ear for new faces,
Miles surrounded himself with
disciples. After their apprenticeship with the Man they split and
formed what have tended to
become some of the better
electric jazz bands—although it
must be admitted that there have
been afew boring failures in this
field. Several of this month's
review albums showcase Miles
disciples with players like Tony
Williams, Chick Corea and John
McLaughlin. It's therefore appropriate that this month's batch
also contains Miles' latest Get
Up/With It on
CBS 88092
(£2.99).
The trouble with this double
album is that it's almost redundant before it's released, for
if you've heard Bitches Brew
you've heard Get Up/With It.
By that Imean that the music's
largely the same— only the
names of the sidemen have
changed, on most of the tracks,
that is.
I'm not saying that
there's anything wrong with the
music as such. It's just that it
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In the past ten years or so
Sonny Rollins has taken sabbaticals; total lay-offs from playing
in order to explore his own
personality, his own thoughts
and attitudes. When in London
he told me, ' I've taken my last
one. Iowe it to people to play.'
The statement did not come
across egotistically. The music
on this record says all the rest.
It's not music played for money
or prestige;
instead,
it's a
humble, selfless musical expression of emotions like love
and friendliness, compassion
and sympathy, sadness and
melancholy,
and
unashamed
mirth and joy at living. While the
title track stirs you with its
cycles of swirling rhythm,
Sonny's interpretation of the
lovely ballad
To a wild Rose
can move you to tears. His own
First moves is a piece which lies
square in between loose jazz
rhythms and funky patterns.
Here Rollins is playing it a lot
slower than he did at Ronnie's,
and Ithink the number suffers
slightly for it. Still, the Rollins
tone, now a shade softer than
before, is there in force carving
out rhythmic patterns with seeming ease and creating tensions
in the way he phrases.

JAZZ
has stood still. Half of the set is
made up of two long low-key
excursions into the land of
textures. Nothing new, arresting,
startling
or
surprising
emerges. It's all pretty predictable sleepy time music.
Miles still has the magic in his
own playing, but here he dispenses it grudgingly. Some of
the time he's playing uninspiring
organ
and the general impression I get from the set is
that it's far too offhand. You
get the feeling that Miles is
coasting. Get Up/With It [B:3]
meanders like a well-oiled but
freewheeling Rolls Royce slowly
drifting
downhill
without
a
steering wheel. Its only redeeming feature is that it's dedicated
to Duke.
When
Tony
Williams
left
Miles he formed Lifetime with
John
McLaughlin
and
Larry
Young. It was a dramatic band
which showed a lot of promise,
but it broke up before Ifelt it had
reached its peak. For the last
18 months or so there hasn't
been much of Tony Williams
around on disc, so Iwas cheered
and full of anticipation when I
saw his credit on Stanley
Clarke (
Atlantic K50101 £2.45)
[A: 2]. I wasn't disappointed.
Williams emerged with Miles as
a boy wonder drummer. He's no
longer a boy, but he's still a
wonder. On this record he takes
rock rhythms and makes them
his own. What lets a lot of
jazz/rock records down so much
is the lack of surprise in rhythm.
But Williams, just as you're
getting used to the rhythm,
throws in a few surprises to
make you think. He's one of the
few drummers who can play jazz
and rock rhythms separately and
simultaneously and
make
it
sound more than convincing.
Much the same could be said for
bassist
Stanley
Clarke.
He
possesses a formidable technique which he's not frightened
to push into the background
most of the time. When the
mood calls for something simple
and direct, that's what Clarke
plays. He plays with the kind of
warmth and feeling that's not
always easy to coax out of a
string bass. It's even harder on
bass
guitar,
but
here
too,
Clarke projects his personality.
Clearly there's a certain amount
of self indulgence going on, but
it's not so obnoxious as to be
embarassing.
I felt that he
could well have done without the
string section. The real action
came when it was a quartet of
Clarke, Williams, Jan Hammer,
keyboards, and Bill Connors,
guitar. Hammer sounds better
now than when he was with John
McLaughlin's
Mahavishnu
Orchestra and Connors is a
tasty wee guitarist. When it's
cooking,
this
album
comes

Ken Hyder
across strong, bubbling over
with rhythmic excitement. Which
is what this music is supposed
to be all about.
It might seem strange at first
to talk about Chick Chorm's
Return to Forever and Kool and
the Gang at the same time. But
these two bands have a lot in
common. In the past year or so,
electric jazz bands have been
trying to get closer to funky
music and funky rhythms rather
than the stiffer rock rhythms.
Herbie Hancock's band is one
which has succeeded. One of
the bands which has been
a strong influence on jazz
musicians is the jazz tinged but
basically funk band Kool and the
Gang. Unfortunately their Light
Of The Worlds, (
Polydor 2310
356, £2.46) [
A:2/3] isn't as strong
as previous records, mainly
because they in turn have been
guilty of the by-product of so
much
jazz/rock—pretentiousness.
They use the syrupy
smoothness
of
synthesisers,
and insipid love and
peace
lyrics. There are tracks however when they get down to it
and wail and groove over a hard
pushing gut- punching rhythm.
John McLaughlin's Visions
Of The
Emerald
Beyond
(CBS 69108 £2.59) [
A*: 2] like
Miles' new set, harks back to
previous glories. Much of the
music is similar to his ' Inner
Mounting Flame' album—tricky
riffs with superfast fingerbusting
solos on top. Although it's a
much better album than the
previous McLaughlin with strings
album, it doesn't add anything
new.
The
new Mahavishnu
Orchestra has amore compatible
bass player, a drummer who's
playing is similar to, but not as
slick as the old drummer, Billy
Cobham, and the admirable
Jean-Luc Ponty on violin. The
string trio, and the trumpeter
and saxophonist on the record
are there in a strictly subsidiary
capacity to the ' stars', and are
used just to add a bit of colour.
The music is intensely accomplished— in one piece, Can't
stand your
funk, the band
succeeds in making the fivefour theme sound like a straight,
down home funky number in
four. All very clever, but is it
really necessary? Their showoff technique trip is becoming a
little tedious now. We all know
they can play fast and furious,
there's just got to be something
else.
One word
about the
splendid quality of recording
however. Idon't know how they
do it, but even played through
modest, medium priced equipment, this record sounds like it's
punching out its message from
gigantic studio monitors. The
clarity and attack is startling.
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UNSET Boulevard is the
latest in RCA's series of
vintage film music recreated
by Charles
Gebhardt
and
the
National
Philharmonic
Orchestra, this one being
devoted to The Classic Film
Scores Of Franz Waxman
(ARL1-0708). Half a generation
younger than Max Steiner and
Erich
Korngold,
Waxman
stemmed
from
the
same
European romantic tradition, and
although the majority of the
scores selected for this recording are rather short on the
sheer melodic richness of
Steiner and Korngold they share
the same craftsmanship, the
legitimate composer's technique
applied to functional art with the
same care that he brought to his
classical compositions. Fewer
of Waxman's themes became
popular songs, but A Place In
The Sun is one of his best tunes,
while the opening credits music
for
Philadelphia
Story
is
archetypal MGM romanticism,
contrasting strongly with the
wholly European flavour of the
excerpt from Taras Bulba. These,
together with the Elegy For
Strings from Old Acquaintance,
are the primary set pieces, but
even the dramatic selections
from the title film, Prince Valiant,
Bride Of Frankenstein and ( particularly) Rebecca are all equally
rewarding in the creation of
nostalgia for the Hollywood- thatused-to- be [A*: 1]. Hollywoodas- it- is- now
in
Towering
Inferno (
Warner K56102 £2.69)
isn't nearly as colourful and
evocative, though who knows,
in 20 years time this may be the
nostalgia scene. John Williams'
score is less purely dramatic
than you might think, threaded
with a number of attractive
themes
and
mood
music
(Maureen McGovern seems to
have a corner in title songs—
this one is We may never love like
this again) before the film and
the record reach their final
10 mins 17 secs of big drama
[A: 1] Walt Disney's Song Of
The South has been on release
again, this 1946 film being one of
the less- seen and heard Disney
movies. Idon't really think the
soundtrack has been issued
before, so its present release on
Disneyland DQ1205,99p is doubly
welcome, and a good bargain.
Loaded with typical charm and
whimsy it features the late James
Baskett and Hattie McDaniel
with the Hall Johnson Choir in a
batch of songs including Sooner
or later and the Oscar- winning
Zip-a-dee-doo-dah [6:1]. MGM's
'Silver Soundtrack' album of the
'Deep In My Heart' songs
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(2353 094 £2.11) is astar-studded
presentation of the best known
songs of the late Sigmund
Romberg, brought up to date by
the
Hollywood- symphony
sounds of the MGM Studio
Orchestra and the voices of
Helen Traubel, Vic Damone,
Jane Powell, Tony Martin, Gene
Kelly, Ann Miller, José Ferrer,
Howard Keel et al. [B: 1].
SELECTIONS
'That's
Entertainment'
has
sparked off quite a few anthologies of the memorable and
historic songs associated with
MGM musicals over the years,
some of them, like that by André
Kostelanetz and his Orchestra
(CBS Embassy EMB31100 99p)
compiled from various album
tracks. One or two of these
(Pretty girl is like a melody,
Dancing in the dark, Hallelujah)
are vintage material from the
early 40s, others like New York
New York, Singin' in the rain,
Easy to love (
with Douglas
Fairbanks Jnr emoting all over
the place), the all brass Strike
up the band and the Dixielandand- strings setting of the title
tune are bright, crisp and sharp,
in
performance as well as
recording quality [
A: 1]. The
Life Guards Concert Band do
better than one might expect in
The Wonderful Musical World
Of Ron Goodwin (Philips 6382
098 £ 1.46), and although as far
as I'm concerned Ron Goodwin
himself has said the last and
only word on The Trap, 633
Squadron, Where Eagles Dare,
Battle Of Britain, Aces High and
his other fine film themes, this
is a mandatory buy for all band
fans, good musically and immaculate in performance [A: 1].
Odd how Elvis Presley, once the
enfant terrible of a horrendous
rock scene, is now regarded as
the elder statesman of pop
singers,
and
how
mediocre
singing of adecade and half ago
now seems mildly superior by
comparison with all the ghastly
things that have happened in
pop since the days of Longlegged girl, Follow that dream,
C'mon everybody, Ilove only one
girl and the eight other songs
from early Presley musicals now
anthologised in Easy Come
Easy Go
(
RCA
Camden
CDS1146 95p) [B: 2].
POPULAR ALBUMS
This column has, in the past,
been known to be less than
enthusiastic about latterday recreations of the music of the
swing era by ad hoc studio
bands, and I don't retract one
word of it, while giving A: 1* to
just such an album. Let's name
it. It's The Swing Collection
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on
an
RCA
double album
(DPS2058 £3.50). The band is
called The Big 18, and although
it's actually only a 17- piece the
quality of the personnel stops
you worrying about that other
mysterious one ( possibly an
uncredited leader?).
With a
brass section of Butterfield,
Lawson,
Shavers,
Clayton,
Dickenson, McGarity, Wells and
Brown, reed men like Schertzer,
Donahue,
Richman,
Hucko,
Caceres
and
Levinsky,
and
rhythm provided by Guarnieri,
Galbraith, Hinton, Lamond and
Crawford, this is more than just
a session band.
Apart from
that, what else rates top marks?
My
previous
objection
to
the swing remakes was the
hackneyed repertoire involved,
the same old Dorsey, Miller,
Goodman standards. This one
gets away from it all, and after
all, how often nowadays do you
hear Woody Herman's Blues on
parade, Chick Webb's Liza, Jan
Savitt's Quaker City jazz, Will
Bradley's Celery stalks at midnight or Jimmy Dorsey's Parade
of the milk bottle caps?
In
these instances I believe it's
justified ( so much so we can
even forgive the inclusion of
Skyliner and Tuxedo Junction),
and if RCA have any more like
this lying around Iwould like to
hear them, please.
For those
not so rooted in the swing era
there's modern big band material
from John Dankworth and his
Orchestra in Movies ' n' Me
(RCA SF8405 £2.68) that includes
seven JD film and TV themes
and four originals in contemporary big band style, none of
which swing in the accepted
sense of the word but which do
include some intriguing voicings
and solos, especially from the
leader himself, whose alto is as
potent a force as ever [
A: 1].
The other big band sound today
is the perennial and moribund
Palais style of Ray McVay and
his Orchestra in Come Dancing
(RCA Camden CDS1144 95p)
which more or less speaks for
itself ... danceable in the
strictest of tempi, some good
tunes (
Lot of livin' to do, Street
where you live, Summer place,
Exodus, Sunny and blue, etc), and
good playing, the whole limited
by the restrictions placed on any
band playing strict tempo dance
music. A set of 25 Ballads By
Ben Webster (
Verve 2683 049)
makes a fine double album in
memory of one of the greatest
tenor players in jazz. These are
the result of sessions ranging
from 1953-9, all too few with
small groups and too many with
uninspired string backings by
Ralph Burns. The ballads themselves are the greatest (That's all,

Time after time, All too soon,
Chelsea Bridge, Early autumn,
We'll be
together,
etc)
and
Webster handles them all beautifully, but the overall effect is a
little too much for one sitting ...
even if it is an embarras de
richesse [
A: 1]. Another one
best taken in small doses is One
For The Road (Pablo 2310 714
£2.46) a unique collaboration
between guitarists Herb Ellis and
Joe Pass that makes compulsive
listening for all embryo guitarists.
They play a batch of good tunes
and have an almost telepathic
communication, but for those
less involved in guitar technique
it might prove heavy going,
especially with no other rhythm
instruments to share the load
[A: 1].
VOCAL
Como's Golden Hits (
RCA
Camden CDS1148) cuts across
previous Perry Como albums by
including some of his Golden
Discs (
Catch a falling star, Till
the end of time, Delaware etc)
along with tracks from other
recent albums (
How insensitive,
I've got you under my skin,
Arrivederci Roma) and old 78s
(Songs of songs, Some enchanted
evening) etc, but at 95p adds up
to an attractive package for nonaddicts [B: 1]. Johnny Mathis'
Heavenly (
CBS Embassy EMB
31084 99p) has a similar sort of
genesis but the songs are all
good ones (
Misty, More than you
know, That's all, etc) and should
find a ready market [
A: 2]. One
of the biggest names in country/
pop at present is that of Charlie
Rich, who is anything but an
orthodox country/pop singer.
She Loved Everybody But
Me (
RCA Camden CDS1140,
95p) shows quite a wide range.
The title track is pure Presley,
but on standards like Or man
river, I've got you under my skin,
Gonna sit right down and write
myself a letter and River stay
'way from my door Rich shows a
respectable swing style, the
influences ranging from Sammy
Davis to Buddy Greco. But if it
is Rich himself playing those
stylish jazz piano solos Iwonder
why he wants to sing anyway
[A: 1]. A long-awaited reissue
to go on your shelves along with
those other Songbooks is Ella
Fitzgerald Sings The Rodgers
& Hart Songbook (
Verve 2683
053)m, adouble album containing
34 of Ella's best performances
in what is probably her greatest
album of all time ( yes, I think
even better than the Gershwin,
Porter and Berlin books), a
pluperfect matching of lyrics
and music given a definitive
performance that hasn't grown
stale in 18 years and probably
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never will. The sound quality is
maintained via the mono presentation, and possibly even improved [
A: 1*].
A Variety
programme with something for
everyone, but perhaps too much
for anyone, is Show Of The
Week, Vol. 1 ( BBC BELP002
£2.46), a compilation of old
tracks by artists who have
appeared on the TV show of that
name ...
Sacha
Distel,
Morecambe &
Wise,
Olivia
Newton- John,
Cliff
Richard,
Harry Secombe, etc, and the
orchestras of Bert Kaempfert,
Ray Conniff and Frank Chacksfield. If you can take such a
mixed diet give it A:1 for all the
different people doing their own
thing. Anita Harris has made a
special niche for herself as a
children's entertainer, but don't
let that blind anyone to the fact
that she's one of the nicest
singers around, as proved by
Anita Harris Is Peter (Peter
Pan), a Golden Hour presentation on Pye GH590 (£ 1-49).
Some of the songs are slanted
towards the youngest generation
(those, that is, not already
hypnotised by the Cassidys,
Osmonds and Glitters) but the
lady is aprofessional ( if that isn't
a naughty word in these days of
the bumbling amateur) and it
shows in musically adept performances [
A:1].
ORCHESTRAL
The Incomparable Jerome
Kern (Decca PFS4308 £2.26) is

Bib

FINGER
SILENT,LIFT
CLEANING
BRUSH

the sort of album in which Decca
specialised in those mood music
days of the mid- 50s. Commonplace then, such LPs of quality
songs are at a premium nowadays, and we must thank Frank
Chacksfield and his Orchestra
for being around to revive a
tradition that must never be
allowed to lapse. Roland Shaw's
luscious arrangements come
over with remarkable presence
in Phase 4 stereo, and while I
don't feel that the female chorus
adds much to the tout ensemble
in their occasional appearances,
I most
certainly
commend
Chacksfield and Shaw for giving
space to Kenny Baker, still
the outstanding melodic trumpeter
in
the
field
[A : 1].
Pye's ' Dimensions in Sound
Orchestra' sounds to me like
the good old 101 Strings under
a new name. Greatest Hits Of
World War II (
Pye GR837
£1.49) is a good idea. This isn't
your We'll meet again— White
cliffs of Dover sort of phoney
nostalgia, but a recap on some
great songs that just happen to
have originated in the war years,
like Moonlight becomes you,
Serenade in blue, I'll never smile
again, Sentimental journey and
Fools rush in, plus one or two
that didn't but were parlayed
into world fame by the big bands
of that era, like Begin the beguine,
Stardust, You made me love you,
etc.
Nice music, not overimaginative in scoring perhaps,
but not at all bad for an hour of

happy listening [
A: 1]. Don't
confuse
this
with the New
Dimensions Orchestra in In
Search Of Far Horizons
(Contour 2870 414 95p). Again
no musical director is credited,
but Messrs Reipsch, Spannut,
Beckstein, Laiser, Gunnahr, Erek
and Waldenburg are concerned
with compositions and arrangements. Here again it's strings,
brass and rhythm, fed through
the
world's
largest
echo
chamber, and apart from It had
to be you, C'est si bon, Little
brown jug and You are my heart's
delight most of the original titles
are
considerably
lunarinfluenced ( hence the space
echo, I presume) [B: 1]. The
Beatles are long gone, but there
are still spasmodic attempts to
keep alive the works of what
some idiot once referred to as
'the greatest song writers since
Schubert', a claim so obviously
born of a combination of opportunism and ignorance that I
don't think anyone really took it
seriously even at the time. It's
worth noting, incidentally, that
neither Easy Listening Beatles
(CBS Embassy EMB31101 99p)
nor Arthur Fiedler & The
Boston
Pops
Play
The
Beatles Greatest Hits (
RCA
Camden CDS1143 95p) is a
newly recorded album.
The
Embassy
extracts
various
Lennon & McCartney songs ( and
two Harrison) from old LPs by
Johnny
Mathis,
Peter Nero,
Jerry Vale and the orchestras of

Ray Conniff, Percy Faith and
Andre Kostelanetz, six of these
same songs also being featured
by the Boston Pops, which has
been heard previously on both
RCA full price and International
labels. ( The RCA INTS series
has been withdrawn, by the way,
and will gradually be replaced
by similar Camden releases).
Much
as
I adore
Maestro
Fiedler's ham-handed interpretations of popular music ( normally the sheer tone of the
orchestra overcomes all other
criticisms) on this occasion I'll
gladly pass. And I love her,
Michelle and Yesterday are quite
delightful settings, but for the
rest the orchestra seems to
function mainly in support of a
team of mad drummers [
A: 1]
and [
A: 2].
'
Marching And
Waltzing' has always been a
favourite BBC formula, if not in
those exact tempi at least in the
alternation
of Brass And
Strings ( BBC RET107), which
features various bands and light
orchestras
in
a contrasting
programme of moods and styles
aimed right at the middlebrow
audience. The brass, by the way,
includes pop brass as well as
military [
A: 1].

Ultra modern record cleaner
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ARM REST

FREE STANDING
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COUNTERWEIGHT
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HE issue of a new Al Stewart
album is usually a reason for
looking
up
one's
stock of
superlatives and Modern Times
(CBS 804771)(£2.79) contains little
that makes me feel like changing
my ways. Carol, the opening
opus, is Stewart in near pop
single mood and fairly forgettable, while Sirens Of Titan,
which follows, is interesting
only in that it's based on a Kurt
Vonnegut science fiction story.
But from then on it's quality all
the way from What's going on?
featuring the impressive guitar
playing of Isaac Guillory, through
to the closing performance of the
album's title track, which must
rank among Stewart's finest
songs. Along the way one also
encounters Apple cider re- constitution, a song that has pedigree out of Soho by way of
Earl's Court Road, though 1
don't know if Al will thank me for
mentioning the fact; Next time, a
gentle boogie; Not the one, much
more my idea of how a class
single should sound; and The
dark and rolling sea, a composition that has
much
in
common
with
Old
Admirals
from Stewart's last album and
one that is, incidentally, the
singer's own personal favourite
on Modern Times. Add the
production work of Alan Parsons
(of Cockney Rebel and Pilot
fame) plus Tim Renwick's immaculate guitar playing and you
have most of the reasons for an
[A: 1] rating. One of Stewart's
obvious influences has been
Bob Dylan, whose long-awaited
Blood On The Tracks (
CBS
69097) (£2.79) is now with us. A
fairly lengthy affair, with fifty
minutes playing time, it contains
much that is excellent, though
some of its facets leave much to
be desired. One thing to be said
in its favour, however, is that it is
never dull— something which, in
Dylan's case, would be unforgivable. His singing lacks the
aggression so evident on his
recent live album, though it's not
always good and his phrasing is
often slipshod. The songs are
uneven too— You're a big girl
now is an amiable rambling lovesong, while Idiot wind emerges
as a personal statement of hate
against those who seek to
invade the artist's privacy—and
the truth is that his paranoia gets
the upper hand on this track. I
enjoyed enormously Meet me in
the morning on which Dylan
meets the blues with fine results,
also Tangled up in blue, an
archetypical Dylan song of the
drifter—though I'm not so certain
that I'll reprise the nine- minutelong Lily, Rosemary and the Jack
Of Hearts, a bar- room ballad
with a Tennessee Three beat,
all that often. The backings on
'Blood' are, to say the least,
sparse. In fact there are times
when you're left wondering if
you've got hold of a Dylan demo
by
mistake.
But, if you've
followed him all the way from
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Fred Dellar

Al Stewart
by Peter Neame

Hibbling, I'm certain that you
won't want to pass this latest
statement from the Howard
Hughes of rock [B: 1*].
DOMINO SPOT
Hello Josephine (Atlantic
K50107) (£2.69) is alive recording
made by Fats Domino and an
eight- piece
band
at
the
Montreaux Golden Rose TV
Festival in May ' 73. I'm in love
again, Blueberry Hill, I'm gonna
be awheel someday (
mis titled on
the sleeve), I'm walking and all
the other Domino successes are
included but they seem to lack
the
impact
of the
original
versions [
C:2]. The Tymes have
also been around for a fair
while now but, unlike Domino,
they've lost nothing along the
way and are still capable of
turning in a hit or two from time
to time—as Ms. Grace has
recently shown. The group has
changed little from a personnel
point of view since their People
chartbuster of 1969. Lead singer
George Williams is still around—
and so are Al Berry, Norman
Burnett and Don Banks, the only
new voice on their latest album—
Trustmaker (
RCA APL1-0727)
(£2.57) being that of Charles
Nixon who replaced second
tenor
George
Hilliard.
The
album's a strong one that mixes
production items like Are you
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looking?, all of nine unwasted
minutes long, with zippy little
hit- paraders like Ms. Grace and
You little trustmaker and, as soul
albums go, it's an [
A: 1] proposition. While the actual musical
value of The Fatback Band's
Keep On Steppin' (
Polydor
2391 143) (£2.46) is a thing of
doubt, there's no denying that
it's one of the most potent party
albums now on the market and 1
readily admit that the opening
Mr. Bass Man is my most
frequently played soul instrumental at the present time. If
you rated the Commodore's
Machine gun single pretty highly
then you'll find the Fatbacks to
be pure funky heaven [
A: 2].
Although trying to keep up-todate with the activities of black
vocal groups is rather like trying
to paint the Forth Bridge, I
suggest you do keep an eye on
Tavares, whose Hard Core
Poetry (
Capitol E- ST 11316)
(£2.50) indicates that it may not
be long before they achieve the
same kind of following enjoyed

by such as the Four Tops and
the Temptations.
They have
something in common with the
Tops in that they're produced by
Lambert and Potter, who have
also written all the songs, bar
one, on the album—the odd one
out being She's gone, the muchcovered Hall and Oates classic.
While Idon't think that Tavares
have that much individuality— I
mean, I wouldn't like to pick
them out on any vocal identity
parade—they appear to have all
the right connections and
possess enough ability to put
such things to good use. [
A: 2]
BAKER'S CAPS
The Baker-Gurvitz Army
(Vertigo 9103 201) (£2.45) is the
first album put together by
Ginger Baker and ex- Gun and
Three
Man
Army
members
Adrian and Paul Gurvitz. The
bass- guitar- drums
line-up
is
going to invite comparison with
Cream, 1suppose, but any way
you wish to view BGA they're
obviously a solid little band with
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plenty of fine musicianship to
back up any extravagant claims
that might be floating around.
The addition of keyboard- player
John Mitchell also helps to fill
any gaps and I hope they use
him or at least another keyboardman when the band starts
fulfilling gigs. I was never a
great admirer of Three Man
Army and Imust admit that Ifind
the excellence of this album
somewhat surprising in terms of
material, vocal ability and the
fluidity of Adrian's guitar- work.
Certainly one of the best heavy
rock items we're going to hear
during ' 75 [B: 1]. String Driven
Thing have more possibilities
than real promise at this point in
time as Please Mind Your
Head (
Charisma CAS 1096)
(£2.55) so clearly shows.
In
Kimberly Beacon they've got a
fine lead singer in the Rod
Stewart
mould,
and
Alun
Roberts,
although
somewhat
reticent for a band that would
benefit from a little more flamboyancy, often provides tasty
portions of guitar.
But after
hearing the album and seeing
the band onstage, I remain
unconvinced about violinist
Grahame Smith whose contributions are sometimes twee
and, on other occasions, often
angular and ugly- obviously the
result of trying to adapt his
classical training and technique
into the requirements of a
working
rock unit.
If they
weren't so intent on being

string driven, Thing might be a
better band [
A: 2/3].
ALLSORTZAROCK
Continental American (
A & M
AMLS 63643) (£2.60) features the
voice, piano- playing and songs
of Peter Allen, whose original
fame to claim was that he was
once married to Liza Minelli.
Although he's out of the long
line of supper- club entertainers
and you can trace his heritage
back to Bobby Troup,
Mel
Tormé and Matt Dennis, etc, at
least Allen's had the good sense
to
realise
that
even
the
champagne and oyster set are
getting younger and expect to
hear something more in keeping
with the seventies than the
thirties. So while he dispenses
the evergreen Just A gigolo in
time honoured fashion, he also
adds his own The natural thing
to do, Pretty, pretty and / honestly
love you, which, you may
remember,
provided
Olivia
Newton- John with an attractive
hit just a little while back. Add
vocal
help from
people as
musically far apart as Frances
Faye ( anightclub favourite of the
fifties) and Cissy Houston and
you have some idea of the thin
line
Peter
Allen
walks
so
successfully
[
A: 1].
From
the same label comes Tim
Weisberg 4 (
A & M AMLS
63658) (£2.60) by a flautist who's
obviously been influenced by
Paul Horn somewhere along the
way-which means that things

never get as boring as when
Herbie Mann's around. If you
don't think of the flute as being
too effete Weisberg 4 could be
to your taste [
A: 2]. About Rita
Bodine, who has an album
called Bodine, Rita Jean (
20th
Century BT 455) (£2.70) Iknow
nothing
except that she's
obviously American and likes
to attack oldies such as Lickin'
stick, Hold on, I'm comm n' and
Dancing in the street in somewhat
violent vocal fashion. While I
can imagine that she'll cause
quite a few people to run for the
nearest exit Imust admit that I
enjoyed the album, especially
Dancing in the street which
comes on like the Stones plus
Billy Preston meets Janis Joplin,
if you can imagine such a
confrontation. Iknow that one
outstanding track doesn't make
an album, but, having just paid
the latest tax demand, I feel
generous and inclined to dispense an [
A: 1] award to the
rampaging Rita Jean. But don't
say Ididn't warn you!
ALSO RECEIVED
Various Artists- V ( Virgin
VD2502) ( Double- album £2.94).
Value
packed sampler from
Virgin featuring a number of
tracks ( live Captain Beef heart
and Kevin Coyne, plus Tangerine
Dream's
music
for Oedipus
Tyrannus, etc.) that will not be
issued on any other album.
Worth buying for Robert Wyatt's
Yesterday man alone [B:

John
Martyn-Sunday's
Child (Island ILPS 9296) (£2.45).
Another helping of Martyn's
jazzy, slurred vocals and brilliant guitar playing. The brooding Root love is the album's
high- spot, but there are no
lows [
A: 1].
Scaffold-Sold Out (
Warner
Bros. K56097) (£2.69). A cod
version of Deck of cards, a rock
arrangement of the Hokey, cokey,
Liverpool Lou revived with the
assistance of Wings, Chicago
parodied
Lancashire
style,
replete with Count Basie ending,
doo-wop, Zoot Money as W. C.
Fields and even Sydney Carter's
Lord of the dance. The resultScaffold's funniest and most
musical offering yet [A: 1/2].
The Temptations- A Song
For You (
Tamla STMA 8021)
(£2.50). The Tempts, sans
Norman Whitfield, produced in
tough and tasty fashion by
James Carmichael. Even when
they move onto the ballads
on the album's second side,
Edwards, Franklin, Williams and
Co. prove why they are still
souldom's boss group [
A: 1].
Waylon
Jennings- The
Ramblin' Man (
RCA LSA 3196)
(£1.99). Superior C. & W. album
from a singer who, like Willie
Nelson and Mickey Newbury, has
the ability to make his wares
palatable to a much
wider
market than many other Nashville acts. All he needs is just
one strong single [
A:1/2].
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GERMANY
DAS GROSSE WUNSCHKONZERT
Laie Andersen: Lili Marlene; Es
geht alles vorüber; Hans Albers:
Flieger, grüss' mir die Sonne; Zarah
Leander: Davon geht die Welt nicht
unter; Herbert Ernst Groh: Wovon
kann der Landser denn schon traümen; Magda Hain: Miiwe, du fliegst
in die Heimat; Wilhelm Strienz:
Heimat, deine Sterne; Gute Nacht,
Mutter; Rudolf Carl: Liebe kleine
Schaffnerin; Lilian Harvey: Das
gibts nur einmal - with Willy Fritsch:
Liebling, mein Herz iâsst dich grüssen; Willi Forst: Mein Mâdel ist
nur eme Verkâuferin; Marika
Ich hab dich so gem; Hans Moser:
Die Reblaus; Heinz Rühmann: ich
brech' die Herzen der stolzesten
Frau'n - with Josef Sieber and Hans
Brausewetter: Das kann doch einen
Seemann nicht erschüttern; Rudi
Schuricke: Melodia; Manta Gruendgens: Wenn ich gross bin, liebe
Mutter; Lucienne Boyer: Parlez-moi
d'amour; Peter Igelhoff: Der Onkel
Doktor hat gesagt, ich dart nicht
küssen; Willy Fritsch: Wenn emn
junger Mann kommt; Ilse Werner:
Du und ich im Mondenschein;
Rudolf Platte: Ach, Luise; Evelyn
Künneke: Sing, Nachtigall, sing
Electrola-Odeon IC148-31.084/85 Nû
Available from E.M.I. Special Import
Dealers
A few months ago we reviewed a
double album of French songs
recorded by Pathé -Marconi
between 1939 and 1944. Now
from the other side of the
Maginot Line or Westwall depending where you were standing or crouching come the
numbers popular with the
Wehrmacht
in
those
years.
These are almost all sentimental
songs, no Heidemarie or Es ¡st
schón Soldat zu sein or Wir
fahren gegen Engeland.
They
were put into such radio shows
as ' Das deutsche Volkskonzert'.
These are songs requested by
soldiers away from home who
wanted to hear the voices of their
sweethearts in the songs of Laie
Andersen, Marika Rókk and
others. The songs themselves
are melodious and merit being
called ' Evergreens', an expression often used in German
record jargon today. The album
itself contains some delightful
photos of the period and a brief
but telling account of what the
'Request Concert' was all about
[H: 1].
GOLDENES WUNSCHKONZERT
DER ERINNERUNGEN, Nr. 2
Twenty-eight favourite songs by composers including Michael Jary, Nico
Dostal, Erich Harden, Walter Kollo,
Gerhard Winkler, Peter Kreuder,
Friedrich Schrefider, Werner Bochmann and others
Willy Schneider, bar, with the
Heinz Alisch Orchestra.
Telefunken SLE14.750
Willy Schneider, who must be
well into his seventies, goes on
singing as masterfully as ever.
Like Bing Crosby, his arrangers
make sure that he is expected to
do only what he can do—and
how well he does it.
I like
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German sentimental songs! To
which Willy Schneider adds a
few of his Rhineland drinking
songs—Wenn das Wasser im
Rhein gold'ner Wein war ... to
make a first-rate album of
melodious and, in my view,
timeless songs [
A: 1].
BERLIN-MELODIE: DAS
GROSSE JUBILAEU MSWUNSCHKONZERT
Compositions by Paul Linche, Walter
Kollo and other ' Berlin' composers
Berlin Police Band, dir. Herbert
Domagalla. Berlin Police Choir,
dir. Klaus Baasner
Odeon-Electrola IC.188.30.189f90
Available from E.M.I. Specialist Import
Dealers
Until now this band has always
given me the impression of being
inferior to, say the Bundeswehr
band: not so any more. This is
first-rate playing by a band in the
'bandstand' as opposed to the
'parade ground' manner. Superb
recording [A: 1].
WHAT IS A.M.R.?
All of us who write in these
pages find
it heart-warming
indeed to receive letters from
readers whose interest in the
repertoire coincides with our
own, especially when that
interest is generally regarded as
a ' minority' one.
Minorities,
however, can be large as well as
small, such as that encouraging
body of readers who wrote about
the Electrola albums of ' The
Golden Seven' and ' The Comedy
Harmonists'. It is now my firm
belief that the number of people
who
take
a serious,
even
academic interest, as well as
pleasure in light music from
many countries is considerable
indeed. It is true that such
people tend to collect, listen and
study in isolation unaware there
are others who share their
devotion, not least the members
of the international association,
based in Paris, which exists to
promote the cause of light music
in many forms. I refer once
again to the French Light Music
Association ( A.M.R.) founded
and directed by Pierre- Marcel
Ondher, whose knowledge and
understanding of this repertoire
is without equal anywhere. Some
of us have considered starting a
similar
Association
in
this
country, though such
effort
would be an unnecessary duplication when a well- established
and fully- recognized organisation already exists. There is a
language problem of course,
though
English-speaking
members soon discover that in
addition to musical stimulus the
Association provides them with
a highly- individual means of
improving their French by reading and contributing to the
A.M.R.
review ' Musiques
Pittoresques', and by personal
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INTERIATIONAL
Ra lph Ha rvey
contact with the French members
both by correspondence and
personal visits.
In any case
many of the latter are anxious to
have contacts in this country to
improve their English!

The A.M.R.'s terms of musical
reference cover:
(1) Light symphonic music.
(2) Light and ' concert' dance music.
(3) ' Speciality' orchestral music e.g.
for banjos, mandolines, accordions, harmonicas etc.
(4) Music in the Viennese style.
(5) The ' Salon' orchestra.
(6) Gipsy music.
(7) Country dance music.
(8) Regional music and dances.
(9) Brass and military bands.
(10) Musical other than orchestral instruments e.g. street organs and
other mechanical instruments,
harp guitars, bag- pipes, Panpipes, ukeleles—" instruments de
fantaisie".
(11) Musical humour and parody.
(12) Film music.
No vocal music is included whatsoever!
A small branch of the French
Light Music Association has
been established recently in
Boulogne-sur-Mer and we hope
to be able to announce in the

near future some kind of activity
to bring members from this
country and France together at
this spot just across the water.
Kent readers,
note!
A.M.R.
membership, which includes ten
issues of the information- packed
Musiques Pittoresques, is 50F.
per annum and also entitles one
to attendance at monthly meetings held in Paris at 3p.m. on
Sunday afternoons with ' live'
and recorded music presented
by Pierre- Marcel Ondher. Clearly
it is not possible for overseas
members to be at these meetings
more than once or twice a year
but the warmth of welcome they
receive is quite phenomenal.
A.M.R. member Daniel Jonin
has
a passion for
English
cinema organs! BBC 2's ' The
Organist Entertains' is the highspot of his week! He is also an
oil- painter. He is looking for
photographs, newspaper cuttings and colour transparencies
to assist him in documenting
cinema organs in oils. Offers?
A.M.R. already has a number
of members in various parts of
this country. Readers interested
should write in English, or in
French if they prefer, to Monsieur
Louis Hervy, A.M.R., 4, rue
Monsieur, Paris 75007, France.

LISTEN TO EUROPE
(20th year!)
Two of the most successful
French
language
radio programmes in recent months have
been the hour-long Le Disque à
Papa from Europe No. 1(
1648 m.
long wave) on Sundays from
10.30-11.30
GMT ( 11.30-12.30
B.S.T.) and the daily Si la
chanson m'était contée ... presented
by
Pierre Hiégel at
08.30 GMT (09.30 B.S.T.) from
Radio Monte Carlo (
1400 m. long
wave). The title Si la chanson
m'était contée ... inspired by the
late Sacha Guitry's historical
film on Versailles is not surprising in that the producer is both
awriter and poet of distinction as
well as an authority on the lore
and folk- lore of records! At one
stage he was an artistic director
of Pathé -Marconi ( French EMI)
at which time his secretary was
Mathé Altéry who became a
leading
soprano
in
musical
comedy. Monsieur Hiégel is a
master- broadcaster: his capsule
presentations of an artist or a
work are themselves little works
of art!
The timing of this
programme is not good for most
of us; however, Pierre Hiégel's
presentation, If they told me the
story of the chanson ... is well
worth alisten whenever possible.
Incidentally, the songs are not
exclusively French: the last of
these shows Iheard was devoted

entirely to Nat ' King' Cole.
There
cannot
be
many
Sundays during the past two
years on which Ihave missed Le
Disque à Papa (' Dad's Records).
The style is different from
Hiégel's, less intense, less
poetic, but informative, very witty
and full of real enthusiasm.
Producer Lucien Liebovitz and his
associate André Pouce frequently find very'rare' records, such as
a Parlophone(1928-1930)Tino
Rossi we heard recently. The
records are mostly French—a
joy to those who like Elyane
Célis,
Dranem,
Fernandel,
Fréhel, Fred Gouin, Berthe Sylva
as well as the more widelyknown Charles Trenet and Edith
Piaf— but American stars are
often featured: Bing Crosby,
Benny Goodman with Helen
Forrest, etc, Guy Lomardo, Carmen Miranda, have all been heard
in recent weeks. It is ironic that
commercial
radio in
France
which started the ' pop' revolution
there with mindless D- J, sound
effects and all, should now be
using
real
record
men
as
producer/announcers while the
State Radio favours pop banality
for much of the time on the
majority of its outlets ( FranceInter), a sad reflection on the
so-called ' reforms'.
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NICHOLAS HI-FI

122-126 KILBURN HIGH ROAD,
(
Entrance in Quex Road), LONDON
N.W.6.
TEL 01 328 7667

Our prices are very low
Our service is first class
We know what we're
talking about

This number will save you a lot of money

FOR REALLY SERIOUS AUDIOPHILES
JVC
4VR5456
£339.15
4VR5496
.. £272.00
4VR5436
.. £212.15
4VR5426
.. £ 178 50
VR55452
.. £ 178 SO
VE5525L
.. £ 160 65
VR5515L
.. £ 127 50
NR5505L
.. £89 25
4VN990
.. £229 50
4VN880
.. £ 153 00
4VN550
.. £8440
VN900
.. £ 157 25
VN700
.. £ 110 50
155 ..
VN300
.. £61.20
VT700..
.. £ 106.25
VT500..
.. £72.70
1B44
.. £ 131.75
JLA3
.. £97-75
VL5
£63.75
G8-11</kp
£195 50 ( PP)
SX5
.. £134.30
SX3 ( PF;)
156 ..
V55396
V55391
5331 ..
5321 .
CB1669U/F/S
1668V
£135•15
I667/F
CBI656V/F/S
9470LS/LF
ED I
240V/F/S
120VH
ED 1104V ..
EDI104V
4RB1406V
GX500E
.. £325.00
SEAV7E
.. £ 110-50
NR 1020V
41305 .. ..
£57.80
5944 ..
STH I
DE
5911 .. ..
£21.70
4MD2OX
4MDIOX
1656V/F/S/
£84.50

RANK
Dormis 150
175
Other similarly priced

£24•90
£30.60

MARANTZ
2220
2230
2245
2270 ..
250 ..
500 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

1030
1060
1120
330B
105B
115B
1208
4070
4140
4220
4230
4240
4270
4400
2440
SQA1
RC4

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AKAI
4000DC inc. cover ..
4000DB
1722L
GX600D
GX600DB
GX600DP
GX400D
CS33D
CS3OD
GX38D
GX36D
GXC46D
GXC4OT
GXC510D
GXC65D
GXC75D
CR8I D
GXR82D
GXRI IID ..
GXRIIIDB
AA8030
AA8080
AA5200
AA5500
80550 ..
80580 ..

£87.35
£131-80
P.O.A.
£227 50
£269-55
£234.95
P.O.A.
£71.05
£58.35
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£105•80
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115•05
£134.25
£57.50
£82.35
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£98-80
£125•20
£69•15
£90.00
£69.50
£99.30

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR3A/Improved
per
pair
£200-00
AR2AX
per pair £ 117•27
AR6
per pair £80•00
AR4XA
per pair £68•18
AR7
per pair £54.10
Turntable with cart. £57.75
AR Receiver 60 x60W
RMS
£210.00
AR Amplifier 60x 60W
RMS
£90.00
AR Tuner AM/FM .. £90.00

NAD
140 Receiver .. £155.00
160 Receiver .. £ 195.00
Amplifiers in stock.

ROTEL

SONY

RA6Il
RA810
RAI210
RTI220
RXI50A
RXI52
RX202
RX402
RX602
RX802

£77.15
£98.80
£123.60
P.O.A.
£45.00
£62 10
£70.20
£92.35
£120 80
£152 75

YAMAHA
MS3
£ 196 60
MS5B
P.O.A.
MSC40/NS4 10 system
P.O.A.
CA500
CA600
CA700
CA800
CA 000
CR400
CR500
CRSIOLS
CR600
CR700
CR800
CR1000
TB700
YP700
YP800
CS5OP
YP400
HP500
HP900
CT600
CT700
CT800
CT7000

.. £59-95
.. £ 116-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£119.20
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£158-15
£216.75
£305•15
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£116-50

HARMAN KARDON
Citation II ..
Citation 12 ..
Citation 15 ..
330B
630
50+
75+ ..
930 ..
HKI000
II ..
12 ..
15 ..
I2DL

•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£115 00
£189 00
£139 00
£219 00
£259 00
£189 00
£279 00
£189 00
£189 00
£279 00
£209.00

NAKAMICHI
700 ..

In stock
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ACCESSORIES
T.D.K. Cassettes. BIB Range,
Audio Pak Range; Decca; Shure

Audio Systems
HMK20
HMP20
HMW20
HP239A
HP5 II
A
HMP40
HMP70
Amplifiers
TA70•
.
TA88
TA 1055
TAI066• •
TA 1130• •
TA 1150
TA3140F. •
Tuners
ST70 ..• •
ST88 ... •
ST5055L• •
ST5066
STS ISO
STS 130
Tuner Amplifiers
STR6036A .. • •
STR6046A .. • •
STR6055 . •
ST R6200F
Turntables
PS230
P55520
PS5550
Loudspeakers
SS70
SS5177• •
SS5088• •
S57100• •
SS7200• .
SS5300• •
SS5300A
SS7300A . • •
Cassette Decks
TCI21
TC129
TC13ISD. •
TCI33CS• •
TCI34SD
TC I
46A
TC152SD• •
TC16ISD
TC177SD
Cassette Deck & Tuner
HSTI 39

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

REVOX
1102 ..
1104 ..
Dolby version 1139 ..
With 10 watt amp. fitted
1122 ..
In suitable case 10 watt
amp + speakers ..
1122 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

1224 ..
P.O.A
Tuner Amplifier 40x
40 Watt ..
P.O.A.
Please phone for our cash
settlement price.
A700
In stock

PIONEER
LX626
SX737..
SX636..
SX838..
SX1010
SA7I00
SA8100
SA9100
TX7 100
TX8 I
00
TX9 100
CT414IAD
CT515ID
CTF717ID
QD240
Less Cartridge
PL I
2D
PL 12S
PLI5D
PL5 I
PL7 I

£15665
£172 30
£139 15
£220.85
£301.75
£103.10
£148.20
£18465
£91 05
£107 25
£14230
£9955
£113.10
£135 10
£65 75
£4005
£7060
£61 80
£11970
£13050

TECHNICS
SA5200.
SA4400
SA5800
SU3200•
SU3500.
SU3000•
SU3400•
SU3600.
ST3000.
ST3200.
ST3500
SLI20•
SL1200.
SL1300.
SL110•
SLI100
R5263VS
RS276VS
RS279VS
All Prices

•
.
•
•
•
•
•
•
.
•
•
•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

HARMAN KARDON
900+ .

CAMBRIDGE
P50 ..
P60 .
P110

£369 00

All In Stock
Various Finishes
P.O.A.

YAMAHA SPECIAL OFFERS
NS18 speakers
NS650 speakers

List £190 Pair
List £ 40 Pair

WE ARE OPEN TO OFFERS'
HEAR
THESE
SUPERB
SPEAKERS AND WE'LL SOOTHE
YOU WITH OUR PRICES.

VAT EXTRA AT 8%

When only the best Hi Fi is good enough.
We are constantly adding to our range of products, and
will endeavor to obtain any equipment for you.
We will take photographic equipment in part exchange,
we also accept existing decent Hi Fi from customers
wishing to up- grade.
Instant H.P. facilities. Barclay and Access accepted.
1=` S

FOLK
T seems readers have noticed
I the change in title. This was
my own request, for many of the
records reviewed in this column
were far, far away from deserving
the ' Traditional' title. Folk is a
more general term and allows
some liberty of record choice
without worrying, as Ioccasionally did, that people might
imagine I thought that some
discs
reviewed were indeed
traditional folk music. Anyone
familiar with the ' folk' world
knows there is a wide variety of
material released under that
banner and this is reflected in
general clubs. In any case there
is insufficient traditional material
justifying a page. Merely to give
space as record releases dictate
would mean no coverage of folk
in general. So the title has
undergone change. This page
still reviews all aspects of ' folk'
and perhaps using this new title
gives greater respect to traditional folk music. For lovers of
the latter 1state my intention to
give full concentration on this
field where record release allows.
It will certainly not be lost
amongst an often motley, banal
collection of ' folk' issues. Thus,
hopefully reassuring ' traditional'
lovers, my first pleasure this
month is commending a Topic
disc The May Morning Dew by
John Lyons. ( Topic 12TS248).
[B : 1/2].
The singer is Irish,
from Cork but has lived in
England and Wales for a number
of years. Currently he resides in
Crussa, Co. Clare. He recently
toured various English traditional
clubs and in spite of comparative newness to long club spots
gave the distinct impression of
being a very worthy artist. The
album consists of thirteen tracks,
mainly unaccompanied
vocal
selections, though occasionally
there is jig and reel. There is a
hint of nervousness and some
tension on the opening tracks,
but once past the third track,
Morrison's jig and The pipe on the
hob there is asteady sureness of
voice which in tone and lyric
interpretation is a pleasure. Not
surprisingly there is an Irish
flavour to most tracks and one
which caught my ear in particular was The tailor bawn. The
song describes a couple of
rollicking
porter-swiggers,
potato- pullers and poachers: an
interesting team! Another good
track is The lambs on the green
hills which is known in English
versions as The false bride. Use
of the word ' good' in this
instance should not be taken to
imply other tracks are of less
than similar standard. Iconfess
at first Iwas slightly unsure of
John Lyons' shade of voice but
on close listening Igrow in my
respect for this very talented
Irish gentleman.
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If Iadmire John Lyons, 1am
not sure of my response to the
current hero of the club scene
and indeed these days, the
London Palladium, one Billy
Connolly. His second album, a
sale by early February of 160,000,
is issued on Polydor and entitled,
Cop Ver Whack For This.
(2383 310 £2.46). For most of the
time the disc comprises one
story after another with an
occasional tune and song. This
is a live disc so some laughs
from audience have no apparent
relation to disc sound and
presumably rely on a visual
happening. Can 160,000 people
be wrong? With my head in
danger of being cut off by his
large fan-club 1pass to the next
disc [B: 2].
You may recall in the last
issue my non- appreciation of
John Denver's latest offering
in the jollity field and my
reference to wishing to spend
time dealing with Victor Jara's
moving Manifesto (
Xtra 1143).
This is a disc packed with
splendid songs given the kind
of feeling which
seems
to
come from political and social
situations. Jara's songs have
become for Chilean people their
heart- felt plea for the right to
decide their own destiny. He
himself died as prisoner of the
Chilean armed forces on September 15, 1973. The disc, with
sleeve notes by Adrian Mitchell,
has twelve tracks. Alongside
Jara's vocal is a tasteful English
translation. In most cases this
kind of communication does not
work. Here it does, at slight risk
of sometimes
removing the
harshness of lyric into the undeserved softness of a translator's voice. Set in the Chilean
political context the song lyrics
take up the cry of the working
man, and in particular copper
miners and factory workers.
Several of the lyrics come from
the pen of Chile's poet, Pabio
Neruda, who in 1973 appealed to
artists all over the world to join a
campaign to prevent fascism and
civil war in Chile. Recording
standard is often lacking, but as
the aongsheet compiler notes,
'because of the unique nature of
this album, it was felt that the
songs and the performance were
more important than the quality
of the recordings.' The disc
comes in mono and should you
have problems in obtaining it
remind your record dealer that
the disc comes on Xtra and is
distributed
by
Transatlantic.
(Xtra 1143). [ C: 1].
Finger Picking Guitar is the
title of an album from blues and
ragtime guitar player, Steven
Grossman on Xtra. ( XTRS 1138).
This is
a mid- price album
and has enclosed with disc,
an instruction book. Eighteen
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Tony Jasper
cuts comprise the disc with
some tracks, in fact eleven, two
minutes or less. The shortest is
54 seconds of Charlie James.
The album has considerable
variety and Grossman expresses
on the front cover his hope of the
tablature transcriptions of tunes
aiding the student's increasing
ability in finger- picking techniques. Among songs featured
come Oh Papa, a rather simple
piece using a G chord as its
base; Spoonful, ablues in the key
of A played in dropped D
tuning : D A DGB E! The tune
was popularised by the once
Cream pop group. Sugarbabe on
side two sees a blues tune in the
most popular key for such music,
E, and to close the disc is
Allison's piano blues.
This
record is ideal for those wishing
to become more familiar with, as
the title says, ' finger picking
guitar'. [B: 1].
In a recent issue of HFNIRR I
reviewed with goodly praise a
side of Tony Capstick to which
some people have remained
blissfully unconcerned, or been
simply unaware. This is Tony's
traditional singing ability. On a
new Rubber disc, There Was
This Block, he is the more
familiar, ' funny' man. Joining
with him on disc credits come
three other extremely amusing
gentlemen from the folk- club
world: Derek Brimstone, Mike
Harding and Bill Barclay. Barclay
is the least amusing on disc.
Part of his live success rests in
an ability to tell awful jokes but
at the same time gradually
persuade a usually docile
audience
into
believing
the
jokes are really funny!
This
Rubber
disc ( RUB 010)
is
for the most part extremely
funny, and one notices it was
recorded during early Autumn of
last year at places like Newton
Heath C.C., Wigan rugby club,
the Brown Cow, Woodford and
Preston Civic Hall. [B: 2].
Cornwall has its own record
company, Sentinel records,
operating from the Riverside
Studios, Newlyn, Cornwall.
I
have on several occasions
mentioned their releases, particularly recordings made by
Brenda
Wootton
and
more
recent,
Brenda
with
Robert
Bartlett. A recent issue is The
Pheasant Pluckers At The
Plume Of Feathers.
(
SEN
P.506).
This
local
is
in
fact situated at
Princetown,
Dartmoor where it seems two
local groups regularly bring a
medley of songs.
The two
groups are The Seymours and
The Steamboat Boat who more
recently
have
become
The
Pheasant Pluckers. The critic I

suppose could stand afar off and
say, ' why not this' or ' that' in
terms of general approach and
miss at the same time an
infectious spirit pervading this
live album. It's often boistrous:
frantic bluegrass- country styled
instrumentals with vocal arrangements of one or two songs
enough to make idols of the
original turn slightly pale—or red
with anger. Such is the case
with Gentle on my mind which I
suppose does desecrate the
apparent mood of the song as
given to us by the original
American recording. It's taken
here at frantic pace with more
accent on speed of delivery than
lyric; though the tune does take
this kind of approach. Still, with
no thought of being condescending, it's good fun all the way
through this disc [B: 2]. Sentinel
began its life by issuing basically
Cornish recordings with great
success, but now seems to be
spreading its wings, another of
their recent issues is Welcome
To Oban. (
SENS 5001M).
Here is music from the Highlands given expression by The
Oban & Lorne Strathspey & Reel
Society, the Oban High School
Gaelic Choir, and the Oban
Senior Gaelic Choir with other
contributions
from
Brownlie
Henderson, vocal and piano;
Bill Nicol on violin and Nan
Black, Finlay Macleod and lain
Hurst. Already this disc has
received high praise from the
well-known
Gaelic
expert,
Donald Thompson, the gentleman known to many Scottish
people as Mr. Gaelic. Iam aCelt
and find much of the material
beautiful. It's hard not to be
impressed, and even emotionally
overwhelmed by the musical
fragrances of the set of Gaelic
airs which open this disc and
refreshed by the High School
choir and other items which
comprise this splendid record.
Obviously this issue must sell
heavily to thousands of Scottish
exiles but hopefully many others
will hear it [
B: 1]. Sentinel's
other current release is from
The Whitstone Male Voice
Choir with the disc's title that
of
the
group. ( SEN
501)
Whitstone is in Cornwall, a
small village in North Cornwall
and found mid- way between
Launceston and Bude and its
area is known for spawning
various musical groups. Among
tracks on this album come wellknown songs like Jacob's ladder,
Kum by yah, Mary don't you weep
and Church in the wildwood. The
choir sing well and the disc
should have healthy sales to
lovers of the male voice choir
[B: 2].
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QUIET
RECORDING
Quiet recording.
The reel to reel tape recorder is acreative instrument, although the
principle has been around for awhile, it is still regarded by the majority of
professionals as the only way of getting true quality sound onto tape.
That's why Tandberg continue to develop their range of stereo tape
decks. For the enthusiast who regards high quality as the norm.
The degree of sophistication in Tandberg equipment is already very
high, but we've still managed to pack afew more professional items into the
popular 3000 series.
Perhaps the most important of these is the famous Dolby noise
reduction system.
This system filters out unwanted sound such as tape hiss, and general
background noise. Essential for quality recording, and abig, big bonus when
copying material from other sources.
Using the Dolby system in conjunction with other features of the
3600XD, you can now create fully edited programmes for transfer to cassette or
playback with your other equipment, in real professional style.
Another new feature is separate output potentiometers giving
you greater control over playback and track transfer operations.
What we haven't changed are facilities for sound on sound, echo, A&B
tests, and of course, the reason why our tape decks have always been number one,
the Tandberg cross field recording technique, giving you unbeatable
specifications such as:frequency response 30-22000 2DB
signal to noise ratio 72DB
It's all there. Afinger tip away.
'Dolby is the registered trade mark of Dolby Laboratories Limited.

Tandberg
3600XD
r

TO: Farnell-Tandberg Ltd., Farnell House, 81 Kirkstall Road, Leeds LS3 1HR.
Please send me details of the 3600XD stereo tape recorder and all other
Tandberg sound equipment.
HN3/159

Name
Address
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TANDBERG

Legendary perfection

EQUIPMENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFN RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission

The Sequerra Model 1
FAI Tuner
MANUFACTURER'S TEST MEASUREMENTS
Volume sensitivity: 14,.V. Quieting: mono 30 dB 1.6 isV; 50 dB 2.9 uV; 60 dB 8 ;Ai; 70 dB 40 Al;
ultimate noise masking; stereo 30 dB 3uV; 50 dB 31 i.‘V; 60 dB 150 0/: 70 dB noise masking. THD
(mono) 1mV input: 30 Hz 0.045 3
4 and 0.05%; 400 Hz 0.06% and 0.06%; 15 kHz not stated; without
/
detector die-emphasis at 15 kHz 23%. THD (stereo) 1mV Input and 100 Hz modulation: 0.11%.
Stereo separation : 30 Hz 50 dB ( L-te-R). 49 dB (R-to-L); 400 Hz 51 dB ( L-to- R), 51 dB ( R-to-L);
10 kHz 37 dB ( L-to-R), 38 dB ( R-to-L); 15 kHz 37 dB ( R-to-L), 37 dB ( L-to-R). Selectivity: not
stated. Capture ratio, at 30 dB and 50 dB: not stated. Minimal discernible signal panoramic:
1.7 mV (Reviewer's note: A full specification was not available with the test sample and the above
Test Measurements are those issued in the operational manual, but not all sections were completed.
Our own performance table lists many more parameters and all the most important ones.) Price:
£1,700 including VAT. Manufacturer: The Sequerra Company Inc., 71-07 Woodside Avenue,
Woodside, NY 11377. UK distributor: Sound-on- Air International, 504 Ray Lodge Road,
Woodford Green, Woodford, Essex.

THIS is the most expensive FM-only tuner
1 that has so far passed through our laboratory. It costs more than the current price of
anew BLMC 'mini' car. It is more than aconventional tuner since it contains an oscilloscope
which not only provides vector displays in two
or four quadrants, but also tuning and signal
level indication, multipath reception indication
and disphys of the modulation depth and
tuned signal spectrum. Several interesting
features can thus be discovered about the
tuned signal, so it would have immense appeal
not only to the real enthusiast but also to the
broadcaster. The latter user would probably
be more interested in the ' BR' version which,
for an extra £.70 sterling, incorporates additional features, including a switch for muting
the cathode-ray tube display and facilities for
evaluating stereo separation and distortion.
We were not given the opportunity of testing
the 'BR' version, but we would be ‘ ery happy
with the model under test!
The tuner (named after its principal designer, Richard Sequerra) is thus produced as
two sections—the tuner proper and the XY
oscilloscope with panoramic spectrum display.
The tuner side has electronic digital readout.
This differs from the digital tuners that have
so far come our way in that afrequency counter
is used to read the local oscillator frequency,
the scaling being such that the 10.7 MHz IF
offset is taken into account, so that the readout
is in signal frequency. The scheme adopted by
the other tuners so far tested is based on frequency synthesising and binary techniques.
This causes the tuned frequency to change in
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steps of 100 or 200 kHz, depending on the prescaling, each step then ' locking' into a phase
lock loop circuit, with the digits showing the
`locked on' frequency. The prime disadvantage
of this arrangement, particularly when the
steps are 200 kHz, is that the front-end is not
exactly tuned when the required station happens to have a frequency that does not end
with exactly 100 or 200 kHz. Some stations
we use, including our own ` local' stereo station
at Wenvoe, are like this. Wenvoe Radio 2, for
example, runs at 89.95 MHz.
The frequency counter of the Sequerra has
four digits in total, three giving MHz in hun-

SEQUERRA IFM DIGITAL TUNER

10

50

100

100

dreds, tens and units, and the fourth being one
place after the decimal point for tenths of a
MHz ( 100 kHz). The tuning goes from 87.6
to 108.3 MHz continuously over this range,
but the readout is to the nearest 04 MHz
obviously. Thus when tuned to Wenvoe Radio
2the readout dithers between 89.9 and 90 MHz.
One extra digit reading hundredths of a MHz
(i.e., 10 kHz) would solve the problem! However,
since most stations have 200 or 100 kHz multiples the lack of ahundredth of MHz digit is
no real hardship. Since, in the US, stations are
assigned 'odd' 100 kHz increments the Wenvoe problem, for example, does not arise in
that country.
The most dramatic feature of the oscilloscope is the so-called panoramic display. This
is rather like the display from aspectrum analyser, the ` pulses' rising above the base noise
level being actual aerial signals in the selected
part of the FM band. When this display mode
is selected the graticule in front of the CRT
screen illuminates to show acentre vertical line
and two shorter vertical lines each side. The
centre to either first vertical line corresponds
to 400 kHz and to either second vertical line
to 800 kHz. Thus the overall spectrum corresponds to + 800 kHz or to 1.6 MHz between
the two outer vertical lines. There is still some
useful screen either side of the two outer lines,
so that the maximum spectrum visible corresponds to about 2MHz.
The screen can be regarded as a 'window' of
2MHz total width across which pass all signals
above noise level (above about 1.5 µV) as the
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Instead
of ghing you
a20 oz headphone
for your eyes,
Sennheiser prefers
to give you
a5oz headphone
for your ears.

WHERE QUALITY
IS FOREMOST....

C51 control unit and P51 amplifier ( second power amp. may
be added to double the output capability), comprehensive
facilities for the Audiophile who must have everything.

Headphones are to wear - not to look at. In
designing the HD 414 Sennheiser have concentrated
on the two most important aspects. Comfort and a true
reproduction of all types of music.
Why are they only 5 oz
To be comfortable To
be able to wear them through any full length concert
with the music reproduced faithfully from your favourite L.P. True reproduction of all types of music is due
to the Sennheiser design - if you don't believe us why
have over one million people purchased this one
model ? Why do other manufacturers of Hi Fi equipment use the HD 414 to demonstrate their own equipment at exhibitions ? The answer is in the headphone.
R21 and R51 FM Stereo
tuners with many novel
features complete the story,
in two styles to match the
A21 and A48 or C51 respectively.

••••••••

Over one million sold.

I'd like to hear
more about the
HD 414 and other Sennheiser
headphones. Please send me the
brochure.
MY NAME:
ADDRESS:

SENNHEISER

HAYDEN
HN I

Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House,
17, Chesham Road, Amersham, Buckinghamshire.
Telephone : 02403 5511

See us at HiFi Fidelity 75, Heathrow Hotel.
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A48 and A21 integrated
amplifiers 40 or 20 watts
RMS per channel respectively, facilities to match the
price ranges catered for.

Most dictionaries define quality as ' degree of excellence'. This hobby
of ours in which some of us are fanatics has as Its basis the re-creation
of the musical stage at home. Our ears are the best measuring instruments in the world when it comes to measuring the faithfulness of a
sound reproducing system and no matter what the laboratory oscilloscopes and distortion measuring equipment indicate, the final result
must sound right. This philosophy has been fundamental to all the
design work carried on at J. E. Sugden & Company and though we
have sometimes offered controversial solutions, on one main point we
are not criticised—the results we have produced have sounded faithful—
that is one of our degrees of excellence.
A second side is in constructional quality. Excellence of construction
gives far more owner satisfaction, for no one can deny the pride of
ownership of a hand made carefully constructed item as opposed to a
piece of quantity produced tinware. Excellence of construction also
tends to promote reliability and the certainty of the equipment performing in the manner the designer first intended. Fortunately we are
experts at quality of construction for we have a wealth of experience
upon which to draw. Experience of scientific instrument production
for many years causes us to adopt methods of approach of which the
quantity conscious methods engineer would never dream. Indeed
there have been articles and programmes recently about large
concerns experimenting with a different approach to production.
Instead of a soul destroying production line, one of the large Swedish
motor companies is trying a method where a small team makes a
complete vehicle. Just fancy—J. E. Sugden's assembly girls have
been doing this for years with one girl making one instrument or one
amplifier with attendant job satisfaction and little likelihood of ashoddy
product. We have many other interesting routes to quality—adegree of
excellence.
Our free colour brochure includes specifications and details of our
products and it also gives ahistory of J. E. Sugden and an insight to our
methods. Why not write for a copy today?

J. E. SUGDEN 8( CO LTD
CARR STREET . CLECKHEATON .
Telephone: Cleckheaton (09762) 2501

•

YORKSHIRE
BD19 5LA

tuning control is operated. By tuning from one
end of the band to the other swiftly a good
idea of the signal state of the band can be
gleaned. Each signal appears as a `pulse' rising
above the base level (see the accompanying
appropriate oscillograms photographed direct
from the tuner's CRT screen), and the on-tune
condition obtains when apulse is aligned with
the centre vertical line of the graticule. The
strength of the signal so tuned can be judged
by measuring its amplitude against the divisions
of the centre vertical line. Maximum dynamic
range is 100 dB; but since there are six divisions
each would ideally correspond to 20 dB, giving
an ideal maximum range of 120 dB. However,
owing to the 100 dB limitation, compression at
maximum amplitude and displacement at minimum amplitude have been introduced. Nevertheless, it was found that 20 dB/div. holds
reasonably well over the middle section of the
graticule, as shown by the panoramic signal
response plot on the S/N ratio graph.

STEREO PILOT

MEGAHERTZ
Se guerra 1FM Digital Readout

As the tuning is operated to bring a signal
on to the centre vertical graticule line, so its
displayed amplitude gradually increases. Thus
to compare the strength of one signal with
another it is necessary to tune first one signal
and then the other against the 'calibrated'
graticule line. In spite of this amplitude variation with tuning, all signals within a `window'
of about 2mHz are clearly visible. The 400
kHz horizontal spacings, formed by the shorter
vertical lines either side of the centre line, make
it possible to determine easily whether the
nearest signal to the required one lies in the
alternate or adjacent channel.
Such display could be extremely useful to
the DX enthusiast. For example, if apowerful
signal lies in the channel adjacent to a weak
`DX' signal, and the latter is being interfered
with, steps can be taken by aerial input notch
filtering to attenuate the powerful signal by
tuning the filter while observing the display to
ensure that the weak signal is not affected by
the filter action.
At high modulation levels the pulses tend
to spread slightly at the top due to the side
frequencies, and a stereo signal can be identified by the pulse being slightly wider than a
mono one and being more pointed at the top.
The panoramic display also reveals the presence of spurious responses such as produced
by input overload, second channel effects, etc.
By modulating aVHF signal above 100% and
at high frequency the separate side frequencies
become more displaced from the nominal
carrier frequency and are then very clearly
definable.
An accompanying oscillogram
shows such displaced side frequencies of progressively falling amplitude either side of the
HI-FI NEWS It RECORD REVIEW
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nominal carrier frequency with 100% squarewave modulation.
With the display switched to the tuning
mode the X base of the panoramic sweep is
switched off and a point of light appears on
the screen. As the tuning is adjusted over a
signal the point of light traces out the response
characteristic of the tuner. The scaling lines on
the graticule also change in the tuning mode.
The centre divided vertical line remains, but
two shorter lines, one either side, appear, and
the distance between these corresponds to a
deviation of + 75 kHz (i.e., 100% modulation
level). The idea is to adjust the tuning on a
station until the point of light settles on the
centre, divided line of the graticule. The signal
is then correctly tuned (for least distortion and
maximum S/N ratio). The distance of the
point of light up the divided vertical line gives
a measure of the strength of the signal. The
calibration in this mode is virtually equivalent
to that of the signal pulse amplitude in the
panoramic mode (see the panoramic signal
response plot on the S/N ratio graph).
When the tuned signal is modulated the
point of light expands into ashort `horizontal'
line, and by using the two vertical calibration
lines of the graticule a rough appraisal of the
modulation depth is possible. Three off-screen
photos of this display are given. One corresponds to music signal of about + 60 kHz deviation; another to 100% (+ 75 kHz deviation)
1kHz sinewave modulation (showing the
accuracy of the calibration lines); the third
shows what happens when the tuned signal is
suffering multipath reception. Here the line
is kinked, bent or distorted in some way due
to the aerial receiving a deflected signal or
signals a fraction of a second after the direct
signal. As is well known, multipath reception
gives rise to severe harmonic distortion, particularly on stereo of high modulation level—
this being called multipath distortion. Thus
by using the tuning display it is possible to
check this kind of distortion and, if present,
to re-orient the aerial to reduce it.
By modulating a VHF signal well in excess
of + 75 kHz the line increases in length such
that it traces out the overall response characteristic of the tuner. A display of this kind

SEQUERRA IFM DIGITAL TUNER

with the modulation running at about + 240
kHz is also given.
The oscilloscope can also be switched for
vector displays in two (stereo) or four (quadraphonic) quadrants. The two-quadrant mode
obtains when the tuner's left and right channels are so monitored. The spot of light settles
in the centre of the screen. In the mono state
a line of amplitude, dependent on the audio
signal level, rises vertically from the screen
centre. Similarly, the line rises into the top
right-hand side quadrant when there is signal
only in the right channel and into the top lefthand side quadrant when there is signal only
in the left channel.
On stereo music signal aconfused Lissajous
figure display occurs. This spreads across the
two top quadrants in accordance with the
stereo information and the relative levels of
the audio signals. All graticule line illumination is extinguished when the oscilloscope is
vector programmed. An example off-screen
oscillog,ram of a stereo signal from the tuner
is given.
To achieve a display in the four quadrants
it is necessary to couple left and right front and
left and right back signals from the four
channel amplifier system to sockets at the rear
of the tuner and to depress the appropriate
external vector button. This facility was exploited during the BBC's recent quadraphonic
test just before Christmas on the night of
December 23/24th, 1974, and a four-quadrant
display from this broadcast is also given.
The oscilloscope cannot be switched off
completely. It is certainly a shortcoming of a
tuner of this price not to be able to switch off
the heater of the CRT (it is understood that
the 'BR' version is equipped with such a
switch), but the beam intensity automatically
decreases in the absence of signal input. It is
also possible to dim the trace by operating a
front button, which at the same time dims the
illuminated button indicators at either side of
the fascia. Preset controls for oscilloscope
brightness, focusing and vertical and horizontal
shift are fitted at the rear. There are also presets for adjusting the width and centring of the
panoramic display and the muting level.
There are two pairs of audio output sockets,
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The Decca
record brush
-a clean breakthrough

MADE IN SWEDEN

BDT/ 1
Superb 2- Speed Belt Drive Transcription Deck. Double 24 pole
Synchronous Motor. W & F ± 0.0.5. Rumble - 72 dB.
UNIPIVOT (Virtually Frictionless) EXTRA LOW MASS ARM
Detachable ultra- lightweight Headshell. Bias Compensator.
Tracking pressure 0-3 grams. Ideally suitable for the
incomparable SH U RE V15/3 etc. R.R.P. £75 inc. VAT.

cleans the record
and removes static

Sole U.K. Distributors: MAYWARE LTD.
17 Heronsgate, Edgware, Middx. HA8 7LD

This completely new product from
Decca is unique in that it serves a dual
purpose effectively.
The Brush consists of a million tiny fibre
'bristles'. Each sweep of the record
surface thus allows upwards of a
thousand ' bristles' to enter each groove
to clean it and remove more dust, dirt
and grit than any other product
available. And, in addition, each
'bristle' is electrically conductive.
Static on the record is removed through
the bristles as you clean, without the
aid of fluids or compounds.
At last a record surface cleaner
which also removes static:
the Decca Record Brush.
Now you can see your way clear to
interference-free records.

DECCA

snom mecum
For further information write to:
Decca Special Products, Ingate Place, Queenstown Road,
London SW8 3NT
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RECORDING TAPE ,
Compare our prices-and our post and packing charges! Take advantage of
our generous quantity discounts. All items supplied in usual retail packaging

5Year Replacement Guarantee Lçfayels,
'
C.60
C.90
C.I20

AG FA
One Ten
40p £ 390
54p £ 490
69p £ 660

C.60
C.90
C.I20

AUDIO
One Ten
35p £3.30
47p £4.50
59p £5.55

BASF LH
BASF LH
One Ten
One
45p
57p
64p £6.35
79p
85p £8.40 £ 1-06

£
4-45

Sup. SM
Ten
£5.65
£7.85
£ 10.55

TDK
DYNAMIC
One Ten
43p £427
68p £660
87p £8.65

EMI
Hi Dynamic
One
Ten
4Ip £ 3.95
56p £5.50
80p £7.90

AGFA Low Noise in
plastic library box
LONG
One
Ten
5"
900
£1.28 £ 12.22
1200 £ 1-61 £ 15•12
7" 1800' £2•19 £21 10
I0#" 4200' £5.23 £49 28
(State
NAB or Cine
Centre)

sr

DOUBLE
5" 1200'
1800'
r 2400'

BASF LH Low Noise in
plastic library box
LONG
One
Ten
' £ 1.58 £ 15-35
51." 1200' £ 1-80 £ 17-55
7" 1800' £2.34 £23.35
DOUBLE PLAY
5" 1200'
£1.85 £17.93
51" 1800'
£2.58 £25.57
7" 2400'
£2.94 £29-35

PLAY
£ 1.53 £ 14 S2 TRIPLE PLAY
£2•25 £21-17
5" 1800' £2 53 £25-20
£2.94 £27-95
51" 2400' £3-25 £31.90
7" 3600' £4.05 £40.00
TRIPLE PLAY
5" 1800' £2.34 £22 35 EMI X1000
Sr" 2400' £2.87 £27.80
One I Ten
8Ip £7.75
7' 3600' £3.56 £34 97 C. 90.

sr

EST
A
uloOY

BASF CrO,
One Ten
88p £8-75
£1.18 £ 11.75
£1-48 £ 14.70
MEM
One
65p
88p
£1.25

SCOTCH
One Ten
47p £4.60
69p £6.80
88p
alo

MrX, AGFA Cr,0
Ten
One Ten
£6.40
72p £7.00
£8.70
95p £9.48
£ 12.00 £1.28 £ 12-70

MEMOREX Low Noise
in plastic library box
LONG
One
Ten
5
900 £ 135 £ 13-00
7" 1800' £2.15 £21•45
101" 3600' £4 86 £47 00
NAB
DOUBLE PLAY
5" 1200' £ 149 £ 14-30
7" 2400' £2.64 £25-40
PHILIPS Low Noise in
library box
LONG PLAY
5"
900' £ 1.19 £ 11-40
51" 1200' £ 148 £ 14.30
7" 1800' £2.10 £20-50
DOUBLE PLAY
5" 1200' £ 156 £ 15.10
51" 1800' £2.19 £21.40
7" 2400' £2 69 £26.00

TERMS: P. & P. 20p per order. Order,. over LS, post free. Prices
shown include VAT at 8%, but are subject to change without
notice. Offer apples to England, Scotland, Wales only. Dept. HF
75 Holloway Road, London N7 8JZ ( near Highbury Corner)
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2

FR 100% mod. ( Dolby off)

1kHz from generator to detector output,

FR — 10 dB Dolby

signifying treble roil- off

FR — 20 dB Dolby

\-

3
Panoramic display showing multiple
signals

4(b)
100% modulation, 1kHz

one pair delivering signal of fixed level and the
other pair under the control of an associated
level preset. There is also an output direct
from the FM detector and aDIN style socket
for the introduction of accessories to interface
with the tuner circuits, such as optional remote
push-button tuning.
The tuner also incorporates switchable
Dolby-B decoding, and by plugging ashorting
plug into a rear socket the de-emphasis is
changed to 25 ¿Ls, which corresponds to the
agreed (American) pre-emphasis standard when
a transmission is Dolby-B encoded. The deemphasis without the shorting plug inserted is
75 LS
¿
on American models and 50 ¿LS on
models destined for Europe. However, we
were surprised to find rather a lot of treble
roll-off for the price of the tuner on afrequency
response measurement referred to 50 µs. This
is confirmed by the sweep-frequency oscillogram, which also shows the Dolby-B decoding
response at levels of — 10 and — 20 dB ref.
100% modulation.

5

7

Overmodulation, showing IF
response characteristic

Vector display in four quadrants,
as from BBC 4-channel test,
December 1974

-4*

e
4(a)

4(c)

6

Tuning on music signal

Multipath distortion

Vector display in two quadrants,
stereo signal
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8
Squarewave-modulated VHF signal
showing side frequencies
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Two
World Leaders
Our
dealers
talk about
the Fisher
sound
If you ask them to explain they will tell you a Fisher
Amplifier or Receiver offers a more natural sound. The
closest you can get to any Concert Hall or Pop Festival,
without attending.
Of course our customers- are also looking for facilities, styling and power rating. Fisher products offer all
of these - look at our 514 - beautiful styling - 360 watts of
pure music power and a host of facilities. The 514 is a
fine example of American design and is one of the most
sophisticated Stereo Receivers available to- day. By the
way, this model is also ready for when you want to move
up to 4 channel. It has built-in SQ and CD-4 Demodulators.

The London Cartridge
"A joy indeed"

John Barwick, reviewing this unique cartridge recently in
The Gramophone, said:
"We can see that a basic design philosophy has been to
produce a no-trouble pick-up which can generate highly
musical sounds without calling for intricate setting- up
procedures ... listening to records was a joy indeed ...
string tone, voices, brass, indeed every section of the
orchestra is reproduced with remarkable clarity ... the
Decca London pick-up never failed to delight during very
extended listening sessions, with old and new records."

The Deram Cartridge

There are many other models to choose from in
the Fisher range, so why not write for a brochure.
One important point we nearly forgot - The 4 year
guarantee.

514 Specification
Power Output 220 watts ( Rms) ( 110 + 110) into 8 ohms
Power Bandwidth 20 Hz - 20 kHz
Distortion 0.5 °A
Usable Sensitivity FM 1.8 ( iv
TMD FM Stereo 0.3 0/0
FM Sig/Noise 70 dB

• +WI

eo

4D •

o

•

Please send me a copy of the 14 Series Brochure.
Please send me a copy of the Fisher Loudspeaker Brochure.
Please send me information on other Fisher products
Name
Address

Fisher
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The Deram cartridge can be fitted with either a spherical
or an elliptical stylus and is remarkable value for money.
Remember, too, that the initial cost of the cartridge is not
the whole story: the price of a twin replacement stylus
'Double Pack' is actually less now than it would have been
12 years ago.
Recognise the Deram throughout the world by its unique
shape and superlative sound.

We invented high fidelity.

HAYDEN
HM I

In its 12 years of life, the Deram cartridge has now
reached sales of hundreds of thousands, being still
regarded as the outstanding ceramic cartridge. It gives a
freedom from high frequency distortion comparable to
the most expensive pick-ups available.

HAYDEN LABORATORIES LTD., HAYDEN HOUSE,
17, Chesham Road, Amersham, Bucks.
Tel. ( 024.03) 5511

See us atHi-Fi Fidelity 75, Heathrow Hotel
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DieCIC,F1
For lull details write to:
Decca Special Products Ingate Place
Queenstown Road, London SW8 3NT.

SEQUERRA MODEL 1 FM
All measurements made at 95 MHz unless otherwise stated. Generator signal from 75 ohm source and signal voltage PD across tuner's 75 ohm aerial input.
Modulation 100% unless otherwise stated. Mains input 240 V 50 Hz. Output into high Z.
PERFORMANCE
IHF least usable signal

COMMENT
1.25 i.V ( m)

50 dB S N ratio
Mono ..
Stereo ..

1.9 1,V
20 orL/

Ultimate S N ratio
Mono ..
Stereo ..

Excellent. Truly state- of- art.
Both values excellent.

72.5 dB
70 dB

Both with A- weighting. Very good.

Image rejection ratio ..

.- . -. 70 dB

Good ( see text).

Repeat spot suppression

-100 dB

Excellent.

Front-end selectivity ( GJK)

100 dB

Excellent.

111-IF alternate channel selectivity

.75 dB

Outside range of test equipment!

IHF adjacent channel selectivity
+200 kHz
—200 kHz

32 dB
18 dB

Capture ratio ..

<1 dB

Distortion factor 1 kHz
100°,;, mod
30% mod

0.21% (
m); 0-26% (s)
0.1% (
m); 018% ( s)

Stereo separation at 1 kHz

e 48 dB

Muting threshold

1.6 ,, V (adjustable)

Audio output 100°'s modulation
Left
Right ..
Detector ..

906 mV
909 mV
921 mV

AM rejection ratio

58 dB

Tuning accuracy

.. Within final digit

A squarewave measurement from aerial
sive and exotic class Japanese tuners, with the
input to detector output also gave the imprespossible exception of the image rejection ratio
sion of treble roll-off, which could not quite
which, while good, is not exceptional. With
correlate to the requirements here. This is of
the excellent front-end selectivity figure of
no immediate consequence, however, since the
merit measured we expected the image rejecdetector output would be used only to introtion ratio to have approached 100 dB, but at
duce a four-channel decoder, and this seems a 95 MHz tuned frequency an input signal of
long way off in the UK, anyway.
about 1164 MHz produced a 30 dB S/N ratio
Aerial inputs are available for 300 ohms
response when its level was about 70 dB above
balanced feeder and for 75 ohms coaxial cable
the signal level required for 30 dB quieting on
(terminals), and the rear signal sockets are all
the direct channel.
RCA `phono' type.
The front-end RF stage uses a differential
The tuner is metal encased (cabinet mountamplifier configuration and variable-capacitor
ing instructions and a template are given in
diode tuning. The local oscillator is voltage
the operating instructions), and the fascia is
controlled, of course, and the IF selectivity
formed by a substantial metal frame centred
(which is really good) is obtained from an
with adark plastic panel having atransparent
eighteen-pole Papoulis filter centred on 10.7
area for the oscilloscope screen and graticule.
MHz. This is followed by a six-stage ampliThe tuning control knob lies towards the
tude limiter and Travis-Smith detector.
bottom right, above which is the digital readThe performance is such that a very weak
out in red. The word `stereo pilot' illuminates
station can be separated with minimal interwhen astereo signal is tuned, this being directly
ference from a very strong station even when
above the digits, as shown by the accompanying
this lies in the adjacent channel. The sensitivity
photograph.
corresponds virtually to the optimum that can
Six press-switches reside each side of the
be engineered in the present state of the art
panel in vertical formation, and their functions
without liquid gas cooling! Greater sensitivity,
are indicated by relatively large `yellow' illumieven if it could be obtained, would be useless
nated signs, giving something of the impression
since the noise across the aerial's radiation
of a gaming machine found in pubs. When a resistance and cosmic noise would predomiswitch is depressed a small red arrow head
nate.
reveals that the indicated function is activated.
In short, if this tuner fails to pull in a reThe six switches at the left operate the four
quired weak signal, then one could rest assured
display modes, a stereo ` blend' filter (for part
that no other tuner would do any better.
translation of a noisy stereo signal to mono)
A significant part of the price must obviously
and the Dolby decoder. The six at the right
relate to the panoramic sweep and other osciloperate inter-station muting, muting on all
loscope displays; as well, of course, to the
signals but stereo encoded ones, mono mode,
digital frequency counting. This, then, is a
trace and illumination dimming, power on/off
tuner for the really serious enthusiast and for
and muting off.
use by broadcasting stations in remote moniThere is no doubt whatever that the Model 1 toring and certain FM measurements with the
FM is an outstanding tuner. Most of its parautmost of accuracy. It would represent an
meters are at least equal to those of the expenideal tuner for the BBC's proposal of receiving
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Most tuners cannot approach these values.
Excellent.
This is distortion factor and thus includes noise
(but not ripple content). Can only be regarded
as approximate.
Excellent.
Just right for sensitivity.
Two pairs of outputs, one pair fixed level, other
pair adjustable down to zero. One output from
detector.
100% FM; 30% AM.
Very accurate.

Radio 3 Wenvoe at the North Hessary Tor
site and applying the resulting two-channel
audio to the Noth Hessary Tor transmitter for
stereo emission!
Audiowise it cannot be regarded as being
better than some of the top-flight FM tuners
available at far lower cost. It certainly has a
very good noise performance, even on weak
signals, but for optimum results in the UK
and Europe the de-emphasis appears to call for
mild re-tailoring to give a closer match to
50 t.ts pre-emphasis. The Dolby-B decoding
would be useful in the US, but would have no
immediate application in the UK. The BBC
is now finding variable de-emphasis at their
transmitters highly satisfactory so there appears to be little likelihood in the near future
of achange to Dolby-B encoding, with a corresponding change in fixed pre-emphasis. The
IBA may experiment along these lines, though
there is nothing currently definite about this
possibility; but in the UK a reduction of the
50
pre-emphasis to 2512s US `standard'
with Dolby-B would fail to provide the same
compatibility as in the US so far as existing FM
receivers and tuners are concerned.
This remarkable instrument carries a sevenyear warranty on both parts (except oscilloscope tube*) and labour when purchased
through the authorised distributor in the UK.
In closing this review, we must mention that
The Sequerra Co. Inc., of Woodside, New
York, is in close touch with all purchasers of
this equipment and incorporate technical improvements or special features as suggested by
users.
Gordon J. King

•The guarantee period for the oscilloscope tube was
increased recently from I year to 2} years due to the
inclusion of a tube power switch.
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Yamaha MC40 and NS410 Complete System, £ 149.94. Price excludes VAT

Yamaha get it together.
Together, £149.94.
Now, for asaving of more than £40, you can enjoy this
complete Home Stereo System. Of course, the system and
speakers are made by Yamaha. So they're both made with the
same attention to detail, the same care for accuracy, you'd
expect from us.
The system brings you everything you need for great
AM/FM stereo reception and record performance: the Tuner
has an FM Stereo Indicator Lamp that tells you when your
station's in stereo. Switchover is automatic, so no knobs to
tun. The Amplifier and Controls have aLoudness Switclii.
A'Rd an output of 15 watts tm.s. per channel. The Turntable is
belt-driven, and has our famed double float suspension. It also
has Auto-Return. And an Auto-Sleep Switch. just hop into

OYAMAHA

MAKERS OF FINE MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS SINCE 1887
13S

bed and at the end of the record, the whole unit switches
itself off. Automatically.
The speakers are geared to work perfectly with the system.
After all, only aYamaha can compare with aYamaha.
TO. Natural Sound Systems Ltd., Strathcona Road, Wembley, .Middx.
11.19
01-9c4 0 4 1
Iwould like to read more about Yamaha Systems, in particular:
Li Music Centres ;.] Tuners and tuner amps
D Turntables : Amplifiers

EJ Cassette Decks
E Speakers

Name
Address

HFN 4

JMR range includes six loudspeakers,
THE
ranging from £88 to £583 per pair, the
2004 being the second most expensive. They are
the creation of Jean-Marie Reynaud, apianist
and guitarist, who is said to have designed them
after undertaking original research on the propagation of sound from musical instruments,
relying more on aural criteria than on anechoic
measurements, aphilosophy with which, per se,
few would disagree.
The construction of the 2004 is certainly
unusual. Fig. 1shows a plan section through
the cabinet, which is made from the usual in.
thick veneered chipboard.
Two internal
baffles divide it into three chambers, communicating only through two holes, approximately
in. in diameter, one in each partition.
The holes are off-set, one being about 3à in.
from the base and the other a like distance
from the top, forming three acousticallycoupled resonant enclosures. The analagous
electrical network can be regarded as a full
low-pass section of 7r-form, with half-sections
at each end, driven by the two lowest-frequency
units.
The stated intention is to increase the apparent volume ` seen' by each loudspeaker,
presumably by making use of the phase characteristic of the network to give some degree of
cancellation between the two back radiations.
In the absence of detailed information about
the parameters of the complete system, it would
be tedious—not to say futile—to attempt a
mathematical analysis of the probable effectiveness of the method, which, in any case, is more
satisfactorily judged by its practical results.
The fronts of the chambers are closed by the
three unit mounting panels, placed to give a
bow front to the cabinet. As already indicated,
the 200 mm units are placed one in each outer
chamber, while the middle chamber has the
mid-range unit placed centrally near the
bottom, with the tweeter in-line vertically above
it. Both the latter units have sealed backs, and
all units are sealed to their panels with a nonsetting, white, rubbery compound. The screw
terminals and fuse are on a small panel fixed
to the rear wall.
The whole cabinet is glued so that no wooden
part is detachable, at least by any reasonable
method! Access to the crossover panel is by
removing the left-hand unit, and to the internal
connections behind the terminal panel by taking

EQUIPA1ENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFNiFIR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
permission
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JAIR 2004
Loudspeaker

MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION.
Sealed enclosure with internal coupled cavities. Drive units: two 200 mm low frequency units with
rubber suspension, long fibre diaphragm and high damping, one 38 mm mid-range unit and one
28 mm tweeter. Crossover frequencies: 900 and 3000 Hz. Frequency range: 40-22,000 Hz.
Impedance: 4ohms. Power handling: 50 watts, protected by fuse. Recommended amplifier
power: 30 watts. Dimensions: 25} in. wide by 14* in. deep by 151,in high excluding stand. Height
with stand: 38j in. Weight: 46 lbs excluding stand, 68 lbs Including stand. Finish: Satin walnut
veneered chipboard with black cloth front and chromium- plated steel stand. Price: £429 per pair.
Manufacturer: Jean-Marie Reynaud, Barbezieux, France. Importers: Monitor Sound
Equipment Ltd., P.O. Box 28, Eastleigh, Hants. SO5 5XD.

out one or both units from the centre section.
Care is needed to see that the connecting tags
on the units are not bent (very easily done), so
causing short-circuits to the unit chassis, and
that the units are properly re-bedded in the
sealant.
The top and bottom of the cabinet extend
slightly forward of the front panels to form a
smooth arc, grooves being cut in their inner
faces to take the front cover. This is a metal

sheet, punched with 10 mm square holes at
2mm spacing, covered with black, acoustically
transparent fabric, which slides into the grooves
from either side, and is secured by two lengths
of trim which are pushed into the grooves after
the cover is in place.
Each complete cabinet is mounted on a
chromium-plated stand, comprising four steel
strips 2in. wide x + in. thick, bolted to vertical
flanges placed in a diamond pattern on the
underside of asteel plaie to which the bottom
face of the cabinet is screwed. Lower down, the
four legs are secured by set screws to adiamondshaped spacer, and then curve outwards until
the flat sections rest on the floor, forming
`
feet'.
Considering the price, the general finish was
not outstanding. There was slight ` feathering'
of the veneer at some joins, and the rear and
bottom faces were merely painted. The brass
coloured fascia trim looks out of place in contrast with the chromium legs, while the ordinary
cadmium-plated hexagon screw heads on the
latter should certainly be replaced by chromed
dome-heads if the illusion of luxury is to be
maintained. Inside, the crossover components
were mounted on aboard, to which the inductors were firmly glued, but the capacitors were
all held in one fabric band secured at each end
by two paper staples and what appeared to be
acarpet tack. The wiring was untidy, and leads
were fixed only where they passed through
partitions.
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The natural sound
()flasher speakers.
Fisher are World famous for their Amplifiers
and Receivers, and they enjoy aWorld Wide
reputation for quality and reliability. To complement their full range of Stereo and 4 Channel
High Fidelity Systems Fisher have introduced a
range of Speakers designed to operate with the
latest solid state Amplifiers and Receivers. We
could devote the rest of this space saying how
good they are, but the best way for you to be
convinced is to have apersonal listening test.

We invite you to visit your Fisher selected
dealer and listen to any one of the five models
available from the XP Series. They offer the
best in American design and technology and
we are quite sure you will agree with us after
you have heard them, that Fisher speakers
have the natural sound.
And by the way, we offer a5year guarantee
on these speakers.

L

1110

Please send acopy of the XP Series Brochure.

Fisher

Name •

We invented high fidelity.
Address:

HAYDEN
HN I

Hayden Laboratories Ltd., Hayden House, 17, Chesham Road
Amersham, Bucks, HP6 5AG - Telephone : ( 02403) 5511 - Telex : 83251
See and hear us at HiFi Fidelity 75, at the Heathrow Hotel, April II- 13.
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FIG. 2

JMR 2004 LOUDSPEAKER
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The general appearance is a matter of personal taste, but one serious practical snag must
be mentioned—due to the positioning and
springiness of the legs it is relatively easy to
topple the complete assembly in afore-and-aft
direction. The force required, when resting
on carpet, proved to be of the order of 50
Newtons (we used to call this about 11 lbs
force), or even less if a rocking motion is
adopted. With the considerable mass involved,
this could represent adecided hazard to small
children (or large dogs). It is understood that
the speakers can be made available without the
stands if required, but they are intended to
work with clear space between them and the
floor, and this must be borne in mind when
considering alternative mountings.
The usual listening tests were carried out on
a wide range of recorded and broadcast
material, including original tapes of ` live'
performances. For these tests the speakers
were placed about 1.5 m from the end wall of
the listening room, and with their near side
about 0.5 m from the side walls. The main
observation was a lack of smoothness in frequency response. Cellos sounded weak in their
lower register and edgy at the top, while violins
were somewhat ' brassy' and insistently shrill.
The lower bass notes from double-basses and
harps were present, though not quite weighty
enough—with organs, the impression was that
16 ft stops were clean and of reasonable level,
but 8ft stops were weak and slightly emaciated
in tone. Choral works had anasal sound, with
harder than normal ` edges' to most voices. In
all cases, tape and surface noises were emphasised, though true ambience lacked warmth.
Mechanical noises, such as plucking or fingering
sounds, also seemed more prominent than
usual. In some cases, the source appeared to
be located slightly behind the speakers. After
listening for some time under these conditions,
there was adefinite impression of fatigue.
Experimenting with amplifier controls (Quad
33/303) did produce some improvement. The
required settings varied with the material, as
would be expected, but, in general, about 8dB
of top cut and a like amount of bass boost
seemed to give the most acceptable compromise. The results were then much more
acceptable, and less tiring, and would probably
satisfy many hearers.
About twenty minutes after the start of the
tests one of the mid-range units became opencircuit. The replacement was perfectly satisfactory, and this may well have been an
untypical failure.
Early in the tests an annoying rattle appeared,
soon traced to relative movement between the
metal front and its cloth cover. The front
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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covers of both units were, therefore, removed
for the remainder of the tests. It should be
possible to use adhesive between the cover
components to cure this problem.
Operation at outputs well above realistic
levels did not worry the loudspeakers. Even
with a deafening input averaging more than
40 W for several minutes the fuses remained
intact, and so did the units themselves.
A very satisfactory feature of the design is
the ease with which agood stereo image could
be obtained, the exact angling of the speakers
making little difference, though there was a
slight shift in tonal balance, neither large nor
easy to define exactly. The vertical spread was
also very pleasing. Moving the speakers into
corners, or putting them on the floor without
their stands gave the expected results—an
increase in bass output at the expense of an
irregular response. This is not to be recommended.
After the listening tests an impedance curve
was taken, and is shown in fig. 2. This has the
usual bass resonant peak at about 55 Hz, and
another very pronounced peak at 600 Hz,
doubtless due to the crossover components.
FIG.3

JMR 2004

and (d) 45° off axis. The results are summarised in fig. 3, with the minor irregularities
inherent in this kind of measurement smoothed
out. Only cases (a) and (d) are plotted, since
the results for ( b) were substantially similar to
those for (a), and likewise the results for (c)
are very similar to those for (d). The results
given are for the single-tone tests, and these
were confirmed in all essentials by the pink
noise measurements.
On examining the curves, one is hardly surprised that the subjective listening tests were
disappointing. The worst single feature is the
10 dB trough between 1 and 2kHz on axis,
which becomes narrower and deeper, shifting
down about an octave, as one moves off axis.
Since this trough is not far from the region of
maximum sensitivity of the ear, higher frequencies are relatively emphasised, and this, together
with the general peakiness, probably explains
the tiring nature of the sound and the preference
for ` top' cut.
At first sight, the bass response also seems
high compared with the trough, but the significant feature here may well be the trough that
appears between 100 and 200 Hz, coupled with
the general roll-off below 70 Hz. In addition,
if the listening position is somewhat off axis,
the shift of the mid-band trough gives some
loss in the upper bass region. These features
may explain the apparent weakness of 8ft
organ stops, and also the rather inexact impression of tonal changes when the speaker
axes were altered, as noted above.
The efficiency of the speakers is high by
current standards, amean input of about 6W
sufficing to give a realistic full orchestral level
in atypical, fairly well-damped room.
Summarising these findings: in my view,
neither the quality of construction nor the
results obtained can really justify the high price
of these loudspeakers. It may be that produc-
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The fact that the nominal impedance is 4ohms,
instead of the more commonly-used 8ohms,
may not be very significant when using agood
quality amplifier designed for an 8ohm load,
but the fall to about 2ohms at 5kHz could
worry some lesser breeds at higher power levels,
apoint to check when considering compatibility
with existing systems.
The frequency response was measured by
James Moir, using both single tones and 1/3rd
octave pink noise. Four measurements were
made for each type of signal, namely (a) on
tweeter axis, (b) on axis, midway between
tweeter and mid-range units, (c) 30° off axis

1K

5K

1
10K

20K

tion costs are higher in France, and the expense
of importing must also be considered, but that
will cut little ice for the British customer, who
should have no difficulty in finding a number
of home-grown products offering as good, or
better performance much more economically.
Perhaps Gallic ears are different from ours?
Trevor Attewell
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Your

¡Pettier

Your Hi-Fi Dealer
CHESHIRE

LONDON AREA

Established 1910

H. L. SMITH
& CO. LTD.
Comprehensive stock of equipment by
leading makers. Demonstrations of most items.
287-289 EDGWARE ROAD
LONDON W2 IBE

Tel: 01-723

5891

STUDIO ONE
A new Hi Fi Demonstration Studio where only
the best is available. Choose from: Bang & Olufsen,
Sony, Quad, Maranta, K.E.F., K.L.H., KR., Sonab,
Armstrong, J.V.C., Harman Kardon, etc.
the hi-fi centre
green lane, wilmslow, cheshire SK9 ILW
telephone: wilmslow 24766
Personal attention of R. S. Bird
Part exchange
Home demonstrations
Evening demonstrations by appointment
At least 2 years full guarantee
Closed Wednesday
Car parking
Phone Wilmslow 22112 for a Studio One
appointment.

e
e
e
e
e
e

•

o

CROYDON'S
SPALDING ELECTRICAL LTD.,

* Easy parking

850-9548

230-232 ELTHAM HIGH ST., S.E.9.
AND AT

64 HIGH ST., ORPINGTON 66-33101

DAYBURN HI-FI
The North London Hi Fi Specialists
Main dealers for Sony, Marantz, QUAD,
B & W, TEAC, National, Koss, etc.
Excellent demonstration facilities. Sound advice.
20 ALDERMANS HILL, THE TRIANGLE,
PALMERS GREEN, NI3 4PN. Phone: 01-886 7878.
(Adjacent Palmers Green BR. Station,
Hertford North Line).

ALBERT E. FORD LTD.
84 CORNWALL ST.

OWN
FL 1 11
164 Sidwell Street,Exeter 75048

For all your Hi- Pi requirements

BEOVISION
g
c
5
5 BEOCORD
BEOLAB
BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOM IC

VVarrincton Electric
57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 30444

crew Wiled Broi.

BEDFORD AUDIO
Telephone: Bedford ( 0234) 854133

THE SOUTH WEST

Tom Molland Ltd.
Invite you to visit their well-equipped
Demonstration Theatre and compare all
the leading makes of Hi-Fi and Tape
Equipment at
110 CORNWALL STREET, PLYMOUTH
Telephone 69285
Immediate delivery to ALL Areas

IN PLYMOUTH
and serving the south-west
Quality
equipment,
comparator
demonstrations, deliveries, guarantees, service
AND discounts. Credit too if required, of
course, at the largest hi-fl showrooms In
the South-West.
PETER RUSSELL'S HI- F11 ATTIC
58 New George Street, Plymouth
Tel: 69511 (over Brook St. Bureau)

ESSEX

Closed Mondays
For
*
*
*
*
*

Open until 8p.m. Fridays

those who require:—
PERSONAL ATTENTION
LEADING MAKES
COMPETITIVE PRICES
DEMONSTRATION FACILITIES
SERVICING OF ALL HI-FI MAKES
CAMBRIDGESHIRE

FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

ffeillogbuolley AMU
1:;r:
[

I & 2 PEAS HILL
CAMBRIDGE

Tel: 54237

Also at SOUTHAMPTON
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SOUND

›).

SWIFT
OF •
WILMSLOW

HI -FI AND UNIT AUDIO
Tandberg, Dual, Goodmans, Wharfedale, Trio. Pioneer,
Kef, B & W, Richard Allan, Akai.
5Swan Street, Wilmslow, Cheshire
Wilmslow 26213

Row

CONCERNED EXCLUSIVELY VVITH STEREO HIGH FIDEUTY
EQUIPMENT FOR DISCRIMINATING MUSIC LOVERS

BEDFORDSHIRE

76 BEDFORD RD., KEMPSTON,
BEDS. MK42 8BB

Tel: 63319

Offer more than o selection—A SERVICE

AND 14 HIGHTOWN • CREWE • TEL. 56342

Phone: 01-654. 1231 & 2040

HERMLYN Hi Fi

HI-FI IN PLYMOUTH

112 FOREGATE STREET • CHESTER • TEL. 25075

*Demonstration facilities * After sales service

APPOINTED MAIN AGENTS
BANG & OLUFSEN — SONY —
DYNATRON — KEF—TRIO—ETC.
LARGE RECORD & CASSETTE DEPT.

DEVONSHIRE

HI—FI CENTRES

352/354, Lower Addiscombe Road,
CROYDON. CRO 7AF

_LONDON S.E.9& KENT_

Dealer

Charlesworths

TAPE RECORDER & HI-FI CENTRE
All leading makes in stock, HiFi equipment,
cabinets, etc.

Your

SUPPLIES

(Loughton) CO. LTD.
Telephone: 01-508 2715

HI-FI
SHOWROOM

BROOKLYN PARADE,
309 HIGH ROAD,
LOUGHTON, ESSEX

AFTER SALES SERVICE

DERBYSHIRE

DERBYSHIRE HI -FI ?
APPOINTED TECHNICS CENTRE AND
ROGERS BBC MONITORS
Main Agents for: Armstrong, Accuphase, Acos,
Ariston, A.R., Maranta, Fisher, KLH, Renos, Quad.
Teac, Bose, Scan-Dyna, HK, Nikko. Sony, Uher,
Saba, Hitachi, Omar, J.B. Lansing, Cambridge,
Neal, Sugden, Ekco, Larson, Toshiba, Tannoy,
B & 0, IMF, Tandberg, KEF, Trio, T. Laney, Sanyo,
Akai, Pioneer, Richard Allan.
Demonstration Lounge. Cash Discounts. Terms.
SHEFFIELD VIDEO CENTRE
101 & 107 Ecclesall Road, Sheffield SII 8HY
Tel.: 2336$

SOUND
SPECIALISTS
in High Fidelity
•

Chew & Osborne Ltd
148 High Street, Epping, Essex fel: 74242

•.•.•. .•. . . t. , .e
...•..•
O
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EQUIPMENT
REVIEW
No part of any
HFN RR review may be
reproduced without
the Editor's written
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Highgate Alpha
FR 8000 Receiver
MANUFACTURER'S SPECIFICATION—Tuner Section.
Tuning range: 88-108 MHz FM: 5354605 kHz AM. Usable sensitivity ( IHF): 2mV FM; 20 mV AM.
Image ratio:
20 dB FM; > 70 dB AM. Selectivity: - 80 dB 1400 kHz FM; -25 dB ± 10 kHz AM.
S N ratio:
60 dB FM; > 45 dB AM. MPX separation: > 35 dB. Aerials: 750 FM; ferrite rod AM.
Amplifier Section: Power output: 50 W RMS each channel 8ohms. Harmonic distortion: 0.1%
at 48 W. Frequency response: 10 Hz-45 kHz. Power bandvvidth : 20 Hz-40 kHz. Input sensitivity:
mag. FU 3 mV ; aux. and tape 200 mV. Tape output: 170 mV. Channel separation: , - 45 dB. Tone
controls: bass + 16 dB - 14 dB, 50 Hz; treble ± 12 dB, 10 kHz. Loudness: + 16 dB, 50 Hz; + 4dB, 10
kHz. Filters: low - 12 dB, 50 Hz; high - 12 dB, LO kHz S!N ratio: 60 dB may. PU; 70 dB aux.
Dimensions: approx. 18 14 x5¡I ins. Country of manufacture: Japan. Price: £169, plus VAT.
Distributor: Highgate Acoustics, 38 Jamestown Road, London, FIW1 7EJ.

THIS is afairly ` standard' FM/AM receiver
I of above average output power and respectable FM sensitivity and selectivity, made
in Japan for Highgate Acoustics. The AM
section is MW only and obtains signals from
arear ferrite rod aerial which can be swivelled
over 180 degrees to optimise the signal collection without the need to turn the entire
receiver. There is also an IEC AM aerial/earth
socket and acorresponding socket for the FM
aerial, which for the British market is arranged
for 75 ohms feeder.
The fascia is black with aluminium type surround and the scale is the blacked out variety
which is by the scale backing rather than the
tinted window idea. When under mains power
the scale print is softly illuminated in green
light, and this remains whichever source is
selected. At the left-hand side of the scales are
two edge-type meters, one full-scale indicating
relative signal strength and the other centrereading for FM tuning balance. Both of these
meters are illuminated only when the receiver
is switched to AM or FM radio. The tuning
cursor is evenly lit by orange light on all
sources.
Five small push-buttons at the left-hand side
of the tuning section handle source selection,
including AM and FM radio, and an associated
indicator light glows when abutton is depressed.
A very dim red light shows in this area when a
stereo station is tuned in. External source
circuits are two for magnetic pickups and one
auxiliary, along with the usual tape record/
replay circuits. All are by rear DIN socketry,
including two pairs of DIN outlets for loudspeakers (4-8 ohms). The fascia headphone
socket incorporates aswitch which disconnects
the loudspeakers when aheadphone jack plug
is inserted. A loudspeaker switch (bottom
right-hand corner) below the tuning control
knob, which is larger than any of the other
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knobs, has a mains off position and positions
far allowing either loudspeaker pair to be
operated by itself or both pairs together. In
the two-pair-together mode the loudspeakers
would appear to be connected in series.
Along the bottom of the fascia are control
knobs for mode (stereo, stereo channel reverse,
left, right and left plus right mono inputs), bass,
treble, volume and loudspeaker switching. A
small knob at the left-hand side is for microphone channel gain, and this is associated with
amicrophone input jack socket near by. Small
lever switches beside the bottom control knobs
give tape monitoring, low and high filtering
(separately), loudness and FM inter-station
muting. The muting threshold was around
7e (PD).
HIGHGATE ALPHA FR- 8000 RECEIVER

The outfit is housed in a ' teak' wood enclosure, and two mains outlets (one switched) are
available at the rear for powering ancillary
equipment. The mains cable is three-core,
allowing mains plug earthing.
All-in-all, then, an attractive package and in
view of the specified power rating not unduly
large. The FM front-end adopts an FET RF
amplifier and three variable-tuned circuits up
to the bipolar mixer stage. The FET stage is
followed by a bipolar RF stage. The FM IF
channel uses mechanical filters coupled by
impedance matching transformers. The net
result of the design is good front-end and IF
channel selectivity.
The power amplifiers are DC coupled to the
loudspeakers, and protection is provided by
aDC offset voltage detecting circuit which, in
the event of dangerous rise in offset voltage,
triggers a relay and disconnects the loudspeakers from the power stages. This is not
unlike that evolved some time back by Bryan
Amplifiers Limited. The relay also appears to
operate in the event of severe overdrive or
short-circuiting loudspeaker circuits. During
the laboratory measurements, particularly
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Your

Dealer

Your

Dealer

roar

GUN MORGANSH1RE

ESSEX [ continued ]

KENT

WALES

(/)

Leading Hi-Fi Specialists

Est. 1930

J. COUCH & CO LTD, CARDIFF

a
4)e

Designers of the "Gough Loudspeaker Cabinet"

Dual

Stockists of:
Quad, Sony, Trio, B & 0, Record Housing, etc., etc.

cirri

centre

* Demonstration rooms available *

148-154 NORTH ROAD

ea:ailment

See

Telephone 28473

1gollgilgelle AUDIO
FOR ALL YOUR HI-FI
REQUIREMENTS

Buy with Confidence
At least 1years Guarantee on
parts and labour.
The best in Hi- Fidelity Sound

12

BARGATE

1

STREET

SOUTHAMPTON 7e1: 28547
Also at CAMBRIDGE

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

FORRESTER'S

NATIONAL RADIO

ROMFORD
SOUND & VISION SERVICES LTD.

SUPPLIES LTD.

78, Brentwood Rd., Romford, Essex
Romford 41644
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THE CONNOISSEURS CHOICE

Medway 50058

KENT
TERRY BURKE (AUDIO) LTD.
64 Wincheap

Canterbury

Tel: 69848

THE VERY BEST IN SOUND AND PERSONAL
SERVICE GO TOGETHER
Quad, Acoustic Research, J. B. Lansing, Tannoy,
Rogers B.B.C., Yamaha, Revox, Cambridge,
Scan-Dyna, Mordaunt-Short, Fisher. Servosound,
Teac, Harman Kardon, Nat. Technics, E.R.A.,
B & W, Onkyo, Lux, Spender, Linn Sondek, etc.
Comparator demonstrations by appointment

TUNBRIDGE WELLS
GOULDEN AND

CURRY

LTD,

Quad, Armstrong, Tandberg, Sansui,
KEF, B & W, Mordaunt-Short, Spendor

Tel: 25232

• Comparator demonstrations of most leading
makes
• Easy parking. Open Thursday until 8 pm
• Approved agents: AR, Armstrong, B & W,
Harman Kardon, IMF, JMR, KEF, Larson,
Linn-Sondek, Lustraphone, Marantz, Pioneer,
Quad, Scan-Dyna, Spendor, Sonab, Sony,
Stanton, Tannoy, Technics, Trio

Hampshire Audio Ltd
8 Hursley Road Chandlers Ford

Tel: 2827

Telephone 30151
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SONY

SONY
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SONY

b"' CANTERBURY
LEADING DEALER

s.

SONY

Cathedral

SONY

Main Agents for—
KEF • ACOUSTIC RESEARCH • B & W
MONITOR AUDIO • TRIO • MARANTZ
PIONEER • THORENS • GOLDRING
GARRARD
TEAC • KOSS— plus many others.

SONY

SONY

o
2

Quality
HIFI
AL1010 SYSTEMS
CASSETTE STARE
RECORDERS
COLOUR TV

R.E.CRANFIELD

BONY

HOCKLEY AUDIO

SONAB

it
SPEAKERS, TUNER AMPS, TURNTABLES
just listen to

all stocked at

AUDIO CORNER
117 PORTLAND ST., SOUTHPORT
Telephone: 59404

Open

9.30-6 p.m. Late Nights, Thurs. Fri. 8 p.m.
Comparator Demonstration.
Adequate Parking Space

KENT
SONY

CINE
S. SOUND
DEPT.

o 19, SUN ST. CANTERBURY — 66316
SONY

QUAD -

HARMAN KARDON

For all your Hi Fi Requirements
consult

REALS1OUND
2

SALES & SERVICE
156 BRADSHAWGATE,

BOLTON
Tel. BOLTON 26639
LINN SONDEK - JBL - LNB

SONY

WHITSTABLE
Tele -Radio Co. Ltd.
Hitachi/Gold Seal, Sony, Celestion,
Toshiba, Koss

Free parking - Competitive prices - Friendly service
WELL WORTH A VISIT!

2 Year Guarantee
Own After Sales Service

31, Spa Road, Hockley, Essex
Telephone 6835

15-17 OXFORD STREET
WHITSTABLE Tel.: 2028
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Tel
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250 LONDON ITOAO, HAMMON, ESSEX
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D. E. HADAWAY & SON LTD
95-97 Watling Street, Gillingham

Specialists in Hi -Fi for 25 years

Largest hi-fi and radio component
store in the south

e
*e

Buy from the specialists for professional advice and expert service. Agents for: ADC, Akai,
Armstrong, B & W. Dual. Ferrograph, Garrard,
Goldring-Lenco, Jensen. KEF. Koss, Leak. Mordaunt-Short, Quad, Rogers, Shure, SME. Sonab,
Sony, Tandberg, Thorens, and a full range of complementary accessories.

59-63 HIGH STREET.

70-72 HOLDENFIURST ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH
HANTS

HiFi Specialists—All leading makes stocked
Sales & Service — Cash or Terms

*S\\
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HAMPSHIRE

6Cornhdl,Chelmsford
Tel 57593

ESSEX

Dealer

PRESTON

ELECTRA CENTRE
(Members High Fidelity Dealers Association)

Demonstrations of
most leading makes
B. & O., Sony, Trio, Quad, etc.
Comparator

8 Victoria Buildings, Fishergate
Preston. Tel: 55603 and 58 Lancaster
Rd. Preston. Tel: 58488

was no different from that applied to other
amplifiers over the years.
Ithink this is an area which could do with
investigation, and if Highgate boffins have any
clues—or find any—Ishould be glad to know
of them, and if the effect was precipitated by a
quirk of testing on my behalf then Ishall be
glad to let our readers know of this. Of course,
the particular test sample could have been
responsible, but as things stand at the moment
Ican only attribute the effect to adesign shortcoming—possibly in the power supply/filtering
circuits. There is apossibility that the protection
circuits themselves are having an influence on
the two-channel power yield in terms of distortion factor. Certainly an interesting area of
investigation, and I wish I had the time to
delve into it in depth myself.
As requested by several readers, we are now
including slewing rate which signifies the highfrequency at which the power amplifier is able
to deliver full power (
i.e., the rated power).
The — 3dB power bandwidth (or, more
strictly, frequency response) fails to give this
important information (important so far as
transient intermodulation distortion is concerned, since one criterion for the minimisation
of this effect is that the preamplifier roll-off
should occur before the HF response is slewing
rate limited).
The measurement in this laboratory is made
with reference to the high-frequency at which
the peak voltage corresponding to the sinewave
average power is maintained across the rated
or specified load. The maximum slewing rate
is expressed in volts per microsecond (V/12sec)
or de i/dt, which is the time derivative of input
voltage at which a stage in the amplifier is incapable of yielding sufficient current to charge
the capacitance of the load, such that i= Cde/
dt. Maximum de/dt occurs at values of col
equal to zero, 7r 27r, etc. radians or deildt =
wEcoswt. Thus by driving the amplifier
sinusoidally at the highest frequency at which
the rated power can be obtained ( increasing
the drive until the distortion commences rapidly
to rise) we can derive both E and co, and by
using the expression just given, the slewing rate
can be easily calculated. It is also possible to
define the value on an accurately calibrated ( in
volts and sweep) oscilloscope.

Highgate Alpha IFR-8000
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1. Dis:. Factor 10 + 10 W 8e0.25% (
0.075%
one channel)
2. Dist. Factor 10 W 8U (0.075%)
3. 10 kHz 8 0/2.11F

when measuring the slewing rate, it was necessary to operate at full power at high frequency,
and protracted tests of this kind can be unhealthy for the power transistors. When trouble
was brewing in this respect the power was
automatically removed from the loads!
In general, the measurements went very well,
but there were one or two parameters of the
manufacturer's specification (as interpreted)
that could not be met. For example, at 50 W
into 8ohm loads the waveform was into clipping—even with one channel only driven. The
'to-clipping' powers measured are given in the
performance section.
Moreover, the distortion with both channels
operating together was higher than expected,
the distortion falling when one channel was
muted leaving only one being driven. This
happened mostly at the higher power levels,
and the effect on the distortion factor residual
between the two conditions is shown by the
accompanying distortion oscillograms. It is
unlikely that this was caused by an abnormality
of testing procedure, as the procedure adopted
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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4. 1 kHz 8
5. 40 Hz 80
O. 20 kHz 80 showing rise time corr. to
3.9 e.S (10 mS/cliv)
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BEOVISION
to \)BEOCORD
BEOLAB
BEOGRAM
BEOMASTER
BEOVOX
BEOCENTER
BEOLIT
BEOMIC
N.eicte 'Wiwi

Ltd.

57 Bridge Street Warrington
Telephone ( 0925) 30444

HAROLD STOTT
LIMITED
ST. HELENS' LEADING HI-FI DEALER
Stockists of leading brand names
B & 0, SONY, DYNATRON, TOSHIBA,
MARANTZ, HACKER, MORDAUNT SHORT,
KEF, QUAD, Etc., Etc.
*
*

Comparator Demonstrations
2 Years' Free Service.

18, Westfield Street, St. Helens, Tel.: 34141

WARRINGTON
HI-FI SYSTEMS
Stockists of: Harman Kardon, JBL. IMF, Quad, Cambridge Audio, Rogers BBC Monitors, NEAL, Fisher.
Armstrong, Linn-Sondek, Transcriptors, Richard
Allan. KLH, Micro, Monitor Audio, Dual, Radford
Monitors and many more.

Dealer
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Department of High Fidelity

S1/572

Quad Connoisseur Tandberg Ramos
Armstrong Carnbeldge Toshiba, Teac
/4/
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SOUND AND VISION

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

PETERBOROUGH

SONY

Tel: 5644

CAMPKINS
All modern hi-6 equipment in stock

18 HERE WARD CENTRE
LARGEST LOCAL STOCKISTS

QUAD • TECHNICS

ARMSTRONG

TANDBERG

GAII

ST010016+1

HMOs

NU
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YEAR FULLY
COMPREHENSIVE
GUARANTEE
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MARANTZ

IOWIRS / MUMS

5ygtems

SOUTH STREET. DORKING, SURREY
TELEPHONE DORKING

ten

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

Mansfield

Tel: 26315

SYD. BOOR QUEEN ST.

Comparator Demonstrations of
Leading Makes
Home Demonstrations — Day or
Evenings by Appointment
H.F.D.A. members

Service Always

Surrey
*Sound Equipment Ltd.
_Purley
e‘

the sound service to
South East England! '•

3 & 4 ROYAL OAK CENTRE, PURLEY,
Tel. 01-668 4800

OXFORDSHIRE

HENLEY-ON-THAMES

G. O. MOORHEN
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALIST
190 READING ROAD, HENLEY.

CP2 2f3G

SUSSEX

Tel. 4163

Appointed Agent for

118 Buttermarket Street. Telephone: 32981.

Bang & Olufsen,Revox,Tandberg,Sony,Teac.

Open: Tues., Wed. and Sat. 10 a.m.-5.30 p.m.
Fri. 10 a.m.-9 p.m., Sun. 2-5 p.m.

Garrard, K.E.F., Leak, Lowther, Quad, Shure, Spendor,
Thorens, Wharfedale etc.

After hours sales and consultancy. Telephone: 67955.

Your

Closed Ip.m. Saturdays.

The most respected names
in hi-fi are here

(BOWERS

e WILKINSJ

WORTHING
Littlehampton Road

Tel Worthing 64141

STAFFORDSHIRE

BOLTON

Specialists in
High Fidelity Sound

MILLWARDS
Telephone: 23980
SALOP STREET, WOLVERHAMPTON
FOR SOUND ADVICE

203 St. George's Road
Phone 23093

BOLTON

D
ESIGN
LEICESTER
S
TEREO
LEICESTERSHIRE

150, NARBOROUGH ROAD TeL 59322
14r,

t

Beautiful
Bang Et Olufsen

SPECIALISTS IN QUALITY AUDIO
AND HI-FI

lo

WE STOCK: ARMSTRONG, SONAB, B& 0,
SONY, QUAD, MARANTZ, TANDBERG, LEAK,
etc.

FOR THE VERY BEST IN
SOUND AND VISION

SURREY
FARNHAM
SURREY
• Stockists of all good Hi-Fi apparatus.
* Comparative demonstrations.
* We offer a real after sales service.
* Easiest of terms. * No parking problems.

SONY

TECHNICS

TANDBERG

.1 ', NINO .
/ al/

SluD10(5511

MARANTZ

110.15,

3

YEAR FULLY
COMPREHENSIVE
GUARANTEE

Lloyd & Keyworth Ltd.
THE RECORD SHOP
26-27 DOWNING STREET, FARNHAM
SURREY
Telephone: Farnham 5534
Camberley Camera & Hi -Fi Centre,
36 THE HIGH STREET, CAMBERLEY,
SURREY
Telephone: 24835
SURREY AND HAMPSHIRE'S HI- F1 SPECIALISTS
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HtGHGATE ALPHA FR- 8000 RECEIVER
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15
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The power to which the measurement of the
FR- 8000 was referred is 40 W into 8ohms, corresponding to apeak of 25.22 V, so the stewing
rate limiting frequency at this power is about
34.7 kHz. The — 3dB HF response is as high
as 89-5 kHz, corresponding to the measured
rise-time of 3.91/sec (see the 20 kHz squarewave
oscillogram which is arranged for rise-time
assessment), which means that the response is

100

200

500
1000
FREQUENCY IN Hz

2K

5K

10K

20K

limited by stewing rate before natural roll-off.
This is contrary to the requirement for the least

percolate and, indeed,
we are
already
seeing more desirable rise-time/stewing rate

possiblity of TID!
The Japanese designers should thus either
use faster output transistors or roll- off the
preamplifier section earlier.
It is easy to criticise other people's circuits
and in this respect many amplifiers could be
nailed. The message is just beginning to

ratios.
Theory apart, the FR- 8000 behaved admirably both on the test bench and in the domestic
scene, and apart from the one or two curios
concerning power yield and distortion ( which,
perhaps, Highgate will clear) the receiver has
much to commend it. It is not too large, of

HIGHGATE ALPHA FR-8000
COMMENT
PERFORMANCE
Measurements at 240 V 50 Hz mains supply and at 8ohm dummy resistive loads. FM test frequency 95 MHz and signal voltage PD across 75 ohms.
FM Section:
Least usable signal ( IHF)

5IN

Limited by FM distortion at low v.h.f, level, dependent on which way round aerial plug inserted.

50 dB S/N ratio
Mono ..
Stereo ..

50/
30 0/

Respectable values ( A-weighted).

Ultimate S/N ratio
Mono ..
Stereo ..

75 dB
70 dB

A-weighted. 19 kHz stereo residual filtered out
by ' notch'.

2.5 dB

Good value.

Capture ratio ..

82 dB

Good value, but below spec.

88 dB

Good value. Measured ref. 100 MHz.

62 dB

Good since established by three tuned stages.

70 dB

Approx. value representing ± average.

Distortion factor
100% modulation mono
100% modulation stereo
30% modulation mono
30% modulation stereo

1.2%
1.5%
0.47%
0.58%

Measured at 1kHz and 2W/8 ohms. Higher than
usual at 100% modulation, indicating FM
detector non- linearity.

Stereo subchannel rejection
19 kHz ..
38 kHz ..

40 dB
57 dB

Measured ref. 1kHz full modulation. Reasonable
values, but 19 kHz rejection slightly off tune.

36+36 W
41+41 W
40+40 W

Measured to clipping threshold into 8ohm loads
with both channels driven. Below specification,
but precise method of spec. testing/expression
not indicated clearly.

Image rejection ratio ..
Repeat spot suppression
Front-end selectivity ..
Alternate channel selectivity

Audio Section:
Power capacity
20 Hz ..
1kHz ..
20 kHz ..

40

Damping factor

3.9 isec.

Rise-time ..

5.5 V/msec.

Slewing rate ..
Distortion factor, 8ohms, both channels driven
Power

20 Hz(%)*

1kHz(%)

20 kHz(%)

40+40 W
20+20 W
10+10 W
1+1 W

016 (0.16)
0.28 (0.08)
0.12 ( 0.12)

0.22 ( 0.16)
0.2 (0.11)
0.25 (0.075)
0.06 ( 0-06)

0.28 (0.2)
0.24 (0.2)
0.3 (0.18)
0.24 ( 0.17)

Ref. 8ohms, 2W and 40 Hz ( BSI).
See oscillogram.
Measured de,/dt

wEcos cut

The distortion factor increases at the higher
powers when both channels are driven together,
as opposed to single- channel drive. The effect
is sometimes significant. See also distortion
factor oscillograms. More attention could be
directed to this area of the design.

*Includes ripple components
()Values with one channel only driven
Referred to 40 W/8 ohm output.

Inputs ( Sensitivity/S/N)
High level ..
Low level

155 mV(76 dB ( 85 dB)
2.1 mV/58 dB ( 72 dB)

Residual hum and noise ..

1.3 mV/8 ohms

Pickup overload threshold ..

80 mV
45/47 dB

Stereo separation ..

HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Corresponds to 21

10 -'W. Good value.

Adequate.
At 1kHz and 10 kHz respectively ref. PU and 40 W
output.
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JEFFRIES HI-FI
Acos Aiwa Ariston Celef Monitor Dual Gale
Hacker JBL Lustraphone Marantz Monitor Audio
NAD Omar Photax Pioneer SMC Monitor J. E.
Sugden Telson Kensonic Denon Teleton etc.

We offer 3 years labour and parts.
Comparitor demonstration and home trial.
Late night demonstrations Wed. 6-9 p.m.
Sa Albert Parade, Green Street,
Eastbourne.
Tel. 31336

Your Iii-Fi Dealer
WARWICKSHIRE

[ continued]

LEADING SPECIALISTS FOR SOUTH EAST
PERSONAL ATTENTION & EXPERT SERVICE
ALL LEADING MAKES ON DEMONSTRATION
EXCHANGES CREDIT & H.P. AVAILABLE

32 Grove rd.,EASIBOURNE2.,70
emu » rarb
12 Fitzalan Road, Roffey,
HORSHAM, Sussex
Tel.: HOR 4764

3year Parts & Labour guarantee
Home Dems. Cash Discounts
Efficient & Expert Service

(the

um

HI-FI STUDIO
W. J. TAYLOR ( DOMESTIC SUPPLIES) LTD.
128 Hawthorn Road, Kingstanding,
Birmingham B44 8QA. 021-373 2645

•

Birmingham's
HiFi Centre
HI-FI SYSTEMS UP TO £ I,500
TWO FLOORS OF DELECTABLE HIGH
QUALITY EQUIPMENT ALWAYS ON
DEMONSTRATION
All units checked before sale.
Loudspeakers—the most difficult units to choose
because of their different tones—sold on 7 days
home trial, or exchanged.
Good cash discounts. Finance arranged at cash discount
prices for personal callers. Also Access, Barclaycard, etc.
Full guarantees and after-sales service.
AR, Ariston, Armstrong, Bose, B & 0, Cambridge, Dual,
ERA, Fisher, Gale, Harman Kardon, Hitachi, IMF,
Jordan Watts, Jensen, KEF, KLH, Linn Sondek,
JBL, Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, National, Philips
Trophy, Quad, Revox, Sony, Sonab, Tannoy, TEAC,
Trio, Toshiba, Yamaha. etc. PHILIPS COLOUR VIDEO.

Ken Whittle Limited
788 Stratford Road, Springfield,
Birmingham. 021-777 5964.

FIVE WAYS HIGH
FIDELITY
KR., Armstrong Cambridge, Dual, KEF, LNB,
Marantz, Mordaunt-Short, Revox, Spendor, Sansui,
Tandberg, Thorens, Trio etc. always on comparator
demonstration. Keen prices and good after sales
service.
Finance available.

MALVERN LINK
RALPH HALES HI-FI CENTRE
B & 0, QUAD, ALPHA, IMF, HACKER,
DYNATRON, etc.
Specialist advice and demonstration facilities

154 Worcester Road,

MALVERN 4433

YORKSHIRE

J. S. RAMSBOTTOM
& Co. Ltd.
Large Stockists of all leading makes
VISIT OUR DEMONSTRATION
THEATRE EQUIPPED WITH
COMPARATOR
Regular lectures by leading makers

CONEY LANE,
KEIGHLEY
Large

Tel: 5444-8
Est. over 45 years
Car Park

SHEFFIELD
SOUND CENTRE
Guaranteed never undersold
Mail order customers welcomed

HOCKEN I
SOUND LID

TEAC, TRIO, TOSHIBA, SANYO, SABA,
LARSON, IMF, R. ALLAN, AKAI, B& 0,
T. LANEY, PIONEER, KMAL, VIDEOSONIC,
ECHO, NEAL, SUGDEN.

in your

Hi Fi

and have it SPEK
by the Professionals.

Equipment
CHECKED

Now available free of charge
to callers only.
All main agencies in stock

Also demonstrating Quad, A.R., Toshiba, Hitachi.
Sanyo, Jordan Watts, J.B.L. Quadraphonic by Toshiba
and National Technics.

(OPPOSITE CINE/BOWL)
TEL.: 021 459 4242
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021-643 4339
021-692 1359

Open: Monday to Saturday 9.15-6.00.
12 ISLINGTON ROW, BIRMINGHAM IS.
BIRMINGHAM 021-455 0667

1195 PERSHORE ROAD,
BIRMINGHAM 30

MEMBERS OF
FIDELITY DEALERS ASSOC.

94 BRISTOL STREET
BIRMINGHAM 5

Main agents for:
Kensonic,
Fisher, J.B.L., Acoustic Research, Marantz, Sony, Omar,
Ariston, Armstrong, Hitachi,
Nikko, Rogers BBC Monitors,
Cambridge, Quad, Scan-Dyna,
Revox, Tannoy, Uher, K.L.H.

BIRMINGHAM'S BANG & OLUFSEN
MAIN DEALER

HIGH

people)

WORCESTERSHIRE

Bring

WARWICKSHIRE

fidelity

Stereo and Quadraphonic High Fidelity,
Radio, Tape and Disc equipment.

BIRM

IHUI STIIIELT EAST ial,enso ASEX. FAST GISINSITAD

high

Fully comprehensive stocks and
advisory service for

Libby's

BIRMINGHAM

ROGERS B.B.C. MONITORS, QUAD,
CAMBRIDGE, J.B.L., REVOX, TRIO,
AR, MORDAUNT SHORT, LECSON,
TOSHIBA, J.M.R., NIKKO, MICRO,
LUX, etc.

[ continued]

GRIFFIN RADIO LTD

Main Agents for:
QUAD, TRIO, TEAC,
MORDAUNT-SHORT, SONAB,
TANNOY, BOSE, ARMSTRONG
Shop and Home Demonstrations

NOW YOU TRY TO BETTER IT?
Agents for:

Dealer

WARWICKSHIRE

SHOP LATE NITE FRIDAY TILL 8 PM

244 Soho Rd, Birmingham B2I 2LR. Tel: 021-554 8557

COMPLETE AUDIO SYTEINS1

Your

BARCLAYCARD . ACCESS
CREDIT FACILITIES AVAILABLE

Appointed Technics Centre
Philips Audio and Video Equipment
Demonstration Lounge, Terms,
Part Exchanges
101 & 107 ECCLESALL ROAD,
SHEFFIELD S11 8HY
Telephone: 0742-23365

THE HUDDERSFIELD HI-FI CENTRE
17 CHAPEL HILL, HUDDERSFIELD.
Also at: Brighouse Hi Fi Centre,
Tel.: 20774.
24, Commercial St. Brighouse
Personal attention, home demonstrations, competitive
prices, 2 demonstration studios, headphone bar.
We stock: Armstrong, AR, B & W, Bose,
Connoisseur, Dual, E.R.A., EMI, Goodmans,
Jenson, KEF, Koss, KMAL, LNB, Monitor
Audio, N.E.A.L., Pioneer, Quad, Richard
Allan, Sennheiser, Sansui, Sony, Scan-Dyna,
Sonab,
Stanton,
Shure,
A.
R.
Sugden,
J. E. Sugden,
Tandberg,
Toshiba,
Trio,
KMAL Record Cleaning Service.

A
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DUAL • AR • TEAC • SCAN DYNA
MORDAUNT-SHORT • JBL
SUGDEN • SHURE
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real service

DEMONSTRATIONS.
FREE
HOME
TRIAL,
DELIVERY,
INSTALLATION
INCLUDING
PLUGS AND LEADS.
TWO YEARS FULL GUARANTEE

*

real value

UNBEATABLE SOUNDS

reasonable power (even at the measured power)
and has an FM section of useful sensitivity
(although the IHF usable specification is,
again, limited by distortion) and selectivity,

both at the front-end and in the IF channel.
It is also equipped with an AM MW band with
properly adjustable ferrite rod aerial.

Positive
Feedback

Gordon J. King

FEATHERSTONE

tel: pontefract 76178

WHERE CHOOSING
IS A PLEASURE

Letters on technical matters,
preferably concise, are welcomed.
If not for publication, they
should be clearly marked.

of BRADFORD
Open 6 days ( Thurs. 7.30)
Tel.: Bradford 31648.
WE SPECIALISE IN PART EXCHANGES
AND BUY FOR CASH
Room
Free installations
3months interest free credit
H.P.
Barclaycard,
Sony, Bang & Olufsen, Reyox, Uher, Quad, JESL,
IMF. KEF, Bose, Richard Allan, Koss, Linn-Sondek,
Philips Colour Video, Dual.

• Demonstration

Vented Enclosure Design
comment upon Mr. Hutton's
article on the reflex enclosure (December issue).
Mr. Hutton's article is based, as he states, on
an article by Novak. It seems likely, however,
that Novak did not draw from his own work,
but used the results obtained by Keibs,' and
published by him in an earlier article. Since
then, research on reflex loading has progressed
considerably. More recent results were published by Sma11, 2, 3 partly based on an article
by Thiele. 4
Small and Thiele both showed that there is
not one optimum enclosure volume, but an
infinite set of possible enclosure volumes, that
can all be adjusted to give the best possible
frequency response. The possible alignments
form a continuous system, with the ratio of
stiffness of driver and enclosed air as the main
parameter. With small enclosures, sub-Chebishev type responses are obtained (a rather
drooping curve), while larger enclosures produce response curves of the Chebishev type
(curves with an obvious 'comer'). The maximally-flat or Butterworth response is a bordercase for both types, and lies somewhere in
between. The alignment advocated by Keibs
I WOULD LIKE to

is a Chebishev type that comes very close to
the Butterworth case.
The possible alignments can be characterised
as follows:
As the enclosure volume increases, so does
the required speaker 'Q'. At the same time,
the — 3dB frequency and the frequency to
which the enclosure must be tuned, decrease.
A noteworthy feature of the alignments is
that the required values of speaker 'Q' are
rather lower than those met in practice, and
may well necessitate the use of motional feedback (i.e. mild velocity feedback) for best
results.
T. MAGCHIELSE

by Dr. Keith Barker' of Ambisonics might be misleading in some respects
unless augmented by further explanations,
which I therefore seek to give through the
courtesy of your columns.
Ambisonics is not confined to a single system, but is a technology for surround-sound
reproduction which can make good use of any
available number of channels from two upward. It does not require four-channel playHI -FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
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Northgate (
use Westgate Multi-storey car park),
Bradford.
SCOTLAND
Audio Engineers,
Hi Fi Specialists,
Gramophone
Records,
Tapes, Cassettes

JAMES IMIM1111
&CO. LTD.

KERR

98-110 WOODLANDS RD., GLASGOW, G3 6HB
041-332 0988
Glasgow's leading specialists in High Fidelity Audio
Equipment and Classical Records.
Our policy is to be selective rather than comprehensive, yet we have permanently on demonstration the
finest range of audio equipment in Scotland.

Uniastate II
Almelo, Netherlands
REFERENCES
1. Lothar Keibs: ' Physical conditions for optimum

Bass- reflex Cabinets'. J.A.E.S. Vol. 8, no. 4 (1960).
2. Richard H. Small: ' Vented- Box Loudspeaker Systems' Parts I-IV. J.A.E.S. Vol. 21, no. 5-8 (1973).
3. Richard H. Small: ' Passive- Radiator Loudspeaker
Systems' Part I. J.A.E.S. Vol. 22, no. 8 (1974).
4. A. N. Thiele: ' Loudspeakers in Vented Boxes',
Parts I-II. J.A.E.S. Vol. 19, no. 5-6 (1971).

Elucidating Ambisonics
THE ACCOUNT

AT LOWEST PRICES

station lane precinct

back to create an illusion of reality; good
realism can be achieved with two channels,
and three channels can satisfy most current
requirements.
In its two-channel version it includes the
possibility of using the BMX horizontal panlocus (which however does not imply that the
BMX matrix is used) but is by no means confined to this locus, as a careful study of the
original patent specification will show. Patent

COMPARATOR DEMONSTRATIONS
IN COMFORT OF THE FINEST
SOUNDS IN 111-F1
Akai • AR • Ariston Audio • Armstrong • B&O• B&W• Celef
Gale • KEF • Kensonic • Marantz
Monitor Audio • National Panasonic • Neal • Quad • Pioneer
Rotel • Scan-Dyna • Sony • Stanton
Teac • Trio • Technics • Transcriptors

GLASGOW
111 Stockwell St. ,
041 552 1043

FALKIRK
44 Cow VVynd
29011

d
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DYNASTATIC
The Electrostatic-Dynamic
speaker par excellence

Incorporating the most advanced electrostatic unit ever ( made under Shackman
patents) plus a plurality of moving coil bass units. A fantastic loudspeaker development,
completed over the past two years.
We guarantee that Dynastatic loudspeakers will out- perform every other make of
loudspeaker for sheer uncanny realism and purity of reproduction. We make this claim in
full awareness of the Trades Description Act.

*no

resonances *no peaks *no tizzy top
*no tearing sandpaper effect

Dynastatic loudspeakers are not expensive especially as they provide a quality of sound
unobtainable by other means that are commercially viable.
DYNASTATIC AS2 £59
DYNASTATIC AS1 £65
DYNASTATIC AS100 £ 120
We are franchise dealers for: Acos, Armstrong, Fisher, Leak, Marantz, Rega, Sansui, Sanyo, Tandberg, Teac, Wharfedale, etc.
We urge music kwers to attend demonstrations of the
most perfect sound reproduction ever thought possible. Only
ademonstration wil: convince.
Please bring your favourite record; you will be astounded bythe
remarkable improvement in the naturalness and clarity of the
sound quality when reproduced through the Dynastatic loudspeaker. Dynastatic loudspeakers are guaranteed for 2years.

(Prices do not include VAT)

AUDIO SERVICES LTD.
82 EAST BARNET RD., NEW BARNET, Herts. Tel. 01-449-6605
Shop hours 09.30-18.00 Monday to Saturday

Closed all day Thursday

Just listen
to aKlinger system and
your own sound judgement
Klinger Hi Fi equipment combines superb quality with optimum value
and reliability.
The systems are constructed to the highest technical standards in
advanced electronics and sound engineering. No effort has been
spared to produce balanced designs at amore than reasonable cost,
and yet still contain the essential ingredient of High Fidelity: ample
power, comprehensive tone and filter controls, minimal distortion,
and exceptionally low background noise.
Our range of systems couple those virtues with outstanding styling
and layout, There is also awide choice of loudspeakers to suit both
home and budget
Klinger Systems: Built by experts- Listened to by connoisseurs.
Use your own sound judgement - see your dealer, or write or
telephone us direct for detailed specifications on the complete range.

KLIIINIGER
KLINGER CONTROLS LIMITED, Spencer Court, 7, Chalcot Rd.,
London N.W.1.8L.U. tel: 01-586 2922/3
150

Illustrated. Model 800
Music Centre. Power
output 30 Watts RMS
per channel.
5Waveband Stereo
Receiver Stereo
Cassette Deck. Belt
driven Transcription
turntable with Shure
Cartridge. Hinged
cover Loudspeakers,
Type S70 matched
units.

including its ambience, is included among
these. It is, however, an elementary confusion
to identify (as the Nature-Times report did to
some extent 2)the proposition that only Ambisonics can reproduce natural ambience on the
one hand, with on the other hand the false
assumption that Ambisonics can reproduce
only natural sound. It would be asimilar error
to suppose that because the Calrec sound-field
microphone has applications in Ambisonics
its capabilities are confined to this field. In
fact it has exciting possibilities in ordinary
mono and stereo recording and broadcasting.
A more extensive, but of course still incomplete, recent description of Ambisonics is given
in Ambisonic Reproduction of Directionality in
Surround-Sound Systems' to which interested
readers may care to refer.
Finally, information about the involvement
of commercial record companies or other
organisations in Ambisonics is not at present
in the public domain, and therefore suppositions about this should be treated with reserve.

priority is not confined to this country; neither
NRDC nor the inventors are that simple.
Any complete surround-sound technology
must include at least the following capabilities:
1. ability to transduce an actual sound-field
into signals representing both the waveform
and the directionality of this sound;
2. transformation of these signals into a form
suitable for processing, recording or transmission;
3. it is so obvious that it should go without
saying that asystem having capabilities ( 1)
and (2) must automatically be able to accept
artificial directionality derived synthetically
from mono signals, i.e. pan-potted material;
4. encoding of the information, including
directionality, onto the available number
of channels of communication to the listener, whether by recordings or by broadcasting;
5. ability to decode the channel-signals into
signals suitable for feeding to any reasonable number of loudspeakers in any reasonable disposition in the listener's room so as
tó recreate as well as possible the illusion of
the original live or imagined sound-field;
6. ability to replay one- or two-speaker mono,
or two- or three-speaker (Klipsch) stereo
are logically special cases of this requirement. Most listeners will certainly use four
loudspeakers in anearly square rectangular
array, but a good system must allow other
choices also.
Ambisonics provides uniquely, so far as my
knowledge goes, all these capabilities. The
ability to transduce and encode natural sound,

Readers
Problems

PROFESSOR P. B. FELLGETT

Department of Engineering
and Cybernetics
University of Reading

1. Barker, K.:

REFERENCES
The Present State of Technology'.
February 1975, page

HiFi News 4Record Review

91.
2. Nature-Times Science Report: The Times, 23rd
December 1974. ' Sonics: Surround Sound
System'.
3. Fellgett, P. B.: ' Ambisonic Reproduction of
Directionality
in
Surround-Sound
Systems'.
Nature, 252, No. 5484, 13th December 1974.

For details of how to write
to ' Crossover' please refer to
Editorial page

examined by Crossover
TV SOUND RECEIVERS

Dear Sir, Iam considering the purchase of a
Motion Electronics Television Sound Monitor
to improve the quality of my TV sound programmes, but Iwould also like to receive stereo
radio. Is such adual unit available, and what
is the difference of the Celestion Telefi unit?
Iown aPye 9137 tape machine.
C.R.S., Staffs.
Motion Electronics have an excellent reputation in this field, and are prepared to make any
necessary modifications to their units to meet
particular needs. A TV Sound Monitor, with
VHF radio, is available from Motion Electronics, at round £.60. We cannot say whether
this TV/radio tuner is suitable to work with your
Pye recorder, as we have no details on file of this
machine. We advise you to send the full specification ( which should be in the manual supplied
with the unit) and circuit diagram, if possible, to
Motion Electronics and get their opinion before
ordering. The Celestion Telefi picks up a VHF
signal from the television set to feed through
your hi-fi system. No permanent connection is
necessary.
CASSETTE MICROPHONE LEADS/POWER
SUPPLY

Dear Sir, Two simple queries: can you suggest adealer or specialist firm able and willing

to screen my tape cassette microphone, with
coiled lead (as on telephone) and its likely cost?
Secondly, can you advise name of manufacturers
of mains converter for my Duette automatic
cassette recorder-9volt supply?
P.A.W., Manchester 8.
We rather doubt if any large concern or
manufacturer would be prepared to undertake
the supply and fitting of coiled screened cable to
your existing microphone head. This kind of
specialist cable is however, available, both in
'raw-state' form from specialist components
shops, i.e. the kind of dealer concentrating on
radio and general electronic components, probably with Government and manufacturers surplus
items thrown in for good measure. Most large
towns and cities have such ashop in their area,
and in 'made-up' form usually as either guitar
leads, headphone extension leads or microphone
extension leads. Fittings would range from jack
plugs to stereo jacks; one plug and one socket
for the 'extension' variety. We would guess at
the price of 'raw' cable being about 75p per yard
(unexpanded) and £.1•50-£2 .00 for a made up
lead (probably about 4ft. in length-unexpanded). The reason for mentioning the 'made
up' cables is that you might experience difficulty
in procuring the 'raw' cable, and could, of course,
butcher amade-up version.
There is an abundance of low-cost mains power

WILMSLOW
AUDIO
THE firm
for
speakers!
£7.75
Baker Group 25, 3, 8 or 15 ohm
£8.50
Baker Group 35, 3, 8 or 15 ohm
..
£
10-75
Baker Deluxe, 8 or 15 ohm ..
.. £8.50
Baker Major, 3, 8or 15 ohm ..
Baker Regent, 8 or 15 ohm ..
Baker Superb, 8or 15 ohm ..
814.50
Celestion PS8 (for Unilex)
£3.25
Celestion MH1000 horn, 8 or 15 ohm
£10.95
EMI 13 x8, 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. £2.25
EMI 13 x8, 150 clic 3, 8 or 15 ohm .. £2.50
EMI 13 x8, 450 t/tw, 8 ohm .. £3.75
EMI 13 x 8, 350, 8 or 15 ohm .. £8.25
EMI 13 x8, 20 watt bass .. £6.60
. • .. £
EMI 2r tweeter 8 ohm
0.65
EMI 8x 5, 10 watt, clic, roll/s 8 ohm .. £2.50
Elac
59R11.1109
15 ohm, 59RA1114
8ohm
..
£2.80
Elac 6V d/cone, roll/s 8 ohm .. £3.50
Elac TWA 4" tweeter .. £ 1.50
Fane Pop 15 watt 12'
..
£5.25
Fane Pop 25/T 30 watt 12'
£7.25
Fane Pop 50 watt, 12"
£ 12.00
Fane Pop 55, 12' 60 watt .. . £ 12-50
Fane Pop 60 watt, 15'
£ 13.25
Fane Pop 100 watt, 18'
£24.50
Fane Crescendo 12A or B, 8 or 15 ohm £29.00
Fane Crescendo 15, 8 or 15 ohm .. £36.00
Fane Crescendo 18, 8 or 15 ohm .. £51.95
Fane 807T 8" dic, roll/s, 8 or 15 ohm £3.85
Fane 801T rclic, roll/s, 8 ohm .. £7.00
Goodmans 8P, 8 or 15 ohm ..
£5.00
Goodmans 10P, 8 or 15 ohm .. £5.30
Goodmans I2P, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 12.95
Goodmans 12P-D, 8 or 15 ohm
16.75 .. £
Goodmans 12P-G, 8 or 15 ohm
£ 15.75
Goodmans Audiom 100, 8 or 15 ohm .. £ 12.00
Goodmans Axent 100, 8 ohm .. £7.25
Goodmans Axiom 402, 8or 15 ohm .. £ 17.25
Goodmans Twinaxiom 8', 8 or 15 ohm £8.25
Goodmans Twinaxiom 10', 8 or 15 ohm £9.00
Kef
Kef T15
B110 ..
..

£
£
£5
6
8.
.2
25
.00
5
.. £7.25
Kef B200 ..
Kef B139
£14.75
Kef DNS
£2.00
Kef DN12
£4.95
Kef DN13
£3.30
Richard Allen CG8T, r, d/c, rolkis .. £6.35
STC4001G super tweeter .. £6.19
Fane 701 twin ribbon horn .. £35.00
Baker Major Module .. .. each £ 10.75
Goodmans Mezzo Twinkit
pair £45.00
Goodman, DIN 20, 4 ohm
each £9.75
Heinle XLK25
.
•
pair £22-00
Helme XLK30 .. • •
pair £ 14.95
Helme XLK50
..
pair £39.95
Kefkit 1
.
• each £20-95
Kefkit 3 .. .. • • each £36.75
Peerless 3-15 ( 3sp. system) • .
each £ 15.00
Richard Allan Twinkit . •
each £8.95
Richard Allan Triple 8 .. . • each £ 13.75
Richard Allan Triple .. • •
each £ 19.95
Richard Allan Super Triple ..
each £23.75
Wharfedale Linton 2, kit
pair £19.25
Wharfedale Glendale 3, kit ..
pair
£
34.50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3, kit ..
pair £52.50

PRICES INCLUDE V.A.T.
Cabinets for PA and HiFi, wadding, vynair. etc.
Send stamp for free booklet " Choosing A Speaker".
FREE with orders over £7-"HiFi Loudspeaker
Enclosures" book.
All units guaranteed new and perfect. Prompt
despatch.
Carriage: Speakers 38p each; tweeters and crosscners 20p each, kits 75p each (pair £ 1.50).

WILMSLOW AUDIO
DEPT. HFN

SWAN WORKS, BANK SQUARE,
WILMSLOW, CHESHIRE, SK9 1HF
Tel. Wilmslow 29599

(Discount HiFi, PA and Radio at 10 tim an Street.
Wilmslow.)
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supplies available for cassette recorders; these
are often switchable to any one of the three
most common operating voltages, viz. 9 V;
7.5 V; 6 V. Again, your local radio components
shop or hi-fi dealer would be able to help. Prices
range from as little as £2.00 or so to around
£6•00. Manufacturers of such units include
Philips, Tape Recorder Spares, Eagle, RankBush-Murphy, QAS, and so on. Generally,
these items are ready fitted with either 5-pin
240° DIN plugs or with the 'Japanese' concentric
kind of auxiliary power-supply plug. Similar
devices can be obtained, inputting the 9 V or
whatever into the recorder through the same
socket, to run cassette recorders from a car's
electrical system.
TAPE

VIOLINING' EFFECT

Dear Sir, Iuse an Akai 4000DS tape deck
with aLeak Delta 30 amplifier, and when playing several of my tapes Iget what can only be
described as a ' squeal'. As tape runs through,
it emits an audible squealing noise which seems
to originate in the region of the first tape guide
before the heads. This squeal seems to cause
some vibration in the tape because recording
level falls and the sound becomes very distorted.
It has less effect on replay. The distortion is
also mostly in the left channel, stereo recording.
Not all tapes do this, Iam glad to report. All
the heads, guides etc. have been carefully
cleaned with aBIB tape recorder kit. The tapes
that Ifind troublesome in this respect are the
BASF LH. 7in. 2400 ft. Can you suggest any
treatment to prevent this trouble, as it is very
annoying?
J.E.S.G., Uxbridge, Middlesex.

left hand channel of a tape recording occupies
the uppermost track of the tape, then the greater
prevalence could be due to the reduced stability
of tape nearer its edge.
Possible cures for the effect are, we are afraid,
little more than opinions. The Akai 4000 DS
has an 'anti-flutter' pressure pad and plate which
requires regular applications of aspecial silicon
lubricant in order to ensure smooth passsage of
the tape. You have explained that all parts of
the tape path are cleaned regularly, but do ensure
that the inside 'corners' as it were, of all tape
guides are free of oxide build-up.
You may find that certain makes of tape are
less prone to this effect than others. BASF,
while being very fine tape, has an oxide surface
not quite perhaps as smooth as some. Around
the same price range, Agfa PE 46 ( Double play)
or PE 36 (Long play) may be more satisfactory.
If all your efforts fail, we would suggest contacting Akai direct, as presumably other 4000 DS
owners may have encountered similar problems.
SWITCHING INTERFERENCE

The effect you describe is the comparatively
rare ` violining' effect. As its name suggests, in
the same manner as aviolin bow and string, the
tape is oscillating against part of the tape transport, more than likely aguide or pressure plate
as you have suggested. The fact that the resultant
distortion caused by the severe flutter caused by
the oscillation of the tape occurs more on the
left-hand channel than on the right has little
bearing on either cause or remedy. It is possible
in fact that the effect is simply more noticeable
on the left hand channel, as orchestrally, the
first violins, and therefore the majority of the
high treble (the aural region in which the phenomenon would be most noticeable) happens to be
located on the left. On the other hand, since the

Dear Sir, Iam bothered on my hi-fi system
with occasional sharp, very brief crackling
noises, which come through my Rotel RA.311
amplifier whether or not 1am actually playing
a record-I have no other inputs-and irrespective of the volume setting.
Ifind that Ican induce a similar, though
briefer, noise by switching my convector heater
on and off. This leads me to suspect some radio
pick-up effect, especially since in the college
where Iam now resident, there is much more
'electrical activity' than in my home, where I
experience no such trouble.
S.C., Cambridge.
This sounds to us like mains carried noise,
produced by electrical switches, some of them
no doubt automatic. While interference of this
kind is best suppressed at source, in your case
there may be several different sources, which are
not directly under your personal control. To
identify and suppress each one would be difficult.
We therefore suggest a suppressor in the mains
lead to the amplifier. There is a suitable one
made by Radiospares, which you can obtain
through alocal dealer, or Suppression Devices,
Ltd., Woodfield Works, Trafalgar St., Burnley,
Lancs., also produce avery satisfactory one, and
will supply you directly if you write to them and
explain the problem.

TIME TO
REPLACE YOUR
WORN STYLUS
FOR
YOUR HI-FI SYSTEM
OR RECORD PLAYER
Valuable record collections, often irreplaceable, have been spoiled due to a worn or damaged Stylus. When was the last time you
changed yours? Check and change now!

SAVE UP TO 40% ON SHOP PRICES
Your Satisfaction Guaranteed or
Money Refunded
A FEW EXAMPLES FROM OUR RANGE
SECTION I
Top Quality Replacement Styli for:
SH U RE
N3D E2-25, N44.5 E2-2.5, N44.7 E2-75, N55E ten,
N75.6 EL-20, N75E2 LS-80, N75G E2-20, N9I E ES-35.
N93E £S•35, N33.5 E2-20, N33.7 E2-20, N44.0 CL-20,
N44.E £490. N75/E
N77 E2-95, N91-MG £S•35
PICKERI NG : VI5-1507AM, V15-1507AC, V15- 1507AT. All at f.2•20.
AUDIO TECH: AT.6 EI-95, AT66 AIM ATACE
£S:90.
B & 0: SPI/2 EI-80, SP6/7 (with can) £3-95.
GOLDRING: G800 EI-95. G800H
G800E
£I5, G850 EI-95, G820 EI-95.
PHILIPS: GP4C0 AIM GP407 AIM GP370
GP401 ( ELLIPT) £475. GP404/410 £3•10.
EMPIRE: 808 f4-86; S888 E4430; VE999 E16-20
ORBIT: NM22 f.3.95, NM33 £2•95.
ACOS: M6 c2-95.
ALL ABOVE ARE FOR MAGNETIC CARTRIDGES AND ARE ONLY MADE IN DIAMOND TIPS.
SECTION II
ACOS: GP9 1-2-3-4-5-6, GP25/29, GP39, GP59,
GP73, GP65/67, GP7I/3, GP81/I, GP9ISC, GP79,
GP 104.
BSR: ST3-4-5-6, ST 8-9-10, ST 12- 14- IS, ST 16-17,
ST 18-19, TC 8.
DUAL: DN2, DN24, DN3, DN43, DNS. DN26,
640.
ELAC: KST-9, KST-I00. KST-IO2, KST-104, PE- I90,
KST-I07, PE- I86, PE- I88.
GARRARD: GC2, GCS10/1, GCB, GCEI2, GCS23,
GKS25, GKS25T, KS40A, GCS25, GCS38, KS41B,
KS4I C.
GOLDRING: 500, 580/600, MXI, MX2, SX10,
CM50, CS80, MX4, CM6O, CS90/5, CS90/7.
PHILIPS: 3010. 3001, GP.316, 3063, 3060, 3224,
3400, GP200, GP300, GP2I3, 3306.
RONETTE: Collaro PX Transcription Studio O.
DC400/BF40, TX-88, TA600, CMT102.
SONOTONE: 81-4/A, 9TA, 9TA H/C, 3509, 2509,
3549 ( KS4IB), 3559 ( KS4IC), DC284.
SANYO: G26I5N.
TELETON CMS

fs-so,

ALL STYLI IN SECTION II AT 95p
ALL THE L.P. STYLI IN SECTION 11 ARE
DIAMOND TIPPED, TURNOVER TYPES
CAN BE SUPPLIED FITTED WITH DOUBLE
LP. ( DOUBLE DIAMOND).
SECTION III
DECCA DERAM: (
Blue) Stereo £1.80 (
Double
Pack) £. 40.
DECCA DERAM: (
Red) Mono £1.80 (
Double Pack)
£3 40.
GOLDRING: CS9IE £1.95.
Practically all other types of styli not listed
here are also available, regardless of make or
age.
If in doubt send your old stylus which will be
returned with quote by next post.
All prices inclusive of V.A.T.
UK Orders, add Sp pip
Overseas Orders 30p extra.
S.A.E. with all enquiries please.
To avoid delay please print your name and
address clearly on all correspondence.
CASH, CHEQUES, POSTAL ORDERS, ETC.
MADE PAYABLE TO HI- F1 CARE CO.

Stereo Conversion Correction
I N the article Stereo Conversion of aMono ' Quad' FM Tuner in our Februar y'75
issue the LED in fig. 1 (p. 69) should be reversed. Also in fig. 1the capacitor
C5 should be shown as an electrolytic (positive connected to pin 12). The capacitor
shown on the right of the IC, in fig. 3, is an RF decoupler for the power supply,
to be added if required (value 7,10.01 p.F). Fig. 5is shown undersize and the PCB
should be 11 x6j- in. as shown in the parts list. Also in the parts list, the mains
transformer is of 9-0-9 V type.
The de-emphasis components shown (C10/R4 and C11/125) give atime-constant
of 78 pS which is nearer to the American standard of 75 pS than the European
50 S. It is therefore suggested that R4(R5) be 3.3 Id/ and CIO(C11) be 15nF.
The author also wishes to point out that C4 should have alow temperature
coefficient and, therefore, the very tempting ' high K' ceramic capacitors should
not be used. A miniature film capacitor would be suitable.

ir Dept. No. N4
Please supply Stylus No.
Price
NAME
ADDRESS
Orders & Enquiries to:HI

-FI CARE CO.
(Dept. N4)

23 Northway Court, London, N.W.7
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Only a
computer could
produce these
speakers.
expensive electrolytic capacitors.
Similarly,15 watt (+ 5%
tolerance) resistors are used
So far as instead of the more conventional
is known,this is
5watt (+ 10% tolerance)
the only such
resistors, And computer-type
computer in the
wire-wrap connections are used
world.SYNCOM
on all crossover networks.
performs
Together these last two
On this page you see two
measurement,sorting and
features ensure precise and
perfectly nice ordinary- looking
matching functions that cannot
stable crossover characteristics,
speakers like amillion others
be practically accomplished
as well as greater reliability and
you've seen.
by other means.
longer life.
But never judge abook by
(And it allows us to offer a5year
And there are other
its cover
guarantee covering parts and
features too numerous to menBeneath those sober
labour)
tion in an ad.
cabinets lurks atechnical
HoweverSYNCOM can't
So why not get in touch
achievement no other hi-fi
take all the credit.
with us now and we'll send you all
manufacturer can boast.
There are many other
the relevant literature and the
The woofers and tweeters interesting features in the
address of your nearest Bose
are 100% matched to within a
Studiocraft speakers.
Studiocraft dealer
level tolerance of + 3/...dB,to
For example,all Studiocraft
There's awhole range of
provide smooth and balanced
speakers are designed according
top quality Studiocraft speakers,
response over the full audio
to aflat acoustic power radiation
going from 40 watts rms to 100
spectrum.
criterion.And exceptionally long
watts rms.
And the drive units are
voice coils ensure linear low
computer selected.
frequency response of the driver
Both of these features are
In addition,only top quality
only possible because of the
components are used.
S( Hi UK IMPURTERS AND DISTRIBUTORS:
unique SYNCOM II computer
For example, all Studiocraft Bose (UK) Limited,
Milton Regis,
designed and built by the Bose
speakers use non- deteriorating
Sittingbourne,Kent.
Corporation.
film capacitors instead of the less Telephone no.0795 75341

AX Labs

Monday-Saturday 10.00-18.00

(Dept. N)
Tel.
191 Chase Side, Enfield, Middlesex EN2 00Z 01-363 7981

AMPLIFIERS
(
Carr. £ 1•75)
Accuphase
Armstrong 621
Cambridge Audio P60
Cambridge Audio PII0
Leak 2100 .. .. £93.20
Leak 2200 .. .. £117.60
Lux SQ707
Lux SQ700
Lux 5Q505
Lux SQ507
Marantz 1030 ..
Marantz 1060 ..
Marantz 1120 ..
N.A.D. 60 ..
Nikko TRM210
Nikko TRM230
Nikko TRM500
Nikko TRM600
Rogers Cadet .. ..
£32-50
Rogers Panthera A75
Rogers Ravensbrook Ill cased
£47.00
Rotel RA211 .. ..
£42.00
Rotel RA3I I .. ..
£52.50
Rotel RA6Il
..
£84.00
Rotel 810
.. £112.50
Rotel 1210 .. .. £140.00
Tandberg 300 „
Yamaha
P.O.A.
TUNERS
(
Carr. £ 1-50)
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624.
•
P.O.A.
Cambridge Audio 155• •
P.O.A.
Celestion Telefi• •
£.2.00
Leak 2300 ..• • £ 94-10
Lux WL7I7•
•
P.O.A.
Lux WL700.
•
P.O.A.
Lux WL550.
•
P.O.A.
Marantz.
•
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM220•
P.O.A.
Nikko FAM500
Rogers Ravensbrook II cased..
£41.00
Rogers Panthera 175 .. .•
P.O.A.
Rotel RT222
..
£42.00
Rotel RT322
..
£58.25
Rotel RT622
£95.00
Tandberg TP41 Portable ..
P.O.A.
Yamaha
P.O.A.
TUNER AMPLIFIERS (
Carr. £2.00)
Armstrong 625
.
.
.
Armstrong 626
P.O.A.
Goodmans Module 90 .. £ 100-00
Goodmans Module 110 .. £ 115•00
Goodmans 120
£ 120-00
Goodmans Module 90 •Comp.• • £ 179 00
Leak 2000 .. .. • . £ 147.00
Lux R800
P.O.A.
Lux R1500 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2230 ..
P.O.A.
Marantz 2245 ..
P.O.A.
N.A.D. 140/160
P.O.A.
Nikko 5050
P.O.A.
Ni kko 7070 ..
P0.A.
Nikko 8080
P.O.A.
Rogers Ravensbrook 11 ..
£84110
Rote IRXI52
£70.00

Rotel RX202 .• . £ 80.00
Rotel RX402
..
£ 104.00
Rotel RX602•
.
£ 136.50
Rotel RX802.
•
£ 173.50
Tandberg TR200• .
P.O.A.
Tandberg IR 1000 . •
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR1010
P.O.A.
Tandberg Huldra 10
P.O.A.
Tandberg TR1055
P.O.A.
Yamaha
.
TURNTABLES
(
Carr. £2-00)
Acos Rega
P.O.A.
Ariston RDII/SME 311119
P.O.A.
Connoisseur BDI kit .. £ 13-00
Connoisseur BD2 chassis .. £29.75
Connoisseur BD2 complete .. £36.50
Garrard SP25/IV chassis .. £ 15.00
Garrard SP25/IV module .. £22.95
G
d 5P25/IV mod. M75-6 £27-00
Garrard 86SB chassis .. £26.95
Garrard 86SB module .. £36.50
Garrard 86SB mod.+M75-6 £41.00
G
d 100SB chassis .. £ 39.50
Garrard 100SB module .. £50.25
G
d 100SB mod.+M93E
cseoo
Garrard 100SB mod. TK
£48.50
Garrard 100SB mod. + Cart. TK £54.00
Garrard 401
..
£38.50
Goldring GL78 P/C
£64.50
Leak 2001
£ 120.00
Linn Sondek PLI2/SME 3009
P.O.A.

TAPE DECKS AND RECORDERS
(Carr. £2-00)
.. £ 104.00
Akai I722L
£140-oo
Akai 4000DB
..
£93.00
Akai 4000DS
Revox 1102/4
Revox I122/4
P.O.A.
Revox 1222/4 ..
P.O.A.
Revox Dolby & High Speed
Tandberg 3400X ..
Tandberg 3300X ..
Tandberg 3600X ..
Tandberg 9100X ..
Teac
HEADPHONES
(Carr. 50p)
AKG KI00
£6.50
£10.75
AKG KI40
£15-95
AKG K I
60 ..
£30-00
Koss PRO5LC
£23-00
Koss HV I
A ..
£11-00
Koss 711
P.O.A.
Micro MX1
£13-00
Sennheiser HD4I4
£19.50
Sennheiser HD424
£50.00
Stax SR3/SRD6
.. £ 17.00
PWB Moving Coil ..
8 TRACK/CASSETTE
(Carr. LI 50)
.. £70.00
Akai CR8 1D
.. £87 50
Akai GXR82D
.. £62.00
Akai CS3OD
.. £75.00
Akai C533D

.•
••
••
.•
•.

All prices listed include VAT at 8%
Micro .• ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer PL12D .. . £42 00
Pioneer PLI2D/Shure M75ED II £52.00
Thorens 125AB II
£ 120 00
Thorens TDI25/11 £78.00
Thorens TX25 cover
£900
Thorens TDI45C
£ 84 25
Thorens TDI6013/C £ 54 00
Thorens TDI60C
£ 66 00
Thorens TD165 .. .. £57-00
Transcriptor Reference ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Ref./Fluid Arm ..
P.O.A.
Transcriptor Stylus Brush £3.00
Transcriptor Sweep Arm
£4.50
Wharfedale W30
..
£30.00
PLINTHS/COVERS
Garrard MAB4C
Garrard MWB4C
Garrard MWBIC
G
d 40I/SME
Howland West HW I
Howland West HWI4

Carr. £ 1.25)
£14.50
£13.10
£9.75
£26.00
£19.00
£26.00

TRANSCRIPTION ARMS (
Carr. 50p)
Acos Lustre .. •.
£23-00
Colton MC101
£ 17.50
SME3009 improved .. £35-00
SME3009/52 improved .. £37.00
Transcriptor Fluid .. £23.00

Akai GXC38D
Akai GXC46D
Akai GXC75D
Akai GXC510D
BSR TD8/3V
Goodmans SCD100
Leak 2002
Nakamichi 700
Nakamichi 1000
Neal 102/103 .
Tandberg TC6310
Teat ..
Wharfedale W •
HD2OD
CARTRIDGES
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
Decca London ..
Grado FTR
Goldring G820..
Goldring G820E
Goldring G820SE
Ortofon Fl5E..
Ortofon MISE Super
Shure M44E
Shure M55E
Shure M75ED/II
Shure M75E1/11..
Shure M75G/II
Shure M75B(6)11
Shure VI5 III ..

£97 ,00
£108 00
£143 00
£136 00
£19.00
£107.50
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
. £77.75
(Carr. 15p)
.. £22-00
.. £ 18-00
£24 00
£6-00
£7-50
£10-50
£16 00
£12.00
£29-00
£6.50
£7.00
£10.50
•
£950
£9 00
£8 00
£31 00

We have tried to ensure that all prices are correct at time of going to press- however prices are

SPEAKERS ( pairs) (
Carr. £3.00 pair)
AR Range ...
Cambridge Audio R40
Cambridge Audio R50
Celestion Hadleigh £41.00
Celestion County .. £48.00
Celestion Ditton 120 .. £51.60
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £68-00
Celestion Dittos 44 .. £ 113.00
Celestion Dittos 25 .. £ 137.75
£208.00
Celestion Ditton 66 ..
P.O.A.
Executive Audio 750
£47.00
Goodmans Havant SL
£71.00
Goodmans Mezzo SI_
Goodmans Magnum SL
£89.00
Hi -Fi Aids Orbital Brackets ..
P.O.A.
IMF Super Compact ..
P.O.A.
IMF ALS40
P.O.A.
IMF TLS80 . • ..
P.O.A.
IMF Professional Monitor
P.O.A.
KEF Coda ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor ..
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale ..
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
KEF 104
P.O.A.
KLH .
P.O.A.
Leak 2020.
£51-50
Leak 2030 ..
£69-30
Leak 2060 ..
£119.70
Leak 2075 ..
mesa
LNB Para Lab Super
£59.00
LNB Para Lab 20 ..
02.00
Monitor Audio MAI ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA3 ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MAS ..
P.O.A.
Monitor Audio MA7 ..
Marantz..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/5 Monitor
P.O.A.
Rogers LS3/6 . • ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Chevening
Tannoy Chatsworth ..
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Tannoy Mansfield ..
Tannoy Amesbury ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 1
Wharfedale Denton 2
Low
Wharfedale Linton 2
prices
Wharfedale Glendale 3
on
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
application
SPEAKER

KITS AND CHASSIS
(Carr. kits £ 1-25 each)
(Sp. Chassis £ 1-00 each)
(Price per pair)
£38-75
(Price per pair) £69-00

KEF kit I
KEF kit 3
KEF 127
KEF B110
KEF B200
KEF BI39
£ 16-00
KEF DNI2
£5-25
KEF DNI3-SP1015 £ 3-50
Wharfedale Linton 2 kit ( pair) £ 20-00
Wharfedale Glendale 3 kit (
pair) £36 00
Wharfedale Dovedale 3kit ( pair) £56.40
Tannoy ir H.P.D. .. £ 59.50
Tannoy 15" H.P.D.
£75 50

liable to alteration without notice.

Terms of Business
Callers:

By Bus: 231 from Turnpike Lane Tube. 107 from Oakwood.
By Train: Liverpool Street to Enfield Station. Kings Cross to Gordon Hill.
Cheques for counter sales accepted only when backed by abank card.

By Post
Send Cheque/Postal Orders with written order and correct carriage for prompt
service. Make cheques payable to: A. T. Labs.

Credit
For Personal callers
available.

only. Phone for details. Export Facilities for reclaiming VAT

Service
Repairs and maintenance of all types of Hi-Fi/Audio equipment by qualified engineers.
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Studio Supply Co. (wholesale)
E
Revox
U
From £259
TEAC•
o
HS77

All
33'4-7%

HS77S
SEL SYNC
SEMI-PRO

• fb

E 3340 Series
D I.T.A.

INDUS
MODEL

CC.0

10 in 4out £ 590

A Re

=Samp • •
-- •
• 11

SEMI- PRO
'S' VERSION

USED BY MORE BANDS AND
STUDIOS(in15 coutries)
THAN ANY OTHER
COMPARABLE MIXER
Bass-Mid-Treble - PAN- 41imiters
-Foldback-echosend - Monitoring
THE MOST SOPHISTICATED
RECORDER CURRENTLY
AVAILABLE

*

Scotch
D 207
E TEAC leie\

‘-\\eie111%1
manufacturers
Use recommend
the tape the
3600ft on NAB 10 1," spool £4.95
discount on large quantities

A360
A450
CASSETTE CASSET
RECORDER RECORDER

Alice

HS77V
VARISPEED

_

AN300
4CHANNEL
DOLBY

o
S

ARM
2CHANNEL
DOLBY

8% V. AT. to
prices shown
"d

• •;••
Je2e

QUOTA
TRADE DESK
01485 7833

"
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THIS CARTRIDGE CAN EQUAL THE
PERFORMANCE OF ALL THESE
e,

SHURE l's1.75/

1.0PING G800 £8.10

seu*

Flee FI P
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/
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tenoret
STEREO

MAGNEDUCT'

CARTRIDGE

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Separation — More than 25 db at
1000 Hz; Frequency Response — 15 to 25000 Hz; Compliance —
20 x10 -, CM/DYNE; Output — 5.5 mV at 1000 Hz at 5cm/sec;
Playing weight - 3 grammes; Channel Balance — 2 db at 1
KHz-dB; Tip Mass — 1 mg; Stylus Radius — . 0006-15u ( colour
white); Load — 47K ohms; Weight— 7 grammes; Inductance —
550 mH; DC Resistance — 520 ohms; Measuring Records —
DECCA SXL 2057 B+K OR 2009;

5.95
INC. VAT

Recommended Retail Price

MADE IN HOLLAND
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Condor

The fastest bird in the business

o, o

CONDOR ELECTRONICS LIMITED, 100 COOMBE LANE. LONDON SW20 OAY.
TELEPHONE: 01-946 0033 ( 4 LINES). TELEX: 928502.

Distributors of cartridges, styli, record cleaners, condenser microphones, headphones, and adaptors etc. Guaranteed 24 hour despatch service.
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Sava
(11.36
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FERGUSON 3271 Battery main,
LWFMWIFM radio and cassette
Auto recording level. Auto stop.
Anti erasure. Push stop. start. etc

£32.95

Sava
(12.33

PHILIPS 2220 bap ¡ mains port
Anti erasure. Automatic record
level. Playback lone control
input. output. sockets mike etc
list
rst It O
p
£19.95

GRUNDIG
420
battery 'morn, d ,, drin rotorile
Automatic recording Out I, Auto
stop. Digital counter. Slide vol
Tonwol; In built mike
'
C
T

r
I cr°rr'' I
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BATTERY MAINS
RADIO RECORDERS
BASF 9202 .. £44.95
Philips RR200 £32.95
Hitachi 340 .. £29.95
ITT 500 .. £36-95
ITT SL54 £21.95
Philips 365 .. £47.95
ITT STU60 £32-95
Hitachi 1255 .. £49.95
Sanyo 2217 .. £23.95
BASF 9301 .. £61.95
Philips 2221 .. £20.95
J.V.C. 9407 .. P.O.A.
Philips 2223 .. £40.95
Bush 8400 .. £41.95
2 Philips C90 's or Musicassettes with above
Sony TC95
P.O.A.
Teleton 400 .. £59.95
Aiwa 747
P.O.A.
Sanyo 2419 .. £44.95

SAVE ON CASSETTE TAPES
Linoise Agfa Basf
C60
40p 50p
C90
SSp 70p
CI20
65p 95p

EMI Philips Scotch
42p
50p
45p
55p
70p
65p
80p
95p
85p

HITACHI
2040D
Stereo
cassette
tape deck ,.with Dolby
auto stop.
Slide levertype recording controls,
etc.
LIST £ 108.95
•
OUR PRICE

£19 95

CAVENDISH
SALES

i•

Em

£32.95

Save 1 30
SANYO 2424FD MO M atoad
pushbutton cassette ;
mime. mu g.

mike. DIN input and output sockets.
Auto stop lest lorward. le., controls
lIST
lOt st

000
pest

Decca 1200 .. £31.95
Telefunken P.S. £42.00
Crown 450 .. £32.95
Grundig C2001 £47.50
J.V.C. 9403 .. P.O.A.
STEREO RECORDERS
Akai GXC36 £79.95
Akai GX4OT £ 117-95
-1- 2 Agfa C90 Tapes.
Normande5006 £ 129.95
National 2050
P.O.A.

dds2 <
REF
ae

s...

£37.95

"W/P5 C...410S

TEUTON Te
atma ns
MAIM latfie and cassette recorder
Push button Cuts stop and auto
lever controls Tape monitor. etc
f1St
i
ici

Agfa SD
SOp
65p
90p

4; 4; • • _

1
1.1 monium.1
HITACHI
3420
Music
centre.
Simulated walnut
cabinet
4-speed
record
MW/FM radio slide controls,
LIST [ 131432
ri05 nc

LI

ad

Sava
(42.23

s

ARAI 38
Stereo tape deck with Dolby,
auto slop, fast wind reywnd.
slide type controls

LW MW FM VHF radio 3speed
'Poor ri deck b cdsselle recorder
Vol tul. treble controls etc

ME£25.95

National 451
P.O.A.
Sony TCI3 CS P.O.A.
Philips 2408 £ 112.95
ITT 85 .. £54.95
Aiwa 3010 .. P.O.A.
Elizabethan .. £82.95
Hitachi 3410 .. £99-95
Sanyo 4400 £61.95
Sanyo 4505 £51.95
Sharp 153
£
66.00
Decca 9000 £86-95

ilia HEAD CLEANER WITH 6 + EXTRA TAPE WITH 12

X100
60p
78p

OUR PRICE

2FREE
„
mops cee
2,10,605411ES

Philips Basf pack of 12
All tape
C60 £6-00 Plus FREE
prices inc.
C90 £8 40 extra tape 8.,
VAT
C120 £ 11.40 head cleaner
add 10p post.

AKAI
GXC501D
an 199
Latest
vertical àle1111-2"""
style
stereo
cassette -deck with Dolby
slide controls, tape selector
and anti-erasure.

SHARP
155
FINN
stereo FM
4- channel
rill•
tuner-amp
4- track,
2-channel
stereo cassette &
semi-auto record player

LIST £ 175.85

LIST £ 172.68

ril .
nc

OUR PRICELI

I ud

CASSETTE CENT RE

OUR PRICE

£
123.95

£121.95

,f85.95

TAPE DECKS
Akai 30D .. £56.95
Akai GX6 36D £69.95
+ 2 Agfa C90 Tapes.
Bush 445 .. £57.25
Philips 2506 .. £41.95
Hitachi 2030D £64.95
Philips 2510 .. £98.00
JVC 1667 Mk 11 P.O.A.
Sharp 442 .. £48.95
Sony TCI21
P.O.A.
Pye 9145 .. £43.95
Ferguson 3272 £49-95
Sanyo 4530 .. £5195
Aiwa 1200 .. P.O.A.
Toshiba 415 .. P.O.A.
Toshiba 403D
P.O.A.
J.V.C. 1669
P.O.A.

DOLBY DECKS
Akai GX65D.. £107.50
Akai GX75D.. £126.95
+ 2 Agfa C90 Tapes.
Alpha CD3000 £75.95
Aiwa ADI500H P.O.A.
Crown CTD270 £93.95
Hitachi 2040 £79-95
National 263
P.O.A.
Sanyo 4300 .. £8915
Sharp RT480
£84.95
Sony 152 .. P.O.A.
Nagamicia 700 P.O.A.
Teleton CD 100 £59.95
Normende 6000 £69.95
G/mansSCD100£102.95
Pioneer 5151 £ 102.95
Pioneer 7171 £ 127.95

FIDELITYU NIT
AUDIO 5 Hi Fi music
centre.
Deluxe
record
player ,, ,
cassette 1
VHF/FM
LW/MW/FM radio.
LIST £ 147.23 ri 01.95
OUR PRICE

279-283 WHITECHAPEL ROAD, CALLERS
LONDON, E.1 Tel : 01-247 3453

Sava

STJND

aver

L

£45. 63
SANYO
2611
Complete lionre entefiatner 3W
radio with FM 4speed deck and
cassette recorder in olle unit.

£139.95

MUSIC CENTRES
National 2050
P.O.A.
Toshiba SM3000 P.O A.
National 1070 P.O.A.
Bush 3501 .. £ 121.00
Hitachi 3420
£105.95
Sony HMK40
P.O.A.
Decca 4 .. £ 134.95
Sony HMK20
P.O.A.
Wyndsor 555 £12915
Sanyo 4520 .. £ 109.95
National 1010
P.O.A.
Sanyo 2611 .. £ 131.95
Hitachi 3430 .. £ 132.95
Sanyo 4540 .. £ 132.95
ITT 2030 .. £154.95
Prices correct 1.2.75.
E.8‘0.E. Add 75p P/P

NORMENDE 5006 SCP
Cornbin- ...atom
Music
Centre

0

SW/FM
stereo radio, stereo record
deck& cassetteplayerrecorder. Push button selection.
LIST £225.02 e 173 95
OUR PRICE 1•1

.

WELCOME. NEXT TO WHITECHAPEL UNDERGROUND

eelbk

Vig),0

Manufactured by:- A. R. Sugden 8- Co. ( Engineers) Ltd., Atlas Mill Road, BRIGHOUSE, Yorkshire HD6 1ER.
Telephone: Brighouse ( 04847) 2142. Telegrams Et Cables: Connoiseur, Brighouse.
Contact your dealer for information or send a stamp for brochure.

8%

Enjoy Britain's biggest

selection of stereo sound
-and save pounds
The moment you join the Wilson Stereo Library, Britain's most
comprehensive collection of records, tapes and casettes is all
yours. Beethoven, Bowie and everything in between. It's the sort
oi selection every collector dreams of ... but only pop stars
can afford.
How does it work ? You can join the Record Library and 'or the
Tape Library and 'or the Cassette Library. On payment of the
annual subscription (£ 2.40 for records, £ 3.80 for tapes, £ 2.75 for
cassettes), you'll be sent the full library catalogue. You choose the
recordings you want: we send them to you in aspecie:1y designed
protective pack. You only pay the hire charges on returning the
recordings.
Finest Condition Every record, tape and cassette we send out
is in superb condition. Our advanced testing equipment instantly
rejects any recording with any flaw.

W.S.L. Stereo Unplayed Service if you want ultimate perfection,
then join the Unplayed
You can then hire brand new,
never played copies or the latest releases - for afraction of what
they would cost to buy.
You like it ? Then buy it! You want to keep arecording ? Then
buy it at abig discount price. The exact amount depends on the
number of previous hii ings - one reduces the price by 40p, and
then reductions are in steps of 20p.
The Wilson Stereo Index - to keep you in the know.
Essential reading for all enthusiasts. Classical, light orchestral,
jazz, pop- every worthwhile new recording is listed with its release
date. And there are full reviews by well known personalities.
Records at cost Service Membership entitles you to buy ANY
factory fresh record a: COST PRICE plus asmall handling charge.
On astandard classical L.P. it means asaving of 82p. In
addition, members receive monthly lists of new and nearly
new stereo bargains - some at aquarter of the
recommendec retail price !

'1`11V.
\'Ç 111SM
VA1V,l1
1A1111 MIN

•

The speed at whioh W.S.L. has
attracted thousands of new members
is your proof of'he value we offer.
Send off the coupon for details today
-and next week you could be into a
whole new world of low cost
listening.

THE WILSON
STEREO
LIBRARYLIMITED
To: The Wilson Stereo Library Ltd.,
104-106 Norwood High St., London, SE27

Please send

111C

Free booklet — rho Wilson Stereo Library", which gives full details of all
W.S.L. services and accessories. Ienclose 6p postage.
'W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Catalogue'. 1enclose 60p for the Main Catalogue.
40p for the Cassette Catalogue. 30p for the Tape Catalogue (' Please delete
as required) and understand that this will be credited to me in full should
Idecide to become amember of any of the Libraries.
W.S.L. Specialist Stereo Index. Ienclase £ 1.25 plus p. & p. 20p.
Tick Items Required
Nome

W@L

Address
HFN4
Total sum enclosed I'
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THE

TANNOY
Compression
type
HighFrequency
Unit

Direct
Radiator
LowFrequency
Unit

Integrated
Full- range
System

The Monitor H.P.D. represents afurther outstanding
improvement of a loudspeaker system which has
become regarded as aquality standard over the last
25 years by Recording Studios throughout the world.
There is avery good chance that your favourite
records and tapes were monitored on Tannoy Dual
Concentric loudspeakers, and to select these
superbly engineered, individually hand- assembled
speakers for your music system assures you of the

The Girdacoustic Cone
improves frequency and transient
response, gives much increased
power handling capacity and
greater mechanical stability:

The High Temperature Voice Coil
assures absolute climatic stability
and great mechanical strength
together with much improved
power handling capacity.

The Tanoplas Surround
gives low bass resonarce with
excellent mechanical stability an
freedom from edge reflections.

same professional performance.

Power Handling Capacity'
Frequency Response

260 mm
10

310 mm
12'

50W

60W

410 mm
15'
85W

27-20.000 HZ

25-20,000 HZ

23-20,000 HZ

lntermodulation Products

less than 2%

less than 2%

less than 2%

Impedance via
Crossover network

8ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8 ohms
(5 ohms min.)

8ohms
(5 ohms min.)

INTEGRATED PROGRAMME MATERIAL

Patented Magnetic Shunt
Unique High Frequency Unit
High Power Crossover Unit
combined with specially treated
with separate diaphragm and
with solid dielectric condensers
and selected steel gives maximum voice coil coupled to the horn by a throughout, combined with treble
magnetic flux in the unique
19 element phase- matching
and roll-off controls.
Tannoy twin gap system. Improves system.
sensitivity and damping.
,,sefflepe,e
,
w-ee"..
,
a,teetstfreef.WfréfelfftfetteiefeefeeeNeteeefergoeeWeett.,

,Pee0-1,,17b,seeend,deetW`*\ TANNOY A/03,
NORWOOD RD. WEST NORWOOD SE27 9AB Tel: 01-670 1131 Telex: 949755
(60

CASH DISCOUNIS AT EIVERPOOl
AMPLIFIERS
Alpha FA 300
Alpha FA 400
Alpha E 0050
Rotel RA 211
Rotel RA 311
Rotel RA 611
Rogers Ravensbrook
Leak Delta 30 ( teak)
Cambridge P.60 ..
Cambridge P.II0
Akai 5500 ..
TUNERS
Rotel RT 222
Rotel RT 322
Rotel RT 622
Akai 550 ..
Leak 2300 ..
Cambridge T55
Akai 580 ..
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai 8030 ..
Akai 8080 ..
Rote Rx 200A
Rote Rx 400A
Rote Rx 154X
Rote Rx 152
Rote Rx 202
Rote Rx 402
Rote Rx 602
Rote Rx 802
Leak 2000 ..
Goodmans Mod 90 ..
Harman Kardon 330A
Harman Kardon 630
Harman Kardon 930
Harman Kardon 50+
Harman Kardon 75+

£36.95
£43.95
£43.95
£39.95
£52.95
£8315
£49.95
£59.95
£119.95
£129.95
£97.95
£39.95
£56.95
£89.95
£69.95
£87.50
£94.95
£99.95
£104.95
£134-95
£69.95
£86-50
£99.95
£65-95
£74.95
£99.95
£129-95
£161.95
£139-95
£99.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

BARCLAYCARD & ACCESS

SPEAKER SYSTEMS- Pairs
Castle Richmond .. £59.95
Castle Acoustics Richmond £ 129.95
Ditton 15
£69.95
Dicton 120
..
£49.95
Dicton 44
£ 115.00
Goodmans Achromat
£ 139.95
Leak 2020
..
£51.00
Leak 2030
..
£69.00
Leak 2060
..
£ 119.00
Monitor Audio MA3 .. £229-95
Monitor Audio MAS .. £89.95
Monitor Audio MA7
£59.95
J. B. Lansing L100
£339.95
J. B. Lansing LI6
£149.95
Acoustic Research AR3 Improved, AR4xa, AR5, AR6,
AR7, MST, LST-2, Monitor In stock
TURNTABLES-all incl. P & C
Ariston RD I1
Goldring GL 85
£79-95
Linn Sondek LPI2 . • ..
£79-95
Thorens TD 165 ..
£56.95
Thorens TD 160C
£64.95
Garrard SP25 Mk IV+756S
£27.95
Garrard 86SB
SME Arms
..
£3915
Acoustic Research Deck
P.O.A.
TAPE DECKS & RECORDERS
Akai 4000 DS
£94.95
Akai CS 33D
..
£79.95
Akai GXC 38D
..
£99-95
Akai 510 D .. .. £ 139.95
Aka, 75D
..
£ 139.95
Alpha CD 1000 .. £34-95
Aiwa AD 1300 .. £ 119-95
Aiwa ADI500
£ 159.95
Harman Kardon 1000 .. P.O.A.
ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

W. A. BRADY & SON
401 SMITHDOWN ROAD
LIVERPOOL 15
TELEPHONE 051-733 6859
Suppliers of high quality optical, photographic and hi-fi equipment. Home
demonstrations by appointment. Open until 6.30. Closed all day Wednesday.

presenting . . .

THE MIGHTY ATOM
About three years ago we welcomed a
new generation of Monitor loudspeakers
based on the work of BBC engineersspeakers whose performance set a new
standard of truthfulness among movingcoil systems and of which the Spendor
BC1 has proved especially popular. This
advance sparked off other, splendid
designs-such as the KEF 104 and, in
the higher price bracket, the Gale
GS40IA and the Spendor BC3-but the
newest arrival in this field, the Rogers
BBC Monitor LS/35A, represents what
seems to us quite sensational progress in
a somewhat unexpected direction.
For here, at last, is aloudspeaker of the
very highest class whose diminutive size
-I If x 71 x 6/r in.-should endear it to
those who have, in the past, looked
askance at sizeable enclosures apt to
loom large in the average lounge. At a
cost of £ 119 (plus VAT) per pair, the
LS/35A may not seem a cheap speaker
at first glance, but we regard its performance as unequalled at its price, regardless
of size. Come and listen to it at our
studio: we think you will be as amazed
by this ' mighty atom' as we were when
first we heard it-a reaction shared by
every recent visitor to Moscow Road.
Those who are looking for a complete
stereo installation for a modest outlay
will be glad to know that the Yamaha
MC40 Music Centre, long afavourite of
ours, now costs less than £ 120 plus VAT.
Combining a first-class,
belt-driven,
transcription quality turntable assembly

with a splendid tuner/amplifier ( rated
output per channel: 15 watts RMS),
this neat and attractive unit can be used
with a wide range of loudspeakers-from
the Sinclair QI6 (£ 17.50 plus VAT per
pair) and our own CQ Junior Bookshelf
System (£ 30 plus VAT per pair) to the
KEF 104
and
Spendor
BC1-while
providing connections for headphones
and a cassette deck.
Indeed, cassettes have become very
popular during the past year or two, and
we demonstrate and supply a handpicked range of decks using the Dolby
system, from the Technics RS263 at
under £90 to the NEAL at about £ 190.
From Technics, too, comes a series of
magnificent turntables, while Trio and
Yamaha tuner/amplifiers continue to
combine top-ranking performance with
the kind of reliability sse have learnt to
cherish in recent years.
Write
for
our
latest
BUDGET
STEREO leaflet and price-list ( including
details of our generous Record Discount
Scheme for those who purchase equipment from us) or, better still, pay a visit
to our studio for an unhurried consultation and demonstration. If you come on
a Saturday afternoon, between 2 and
4.30, you can enjoy Live Record Review,
our weekly recital devoted to the latest
classical record releases (now in its 19th
season!). Above all, come and hear the
new RD/BBC speaker-another significant step towards the domestication' of
true high fidelity sound!

MUSIC IN THE HOME
Thomas Heinitz
(HFDA Member)
35 MOSCOW ROAD QUEENSWAY LONDON W2

TEL: 01-229 2077

Basic opening hours:
Mon. Tues. Wed. Sat. 9.30-5.30; Thurs. 9.30-1; Fri. 9.30-7.

ReiWkde
Rush Audio
0000
GIVES
WIDEST DYNAMIC RANGE
terrific
discount

range of

equipment

AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA5200
D 72.55
Amstrad IC2000 Mk 11
C 37.08
Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk
11
B 30.30
Amstrad 8000
B 22-17
Cambridge P50 .. D 91.10
Cambridge P60
D 11215
Cambridge P110
D 13418
Leak 2100
P.O.A.
Leak 2200
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST2OE
C 26.99
Metrosound ST40-special
offer . .
C 32.24
Nikko TRM500 .. • .
P.O.A.
Nikko TRM230 .. • •
P.O.A.
Rotel 21 I•
• C 41-49
Rotel 311•
• D 53/5
Rotel 611•
. D 84-79
Rotel 810
.. E 108.16
Rotel 1210 . • E 135-29
Sansui AU ' 01 .. • . D 46.47
Status A109• • D 41.40
Teleton SAQ206B
B 2616
Teleton SAQ307D
C 29.70
Teleton SAQ408
C 3314
Teleton GA202
D 33-34
Teleton A300 ..
D 56.51
Wharfedale Linton Mk Il D 52.74
STEREO TUNERS
Akai AT550
D 7214
Amstrad 3000 ..
B 29-67
Cambridge T55
C 95.90
Leak Delta 2300
P.O.A.
Nikko FA1220 ..
P.O.A.
Pioneer TX500A
D 6117
Rotel 222
C 4119
Rotel 322
D 57.65
Rotel 622
D 92-00
Rotel 1220
E 115.30
Status AF374 • •
C 39.90
Teleton GT202 ..
C 39.99
Teleton T300 ..
D 59.99
RECEIVERS
Amstrad 5000 ..
65.04
Akai AA8030
103.66
Akai AA8080
131.32
Goodmars Mod 90 .. D 105-46
Leak 2000
P.O.A.
Nikko STR6010
P.O.A.
Nikko STR7070
P.O.A.
Pioneer SX737
» 11
Rote RX600A
135.29
Rote RX454
163.00
Rote RX202
73.06
Rote RX402
96.13
Rote RX602
125.78
Rote
15915
Teleton TA3000
D 46.70
Teleton TFS60
D 90-20
Teleton TFS70
122-85
SPEAKERS ( priced in pairs)
Amstrad 1500 ..
C 29.66
Amstrad 2500 .. .. D 3310
Celestion County .. D 4919
Celestion Dicton 15 .. D 72.22
Celestion Dicton 25
F 14413
Celestion Dicton 44 .. F 119.22
Celestial Dicton 66
F+B 218.78
Celestion Hadleigh .. D 43.30
Rank Domus 150
C 27-47
EXPERT ADVICE
We take Barclaycard
We take Access
Comparator equipped showroom
Guarantee-Any faulty goods exchanged within 14 days of purchase
if returned in as new condition. All
goods sold with full after sales
service.

after sales

service

of very

special offers

Rank Domus 175
c 37.29
Rank Domus 250 .. D 58.81
Goodmans Minster SL Tk C 38.54
Goodmans Mezzo Tk .. E 72-08
Goodmans Magnum Tk
E 93-51
Goodmans Havant Tk .. D 47.61
Goodmans DIM/8 Tk
F 136.92
Good mans Goodwood Tk F 96.69
P.O.A.
Leak 2020, 2030..
Leak 2060, 2075 ..
P.O.A.
Wharfedale Denton 11 Tk C 3115
Wharfedale Linton II Tk C 39.95
Wharfedale Dovedale Tk E 91-95
Wharfedale Glendale Tk E 63.95
Wharfedale Kingsdale Tk F 132.50
SPEAKER KITS
Wharfedale Linton
19.71
Wharfedale Glendale
35.69
Wharfedale Dovedale
55.67
TURNTABLES
Connoisseur Bol Kit .. A 12.38
Connoisseur BD2/SAU2
Base and Cover .. B 37.92
Garrard SP25 Mk 4
Module M75/6
B 27.50
Garrard 51'25 Mk 4 Tk
B/C G800 Wired .. B 1815
Garrard 86513 Module
M75/65.. ..
B 40-90
Special Offer: Garrard
SL658 13/C G800 Wired
17.25
Garrard Zero 100SB
Module with M93E
C 56.00
Goldring GIO2P
B 29.34
Goldring GL75 Base,
Cover ..
C 44.28
Goldring GL78 Plinth,
Cover ..
C 59.84
Goldring GL85 Plinth,
Cover .. . .
D 76.09
Special Offer: Rank Domus
BD4000
45.23
Thorens TD165
D 58-41
Thorens TD160 .. D 67.37
Thorens TDI25 Mk II
A.B.O.
F 150.76
Valek 105S inc. M75/65.. C 39.95
Wharfedale ..
B 3110
Bush Arena TA 2700 Receiver
Made in Denmark
This modern style tuner amplifier
has an output of 18 watts RMS per
channel, inputs for tape, phono and
aux. Powerful reception on FM and
FM Stereo, five preset programme
controls for FM radio, loudness control, rumble filter. Mono stereo
switch and A.F.C. tuning meter.
List price £99.90.
Rush price
£59.90. P & P £2-50
New Asmtrad In- Dash Stereo
Cassette Radio with MW, FM
and FM MPX.
Power 8 watts output per channel.
Variable tone
control,
smooth
linear tuning, end of tape indicator,
cassette eject button, fast forward.
Stereo balance control. Complete
with speakers and cables. £43-95
P & P £ 110.
Prices correct ass: 20.2.75.
Access and Barclaycard Welcome.
Cheques accepted with bank card.
HP and personal loans available to
callers only. All offers subject to
availability. E. & 0.E. We reserve
the right to alter specifications on
our systems and our prices. By
return mail order service(if C.W.O.)
to Department

Rush Audio

4 Baddow Road Chelmsford Essex Tel Chelmsford 64393
161
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B&B
MBA
HIGH WYCOMBE &
READING

A Sound
Improvement
The Hi -Fi enthusiast demands
higher and higher sound quality and
with the knowledge that staticattracted dust is one of the major

QUAD

We_Zi_f•
TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Akai 8030 ..
Akai 8080 ..
Pioneer SX 300
Pioneer SX 434
Pioneer SX 535
Pioneer SX 636
Pioneer SX 838
Pioneer SX 939
Pioneer SX 1010
Rotel RX 152
Rotel RX 202
Rotel RX 402
Rotel RX 602
Rotel RX 802
Leak 2000 ..
Sansui 441 ..
Sansui 551 ..

£102.90
£128.00
£68.00
£89.50
£119-00
£139.00
£220.00
£245-00
£299.00
£65.50
£79.00
£97.00
£126.50
£159.00
£145-00
£89.00
£129-00

QUAD TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer QX 646
£212.00
Pioneer QX 747
£279.00
Pioneer QX 949
£369.00

causes of wear and noise, the
Zerostat Pistol was created. The
Pistol is a simple but effective tool
which when aimed at a record and
the trigger squeezed, emits ions

AMPLIFIERS
Pioneer SA 500A
Sansui AU 101
Rotel RA 211
Rotel RA 311
Rotel RA 611

which neutralise the static charge
on the surface of the record.

TURNTABLES
Pioneer PL I2D
Pioneer PLA 450
Pioneer PL 5IA
Pioneer PL 61
Pioneer PL 71
Sansui SR 212
Connoisseur BD2
Leak 2001 ..
Wharfedale Linton ..

The Pistol, which has been featured
on television, was developed in
conjunction with a British University
leading the field in electrostatics
research.

SPEAKERS
Celestion County ..
Celestion Ditton 15

£49.00
£47.90
£38.90
£50.50
£79.50
£42-90
£86 SO
£118 50
£108 00
£132 00
£52 90
£41 00
P.O.A.
£27.50
P.O.A.

Celestion Ditton 25
Celestion Ditton 44
Celestion Ditton 66
Leak 2020 ..
Leak 2030 ..
Leak 2060 ..
Leak 2075 ..
Marsden Hall XLIO
Marsden Hall XLI5
Marsden Hall XL20
Rank Domas 150
Rank Domas 175
Rank Domas 250
TUNERS
Akai 550 ..
Akai AT 580
Pioneer TX 500A
Rotel 222 ..
Rotel 322 ..
Rotel 622 ..

P.O.A.
£49.90
£68.60
£118.00
£225.00
£33.50
£39-90
£49-00
£26.50
£38.50
£59-00

£69-00
£95.00
£62.00
£39.50
£53.90
£86-50

CASSETTE MACHINES
Akai CS 33D
Akai GXC 38D
Akai GXC 46D
Akai 510D ..
Akai 75D ..
Sansui SC 737
Sansui SC 636
Pioneer CT 414IA
Pioneer CT 515IA
Pioneer CT 7171

£79.00
£95.00
£109-00
£131.00
£139-00
£125-00
£117-90
£99.90
£113.90
£139-00

REEL TO REEL
Akai 4000 DS
Akai 4000 DB
Akai 260 D ..
Akai 400 D

£89-00
£139.00
£149.00
£475.00

HEADPHONES: Koss, Sennheiser,
Howland-West, Pioneer, Wharfedale.
E. & O. E.

The Pistol is available from Zerostat
Instruments Limited and costs £ 6.69,

AGENTS FOR THE FOLLOWING EQUIPMENT:
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH - ARMSTRONG - BOWERS & WILKINS - BOSE
DUAL - IMF - JENSON - KEF - LINN SONDEK - NEW ACOUSTIC DIMENSION - N.E.A.L. - QUAD - SCAN DYNA - SME - TANDBERG - TOSHIBA
TEAC-TRIO-TRANSMISSION ELECTRONICS-CAMBRIDGE-REVOX-TANNOY
(NATIONAL TECHNICS, PANASONIC, SONAB, HIGH WYCOMBE ONLY)

inclusive of postage, packing and
V.A.T.

Zerostat Instruments Limited,
Nuffield Road Industrial Estate, St. Ives, Huntingdon, Cambs. PE17 4LD
Telephone: St. Ives ( 0480) 62225
Please send me literature/

Zer0OBB Pistols at EOM each inclusive of

postage, packing and VAT for which Ienclose a cheque/PO for £

162

Comparator demonstrations *
Full after sales service *

*
*

Credit
ged
Good advice given

*
*

All budgets catered for
All equipment guaranteed
for at least Iyear
Prices include 8% V.A.T.
Closed all day Monday

B&B HI-FI

16 GUN STREET READING Tel. 583730

Name

Address

*
*

HFN

4 PRIORY ROAD HIGH WYCOMBE Tel. 35910

You know
KEF Chorale...
natural sound from
amodestly-priced
shelf speaker

With new Keel
it costs even less!
When KEF Chorale arrived, even the most ardent hi-fi purists had to start taking shelf speakers
seriously. The Chorale shattered the myth that natural, uncoloured sound only came
from big and costly speakers.
Now, KEF meet insistent demand by offering this standard-setting performance in
kit form, as Kefkit 1. In its modest 20 litre enclosure, Kefkit 1economises on
space ... and cash ! Each kit provides two superb KEF drive units connected
via asophisticated printed circuit dividing network ... ready mounted
on anew rigid polyurethane foam baffle. KEF can then test each
kit in its correct enclosure, as acomplete system. Your Kefkits
come with this assurance of full specified performance, backed
with a5year guarantee. They also come with completed
grille assembly, pre- formed acoustic damping foam and
full step-by-step instructions.
The simple, sure way
to enjoy the true KEF sound, at lowest cost.

eie
Kef Electronics Limited
Tovil Maidstone ME15 6aP Kent.
Telephone 0622 57258 Telex 96140

Please send me
details of the new
Kefkit 1. Also
details of the larger
Kefkit 3, for floorstanding enclosures of
60 to 150 litres volume.

/Name
Address

HFN4

if you're serious
about sound.

MS 1
80 WATTS • 25 WATTS R.M.S.
PER CHANNEL INTO 8 OHMS
The IC2000 Mk II is the latest addition to the already famous Amstrad range. New in both
looks and performance — an increased power handling and output with awider frequency
response and alower distortion factor with slide potentiometers for all controls, toggle
'flip switches' for Stereo/Mono, Loudness, Rumble and Scratch filters and interlocking
of all other facilities is carried out by push-button selectors. The amplifier is designed
specifically for stereo use on two loudspeakers but the additional facility of
Quadrosound has been added if four speaker reproduction is required.
These advanced technicerefinements have been enclosed in ateak finished cabinet
with ablack anodised fascia, silver slide knobs and push- buttons, and chrome finish
toggle switches. Size; 171" xsr x31 -

The ArostradIC2000 Mk II performs with apowerful 25 watts per channel into 8Ohm
loads with both channels fully driven — Stereo mode. Frequency response is 15Hz to
30kHz ± 3c18 : 20Hz to 20kHz ± 2dB. Distortion less than 0.25% at lkHz at full rated
output — Stereo mode. Provides more amplification than can be safely handled by some
amplifiers costing many times the price. All components are mounted on printed circuit
boards. The power circuit employs athick film integrated circuit giving very low
distortion factors coupled with awide frequency responseand wide power band width.
Employed in the IC2000 Mk II is aregulated power supply to ensure maximum
performance in output and minimum distortion at high listening levels.
Rec. retail

£60.00

including VAT.

All British Made

INTEGRA 4000 Mk II
60 WATTS • 15 WATTS
R.M.S. PER CHANNEL
INTO 8 OHMS

/
/4 SUDE
TIL

The Amstrad Integra 4000 Mk II has muc hmore i
n th
e way o f
advancedelectron ,circuitry providing an improved circuit performanc e pl us th e add edfacility of
Quadrosound. The Mk.Ilversion is fitted with anew type t
rans f
ormer spec i
al l
y
developed and tested to reduce hum and noise. In add it
ion ,
zenar diodes are
employed throughout the pre- amplifier and tone sta ges presen ti ng a greater
voltage stability. The construction is based on printed circuit layout on the one
board principle, utilising integrated circuits by aworld famous maker and special ry
graded and marked for Amstrad, complimented by two integrated circuits for
pre- amplifier and driver application.
The main amplifier section provides 15 watts RMS per channel into 8ohms ( 60
watts total music power). Distortion factor is less than 0.5% at 1Kc full output.
Frequency response 20 Hz-25 kHz. The tone control circuit employs the latest
SLIDING CONTROLS for accurate manipulation of the frequency spectrum.
The controls are Bass, Treble, with an additional refinement of ' MIDDLE' control
for mid- range frequencies, together with two separate volume controls for left and
right channels for true stereo balance.
'
FEATURES: Magnetic Cartridge input, Ceramic Cartridge input, Radio Tuner
input , Tape in and out, Scratch Filter, Rumble Filter, Loudness Control, Mono/
Stereo control, Headphone output and Power On/Off switch with matching neon
indicator.
STYLING: Teak cabinet, affixed to anodised brushed extruded fascia trimmed
with black, silver slider knobs and push- buttons. Size: 131 -x9' x2r.
Rec retail

£47.00

including VAT.

All British Made

el

rCOUSTRA

ilimmilline---\
Speakers

•unique in design
•superb in performance

RANGE
SECOND
TO NONE

IDEAL FOR HORIZONTAL OR VERTICAL
FLOOR OR SHELF MOUNTING

Beautifully finished teak enclosures with metal
trim and exclusive grille design.

ACOUSTRA 2500

Power Handling — 25 Watts RMS. Frequency
Response — 35.
17,000 Hz. 8" Long throw bass unit, cone made of a
rigid paper with arubber roll surround. 3r mid
range treble unit. Speakers are front mounted to
reduce tunnelling effects. Also employed is a
crossover unit consisting of highly accurate
wound coils and electrolytic capacitors.
Dimensions 19r x101" xsr deep.
Rec. retail £ 60.00
per pair including VAT
_.

AND
QUALITY
TO MATCH
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Amstrad
1500 Speakers
were used by
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ACOUSTRA 1500

for monitoring the
outgoing sound
transmission of the
World Cup in
Germany

Power Handling — 15 Watts RMS. Frequency
Response— 45.
17,000 Hz. Enclosure Type — Acoustic Suspension.
Impedance — 8ohms. 6r Long throw bass unit,
cone made of arigid paper with arubber roll
surround. 3r mid range treble unit. Speakers are
front mounted to reduce tunnelling effects. Also
employed is acrossover unit consisting of highly
accurate wound coils and electrolytic capacitors.
Dimensions 141" x101" x8r deep.
Rec. retail £ t18.00
per pair including VAT
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MULTIPLEX 3000
STEREO FM TUNER WITH AUTOMATIC
BUILT-IN STEREO MULTIPLEX DECODER

the Amstrad 6000
Stereo Cassette Tape Deck

<V*

It has taken along time, but design and exhaustive laboratory tests have evoked asuperbly
designed Stereo Tape Deck incorporating the latest electronic principles and innovations
to complement the existing Amstrad range of fine hi-fi equipment.

•

The Amstrad 6000 performs well with any amplifier and features
Chromium Dioxide
and Norrnal Tape Switch • Pause control and Autostop • Variable output • Variable Record Level
Twin VU Meters
Tape digit counter • Din or Phono Connections • Suitable for all types of Cassette Tape CRO,/Normal • Compatible with
any Amp/Tuner/Hi-Fl System
Two mike inputs
Noise Reduction Switch. Size:
314 mm wide x 231 mm deep < 111 mm high. Rec. retail £68.00 inc. VAT.

•

•

•

e

An all solid state FM tuner utilising the latest innovations and features
usually found only in more expensive models. The tuner employs all printed
circuit module circuitry, the tuner heart is designed around the latest
transistor technology for good sensitivity. The IF stage employs the latest
INTEGRATED circuit again giving the best possible results due to the vast
development experience applied to this particular semiconductor. A major
facility usually found in equipment costing far more is the SWITCHABLE
MUTE ( Muting of lnterstation noise). The Multiplex 3000 uses the latest
PHASE LOCK LOOP stereo decoder again atrue refinement in electronic
technology, the decoder is complemented by special ceramic filters to aid
tape recording facility. Also provided in the Multiplex 3000 is a L.E.D.
(light emitting diode) stereo beacon which is automatically activated when
astereo broadcast is being transmitted, together with a mono/stereo
switch enabling the stereo signal to be altered to mono in the case of poor
stereo reception.
The Multiplex 3000 is compatible with any Amplifier or Tape Deck and
Recorder, and will operate within any stereo system. To enhance this facility we
have fitted the very latest sliding volume control to enable {he signal to be
attenuated to suit any input.
STYLING .:Finished in sheerline satin teak, with black front panel with
white lettering, silver colour knobs and toggle switches. Size 17' x 3' X 7}".

Rec. retail

£42.00

including VAT

All British. macle

Available at COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES—DUO- SOUND— ELENA MAE ( Scotland)—GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES—LINAVALE RADIO LTD.—LINDAIR—
VIC TOR MORRIS ( Gdasgow)—ROY NEW roN—R & B SYSTEMS—RUSH AUDIO— YORKSHIRE HIFI— ELECTRONIC SERVICES ( Belfast) and most reputable Hi- Ft Dealers.

A.M.S. Trad_ing(AmsTRAD)
89 RIDLEY ROAD • DALSTON
LONDON E8
Tel: 01-249 5237-8-9

LTD.

r

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stockist

El IC2000

Mk11

Integra 4000
pAcoustra Speakers
El Amstrad 6000

11] Multiplex 3000
Tick box for
item(s) of interest.

Name
Address

HFN 4

lb I DOLBYSYSTE
the Amstrad 7000
Stereo Cassette Tape Deck
incorporating the renowned Dolby Noise Reduction
System. Amstrad and Dolby together for the first
time, and the result in terms of reproduction, is
astrong challenge to the arguments of reel to
reel thinkers. The Amstrad 7000 gives an
excellent performance with any amplifier
and features
Chromium Dioxide and
Normal Tape Switch
Pause control
and Autostop
Variable output
Variable Record Level
Twin VU Meters
Tape Digit Counter • Din or Phono
Connections
Suitable for all types of
Cassette Tape CR0 2/Normal
Compatible
with any Amp/Tuner/Hi-Fi System
e Two
mike inputs
Dolby Noise Reduction System.
Size: 314 mm wide x 231 mm deep x 111 mm high
Rec. retail £86.40 inc. VAT.

o
•

e

•

o
e

e

e

e

Kiospd'i'D.E,$)
and the
A
Stm
ers
e
troaA
dm
80p0
lifi M
erkill
Amstrad 8U00 Mk.III the Stereo
Amplifier built for qualitative sound
reproduction, and long term reliability.
The comprehensive and attractively
furnished consol is designed fôr
instantaneous adjustment. The
manifold characteristics include: Slider Bass
and Treble controls, individual Volume
Controls; aunique loudness switch for
widespread listening; rumble and scratch
Filter switches; frontal jack socket for stereo
headphones; ceramic, magnetic, tape and
radio inputs, and output for tape,four rearset
outputs for normal stereo or quadrosound
listening. All this and much more besides
in abeautiful teak finished unit.
Size: 330mm wide
197mm deep
78mm high
Rec. retail £33.00 inc VAT

40 WdttS:
rm.s. per
channel into 8ohms.

10 WdttS

All British made

Available at COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES—DUO- SOUND— ELENA MAE ( Scot land)— GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT W AREHOUSES—
LINAVALE RADIO LTD.—LINDAIR—VIC TOR MORRIS ( Glasgow)—ROY NEWTON—R & B SYSTEMS—RUSH AUDIO— YORKSHIRE HIFI —
ELECTRONIC SERVICES ( Belfast) and most reputable HiFi Dealers.

A.M.S. Trading

(AMSTRAD)

Ltd • 89 Ridley Road • Dalston • London E8.

Tel: 01-249 5237-8-9 Telex: 264869

L

"'•
91•111.

5000

STEREO TUNER
Am/

AMPLIFIER
100 WATTS: 25 WATTS
PER CHANNEL
H.M.S. INTO 8Ohms
21111 FM SENSITIVITY

3WAVE BANDS
.VV. • LAN.

(
AM)

& F.M.(szEo)

TUNER SECTION
AMPLIFIER SECTION

The AM section has sn R.F. stage with delayed Automatic Gain
Control utilising aceramic Band Pass Filter while the F.M. area
employs a Dual Gate F.E.T. ( field effect transisto!) circuitry on a
fibreglass printed circuit base combined with aspecial antimicrophonic tuning gang.

1. Inbuilt Multiplex Stereo Decoder with L.E.D. Stereo
Radio readout

The 5000 is anew concept in Tuner Amplifier design combining decor
styling with powerful performance by providing 100 watt output with an
exceptionally wide frequency response coupled with alow distortion
factor and incorporating many unique electronic circuitry design features
affording the utmost reliability.

2. Muting and A.F.C. ( Automatic Frequency control)
coupled with tuning meter

1. 0.1% distortion at full output — 20-20000 Hz
response

1dB frequency

2. Silicon semi- conductors throughout employing integrated
circuits and discreet transistors

3. Three integrated circuits equivalent to over 150
transistors

3. Input sockets for Magnetic and Ceramic cartridges and
Headphone output

4. Legible tri -colour light readout for tuning scale

4. Loudness control and Mono/Stereo switch

5. Full coverage of Medium. Long and VHF wavebands

5. Independent Rumble and Scratch Filters
6. External 90 adjustable Medium and Long wave aerial
for all-round reception plus 75ohm aerial input for VHF

6. Bass, Middle and Treble and separate volume controls.

Available al COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES

Expensively finished in sheerline

unit in that

DUO- SOUND— ELENA A4AE ( Scotland)—

' t is a true hi fi provided is very good,
the soun d qua1.itY FM section or the

GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT W AREHOUSES—
LINAVALE RADIO LTD.—

e

LINDAIR—VICTOR MORRIS ( Glasgow)—ROY
NEWTON—R & B SYSTEMS—RUSH AUDIO—
YORKSHIRE HIFI— ELECTRONIC SERVICES

it

fro m ... ..
1.., a

ANSWERS Jan 75 issue

amplifier!

(Belfast) and most reputable HiFi Dealers.

(AMSTRAD) LTD
DALSTON
Telex

LONDON E8
264869

dised control consol with silver trim.
The illuminated dial has a tri colour
waveband readout. Size: 231" •
31" • 81". Rec. retail £9000 including
VAT. All British Made.

Please send illustrated literature and address of nearest stcckist

A.M.S. Trading
89 RIDLEY ROAD

satin teak cabinet with black ano-

Tel 01-249 5237-8-9

I.

E Amstrad 5000
Amstrad 7000

Name

E Amstrad 8000 Mk III

Address

Tick box for
item(s)of interest,

HFN4
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Television Sound
at its very best
introduce. anew
generation in
loucispeaker design
The

RA
»8
wice
oersion Hi-H
soeaker system.

The Television Sound Monitor is acomplete F.M. tuner capable
of reproducing high quality sound from television broadcasts.
OPERATING INDEPENDENTLY OF A T.V. RECEIVER, its only

The RA8 has been designed to achieve the maximum
performance possible from aspeaker system of
average price and, therefore, some sensitivity has
been sacrificed for smoothness of response.

requirements are asimple aerial and mains supply. The audio
outputs can be fed directly into any high fidelity amplifier or
tape recorder. V.H.F. radio with stereo facilities can be incorporated as an option.

Richard Allan's 27 years of experience in designing,
manufacturing and testing our own transducers
enables us to guarantee the performance of each
RA speaker system.

Designed and manufactured in England, the Television Sound
Monitor will operate in any country regardless of frequency or
type of modulation — AM. or F.M. Utilising the latest electronic
tuning it has proved its reliability in television studios, relay
networks, schools and Hi Fi homes throughout the world.

The impedance level of this unit has been designed so
that it can be used in pairs as rear speakers in Quasi-Quadraphonic
systems without placing severe demands on normal stereo
amplifiers. Its sensitivity and smoothness of response is such
that it may be used in conjunction with expensive front units
without diminuation of the overall performance of an existing
stereo installation.

• Instant press

Size: 395 x266 x247 mm. ( 154 x 104 x91 ins.)
Vv eight: 6.8 kg. ( 15 lbs) approx.
Finish: Teak or Walnut.
Frequency response: 50 Hz — 20 kHz + 3dB
HP 18 dB/octave
Cro.,so‘er 3.5 kHz
LP 12 dB/octave
frequency : ( modified maximally fiat magnitude.
Butterworth characteristics)
Sensitivity: 10 Watts pink noise for 90 dB at 1metre.
Impedance: 8ohms. ( min) to 22.5 ohms (max).
Power handling capacity: 30 watts peak performance.
20 watts r.m.s.
Tweeter handling capacity: 6watts r.m.s.
Speaker complement: 200 mm Bextrene cone/P.V.C. Surround
Bass Unit. Die cast chassis. 1-2 Tesla
magnet.
20 mm wide dispersion dome tweeter unit.
Price: £56-00+ V.A.T. per pair.
The Richard Allan Quadraphonic Synthesiser, fully programmable
will be shortly available for use with this loudspeaker.
RICHARD ALLAN RADIO LTD.
Bradford Road, Gomersal, Cleckheaton BD19 4AX Yorkshire,
England. Telephone: Cleck hea ton 2442/3. Cables Acoustics,

Bradford.
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button station selection.

e Capable of reproducing high quality sound from any television
system in the world.

• Available

in four versions:— UHF only VHF only: UHF/VHF
and UHF/VHF radio/stereo.

•

In Teak veneered cabinet or chassis only.

e Unconditional two year guarantee.

MOTION ELECTRONICS LIMITED
Addlestead Farm,Tonbridge Road, East Peckham, Kent.
Telephone: 0622-871354

e
-

A postage stamp for your repo,' would be gratefully received.
Please send details of tee Television Sound Monitor to
NAME
ADDRESS

Telephone number

-I

9000

t
wo post \ CAR MW/FM STEREO
sene RADIO CASSETTE PLAYER
AM/FM
SELECTOR

FM STEREO
RADIO SELECTOR

FM RADIO
STEREO
BEACON

FREQUENCY
INDICATOR
NEEDLE

•

TONE
CONTROL

STEREO
BALANCE
CONTROL

ON/OFF
RADIO
TUNING
CONTROL

END OF TAPE
INDICATOR
LIGHT

CASSETTE
FAST
FORWAR
WIND

CASSETTE
EJECT
BUTTON

SWITCH 8,
VOLUME
CONTROL

CASSETTE
ENTRY

finifflumis.
The latest, and one of the greatest of
Amstrad's accomplishments in the field
of hi-fi, this model enables you to
appreciate true stereophonic fidelity
within the confines of your car. Superbly
engineered, the Amstrad 9000 has highly
developed internal circuitry giving
powerful signal response to mono or
stereo broadcasts. The Cassette Tape
section too performs excellently, and the
unit will fit any car (' in-dash'). Total Music
Power is 16 watts, frequency response
100Hz to 10,000kHz. A truly remarkable unit
with the usual Amstrad quality and value for
money. Also suitable for use in boat or caravan.
• 15 watts Total Music Power
• Dual AM/FM wavebands
• Multiplex Stereo on FM band with
Stereo Beacon

. . and now take AMSTRAD wherever you go!
/11,1

• Independent Stereo balance and
tone controls
• Precision manual tuning control
• Cassette fast forward wind
• Auto-stop

Arai/able from CAVENDISH SALES London, E.1 DUO- SOUND Loo -Ion E12. ELECTRONIC
SERVICES Belfast, ELENA MAE Scotland. GLOBAL AUDIO DISCOUNT WAREHOUSES
London, W2, N1, W11, N16, Birmingham, 1110,4, Portsmouth. Reading, Watford. LASKYS
London W1, WC2, W2, EC(I. Romtord. Southend. Tunbridge Wells, Leicester. Northampton,
Wolverhampton, Croydon. Kingston, Richmond, Birmingham. VICTOR MORRIS Glasgow.
ROY NEWTON Birmingham, Bournemouth, Bristol, Dudley, West Bromwich, Wolverhampton.
Cardiff. R & B SYSTEMS Bekleyheath, Barking, Eltham. Rayne Part, Boscornbe, Newport.
RUSH AUDIO Chelmsford. SEXTONS London, WC2. YORKSHIRE HI.FI Knaresborough,
Bradford. Leeds. Wakefield.
In case of difficulty. write for illustrated brochure and address of nearest stockist tc

Please send illustrated literature on the Amstrad
9000 and address of nearest stockist.
Name
Address

_

HFN 4

(Dept HFN 4 ) A.M.S. TRADING ( AMSTRAD) LTD, 89 RIDLEY ROAD, DALSTON,
LONDON, EL Tel 01.249 5237-8-9. Telex : 260869.
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THEN

GIVE

TRIO

A

RRP
£73.00
£118 00
£169 00
£67.00
£101.00
£163 00
£104.00
£120.00
£142 00
£125 00
£119 50

KA 4002A Amplifier ..
KA 6004 Amplifier
KA 8004 Amplifier
KT 2001A Tuner
KT 4005 Tuner
KT 8005 Tuner
KR 2400 Receiver ..
KR 3400 Receiver ..
KR 4400 Receiver ..
KP 5022 Direct Drive
KX 710 Dolby Cassette

TEAC
A 160 Cassette
A 360 Cassette
A 450 Cassette
A 1230 Reel to
A 3340 4Ch.

US

£119.50
£198.00
£232.00
£225.00
£515.00

Deck..
Deck..
Deck..
Reel ..

AIWA

AD 1500 Cassette Deck
AD 1300 Cassette Deck

.. £ 172.03
£127 75

MONITOR AUDIO ( pairs)
MA 7 Speakers.
.. £59.00
.. £94.00
MA 5 Speakers..
MA 1Speakers..
.. £ 186.00
MA 3 Speakers..
.. £246-00

IMF (
pairs)
Super Compact
ALS 40
TLS 50
Professional Monitor

£90.00
£150&4
£184-80
£385.00

ARE YOU A HI-FI
CALL

FOR THE

MARANTZ

RRP
£95 00
£129 00
£270 00
£99 00
£150 00
£147 03
£179.00
£235.03
£195 00
£395 00
£545 00
£76 00
£96 00
£136.00
£176.00

1030 Amplifier
1060 Amplifier
1120 Amplifier
105B Tuner ..
11513 Tuner ..
2015 Receiver
2220 Receiver
2230 Receiver
4070 4CH. Amplifier
4270 4CH. Receiver
4300 4CH. Receiver
Imperial 4G Speakers
Imperial 5G Speakers
Imperial 6G Speakers
Imperial 7G Speakers

KLH ( pairs)
Model 31 Speakers
32 Speakers..
38 Speaker- ..
17 Speakers..
33 Speakers..
23 Speakers..
5 Speakers ..
9 Speakers ..
Marlboro 101 Speakers
102 SpJakers
103 Speakers

£59.93
£73.00
£95.00
£109-00
£150-00
£159-50
£264.00
£990.00
£85.00
£119.00
£179.50

BOSE

BETTER

RRP
£78 00
£110.00
£180 00
£233 00
£277 00
£190 00
£230 00
£80 00
£100 00
£145 00
£220.00

HARMON KARDON

330B Receiver
630 Receiver ..
930 Receiver ..
Citation 11 Pre-amp
Citation 12 Power amp
HK 1000 Dolby cassette

£115-00
£189.00
£259.00
£189.00
£189-00
£189.00

VIDEOTONE ( pairs)
Minimax II Speakers
Saphire 1Speakers ..
Midimax Speakers ..
Supermax Speakers ..
L.I6 Decade Speakers
L.26 Decade Speakers
L.100 Century Speakers

CELEF AUDIO ( pairs
Mini Speakers
Monitor Speakers

£85.00
£117&0

A.2I Amplifier
A.48 Amplifier
R.2I Tuner ..

EQUIPMENT

TDK-DYNAMIC
C60
C90
CI20

..
..
..

ONE
TEN
£0.53 £5.10
£0.78 £7.70
[I-07 £ 10.25

DUAL- Turntables
1216 3speed plinth & cover .. £62.33
1218 3speed plinth & cover .. £79.30
1229 3speed plinth & cover .. £ 111.80
CS 701 Direct drivel- Shure
V15 Ill
[ 191.62
C 901 Dolby Cassette.. .. £ 171.94
CS 601 Belt drivel- V15 .. £ 129-00

E.R.A.
MK. C, plinth, cover & SME arm £99.84

NEAL
102 Dolby Cassette
103 Dolby Cassette

.. [ 176-00
.. £240-00

Also Available:£36.00
£45•00
£70-00
£120.00

JBL ( pairs)

SUGDEN

Zóee

THE

SQ 707 Amplifier
SQ 700X Amplifier ..
SQ 507X Amplifier ..
L 308 Amplifier ..
L 309 Amplifier ..
CL 350 Pre-amplifier
M 150 Main Amplifier
WL 717 Tuner
WL 700 Tuner
WL 550 Tuner
R 800 Receiver

£318-03
£498-00

OPEN 6 DAYS
PER WEEK

ON

LUX

901 Speakers ..
180IA Amplifier

MAIL
ORDER
PRICES
ON APPLICATION.
PERSONAL EXPORT
PART EXCHANGE.

NUT?

BIGGEST DISCOUNTS

£158-00
£198&0
£390-00
£83.00
£101 00
£78.00

Scott - Rogers - Pioneer - Koss TDK - Thorens - Shure - SME Connoisseur - Revox - Cambridge Goldring - Studiocraft - Metrosound - Icelectric Disco Equipment Transcriptor; - Stanton - JBL ERA - National - Akai - Leak Sansui Zerostat - Ariston - Amcron
WE WILL MATCH ANY
GENUINE DISCOUNT PRICE
Money refunded if not satisfied
and the goods are returned within
14 day;

Z3FY,„4,

N0

ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
DEPOSIT
TERMS
RRP Excl. VAT

6 HARRIS ARCADE, FRIAR STREET, READING, BERKS. Tel. ( 0734) 585463

GE Al' A FAIR

11.13.0.11A.

Pala.

:
pu „PRie
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Cerwin Vega- MUST

BE THE MOST
EFFICIENT d PUNCHY SPEAKER SYSTEM
AVAILABLE TODAY. USED BY RECORDING
STUDIOS, THEATRES, CINEMAS (EARTHQUAKE
MUSICIANS, AUDIOPHILES .......
EXCEPTIONALLY CLEAN, GOOD SOUND.

Audio T- Orders by Mail_

il
...

Hi - Fi Aids

WALL MOUNTING BRACKETS
FLOOR STANDS TO SUIT
ANY SPEAKER (ALMOST)

t!,

A.T.G. 15 THE MAIL ORDER SIDE OF AUDIO T-. FOR
FAST, FRIENDLY ADVICE ON ALL YOUR NEEDS, DON'T
HESITATE TO RING OR WRITE. WE OFFER A BY RETURN
(SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY) MAIL ORDER SERVICE.
AS YOU MAY HAVE NOTICED, WE INCLUDE VERY PEW
PRICES. THIS 15 DUE TO EARLY COPY DATES, POSSIBLE
VAT RATE CHANGES, & CURRENCY FLUCTUATIONS
ON IMPORTED GOODS. IT ALSO SAVES EMBARRASSING
LETTERS ASKING FOR MORE MONEY ONCE WE HAVE
YOUR ORDER.

WE ARE AGENTS FOR:A.D.C.
AIWA
A.K.G.
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
BEYER
BAENELL
CAMBRIDGE AUDIO
CELEF
CELESTION
CERWIN VEGA
COLTON
ERA.
GALE
GARRARD
HARMAN KARDON
HI-FI AIDS
IMF

K.E.F.
ROSS
LEAK
LECSON
LUX
MARANTZ
NATIONAL TECHNICS
ONKYO
RE VOX
SENNHEISER
SHURE
E.M.E.
SPENDOR
STAX
J.E.SUGOEN
TEAC
TRANSCRIPTORS

ALL PRICES
INC. VAT.,
CARRIAGE &
INSURANCE.
ALL UNITS
CARRY THE
AUDIO
GUAPAN

PRICES ON APPLICATION.
PLEASE MAKE ALL CHEQUES, PO.'S etc. PAYABLE TO AT OM.

A. -rom.

105, High Street:
E-TON 5L4- 6AF
•••••••••

Tele

170

one: WINDSOR 54531.

Tues - Sat. 118.m.- 6PM.

The DECADE
of inexpensive
luxury is here

If you think only the privileged are entitled
to the luxury of JBL sound and style, think
again. And look again. At the DECADE range
of speakers. Both two-way and three-way units
emoody the same uncompromising attention
to detail demanded by the professionals and
high- budget audiophiles.
With up to 50 Watts continuous power capacity...
colours to match your decor .... JBL quality ...
do you need more?

11BL
Feldon Audio Ltd, 126 Great Portland St, London W1N 5PH, Telephone 01-580 4314, Telex 28668
171

zi
presents
ratàortor
FREE:

During April and May we are giving free PWB headphones
(list price £211 with every pair of Monitor Audio MA5, MA1
and MA3 speakers purchased, and with every pair of MA7's a
free ZEROSTAT ( list price £6.69). If unable to call, you can
take advantage of this special offer by mail. We will send you
any of the speakers, priced below, carriage and insurance free,
anywhere in the UK.

SPECIFICATIONS & PRICING
MA7

A highly compact system, this model could be
regarded as a smaller but more efficient version of
the MA5 possessing low colouration with a clear
and detailed sound. Handling capacity 25 watts
programme. Size 16" x9 x8" ( deep)
Price per pair including VAT £63.70

MA5

An unusually ' clean' compact speaker, the bass
performance is also less resonant and more
extended by comparison with many of its
competitors. Not very efficient and requires an
amplifier of not less than 25 watts output.
Handling capacity 40 watts programme. Size 22" x
12" x 10" ( deep)
Price per pair including VAT £ 101.52 ( stands
£16.20 extra)
Customer comment about MA5:
"A perfect match for my system and my ears
which is more important. Thank you for a full
hearted speaker". JLB

MA1

This model has set a standard for an open light
character, unusual in an enclosure of this size.
Colouration is low and the degree of musical detail
high. Minimum power requirement 20 watts and
handling capacity 60 watts programme. Size
3e x 13}" x 15" ( deep)
Price per pair including VAT £200.88 ( stands
£24.54 extra)

MA3

Designed to offer the exceptional power
handling and acoustic output without the hardness
and fatiguing properties normally associated with
speakers of this type. It is a 3- way system with
each drive unit individually fused and has a power
handling of 100 watts programme. Size 27j" x
13f x 12} - ( deep)
Price per pair including VAT £265.00 ( stands
£4.54 extra)
Customer comment about MA3:
"Quality of reproduction and construction both
excellent. It surpasses many other makes due to
its clean, clear treble and tight well- controlled
bass." RF
Finish is normally Teak but Walnut and White
are available to order at £6 extra per pair.

ont
,
<J

All we ask is give them ahearing
For the month of April, KJ are proud to feature the superb
range of Monitor Audio speakers. No obligation— just call in
and have a listen— at the same time collect yourself an
application form for our FREE Monitor Audio competition—
you could win a pair of brand new MA3's.

takes off the cra es

On Monday 7th April, KJ will unveil a
new speaker from Monitor Audio. Both
branches will be demonstrating this
exciting new model which will be priced
in a very popular area of the market.
Don't miss this unique opportunity to
hear for yourself this exciting new
speaker.

Km LEISUESOU\D

iii

.0. St Albans Road Watford Herts Tel.Watford 33011

Low deposit instalment
credit facilities easily
arranged
BARCL AYCARD

48 Wigmore Street LondonWI Tel. oi- 486 8263

Showroom hours:Moncay-Saturc ay 930am-530om Thursday late night 'till 8pm
173

D
OOND CENTII

EXPRESS MAIL ORDER
(4 lines) 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
01-802 4131
Monday- Saturday
Phone in your order
Access card number.
Or just write in to:

w

ith your Barc l
aycar d or

105 LAWRENCE ROAD, LONDON, N15 4ES

HI-FI ( Equipment) LTD.

HOLBORN
115 Kingsway, WC2
01-405 0446

WATFORD
94 The Parade, Watford, Herts,
WAT 26602

HOLLOWAY
61 Seven Sisters Road, N7
01-272 7901

MOORGATE
48 London Wall, EC2
01-628 0537

WOOD GREEN
8 Turnpike Parade, N15
(Pict. Line Station)
01-888 4373

PINCH LEY
857 High Road, N12
01-445 3319

PECKHAM
152 Rye Lane, 5E15
01-639 2205

BARNET
4 Hadley Parade, High Street
01-449 8278

ALSO MARBLE ARCH CAMERA 8. HI-FI DISCOUNT CENTRE, 33 Edgware Road W2

01-723 3071

PRICES SHOWN ARE OUR DISCOUNT PRICES INCLUDING VAT
AMPLIFIERS
Cambridge P60 .. £ 116.00
PI 10 .. £ 133.00
Goodmans 40+40 £ 64-00
JVC VN900 SEA £ 157-00
VN700 SEA .. £ 110.50
Leak 2100 .. £ 93-00
2200 .. £ 117.00
Nikko TRM 210 £46-60
TRM 230 .. £56.60
TRM 500 .. £ 8075
TRM 600 .. £ 95-75
Pioneer SA 500A £46.25
Rogers R Bourne £ 78.00
Trio KAI200 £52.00
KAI600 .. £ 78.00
KA4002A £85-00
KA4004 .. £ 106.00
KA6004 .. £ 139.00
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-50

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Goodmans 1-20.. £ 127.00
Module 90 .. £ 102-00
JVC VR5535 SEA £ 178-50
VR5525 SEA .. £ 160.00
VR 5515 .. £ 127-S0
VR 5505 .. £ 89-50
Leak 2000 .. £ 147-00
Nikko STA5050 £ 10700
STA7070 .. £ 129.00
STA8080 £ 150.00
Pioneer ..
P.O.A.
Rogers R'Brook
E92-00
Trio KR2300 .. £ 93-00
KR2400 .. £ 106.00
.. £ 128-00
KR4400 .. £ 147-00
KR5400 .. £ 182.00
KR6400 .. £229-00
Carriage & Insurance LI - 50

TUNERS
Cambridge T55 £ 94-00
JVC VT500 £ 72.S0
VT700 ----£ 10600
Nikko FAM220 £ 56-60
FA M 500 .. £ 79-25
Metrosound FMS 20 £42.00
FMS 40
£42-00
Pioneer TX500 .. £ 64-00
Leak 2300 .. £ 94.10
Trio KTI300 £ 63-00
KT200Ia .. £ 72.00
KT4005 .. £ 99.50

CARTRIDGES IN
MAKERS BOXES
Goldring G850 £ 3.80
G800H .. £ 5.75
G800
.
£6.75
G800E .. £910
G820
£ 7-35
G820E
£ 11-30
Empire 999XE/X £ 9-45
999QE/X £6.10
999RE/X £ 3-75
Ortofon
MISE Super .. £ 29.75
SL I5E Mk 2 .. £28-80
STM72 Module £ 10-25
VMS20E
£ 16.75
FISE FFISE £ 11-45
Shure M3D
£ 4-10
M44-7
£ 5-25
M44E
£ 5-S0
M55E
£ 6-50
M75B
£ 8-50
M7SEJ
£ 10-00
M7SED
£ 11-75
VI5E3
£ 33;60
Post & Insurance 20p
STYLI IN MAKER'S
BOXES
Goldring D120SR £ 2-95
DI IOSR & 110H £ 3.40
D 110E .. £ 7-25
0120 std. ( 78) £2.95
D110 std. ( 78) £ 3-40
Ortofon
MI5 Super E
£ 17-00
VMS20E £ 12;95
F1SE FFI5E £ 6.75
Shure N3D
£ 3-00
N44-7 .. £ 3-65
N44E
£4-05
NSSE
£ 5.25
N75B
£ 4.95
N75E1 .. £ S;90
N75G
£ 5.35
N7SED
£8-20
VN15 E2
£ 12-S0
VN3SE
£ 12-60
VN78 ( 78 for
Vl5E3) £ 11-35
N44-3 ( 78)
£4-S0
N75-3 .. £4-S0
Post & Insurance 15p

Carriage & Insurance LI-00

4- CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES AND
STYLI

PICK-UP ARMS

JVC 4MD 10X .. £28-00
4MD 20X .. £ 30-00
10X or 20X styli £ 15-50

Colton MC 101 .. £ 23 50
Connoisseur SAU2 £ 13 50
Lenco GL75
£ 11 25
SME 3009 ( fixed) £ 37 00
3009/S2 (40-00
PI spacer £ 195
Headshells
SME S2
..
£ 3-40
Lenco PH6
£2 75
PH7
..
£ 4-0S
PH9
£ 3 56
Thorens TP50 and
60 ..
El SO
Ortofon AS2I2 £ 32 00
M shell .
ES- 25
Carriage & Insurance.Arms, SOp; Shells, 20p.
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Post & Insurance 20p
PICK-UP
ACCESSORIES
Scales: Shure .. £ 3.20
Colton .. £ 1.36
Bib .. £ 1.34
Stylus X 50 magnifier
£ 1.20
Stylus cleaner .. £0-36
Alignment protractor £0.45
Test Records
HFS 75 .. £ 2-00
TTR 110 ( Shure) £2-95
Post 10p each

SHURE Microphones
5I5SA
£ 18;00
515SB
£ 17.00
545 Unidyne Ill ( 35- SO
588SA Unisphere B £ 25-90
588SB
£ 24.60
Stands
available.

Revox
1102 & 1104 .. £ 329-00
DL 1132 & 1134 £ 445-00
Sony TC377 )
P.
TC645
TC755
Carriage & Insurance £ 2-00

Post Free
JVC 4- CHANNEL
SPEAKERS ( pairs)
Cambridge R40* £ 169-00
R50*
£230-00
Celestion Hadleigh £ 43-00
County
E49-00
Ditton 15 • • £70-00
Ditton 44* • • £ 117.00
Ditton 25* .. £ 142-00
Ditton 66* • . £ 202-00
Goodmans
Havant SL . • £ 47-00
Minster SL . • £ 38.00
Mezzo SL
£ 71-00
Magnum SC
£90-00
Goodwood* .. £ 96-00
Acromat 400* £ 133.00
JVC SX3 .. £ 134-00
Leak 2020
£ S1 - 45
2030 .. £ 69-35
2060 .. £ 119-70
2075
£ 228.90
Richard Allan
Minette .. £ 28-00
Chaconne .. £ 34.00
Flamenco .. £49;00
Pavane .. £ 71-00
Sardana
.
£ 86.00
Academy* .. £ 131;00
RA 8 .. . £47.50
Sinclair Q16 .. £ 16.00
Tannoy
Chevening 10" £ 158-00
Chatsworth 12". £ 174-oo
Mansfield 1r* £ 185-00
Mansfield 15"* £ 218;00
Amesbury 15"• £ 260-00
Wharfedale
Denton 2 .. £ 31-95
Linton .. £ 39.95
Glendale 3 .. £ 63.9S
Dovedale 3* .. £ 91-95
Kingsdale 3* £ 132-S0
Carriage & Insurance L2-50,
•L3-50
SPEAKER

KITS ( pairs)

Richard Allan Twin* ( 17- SO
Tripple 8* .. £27-00
Triple 12 .. £ 39.00
Super 12 .. £47.00
Tannoy 10" HPD £ 123-S0
12" HPD
£ 125.75
IS HPD
£ 160-00
Wharfedale
Linton 2* .. £ 21-00
Glendale 3 .. £ 39.50
Dovedale 3 .. £ 59.00
Goodmans
Mezzo Twin £41.35
Carriage & Insurance:
*£1.00; £ 2.00.
Tannoy 12 & IS, £ 3.00.
TAPE RECORDER
DECKS
Aka: 4000DS
E94-00
4000DB ( Dolby) £ 139-S0

4VN880 amp ..
4VN990 amp ..
4VR5456 T/amp
4VR5446 7 /
amp

Due

to

prices,
right

ever
we

to

prices

£153.00
E229-00
£339-00
E272-00

changing

reserve
amend

without

the

Cover .. £ 5-00
GL78P/C £ 62-S0
Leak complete .. £ 49.00
Pioneer PL 120 £42.00
Thorens TD160B/C £ 55-00
TD I
60C .. £64-00
TDI25
£ 7S-00
TD125AB .. £ 110.00
TX25 cover .. £ 8-25
125 Base & Cover
(metro) .. £ 12-00
Transcriptors
Hydraulic Ref £ 91-S0
+ Arm .. £ 109-50
Wharfedale Linton* £ 29.00
JVC VLS .. £63-00
JLA 3
..
£9800
Carriage & Insurance LI - 75,
*L1.25

our

notice.

E. & O. E.

4VR5426 T/amp £ 178-S0
Trio KR6340 .. £214.00
KR8340 .. £ 31300
KCD2 decoder* £48-00
JVC
5911 remote
control* .. £21-00
4DDS Demodulator* £58-00
Carriage & Insurance £ 2-00
*L1-00
TURNTABLES
G

d chassis
SP25 Mk IV* £ 14-75
86 SB
£29.50
Zero 100SB .. £ 43.00
Modules with cartridge
SP25 Mk IV
£ 29.00
86 SB .. £43.S0
Zero 100 SB £ 58-00
401 .. £ 42-00
Connoisseur
BDI Kit *
£ 12-75
BD2 SAU2 Ch. £ 31.25
802 SAU2 BIC £ 39- SO
Goldring
GLIO2P/C• £29-50
GL75P
£ 46.75

HEADPHONES
Akai ASE II
ASE20
ASE22
Howland- West
C1S250..
CIS300..
CIS600..
C1S800..
CIS800V
C15900..
CI S4000
KOSS K6
K6 L/C
K0727B
PRO4AA
K71 I ..
KO 747
ESP 9 ..
HVI
HV IA ..
HV1 L/C
PRO 5 L/C
K6 LC Q
K2+2 ..
Pro 5 Q
KO 747Q
Phase 2
T5D
T1OA
Pioneer SE 205
SE 305
Sennheiser HD 414
HD 424

£6-95
£8-95
£10-95
£6-1S
£8.30
£7.60
£S-85
£6-85
£6.95
£11.95
£12-40
£14-25
£15-95
£28.00
£11-30
£21-00
£53.50
£70.00
£22-25
£24-00
£27.00
£30-65
£2S- 7S
£43-65
£40-00
£37-25
£37-25
£S;40
£10-25
£7-75
£12-00
£13-50
£20-2S

Yamaha HP 900
HP 500 ..

£ 18.00
£ 1450

Post & Insurance 50p
CASSETTE DECKS
Akai CS3OD .. £ 63.00
CS33D
£ 77-00
GXC36D £ 80-00
GXC38D £ 100-00
GXC46D £ 115-00
GXC65D ( 125.00
GXC75D ( 145-00
GXC510D £ 138-00
BASF 8100 ( DNL) £ 112- SO
8200 ( Dolby/
DNL)
£ 17S-00
Goodmans SCD100 £ 135.00
JVC 1656 .. £ 84-00
1667 ANRS £ 101-00
1668 ANRS £ 135-00
Leak 2002 .. £ 109.50
National RS260US £ 48.S0
RS263US £ 135•00
Trio KX7I0 £ 127.50
Yamaha TB700 £ 134-50
W'Dale WHD2OD £ 86-00
Carriage & Insurance £ 1-50
PORTABLE CASSETTE
RECORDERS AND
RADIO/CASSETTE
BASF C930I £ 69.50
C9302 .. £ 75.00
C9202 .. £ 52-50
C9I10
£ 30.00
Case for 9202.. £ 5.38
Mit 9202/9302 £ 3-78
JVC 1610 .. £ 40.00
1646 ( mini) .. £ 30-25
1602 .. £28.00
9407 ( radio) .. £ 68.00
9403 ( radio) .. £ 61-50
9408 ( radio) .. £57.75
9310 ( radio) .. ( SS 25
National RQ309S £24.00
RQ413S .. £ 32-60
RQ443S ( radio) £ 43-00
RQ444S ( radio) £ 57.00
RQ434FLS ( radio) £48-00
RQ447H-IS
(radio) • £ 59-00
RS4515 ( radio)
stereo cass. £ 96-00
Full range SONY & Sanyo
Carriage & Insurance £1.00

We are appointed stockists for:- ARMSTRONG, ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, BOWERS &
WILKINS, K.E.F., MARANTZ, QUAD, REVOX, SONY, TRIO,
TECHNICS, YAMAHA.
Many items are in short supply.

Prices and delivery on request.

TEAC, TANDBERG.
Phone: 01-802 4131.

TAPE
C45 C60 C90 CI20
Scotch Dynarange
0-50 0;65 0-95
Cr02 0-75 0.90 1• IS
Classic1;10 1.35 1-85
Maxell
LN
0-58 0-84 1-02
UD
0.78 0.88 1.15 I-50
TDK
D
0SI 0.S9 0.84 1-09
SD
0-75 1-05 1.45
ED
1.00 I- SO
KR
I- IS 1-60

BASF
LH
Super
Cr02

0-59 0.83 1-08
0-74 0.95 1-32
1-10 1-39 1.83

Post Sp per Cass.; 20p per 5
Cass.; 33p per 10 Cass.
Reels

5,t"

Scotch Hi -Fi
222 .. . £ 1-52
223 ... £ 178
224 .. £ 2.46
225 .. £ 3-09

7"
£ 184
£2 46
£ 309
£ 3 92

BASF LP .. £ 1-98 £ 2-82
OP
£2-84 £ 3-50
Super LP .. £ 2 34 ( 3-33
OP
£3-72 £4 60
LPR35LH
£ 5.50
TDK Audua
Maxell
Matt Back ..

£ 3-10
f3 10

Post: 1 reel 25p; 3 reels,
35p; 5 reels, 60p; 10 reels,
95p.

We're not
exhibitionists
At least, not for this year. For the time being, you won't
see aB&W stand at the exhibitions. We think we've got
our priorities right, and this year we're concentrating
on two things:
Fulfilling world demand for our range of
fine loudspeakers.
Development of future generations of
B & W speakers.
But don't delay the pleasure of hearing B&W speakers.
An exhibition can't be as thorough as a dealer demonstration, and we've over 300 Appointed Dealers.

D5

1101
1I

DM4

Bergin
Loudspeakers
appointed dealer
S &VVIZIMICOMM

Look for this sign

DM2A

CM70
IMPROVED

Write for colour booklet of B&W Loudspeakers and name of your nearest Appointed Dealer

B&W ELECTRONICS Meadow Road Worthing BN11 2RX Telephone (0903) 205611

The new KA1200 amplifier:RMS output both channels into 8ohms.
13W@1KHz.Bandwidth 20Hz- 40KHz. Size 372 x125 x252 ( mm). Price £57

The new KA1600 amplifier:RMS output both channels into 8ohms.
23W@1KHz. Bandwidth 20Hz-40KHz. Size 372x125 x252(mm). Price £92.
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The new KT1300 tuner: Usable sensitivity ( IHF) FM section 3.0mV
AM section 20 i/V. Size 372 x125 x252 ( mm). Price £69.

Even with arange
like ours we thought
you might not find
just what you wanted.
Anyone who has taken aserious look at the subject will tell
you that Trio is equipment of the highest quality— very difficult, if
not impossible, to beat for value if you compare specifications.
Wéve always offered awide range — and kept it under strict
review— so that whatever your needs you can suit them exactly
As aresult,we are now introducing two new amplifiers and a
tuner that matches both.
Quite simply we believe that they will enable more of you to
put together atop quality hi-fi system with the performance and
specifications you want.
However, it is important to remember that all Trio equipment
is conservatively rated, so you'll find that it is better in performance
than it is on paper.
That is why after reading our brochure, you must visit your
dealer and hear the new equipment.
We think you'll be impressed.

rTRIC1

Please send me your brochure on the complete Trio range.
Name
Address
1
1FN1

See and hear Trio at the High Fidelity 75 exhibition.
B. H. N1orris & Co. ( Radio) Ltd., Trio House, The Hyde, London NW9 6JP.Tel: 01-205 6441. Agents in Eire: Peat Wholesale Ltd., Dublin.

SON-Y;

THE NAME THAT
MEANS QUALITY

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR LEAFLETS AND PRICES
MUSIC CENTRES
HMK 20 ..
HMK 40 ..

TUNERS

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AUDIO SYSTEMS
HMP 20 ..
HMW 20 ..
HMP 40 ..
HMP 70 ..
HP 511 A

••
••
••

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
PS 230 ..
PS 5520 ..
PS 5550 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA
TA

70 • •
88 . •
1055 • •
1066 . •
1130 . •
1150 ..
3140F

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

ST
ST
ST
ST
ST
ST

70 ..
88 ..
5055L
5066 ..
5130 ..
5150 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
STR 6036A
P.O.A.
STR 6046A
P.O.A.
STR 6055..
P.O.A.
STR 6200F
P.O.A.
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS
SS

LOUDSPEAKERS
70 ..
P.O.A.
5088 ..
.• P.O.A.
5177 ..
• • P.O.A.
5300A
• • P.O.A.
7100 ..
• • P.O.A.
7200 ..
• . P.O.A.
7300A
P.O.A.

COLOUR TV's
KV 131OUB
P.O.A.
KV 133OUB
P.O.A.
KV 181OUB
P.O.A.

PORTABLE TV's
TV 110UK

P.O.A.

CASSETTE DECK/TUNER
HST 139 ..

P.O.A.

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

CASSETTE DECKS
121 .. .. .. P.O.A.
129 .. .. P.O.A.
131 SD
.. P.O.A.
134 SD
.. P.O.A.
146 A
.. P.O.A.
152 SD
.. P.O.A.
161 SD
.. P.O.A.
177 SD
.. P.O.A.

TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC
TC

REEL-TO-REEL
270 . •
••
280 . •
377 • •
.•
458 • .
••
630 • •
•.
645 ..
755 ..
.•
756-2 ..
.•

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

MAIL ORDER SPECIALISTS-ADD £150 PER ITEM P & P.

AKAI

SANYO

CASSETTE DECKS
CS3OD
P.O.A.
CS33D
P.O.A.
GXC36
P.O.A.
GXC36D
P.O.A.
GXC38
P.O.A.
GXC38D
P.O.A.
GXC46D
P.O.A.
GXC65D
P.O.A.
GXC75D
P.O.A.
GXC4OT
P.O.A.
GXC510D
P.O.A.

ROTEL

MUSIC CENTRES
G2611 K
P.O.A.
GXP4540K
P.O.A.
G2615N
P.O.A.
RADIO RECORDERS
M2419LG
P.O.A.
M2424FG
P.O.A.
M2424W
P.O.A.
M244OLG
P.O.A.
M2468LG
P.O.A.
M4505
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
RD4250G..
P.O.A.
RD4300
P.O.A.
RD4600G..
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
PT600SA
P.O.A.
TP700SA
P.O.A.
LOUDSPEAKERS
RW15S
P.O.A.
RW3OS
P.O.A.
RW4OS
P.O.A.
COLOUR TV
CTP5101T
P.O.A.
CTP5101W
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
RA211
P.O.A.
RA311 ..
P.O.A.
RA611 ..
P.O.A.
RA810
P.O.A.
RA1210 ..
P.O.A.
TUNERS
RT222
P.O.A.
RT222
P.O.A.
RT622
P.O.A.
RT1220
P.O.A.

REEL-TO-REEL
1722L
P.O.A.
4000DS
P.O.A.
4000DB
P.O.A.
GX260D
P.O.A.
GX1820D..
P.O.A.
GX600D
P.O.A.
GX600DP
P.O.A.
GX600DB
P.O.A.
GX400D
P.O.A.
GX400DP
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
AA5200 . • .. P.O.A.
AA5500
P.O.A.
AA5800
P.O.A.
TUNERS
AT550
AT580

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

PIONEER

TURNTABLES
PL12D
P.O.A.
PL12S
P.O.A.
PL15D
P.O.A.
PL51 A ..
P.O.A.
PL71
P.O.A.
PLA45D
P.O.A.
COMPLETE SYSTEMS
OPUS ONE .. P.O.A.
OPUS TWO .. P.O.A.
OPUS THREE .. P.O.A.
OPUS FOUR .. P.O.A.

NATIONAL
PANASONIC
MUSIC CENTRES
SG1010L
P.O.A.
SG1050L..
P.O.A.
SG1070L
P.O.A.
SG2050L
P.O.A.
SG205OLD
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
RS260US
P.O.A.
RS263US
P.O.A.
RS271 US
P.O.A.
RS610US
P.O.A.
RS676US
P.O.A.
TUNERS
ST3200
P.O.A.
ST3500
P.O.A.
AMPLIFIERS
SU3200
P.O.A.
SU3500
P.O.A.
SU9600
P.O.A.
COLOUR TV
TC42GA
P.O.A.
TC85GA
P.O.A.
TC86G
P.O.A.

PLEASE TELEPHONE FOR OUR BARGAIN PRICES

All products carry 12 months labour and parts guarantee.
We reservethe rightto amend prices without prior notice. E.& O. E.
All prices include V.A.T.
Our Showroom is open: 9 a.m.-6 p.m.
Wed. to 1 p.m.

HITACHI
AMPLIFIERS
1A600
P.O.A.
1A1000
P.O.A.
TUNERS
FT600

P.O.A.

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
SR700
P.O.A.
SR800
P.O.A.
SR1100
P.O.A.
SR3400
P.O.A.
SR5400
P.O.A.
TURNTABLES
PS12 ..
P.O.A.
PS33
P.O.A.
PS77
P.O.A.
LOUDSPEAKERS
HS220T • • • • P.O.A.
HS320 •. • • P.O.A.
HS350 • • . • P.O.A.
HS420 . • . • P.O.K.
HS420 • • . • P.O.A.
HS500 ..
P.O.A.
HS1500WA
P.O.A.
SS32
P.O.A.
SS52
P.O.A.
CASSETTE DECKS
TRQ2020D
P.O.A.
TRQ2030D
P.O.A.
TRQ2040D
P.O.A.

BERNARD LEIGH ( ELECTRICAL)
13 HIGH STREET, YIEWSLEY, MIDDLESEX
We are opposite West Drayton Railway Station
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Tel: West Drayton 46237 &. 49420

What composer ever wrote hiss,
wow or flutter into his scores?
This man may
be writing musical
history But it's with
Eflats and Gminors,
not with hisses,wows
and flutters.
They're neither
his work, nor some
musical arranger's
embellishments.
They are, in fact,
the accompaniment
of the tape recorder
(Tape passing across
the head can cause
hiss. When tape
speed fluctuates it
wows. And when tape vibrates, it
flutters.) But they don't exactly add
anything to aperformance.
One tape- recorder, however,
doesn't provide accompaniment.
It's the Sony TC161SD.
To hush hiss, it uses the ' Dolby'
system, which amplifies the quiet
bits when they're recorded to make
them stand out from tape hiss.

'Dolby' is areg,stered trade mark of DolOy Labs Inc.

ii
In playback, it automatically
cuts these boosted passages to
their original volume. At the same
time, suppressing the hiss.
To curb wow and flutter, the
TC161SD has dual capstan drive.
(Which keeps them down to a
minimal 01/..)
It's not the only Sony'Dolby'
deck.There's also theTC131SD and
the TC134SD
All of them have Ferrite and
Ferrite Heads, that last up to 200
times longer than ordinary ones.
And if they don't play 3ach the
way Bach wrote it,don't slate us.
It's the conductor soNyScoy cassette decks start at £ 104.95 inc VAT, For free doit yourself demonstrations and
advice about all Sony Equipment, visit the Sony Showroom, 134 Regent St, London W1R 6DJ.
Correct at time of going to press.

The Bose 901 speakers look like no other
stereo speakers do because they sound like
no other stereo speakers do.
This is no idle boast.
Bose 901 speakers are constructed to a
revolutionary new principle.
Instead of hearing the sound direct from
the front of the speakers (radiated sound) you
hear it from the rear of the speakers after it
has been reflected against the wall.
To our knowledge this is the only true way
of simulating the sound you hear in aconcert
hall, which is 89% reflected sound and 11°/ri
direct sound.
If you've bought adecent amplifier you
ought to hear the difference this system
makes.

How the Bose speaker works.
Each of those strange shaped cabinets
contains nine drive units or speakers.
Unlike more orthodox speakers, eight of
the drive units face the wall of your room; only
one fill-in unit faces you directly.
So obviously the majority of the sound
you get will have been bounced off the walls
before you hear it.
The acoustic response is influenced by
the electrical response of an equaliser unit
inserted in the amplification chain.
The nine speakers are identical and no
crossover network is used.

901 ;ewe , Qu ALI
-...e
fteee;

Why the funny shape?
The strange shape isn't just adesign fad,
though it will certainly be atalking point with
your friends.
Its purpose is to enable the sound from
the eight rear-facing speakers to be
successfully bounced off the wall and around
the sides of the cabinet back to the listener
The idea is that apentagon facing the
wall will prevent any surfaces being parallel
to the speakers. So you won't get any standing
waves.
This method of sound production has two
benefits. It allows agood centre mix of sound,
but it also allows for more sound to be thrown
to the sides, emphasising the separation.
At low frequencies, all nine speaker's
respond in phase to move fairly large amounts
of air, thus radiating bass power
At high frequencies, the small diaphragm
of each speaker naturally behaves like a
tweeter. Differences in resonances are
overcome by the internal coupling of the
drive units.
To extend the range of smooth response
and shape it to suit both program material and
room acoustics Bose use an 'active equaliser',
asolid state device which boosts the very low
and very high ends of the spectrum.
The result is possibly the most true
concert hall sound you've ever heard.
As afurther bonus the speakers are
guaranteed for five years.

Hear what the critics say.
When first introduced, the Bose 901
system took the critics by storm. You can
read what they said in afree booklet produced
by Bose. It's yours for the asking.

A7,75 E ®

Bose (UK) Limited,
Milton Regis,
Sitting bourne,Kent.
Telephone no.0795 75341.
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T. Richard Johnson

12 years research.
Such aradical step in speaker design
was not taken lightly, as you'll have gathered.
It took the Bose Corporation 12 years'
intensive research by sound technicians to
produce the revolutionary Bose 901 system.
It was worth it because so many
professionals now use it. But it's equally
suitable for domestic use
because its such a
powerful small
speaker (It handles
up to 300W RMS.)
Still don't take
our word for it.

ROY NEWTON
DISCOUNT CENTRES

MANUFACTURERS'HFII
AUDIO SYSTEMS. complete.
Bush Arena:System 15
*System 20 • .
System 25 • .
Ekco ZU3 .. • •
*Ekco ZU5J
*Ekco ZU9
•
Ferguson 3047 • .
*Ferguson 3457 • •
*Ferguson 3458 • •
HMV 2046.. •
*HMV 2455 .. • .
*HMV 24558
*HMV 2456 ..
*HMV 2459 ..
»HMV 2488
*Philips RH851 cass.
*Philips GF807 • •
*Philips RH8I4 • •
Philips GF8I5 • .
*Philips RH837 . •
*Philips RF839
Philips GF907
Philips GF908
Philips N2407 cass.
Pye 1022 ..
Pye 1557 ..
*Pye 1558 ..
Pye 5000
Pye 5001
*Pye 5002
Pye 9146 LIS
Ultra 6046 ..
*Ultra 6451
*Ultra 6453 ..
*Ultra 6462 ..

Rec.
Price

RN
Price

£121.18
£167.70
£172•17
£109-82
£238.64
£438.95
t48.55
£92•70
£137.00
£69-05
£191/0
£197.25
£227-40
£135-55
£305.00
£199.00
£99-50
£159-00
03.15
£269.00
£83•45
£159.50
£168-87
£14040
£110•35
£47.25
£149.44
£6.45
£83•30
£103.20
£110.15
£71.40
£87-15
£196.50
£85.05

£65•50
£93.50
£81.00
£69.95
£14300
£226.00
£30-00
£57.00
£84-00
£42.50
£118-00
£121.00
£168.00
£83.50
£185-00
£128.00
£59.50
£99.50
£38-50
£168-50
£49.95
£95.00
£89.95
£77.00
£57.00
£29.00
£89.50
£37.00
£42.95
£56.00
£67-00
£43.50
£53.50
£113.00
£52.00

MUSIC CENTRES
*Ekco ZU4L .. £ 207.50 £ 127 00
*Ekco ZU440 .. £315•25 £ 195 00
*Ekco ZU540 .. £410.80 £251.00
*Ferguson 3463 .. £ 177.65 £ 112.00
*Kyoto 12000 .. Sp. price £99 00
*Philips RH943 .. £ 239-00 £ 14915
*Includes stereo radio.

CASSETTE RECORDERS
Stereo Decks
Akai CS.30D
£86•89 £53.00
Akai CS.33D
£105/7 £64.50
Akai GXC.36 • • £123.23 £75.00
Akai GXC.36D . • £110-07 £67.50
Akai GXC.38D • • £137-35 £84.00
Akai GXC.46D . • £157.58 £96.00
Akai GXC.65D • . £171.33 £ 105-00
Akai GXC.75D • • £199.90 £ 123-00
Akai GXC.510D • • £189.90 £ 115.00
Amstrad 6000 ..
£64.80 £ 36.00
Amstrad 7000 Dolby
£86.40 £48.00
Ferguson 3272 ..
£73.63 £45.00
Leak 2002 ..
£132-84 £85.00
Philips N1500 video
£499-00 P.O.A.
Philips N2509 ..
£97•20 £55.00
Philips N2510 .. £135.00 £78.00
Pioneer CT5151 • • £171.53 £ 110 00
Pye 9145 .. • .
£72•95 £45.00
Sansui SC.737 • . £164/7 £ 112.00
Teac A160 .. • • £129.06 £95.00
Teat A360 .. • • £213-84 £ 145.00
8-track decks
Akai GXR.82D
Harvard H.900
Kyoto 5000 ..

182

£122.63
moo
.. Sp. price £35-00
.. Sp. price £ 12-50

Portable Recorders
Grundig 230/1 ..
Grundig 410
Philips 2203 ..
Philips 2205
Philips 2212 ..
Philips 2220 ..
Philips 2221 ..
Philips 2223 ..
Philips 2225 ..
Philips 3302 ..

Rec.
Price

RN
Price

£42-00
£43-50
£25-63
£45•36
£39.25
£34.85
£32.40
£54.00
£s6•16
£22•97

£26-50
£27.50
£ 16.00
£29.00
£25.50
£ 18.75
£20.00
£37.00
£42-00
£ 14•75

REEL WHEEL TAPE RECORDERS
Aka, 4000DS
Akai 4000DB
Grundig TK248
Grundig TK745
Philips N.4307
Philips N.44I4
Philips N.4450
Philips N.4510
Revox A77 ..
Teat A1230 ..
Teat A3300-10

( 130.09
£ 196-27
£ 161.95
£ 169.00
£66.00
£ 122.73
£350.00
£ 189.49
£344.52
£243.00
£321-84

£79 SO
£119-50
£115-00
moeso
£4I•oo
£75-50
£111-00
El woo
P.O.A.
£175-00
£231-00

RADIO/CASSETTE RECORDERS
Bush BR8400
Ekco 350A .. • .
Ekco 352 .. • •
Ferguson 3270 • •
Ferguson 3271 • .
Grundig C2001 ..
Hanimex HRC.3020
Philips RR332
Philips RR333
Pye 9005 ..

£60-88
£41.26
£68-23
£45.17
£51.05
£68.53
£42•85
£62-95
£64.95
£51•55

£37-00
£25.00
£41.50
£26.00
£31-00
£39.00
£16.75
£38.50
£39.25
£31.00

IN•CAR ENTERTAINMENT
Radio
Philips RN 134/15
Philips RN234/05
Philips RN3Il
Philips RN314/05
Philips RH53 I
Pye 2049C
Pye 2049P
Pye 2055

£24-95
£26.95
£36•95
£34•52
£67.50
£22-75
L21-95
£22.50

Cassette
Pye 2252 ..
Pye 2253 ..
Philips N2607/97

£36.50 £20.50
£43-84 £25.00
£57.44 £33.50

Radio/Cassette
Philips RN232/97
Philips RN342/97
Philips RN512
Philips RN7I2
Pye 2256
Pye 2257

..
..
..
..
..

£15-50
£16.50
£21.50
£20.75
E39-75
£13.00
£12.50
£11.00

£61 eo
£35.00
£85.00 £35.50
£ 156-00 £91.00
£ 191/0 £ 127 00
£ 75-11 £43.00
£68-23 £39.95

8-Track
Harvard E804 .. Sp. price
£13 30
Kyoto Quadraphonic Sp. price £37.50
Harvard Troubador
with radio .. Sp. price £ 33 30

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Aka, AA5200
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
Amstrad 1C2000 Mk 2
Amstrad 4000 Mk 2
Amstrad 8000 Mk 3
Cambridge P50 ..
Cambridge P60 ..
Cambridge PI 10 ..

(102-99 £ 63 50
£134-02 £82 00
£195-87 £ 121 00
£59-40 £ 32 00
£42•07 £28 00
£32•40 £ 19 50
£107•46 P.O.A.
£139.32 P.O.A.
£160•92 P.O.A.

Rec.
RN
Price
Price
Keletron KSA700 Mk
2 .. .. .. Sp. price
(15-50
Keletron KSAI000
Mk 2 .. .. £46/6
neso
Keletron KSAI500
Mk 2
..
£52.92 28-40
£
Leak Delta 30
£88•94
E45-00
Leak Delta 70
£ 101-65 £63-50
Leak 2100 .. £ 112.96 £1200
Leak 2200 .. £ 142.53 £89-00
Marantz 1030 £ 102-60 P.O.A.
Marantz 1060 £ 139•32 P.O.A.
Philips RH520 £85.91 £57-00
Philips RH521 £ 132-55
L87-00
Pioneer SA.500A £67.07 £42-00
Pioneer SA.6200 £ 117.31 £69-00
Pioneer SA.7100 £ 156-38 £92-00
Revox A78 .. £ 189-00 P.O.A.
Roitone 151
£45-53 £ 17-00
Rotel RA.211 £56.45 £35.00
Rotel RA.3Il £73.15 £46.50
Rotel RA.6I I
£ 115-36 £73.00
Sansui AU101
£60.36 £46-00
Sansui AU505
£93.31 £71-00
Sansui AU555A £ 123.30 £ 8.00
Teat AS.100 £ 172•80 E126.00
Trio KA4002A £78-84 P.O.A.
Trio KA4004 £ 105-84 P.O.A.
f127.44 P.O.A.
Trio KA6004

Rec.
RN
Price
Price
Goldring GL78PC £85.86 £45-00
Goldring GL85PC £ 113.40 £66-00
Leak Delta .. £75•28
E41-95
Philips GA2I2 £89.00
auto
Philips GA407 .. £48.11 £ 0-00
Pioneer PL I2D
£60.77
E39-00
Pioneer PLISO
£93•71 £59.00
Pioneer PL5IA • • £ 181-55 E109-50
Rotel RP1000 £64-51 £42-00
Sansui SR2I2 £62.73
L47-00
Sansui SRI050C
L59-00
Trio KP2022A .. £57/8 P.O.A.
Trio KP3022 .. £91-26 P.O.A.
Thorens TD.160C £83-02 £56.00
Thorens TO. I
65C .. £71.66 £49-50
Thorens TD.125A8 £ 150.94 £95.00
Wharfedale Linton .. £40.62 £22.00

Special package turntables with
plinth, cover and cartridge, fully
wired and ready for use.
Garrard SP25 Mk 4 with
Goldring G800 ..
E19-95
G
d 8658 with Goldring G800 .. .. £32.00
Goldring GL75 with Goldring G800 .. .. £41.95
Goldring GL78 with Goldring G800 .. .. £43-50

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS
Akai AA8030
Akai AA8080
Amstrad 5000 ..
Goldring ST8000
Compact .. • .
HFM 2000 .. • •
Leak 2000 ..
Marantz 2015
Marantz 2220 • .
Marantz 2230
Marantz 2245
Maranta 4230
N.A.D. 140 .. • •
N.A.D. 160 .. . •
Philips RH720 . •
Pioneer SX.300 • •
Pioneer SX.434 • •
Pioneer SX.535 . •
Pioneer SX.636 • •
Rotel RX.150A • .
Rotel RX.202
Rotel RX.402 • •
Rotel RX.602 • •
Sansui 210 .. . •
Sansui 310 .. • .
Sansui 441 .. • .
Teat AG6500
Trio KR2300
Trio KR3200
Trio KR3400
Trio KR4400
Trio KR5400 • Trio KR6400 • •
Trio KR7200 • •

£147.17
£92.50
£186-45 £117.00
£90.00
£59-00
£243•90
£64-26
£178•16
£158•76
£193•32
£243•80
£318.60
£291•60
£168.00
£210•60
£230•73
£101.50
£132-06
£181.00
£211.06
£78.45
£104.51
£137-50
£179.90
£96-55
£123.81
£113.94
1272.16
£96.66
£120.42
£129•60
£153-36
£183.06
£214•92
£233-28

£149 50
£35 00
£125 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
E159-00
£65.00
(84-00
£115 00
£130 00
£48.00
£67 00
£91 00
¿117-00
(73-00
£93 00
(84-00
£199 00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNERS
Akai AT550 .. £ 102•99
Akai AT580 .. £ 144-02
Amstrad 3000
£42-00
Leak 2300 .. £ 114-02
Philips RH690 £59-50
Pioneer TX500A
L92-95
Pioneer TX6200 £ 105.35
Rotel RT222• • £ 56-45
Rotel RT322 .. £78•45
Rotel RT622. • £ 125-18
Sansui TUSOS. • £
88-96
Teat ATIO0 .. . • £ 129.60
Trio KT200IA • • £ 72-36
Trio KT4005.. . • £ 109.08

£65 50
E92.00
£26 00
£76 00
£38.00
£58.00
£65-00
£36.00
£49.00
£78.00
£65.00
£95-00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

CARTRIDGES
Shure
Shure
Shure
Shure

M.55E..
M.75E/
M.75ED
V.I5 Mk 3

£9 07 £ 495
£14 39 £ 795
£17-77 £ 950
£4784 £2900

TURNTABLES
Acoustic Research .. £49-75
f.35-00
G
d 86SB Module £54-81 £37.00
G
d Zero 100513
Module .. £ 75.29
E45-00

SPEAKERS price per pair.
Acoustic Research:AR3a • • £246-24 C169-00
AR2ax • • L143-64 P.O.A.
AR4ax .. • •
£83-16 P.O.A.
AR5
£I85/6 P.O.A.
AR6
£97•20 P.O.A.
AR7
£66-42 P.O.A.
AR-MST .. • • £133•92 P.O.A.
AR-LST .. • • £490-32 P.O.A.
Amstrad 1500 • •
tea)
C24-00
Amstrad 2500 • •
£60.00 £29-50
Cambridge R40 .. £184-68 P.O.A.
Cambridge R50 .. £267-84 P.O.A.
Celestion County ..
£66.43 £48.00
Celestion Ditton 15
£94•96 (69-95
Celestion Ditton 66
£287-54 £ 180 00
David Hall:Bookshelf .. • •
£42-12
£25.00
Super 20 .. • .
£52•92
£31.00
Super 30 ..
£106•92
£62.50
Keletron KS4 . •
£23.25
£13-00
Keletron KLS6 • • Sp. price
E9-95
Keletron KSIO . •
£57-26
£30.00
Keletron KSI5
£79•92
£42.00
Leak 2020 ..
£62•35
£38.00
Marsden Hall XLIO
£44•50
£32.95
Marsden Hall XLI5
£51.50
07-50
Marsden Hall XL20
£63-00
E45-95
Marsden Hall XL30
£122.50
C88-50
Mordaunt-Short:Carnival ..
L48-60 P.O.A.
Festival ..
£58.32 P.O.A.
MS.079 ..
£75.60 P.O.A.
MS.235
£129-60 P.O.A.
MS.235 (stand only)
£10.80 P.O.A.
£156-60 P.O.A.
MS.737 .. • £237.60 P.O.A.
Studiocraft 220 ..
£91•80 (47-00
Studiocraft 330 .. £124-20
C75-00
Studiocraft 440 .. (168-48 £ 105 00
Trio KL220 .
£31•86 ¿27-00
Trio KL440
£38-88 ¿33-00
Wharfedale Denton 2 £45-49 ¿28-00
Wharfedale Linton 2
£56-33 £36 50
Speaker Kits
Richard Allen:Triple 8 ..
Triple 12 ..
Super 12 ..

£35.10
£50•98
£61.24

£25.00
£35-00
£44.00

HEADPHONES
Amstrad HPS6A
Koss KRD.7I 1
Koss K6 ..
Koss K6-LC
Koss HV.I
Koss HV. ILC
Koss PRO-4AA
Koss PRO-5LC
Koss K0.727B
Koss ESP•6
Pioneer SEL20
Pioneer 5E205
Pioneer 5E305

£11.56
£13.50
£15.07
£17-23
£27-00
£32.35
£34-02
£37-26
£19.44
£63.72
£13•05
£11.18
£17•44

f6-50
E9-75
El 1-30
(12-75
£16-50
E23-50
f23-50
£25•75
L14-50
£41-25
£8-25
£7.00
£11-00

RECOMM ENDED
HI-FI SYSTEMS
Pioneer SA500A amplifier
Pioneer PLI2D turntable
Shure M-75E1 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Marsden Hall XLI5 speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £ 124.90

Pioneer SX535 Tuner/amplifier
Pioneer PLI2D turntable
Shure M-75E1 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Acoustic Research AR- MST speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £246.95

Sansui 441 tuner/amplifier
Sansui SR.212 turntable

Rec. Retail Price

Wharfedale Linton 2 speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £ 167 50

Sansui AU555A amplifier
Sansui SRI050C turntable

Rec. Retail Price

Acoustic Research AR- MST speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £222 00

Leak Delta 30 amplifier
Leak Delta turntable (GL75)
with Shure M-75 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Leak 2020 speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £ 128.95

Amstrad IC.2000 Mk 2 amplifier
G
d SP25 Mk 4 turntable with
Goldring G800 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Amstrad 2500 speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £ 1-45

Amstrad 8000 Mk 3 amplifier
G
d SP24 Mk 4 turntable with
Goldring G800 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Amstrad 1500 loudspeakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £63 45

Kelecron KSA.700 Mk 2 amplifier
G
d SP25 Mk 4 turntable with
Goldring G800 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Keletron KLS 6 speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £45 40

Leak 2100 amplifier
Leak Delta turntable with
Shure M75 cartridge

Rec. Retail Price

Leak 2020 speakers

ROY NEWTON PRICE £ I51.95

£ 193.73

£390.08

•

NAD

£ 393 48

£ 245.I 4

TEAC

£ 156-40

I17 40

San_s-uL

£ 25059

Rec. Retail Price
£216.00
ROY NEWTON PRICE £ 169.00

LEAK DELTA 30 amplifier. 15 watts into
8ohms per channel RMS. One of the most
popular amplifiers in the U.K.

Rec. Retail Price
£82 72
ROY NEWTON PRICE £45 00

fflirllifflklItle1111111111:RUE

FOR CURRENT PRICES Telephone
021-553-6521/2 or send for our
Special Price list or call at your
Local Branch
YOU WILL BE GLAD YOU DID
New Branch now open at-

Rec. Retail Price
£33.48
ROY NEWTON PRICE £ 15.50

N.B.—All technical details are taken from manufacturers literature.

& Enquiries to,ROY NEWTON Ltd.,Oldhury Road
Ind. Estate, West Bromwich.
MAIL ORDER .Orders
BIRMINGHAM 1
.
47 FREDERICK ST.
BIRMINGHAM iiII. 827 STRATFORD RD. SPARKHILL °^A

76 CRWYS ROAD
CARDIFF
TEL. (
0222) 40475

BOURNIMOUTII 296 CHARMINSTER RD. CHARMINSTER.
Ius. (Opp. Hankinson Rd.)
Te1.511591

Unless
otherwise
stated,
please add
Ell5
when
your
COMPLETE
order
will be despatched
by Securicor 36hour
delivery service.
Make cheques, money
orders, etc., payable
to Roy Newton Ltd.
PERSONAL
CALLERS
WELCOMED

.
(Entrance in
L U Greville Rd. opp.Hen & Chicken pub.) Te1.634137

Monday, Tuesday and
Wednesday: 9 a.m.
to 6 p.m.; Thursday
and Friday: 9 a.m.
to 8 p.m.; Saturday:
9a.m. to 5.30 p.m.

Te1.021• 553 6521/2

(100 yds

from Clock
Te1.021•236 7706

(
34
opp.Prestage garage)Te1.021•777 9746

BRISTOL 1. pitSypeKnEtrSec&R6Orie(OszothmemA538ex,IiItzileTneoir4t9h9o3f0
(
Bum Q226 NORTH ST. BEDMINSTER.
DUDLE V 74 HIGH ST.
muumuu STAFFORD RD.OXLEy. onA next
M.

IV1o rd a unt-Short

£88 48

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH AR.3a 3-way
loudspeaker system. Will suit amplifiers of up
to 100 watts output. 5 year guarantee.

I in Jevvellry Quarter)

Cambridge
Audio

£233 00

SPECIAL OFFERS

KELETRON KSA.700 Mk 2 amplifier.
7 watts RMS each channel. frequency response
20 Hz to 20 kHz within 1dB. Magnetic
cartridge input. Excellent bargain for the

R EVOX

(
100yds from Top Church, next door
to Cook's department store)
Te1.58506

(
449
MI 81111.door toThreeTuns pub) Tel. 783344

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE
8'„ VAT
All prices arec Direct
at time of press,
however, prices are
subject to alteration
without notice. E. &
o.-

ReiNgle!
(

BARCtarCAO0

le=cm

et\
Hey it van Aar%

Barclaycard & Access
holders— call or
telephone your order.

"jfair ZrrabIng Cljartre:

GUARANTEES ""12morrthsareFREE
ful

9°°d5
,guaranteed and backed by
YICE miming PARTS 4
L-ABOUFI Simply reliant faulty gads to the nearest hoy Newton branch
CV After Sates Serece canned out by fully qualified engneers
"'" working front fully etlixxxxl service departments
FYOU BOUGHT ELESWH,F_Pit and fecling service aproblem.then contact the
Service Manager at your local Roy Newton branch, who nauthorized to unden.
take any necessary repars.on achargeable basis

SERV1

awn listed has been carefully selected horn the vast
CHOIC Eew Every
range available. by Roy Newtons Buyers arxl Technical Staff.

to otter rau the finest Performance and value, for agrven price. If you are in any
daubt.our staff are only too willing to after you the benet of thee expert advice

CREDIT FACILES

HANSPAL'S
Audionics

ai

HANSPAL'S GIVE YOU THE TIME YOU NEED TO LOOK,
LISTEN AND BE SATISFIED.
WE GIVE PROFESSIONAL
ADVICE ON ALL ASPECTS OF THE AUDIO AND VIDEO
SPECTRUM.
Dealers of

JBL, Scan Dyna, B & W, Celestion, Quad,
Bose, Denon, Nivico, Sony, National
Panasonic, Harman Kardon etc.

SPECIAL

OFFERS

IN

£115.00
£121-40
£77 95
£105-00
£53 84
£96 46
£13311
£40.00
£110 00
£100.00
£129.00

TUNERS
Acoustic Research
ERA TS2
Luxman 500

£99.95
£142 30
£140.80

***********************************

HI-FI

ALL PRICES CORRECT AT TIME OF GOING TO PRESS
AMPLIFIERS
Acoustic Research
Dual CV120
ERA ST.50
Luxman 503X
Major AS2000
Major AS4000
Major AS8000
Philips 590
Rotel 1210
Telefunken V201
Yamaha CA700 ..

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

—

4(

ULTRA- EXTRAVAGANT

DISCOUNT

*

E.& O. E.

Major TSD-1515 ( Dolby)
Nikko FAM400
••
Pioneer TX500
Telefunken 1201

£133.11
£58 32
£61-56
£100-30

RECEIVERS
Harman Kardon HK33013
Harman Kardon HK630..
Harman Kardon HK930..
Major KS-4020
Major RS-8020
Saba 8035
Saba 8080
Sansui 600L.
Siemens R5I72
Telefunken 301 ..
Telefunken 6060 ..

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£155.60
£208.85
£93 70
£140-00
£190-00
£200.03
£121.00
P.O.A.

TURNTABLES
Dual 1218 complete
ERA 444 ..
ERA 666 ..
Micro MR7I I
Pioneer PL12D
Reel to Reel Tape Decks
Akai GX2I2D
Akai GX1820D
Revox A77 • • • •
Sony TC2130 • • • •
Cassette Decks
Aiwa ( Dolby) AD ISO) ..
Aiwa ( Dolby AD 1300 ..
Aiwa AD 1200 ..
Sony TC13ID

Sony TC134D
Sony TC161D
Teat A160
Teac A360
Telefunken Dolby MC 3300
Telefunken MC 2200 ..

£75•30
£56.91
£83 54
£174.00
£39.95

P.O.A.
P.O.A.

£o8.95
£179.95
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

COLOUR TELEVISION3
Hitachi ( 1
9) CNPI92 £223.05
National Panasonic I8 . ....£19995
Saba Remote Control 26" 16745 £370 00
Saba Remote Control 26 - 16735 £370 00
Saba Touch Control 26 - 16715 .. £340 00
Telefunken 22" 633E
£240-00
Telefunken 26" Touch Control 743 £375•00
Telefunken 26 - Touch Control 753 £386.00
Telefunken 26 - Remote Control £420.03

£146•30
C174.10
£283.00
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

FREE INSTALLATIONS. WE GIVE CASH DISCOUNTS, AND ACCEPT BARCLAY CARDS, ACCESS CARDS. CREDIT FACILITIES CAN BE ARRANGED.
488 LADY MARGARET ROAD, SOUTHALL 01-578 2258 ( MIDDX.)

54 ST. AN NS ROAD, HARROW 01-863 3400 ( MIDDX.)

CASSETTES

RECORD
CABINET
•
MAGAZINE
RACK
1,

:??MC)1( • CIZZI
Dy
x1000

BOOK CASE
•

C90

AUDIO UNIT
SHELVES

60p
87p

L11;31

GIVE YOUR FIDELITY EQUIPMENT

)11

Dynamic
. 40p
. 55p
77p

THE PROMINENCE IT DESERVES
INTRODUCING THE NEW
Leisure Time range— direct from
the factory—to you
Complete unit comprises

*MAIN BASE UNIT — with record
storage— book
case—
magazine
rack—audio
unit
shelves.

*MATCHING SPEAKER

PLINTHS and extension sur-

face

incorporating

adjustable

record tape deck recess.

£3450

plus £2.30 p & p.
Teak- style also available.
FROM

leaflet on request.

184

£13.95.

Colour

C60
C90 ..
C120 .. • .

4bit
bOp
07 1
,

New Ultra nyrearn« Caw... lap°.

Modern white and teak-style
finish to blend with any decor.
*Heavily constructed with rubber
mounted speaker plinths.

32p
42p
66P

Buy 12, get ONE Free

*Durable, easy clean melamine
surfaces.

C60 .. ..
CI20
p

20p

77p

. 11.31
12. free

VAT INCLUDED

surrey
tas es

*Adjustable length to fit any
room layout- bay or recess.

LEISURE TIME LTD.,
CROZIER ROAD, Dept. N3,
MUTLEY, PLYMOUTH.

maxelln
maxellml

..
C90 .. ..
C120 ..

*Height 21#"; Depth 15"; Length
48 -,extending up to 82.

WHITE as illustrated.

UNITS

This elegant and versatile unit has
been specially designed for the discerning HiFi enthusiast.

C60
60it
C90......nor ,

0

7queens road guildford surrey
tel 77878 (mail order only)
IC

Grafacl

Beautiful aren't they
We think so, but not in the way that first meets
the eye.
Ian above (the one with the ears you can't see),
and the Sugden A48 pictured with him, have both
been chosen to illustrate that looks are not necessarily the way to pick good hi fi equipment (or shop
staff).
At Guildford hi fi we have an extensiVe range of
equipment, all of which has been tested and approved by the fully qualified team of people who
work here. Making sure that you get the best possible value for your money.
One of these people is Ian, who keeps an enthusiastic eye on all the latest trends and ideas in the hi
fi world. He is happy in his work (note the smile)

and will be pleased to help and advise you if need
be.
He likes the Sugden A48 for its excellent quality
and high output, and puts it at the top for reliability.
If you would like to meet Ian, or hear the Sugden
A48, the procedure is very simple— come to
Guildford Hi Fi. When you come, have agood look
around and spend some time in our demo room.
We think you will find it worth your while.
If you see something you like and would like a
home demonstration, this is now possible (we've
bought abike).
Late night Friday from 6.00 pm to 8.00pm. Kmal
Record Cleaning Service available.
•

rd/:/1,7

ACOUSTIC RESEARCH, BOSE, CAMBRIDGE AUDIO,
GALE, MARANTZ, YAMAHA, HARMAN- KARDON, TEAC,
270 High Street,
LUSTRAPHONE, KMAL, J. E. SUGDEN, TRIO CONNOISSEUR,
Guildford, Surrey GUI. 3JL Telephone: 65508
LECSON, DUAL, LINN-SONDEK, SONAB, NATIONAL PANASONIC. SCAN-DYNA,TRANSCRIPTOR, B&W, HARRISON.
NEAL, ARMSTRONG, NAKAMICHI, RE VOX, QUAD, BASE Q.A.S., SiM.E., N.A.D., Q.E.D, E.M.I., RS., PW.B., T.DK., J.B.L.

EV

u\

DOMESTIC & SEMI-PROFESSIONAL

-\-

ART

DYNAMIC RANGE ENHANCING NOISE

X

REDUCTION SYSTEMS

tm

The word has been over- used, but when you
consider that DBX restores the original dynamics normally
lost in the disc or tape manufacturing process while
eliminating disc surface noise and tape hiss,*
REVOLUTIONARY is the word.
Now, for the first time, you can hear your favourite
disc, tape or FM programmes not as ordinarily duplicated,
but virtually as performed.** Missing the surprise in
Haydn's Surprise Symphony ? *** Not with DBX.
At last, music will tell you the whole story—from
Mozart to Mahler, from the lull of soft strings to a
thunderous cymbal crash—over 100 Decibels of live,
natural dynamic range without atrace of noise.
Used passively, DBX will substantially enhance the
dynamics and reduce the noise content of any
programme material. Used actively, DBX will let you
make professionally noise free, full dynamic range
recordings on even amodestly priced reel, cassette or
cartridge tape deck or recorder. And some DBX models
have an exclusive DBX disc decoding feature enabling
you to decode DBX specially encoded discs which now
set exciting new standards in the recording industry. — **
Up to 100% of dynamics restoration and 40 dB of
noise reduction. Impossible ? No. Revolutionary. In
effect, only DBX puts the life back into music while
taking the noise out. Once you try DBX and experience

the exhilarating, almost uncanny, regeneration of your
existing recordings, the delight of creating incredibly
perfect new ones, or the awesome revelation of DBX,d
discs—you will simply not live without it.
Employed extensively in professional applications.
DBX products are now available to the consumer and
semi-professional in compact, decorative enclosures and
at comparatively moderate prices. Patented world-wide
and precision- crafted in the USA. DBX will work
wonders on any High- Fidelity sound system.
DBX .. agenuinely new standard in Hi -Fi sound
reproduction ... DBX ... simply .... revolutionary.
*Without the introduction of coloration or distortion.
**The degree of naturalness will of course vary with
the capabilities of the other components in your audio
system.
***It was probably intentionally sacrificed by the record
or tape manufacturer, for reasons explained in our
literature. Further information, including test reports, is
available from us, DBX Sole Distributors for the UK and
Eire, upon requets.
*••*DBX encoded discs are now available from reputable
Hi- Fidelity dealers, and will soon be made available to
record dealers. Contact us for up-to-the-minute
developments.
tmDBX is the Registered Trademark of DBX Inc.

DBX Model 117 Stereophonic Dynamic Range Enhancing
Noise Reduction System. Model 119 ( with infinite
compression) and the semi-professional Stereo and
4 Channel 120 series ( incorporating DBX disc decoding)
now also available.

Another exciting product by ...

db X
186

sound unlimited
arevelation in sound

Sound Unlimited Limited
36 Baker Street, London W1M 1DG
(01) 935 2238/5920 Telex 21879
AMSTELCO GPS LONDON

MIMI AFTER SALES SERVICE

PAYBOND CREDIT SCHEME Ma

HIGH FIDELITy c,1%..-0\19

DISCOUNTS

BARCLAY CARD

• HEADPHONES
Koss K072713 .. £ 15.66
Koss PRO4AA £ 27.72
Koss Red Devils
£10.80
Koss ESP9
£68-24
Koss ESP6
£51-01
Koss K6LC £ 13.80
Pioneer 5E50 .. £20.62
Pioneer SE/113100 £ 44.00

• PICK-UP

A/Technica 1005 £ 17.90
Colton MC101

£19.95

Connoisseur
SAU2

£ 13.82

Stax SR3

..

£48.50

Sennheiser
HD4I4

..

£ 12.72

Wharfedale DD1 £ 10.80
Wharfedale
Iso-dynamics..

£19.01

SME 3009/S2
Det/S ..
SME 3009/ND ..
Transcriptors 9"
Transcriptors
Vestigal

£37.32
£34.37
£24.55
£31.10

RECORDERS ( P & P £ 1.75)Ø

AIWA Stockists
Akai GXC46D
£109.93
Akai GXC38D
£95.74
Akai GXC36D £ 74.14
BSR TD8S Track £18.82
Harman Kardon
HK 1000 .. P.O.R.
Pioneer CT4141A £99.00
Pioneer CT5151 £116-00
Pioneer CTF7 171 £ 133-00

Revox 1104/3 ..
Revox 1124/3 ..
Sanyo RD4300G
Tandberg 3300
Tandberg 9100
Tandberg
TCD3I0 ..
Tandberg 3441
Tandberg 3641
Videosonic PD2

e TUR NTABLES ( P
BSR MP6OP C
wired.. .. £ 18.36
Connoisseur
BDI Kit ..
BD2 chassis
BD2 P & C .
Dual 1218 & 1229
Goldring
GL72 P &
G101 P &
GL85 P &
GL75 P &

e TUNERS

( P & P 50p)
Sansui SS2, 10, 20 P.O.R.

ARMS ( P & P 50p)

Acos Lustre .. £ 25.45

• TAPE

•ON DEMONSTRATION

£1187
£31.62
£39.92
P.O.R.

C
£ 42.71
C .. £25.92
C
£82-95
C
£53-02

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£97.70
£ 138.00
£285.00
£156.00
£197.00
£199.00
P.O.R.

P £ 1-00)

Garrard
SP25 Mod Mk 4
with M75/6 ..
AP96 Module ..
401 ..
Zero 100SB Mod.
Philips GA2I2
Pioneer PL I2D
Thorens TDI60C
Thorens TDI25
Thorens TD I
65C
Transcriptors
Saturn ..
Ref/Arm ..

£26.53
£ 39.95
£36.00
£50.95
£58-72
£ 39.23
£66.00
£ 78.00
£57.00
£71-00
£98.50

I e CLEARANCE BARGAINS
B 8 0 3500-4700 ( S/F)..
TDK 1200 ft. 7 in. • .
TDK 600 ft. 5 in.
TDK L/Noise 150/7 ..
Teac A360 ( S/SI
Trio KR6170 ( S/H)
Scandyna 1400 ( S/SI
Transcriptors Saturn ( S/H)

.•
•.
•.
••
••
•.
••
•.

£315.00
£1.30
£0.99
£1.65
£162 50
£160.00
£57.50
£60.00

PLEASE INCLUDE POST & PACKING ( TAPES 10p EA)

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
(P & P £ l-75)

Alpha FTI50 A/M
F/M . .. £38.07
Alpha RI50 .. £4948
Armstrong 623/624/
625/626 .. P.O.R.
Celestion TV
Telefi .. £26.51
Goodmans 90 .. £95.00
Goodmans 1/10 £112.00
Harman Kardon
P.O.R.
Korting T5I0 .. £48.11
Leak Delta .. P.O.R.
Nikko FAM220/
500 .. .. P.O.R.
Pioneer SX300
£69.00
Pioneer SX434
£90410
Pioneer SX535
£120110

e CARTRIDGES

Pioneer SX636
£135-00
Pioneer SX737
£16100
Pioneer SX838 £ 220.00
Revox A76 .. P.O.R.
Rogers
R'brook cased .. £43.20
R'brook chassis £ 38-88
R'brook T/A csd £ 88-57
Sansui 210 .. £ 78.56
Sugden R2I .. £ 72•00
Tandberg 1010 £ 176.00
Tandberg TR200
( MPX) .. £ 108.00
Tandberg 1000
(MPX) .. £ 164.00
Tandberg 1055.. £ 211.03

( P & P 25p) STYLI

A/Technica AT66
A/Technica AT2I5
A/Technica AT2I X
A/Technica AT55
ADC XLM
ADC VLM
ADC Q32
ADC Q30
Empire 999EX
Goldring G800 ..
Goldring G800H
Goldring G850 ..
Goldring G800E
Goldring G800SE
Grado FTR
Ortofon MISE Super
Pickering VIS/AME3
Pickering P/ATE
Pickering P/AC
Shure M3D
Shure
Shure M44/5 • •
Shure M44C/7 • •
Shure 1155E
Shure M44E
Shure M75/6/2 . •
Shure M75G • •
Shure M75/ED • .
Shure M75E1/2 ..
Shure VIS ( Imix.) Mk 3
Stanton 681/EEE

1131E

£3.57
£8.74
£13.55
£3.83
£24.85
£20 52
• £ 9 72
• £ 7.56
•£12.15
• £ 7.02
£7 42
• £4.54
•£12 42
•£18•36
• £7.28
•£30.80
•£15-45
• £9.20
• £590
• £440
£9 18
• £7.56
£5.73
£6.99
• £ 6.21
• £9.85
• £ 10.62
• £ 11•78
. £ 11•15
. £ 31.10
. P.O.R.

£2.75
£5.40
£11.29
£14.04
£11.24
£7•56
£5•40
£3.24
£3.24
£2.37
£7.35
£11.23
£17.28
£15.06
£iS.48
£5.62
£3.10
£5•50
£6.48
£4.14
£5.44
£4.66
£5•18
£5.96
£8.07
£6.48
£12.70

e .UNIT AL DIO

5

8
.
t
P 1.
£ 2-75)
111111111 ,
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£145.00
£77.47
£157.00
£177.00
£197.00

Dynatron Systems
Toshiba Systems
Sanyo G26I IK
Sanyo G26I5
Goodmans Compact 80
Goodmans Compact 90
Goodmans Compact 110

•

'‘Iin
SPEAKERS 8/ i rS(fD&P
1-25

Acoustic
Research Mod
P.O.R.
Cambridge
Audio R40/R50
P.O.R.
Celestion
Ditton 44 ( pair) £ 117.00
County ( pair) .. £ 48.30
Ditton 15 ( pair) £ 70-00
Ditton 25 ( pair) £14100
Ditton 120 ( pair) £ 51.00
Dynaco A25 ( pair) £ 67.75
Goodmans
Mezzo SL .. £38-99
Magnum SL
£49.10
IMF Models .. P.O.R.
Jordan Watts
June & Juliet ( pr) £ 53.42
Jumbo ( pair) .. £ 40-97
Module .. [ 14.43
KEF
Cadenza/Chorale P.O.R.
Kit 2 ( Concord) £ 23.76
Kit 3 ( Concerto) £ 36.50
Peerless
20-2 ( pair) .. £29 -50
20-3 ( pair) .. £ 44.20
Richard Allan Kits
Triple 8 ( Flamenco) .. £ 14.73

e AMPLIFIERS
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P60/
110 . .
Lux 707
Metrosound
ST2OEP.O.R.
Nikko TRM 210
Nikko TRM 230
Onkyo 725 ..
Quad 33/303 ..
Radford HD250
Revox A78 ..

ea.)
£n

Twin ( Chaconne) £8•82
Triple ( Pavane) £ 19-45
S/Triple Assembly
20 W
Chaconne II .. £ 17.06
Pavane 11
£ 35•22
Minette If .. £ 13.83
Flamencoll(pair) £49.26
Rogers
R/bourne ( pair)
BBC Monitor ..

£53.58
P.O.R.

Tannoy
Chevening
£77-00
15" Mansfield £ 107.00
10" HPD
£ 58.00
12" HPD .. £ 59-00
15" HPD .. £ 75.00
Chatsworth HPD £85-00
Wharfedale
Dentons 2 ( pair) £ 35.55
Lintons 2 ( pair) £41.93
Melton 2 .. £ 35.10
Dovedale Ill .. £44.97
Kits
Linton 2 ( pair) £ 19.78
Glendale 3 ( pair) £ 36.18
Dovedale 3 ( pair) £55-92

( P & P £1.75 each)

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.
P.O.R.

Rogers R'brook
Mk Ill.. .. £ 45.36
Rogers R'brook
Mk 3 cased .. £49.63
Rogers Panther A
Chassis .. £ 80.00
Rosewood .. £ 82.00
Sansui AUI 01 .. P.O.R.
Sinclair 2000 Mk II £30.25
Sugden A2I Ser Ill £ 77.00
Sugden A48 .. £ 89.95
Tandberg TA300M £ 99-50

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT

PLEASE NOTE: Closed all day Monday from
7th April 1975, until further notice.

Stockists for Marantz, AR, Dual, Hitachi. Harman
Kardon. National, Radford, Scandyna, Trio, Toshiba.

e TAPES
TDK
TDK
TDK
TDK

7"
7"
7"
5"

( P & P 25p)

1800 ft. Audua
LIN 1800 ft...
Standard 1200 ft.
Standard 600 ft.

P.O.R.
P.O.R.
£1.30
99p

•

TANDBERG TCD3I0 CASSETTE £ 156 00

TRANSCRIPTORS REFERENCE TURNTABLE £ 98.50

M.11111t11111\1.1
HIGH FIDELITY SPECIALISTS

95 High Street, Wimbledon Village,
London, S.W.19
93 Bus route. Open 10.00 a.m.-6.00 p.m.
Prices correct at time of going to press and subject to
variation.

DUAL TURNTABLE STOCKISTS

01 946
.4P2911)
1
110mt,

As seen through
other people's eyes.
"The 2000 Receiver is athoughtful
design, well engineered and attractive in
appearance!'
"A glance at the rear panel shows that a
great deal of thought has gone into the
design of this equipment!'
'RECORDS & RECORDING', JULY, 1974 JOHN GARDNER

"The 2000 is quite striking in
appearance, ateak sleeve, very light in

texture, supports the control panel in black
and white contrast. The controls are all
carefully balanced up so the layout is almost
completely symmetrical!'
'POPULAR HI-FI', MARCH, 1974 PAUL McGOLDRICK

"The fascia is pleasantly balanced and
the controls have been carefully arranged for
ease of operation."
'HI-PI SOUND', APRIL, 1974 GORDON J. KING

2000 receiver

The Leak

2000

Receiver: Recommended retail price £ 178.io* including VAT

As heard through
other peoples ears.
"The unit performs well, is easy to use
and is elaborate but without gimmickry
It has an output of 35 watts (RMS based)
per channel with both channels driven using
6ohm loads; distortion never exceeds o.1%.
The tuner section has long and medium
wave as well as VHF/FM reception!'
"In all, this is awell engineered unit
which will match to equipment of almost
any input and output specification!'
'RECORDS & RECORDING', JULY, 1974 JOHN GARDNER

"Sensitivity is superb: Irecorded just
1.4 µV and 1.7 µV for 26 and 30 dB quieting
on the 75 ohm input."
"The output of the amplifier was
measured into 8ohms and for 1% THD gave
34_ watts per channel with both driven. Up to
the specification of 3oW the distortion
measured in all cases less than o.1% and in
the range 400Hz to 3kHz from o.i to 5W the
distortion was in fact less than 0.01%7
"The care taken over the short-circuit
protection of the outputs, the achievement of
the specification in virtually every line are all
indications to me of aBritish product
designed, tested and supplied to the high
standards that we hope and expect from such
aBritish name
'POPULAR HI-Fr, MARCH, 1974 PAUL McGOLDRICK

"A feature unusual with two-channel
amplifiers, though sometimes present in
four-channel designs for two-channel translation, is a 'power bridging' switch which
combines the two outputs to asingle
channel mono load for average continuous
wave power delivery of 8oW into 6ohms."
"The quasi-stereo function is areflection
from the Leak Stereofetic tuner which is an
effective way of reducing noise on weak stereo
signals by an upper-frequency-controlled

intermix of left and right channel signals!'
"In summary, awell balanced receiver
with above average performance on most
counts ... The 2-2-4 facility will certainly
prove attractive to enthusiasts launching
into four-loudspeaker experiments . . ."
'HI-FI SOUND; APRIL, 1974 GORDON J. KING

"Malicious short-circuiting did no harm
to the amplifier, even under full power drive."
"Whilst it is fairly competitive in its
price range as regards specifications, its long
term success in the UK market will be
greatly influenced by its reliability. Initial
trade reports plus the general standard of
construction, look very promising!'
'HI-FI FOR PLEASURE JUNE, 1974 F. M. HUGHES

2000 RECEIVER (Main specifications)
Amplifier Output :

2X

3s watts at ikHz into 6ohms.

Power Bandwidth : io Hz — 4o kHz — 2dB.
Total Harmonic Distortion : All powers up to 30 watts
less than o.1%. At watt, ' kHz o.o1%.
At 30 watts, io kHz o.1%.
FM
Sensitivity : 1.6 µV.
Mono Distortion : Less than o.s% at ' kHz. Full deviation
Stereo Separation : Greater than 3sdB at i
kHz.
AM Rejection : so dB.
Capture Ratio : 1.s dB.
AM
Sensitivity for 20 dB S/N — 20 µV.
(All measurements are typical)

T

I've read what other people think of the Leak
Receiver. Now I'd like to hear what you think.
Please send me details and the address of my
nearest Leak dealer.
2000

Name
Address

HFN 9

• LEAK
To: Leak, Rank Radio International Limited,
Power Road, Chiswick, London W4s PW.
RANK RADIO INTERNATIONAL

OVER AQUARTER
OF AMILLION
COPIES
[
SOLD SINCE 1948

El

CABINET HANDBOOK
112 pages, 90 illustrations. PRICE 38p (48p post paid)
Semi- stiff cover. Cloth bound 75p ( 87p post paid)
Practical information about woodworking, veneering,
polishing, etc., plus 22 pages on loudspeaker cabinet design.

AERIAL HANDBOOK ( Second Edition)
176 pages, 144 illustrations. PRICE ( Semi-stiff cover) 75p
(87p post paid). Cloth bound £ I•13 (£ 1•28 post paid)
This revised edition includes explanations and requirements
relating to colour T.V. and Multiplex stereo.

MUSICAL INSTRUMENTS AND AUDIO
240 pages, 212 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE £ 1.63 ( il 78 post paid)
Intended to appeal to both the concert-goer and the
audiophile.

ABOUT YOUR HEARING
132 pages, 112 illustrations. PRICE ( Semi- stiff cover) 78p
(88p post paid). Cloth bound £ 1.13 ( fl•25 post paid)
Many aspects of audiology, age and noise effects are expertly
covered, with guidance for the hard of hearing.

AUDIO BIOGRAPHIES
344 pages, 64 contributions from pioneers and leaders in
Audio. 112 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE £ 1•25 (£ 1•50 post paid). Vital information on the
development of radio, audio, hi-fi etc., from the early days
up to 1961.

PIANOS, PIANISTS AND SONICS

Were not suggesting you throw your entire record collection
away! But have you considered adding astereo cassette deck to
your existing Hi -Fi equipment — or making one the heart of an
entirely new system.
Today the choice between music on disc or cassette is no longer a
question of comparing the quality of sound reproduction.
Advanced technological innovations have revolutionised the stereo
cassette deck. Now you can have crystal-clear sound reproduction
- - comparable to any high quality record- reproducing system.
Even the most discerning Hi Fi specialists specify the DUAL stereo
cassette deck - with complete confidence.
THIS IS THE DUAL C901 HI-FI STEREO CASSETTE DECK
A 4- track tape cassette deck for recording and playback in both
tape directions ( auto reverse).
Continuous- pole motor with radially synchronous elastic mounts
ensures outstanding speed stability.
A photo- electric resistor monitors tape payout preventing tape
loops from forming and initiates auto- reverse or shut-off at the end
of the tape.
Auto- reverse — after playing the cassette in one direction, changeover to the opposite direction takes place automatically.
Continuous play device— with the automatic cut-off switched ' off'
the unit will play back and forward continuously until the stop key
is depressed.
For safety reasons this feature is operative on ' play' mode only.
Dolby B -- can be switched in or out at will, providing an enhanced
signal-to-noise ratio.
Wow and flutter better than 0.12% weighted.
Dynamic range with Dolby better than - 59 dB.
Write to us for afull illustrated brochure and the name and address
of your nearest DUAL dealer.

190 pages, 120 illustrations. Cloth bound.
PRICE £1.50 (
f1•65 post paid).

All the above are standard reference books on
the subjects involved.
LOUDSPEAKERS

'OUT OF PRINT'
Please send orders and enquiries to:

RANK MAIM BOOK Ft 11.W.S.

13 WELLS RD. ILKLEY YORKS MI RJR 101: IVRY 4248
PUBLISHED BY

RANK WHARFEDALE LTD • IDLE • BRADFORD • YORKS
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Dual

An automatic choice for record performance

Sole distributors K. F. Products Limited,
Ashton Road, Bredbury, Stockport, Cheshire, SK6 2SP
Telephone No. 061 494 9911

Southern flu& Services
43 High Street, Kingston-on-Thames, Surrey. Tel: 01-549 3194 ( 3lines)
ADD 8°,„' VAT TO ALL PRICES

....1

AMPLIFIERS P/P 85p
Armstrong 621 .. £85.67
Accuphase P200 from stock
Accuphase P300 ..
from stock
Braun CSV 300 .. ..
£95.00
Cambridge Audio P50, P60,

Celestion IdeE:
Maranta 1030
Metrosound ST 40 ..
Sansui AU 101
Sansui AU 505
Sansui AU 555A
Sansui AU 6500
Sansui AU 7500 ..
Sansui AU 9500 ..
Sherwood S-9400 ..

.. £ 19-03
.. £80.75
.. £49.50

McINTOSH

.. £ 126.03

TUNER/AMPLIFIERS P/P £1.00
Armstrong 625 .. £ 124.20
Armstrong 626 .. £ 149.00
Goodmans Module 90
P.O.A.
Sansui 210 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 310 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui 661 ..
P. 0.A.
Sansui 771 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui Six ..
P.O.A.
Sansui Seven..
P.O.A.
Sansui Eight ..
P. 0.A.
SPEAKERS P/7 £ 1.03
B & W DM 2A
..
£69-00
B & W DM 4
£49-00
Cambridge R40 Mk. 2
£62-00
Cambridge 50
..
£88-00
Celestion 15
£33-00
Celestion 66
Dynaco A 10
£ 19.50
Dynaco, full range-very low price
KLH
..
from stock
Sansui SP 1700 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SP 2500 ..
P.O.A.
Sansui SP 3500
P.O.A.
E61•50
Tannoy Chevening
Tannoy 12" Lancaster
from stock
Tannoy 15" Mansfield .. P.O.A.
Tannoy Amesbury ..
£209.60
TURNTABLES P/P £ 1-00+
BSR MP 60 P/C/ADC Cart.
£22-00
G
d Zero 100 SR .. £52.25
G
d 410 deck . . £ 32.00
Goldring GL 75 PIC .. £48-00
Goldring GL 85
£71.00
Sansui SR 212
Sansui SR 4050 C
Thorens TD 125 deck ..
£69•99
Thorens TO 160 C
£57.75
Thorens TD 165 C
£51.75
ERA Mk 6 p/c/SME arm ..
£82.00
Transcriptors Saturn• .
£71.00
Transcriptors Reference .. £91.00
TAPES P/P Sp per tape.
Over 6tapes, P/P Free
R.R.
S.A.
pric± priza
Maxell
7" UD 1800' ..
4-00
3.20
UD 1800' in case +75
3•80
10}" NAB 3600 UD
9-20
7.36
10}" NAB 2500' UD
8.00
5-80
UD in f" 2500'
9.25
6-48
LNE 7" 1800' ..
3.50
2.80
LNE 5" 900' ..
2.00
1-60
LNE 7" 2400' . .
4.10
3-28
LNE 5" 1200' ..
2.30
1-85
Vido f" width 7" 60
mins
Ic.75
7.63
Vido
width 30 miss
7-15
5.02
Memorex
4.90
C 30 cassette ..
0.75
0.36
C 60 cassette ..
1.10
0.82
C90 cassette ..
1.55
116
CI20 cassette . .
2.15
1 - 60
CRO2 C90 cassette
2.15
1.60
CRO2 C 60 cassette
1-50
1.12
CRO2 C 45 cassette
1.20
0.93

4-

standard r 1200 245
184
\\........
long play 5" 900 225
I-63
long play 7" 1800 375
300
D. play 5" 1200' .
245
184
D. play 7" 2400' .
435
326
Long play 10+" NAB
0OD
600

MCINTOSH
P/P Free
MAC 1900 receiver ..
MR 74 tuner ..
MR 77 tuner ..
MR 78 AM/FM tuner
MX 113 tuner-preamplifier
AM/FM ..
C 26 preamplifier ..
C 28 preamplifier ..
MC 2105 power amplifier
105 watts ..
MC 2300 power zmplifier
300 watts ..
MC 2505 power amplifier
50 watts ..
MC 250 power amplifier n/c
50 watts ..
MC2100 power amplifier nic
105 watts ..
MA 6100 preamp/amplifier
70 watts ..

ESS

£605-50
£453-00
£492.00
£605-50
£492•03
£250-90
£350-93
C447•20
£934•50
£323.03
£271-80
£359-03
£430•93

£133

"Sounds as clear as
LIG HT"

MAIN
AGENTS FOR
ADC
Armstrong
SAE
Dual
Braun
Maxell
Scan--dyna

4

118

MECEMEr"11
T =ma 1
TRIO P/P £ 1.03
KA2002A amp
. £49 50
KA4002A amp
. E73-00
KA6004 amp
£129 50
KA 8004 amp
. E169-00
KT-2001A Tuner
£67 00
KT-4005 tuner
.. £ 101 00
KT-8005 tuner
.. £ 163 00
KR-2300 receiver
.. £89 50
KR-3200 receiver . £ 111 50
KR-5200 receiver .. £ 160 00
KR-7200 receiver .. £216 00
KX-700 Dolby cassette deck £99.95
KP-2022A deck with P/C/cart £53 50

TEAC

Bose
B&W
Sherwood
Infinity
IMF
McIntosh
ERA
Trio

ESS AMT- Ispeakers pair .. £320-00
ESS AMT-3speasers pair .. £450.00
ESS AMT- I Tower speakers
pair £ 390.00
ESS Pre-amp
..
£232-00
ESS 500 amp
..
£ 386.00
ESS 200 amp .. .. £220.03

TRIO

TEAC
ESS
Transcriptors
KEF
Marantz
Stax
Tannoy
Altec
Mordaunt Short

TEAC P/P £ 100
Teac A-1230
Teac A- 1250S . •
Teac A-3300 10 and 12
Teac A-33001I
Teat A-4300 .. • .
Teat AS 100 amp ..
"
-eat AT 100 tuner .. • .
Teac AG 6500 receiver ..
Teat AN 80 Dolby unit ..
Teac AN 180 Dolby unit ..
Te -cA-360 Dolby cassette .
Teat A-450 Dolby cassette ..

£225-00
£260.00
£298.00
£316.00
£330.00
£160.00
£120.00
£252-00
£88-00
£166.00
£198.00
£232.00

BOSE

-4 14
,

BOSE P/P £ 1.00
Bose 1801 power amp ..
Bose 901 speakers pair ..
Bose 501 speakers pair ..
Bose stands black/white ..

£550.00
£325.00
E182-00
£25.00

DYNACO
VERY LOW PRICE

FULL RANGE
FROM STOCK

ACCUPHASE

FROM

STOCK

IMF PROFESSIONAL
MONITOR
GOOD PR ICE
FROM

STOCK

B & W MODEL 70
WALNUT
FROM

STOCK

All prices are correct at
....\\
the time M .going to Press. /./"...

19 1

F

111'•
Open 9.15-1, 2-5.30 Mon. to Sat. Shut:
1 Wed.
PAYBONDS
ACCEPTED
SUBJECT
TO
QUOTATION.
Cheques with £30 cheque cards only
accepted for counter sales, with only
one cheque per transaction. Special
Offers subject to quotation for Barclaycard. Access Card and Paybond..
P.O.A.-price on application.
Sp. Off.-special offer

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT AT 8%
All prices are subject to variation
without notice.
•While stocks last.
CLOSED

st and 2nd of APRIL

e

TAPE RECORDERS ( Pe [2•00)
Akai GX400D
£425.00
Akai GX1820D
£ 171.50
Akai 4000DB ( Sp. off.) .. £ 130-00
*Akai 4000DS (Sp. off.) .. £83.50
'Philips N4450 (Sp. off.) .. £225-00
Tandberg 3321/4IX, 3621/41X
P.O.A.
Uher 40001C; 4203IC; 44001C ..
P.O.A.
Revox 1102/4, 1122/4, 1222/4, few Mk 3
models left, new Mk4 and Dolby B models
from stock with substantial discounts. New
Revox A700/1372/4 on application.

eCASSETTE

RECORDERS ( P/P 95p)
(B - Dolby B)
'Akai CS3OD (
Sp. off.)
£55-50
Akai CS33D
B £72.75
Akai GXC36D (Sp. off.)
£72-50
Akai GXC36 ( Sp. off.)
£82.50
Akai GXC38 ( Sp. off.)
B £ 103.00
Akai GXC38D ( Sp. off.)
B £95.00
£125.00
Akai GXC4OT (Sp. off.) ..
£108.00
Akai GXC46D ( Sp. off.) ..
Akai GXC65D ( Sp. off.) ..
B £117.50
Akai GXC75D
B £136.00
Akai GXCSIOD .
B £ 130-00
Bush Arena C435 ( SP. off.)
.. £55.00
Bush Arena C445 ( Sp. off.)
.. £61.00
Goodmans SCD103
B £ 110.00
Hitachi D2I50
.. £68-50
Hitachi D2360
B £83.50
Hitachi TRQ252D
.. £40.25
Hitachi TRQ2030D.. .
.. £65.50
Hitachi TRQ2040D ( Sp. off..)
B £86.90
Leak 2002 ( Sp. off.)
B £99.00
Neal 102 ..
B £210.60
B £260.28
Neal 103 .
Philips N2506 .
.. £50.00
Philips N2510
.. £ 103 00
Pioneer CT414IA
B £98.00
Pioneer CTS151
B £ 112.00
.. £ 118.00
Pioneer CTF6I61
Pioneer CTF7171
B £ 133.00
Pye 9145 (Sp. off.)
£50-00
B £ 10800
•Sansui SC700 (Sp. off.)
Sansui SC737
B £ 130.00
B
P.O.A.
Tandberg TCD3I0
Toshiba PT470
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Uher CR2I0
Wharfedale WHD-20D
£76.00

••
.•
.•
.. • •
• • .

e

8-TRACK UNITS ( P/P 95p)
*A a
kaiiCR8ID (Sp. off.)
*BSR TOSS (Sp. off.) ..
Hitachi 131350
*Metrosound SS30 ( Sp. off.) ( S.S)

£65•00
£82.00
£14.00
£64-50
£54.00

• MIXERS, M1CS, DOLBY B UNITS
(P/P on application)
Beyer M8I8HL Cardioid pair .. £31.40
Beyer M8IHL Cardioid £ 14.45
Neal Resolver 101
£ 17-24
Sennheiser MD722LM Cardioid £7-50
Uher A124 Mixer ..
P.O.A.
Akai ADM20 mic. ( Sp. off.) ..
£6.10

e KITS,

LOUDSPEAKERS DRIVE
UNITS ( P/P on application)
Celesti on P58/9470
£2.90
£8.75
Celestion HF2000 .'
Celestion HFI300 8 or 15 ohms
£6.90
Decca London Ribbon Tweeter ..
£21.00
£43.00
Goodmans Mezzo SL Kit ( pair) ..
KEF KK1
•
£21.50
122-55
*KEF KK2 ( Sp. off.)
KEF KK3
.
.
£36-00
KEF T27 SPI032 & SP6535
£5-00
£5.95
KEF TIS no. 6236 ..
KEF B110 SPI003
£6.70
KEF B200 SPI014
£7-80
KEF B139 SPI044
£14-00
KEF DNO N06305
£1-90
KEF DNI3 for BI 10/T27 SPI017 .. £3.05
KEF DNI3 for 13200IT27 SPI015
0-50
KEF DN12 for B139/B110/T27 SPI004 £5.00
Mullard Unilex EP90120
£2-65
Mullard Unilex EP9001
£2.80
Mullard Unilex EP9002
£4-15
Peerless Tweeters DT I
OHFC .. £7.40

.•.

Peerless Tweeters KDIODT
Poly Planar P40 ( pair) ( P/P 50p) ..
Sinclair Project 80 Units ..
Sinclair Project 805 (Sp. off.) ..
Sinclair Q16 ( pair) (Sp. off.) ..
Tannoy Gold 10" HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy Gold Ir HPD ( pair) ..
Tannoy Gold 15" HPD ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Glendale 3 Kit ( pair)
Wharfedale Linton 2 Kit ( pair) ..
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 Kit ( pair)
4001G tweeter ..
Transmission Line Crossover ..

e

TUNERS ( P/1" 95p)
Armstrong 623 and 624 ..
Cambridge Audio 755 ( Silver or
Black) • • • • • • •
Ferrograph SFM1
Leak 2300 . . •
*Leak Delta 'AM/FM (Sp. off.)
Nikko FAM220
Nikko FAM500
Pioneer TX500A
Pioneer TX9I00
Quad FM3
Revox A76
Rotel RT222 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT322 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT622 ( Sp. off.)
Rotel RT1220 ( Sp. off.)
Sinclair 2000 Improved
Sinclair 4000
Teleton GT202 ..

¿6-20
7.10-30
P.O.A.
£3000
£13-50
£118 80
£121-00
£154 00
£34-50
£18 90
£53 SO
£6 90
£10-80
P.O.A
£92-00
£103-00
£88.50
£63-50
£62.42
£87.20
£60-90
£140.50
£73-43
£195.00
£37-50
£52.50
£84-00
£99-00
£31-00
£33.50
£38-75

•STEREO

AMPLIFIERS ( P/P 95p)
Armstrong 621 ..
Bush Arena A220 ( Sp. off.)
Cambridge Audio P60 (Sp. off.) .. £ 105.00
Cambridge P110 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 122.50
Ferrograph F208
£85.00
Goodmans 40-40
..
£62.50
Leak 2100
..
..
£88.50
*Leak 2200 (Sp. off.) .. £ 105-00
*Metrosound ST40
.
£36-00
*Metrosound ST20 Mk. 2
£28-00
Nikko TRM2I0
£51 -40
Nikko TRM230
P.O.A.
Pioneer SA5300 ..
Quad 33/303
Revox A78
.. 1160-00
.Rotel RA211 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 37-25
*Rotel RA3Il (Sp. off.) .. £49.75
•Rotel RA6I I ( Sp. off.) ... £75.00
Rotel RABIO ( Sp. off.) .. £97.75
Rotel RAI210 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 120.00
Sansui AU
I01
£45-00
Sansui AU505 . • • • .. £70.75
Sinclair 2000 Mk. 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £32.00
Sinclair 4000
..
£42-00
Teleton SA020619
£24-30
Wharfedale Denton . £37-50
Wharfedale Linton ( Sp. off.) .. £48-00
Wharfedale Linton Mk 2 .. £50-50

•

TUNER- AMPLIFIERS ( P/1" £ 1-10)
Akai AA8030 (
Sp. off.)
£96-50
Akai AA8080 ( Sp. off.)
£ 125-00
Armstrong 625/626
P.O.A.
Bush Arena TA2700
£75.00
Bush Arena TA3500
£61.75
Bush Arena BH4000
£97-00
Goodmans Module 80
£75-00
Goodmans Module 90
£98-00
Goodmans 1-10
..
£ 125-00
Goodmans 1-20
..
£ 130-00
Howland West R100
£84.50
Leak 2000
..
£ 135-00
Nikko STA5050
£ 123-93
Nikko STA7070
£ 146.88
Nikko STA8080
£ 165-24
•Rotel RXI50A
£52.00
Rotel RXI52
£62-50
"Rotel RX200A
£66.00
Rotel RX202
£70-00
Rotel RX402
£92•50
Rotel RX600A (Sp. off.) £ 112.75
Rotel RX602 teak or rosewood £ 120.00
Rotel RX802
£ 152.00
Sansui 441
..
£84.40
Tandberg TR200 MPX
P.O.A.
Tandberg TRI010 MPX
P.O.A.
Teleton TFS50
£54.00

e

STEREO SYSTEMS & PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Bush Arena System 10 .. .. £94-00
Bush Arena System 15 ( Sp. off.).. £74-00
Bush Arena System 20 .. £ 130-00
Bush Arena System 25 (Sp. off.) . £94-00
Bush Arena System 35 .. £ 172.00
Bush Arena System 40 . .. £ 165-00
Bush Arena System 55 .. £210.00
Bush A1005
..
£57-00
Bush B5350I Musicentre £ 142.50
Bush A1006•
•
£ 77.00
*Ekco ZU3 ( Sp. off.)• . £ 78.00
*El= ZU4L ( Sp. off.) .. • • £ 134-50
Ekco ZU7 (Sp. off.)• . £ 165•00
*Ekcu ZU440 ( Sp. off.) .. • • £220-00

*Elmo ZU5F ( Sp. off.) ..
£122.00
*Elmo ZU5G
£136.00
£165•00
*Ekco ZUSJ .
*Ekco ZU51 and N2506 Cassette
£209.00
(Sp. off.) ..
£205.00
*Ekco ZUSK
*Ekco ZU9
£310.00
'Ekco ZU540
.
£290.00
Goodmans Module 80 Compact
£138-50
excl. speakers .. .
Goodmans Module 90 Compact
£178.00
excl. loudspeakers ..
Goodmans 1-10 Compact excl.
loudspeakers .. .. • . £195.00
£99-00
Hacker GAN500/2D4 & 2x LS250
Hacker GAN500/204 & 2x LS550 £117.00
Hacker GAR550 & 2x L5550 .. £158.00
£173-00
Hacker GAR550 & 2X LSI100
Hitachi SDT2660
£185-00
£53.50
Marconi 4450B ( Sp. off.) ..
£143-00
Marconi 4455 ( Sp. off.) ..
Marconi 4457 ( Sp. off.) ..
£56-50
Marconi 4459 ( Sp. off.) ..
£93.00
Pioneer C4500 (Sp. off.) ( PL I2D &
SA500A Compact excl. cart. and
£77 00
Pye 1558 inc. speakers ..
£108-00
"Rotel RXI50A & RA200 ( pair) ..
£63-00
*Rotel RA2I0 & RA100 ( pair) ..
£28-00
Toshiba SM 3000 ..
P.O.A
'Wharfedale Linton 1system .. £13s-oo

e

LOUDSPEAKER SYSTEMS
All prices per pair. ( P/P on application)
B & W DM2A • DM4, DS, DM70
P.O.A.
Cambridge R40 (Sp. off.) .. £ 137-00
Cambridge R50 (Sp. off.) .. £204.00
Celestion Dittos 120 .. £52-50
Celestion County .. £48-80
Celestion Ditton 15
..
£67-00
Celestion Dittos 44
..
£ 110-00
Celestion Dicton 25
..
£ 139-00
Celestion Ditton 66
..
£210-00
Celestion Hadleigh.. £42-00
Ferrograph SI and Stand ..
P.O.A.
Goodmans Achromat
..
£ 128.50
Goodmans Goodwood ( Sp. off.) .. £90.00
Goodmans D/Maxim ( Sp. off.) .. £47-50
Goodmans Dimension 8 ( Sp. off.) £ 128.00
Goodmans Havant SL ( Sp. off.) .. £45-50
Goodmans Mezzo SL ( Sp. off.) .. £68-50
Goodmans Magnum SL ( Sp. off.) £85.00
Goodmans Minister (Sp. off.) .. £37-00
Hacker LS250
P.O.A.
Hacker LS550
P.O.A.
KEF Chorale
P.O.A.
KEF Cadenza ..
P.O.A.
KEF Concerto ..
P.O.A.
KEF Coda
P.O.A.
KEF Cantor
P.O.A.
KEF Reference 104
P.O.A.
Leak 2020 ( Sp. off.)
£45-00
Leak 2030 (Sp. off.) .. £61-50
Leak 2060 (Sp. off.) • . £ 105.00
Leak 2075 (Sp. off.)
Mordaunt-Short 079, 400, 737, 235.
Carnival, Festival and stands ..
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic blk/br
Rank Domus 150 (Sp. off.) .. £26-50
Rank Domus 175 (Sp. off.) .. £33.95
Rank Domus 250 (Sp. off.) .. £52-95
Spendor BC IStudio 1 (teak) .. £ 171-00
Tannoy Amesbury Ir HPD
£253-00
Tannoy Chatsworth £ 170-50
Tannoy Chevening
£ 154-00
Tannoy Mansfield IT HPD .. £ 181-50
Tannoy Mansfield 15' HPD .. £214-50
Wharfedale Denton 1white .. £23-00
Wharfedale Denton 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £29.75
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £36.90
Wharfedale Glendale 3 (Sp. off.) .. £56-00
Wharfedale Melton 2 ( Sp. off.) .. £58.75
Wharfedale Dovedale 3 ( Sp. off.) £79.00
Wharfedale Kingsdale 3 ( Sp. off.) £ 114-00

•

STEREO HEADPHONES (
P/P 40p)
Akai ASE22
.
£9.80
£7-35
Aka, ASE20
£5-80
Akai ASE9S
£5•75
Akai ASE II ( Sp. off.) ..
Alpha SDH7DV ( Sp. off.)
£3-93
£9.95
Beyer DT900
£11.55
Bush Arena K600 ..
£2-95
"Eagle SES (Sp. off.)
Hacker HP1
£7.80
£25-50
Koss PRO4AA
£27.95
Koss PRO5LC
£47.75
Koss ESP6A
Koss ESP9
£64-00
£11.20
Koss K6 ..
£10.15
Koss KRD7I I
£14-65
Koss K0727B
£19-00
Koss K747 ( 300 ohms)
£12.90
Koss K6LC
Koss HV1
£21.45
Koss HVILC
£24-25
£32.00
Koss Phase/2 ( Sp. off.)
£39.50
Koss Quadraphone K2-I-2
£36.40
Koss Quadraphone PROSQ

Koss Quadraphone K0747Q
Koss Quadraphone K6LCQ
Pioneer 5E305
*Rote' RH430 ( Sp. off.)
Rank YX9002
Rank YX9003
Rotel RH600
Rotel RH630
Rotel RH700
Sennheiser HD4I4
*Teleton SH500 ( Sp. off.) ..
Wharfedale lsodynamic
Wharfedale DDI

•TURNTABLES

£31.00
£23.45
£11-30
£3-60
£8.30
£4.70
E4-85
E6-90
E10-60
El 1-30
£4.85
£17-45
£11.50

( P/P 95p) AND
ARMS ( P/P 40p)
*Acos Lustre ( Sp. off.) .. £23.00
Audio Technica AT1005 Mk. 2 .. £ 17.50
Audio Technica L2 Lift .. £ 4-30
G
d 51'25 Mk 1 ( Sp. off.) .. £ 14-50
Garrard 401..
..
£32-50
Garrard 86SB
£26-00
*G
d Zero 100S ( Sp. off.) .. £29.00
G
d Zero 100SB
£ 37.00
Goldring GL72 ( Sp. off.) .. £26.00
Goldring GL75
£33-00
Howland-West Clearview cabinets
HWI and HWI4
SME 3009 Improved Fixed Head .. £37.00
SME 3009/S2 Improved Oct. head £40•00
Sugden SAU2
..
£ 12.70
Sugden BD IKit
112-20
Thorens TDI25 Mk. 2
..
£74-00

e

TURNTABLE PACKAGES
(P/P on application)
Garrard Zero 1005B module & M93E ESS-00
G
d 86SB module & M75-65M
E40-50
G
dSP25/4 module & M75-65M
C28-70
Goldring 705 P/C (Sp. off.) .. £ 16.75
Goldring GL72 P/C
£37-00
Goldring GL75 P/C
..
£47.50
Goldring GL78 P/C
£56.50
Goldring GL78 P/C & G820 ( Sp. off.) £61.75
Goldring GL85 P/C • • £72.50
Goldring G101 P/C Mk. 2 .. £23.00
*Goodmans TDI00..
£59.00
*Japan Phono T601 P/C & magnetic
cartridge (Sp. off.)
£39.95
*Leak Delta turntable ( Sp. off.) £51.00
Leak 2001 ..
P.O.A.
Philips GA2I2
£56-50
Pioneer PL I2D
£42.50
Pioneer PLI5D
£65.00
Rank Domus BDI000
£36-00
Rank Domus BD20X)
£39.25
Rotel RPI000
C45-00
Sansui SR2I2 • • • • .. £48.90
Sugden BD2/SAU2 P/C Mk. 2 .. £37-50
Thorens TDI45
£82.50
Thorens TD160BC
£52.50
Thorens TDI60C P/C (Sp. off.) .. £62.00
Thorens TDI25/2AB ( Sp. off.) .. £ 110.00
Thorens TX25 Cover .. £8.50
Thorens TD165 P/C ( Sp. off.) .. £55-00
Wharfedale W30 P/C and M44-7.. £29110

e

CARTRIDGES ( P/P 15p); C = Ceramic
ADC XLM ( Sp. off.) . £23.00
Decca Deram elliptical Gold code C
14-85
Decca Deram conical Blue code C £4.65
Decca London Mk. 5
..
£23-30
Empire 1000ZEX
£42.00
Goldring G800 ( Sp. off.) .. £3.90
Goldring G800E (Sp. off.) .. £7.10
Goldring G850
£3.65
Goldring CS90
C £3.90
Goldring CS9I E
C £6.05
Ortofon MI5E Super
£24-50
Shure M44E ( Sp. off.)
£5-90
Shure M55E ( Sp. off.) .. £6.75
Shure M75-6S ( Sp. off.) .. £6.15
*Shure M75BT2 ( Sp. off.) .. £7.40
"Shure M75EJT2 ( Sp. off.) £ 10-00
*Shure M7SEDT2 ( Sp. off.) £ 10.33
Shure VI5 Type 3
..
£28-75
Sonotone 9TAHC ( Sp. off.)
EI-75

ePORTABLE

RADIOS (
Post Free and
Batteries included)
Roberts RIC2
P.O.A.
Roberts R505
P.O.A.
Roberts R606 ..
P.O.A.
Roberts R606MB
£35-50
Roberts R707
P.O.A.
Hacker RP38A Hunter ..
£37-80
Hacker RP7I Harrier .. £23-75
Hacker RP72 Sovereign Ill
£49-75
Hacker RP74 MB Black Knight • • £42-25
Hacker RP75 MB Super Sovereign
E66-50

e

CALCULATORS ( P/P 25p)
Pye P630 and Charger ..
Pye P640 Memory and Charger ..
Pye P650 and Charger ..
Sinclair Executive ..
Sinclair Executive Memory
*Sinclair Cambridge ( Sp. off.) ..
Sinclair Cambridge Memory (Sp. off.)
Sinclair Scientific ( Sp. off.)
MAIL ORDER SERVICE

£24-75
£33-75
£39-50
£24.50
£27-50
£10.53
£16.25
£18-25

166 StAlbansRoad,Watford,WD24ASSIMatford 31644
•Sound
technical
advice by
qualified staff
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EKCO ZU440

EKCO ZU3

2x7 watts RMS. Push-button VHF Radio
with Stereo Decoder. rx 5' Elliptical
Loudspeaker. Philips GC 005 Automatic
Single Player, 3-speed with GP 200 Cart,ridge.
,
Recommended Retail Price £ 109-83
P
°RU
1CRE

£78.00

EKCO ZU4L

EKCO ZU5J

Features built-in Cassette Unit 2x7
watts RMS. Push button VHF Radio with
Stereo Decoder. 7"X 5" Elliptical Loudspeaker. Lenco 725 Automatic Single
Player 3-speed with GP2I3 Cartridge.
Recommended Retail Price aomo
OUR
PRICE

2X 15 watts RMS.
Push-button VHF Radio
and Stereo Decoder.
Switchable AFC. Builtin Cassette Player/
Recorder with ALC and
DNL. Provision for
ambiophony. Special
disc-jockey and
dubbing facilities.
Flight-deck styling.
Provisional Rec.
Retail Price £315-25

2x 17 watts RMS. 5 push-button VHF
Radio. Stereo Decoder. r bass and 1"
treble speakers. Philips GC 008
Transcription type turntable.
Recommended Retail Price £238.64

OUR PRICE
(provisional)

OU £165.00
PRICRE

£134.50

With Philips N2506 Cusette Deck £ 220

£220.00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 10

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM IS

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 20

A stereo record
player system with
power output
10 watts RMS per
channel.

A stereo reccrd
player compact
system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.
Rec. Price LI iI3.21

A stereo record
player and VHF/FM
radio system. Power
output 10 watts
RMS per channel.

Rec. Price £ 113 77

E94•00

£14.00

E130•00

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 35

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 40

OUR PRICE

S49 stand £ 3.93 extra

BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 25

A new compact
stereo record
playing system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £ 167.60
Special end of aline
520 stand £6.82 extra

A high quality steret
record playing and
VHF/FM radio
system. Power oui put 15 watts RMS
per channel.
Rec. Price £213.77

record player
compact system.
Power output
15 watts RMS per
channel.
Rec. Price £20809
OUR PRICE

OUR PRICE

E94.00

EKCO ZU7 111

Rec. Price £ 151.96

Special end of aline

OUR PRICE

SYSTEM
M SUI TEVERY
SELECTED
POCKET, SPECIALLYI
T
THE FINESTO OFFER,
VALUE1
IN THEIR PRICE
RANGE
A

£165.00

S20 stand £6.82 extra

430

2x 15 watts RMS 2x MW/LW/SW with
push-button VHF Radio and Stereo Decoder.
r Bass and I" Treble speakers. Philips
GC 008 Transcription type turntable with
GP 400 Magnetic Cartridge. Rec Price £241-18

P
ORU
ICRE

£165.00
BUSH ARENA
SYSTEM 55
A deluxe stereo AM/
FM Radio/Record
player system. Power
output 35 watts RMS
per channel. Rec.
Price £ 261.84

z

HACKER AUDIO SYSTEMS

LS550
8' long throw
bass unit.
2¡." tweeter.
15 watts. 8 ohms
40 Hz— I8 kHz.
ICY X 16.} x84 in.

GAN500 2D4
14 W RMS per
GAR550
channel. SP25
As GAN500/2D4
Mk. 4. Teak,
but with high
Optional teak or sensitivity FM
plastic lid.
Tuner.

LSI100
8' long throw bass unit.
5" mid-range 2f" tweeter
25 watts. 8 ohms. 30 Hz—
18 kHz. 14 x 201 X

ilr.

CAN SOO UM
2 LS250 Speakers
Rec. Retail Price £ 145.80

OUR PRICE
£99 00

GAN 500/2D4
2 LS550 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 157-68

OUR PRICE
£II7 00

GAR 550
2 LS550 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 197.64

OUR PRICE
£158 00

GAR 550
2 LS 1100 Speakers.
Rec. Retail Price £ 219.24

OUR PRICE
£173 00

OUR PRICE

£110-00

WHARFEDALE LINTON SYSTEM
I pair Linton 2 loudspeakers, Linton turntable, Linton tuner/amplifier. All in matching
teak finish. Rec. Price £ 195.85.
OUR
PRICE

TELETON SAQ 206B SYSTEM
TELETON SAQ 206E 8+8 watt stereo
amplifier.
GARRARD SP25/3
Plinth,
Cover and GOLDRING G800 stereo magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus and
2systems with all connecting leads.

OUR PRICE

£60.00

TELETON TFS55 SYSTEM

ROTEL RX150 SYSTEM

TELETON TFS55 SYSTEM 15+15 watt
tuner amplifier. MW and FM bands with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD AP76, Plinth and Cover,
SHURE M55E stereo magnetic cartridge
with elliptical diamond stylus and 2
MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all
connecting leads.

ROTEL RX 150 SYSTEM 75+7.5 watt
tuner/amplifier MW and FM band with
stereo decoder.
GARRARD SP25/3. Plinth, Cover and
COLORING G800 stereo magnetic cartridge with diamond stylus and 2 MINORCA loudspeaker systems with all connecting leads.

PRICE
°UR

£106.00

OUR
PRICE

N

£135.00
litS PS t
'

Garston

oO

£85.00
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Last year we gave away
in discounts
on leading brands
DON'T MISS OUT ON THIS YEAR'S BONANZA!
SHOWN BELOW ARE JUST A FEW EXAMPLES OF OUR MANY OUTSTANDING OFFERS— PHONE OR WRITE FOR A QUOTATION ON YOUR REQUIREMENTS
ACCESS AND
BARCLAYCARD
WELCOME
CREDIT TERMS FOR
PERSONAL SHOPPERS

ALL EQUIPMENT IS BRAND
NEW, FULLY GUARANTEED
AND OFFERED WITH FULL
AFTER SALES SERVICE.
PROMPT EFFICIENT MAIL ORDER SERVICE

Goods despatched within 24 hours of
receipt of order. ( Subject to availability

Sony TA70 Amplifier
Garrard SP25
2xMedway Major
Speakers
TELETAPE PRICE

£75.00
Carriage 12 75

of stock)
Cheerful Refund. If within 7days of
purchase any item is found to be faulty
we will gladly refund the full purchase
price or replace the faulty item.
AGENTS FOR: A.R. • Ampex •
Bang & Olufsen • B.A.S.F. • Dual •
Garrard

Goldring • Hacker • Harman

Kardon • Hi Fi Aids • Koss • Jensen •
JVC. Marsden Hall • Mordaunt Short •
Marantz • National • Nivico • Philips •

Sony TA88 Amplifier
B & 0 Beogram 1001
2xMarsden Hall
150F Speakers
LIST PRICE ( 166 35

TELETAPE PRICE

£134.00
Carriage £ 2.75

Revox • Roberts • Sanyo • Sony •
Scan Dyna • Sonab • Shure • Teac •
Tandberg • Thorens • Technics • Uher

TELETAPE

33 Edgware Road. W2. Tel: 01-723 1942/2924

Open 9 a m — 5 30 p m Thursday 9 — 1p m

ELETA

E

4,90„
Bayswater Rd

Sony TA 1066 Amplifier
B & 0 Beogram 1001
2xA.R.7 Speakers

OXFORD STREET

84/88 Shaftesbury Ave.. WI. Tel:01-437 1651.
Open 9a m — 5 30 om

lee III lug

Monday ir S it..a Jay

ma

V

B & 0 Beogram 1202
2xSonab 0A4- Speakers
LIST PRICE £290 80

LIST PRICE ( 181 35

TELETAPE PRICE

Sony TA 1055 Amplifier

£154.00
Carriage £ 2 75

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT pr,cescorrect
at bole of going to press but sublecr to change without notice

TELETAPE PRICE

£239.00

Carnage ( 2 75

CLAM/67
0.

the choice four
SOLARVOX TKSO Dome
The TK 50D utilises a dome HF unit to
ensure pure and crisp high frequency
performance. Plus two 81 in. bass driver
units for realistic low frequency response
—capable of matching the best of today's
high fidelity amplifiers.
SPECIFICATION:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 23- 20,000 HZ
POWER HANDLING: 60 watts RMS
120 watts peak
IMPEDANCE: 8 ohms
DRIVE UNITS: Two 131 in. bass, dome HF
tweeter

SOLARVOX TKI9S
Ideally suited to amplifiers and receivers
with a power output of up to 20 watts RMS
Per channel.
SPECIFICATION:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 50 - 20,000 HZ
POWER HANDLING: 20 watts RMS
IMPEDANCE: 8ohms
DRIVE UNITS: 81 in. bass. 31 in. treble

fl

r

5,5.1 & Xi.
DIMENSIONS: 241' (H x14 ' (W x 21" (D)
5,5.1 & Kler

Recommended Retail Price £ 156.0-1 inc. VAT
Comet Price per pai £103.90 inc. VAT

DIMENSIONS: 171" (H) x 101 -(W) x 8 (D)
!tee ttttttt 'ended Retail Price £55.07 Inc. NAT
Comet Price per pair £36.95 inc. VAT

SOLARVOX TK IOS
Ideally suited for smaller rooms and to amplifiers
having a power output of up to 15 watts RMS per
channel.
SPECIFICATION:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 60 - 20,000 HZ
POWER HANDLING: 15 watts RMS 20 watts peak
IMPEDANCE: 8ohms
DRIVE UNITS: 61 in. bass, 2/ in. tweeter

SOLARVOX TK4OS
A high specification 3unit loudspeaker.
This design offers exceptionally smooth
sound at a down-to-earth price,
SPECIFICATION:
FREQUENCY RESPONSE: 40 - 20,000 HZ
POWER HANDLING: 45 watts RMS
75 watts peak
IMPEDANCE: 8ohms
DRIVE UNITS: 10 in. bass. 32 in. mid
range, 2in. tweeter
—

T-7
--,
M.:Me
6,0.16 K ear
DIMENSIONS: 141' H) x 9/ (W) x 613 (D)
Recommended Retail Price £30.87 hie VAT
Comet Price per pair £20.95 inc. VAT

6.1 6 We
DIMENSIONS: 22*(H) x131 (W) x9r(D)
Recomment cd ltd iii Priee £ 20.58 inc. VAT
Comet Price per pair 79.90 inc. VAT

luxury listening
Solarvox loudspeakers are precision made in Norway to ensure that
each model in the range offers the highest technical specification
and value for money. possible. They are finished in teak veneer with
contrasting grille cloth (Black— models TK 10S and TK 19S: Black
and gray flecked—models TK 40S and TK 50 Dome). The nameplate
is adjustable for vertical or horizontal use and each speaker is
supplied complete with 16ft. of cable and 2pin DIN plug.

As featured in HiFi News and Record Review, HiFi Sound, Gramophone, HiFi Answers, Popular HiFi, Audio and HiFi for Pleasure.

OLARM57
available from

COlifirr

at discount prices
195 / H

lErPscouaunlittYCHeni trl
TUNERS Cont.

Stereo Amplifiers
Rec.Ret.
Comet
Price
Price
inc. VAT inc. VAT
AKAI AA 5200 ..
£103.00
£73-95
AKAI AA 5500 ..
£I34.02
£95•95
AKAI AA 5800 .. £195.88
£139.95
ALBA UA 700 ..
£59.22
£39.50
AMSTRAD 8000 Mk 3 £38.23
£22.50
AMSTRAD IC 2000
Mk 2 ..
£64.21 £ 37.50
AMSTRAD Integra
4000 Mk 2
£50.34
£30.95
FERROGRAPH F2C/B
20/20
£101.52
£76-75
FERROGRAPH F608
60/60
£I74.96
£
£132.50
GOODMANS Model
84.68
£61.50
GOODMANS GalacIron Mk 10 ..
£399.00
£292.00
GOODMANS Galactron Mk 16 Pre£530.00
£389.00
GOODMANS Galactron Mk 100 Pow£261.00
£191.00
GOODMANS Galactron CO 16 Matrix/
CD4 decoder .. £ 84.00
£61.00
KELETRON KSA 1500
Mk 11
£ 44.28
£2495
LEAK 2100 ..
LI 12-96
£92.00
LEAK 2200 .. £ 142.53
[116.00
METROSOUND ST20
Mk II
£ 47.52 £ 33.95
METROSOUND 5140 £ 61.02
£42-95
METROSOUND ST60 £ 84.24
£59.95
PIONEER SA 500A £ 67.07
£44.95
PIONEER SA 6200
L117.32
£77.95
PIONEER SA 7100 £ 149.52
£103-95
PIONEER SA 8100 £ 224.84
£148.50
PIONEER SA 9100 £ 280.04
£185.00
PIONEER Exclusive
C3 Pre- Amp. £ 892.94
£650.00
PIONEER Exclusive
M3 Power Amp. £ 960.60 £700-00
ROTEL RA2I I
£ 56.45
£40.95
ROTEL RA311 £ 73.15
£51.95
ROTEL RA611 £ 115-37
£81.95
ROTEL RA810 £ 147.17
£105-00
ROTEL RAI210
£184-09
£129.00
SANSU AUI01 £ 60.37
£48.25
SANSU AU505 £ 93-30
£74.50
SANSU AU6500 £ 185-37 £ 148.00
SANSU AU7500 . £ 216.10
£172.00
SANSU AU9500 £ 336.38
£269.00
SANSU QA7000
Quadraphonic . £ 345.87
£230.00
SOLARVOX 20 10
watts RMS per
channel .. £ 43.71
£26-50
SOLARVOX 30 15
watts RMS per
channel ..
L51.33
£29.95
WHARFEDALE
Linton Mk 2 • £ 68-04
£49-95

Tuners
AKAI AT550 AM FM
MPX
.
AKAI AT580 AM/FM
ALBA UA 800 ..
AMSTRAD 3000 FM/
MPX
FERROGRAPH SFM
1FM/MPX
LEAK 2300 AM/FM/
MPX
PIONEER TX500A
AM/FM/MPX .
PIONEER TX6200
AM/FM/MPX
PIONEER TX7 100
AM/FM/MPX
PIONEER TX8 I
00
AMIFM/MPX
PIONEER TX9100
AM/FM/MPX
ROTEL RT222 AM/
FM/MPX
ROTEL RT322 AM/
FM/MPX
I96

£103.00 £ 73 95
£144.24
£51.77

[104.50
£37.95

£50.30

£30.50

£123.12

£89.95

£114.02 £ 93.00
£92.96

£61.50

£I05.37

£69.50

£138.09

£91.50

L162.64

£107.95

L215.82

£143 00

£56.45

£39.95

£78.45

£56•50

ROTEL RT622 AM/
FM/MPX
ROTEL RTI220 AM/
FM/MPX
SANSUI TUSOS AM/
FM/MPX
SANSUI TU7500 AM/
FM/MPX
SANSUI TU9500 AM.
FM/MPX

Rec.Ret.
Price
inc. VAT

Comet
Price
inc. VAT

L125.18

£82•50

L156.99

£115.00

£ 96.34

£77.00

176.95

£141.50

L227.10

£181.00

/*Ft Compacts
GOLDRING Module
8000 Compact Teak £ 243.00
GOODMANS Module
80 Compact Teak £ 184.50
GOODMANS Module
90 Compact Teak
L239.I7
GOODMANS Module
110 Compact Teak £ 269.07
SALORA 2001 Compact with 160/c .. Sp. Price

£169•95
£129.95
£175.00
£195.00
£109.00

Tuner/Amplifiers
AMSTRAD 5000 AM/
FM/MPX
( 98.53
AKAI AA8030
£147 18
AKAI AA8080
L186-46
GOODMANS Module
90 AM/FM/MPX
Teak ..
L130.67
GOODMANS Module
110 FM/MW/LW/
SW/100 w. RMS £ 152.64
GOODMANS Module
120 FM/MW/LW/
SW/100 w. RMS £ 161.53
NIPPON SOUND
SR660 AM/FM/MPX £ 133.65
NIPPON SOUND
SR770 AM/FM/MPX £ 158.40
LEAK 2000 AM/FM,'
£178.16
PIONEER SX 1010
£457.72
PIONEER SX 939 .. £370.02
PIONEER SX 838 .. £334.99
PIONEER SX 737 ..
£261-35
PIONEER SX 636 .. £211.08
PIONEER SX 535 .. £181.02
PIONEER SX 434 ..
£131.93
PIONEER SX 300 ..
£101.50
ROTEL RX 150A ..
£78.45
ROTEL RX 152 AM/
FM/MPX
£92-50
ROTEL RX 202 AM/
FM/MPX
LI04.50
ROTEL RX 402 AM/
FM/MPX
£137.50
ROTEL RX 602 AM!
FM/MPX
£179.90
ROTEL RX 802 .. £227.50
SALORA 2000 FM/
MPX
Sp. Price
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/
MPX
£96.52
SANSUI 441
£113.94
SANSUI 551
£150.12
SANSUI 661 AM/FM/
MPX
LI95.07
SANSUI 771 AM/FM!
MPX
£236.99
SANSUI 881 AM/FM/
MPX
£331.38
SANSUI Six AM/FM /
.
MPX
L268.15
SANSUI Seven AM/
FM/MPX
£315.03
SANSUI Eight AM/
FM/MPX
£365.00
TANDBERG TR200
MPX TK
L114.63
TANDBERG TRIOÔÓ
FM/MPX TK
£181.49
TAN DBE RG TRI010
AM, FM MPX TK
£195.49

£64 95
£105.00
£132.00

£94-95

£112.95

£114.95
£87.95
£104.95
£145.50
£305.00
£245.00
£225.00
£174.00
£139.95
£119.95
£87.95
£68.95
£55-95
£66.50
£75-50
£97.95
£129.50
£165.00
£49.00
£77.25
£91.00
£120-00
£156.00
£189.00
£265.00
£179.00
£214 00
£239.00
£102.00
£159.00
£174 00

Quadraphonic Tuner/Amps
AKAI AS 8100S .. £ 239-43
PIONEER OX 646 AM!
FM/MPX/QS/SQ/CD4L328-90

Rec.Ret.
Comet
Price
Price
PIONEER OX 747 AM/
FM/MPX/QS/SQ/CD4L429.35 £285.00
PIONEER OX 949 AM
FM/MPX/QS/SQ/CD4[571.80 £379.00
ROTEL RX I54A AM/
FM/MPX/SQ .. £ 144.85
£79.00
ROTEL R)( 254 AM/
FM/MPX/SQ/QS/CD4L227.50 £165.00
SANSUI QRX 3000
AM/FM/MPX/SQ/QS £ 286.73 £229 00
SANSUI QRX 3500
AM/FM/MPX/SQ/QS £ 378.07 £302-00
SANSUI QRX 6500
AM/FM/MPX/SQ/QS £ 497.11 £325.00
SANSUI QRX 7500
AM/FM/MPX/SQ/
QS/CD4
L550.34
£440.00

£149.00
£219.00

GARRARD MODULES
63SP with Shure M75
ECS less cover .. £ 30.24
Cover for 63SP .. £ 4-8I
SP25 Mk IV with Shure
75/6/SM
f38.56
86SB with Shure 75/6/
SM£58.44
Zero 100SB with Shure
M93E
£ 79.81

Price
inc. VAT

£128.00
£27.50

£20.95
£3.50
£26.95
£39-95
£54-95

Speakers

Turntables
CONNOISSEUR BD I
kit
( 16.09
CONNOISSEUR BD I
Chassis . L19.66
CONNOISSEUR BD2,/
SAU2 Chassis .. £ 39.53
CONNOISSEUR BD2
P/C/SAU2 £ 49.90
GARRARD SP25
Mk IV Chassis . £ 21.22
GARRARD 86513 Cilas. £ 38.45
GARRARD Zero 100SB
Chass
L56.11
GARRARD 401 Chass. £ 55.03
GOLDRING G I
02/PC £ 39.69
GOLDRING GL72P £ 51 . 84
GOLDRING GL75P £ 64.15
GOLDRING GL78P/
Cover with auto
£85.86
GOLDRING GL85P/
Cover with auto
£113.40
LEAK 2001 with b
and c
L145.00
McDONALD MP60
Chassis ..
C16.14
PIONEER PL12D with
b and c
L60.78
PIONEER PLA45D
auto with band b£ 129.03
PIONEER PLSIA with
band cdirect drive £ 178.09
PIONEER PL7 Iwith
band cdirect drive £ 197.94
RANK DOMUS BD1000
inc. b and c .. £ 50.61
RANK DOMUS BD2000
inc. b and c
£ 56.38
RANK DOMUS BA300
auto, b and c
£ 81.57
RANK DOMUS BA600
auto b and c
£ 3.84
ROTEL RP I
000 with
b and c
L64.50
SANSUI 5R717 inc. b
and c direct drive £ 240.24
THORENS ID 125
Mk 11 Chassis .. £ 97.52
THORENS TD125AB
Mk II
L150.94
THORENS TD I
65/C
inc. b and c
£ 71.66
THORENS ID 160/C
inc. b and c
£ 83.02

TURNTABLES
Price
Cont.
inc. VAT
SANSUI FR3060 Belt
Drive. single play
auto with Sansui
Munetic cartridge £ 159.97
WHARFEDALE Linton £ 40.62

£13.25
£16-25
£32.50
£41.00
£14-95
£22.95
£38-95
£38.50
£26.50
£33.95
£42.95

£57.50

£74.95
£119.50
£12-50
£39.95
£87.50
£119.95
£129-95
£35• 95
£39.95
£57.95
£67.95
£45.95
£192.00
£69.95
£114.95
£59.95
£69.95

The following Turntables are complete
with base, plinth, cover and cartridge.
Fully wired and ready for use.
McDONALD MP60
TPD Iwith ADC K8 £ 35.25
£20.95
GARRARD 401 ACOS
LUSTRE Arm Shure
M7SED
Sp. Price £ 9.95
GARRARD SP 25 Mk IV
with G800 .. Sp. Price £24.50
GOLDRING IO2/PC
with G800 .. £ 47-79 £ 29.95
LEAK deck with Shure
Cartridge .. £ 75.28
£44• 95
SANSUI 5R212 with
Sansui Mag. Cartridge .. £ 66.03
£52.95
SANSUI SR313 with
Sansui Mag. Cart. £ 154.29
£123.50

AMSTRAD Acousta
2500 ( pair) .. £ 61.26
£32.95
CELESTION Hadleigh
(pair) .. £ 58-22
£39-95
CELESTION County
(pair)
£ 66.43
£49.00
CELESTION Ditton 15 £ 47-48 £ 35.00
CELESTION Ditton 25 £ 95.01
£70.00
CELESTION Ditton 44 £ 78.37
£58.00
CELESTION Ditton 66 £ 143.77 £106.00
GOODMANS Minister
SL ( pair) TK
£ 52-10
£37.95
GOODMANS Havant
SL ( pair) ..
L64.36
£43.95
GOODMANS Magister £77.99
£47.50
GOODMANS Mezzo
SL
£ 48.75 £ 33.95
GOODMANS Magnum
SL
.
£ 61.38
£41.95
GOODMANS Goodwood .. £ 65.35
£43.95
GOODMANS Dimension 8
..
£ 92.53
£59.95
Goodmans Planax 2
Teak or White (pr)
£90.73
£49.95
GOODMANS Achromat 400 Monitor £ 85.82
£59.95
Stand for 400 .. £ 7.I7
£5-25
LEAK 2020 ( pair) .. £ 62-35
£49•00
SOLARVOX TKIOS
LEAK 2030 ( pair) .. £ 83.99
£69-00
LEAK 2060 ..
L72.54
£59•50
LEAK 2075 .. £ 138-71
£114.00
RANK Domas 150 ( pr) £ 41.73
£28.50
RANK Domos 175 ( pr) LS3.52
£33.95
RANK Domas 250 ( pr) £ 83.95
£49-95
RANK Domus 350 ( pr)(122.25
£89.00
RANK Domos 450 ( pr)L176-25
£129.00
SOLARVOX TK 105
15 watts ( pair) .. £ 30.87
£20-95
SOLARVOX TKI9S
20 watts ( pair) .. £ 55.07
£36.95
SOLARVOX TK4OS
3speakers 45 watts
RMS
.
£ 60-29
£39.95
SOLARVOX TK5OD
3speaker, 60 watts
Dome Tweeter .. £ 78.02
£51.95
WHARFEDALE Denton Mk 1 ( pr) White £ 33.78
£26.95
WHARFEDALE Denton Mk II ( pair) .. £ 45-49
£31.95
WHARFEDALE
Linton Mk II ( pair)
L56-33
£39.95
WHARFEDALE
Glendale ( pair) .. £ 83.99
£63-95
WHARFEDALE
Dovedale 3 Mk 11 £ 60-44
£45•00
WHARFEDALE Kingsdale III .. £ 36.54
£64.95
ZENITH Allegro 1000 £ 37.26
£24-95
ZENITH Allegro 2000 £ 45.36 £29-95
ZENITH Allegro 3000 £ 56.70
£36-95

Speaker Kits
GOODMANS DIN 20
NT kit ( pair) ..
GOODMANS Mezzo
twin kit ( pair) ..
WHARFEDALE Linton kit ( pair) ..
WHARFEDALE Glendale kit ( pair) ..

£27.59

£18.50

L54.00

£36.95

£26.61

£19.50

L48.58

£34.95

ALL GOODS ARE FULLY BACKED BY 12 MONTHS
FREE SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS AND LABOUR
SPEAKERS Cont.

Price
inc. VAT
WHARFEDALE Dove.
dale kit ( pair) .. £ 75•20

Price
inc. VAT

Rec.Ret.
Price
inc. VAT

Comet
Price
inc. VAT

£54.95

Pickup Arms& Heads
Cartridges
AUDIO TEChNICA
ATI2S, CD4
£ 0-87
CONNOISSEUR SCU1 £. 02
GOLDRING G800
Boxed .. .. £ 8.10
GOLDRING G800E
Boxed .. . .
L12.3I
GOLDRING G800
Super E Boxed .. £ 18.79
GOLDRING G820E £ 16-20
EMPIRE 999 XEX £ 17.18
EMPIRE 999 QEX £ 14.24
EMPIRE 999 REX .. £ 10.55
EMPIRE 1000ZE/X.. £ 57130
SHURE M55E
£ 9-07
SHURE M75E1 ..
LI4.58
SHURE M75ED £ 1717
SHURE V15 Mk III £ 43.74
SONOTONE 9TAHC
Diam./Saph. £- 51

£13.95
£5-75
£3.95
£6.25
£9.75
£11.25
£8•25
£5•50
£3.95
£38.95
£5•25
£8.25
£9.75
£29.50

ACOS LUSTRE pickup arm ..
AUDIO Technica AT
1005 Mk 11
AUDIO Technica
Lifts ..
CONNOISSEUR
SAU2
SME 3009 Ser II Fixed
Head Shell ..
SME S2 Head Shell

£1-81

£19.95

122-37

£14.50

£4-94

£3.60

C15-66

£13.25

£43.02
0-43

HIFI TAPE DECKS
AKAI GX1820D stereo
tape deck
£ 55.20
AKAI GXR 82D 8track deck .. £ 122.64
AKAI GX 600 DB
Dolby stereo deck £ 99-90

£34.50
£2-70

£183.95
£87.95
£284.00

£1.70

Tape Recorders & Tape Decks

£4.00
£4.00
£3.75

AKAI I722L ..
C125-18
AKAI 4000 DB Dolby
stereo deck ..
/196.27
AKAI 4000 DS stereo
tape deck
£130.10
AKAI GX260D stereo
tape deck
£15.92
AKAI GXC 400D
stereo tape deck
1676-53
AKAI GXR 82 8- track
L147-17
deck stereo ..
AKAI GX 600D stereo
deck ..
£38.80
AKAI GX600 DP
stereo deck ..
£49.90
GRUNDIG TK3200
£132.70
batt./portable
PHILIPS 4308 4- track
2- speed
£60.38
PHILIPS 4414 4- track
1122.73
2-speed stereo ..
PHILIPS 4416 4- track
stereo ..
£148-75
PHILIPS 4418 4- track
£204-71
stereo ..
PHILIPS 4450 4- track
£02.40
stereo ..
PHILIPS 4510 4- track
1189.49
stereo deck ..
SANSUI QD 5500S
quadraphonic forward/reverse deck £ 563-47
THORPE GRENVILLE
TD I
45 8- track
player deck .. £ 19.91

BASES AND COVERS
AKAI DC 44 for 4000 DS £ 5.49
AKAI DC 40 .. £ 5.49
CONNOISSEUR Cover £ 4.54
GARRARD MW BIC
Base and Cover ..
112435
GARRARD MA B4C
Base and Cover .. £ 19-28
GARRARD MW B4C
Base and Cover .. £ 17-44
Cover for 75p De Luxe £ 6-16

£8.95
£13.95
£12.50
£4.25

CHASSIS SPEAKERS
GOODMANS Audiom
I2P
.
£ 16.84
GOODMANS Audiom
I2PG
£ 1911
GOODMANS Audiom
I
2PD
C20-15
GOODMANS Audiom
100 40 watts Din £ 15.55
GOODMANS Axent
100
£ 8.94
GOODMANS Midax
750
.
£ 19.00
GOODMANS Crossover network XO/
950
L13.39

£12.28
£13.70
£14.48
£11.29
£6.38
£13.26

£5.85

Headphones
AKAI ASE 11
£8-74
£5.30
AKAI ASE 20
LII.29
[6.75
AKAI ASE 22
£I4.23
£8-50
AKG KI80
£0.24
£18.15
AKG K160 . .
£3-76
I5-95
AKG K140 . .
£16-20
£10.50
AKG 100 ..
£9-72
£5.85
KOSS HVI
£7-00 £ 16.95
KOSS HV ILC ..
£2-35
05-50
KOSS ESP- 9 Electrostatic .. £ 85-33
£70-20
KOSS ESP- 6 Electrostatic .. £ 63-72
£52.00
KOSS PRO 5 L/C .. £ 37-26
£30.40
KOSS PRO-4AA £ 4.02
£28.00
KOSS KO-727B ..
119-44
£15.65
KOSS 747 .. £ 25-38
£20.55
KOSS K-711
113-50
£10.75
KOSS K6 ..
C15.07
£12.30
KOSS K6/LC ( with
volume control) £ 17-23
£14.00
PIONEER SE 100/1 £ 55-03
£36-50
PIONEER SE 505 .. £ 6.21
£23.95
PIONEER SE 305 .. £ 17-44
£12.00
PIONEER SE 205 ..
CI 1-18
£7•60
SANSUI SSIO
£ 0-91
£16.70
SANSUI SHI5 .. £ 4-96
£19-95
SOLARVOX 300 .. £ 5.89
£4.25
SOLARVOX 340 Volume controls with
Mono switch ..
L8-04
£5•25
£11.95
WHARFEDALE DO I L15-99
WHARFEDALE Isodynamic ..
£3-61
£17•30

£89.95
£138.95
£93.95
£147•20
£481.00
£105.95
£239.00
£250.00
£58.85
£45.95
£90.95
£104-00
£143.30
£212.10
£132.50

£395.00

£15.95

COMET DISCOUNT RECORDS
for comprehensive record and prerecorded tape price list send 6" x 9"
s.a.e. to 101 New Road Side, Horsforth, Leeds LSI8 4QD.

Blank Tapes
SCOTCH Chrome
Dioxide Cr02
C45
C60
C90 .
CI20
SCOTCH Dynarange
Cassettes
C60 C90 .
C120 ..
SCOTCH Low Noise
8- Track Blank
Cartridges
45 mies ..
90 mies ..
SCOTCH Hi -Fi Dynarange Spooled
Tapes
51" LP 1200 ..
7" LP 1800' ..
-

Rec.Ret.
Comet
BLANK TAPES
Price
Price
Cont.
inc.VAT inc. VAT
SCOTCH Hi -Fi Dynarange Double
Play
51" DP 1800' . £ 4-02
£2.85
7" DP 2400' .
L5-02
£3•55
SCOTCH CLASSIC CASSETTES
C45
£ 1-30
C60 ..
11-62
C90
£2.16
SCOTCH CLASSIC CARTRIDGES
45 mins
£- 05
90 mins
f2-48
SCOTCH CLASSIC REEL
7 1200 ft
£4.34
7" 1800 ft
£5.40
r 2400 ft
£7.32
101" 2400 ft
£10.40
101" 3600 ft
£12.50
101" 4800 ft
£16-45

HI-FI Cassette Recorders
AKAI CS3OD
£ 86-90
AKAI CS33D Dolby
stereo deck ..
C105-80
AKAI GXC 36D stereo
deck .. . .£ 110 - 71
AKAI GXC 38 Dolby
stereo recorder..
L147.19
AKAI GXC 380 Dolby
stereo deck ..
L137.37
AKAI GXC 40T
stereo recorder
tuner/amplifier ..
L186.07
AKAI GXC 46D Dolby
stereo deck ..
L157.59
AKAI GXC 750 Dolby
stereo auto- reverse
deck ..
C199 ,30
AKAI GXC 5100
Dolby stereo deck £ 189.90
AMSTRAD 6000
stereo deck ..
C64-80
AMSTRAD 7000 Dolby
stereo deck .. Sp. Price
GOODMANS SCD100
Dolby stereo deck £I47.02
LEAK 2002 stereo
deck ..
L132-84
PHILIPS 2506 DNL
stereo deck with
stereo microphone £ 69.42
PHILIPS 2510 stereo
deck Cr02 .. £ 135.00
PIONEER CT 3131A
stereo deck ..
L116-33
PIONEER CT 4141A
Dolby stereo deck £151-04
PIONEER, CT 5151
Dolby stereo deck £171-56
PIONEER CTF 6161
Dolby stereo deck £181-98
PIONEER CTF 7171
Dolby stereo deck L204-91
SANSUI SC636 Dolby
stereo deck ..
£147-98
SANSUI SC737 Dolby
stereo deck .. £ 164.77
WHARFEDALE
Dolby WHO 20D
£I03.69

£61.50

£0.75
£0.95
11-20
£1-60

£0.98
LI - 36
LI .90

[OM
£0.70
EI-00

LI-82
0-17

L2-90
L4-02

ENO
£1.35

£2.00
£2.85

BUSH TP66 ban./
mains .. . . £ 33-3I
DECCA PC 2100G
Legarto batt./mains £ 7.50
GRUNDIG C230/231
07.00
MARCONI 4266 .. Sp. Price
OTAKE butt/mains
recorder ..
04.50
PHILCO TR6027
bait/mains .. £ 9.70
PHILIPS 2205 .. £ 45•36
PHILIPS 2220 ban./
mains .. £ 4-86
PHILIPS 2223 ban./
mains .. £ 54.00
PHILIPS 3302 .. £ 2.97
PYE 5751 stereo
speakers ( pair) .. £ 13-97
PYE 9002 ..
C19-15

TAPE RECORDERS ( Cassette)
BATTERY/MAINS with Radio
ALBA CR25 MW
VHF Cr02 switch
BUSH BR 8400 MW
VHF ..
DECCA CR 1100
Harmony LW/MW'
VHF ..
DECCA CR 1200 MW ,
VHF ..
EKCO 350A MW/VHF
GRUNDIG C2001
LW/MW/VHF ..
KASUGA 304N LW/
MW/VHF
PHILCO 6028 AM/FM
PHILIPS RR333 LW/
MW/VHF
WALTHAM 105 MW/
LW/VHF
WALTHAM W407
LW/SW/MW/VHF

£49.95

£35•95

L60-88

£44.95

£54-00

£35•95

C45-65
/41.26

£34.95
£24.95

L59-00

£43.95

£34-99
£54.95

£25.95
£32.95

L59-95

£44.95

L46-55

[29.95

L47-34

[33.95

£75-95
£79.50
£105.00
£97.95

£134.95
£ 114.00

£142.00
£134-50
£41.50
£54.50
£104-95
£108.50

£49.95
£97.15
£72-95
£99.95
£114.00
£124.95
£136.00
£118.50
£131.50
£77.50

Cassette Tape Recorders
11-19
LI.51
£1-94
£2-59

CASSETTE TAPE RECORDERS
Cont.
WALTHAM 104 bait. ,
mains
£ 19-11
£14-95

[24.95
£27.45
£27.50
£7-95
£14.95
£18.95
£34.95
£24.95
£43.95
£14.95
£8.95
£10.95

Calculators
ADVANCE 88, 16
digit, 8+8 display
constant, %, two
memories, square
root, rechargeable
batteries, mains
unit, carrying case L124-20
DECIMO Memoryman
8 digit % memory
constant, carrying
case
..
02-35

£39.95

£23-95

Polaroid Cameras
SUPER SWINGER B/W £ 6.84
SQUARE SHOOTER
2 ( Colour) ..
C14-50
COLORPACK 80
Col. and B/W ..
C19-50
320 ( de luxe series) £ 3.70
SX-70 Automatic .. L107-02
Type 87 B/W Film
LI - 20
Type 88 Colour Film
11-74
Type 108 Colour Film
L2-73
Type SX-70 Colour Film £- 59
SX-70 Flash Array ..
LI-27

£4-40
£11.95
[13-95
£24.95
£72.95
£0.95
£1.40
£2-40
£3.25
£1.15

MUSIC CENTRES
DECCA Compact 4
with radio decoder
and stereo cassette £ 195.00
EKCO ZU4L with
radio decoder and
stereo cassette .. 007-50
EKCO ZU540 with
stereo cassette,
radio and decoder £ 410-80
FERGUSON 3463
stereo cassette with
radio decoder .. £ 177-65
HMV 2459 System
with LW/MW/SW/
VHF/FM radio, fitted
stereo decoder,
2x 10 watts RMS
output, auto/manual
turntable with
stereo magnetic
cartridges, including
lid and two matching loudspeakers
plus Philips N2506
stereo cassette deck
featuring Dynamic
Noise Limiter circuitry for top quality
performance, tape
counter, complete
with stereo microphone ..
004-97
LLOYTRON 638 with
radio decoder and
8 track player, including speakers / 165-95

£169.95

£158-95

£305.95

£139.95

£149.95

£99.95
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COMPLETELY WIRED

AND READY FOR USE

SYSTEMS COSTING
UP TO £ 100
Rec.Retoi/
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
£100-150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

AMSTRAD 8000 Mk. 3 amplifier plus
Garrard 63SP turntable, fitted base and
Shure M75ECS magnetic cartridge, plus
two Solarvox TKIOS loudspeakers
£99-34
£64-40
SOLARVOX 20 amplifier 2x 10 watts
R.M.S. plus G
d SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard plinth and hinged
lid, fitted with Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge, plus two Solarvox
TKIOS loudspeakers £ 113-14
£ 480
ALBA UA700 amplifier plus Garrard
SP25 Mk. 1 turntable with Garrard
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
Magnetic cartridge, plus two Solarvox
TKIOS loudspeakers £ 128.65
£87.40
AMSTRAD INTEGRA 4000 Mk. 2
2x 10 watts RMS plus Garrard SP25
Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard plinth,
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge, plus two Wharfedale Denton
Mk 2 speakers
£134.39
£89-85
SOLARVOX 30 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS plus Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable
with Garrard plinth, hinged lid and
Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox TK I
9S loudspeakers
£144.96
£ 3.85
ROTEL RA2Il amplifier plus McDonald
MP60 turntable TPDI deluxe plinth,
cover and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Denton 2 loudspeakers ..
L137.19
£93-85
AMSTRAD IC2000 Mk. 2 amplifier
2x20 watts RMS plus McDonald MP60
turntable TPDI deluxe plinth cover and
ADC K8 magnetic cartridge plus two
Solarvox TKI9S loudspeakers
£I54.63
£95-40
ROTEL Rank Audio RX150A AM/FM/
MPX tuner amplifier plus McDonald
MP60 turntable with TPDI deluxe
plinth and ADC K8 magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox TKIOS loudspeakers
£144.57
£97-85

SYSTEMS COSTING
£100-£150
SANSUI AU 101 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPDI deluxe plinth, cover and ADC
K8
magnetic
cartridge
plus
two
Wharfedale Denton 2 loudspeakers
£141.11
£101-15
WHARFEDALE LINTON Mk. 2 amplifier with Wharfedale Linton turntable
fitted with Shure magnetic cartridge
plus 2Wharfedale Linton 2loudspeakers
£164-99 £117.40
SANSUI 210 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier plus McDonald MP60 turntable
TPDI deluxe plinth and ADC K8
magnetic cartridge plus two Solarvox
TKIOS loudspeakers £ 162.64 El 19-15
PIONEER SX300 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with Goldring G102 turntable
base, cover and Goldring G800 magnetic
cartridge plus two Solarvox TKIOS
loudspeakers .. £ 180.16 £119-85
ROTEL RX152.AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier 2x 12 watts RMS plus G
d SP25
Mk 1 turntable with Garrard plinth,
hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two Rank Domus
150 loudspeakers .. £172.79 £121-95
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Rec.Retail
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

ROTEL
RX202 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 16 watts RMS plus Garrard
SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with Garrard
plinth, hinged lid and Shure M75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge plus two Goodmans
Minister SL loudspeakers
£195.16 £140-40
AMSTRAD 5000 tuner amplifier AM/
FM/MPX
2x 25
watts
RMS
with
Garrard SP25 Mk. 4 turntable with
Garrard plinth, hinged lid and Shure
M75/6/SM magnetic cartridge plus two
Rank Domus 250 loudspeakers
£221.04 £141 85

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £150
GOODMANS Model 40-40 amplifier
30+30 watts RMS plus Goodmans
TD100/Goldring G800E turntable, in
teak. Plinth and cover with two teak
Goodmans
Mezzo
SL
loudspeakers
£261.50 £ 169.35

Rec.Retail
Price
Inc. VAT

SYSTEMS COSTING
OVER £ 150 Cont.
Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

NIPPON SOUND SR770 AM/FM/MPX
tuner/amplifier plus Pioneer PL 120
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M75ED cartridge, with 2Solarvox
TK40 speakers .. £ 356.93 £234-55

PIONEER SA6200 amplifier 2x 15 watts
RMS output plus Pioneer PL I2D turntable inc. plinth, hinged cover and
Shure M75ED magnetic cartridge, plus
two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers
£292-77 £ 195-55

GOODMANS MODULE
110 tuner
amplifier featuring MW/LW/SW/FM/
MPX 2x50 watts RMS with Garrard
Zero 100 SB turntable inc. plinth fitted
hinged lid, and Shure M93E magnetic
cartridge, plus two Goodmans Goodwood loudspeakers £363.15 £255-80

NIPPON SOUND SR660 AM/FM/MPX
tuner/amplifier with Pioneer PL12D
turntable with base, hinged cover and
Shure M75ED cartridge with 2Wharfedale Glendale spkrs £295.59 £201-60

SANSUI 661 AM/FM/MPX tuner amplifier with Sansui SR212 turntable base,
cover and Sansui magnetic cartridge
plus two Wharfedale Glendale loudspeakers ..
L345-09 £272.90

GOODMANS MODULE 90 AM/FM/
MPX tuner amplifier plus Garrard 86SB
turntable fitted plinth with hinged lid,
and Shure 75/6/SM magnetic cartridge,
plus two Goodmans Mezzo SL loudspeakers ..
L286.61
£202.80
SANSUI AU505 amplifier 2X25 watts
RMS plus Sansui SR2I 2 with plinth,
hinged lid and Sansui magnetic cartridge
plus two Solarvox TK4OS loudspeakers
£279.91
£207.35

PIONEER SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier with PL I2D belt drive turntable inc. plinth hinged cover and Shure
M7SED magnetic cartridge plus two
Goodmans Havant SL loudspeakers
£274-24 £ I8180

ROTEL RA6Il amplifier 2x 30 watts
RMS plus Pioneer PL I2D plinth with
fitted base, hinged lid and Shure M7SED
magnetic cartridge plus two Solarvox
TK4OS loudspeakers £ 313-90 £21185

ROTEL RX402 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x24 watts RMS output plus
Garrard B6513 turntable, fitted base.
hinged lid and Shure 75/6/SM magnetic
cartridge plus two Rank Domus 250
loudspeakers .. £279.139 £18785

AKAI
AA8030
AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier state of the art electronics
with Pioneer PL12D turntable inc.
plinth, hinged cover and Shure M75ED
magnetic cartridge plus two Leak 2030
loudspeakers .. £309.12 £223.70

QUADRAPHONIC SYSTEMS
ROTEL RX I
54A AM/FM/MPX matrix
four channel tuner amplifier with
Goldring G IO2/PC turntable, base,
cover and G800 magnetic cartridge plus
four Solarvox TK IOS loudspeakers
£254-48 £ 151.35
AKAI AS81005 AM/FM/MPX matrix
four channel tuner amplifier plus
Goldring G IO2/PC belt drive turntable,
base, cover and G800 magnetic cartridge,
plus four Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers
£394-26 £247.35
ROTEL
RX254
AM/FM/MPX
four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus Rotel
RP 1000 turntable inc. plinth, cover
Audio Technica ATI2S CD4 magnetic
cartridge plus four Rank Domus 175
loudspeakers .. £419.91
£292-80
SANSUI QRX 3000 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner and amplifier plus Sansui
SR2I 2 belt drive turntable with base,
cover and Sansui magnetic cartridge
plus four Rank Domus 175 loudspeakers
£453-130 £ 49-85

Comet
Price
Inc. VAT

SANSUI 441 AM/FM/MPX tuner/amplifier with Sansui 512212 turntable with
base, hinged cover and Sansui magnetic
cartridge with 2 Goodmans Havant SL
speakers ..
L244.33 £187.90

ROTEL RA3Il amplifier plus Pioneer
PL 12D turntable inc. plinth, hinged
cover and Shure M75ED magnetic
cartridge plus two Solarvox TK4OS
loudspeakers .. £271.68£ 181.55

Rec. Retail Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT Inc. VAT

Rec.Retail
Price
Inc. VAT

Rec. Retail
Comet
Price
Price
Inc. VAT
Inc. VAT
PIONEER QX 646 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring built
in QS, SQ and CD4 decoders plus
Pioneer PL12D turntable inc. plinth,
cover and Audio Technica AT 125 CD4
magnetic cartridge plus four Wharfedale
Linton loudspeakers £523.21
£352.80
PIONEER QX747 AM/FM/MPX fourchannel tuner/amplifier featuring builtin QS, SQ and CD4 decoders, plus
Pioneer PL I2D turntable including
plinth, hinged cover and Audio Technica
AT12S,
CD4
cartridge
plus
four
Celestion Ditton 15 loudspeakers
£700.83 £478-90
PIONEER QX949 AM/FM/MPX four
channel tuner amplifier featuring QS.
SQ and CD4 decoders plus Pioneer
PL5IA belt drive turntable plinth,
cover and Audio Technica ATI 2S CD4
magnetic cartridge with four Celestion
Ditton 44 loudspeakers
£108+24 £744-90

PIONEER SX636 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier plus Pioneer PL 120 turntable
with fitted base and hinged lid plus
Shure
M75ED
magnetic
cartridge
plus two Goodmans magnum SL loudspeakers ..
L41 1.79 £273-55
ROTEL
RX602 AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2x40 watts RMS output with
Garrard 86SB turntable fitted plinth,
with hinged lid and Shure 75/6/SM
magnetic cartridge, plus two Goodmans
Goodwood loudspeakers
£369.04 £257-35
GOODMANS
MOD
110
Compact
AM/FM/MPX 50+50 watts, electronic
protection of output stages, fitted with
the G
d Zero 100 belt drive
turntable and its tangential tracking
arm, Shure M93/E cartridge, plus 2
Goodmans Dimension 8 Bi directional
loudspeaker systems, each having 8
drive units and a 12 inch bass resonator.
All units in white .. £45+13 £314-90
LEAK 2000 tuner amplifier AM/FM/
MPX plus Garrard Zero 100 SB turntable, fitted plinth, hinged lid, with
Shure M93E cartridge plus two Leak
2060 loudspeakers.. £403-05 £ 20-25
ROTEL
RX802 AM/FM/MPX
tuner
amplifier 2X 55 watts RMS plus G
d
Zero 100SB turntable with base hinged
lid and Shure M93E cartridge plus two
Celestion Ditton 14 loudspeakers
£464.65 £335-95
PIONEER SA9I00 amplifier plus Pioneer
PL5 IA direct drive turntable complete
with base, cover and Shure VIS Mk 3
cartridge, plus two Goodmans Achromat 400 monitor speakers
£673-5 I £454.35
PIONEER SX 1010 AM/FM/MPX tuner
amplifier 2x 100 watts output plus
Pioneer PL71 direct drive turntable
complete with fitted base cover plus
Shure VIS Mk. 3magnetic cartridge plus
two Celestion Ditton 66 monitor loudspeakers ..
L986.94 £676-45

GOODS IN STOCK
The products listed in Comet's
advertisements are taken from our
current national price list. Owing to
heavy demand the availability of some
items for immediate sale may vary from
day to day and centre to centre. If you
wish, before travelling long distances
please telephone to check that any
specific items are in stock. Comet never
advertise any goods which are not in
stock or on order at the time of
advertising.
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Personal Callers
at Warehouses

BIRMINGHAM ... Heeley Road, SeIly Oak, 829 6EY
BIRMINGHAM ... Tivoli Shopping Centre.
1570/2 Coventry Road, Yardley B26 1BJ
BRISTOL
Barton Hill Trading Estate, Bristol
DONCASTER
17 Market Place, Doncaster
DUNDEE
West Henderson Wynd, Dundee
EDINBURGH
1 Newhaven Road, EH6 50X
GLASGOW
GLOUCESTER
•GRIMSBY
HULL

— Personal callers and telephone orders 'are welcome at all our
branches. For telephone orders simply ' phone your nearest branch
and pay the driver on delivery. To order by mail or on Credit Terms
please see below.
LONDON
Dagenham
LONDON
Potters Bar
NORWICH
NEWCASTLE
NEWPORT
NOTTINGHAM .

Tel. 021-472 6181 •
•

Blythswood Trading Estate, Argyle Avenue,
Renfrew RA4 9EL
Morroway House, Station Road, Gloucester
389 Victoria Street DN31 1ER
Reservoir Road, Clough Road, HUB 700

JARROW
56/64 Ellison Street, Jarrow NE32 3MT
LEEDS
78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
LEICESTER
Syston Street
LIVÉRPOOL
• Sefton Works, Field Lane, Litherland, Liverpool
LONDON Hackbridge
(Nr. Croydon) .... 190 London Road. Hackbridge,
Wallington, Surrey
LONDON Hayes
(Middlesex)
Silverdale Road, Pump.Lane, Hayes

Tel: 021 - 706 0684
Tel. 0272 559841
Tel. 0302 69520
Tel. 0382 738111
Tel. 031 554 4454
(9 lines)
Tel. 041 886 5731
Tel. Bellegate 2233/4
Tel. 0472 59623
Tel. 0482 46441
(6 lines)
Tel. 0632 892211
Tel. 0532 40551
Tel. 0533 52236
Tel. 051 928 6688

Tel. 01 669 4321
Tel. 01 573 1841

Rainham Road South, Dagenham RM10 8ST ... Tel. 01 595 5111

Station Close, Darkes Lane, Potters Bar
Tel. Potters Bar 43491
Roundtree Way. Norwich NOR 94P
Tel. 0603 411831
385/389 Elswick Road, Newcastle
Tel. 0632 32431
Maesglas Industrial Estate, Newport NPT 2XE ... Tel. 50431
121 Town Street, Sandiacre,
Nottingham NG10 5DW
Tel. Sandiacre 396116
OXFORD
Ferry Hinksey Road. Osney Mead, Oxford,
Oxfordshire
Tel .
.0865 48232
READING
Monarch House, 75-81 Caversham Road,
Reading RG1 8AP
Tel. 0734 599911
ROCHDALE
Corner of Well i th* Lane and Queensway
Tel. 50606 •
ROCHESTER
Maidstone Road, Rochester
Tel. Medway 49171
SHEFFIELD
The Mill, 1 Loxley Road, Malin Bridge S6 4TN
Tel. 0472 341721/6
SOUTHAMPTON. Chickenhall Lane, Eastleigh SO5 52Q
Tel. 4722
STOCKPORT
Lower Hillgate, Stockport
Tel. 061 477 2000
STOCKTON
Teesway, Portrack Lane, Teesside TS18 2RH .... Tel. Stockton 612311
STOKE-ON-TRENT 52 Town Road, Hanley,
Stoke-on-Trent Sil 2JP
Tel. 0782 264495
SUNDERLAND ... 4-7 St. Thomas Street. Sunderland SR1 1HR
Tel. Sunderland 59993
WIGAN
Wharf Mill, Princess Street WN3 4EZ
Tel. 0942 34741
WILLENHALL . . Walsall Road, Willenhall, Staffordshire
Tel. Willenhall 6041T

ALL BRANCHES ARE OPEN DAILY 9a.m.--8p.m. Monday; 9a.m.-1p.m. Tuesday;
9a.m.-8p.m. Wednesday; 9a.m.-8p.m. Thursday; 9a.m.--8p.m. Friday; 9a.m.-5.30p.m. Saturday
Send your requirements to the nearest of the 3 Comet Warehouses listed
below, including the appropriate delivery charge in your cheque or postal
order, made payable to " COMET". If buying on ACCESS or BARCLAYCARD
include your card number and mark your order ACCESS/BARCLAYCARD.

Ordering by Mail
Postage and Packing ( per item): Cartridges 25p; Bases
and Covers 50p; Headphones 25p; Pick-up Arms 50p;
Headshells 25p; Chassis Speakers. 50p.
Blank tapes — per order, irrespective of quantity:
Spool tapes 25p; Cassettes 10p; 8- track cartridges 20p.

Securicor Delivery: All in stock items will be delivered by
Securicor within 72 hours from receipt of order ( Add £ 3for
Securicor delivery). All goods are fully insured against loss
or damage whilst in transit.

MIL ORDERS TO BE SENT TO THE NEAREST OF THE THREE ADDRESSES:

LEEDS
78 Armley Road, LS12 2EF
EDINBURGH 1 Newhaven Road, EH6 5QX
HACKBRIDGE 190 London Road, Hackbridge,
Wallington, Surrey

COMET
now
accept

All prices quoted in Comet's advertisements are correct at time of going to press.

Credit Facilities at Comet Discount Prices
Any item or number of items whose total value exceeds £ 45
can now be purchased on Credit at Comet's discounted prices.
Send your requirements to the Mail Order Department
(address below) marked " Credit Mail Order" and we will send
you by return of post an application form and details of our
repayment terms — all entirely without obligation.

MAIL ORDER CREDIT ENQUIRIES MUST BE SENT ONLY TO:

COMET DISCOUNT WAREHOUSE
Mail Order Department,
78 Armley Road, Leeds LS12 2EF.

Sample System:
Pioneer SX434 AM/FM/MPX tuner/amplifier with Pioneer
PL12D belt drive turntable with plinth, hinged cover and Shure
M75ED Magnetic Cartridge, plus two Goodmans Havant SL
Speakers.
Recommended Retail Price including VAT £ 274.24
Comet price including VAT
£ 181.60
Securicor Delivery Charge
£ 3.00
£184.60
Initial payment of £ 18.60 and 10 monthly payments of £ 20.22
Total Credit Price £ 220.80
or Initial payment £ 18.60 and 20 monthly payments of £ 11.44
Total Credit Price £ 247.40
or Initial payment of £ 18.60 and 24 monthly payments of £ 9.86
Total Credit Price £ 255.24'

REMEMBER, ALL GOODS ARE FULLY BACKED BY 12 MONTHS FREE SERVICE INCLUDING PARTS AND LABOUR
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CONTINUOUS DEMONSTRATION
*
OF ALL THESE MODELS *

£27.55

AMSTRAD
INTEGRA 4000
Mk. 11 Stereo Amplifier 15+15 watts
This quality thoroughbred easy on the ears!
With power, gives lots of amps an inferiority
complex!
P & P LI-10p

£28.60
AMSTRAD MULTIPLEX 3000 FM TUNER
Quality Stereo Tuner. Stereo FM Tuner with automatic built-in
Stereo Multiples Decoder. Makes radio easy on
the ear)! And doesn't hurt your wallet!!!
r & P LI- Op

AMSTRAD IC2000
Mk. II STEREO AMPLIFIER
80 watts, 20 watts RMS per channel . nto
8 ohms.
Yours for a Song, or Speech, etc.

Lail
pre *L
rin
U

NEW
AMSTRAD
6000
STEREO
CASSETTE
DECK

P

&

P £ 1' I0 P

IDEAL
COMPANY
FOR MOST
MAKES OF
AMPLIFIER

£41.00

P & P CI 10p

THE CHAMP OF AMPS

AMSTRAD
8000
Mk. Ill
(New Model)
10 WATTS PER
CHANNEL RMS

£20.00

P& Pfl 10p

We have our
own service
department
certified
engineer
in attendance
to discuss
your needs.
2(X)

BARCLAYCARD

KP2022A Deck with P/C
cart.
£ 53.50
Bush Systems
P.O.A.

CASSETTE RECORDERS
a 8 TRACK RECORDERS
Add Carriage £ 1-50
Akai CR8ID
£68.75
Akai CR8ODSS
£119.95
Akai C530D
£60.75
Akai CS33D
£73.95
Akai GXC36
£86-25
Akai GXC36D
£77.45
Akai GXC38D
£95.95
Akai GXC38
£102.75
Akai GXC4OT
£129.95
Akai GXC46
£114•95
Akai GXC46D
£110.75
Akai GXC65D
£119•75
Akai GXC5 IOD
£132.75
Akai GXC55D
£139.75
Akai GXR82
£182.75
Akai GXR82D
£85.75
Bush Arena C445 ..
£55•00
Murphy ( White)
C207
£44 00
Sanyo M2000G
£25.00
Sanyo 2400FG ..
£34-00
Sanyo 2400W ..
£34-00
Sanyo MR414IFG
£40 00
Sanyo RD4300X .
£82.00
Teleton CD 100 ( Dolby)
P.O.A.
Teleton STCI26
P.O.A.
Teleton CD50
P.O.A.
Leak 2002 .. .
£108•54

01-520 7546

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
Add £ 2.00 P 8. P
Aka, AA8030 • . E102-95
Akai AA8080
£ 129.95
Amstrad 5000 ..
£56.50
Eagle AA28
£92.10
Eagle AA30
£100.95
Goodmans Mod. 80 ..
[80.00
Goodmans Mod. 90 .. £ 101-00
Goodmans Mod. 1/10 .. [120.00
G/mans Compact 80 .. £143.00
G/mans Compact 90 .. II61-00
G/mans Compact 1/10
£200-00
HFM AM/FM .. £45.00
Rote 152
£64.75
Rote RX454
£164-75
Rote RXI50A
£54.95
Rote RX402
£96.25
Rote RX602
£125.75
Rote RX254
£158.95
Rote
£73.95
Teleton TSF55
£54.95
Teleton TA3000
£42.75
Teleton TFS60
P.O.A.
Teleton TF570 ..
P.O.A.
R/Ravensbrook ..
£93.00
Leak 2000 .. £ 145-58
W'dale Denton 1 ( T)
E64-75
W'dale Denton 1 ( W).. £ 67.50
W'dale Linton 1 ( T)
£ 75.55
W'dale Linton 2 ( T) ..
£88.02

STEREO TUNERS
Add Carriage El 50
Akai AT550
£72.50
Aka, AT580
£101.00
Celestion Telefi
£22.00
Eagle AA8
£50 00
Rodgers ..
P.O.A.
Rotel RT222
£40.00
Rotel RT322
[55.50
Rotel RT622
£88.50
Leak Delta AM/FM ..
£64 80
Leak Delta FM ..
£51.30
Leak 2300 ..
f93-15
Metrosound FM52011 ..
£41-50
Metrosound FMS4011
£41.50
Teleton GT202
£39.00

•
•
•

STEREOAMPLIFIERS
Add Carriage £ 175
Akai AA5200
£69.95
Akai AA5500
£93-75
Akai AA5800 .. £136.95
Amstrad Integra 4000
£24.45
Amstrad 1C2000 Mk II..
£31.75
Amstrad 8000 Mk Ill
(New Product)
£17.95
Eagle AA2
£31.30
Eagle AA4
£43.10
Eagle AA6
£51-25
Goodmans 40+40
£59.95
Teleton GA202..
£30.50
Teleton SAQ206B
£23-95
Teleton SAQ307
£23.95
Teleton SAQ307D
£27.20
Teleton SAQ408
£30.25
Telecon A300
P.O.A.
Metrosound ST2OE Mk II
£26.15
Metrosound ST40 ..
£33.25
Metrosound ST60 ..
£46.75
Rotel RA2Il
£39.75
Rotel RA3I I
£51.25
Rotel RA6I I
£80.65
Rotel RA810
£102.95
Rotel RA 1210
£128.75
Leak 2100
£92.29
Leak 2200
£116-48
Leak Delta 30 .. • .
£51-30
Leak Delta 70 .. • .
£67.50
Leak Stereo 30+ • •
P.O.A.
Leak Stereo 70+ . •
P.O.A.
R/brook Cased .. • .
£51.00
R/bourne Cased
£74.00
W'dale Denton ( T) . •
£38.10
W'dale Linton ( T) • .
£50.07
TRIO Carriage £ 1•50
KA2002A amp ..
KA4004A amp ..
KA6004 amp .. • •
KA8004 amp ..
KT200IA Tuner
KT4005 Tuner ..
KT8005 Tuner .. • •
KR2300 Receiver • .
KR3200 Receiver • .
KR5200 Receiver ..
KR7200 Receiver ..
KX700 Dolby Cassette
Deck ..

Please check for prices and
stock before calling.
CREDIT CARD
FACILITIES
Quote your Barclaycard or
Access No. for total price and
goods can be your; with
minimum delay.
GUARANTEE - Full 12
months after Sales Service,
parts and labour.

TURNTABLES
P & P £2.00 £ 1.50 for Chassis
Goldring GIOIP
£23.00
GL72 with P & C
£34.50
GL75 Chassis
£31-50
GL75 P 8i C
£43.50
GL85 P & C
£70.00
GL78 P & C
£ 56.00
Garrard SP25 IV Chassis
£13.00
SP25 Mod. G800 ..
£19.50
AP76 Chassis.. .. £ 17.50
401 Chassis .. £36.00
100SB Mod.+ M93 .. £48.00
86SB Chassis .. £25•00
86SB Mod.+ M756 .. £40.00
Thorens TDI65 P & C
£55.00
TD160 P & C
£ 62.00
TDI25 Chassis • • £ 71.00
TDI25 P & C. • £ 124.00
Leak Delta
P.O.A.
Leak 2001 .. • •
P.O.A.
Domus BD200 .. • . £46.44
Domus BD4000
£56-16
W'dale Linton (
Comp.) £25.00
ARMS
Postage 50p
Acos Lustre .
S.M.E. N.D. ..
S.M.E. Det. ..

[39.50
£98.50
£118.00
£169.00
£67.00
£101.00
£163.00
£82.50
£111.50
£160.00
£216.00

SP25 Mk IV G800
Wood Plinth &
Cover
Ready wired to go

PRICES
SHOWN

IN

V.A.T.

We are closed
from the 3rd
of May for 2
weeks.

SPEAKERS

PRICES CHANGE

Personal Callers
Welcome

P& P
LISO
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We

are only a S.A.E. or
elephone call awayIll

Iwill pay by Cash/Cheque/P.O./Barclaycard/Access.
My Number is
Name/Address

HOE ST.

i \/
4 e-ee
cr ,...--- 48HOEST.:›1
26 ,/-

Please supply

I
I

[32.50
£37.95
£76.95
£118.95
£93-50
£128.45
£189-95

Please note carriage code
A
fl SO
B £2.00
C £3.00
D £ 4.00
E £ 5.00
Amstrad 1500 ..
B
£25.65
Amstrad 2500 ..
B
[29.60
Price Changes
Celestion County
B
£49.00
Celestion Hadleigh
B
£42.00
Celestion Ditton 120 13 £ 52.00
Celestion Ditton 15
C
[69.00
Celestion Dicton 44
D £ 115.00
Celestion Dicton 25
D £ 139.00
Celestion Dicton 66
E £ 211.00
G/mans Minister SL
B [41.50
G/mans Mezzo SL
C [77.00
G/mans Magnum SL
C £ 94.00
G/mans Magister
D £ 125.00
Gimans Goodwood
C [ 104.00
G/mans Dimension 8 E [ 119.90
G/mans Havant SL
B £50.00
Leak 2020 .
B
[49.79
Leak 2030
B £ 68.58
Leak 2060
E £ 118.58
Leak 2075
E £ 226.59
Carriage ch
£ 1.00 each
Crossover 8. Tweeters 50p
KEF T27 each ..
[5.50
KEF T15 each ..
£6.00
KEF 8110 each ..
£7.00
KEF B200 each .. £8.50
KEF B139 each .. £ 12.75
KEF DN8 each ..
E2.00
KEF DN12 each
ceo
KEF DNI3/SP1015 each
£3.00
KEF DN13/5P1017 each
£2.75
KEF KKI
P.O.A.
KEF KK2
C
£46.00
KEF KK3
D £ 67.00
Trio KL220
B [29.16
Trio KL440
C [ 34.56
Rank Domus 150
A £29.44
Rank Domus 175
A
£37.77
Rank Domus 250
C
£59.24
Rank Domus 350
E £86.25
Rank Domus 450
E £ 124.36
W'dale Denton 1 ( W) A £24.73
W'dale Denton 2 ( T) B
P.O.A.
W'dale Dovedale 3 ( T)C £ 88.24
W'dale Glendale 3 ( T) C £ 61.34
W'dale Kingsdale 3
(T) ..
E £ 126.41
W'dale Linton 2 ( T) B
..
W'dale Melton 2 ( T) C £ 60.26
R. W'dale Speaker Kits stocked
MAIN SPEAKER STOCKISTS

£23-00
£33.50
£ 35.50

Add Carriage £ 1.50
Akai 4000DB
£137-75
Akai 4000DS
£90.95
Akai GX400D
£402.95

I

£83-50

•£87.50
•£149.95
•£446.25
•£175.75
• • £236.85
•£244.65
•£279.50

CONSULT US FIRST

TAPE RECORDERS
&TAPE DECKS

£99.95

Akai 172IL
Akai I722L
Akai GX260D
Akai GX400DPRO
Akai GX1820D
Akai GX6002
Akai GX600DP..
Akai GX600DB
Philips N4307
Philips N4308
Philips N4414
Philips N4510
Philips N44I6
Philips N44I8
Philips N4450

HFN7

Spendor Audio Systems Limited
are moving to larger premises at
Station Road Industrial Estate Hailsham Sussex
As the move coincides with Sonex ' 75 we regret
that we shall not be exhibiting this year
until April Nutfield Ridge 2554

spendor

from April Hailsham 843474

We need

We've got one of the greatest
records we've ever heard - and you'll think
so too - BUT frankly we don't know if it's
POPULAR or CLASSICAL music!

WHY LISTEN TO YOUR
FLOORBOARDS?

rim

LET YOUR SOUND ESCAPE

CONCERTO
SAINTPREUX

with

EUROSTANDS

What other stands have all these necessary
features? ?
* Rubber mounts for enclosure protection.
* No messy screwing.
* Made from attractive high impact ABS.
* Available in BLACK or WHITE.
* Hollow square section for hiding wires.

- a sheer delight in listening
pleasure - unusual sounds and
voice instrument patterns - a
SUPER juxtaposition of instruments.voice & orchestra- which
ma ke t
his atrue " COLLECTOR'S

SUPERB
VALUE AT
ONLY
£12 60 per pair
+60p p and p

* Assembled in only afew minutes.
* 8'' high unless otherwise specified.
To Eurotype:

Colour

Please rush me

pair(s) stands.

I enclose cheque/PO at £13.20 payable to
Eurotype.

CWO payable to:
Eurotype,
74 Chingtord Avenue,
Farnborough,

Name

Hampshire GU14 8AD

Address

Tel.: Farnboro' 46651.
Trade enquiries wel-

My

Make

come.

Many

other

speakers•Model

applications e.g. HI-FI

are

cabinets etc send SAE

Width & Depth

Dept. HFN

liar I

A SUPER- SOUND" EXPERIENCE ,
We need your help - what is your opinion? Do YOU feel it is
POPULAR or CLASSICAL? For every opinion sent to us - well
give you aFREE record cleaning cloth - worth 25p. HELP US - NOW!
ORYX 01 - CONCERTO SAINT PREUX -a work
for voice. piano.trumpet, flute & orchestra available at better record shops everywhere

ONLY

£1.29 Inc ',/ AT
,

ORYX records aproduct of
PEERLESS RECORD CO LTD EIRENTFORD, MIDDX TVV8 OOP
See and hear ORYX at your local Record Store or write for FREE
catalogue and address ot your nearest stockist, to ( Dept.HFN2 )
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NEAL Tandberg Pioneer KEF
Superb professional NEAL
102
cassette
recorder
£210-60. NEAL 101 Resolver £ 17.28 for surround
sound effects. NEAL 103
Professional at £260-28.

Quality equipment at competitive
prices.
TR 1010MPX receiver, TCD 310 dual capstan
Dolby cassette deck, 3321/41X crossfield open
reel deck and 3621/41XD Dolby open reel deck.

For the perfectionist. PLI2D belt drive
turntable £42 with special offer—Shure
M75ED £ 10.30. Dolby B cassette decks
CT414IA £98. CT5I51 £ 112. CTF7I71
£133.

Spendor

EKCO ZU7

t•)

Full range from
British manufacturer at real value
prices. Chorale,
Cadenza Reference
104, KEF Kit 3and
all other models.

2x 15 watts RMS 2x MW/LW/SW with pushbutton VHF Radio and Stereo Decoder. 8"
Bass and I" Treble speakers. Philips GC 008
Transcription type turntable with GP 400
Magnetic Cartridge. Rec. Price £241.18.

The Spendor BC I Monitor loudspeaker with the BBC pedigree from £ I71
per pair. Available in Teak, Walnut or
Rosewood.

OUR PRICE
£165.00

Quad

The best of British engineering. 33/303 amplifier El 42.56.
FM3 tuner £73.44. Electrostatic loudspeaker £246.24.
Some demonstration
available.

f it

itift

stock

itItttat3i

EKCO ZU5J

Akai

2x 17 watts RMS. 5 push-button VHF Radio. Stereo Decoder. 8" Bass and 1" treble speakers. Philips GC 008 Tran,crition type turntable. Recommended Retail Pri
ce £238.64.

OUR PRICE

4

Biggest range of Dolby models.
CS33D £72.75. GXC38D £89.95.
GXCSIOD £ 130. GXC46D £ 102.
GXC75D £ 136.

f165.00

CO 3y5

DCW

Unbeatable value and performante. DM2A, DM4, D5 available in various finishes. Contact us for latest prices.

Revox

Real professional quality. Latest
Mk. 4 Series A77, A76 tuner,
A78 amplifier and the superlative A700 Series in stock with
substantial discounts.

Uher

Famous 4000 Series Report IC
mono and stereo portable reel

recorders
range
of accessories
from stockatwith
profesfull
sional prices,

SPECIAL OFFER Akai 4000DS
at £83.50.

Hacker

Rotel

A leading British range of radios and
audio compacts. GAR550 with two
LS550 speakers £ 158. GAR550 with
two LSI100 speakers £ 173.

Leak

New 2000 Series at most competitive prices.
2000 receiver
£I35. 2030 speakers £61-50 per
pair. Big value bargains on Delta
range from £ 50.

A reliable range of receivers, amplifiers, tuners and
turntable. The RX602 features an extremely low
bass response, ideal for transmission line speakers.
Our special price £ I20. Other models include
RX402, our price £92.50, RX202 our price £70.00.
Big reductions on rest of range.

Bush Arena

Nikko

Bush
S
40, rec. price L208.09. Our Price £165.
very popular and highly
usrena System
B
reliable make is available at
System 55, rec. price £261-84. Our Price £210.
Special offers on Systems 15 and 25. All systems sh ou ld be
TRM2I0.
top valueTRM230.
prices.
FAM220.
available at publication date. From £94 to £210.

EXPORT • QUOTATIONS • TECHNICAL ADVICE FOR PERSONAL CALLERS.

131 The Parade, High St. Watford,
WD I1NA
Tel: Watford 34644
202

All prices include VAT at 8",

HARROW AUDIO HARROW AUDIO
TAPE AND CASSETTE BARGAINS
Brand New. Fully Guaranteed and in manufacturer's pack
AGFA LIN
BASF L/H
PHILIPS
One
Ten
One
Ten
One
Ten
£1.23 £ 12.22
£1-58 £ 15.35
£1.19 £ 11.40
£1.61 £ 15.12
£1.80 £ 17-55
£1.48 £ 14.30
£2.29 £21-70
£2.58 £ 25.57
£2.10 £20-50
£513 £49-28
£4.50 £44.00
(State NAB or Cine Centre) ( Only 3600)
Double Play
5" 1200'
£1.53 £ 14.52
£1.85 £ 17.93
£1.56 £ 15•10
51" 1800'
£2.25 £ 21-17
£2.58 £ 25•57
£2•19 £ 21.40
7" 2400'
£2.94 £27.95
£3.25 £ 32.00
£2.69 £26.00
Long Play
5"
900'
5,1” 1200'
7" 1800'
10#" 4200'

Triple Play
5" 1800'
51" 2400'
7" 3600'

C.60
C.90
C.I 20

£2.34 £ 22.35
£2.87 £27.80
£3.56 £ 34.97

PHILIPS
One Ten
£0.41 £ 3.95
£0.56 £ 5.50
£0.80 £ 7.90

AGFA
One Ten
C.60
£0.44 £4.00
£0.59 £ 5.60
C.90
C.I20 £0.69 £ 6.60

0

ell
=
4
IMM

AMPLIFIERS (
P & P £1.05)
Cambridge P60 .. £109.50
Cambridge P110 .. £126.95
Eagle AA2 .. ..
£31.50
Eagle AA4 .. ..
£42.95
Eagle AA6 .. ..
£50.95
Metro ST2OE Mk 11
£24-95
Philips RH520 ..
£64.95
Philips RH521 ..
£96-50
Pioneer SA500A ..
£42.50
Pioneer C4500 Comp. £79.90
Pioneer SA9100 .. £182.00
Rotel RA31 I ..
£49.95
Rote' RA61 I ..
£79.95
Teleton SAQ206B
£25.95
Teleton SAQ307 ..
£25.95
Telecon GA202 ..
£30.50
Teleton SAQ408 ..
£32-95
Teleton SAQ307D..
£27.95

e
0

TUNERS (
Cambridge
T55
P & ..
P £ 1.05)
£89.95

CC
CC

4

Celestion Telefi ..
£21.95
Eagle AA8 .. ..
£46-95
Philips RH62I ..
£89 95
Pioneer TX500A ..
£60-95
Pioneer TX9100 .. £135.00
Rotel RT222 .. £ 9.50
Rotel RT322 ..
£53•50
Rotel RT622 ..
£84-95
Teleton GT202 ..
£37-50
RECEIVERS ( P & P 0.20)
Eagle AA30
£106-95
Goodmans 1-10
CI 15-95

£2.53 £ 25.20
£3.25 £ 31.90
£4.05 £40.00

AGFA SD
One Ten
£0.59 £ 5•83
£0.76 £7.37
£1.09 £ 10.67

BRAND NEW WITH FULL

Goodmans 1-20 .. £119-95
Good. Mod 80 Comp £129.90
Good. 1-10 Comp... £188.90
Good. Mod 90 Comp £168-90
Good. Mod 90 ..
£99.95
Philips RH732
£99•95
Philips RH734
£119.90
Philips RH720
£179.95
Pioneer SX434
£86-00
Pioneer 5)(535
£117-00
Pioneer SX636
£137.00
Pioneer SX737
£170.00
Pioneer SX838
£217.00
Pioneer 5X939
£240-00
Pioneer SX1010
£296.00
Rotel RXI52
£62•50
Rotel RX202
£70.00
Rotel RX402
£93•95
Rotel RX602
£120.00
Rotel RX802
£152-00
Teleton TA3000
£46.90
Teleton TESSS
£59.90
Telecon TFS60
£89.90
Teleton TFS70 .. £123.90
TURNTABLES (P & P 005
Thorens TD12511..
£71.95
TDI25 AB & C
£119-00
TD 160C
£61.50
TDCI65C
£53.50
ERA Mk 6 P& Cf
SME 3009
£89.95
Inertia (less cart.)
£69.50
Inertia/Shure V15 III £97-95

••
••
••
•.
••
••

Connoisseur
BD2/SAU2./P & C
£37.95
BD IKit
£12-75
G
d
AP86513/M7S65 Mod
£38.95
Zero 100SB/M93E Mod £51-95
SP25 Mk IV/M765 Mod L25.35
401 Chassis ..
07-50
SP25 Mk IV Chassis £ 13.95
SP25 Mk IV/G800H
P & C
£21.95
Goldring G102 P & C E26 -95
GL75P & C
£47.25
GL78 P & C
£ 56.95
GL85 P & C .. £ 6.95
BSR McDonald
MP60 P & C/ADC K8 £2I-95
H170 P & C/ADC K8
£27.95
Goodmans TD 100
£57-95
Philips GA212/GP400 £59•95
GA212/VI5111 ..
£79.95
Pioneer PL I2D ,.
£39.95
PLI2D/M75ED
£48•50
Transcriptors
Ref/10" Arm .. £105.95
Saturn 2/Vestigal Arm £74.95
SPEAKER SYSTEMS
Price in pairs (P & P [1.80)
Stock reduction offer this
month 7W, off advertised Prices for CELESTION.

0

AGFA MATT BACK
One
Ten
7" 1800' PEM 368 .. £ 3.90 £ 38.00
I0#" 3600' PEM 368 NAB £ 10.95 £ 108.50
72100' PEM 268 .. £4.85 £47.50

COMPACT CASSETTES
SCOTCH
BASF L/H
BASF SM
One Ten
One Ten
One Ten
£0.51 £5.00
£0.50 £4.90
£0.61 £6.00
£0.70 £6.90
£0-73 £ 7.20
£0.82 £8.00
£0.95 £ 9.40
£0.93 £9.20
£1.17 £ 11.60
AGFA CrO,
One Ten
£0.88 £ 8.70
£1.10 £ 10.80
£1.45 £ 13.40

Send cash with order.
MISCELLANEOUS
SCOTCH
One
Ten
LIP Hi -Fi £ 2.65 £ 26.00
81" L/P Hi -Fi £ 3.35 £ 33-00
7" D/P Hi -Fi £ 3.35 £ 33-00
MEMOREX
7" LIP .. £2.30 £22.20
7" D/P
£ 2.64 £ 25.40

MEMOREX
One Ten
[0.69 £ 6.80
£0.95 £ 9.40
£1-35 £ 13-20

BASF CrO,
One Ten
£0.90 £ 8.90
£1.20 £ 11/0
£1.58 £ 15.70

EM1S/HOG
One Ten
£0.39 £ 3.80
£0_49 £4.80
£0's9 £ 5.80

TDK-DYN
One Ten
£0.54 £ 5•30
£0.79 £ 7•70
£1.05 £ 10-20

Post & Pack.
20p per order
6or more
tapes or cass.
Post Free

GUARANTEE

Celestuon Hadleigh
£42.50
DNI ( SP1015) £ 399
County .. •
£49-90
DNI3 ( SPI017) £ 3 89
Ditton 120 ..
£52.90
TAPE EQUIPMENT
Ditton 15 ..
£69.95
(P & P CI 10)
Ditton 44
£117.50
Akai 1722L
£85 95
Ditton 25 ..
£142-50
4000D5
£89-95
Ditton 66 ..
£215.00
4000D B . •
£133.95
Goodmans
C530D
£59-95
Havant SL
CS33D
£43.95
£72.75
Mezzo SL
£67.50
GXC38D •
£95-95
Magnum SL
£85-90
GXC36D • •
£75.95
Minister SL..
GXC46D • .
£35•95
£107.50
Dimension 8
£129-50
GXR82D
£89.95
Achromat 400
£129-90
GXCSIOD . £129.95
Audiomaster
GXC75D .
£136-50
Samba .
£15-00
Goodmans SCD100 £107 50
Solent de luxe
£23.00
Hitachi TRQ252D
£43-95
Sonata ..
£29-80
TRQ2020D
£59.95
Wharfedale
Philips N4450 .. £245-90
Denton 2 ..
£35.35
Pion•ter CT4I4 IA
£98-00
Linton 2 ..
£40.95
CT5151
£112 CO
KEF CHASSIS SPEAKERS
CT7I71
£133- CO
(P & P 75p per order)
Revox, Teac, Uher P.O.A.
Yamaha TB700
£119-90
DNI2 £4.95
BI39 £ 13-95
T27 £4.95
HARROW WAREHOUSE
BI10
f6.65
In central Harrow close to St. Ann's Road and
13200
L7-75
DN8 £. 20
within 3 minutes walk of Harrow- on-the- Hill
•KK1 £ 915
Underground station.
•KK3 05.50
*P&P 75p ea.

HEADPHONES:CARTRIDGE & REPLACEMENT DIAMOND STYLUS
P & P 33p)
1kai ASE I1 ..
£5.50
1kai ASE20 .. £ 6.75
1kai ASE22 .. £ 8.95
1KG K160 .. £ 16.50
agie 5E5 .. £ 3.95
:agle 5E30 .. £7.95
agie FF6 .. £ 10.95
:oss K6 .... £ 11.50
:oss K7Il
.. £10.50
:oss HV IA .. £22.40
:oss Pro 4AA .. £ 25• SO
'hilips N6300 .. £. 95
'hilips N630I .. £ 10.75
'hilips N6302 .. £ 1915
'ioneer 5E305 .. El 1.30
'WB .... £ 16.50
ennheiser HD414 £ 13-95
ennheiser 424 .. £ 19-95
tax SR3/5RD6 .. b14.50
Vharfedale lso-Dyn £17.95

Sent Post Free
ADC
XLM

Cartridge

Stylus

£20.95

£13.50

AUDIO TECH NICA
AT66 ( 7 mil)

£3.25

£2.50

EMPIRE
999RE/X

£3.95

£3.25

G OLDRI NG
G850
G800
G800H
G800E
G820
G820E

£2•80
£3.55
£3.95
£6.20
£6.50
£9.95

£2.20
£2.20
£2.20
£5.45
£2.98
£5.98

ORBIT NM22

£2.95

£1.95

BARCLAYCARD
.ekomphe ,e

Sent Post Free
ORTOFON
MISE Super
PHILIPS
G P400
GP4 I2(E)
SHURE
M3D
M44-7
1144E
M55E
M75-65
M75-8
M91- ED
M75- ED
M75- E.1
VIS II
VIS Ill
N44-3 ( 78 Styl.)
N75-3 ( 78 Styl.)

BARCLAY or ACCESS
CARDS ACCEPTED
Mail or telephone orders - simply quote your number.

Cartridge
£25.95

£25.95
£3-50
£4.40
£4.75
£5.45
£4.55
£7.30
£9.75
£9.75
£8.35
£28.95
-

Stylus
£14.95
£4.95
£13.95
f2.60
£3.55
£3.70
£4.50
£3.85
£4.50
£8.75
£7.35
£5.75
LI 1.95
f11.95
£4.50
£4.50

WATFORD WAREHOUSE
Only 10 minutes off the M1 (Junction 5) and
ust one minute from Watford Junction station
20 minutes from Euston). Customer car park.

e.y.t..thAcc.,

HARROW AUDIO

(D EPT. HFN4 ), BRIDLE PATH, WATFO RD, HERTS WD2 4BZ. Watford 33016
27, SPRINGFIELD ROAD, HARROW, MIDDX.HA11QF 01-863 8690 kJ
Warehouse Hours: Monday-Saturday 9.30-5.30. Late night Thursday until 8 pm. No half- day closing.
All mail-orders to Watford, please. Prices include VAT and were correct at the time of going to press.
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Analog
Audio

2 YEARS
FREE SERVICE
PARTS 86 LABOUR

ALL PRICES
INCLUDE VAT
ADD £ 1.50 p & p

(except cartridges)
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ALL GOODS
AVAILABLE AT OUR
ASSOCIATED
COMPANY ELECTRONIC SERVICES,
9 WILLIAM STREET
SOUTH, BELFAST I.
OPP. LITTLEWOODS
STORE. TEL: BELFAST 21517 ( AT
SLIGHTLY ADJUSTED PRICES)

ANALOG AUDIO
20 ELDON ST., LONDON EC2
Tel: 628 7316 ( between Moorgate
and Liverpool Street)
273 PENTONVILLE ROAD,
LONDON NI ( Beside Kings Cros
Cinema.) Tel.: 837 6641.
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RUS SELLS

TOP PART- EX

CHANGE
Top Quality demo and S/H Equipment

OF WIMBLEDON

S/H Beomaster 901 Tuner/Amplifier
£75.00
S/H Beomaster 3000/2 Tuner/Amp. £125.00
S/H Beomaster 4000 Tuner/Amplifier £165.00
£55 00
S/S Beolab 1700 Amplifier ..
£45-00
S/S Beomaster 1700 Tuner ..
£60-00
S/S Beogram 3000 Turntable
£95 00
5/5 Beocord 1700 Cassette Deck
£95.00
S/S Beocord 1200 Tape Deck
£105.00
S/S Beocord 1600 lape Deck
£39.00
S/S Trio KA4002 Amplifier ..
£37.00
S/S Trio KA2002A Amplifier
£42-00
S/S Sansui AU 101 Amplifier
£60.00
S/S J.V.C. VLS Turntable .
£129.00
S/S J.V.C. I
668U Cassette Deck
£95.00
S/S J.V.C. I
667U Cassette Deck ..
£75.00
S/S J.V.C. I
656U Cassette Deck ..
£85.00
S/S J.V.C. VR5055L Tuner/Amplifier
S/S J.V.C. VR5535L Tuner/Amplifier £170-00
£70.00
S/S Sony TC165 Cassette Deck ..
£40.00
S/S Sony TCI21 Cassette Deck ..

9-1 1 WIMBLEDON ( STATION) BRIDGE S \A/1 9

Bang &Olufsen
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OFFER

303 AMPLIFIER

CASH PRICE £153

. s ui ..sPi5IiThI

BEOIVIASTER 4000
60 WATTS PER CHANNEL
+ YOUR MINT 3000-2
CASH PRICE £ 214

£110

BEOIVIASTER 3000
40 WATTS PER CHANNEL

£100

+ YOUR MINT 901
CASH PRICE C169

fop
ffl

I
L

£40 ALLOWANCE ON

YOUR 2x22
AMP & STEREO
CONTROL UNIT

f11 3
ounD F

arm

CONSIDERED PHOTOGRAPHIC OR HI-FI

BALANCE —

RING RUSSELLS
FIRST! 01-946 8804

re,h

áff6re

BEOCORD 2200
001-13Y CASSETTE DECK

ANY PART- EXCHANGE COMBINATION •

STEREO
TUNER

CASH PRICE

£12.50

*Mail Order

*Credit

*Cash & Carry

rong • qua • sony• tan

'Hear the best of TANDBERG at The Recorder Co
and buy at H.P. Interest free prices.
We have awide selection of the finest hi-fi equipment available and will be happy to advise you
on the most suitable system for your particular
requirements at a price to suit your pocket. Free
carriage and insurance on all models. Part exchange
also 18 and 24 monthly terms. Alternative makes
and models available on similar terms.
TR-1055 FM/AM RECEIVER
A top of the range Tuner/Amplifier. 2x 55 watts RMS 0.2% distortion
at IKHz. Connections for three separate tape recorders. FM Muting Control. Electronic overload protection. All this and more making the TR
1055 the heart of a sophisticated audio system. Price £264.60. Deposit
£88-60. 12 Monthly instalments £ 14-67.

1111111111fORMIIIIIA181111

II- -PM 1:
HULDRA 10 RECEIVER
Stereo FM/AM. Long, Medium
3 Short wave bands.
Four pre-set controls.
Inter station muting.
Output
2x 35 watts RMS into 8 ohms. Price £ 229.50. Deposit
£76-50. 12 monthly instalments £ 12.75.

4
/
1

DOLBY 3600X D Stereo Deck
3 speeds 7#, 31 and I¡ i.p.s. 4 heads
including Crossfield Sound- on- Sound.
Echo. Photo Electric stop. Frequency
response at 7} i.p.s.
30-2600 Hz.
Price £244.08. Deposit
12
monthly instalments £ 13-50.

£
82.08.

cztr

TCD 310 STEREO
CASSETTE DECK
Dolby Noise Reduction System.
3
Motors. Dual capstan ensures maximum
stability.
Solenoid
operation. Electronic
controls.
Hysterisis
synchronous
drive
motor.

Price £ 195.48.
ments £ 10 84.

Deposit £ 65.48.

12 monthly instal-

HEAR THE LATEST RANGE OF TANDBERG LOUDSPEAKERS INCLUDING THE FANTASTIC NEW TL5020 3-WAY SYSTEM

THE RECORDER CO

-ffir

iffeaetrtasied-

186-188 West End Lane, West Hampstead, London NW6 ISG.Tel 01-7944977

21)5

NO EXTRAS
I All Prices inc. VAT FREE P & P
AMPLIFIERS
Rotel RA2I1
RA3I I
RA6I I
Sansui AUI01
AU505
..
RECEIVERS
Rotel RX 150A
..
RX 152 ..
Sansui 210 AM/FM/MPX
310 AM/FM/MPX ..
TUNERS
Rotel RT222
Sinclair 4000 ..
RECORD DECKS ( Ins. 50p)
G
d SP25 Mk IV
BSR MP60
Connoisseur BDI Kit ..
BD2 Chassis/SAU2
SAU2 Pick-up Arm
SCUI Cartridge ..
Pioneer PLI2D
RECORD DECK PACKAGES
75p)
G
d SP25 Mk IV/G800 P & C

43.95
54•95

eess
4e25
7415
59.95
6915
75.50
99.50
4215
4315
15.25
1215
1310
3210
14.25
5.95
4310
( Ins.
24.95

SPEAKER BARGAINS
EMI 13"x 8" 3or 15 ohm Plain ..
2.30
Wi,h Co-AxialTweeter only 80 2-45
With Tweeter and Crossover
3, 8 or 15 ohm
..
4-25
Type 350 8 or 15 0, 20 W
8.25
13 - x r Bass unit 15 W
545
6+" 80, 10 W
215
r 8 0, 10 W
410
12" 8 0, 20 W . .
6.95
Er x 5" C/Mag. 5W
I•60
8"X 5 Dualcone 80, to w
210
7"x4" 3or 80
1.20

NEWMA

Adastra 10" 8 or 15 Q. lOW
310
Baker Group 25 12" 8or 150,25 W 8.25
Also 5" 80, 5W C/Mag.
0.95
0.60
2+" 8 0 or 64 CI
Elac 64" Dualcone 8ohm ..
2.30
Elac r 8ohm Dualcone ..
2-50
10 8ohm Dualcone ..
315
WHARFEDALE SPEAKER
BARGAINS
Denton I ( pair) ..
26 75
Denton 2 ( pair) ..
32 00
Linton 2 ( pair) ..
40 75
Dovedale 3 ( each)
44 95
Glendale 3 (pair)
60 95
Kingsdale 3 (eacn)
64 95
KITS:
Linton 2 ( pair) ..
20 95
Glendale 3 ( pair)
35 95
Dovedale 3 ( pair)
55 50
KIT FORM CABINETS-TEAK
VENEER ( Ins. 50 pper pair)
12 x 12 x 6 with ir, 13"X 5" or el"
and 31." cutout ..
315
17x 10x 9 with 8' or 13x8'
415
18 x 11 x 9 with Irxr cutout
for EMI 350
5.25
TWEETER & CROSSOVER
Cone Tweeter 8 or 15 0, io W
215
Cone Tweeter 8si, 3W
1.55
Horn Tweeter 80, 20 W
eso
Dome Tweeter 812, 30 W ..
5.75
Crossovers CN23 (
3 ( I), CN28
(8 ( 1), CN2I6 ( 16 En
1•40
CARTRIDGES & STYLII
D/D
Cart. Stylii
ACOS GP9I/2SC or 38C
(ster. comp.)
1.10
1.25
GP93/ 1 or 95/1
ster. cryst.
115
115
GP94/I or 96
ster. ceram
1.75
1.25

ELECTRONICS

ALL MERCHANDISE FULLY GUARANTEED

Mail Order Dept.
HFN 4
Belmont Street,
Moncon, Eccles,
Manchester.
Tel.: 061-789 5268

GP101 tryst.
comp.
010
GP104 ster.
ceram.
1-95
BSR X5M or X5H tryst.
I - 95
SX6M
or
SX6H
tryst. ster.
2.10
SC5M ster. ceram. 215
SONOTONE 9TAHC or
9TAHC/G
(Diam.) 115
3509 Magnetic
115
AUDIO TECNICA
AT55
• • 1.95
EMPIRE 999 REX • . 315
Goldring G850
2•95
G800 • . 3.95
G800H .. 315
G800E .. 619
SHURE M440 .. • . 4-95
M75ED Type .. 11.75
M75E1 Type 2 .. 9-75
VI5 Type 3 ..
3125
MICROPHONES
CM70 Planet stick metal, switch
crystal ..
DM 160 Dynamic omni-dir, ball
metal .
UDI30 50 k/600 ohm, uni-dir,
ball metal ..
TVV209
Condenser Mik 600 0, uni-dir...
Cass. Stick Mic.-R. Control
(Philips type) .. • • • •
Cassette Stick Mike with R. Control on/off switch (21 and
3.5 mm J/Ply)
Mike Mixers Mono ..
Mono/stereo deluxe

115

1.25
1.25
1.25
115
1-95
1.95
I95
395
3.95
495
8-25
6.25
1.70
4.95
675
510
9.50
2410

1.65
4.10
510

Personal Callers Welcome
Manchester
30-32 Shudehill
061-832 7710

BARCLAYCARD

Liverpool
15 Whitechapel
051-236 0738

Leeds
4 New Market St.
0532-42708

.
11111.
Buy it with Access

1 - 25

Credit Terms for Callers
CASSETTES
Type
C45
C60
C90
CI20
Low noise 35p
45p
55p
Philips 55p
75p
110p
Memorex
65p
75p
1.10
1.55
Ampex
45p
55p
75p
99p
Cassete Head Cleaner, 45p. BIB Stereo
Test Cassette, CHI
Ampex Head
Cleaner De- magnetiser, E1•65.
Cassette Cases, 12p.
TAPES Standard
LP
DP
Cases
5"
55p
65p
1-00
20p
51
65p
86p
1.35
25p
7'
80p
1109
115
30p
CALCULATORS
Sinclair Cambridge .. .. 1215
Sinclair Cambridge with memory 17.95
Sinclair Scientific .. .. 19.95
AKAI TAPE DECK ( Insurance L2.00)
4000DS Tape Reel to Reel .. 9310
GXC36D Cassette .. .. 83.00
GXC38D -------- 103-95
HEADPHONES
Rotel 430 ..
415
630 .. .. ..
715
700 .. .. .. 11•50
Koss K7I I ( Black or Red) .. 11.50
-------1300
K6LC (with Vol. control) less
K0727B .. .. .. 1615
K0747 and HVI .. .. 21•50
PRO4AA .. .. 29.75
PROSLC .. .. 31.25
HV/ILC .. .. 25.95
Headphone Adaptor ....
215
Frohone curly extension lead 20ft 1.50
IN-CAR ENTERTAINMENT
Car Cassette Stereo Player and
2 Speakers ------ 20-95
Car 8-track Stereo Player and
2 Speakers
.. 16•50
ALL ITEMS SUBJECT TO
MANUFACTURERS INCREASE
AND AVAILABILITY

The good things in this new ALBA.
will be music to your ears!
Connect up. Switch on. Listen.
Work those slider controls. And
just keep on listening to that
lifelike Alba sound. It's as faultless
as we can make it with the Alba
UA900, a Stereo Amplifier the
enthusiast will revel in.
Salient features
38 transistors -r 12 diodes circuit.
Power output 40 -I- 40 watts,
continuous. Low distortion, less than
0.1% (0.40 watts: 20 Hz-20 kHz).

Controls

Write for full descriptive

Slider controls: Treble, bass, input
level L, input level R, stereo spread
(separation), loudness. ' Piano Key'
selector switches for Pick-up, tuner,
tape-play, quadra, high filter, low
filter. Rotary switch for loudspeaker

literature of complete
Alba Unit Audio Range to:
Alba (Radio & Television) Limited,
Dept AN

106 , Bull Lane, Edmonton,

London N18 1RA.

switching, including mains power
on/off.

ALBA UA900
Recommended Retail
£96.44 (inc. VAT)

Price:

Typical distortion at 1000 Hz, 40 watts,
less than 0.02%. Loudspeaker
impedance, 4, 8 or 16 ohms. Fully
protected output circuits.
Loudspeakers protected from failure
of output transistors. Loudspeaker
switching, AA -I- BB. Independent
input level controls. Variable channel
separation. Separate loudness control.
Low noise level. PU-77dB; other
inputs - 82dB. Input overload margin
34dB (ie. 50 times). High input
resistance, 1 meg ( PU 47 K. ohm).
Provision for quadraphonic adaptor.
Tape position suitable for 3- head tape
recorder. Headphones jack socket
(8-ohms'
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AL/131k.

RADFORD MONITOR loo
The Original 3ound
Designed by Arthur H. Radford and manufactured
under licence to Radford Acoustics Ltd.
A Direct Radiating 180 Omni-Directional System
using five Radford drive units of the highest quality.

You can now enjoy the
loudspeaker that is acclaimed
by recording studios for
outstanding realism and
enjoyed by music lovers
throughout the world.

Send now for Brochure and Dealer list to Sole Distributors

Graham A Taylor (Hifi) Ltd

13 Famet Avenue, Purley, Sur rey, CR2 2DN, England.
Tel

. 01-660

Name
Address

3 years guarantee
SEE AM HEAR 1JS AT LULU Ltailt£7,3

El

Tick if Brochures required for other B & N models.

4780

HID ELTA [HOUNSLOW) Lir
Huge stocks•Huge discounts
MAIL 0 R
AD
NEg 1
PN
RF
IC
OER
SM A TIO N

STEREO SYSTEMS
P & P £ 1.50
Hitachi STD2660
National
Pioneer 4500 ..
Sanyo G26Il
Sanyo G26I5
Sanyo GXT4520KL
Sanyo GXT4521KL
Sanyo GXT430KL
Sanyo GXT4540K
Sanyo GXT473I
Sanyo 5500K ..
Sharp
Sony HMK20
Sony HMP20
Sony HMW20
Sony HMP70
Sony HMK40
Sony HP511A
Sony SQP20
Toshiba SM3000
Toshiba SM390
Yamaha MS5B

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£75.00
£140 00
£73 00
£109 00
£119 00
£105 00
£135 00
£115.00

cilsoo

Sony TA70 • .
Sony TA88 . •
Sony TAI066 . •
Sony TAI055 • •
Sony TA1130 • •
Sony TA I150 ..
Tandberg
Toshiba SB300
Toshiba SB500
Trio KA4002A
Trio KA6004
Trio KA8004
Teat AS100 ..
Yamaha CT600
Yamaha CT700

All in
Stock
Price
on
Application
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

P.O.A.

P.O.A.
All
Models
in
Stock
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

AMPLIFIERS
P & P £ 100
Akai AA5200
t66-75
Akai AA5500
Akai AA5800
£ 126•95
Armstrong 621
Cambridge P50
Cambridge P60
P.O.A.
Cambridge P110
Denon PMA500
P.O.A.
Denon PMA3502
Harman Kardon 11PA
P.O.A.
Harman Kardon I2PA
JVC Nivico VN300
JVC Nivico VN700
JVC Nivico VN900
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico 4VN550
WC Nivico 4VN880
JVC Nivico 4VN990
Leak 2200
£92 00
Leak 2100 ..
£74 00
Marantz, Full Range
P OEA
Pioneer SA500A
£39 95
Pioneer SA6200 £71 95
Pioneer SA7100 £91 95
Pioneer SA8I00 £ 129 95
Pioneer SA9100 £ 159 95
Pioneer QA800A £ 189 95
Pioneer QC800A
£135 00
Pioneer QL600A £ 110 00
Pioneer QM800A £ 172 00
Quad 33/303 .. .
P.O.A.
Revox A78 ..
1
P.O.A.
Revox A722
f
Rote RA2I0
£25.00
Rote RA2I I
..
£36•59
Rote RA3I I ..
017.41
Rote RA6I I
..
£74•77
Rote RA8I0
£95.39
Rote RAI210 £ 119•32
Sansui. Full Range
P.O.A.
Sanyo DCAI400K £45.00
Sanyo DCA1700X
E49-00
Sharp ..
P.O.A.

TUNERS
P & P £ 1.00
Akai AT550
Akai AT580
Armstrong 623
Armstrong 624
Cambridge T55.. ..
Harman Kardon CITFM
JVC Nivico VT500
1
JVC Nivico VT700
f
Leak Delta FM ..
Leak Delta AM/FM ..
Leak 2300 ..
Marantz. Full Range ..
Pioneer TX500A • •
Pioneer TX6200
Pioneer TX7I00
Pioneer TX8I00
Pioneer TX9I00
Quad FM3 ..
Revox A76
Rotel AT222
Rotel AT322
Rotel AT622
Rotel AT1200
Sansui, Full Range ..
Sharp ..
Sony 5170
Sony ST88 ..
Sony ST5066
Sony ST5055
Sony ST5I30
Sony ST5150
Toshiba ST4I0
Toshiba ST500
Trio KT200IA
Trio KT4005
Trio KT8005
Teat ATIO0
Yamaha CT600
Yamaha CT700

.•
••
••
.•
••
••
.•

£66.75
£93•49
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£6200
£7500
£8500
P.O.A.
£57.00
£6300
£81.00
£10100
£13200
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
£36•59
£5005
£81-14
£101-75
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
In Stock
P.O.A.

P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

TUNER AMPLIFIERS
P & P £ 1•43
Akai AA8030
Akai AA8080
Armstrong 625
Armstrong 626
Goodmans Mod. 90
Goodmans Mod. 110
Goodmans 1-20
Harman Kardon
JVC Nivico VR5505
JVC Nivico VR5515
JVC Nivico VR5525
JVC Nivico VR5535
JVC Nivico VR5436

£95.39
£120-85
P.O.A.
£8900

als-oo
me®
P.O.A.
P.O.A.

JVC Nivico 4VR5446 }
JVC Nivico 4VR5456
P.O.A.
Leak 2000 .. .. £ 129.00
Marantz, Full Range ..
P0 A
Pioneer LX424
£ 101 00
Pioneer LX626 ..
£139 00
Pioneer SX300 ..
£60 00
Pioneer SX434 ..
£81 00
Pioneer SX535 ..
£107 00
Pioneer SX636 ..
£129 00
Pioneer SX737
£159 00
Pioneer SX838
£204 00
Pioneer 5)(939 .. £ 225 00
Pioneer SX1010
£279 00
Pioneer QX646
£199 00
Pioneer QX747
£275 00
Pioneer QX949
£350 00
Pioneer QX4000
£155 00
Pioneer QX8000A
£218 00
Pioneer QX9900A
£310 00
Ratel RXI50A
£50 85
Rotel RX202 .
£67 74
Ratel RX4002 .
£89 12
Ratel RX602 ..
£116 00
Rotel RX802 ..
£147 46
Sansui, Full Range
P0 A
Sanyo DCX2000
£99 00
Sanyo DCX2500K
£65-00
Sanyo DCX3000KA
£79-00
Sanyo DCX4C00 £ 95.00
Sanyo DCX6000 £ 11500
Sanyo DCX8000 £ 12900
Scan Dyna ....
P.O.A.
Sharp .. .. ..
P.O.A.
Sherwood 7100.. ..
P.O.A.
Sony STR6036A
Sony STR6046A
In
Sony STR6055 ..
Stock
Sony HST 1
39 with cass I P.O.A.
Sony HST6200F ..1
Tandberg .. ..
P.O.A.
Technics.. .. ..
P.O.A.
Toshiba SA300L
P.O.A.
Toshiba SASOOL

Thorens TD165
Transcriptor

TELEPHONE

£54.00
P.O.A.

SPEAKER SYSTEMS ( PAIR)

P & P £ 1•50
Cambridge R40
1
P.O.A.
Cambridge R50
B & W D5 ..
B & W DM4 ..
P.O.A.
B & W DM2A ..
B & W DM70 ..
Celestion County .. £43•06
Celestion Ditton 10 .. £39.38
Celestion Ditton 15 .. £61•54
Celestion Ditton 25 .. £ 123.14
Celestion Ditton 44 .. £ 101.58
Celestion Ditton 66 .. £ 186 34
Goodmans Goodwood
£88 56
Goodmans Havant SL .. £46 00
Goodmans Magnum SL £85 00
Goodmans Mezzo SL ..
£72 08
Goodmans Acromat 400 £ 111 26
Goodmans Dimension £ 130 38
Goodmans Magister .. £ 101 08
Goodmans Minister SL £39.00
IMF .. ..
P.O.A.
JBL L26/L36 ..
JBL L88/1.45/L65
P.O.A.
JBL LI00/L200 ..
JVC SX5 ..
JVC SX7 ::
JVC GB I
ED
JVC SX3
..
i
P.O.A.
JVC 5323
••
JVC 5396
••
KEF .. ..
P.O.A.
Marantz .. ..
P.O.A.
Marsden Hall 150C £35-00
Marsden Hall .. £4000
Mordaunt Short
P.O.A.
Quad Electrostatic ..
P.O.A.
Sansui
..
Top Discount
Scan Dyna
P.O.A.
Sony SS70
Sony S55088
Sony S51005
RECORD DECKS & PACKAGES Sony 555300
In
Sony SS5177
Stock
P & P £ 110
Sony 5S5300
P.O.A.
A. Research .. ..
P.O.A.
Sony S57100
Connoisseur BDI kit .. £ 11•50
Sony SS7200
Connoisseur
Sony 557300 ..
BD2/SAU2/PC .. £35•10
Wharfedale Denton 2
£28•79
G
d Mod. 25 IV M75 £25.50
Wharfedale Linton 2 ..
£35-64
G
d Mod. 86DB 1175
£37 50
Wharfedale Dovedale 3
£72-76
G
d Mod. Z100 M93
£49 50
Goldring GL75
£39 95
CASSETTE
DECKS
Goldring GL78 P/C
£60 50
Goldring GL85 P/C £75.00
P & P £ 1-00
JVC Nivico VL5
Aiwa ADI200/AD1300}
P.O.A.
JVC Nivico JLA3
P.O.A.
Aiwa AD 1500
JVC Nivico
JBL44
Akai CS3OD AD1500k..
Pioneer
PL 120
..
£50.00
£37.00
Akai CS33D .. • •
£68.00
Pioneer PL I2S ..
£65-00
Akai GXC36D ..
£7100
Pioneer PLISO
£59 00
Akai GXC38D ..
£8900
Pioneer PL5I ..
£109 00
Akai GXC46D .. £102-00
Pioneer PL7I .. £ 125.00
Akai GXC65D .. £11100
Pioneer PLA45 .. £7500
Akai GXC4OT .. . • £12000
Sansui, Full Range
P.O.A.
Akai GXC5 IOD .. £123.00
Scan Dyna ..
P.O.A.
Akai GXC75D
£12900
Sony PS230 ..
Harman Kardon HK W K/
.
P.O.A.
P.O.A.
Sony PS5520 ..
JVC Nivico 1667 '.
Thorens 1D125/11
cneo JVC Nivico 1668
P.O.A.
Thorens TD125/18/11
£10900
JVC Nivico 1669
Thorens TDI60C
£59 00
JVCNivico9470AM/FM

BELL

RD.,

MIDDLESEX.

HOU NSLOW,
TEL: 01-572 2285

350

EDGEWARE

LONDON

2285

Leak 2002
Nakamichi 1000/if:I°
National
Pioneer CT3I3 IA
Pioneer CT414IA
Pioneer CTS 151 A
Pioneer CT7I71
Sansui
Sanyo RD4530
Sanyo RD4300X
Sony TCI21
Sony TCI29
Sony TCI315D
Sony TCI34SD
Sony TDI46
Sony TCI615D
Sony TCI52SD
Teat Al40
Teac A160 ..
Teac A210, A350
Teat A360 ..
Teac A450 ..
Toshiba PT415
Toshiba PT470
Toshiba PT490
Tandberg 310 ..
Trio KX700
Yamaha TB700

W2.

£98
P0
P0
£69
£91
£109
£129
P0
£53
£92

00
A
A
00
00
00
00
A
00
00

In
Stock
P.O.A.

In
Stock
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A.
P.O.A

TAPE DECKS
P & P £ 1.50
Akai 4000138
Akai 4000DS
Akai GXC260D
Akai GX400D
Akai GX400DP
Akai GX6OODS
Pioneer RTIO2OL
Revox I102/1104
Revox 1302/1304
Revox A700/1374
Revox DL 1132/1134
Sharp 727
Sony TC280
Sony TC377
Sony TC458
Sony TC755
Sony TC7562
Teat A1030
Teat A1230
Teac A1230S
Teat A3300-10
Teat A3300-11

£12700
£8400
£13900
£43800
£41600
£25900
£30000
P.O.A
P.O.A
In
Stock
P.O.A
P.O.A
P.O.A

ALSO
Noise reduction units; Styli;
Headphones; Pickup arms; cartridges;
Radios; Tapes; TV's;
Telefi; in car; plugs and leads.
All prices correct at 3-2-75 + 8%
VAT all prices subject to change
without notice.
*Price on application quote by
telephone or letter welcome*.
Barclay & Access welcome.
HP to callers only.
*No cheques without bankers
card for callers.
Sony
Products
only from
Hounslow.
Mail Order Customers: Name
and address to SO Bell Road,
Hounslow.

IT ED
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50

01-572

(3 Lines)
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Europe's Largest range of HiFi

ÀJKYJ
SOUND
ADVICE
BUREAU

LULL
VILLLLIS
LONDON
FruDAY APRIL 11 7 •
`,ATURDAY APRiL '
' ".. MDAY AP8IL 1311., "

CHECK THROUGH IASKYS VAST PRICE LIST-FOR TODAYS LOWEST PRICES
Carriage Et Packing £ 1.25
Pioneer C4500 ..
£72.25

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio,
without speakers
Carriage Et Packing £ 1 50
Goldring ST8000 £ 169.95
Goodmans 80 Compact
Teak or White .. £ 123.60
Goodmans 90 Compact £ 176.45
90 Compact White .. £ 179.85
1-102 Compact .. £ 198.30
1-102 Compact White .. £ 202.50
Goodmans CS2 Stand
for above .. .. £ 14.35
Philips RH802
£ 124.60
Sanyo DXT 5500K £ 114.15

Come and hear the

STEREO SYSTEMS
with cassette
and speakers

New IMF Monitor TLS 80
at 42 TOTTENHAM COURT ROAD
and 38/40 Eden Street KINGSTON

Carriage & Packing El.25
Philips GR814
£ 90.93

BRANCHES.

STE EO SYSTEMS
with speakers

Based upon the world acclaimed IMF Professional Monitor, the IMF Monitor TLS 80
fuif ills the need of the dedicated audiophile
for a loudspeaker of comparable quality,
but tatored for home use.
Only transmission line loading can provide tie true impact experienced in the
concert hall.
Supplied in matched ' mirror image' pairs
the stereo presentation is stable, portraying
great detail with the uncanny ability to
reproduce the acoustic environment of the
original performance. We suggest you
audition these speakers at 42 Tottenham
Court Road Et Kingston branch.

Carr iage Et Packing£ ,. 50
. £ 34.80
Ferguson 3047
.. £ 29.35
Fidelity UA4
£39.45
Fidelity UA7
.. £ 50.00
HMV 2046..
.. £ 35.10
Philips GF614
.. £ 69.85
Philips GF807
.. £ 25.00
Philips GF825
.. £ 112.00
Philips GF907
• £76.90
Pye1022
.. £ 51.20
Ultra 6046
£34.80
Ultra 6048
.. £ 60.95
Ultra 6070 ..

TEMS
with radio
and speakers

The complete
IMF range including the
AIS 40, TLS 50, super compact.

Carriage & Packing £ 1.50
.. £ 66.45
Ferguson 3457
.. £78.10
Fidelity UA1
£53.05
Fidelity UA3
£87.25
Fidelity UAG
.. £ 160.45
Hitachi MC3402
.. £ 141.75
HMV 24558
.. £ 203.05
HMV 24568
HMV 2459 ..
.. £ 97.15

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VAT

HMV 2488 .. £ 218.60
JVC Nryico MSL302L .. £ 84 95
JVC Nrvico MSL6021. .. £ 109.95
Philips RF835
£41.50
Philips RF836 . £ 39.95
Philips RH814/RH412 . £ 99.95
Philips RH837
£ 198.35
Sharp 5G155/CP108 . £ 142.50
Ultra 64538 . £ 144.30
Ultra 6457
..
£ 67.50
Ultra 6459 .. .. £ 69.00
Ultra 6462
.
£ 60.95

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio and cassette
with speakers
Carriage & Packing £ 1 . 75
Ekco ZU440
£ 207.50
Ekco ZU540
£ 272.50
Elizabethan LZ252 .. £ 149.95
Fidelity UA5
£ 110.95
Hitachi 5072660 £ 193.85
Hitachi SDT3430E .. £ 136.85
National SG1010L .. £ 114.50
National SG1050L . £ 134.95
National SG1070L £ 158.35
National SG2050L .. £ 179.95
National RS485SD
National SG2050L .. £ 179.95
National SG205OLD £ 199.95
Philips RH851
£ 146 75
Philips RH943/RH412 .. £ 176.20
Sanyo G2611K .. £ 150.00
Sanyo G2615N
£ 82.50
Sanyo GXT4520KL .. £ 119.95
Sanyo GXT4540K .. £ 144.55
Sony HMK 40 .. £ 204.13

STEREO SYSTEMS
with radio and 8trac
with speakers
Carriage Et Packing £ 1.75
Lloytron M116 ( Recorder) f110.00
1.1ovtion M858 ( Recorder) £ 149.95
Sanyo GXT4730KL £ 95.00

FOUR CHANNEL
SYSTEMS
with radio and
speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 2.00
JVC Nivico DF - 19E .. £ 300.00
JVC Nano° GX-500E £ 325.00
National RE7880/SL650 £ 249.95
Sony SOP20
£ 110.00
Continued on meet page

lASKYS EXPORT!

12 MONTHS GUARANTEE - FREE PARTS and LABOUR

Personal exports arranged for overseas
visitors. Goods specially packed, insured and
despatched to all parts of the world (exclusive of
VAT). Payment by bank transfer, certified
cheque, postal order, or money order
in any currency.

Europe's Largest Hifi Retailer

phone 01-200 0444
for details

FOUR CHANNE
SYSTEMS
with radio, 8- track and
speakers
Carriage Et Packing £ 1.75
Sanyo GXT4731K .. £ 105.00

STEREO
AMPLIFIERS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
Akai AA5500 .. .. £96.90
Akai AA5800 .. .. £ 141.65
Amstrad 2000/2 .. .. £ 35.10
Amstrad 4000/2 .. .. £28.65
Amstrad 8000/3 .. .. £20.95
Audiotronic LA1700
£37.60
Audiotronic LA1700X £ 39.95
Audiotronic LA4000X
£62.60
Cambridge .. ..
P.O.A
Eagle AA2 .. .. £ 33.60
Eagle AA4 .. .. £ 46.40
Eagle AA6B
..
£ 54.40
Eagle TSA149 .. £27.20
Eagle TSA151 .. £ 36.80
Fidelity 20/20 amp
with 20/20 tuner ..
£59.96

Sinclair 4000 .. £42.50
Sinclair Project 80240 .. £4.50
Sinclair Project 80 Z60 .. £ 6.60
Sinclair Stereo 80 .. £10.50
Sinclair Project 80 AFU £ 6.96
Sinclair IC20 Kit .. £ 5.95
Sinclair PZ20 Power
supply for above .. £ 5.46
PZ5 Power supply .. £3.75
PZ6 Power supply.. .. £ 6.76
PZ8 Power supply.. .. £6.36
SINCLAIR PROJECT 80
PACKAGES
2x240/Stereo 80/P25 .. f23.25
2xZ401 Stereo 80/P26 .. £ 26.25
2xZ60/Stereo 80/P28 .. £28.05
Sinclair Project 805 • • £ 27.00
Sugden A21 Series 3
. • £ 77.45
Sugden A48 .. •. £94.25
Sugden C51/P51 .. £ 141.85
Superscope A245 .. £ 29.96
Superscope A260.. £ 49.95
Tandberg ..
P.O.A.
Technics .. .. • . P.O.A.
Teleton A300 ..
• • £46.95
Teleton A400 .. .. £ 52.50
Teleton GA203 ..• £ 45.00
Teleton SA0206B .. £23.95
Teleton SAO 307 .. • • £23.95
Teleton SA03071) .. £25.95
Teleton SA0408 .. .. £26.96
Trio KA1200•
£ 48.00
Trio KA1600
£78.00
Trio KA4002A .. • • £72.00
Trio KA4004
£ 98.00
Trio KA60Ó4
£ 128.00
Trio KA8004 .. £176.00

t
Rank Audio RA 2101
Stereo Amplifier
7}-1-7.
' its rms.tuner,
Inputs
for
magnetic phono,
tape
and aux. Separate bass, treble,
balance and volume controls.
Headphone socket.Teak
case. Unrepeatable
offer.
LASKYS p&p 75p
£1;11

11h

plus VAT

Goodmans 40-40 .. £ 66.16
Ferrograph F208TK .. £82.60
Ferrograph F608 .. .. £145.00
Fidelity 20/20 Amp/Tuner £ 69.96
Harrison S200 .. .. £ 189.00
JVC Nivico VN300 .. £ 61.20
JVC Nivico VN900 .. £ 157.25
Leak 2100 .. .. .. £75.00
Leak 2200 .. .. .. f99.96
Lux CL350 .. .. £ 173.26
Lux M150 .. .. .. £ 211.75
Lux L308 .. .. .. £214.40
Lux L309 .. .. .. £ 266.50
Lux S0505X • . .. £ 148.75
Lux SQ507X .. .. £ 161.00
Lux S0700X • • .. £101.60
Lux S0707.. .. .. f72.66
Ma rantz 1030 • • •. £95.00
Marantz 1060 • . .. £129.00
Marantz 1120 • • .. £ 270.00
Marantz 1200 . • .. £425.00
NAD 60 .. .. £ 97.00
Nikko TRM210 :. .. £47.60
Nikko TRM230 •. .. £ 57.80
Nikko TRM500 • • • • f74.96
Nikko TR M600 . • .. £97.76
Philips RH520 .• .. £ 67.10
Philips RH521 .. .. £ 114.25
Pioneer SA500A .. .. £44.20
Pioneer SA6200 .. .. £77.35
Pioneer SA7100 .. .. £ 103.10
Pioneer SA8100 .. .. £ 148.20
Pioneer SA9100 .. .. £184.65
Pioneer SR202W .• . • £ 63.56
Quad 33 .. .. .. £ 68.00
Quad 303 .. .. .. £74.00
Oued ESL Sleeve for above £13.30
Rank Audio RA210T .. £17.50
Rotel RA211 .. £41.25
Rotel RA311 .. .. £ 64.06
Rotel RA611 .. £84.36

Sansui AU101
AU505

itt
Sansui

..
..

£ 44.71
£ 69.12

STEREO GRAPHIC
EQUALISERS

Carriage Et Packing 509

JVC NIVICO SEA10 .. £ 54.40
FOUR -CHANNEL
AMPLIFIERS

Carriage ft Packing £1.00
JVC Nivico 4VN550 .. £84.60
JVC Nivico 4VN880 .. £153.00
JVC Nivico 4VN990 £229.50
Pioneer 00800A £138.80
Pioneer OL600A £118.70

FIDELITY PACKAGE
OFFER!
20/20 Tuner and
Matching Amplifier
.......

.

.

.

.......

.

..............................................................

0

LASKYS
PACKAGE PRICE
FOR BOTH UNITS

.95

£5

•

Ceba,
p&p £ 1.50
plus VAT
LIST PRICE £98.18
(not available separately)

ERA TRANSCRIPTION
TURNTABLES.

- SAVE
£26.50.

High quality units complete with
precision engineered ERA pick up
arm ( Less cartridge) Belt drive 33
and 45 rpm.

'

ERA 444- with plinth
Originally £ 59.00
LASKYS PRICE
SAVE
OVER
£46

£32.50 7
:Vet'
ERA 3033 with plinth and cover
Originally £106.92 £
95
LASKYS PRICE °is •
• p&p 75p plus VAT

NEW Goldring 6102
KIT Belt drive 2speed
turntable in kit form complete
with pick up arm and head shell
LASKYS PRICE
ni
POP 76p + VAT
I,

6.95
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STEREO TUNERS

Carriage Et Packing £ 1.00
Akai AT550
£ 74.60
Akai AT580
£ 104.30
Amstrad 3000 .. £28.06
Audiotronic LT1700X .. £42.60
Eagle AA8 • .. £61 . 20
Eagle TST152
£36.20
JVC Nivico VT500 .. £72.70
JVC Nivico VT700 .. £ 106.26
Leak 2300
.. £77.50
Lux T300
.. £ 183.75
Lux WL500
.. £148.75
Lux WL550
• . £ 133.90
Lux WL717
• £74.40
Marantz 105 AM/FM
.. £ 99.00
Marantz 115 AM/FM
.. £ 150.00
Marantz 120 AM/FM
.. £280.00
Nikko FAM220
.. £ 57.80
Nikko FAM500
.. £80.76
Philips RH621
.. £ 106.90
Philips RH690
▪ £43.60
Pioneer TX500A .. £ 61.30
Pioneer TX6200
£69.45
Pioneer TX7100
£ 91.05
Pioneer TX8100 £ 107.25
Pioneer TX9100 £142.30
Quad FM3
£ 74.00
Quad ESC Sleeve for above £ 13.30
Rotel RT222
£41.25
Rotel RT322
£ 58.20
Rotel RT622
£ 92.65
Sansui TU505 .. £ 71.35
Sinclair 4000 0/T.. .. £ 37.50
Sinclair Project 80 .. £ 10.60
Sinclair Project 80 decoder £ 6.76
Sugden R21
..
£ 68.25
Sugden R51
£ 72.66
Teleton GT202 .. £40.00
Teleton GT203
£41.95
Teleton 7300
£ 53.00
Trio KT1300
£ 58.00
Trio KT2001A
£ 66.00
Trio KT4005
£92.00
Trio KT8005
£160.00

•

A precisely matched duo
to complement visually an d
technically with any decks or
speakers you choose.
20/20 Amplifier PLUS
20/20 Tuner covers
MW/LW/SW/FM
wavebands.

EXCLUSIVE TO

LASKYS
at only

' £ 115.90
PER PAIR
p&p £ 1.50 • VAT

ROTEL RX 150A
Stereo Receiver

AM/FM All silicon output transistors.
32 dB separation. F.M. distortion
1% at rated output. Features
headphone jack, AC power, plus
special balance/control giving
perfect stereo through awhole
range of features.
List price £78.26
LASKYS
PRICE

£58 -20

p&p

1.00PIOSVAT.4

STEREO RECEIVERS
Carriage Er Packing £1.25
£106.40
Akai AA8080 .. £ 134.90
Amstrad 5000 .. £ 61.50
Audiotronic LR1200X £ 55.00
Audiotronic LR2500X .. £ 72.50
Audiotronic LR4040X £ 95.00
Bush Arena T2700 .. £39.96
Eagle AA28 .. £ 102.40
Eagle AA30 .. £ 113.60
Goodmans Module 90 .. £104.35
Module 90 White .. £ 106.15
Goodmans 1-10
£118.37
Goodmans 120 .. £118.40
JVC Nivico VR5505 .. £ 89.25

JVC Nivico VR5515 .. £127.50
JVC Nivico VR5525 SEA £160.65
JVC Nivico VR5535 SEA £ 178.150
Leak 2000 .. £136.10
Lux R800
£203.00
Marantz 2015 AM/FM .. £147.00
Marantz 2220AM/FM .. £ 179.00
Marantz 2230 AM/FM .. £235.00
Marantz 2245 AM/FM .. £ 295.00
Marantz 2270 AM/FM .. £360.00
Matsi TFS60 . £89.85
NAO 140
£155.50
NAD 160 .. • .. £195.0(1
Nikko STA5050 £114.75
Nikko STA7070 £136.00
Nikko STA8080 £153.00
Philips RH720 • • .. £ 206.70
Philips RH732 • • .. £ 109.80
Philips RH734 • • .. £131.95
Philips RH901 • • • £ 66.50
Pioneer LX424 .• £114.70
Pioneer LX626 • • .. £ 156.65
Pioneer SX300 • .. £ 66.96
Pionce SX434 • • ,. £87.10
Pioneer SX535 • • .. £ 119.35
Pioneer SX636 • • .. £139.15
Pioneer SX737 .• £ 172.30
Pioneer SX838 • • •. £ 226.30
Pioneer SX939 • • .. £243.96
Pioneer SX1010 • • • • £ 301.75
Rotel RX150A • • .. £ 58.20
Rotel RX152 .. £ 66.10
Rotel RX202 . • £74.05
Rotel RX402 .. £ 99.85
Rotel RX602 . • .. £ 129.15
Rotel RX802 • £ 165.20
Sansui 210
..
£ 71.52
Sansui 441
£84.40
Sansui 551
..
£ 111.20
Sansui 661
..
£ 144.47
Sansui 771
£175.55

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VAT

WHARFEDALE
SPEAKERS

3Way system. Size 24"x
15'x 12'wood finish,
specially imported fret work
baffle. 12" Bass unit, 5' Mid
range unit. 1" Treble unit.
Response : 45-20,000Hz
Max Input 60 watts DIN
Sanyo DCX2000 .. .. £84.50
Sanyo DCX4000 .. .. £98.75
Sanyo DCX6000 .. .. £ 121.65
Sanyo DCX8000 .. .. £136.40
Superscope R330 .. £ 52.50
Superscope R340 .. £69.95
Tandberg .. .. .. P.O.A.
Teac A06500 .. .. £226.80
Teleton TA3000 .. .. £39.96
Toshiba SA300L .. .. £ 108.66
Trio KR2300 .. .. £86 00
Trio KR2400 .. .. £98.00
Trio KR3400 .. .. £ 118.00
Trio KR4400 .. .. £136.00
Trio KR5400 •. .. £ 168.00
Trio KR6400 •. .. £212.00
Trio KR7400 .. £240.00

STEREO RECEIVER S
with cassette
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
Aiwa TPI33010
P.O.A.
Hitachi ST2650 . .. £ 153.00
JVC Nivico 9470 .. £148.75

STEREO RECEIVERS
with speakers
Carriage Er Packing £ 2.00
Phili.s RH832/RH532 .. £ 601.90

FOUR -CHANNEL
RECEIVERS
Carriage Et Packing £1.50
JVC Nivico 4VR5426 .. £178.50
JVC Nivico 4VR5436
.. £212.50
JVC Nivico 4VR5446
.. £272.00
JVC Nivico 4VR5456
£339.15
Marantz 4220
.. £ 195.00
Marantz 4230
.. £ 270.00
Marantz 4270
.. £395.00
Marantz 4300
.. £ 545.00
Pioneer 0X646
£216.85

••
••
••
••
••

<re
BY PHONE

For an even better service
phone 01-200 1321. Full de
tails about prices. Mail order.

and price list only 5p - 32 pages of exciting offers - and FULL list of
prices. Ask at your nearest Laskys Store or mail special coupon ( at the
end of this feature) send 10p P.O. inc. P ± P
VAS

Pioneer 0X747
Pioneer OX949
Rotel RX254
Rotel RX454
Trio KR6340
Trio KR8340

. £ 283.06
£376.95
£152.75
£158.15
. £ 198.00
. £ 290.00

FOUR- CHANNEL
UNITS
Carriage Et Packing 75p
Decoder Amplifiers
Marantz 2440 .. £180.00
Demodulatoss
JVC Nivico 4005 • • £ 57.80
Pioneer 00240 .. • • £ 63.70
Adaptors
£14.40
Eagle AA10
£16.00
Eagle AA26
£3.95
Goodwin Convertor "
Magenta SOA1 .. • • £29.50
£42.50
Trio KCD2 .. • •
Remote Controls •
£21.70
JVC Nivico 5911 ..
£19.00
Magenta RC4
Graphic Equalisers
JVC Nivico SE A7 VE
£110.50
SPEAKER SYSTE
S
All prices per parr.
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.50 pair
Acoustic Research AR - 2a x £ 133.00
Acoustic Research AR- 3a £ 228.00
Acoustic Research AR , Ixa £ 77.00
Acoustic Research AR- 5.. £ 172.00
Acoustic Research AR- 6.. £ 90.00
Acoustic Research AR- 7.. £ 61.50
Acoustic AR- MST .. £ 124.00
Acoustic AR-LST £ 454.00
Amstrad 1500 .. .. £ 26.75
Amstrad 2500
£ 29.90
Audio Dev AD15
£ 11.85
Audiotronic Criterion .. £ 27.50
Audiotronic AS200 .. £ 22.50
Audiotronic AS400 .. £ 25.00
Celestion County .. .. £47.50
Celestion Di4ton 10 .. £44.10
Celestion Ditton 15 TK/WN f67.10
Ditton 15 White/Rosevvd £ 59.00
Celestion Dillon 25 .. £ 135.90
Celestion Dillon 44 .. £ 112.10
Celestion Dillon 66 .. £ 205.70
Celestion Ditton 120 .. £ 50.90
Celestion Hadleigh .. £40.70
Eagle AA14 • • £ 70.40
Eagle AA20 • • £ 51.20
• • £ 28.80
Eagle AA24
Eagle DL25 .. £ 10.30
Eagle DL42. .. £ 25.60
Eagle DL67 .. £ 35.20
E.P.I. Micro Tower MT1 .. £ 69.00
Ferrograph SFM1
£200.00
Goodmans
Achgomat 400 Monitor £ 118.40
CS3 ( Pair) Stand for above £ 12.90
DiMenSi011 8 . • £ 127.60
Dimension8 White .. £ 105.00
Double Maxim White .. £ 51.90
Goodwood.. .. £ 90.10
Goodwood White.. .. £ 90.00
Havant SL Teak .. £48.80
Havant SL Walnut .. £40.00
Havant SL White
£ 48.90
Magnum KSL
£ 91.00
Magnum KSL White .. £ 84.00
Mezzo SL
£ 72.30
Mezzo SL W hite
£ 68.00
Minister St Teak .. .. £ 39.50
Minister SL White.. .. £ 38.00
Planas 3
..
£ 35.00
Hi- Ball 750
..
£ 36.00
IMF Super Compact ..
IMF ALS40
£ 165.04
IMF TLS50.. £ 203.28
IMF Pro. Monitor .. £ 423.50
IMF Monitor 80 .. £ 355.00
JBL L16 Decade .. £ 158.00
JBL L26 Decade .. £ 198.00
JBL L36 Decade .. £ 278.00
JBL L65 Jubal .. £ 516.00
JBL L100 Century .. £ 390.00
JBL L200 Studio Master £ 868.00
JBL S109SW
£ 278.00
Jensen No.1
£ 40.00
Jensen No.2
£ 66.00
Jensen No.3
£ 102.00
JVC Nivico 5391 .. £ 38.25
JVC Nivico 5396 ..
f46.75
JVC Niv.co GB1 ED .. £195.50
JVC Nivico SX3
£134.30
JVC Nivico SK8
£ 65.60
Keg Cadenza
£ 105.00
Kef Cantor .. £ 55.00
Kef Chorale .. £72.00

.. £ 77.00
Kef Chorale White..
.. £47.00
Kef Coda ..
. £ 132.00
Kef Concerto
.. £ 150.00
Kef 104 .. • •
. £ 104.00
Larson Pyramid LP70
.. £ 42.50
Leak 2020 ..
£64.16
Leak 2030TK
Leak 203OWN ....£ 63.50
Leak 2060 .. £ 110.84
Leak 2075 .. £211.92
Lowther Mini-Acousta £110.013
Lowther Super-Acousta £ 150.00
Lux LX77
£ 141.30
Magenta 4G Imperial O- 1K £ 68.40
Marantz 4G Imperial White £ 76.00
Magenta 5G Imperial 0-TK £ 86.40
Marantz 5G Imperial .. £ 96.00
Marantz 6G Imperial .. £122.40
Marantz 7G Imperial .. £ 158.40
Marantz 8G
..
£330.00
Marantz 9G
..
£ 500.00
Ortofon DML 225.. .. £ 102.00
Ortofon DM L335.. .. £153.00
Ortofon DML 445.. .. £ 238.03
Philips RH405
f45.00
Philips RH421
£ 17.20
Phrhps RH422
£ 31.60
Philips RH426
£ 73.00
Philips RH427
£ 99.50
Phillps RH532
£250.00
Quasar OSI Studio .. £ 168.00
Quasar 0S2 Monitor .. £136.00
Quasar OS3 Compact .. £108.00
Quad Electrosta £ 240.00
Rank Doinus 150 .. £ 24.90
Rank Domus 175 .. £ 30.60
Rank Domus 250 .. .. £49.40
Rank Domus 350 .. £ 84.20
Rank Domus 450 .. £ 121.40
Richard Allan RAB .. £48.40
R/Allan Flamenco 2 ..
Richard Allan Pavane 2 . £ 73.90
Sinclair 016
£ 10.50
Tandberg ..
P.O.A.
Tannoy Amesbury £ 259.40
Tannoy Chatsworth .. £ 172.30
Tannoy Chevening £ 157.40
Tannoy Mansfield 12" .. £ 184.20
Tannoy Mansfield 15" .. £217.80
Wharfedale
Denton 1 ( White) .. £ 20.00
Denton 2 Teak/Walnut .. £ 29.95
Denton 2 ( White) .. .. £ 31.06
Dovedale 3TK
f85.14
Dovedale 3WN
£ 81.00
Glendale 3
..
£ 59.20
Kingsdale 3.. .. £122.68
Linton 2 Teak/Walnut .. £36.99
Linton 2White ..
f38.84
Super 60/2.. .. £ 115.90
CHASSIS

£6.80
£7.30
£7.55
£16.50
£8.85
£5.50
£4.00
£3.60
£5.50

Goodmans X0950 ..
Goodmans X0950/5000
Kef 5110 ( SP1003)
Kef B139 ( SP1044)
(el B200 ( SP1014)
Kef DN12 ( SP1004)
Kef DN13 ( SP1015)
Kef DN13 ( SP1017)
Kef 127 ( SP1032)
Tannoy 10 Monitor
HPD 295
Tannoy 12" Monitor
HPD 315 ..
Tannoy 15' Monitor
HPP 385 .
SPEAKER

servicing,
Eagle SE60..
£ 9.72
Howland- West CIS200 .. £ 4.00
Howland- West CIS250 .. £ 6.05
Howland- West C1S300 . £ 8.20
Howland- West CIS600 .. £ 8.50
Howland- West CIS800 £ 5.75
Howland - West CI
S900 . £ 7.75
Howland- West CIS800V £ 6.75
Howland- West CIS4000 £11.70
.. £89.00
Jecklin Float
£15.50
JVC HP150
. £22.50
JVC HP1000
.. £ 53.35
Koss ESP6
.. £71.40
Koss ES P9
. £ 17.50
Koss HV1
.. £ 24.10
Koss HVIA
..
£20.95
Koss HV1L/C
.• £ 12.60
Koss K6 ..
£14.40
Koss K6LC
.. £11.40
Koss K711 ..
£11.30
Koss ( R0711
£16.30
Koss K0727B
£21.20
Koss K0747
.. £ 38.00
Koss Phase 2
.• £ 28.50
Koss PRO4AA
.. £ 31.20
Koss PRO5LC
.. £ 17.50
Magenta SD- 5 .
. £ 59.00
Marantz SE-15/EE1

£68.80
£59.90
£76.25

KITS

Carriage Ex Packing 75p
Goodmans DIN20
Goodmans Mezzo Twin ..
Kef K3 Baffle ( Pair) . •
Richard Allan S/Triple 12
Richard Allan Triple 12 ..
Richard Allan Triple 8 ..
Richard Allan Twin ..
Wharfedale Linton 2 ( Pair)
Glendale 3 ( Pair)
Dovedale 3 (Pair) .. • •

£11.40
£40.00
£85.00
£24.50
£20.40
£14.05
£9.25
£19.50
£35.60
£55.00

CHANNEL

HEADPHONES
Carriage Et Packing 30p
Eagle FF29 .... £16 20
Eagle FF44 ..
£21.60
JVC Nivico 5944 ..
£20.85
Koss K2x2 ...
£44.25
Koss K6LCO
£ 26.20
Koss K07470
£ 37.95
Koss PRO50
.
£ 31.20
RECORD DECK UNITS
Carriage Er Packing 50P
ARISTON
£77.65
RD11/PC ( less arm/cart)
B.S.R. McDONALD
£3.95
C114 Mini ..
£16.05
HT70
£11.45
MP60 •• • ..
CONNOISSEUR
£13.25
BD1 Kit ..
8D1 Chassis ..
£16.15
£32.50
BD2/SAU2/Chassis
£41.00
BD2/SAU2/Plinth/Cover
DUAL
£86.37
1229
GARRARD
£14.35
SP25 IV

TA 3000 STEREO TUNER
AMPLIFIER Tins FM/MW tune;
Amplifier is backed by 7W peg channel power,
features calibrated slider controls. Rotary
function waveband selector.
List Price £ 63.59
LASKYS PRICE

£39.95

p8rp 75p + VAT

A
TELETON STC126
STEREO CASSETTE DECK
Four track two channel deck with

SAQ206B
SYSTEM

Amplrfier 8watts per
channel R.M.S.
Garrard SP25/4
G800 Record Deck
package and pair at
Audiotronic AS200
speakers.

SPEAKERS

Carriage Et Packing 50p
£4.05
Celestion CO3K
£6.10
Celestion HF1300 Mk2
£7.70
Celestion HF2000
£8.70
Celestion PS12/TC . •
Celestion G12H 12" .. £15.30
£12.25
Celestion G12M 12" • .
Clelestion Gl5C 15" • • £25.65
£31.80
Celestion G18C 18"
Eagle AA12
£4.45
Eagle FR4
£ 5.04
Eagle FR65.. .. £ 8.62
Eagle FR8
£10.98
Eagle . . . Full range available
Fane Pop 15
..
£ 5.15
Fane Pop 251
Fane 251
..
£ 6.55
Fane Pop 50
£10.60
Fane Pop 55
£ 13.10
Fane Pop 60
£ 13.90
Fane Pop 100 .....£ 25.30
Fane Crescendo 12" •. £ 26.95
Fane Crescendo 15"
•. £ 32.90
Fane Crescendo 18" .. £48.25
Goodmans 8P .. .. £ 4.95
Goodmans 10P . • £ 5.15
Goodmans 12P .. • • £ 12.75
Goodmans 12PG .. .. £ 13.85
Goodmans 12PD .. £14.60
Goodmans 15P .. £ 18.75
Goodmans 18P....£31.90
Goodmans Audiom 200 .. £ 10.70
Goodmans Aucliomax 12AX £ 32.90
Goodmans Audiomax 15AX £ 36.00
Goodmans Axent 100 .. £ 6.15
Goodmans Axiom 402 .. £15.80
Goodmans Hiles 750P .. £ 13.55
Goodmans Twin Axiom 8 £ 7.65
Goodmans Twin Axiom 10 £ 7.80

FOUR

Delivery

piano key controls and a three
position monitor switch.
LIST PRICE £ 65.91
LASKYS PRICE

£39.95

P&P 75P

VAT

TELETON SAQ 206 B
STEREO Amplifier. List price £ 36.32.
LASKYS PRICE

£23.95 p&p 75p

pErp£1 50
•VAT

VAT

LETON SAQ408
Stereo Amplifier
10+10 watts. Inputs for magnetic and
crystal phono. Slider controls, Headphone
socket, Loudness and filtar switchr.s
L1ST PRICE £ 45.00. LASKYS
PRICE

STEREO

c.ja oc
n

P&P 75P
plus VAT

Micro Seiki M)(1
Philips N6300
5.40
Philips N6301

£ 35.70
£
£10.50

AKG
Jack
16TV;1 wrth 3.5mm £6.00
£8.15

Philips N6302
Pioneer
SE205

£ 19.90

AKG
AKG
AKG
AKG
Akai

Pioneer 5E305
Pioneer SE505

£ 12.75
£ 26.45
£7
4.. 1
40
5
£

HEADPHONES
Post Er Packing 30p
1(100
K140 ..
K160
K180 ..
ASEll

£ 6.00
£10.95
£16.4o
£20.00
£6.05

£.85
Akai ASE20
£9.913
Akai ASE22
Audiotronic LSH20£ 4.50
Audionorric LSH30
£ 7.00
Audiotronic LSH40
LSH80
Eagle FF6
..
Eagle SEt

£ 8.50
9.95
£ 13.06
£ 6.30

Eagle SE5
£ 3.60
Eagle SE30..
£9 54
Eagle 5E40..
£8.37

Rotel RH430
Rotel RH630
Rotel RH700

£10.50
£15.17
ansu
£15.49
Si
SH5
Sansui SS10
Sansui SH15
£ 18.49
Sennhieser HD44 .. £ 6.80
Sennhieser HD414 .. £15.00
Sennhieser H0424 .. £ 21.55
Sprite G1127
Stax SR3/SRD6

86SB
401 •
ZERO 100513
GOLDRING
GL72
GL72/P . •
GL75
GL75P
GL78
GL85P/C
G102 Kit ..
LINN-SONDEK
LP12 P/C ( less arm)
THORENS
TD125/II .
TD160BC/éhassIs

£25.55
£34.05
£32.55
£39.95
£38.70
£70.00
£16.95
£83.36
£74.30
£52.50

PLINTHS AND

£ 1.95
£47.50

Stax SRX2/SRD7.. £94.95
Trio KH71
..
£20.25
Wharfedale Isodynamic .. £ 17.50

£26.00
£37.25
£37.95

COVERS
Carriage Et Packing 75p
Budget BSR
Budget SP25

ALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VAT

£5.95
£4.25

Lito%*" ut

iiliT
GIE
P CE CUTS cent.EAK!
e £74.6°
on this system

Quite incredible— but it's true! Save a full £74.60. Very nearly one-third uf t
maker's list price! The system includes the beautifully
Laskys Special Price
made Leak turntable; the 2100 amplifier; and a
pair of 2020 speakers. ( See individual details
£157.45
below)
pVp 02.50 plus VAT
Complete
system

THE LEAK 2100
THE FAMOUS LEAK TURNTABLE
A driamically balanced turntable which weighs,
over hail astrew, eliminating the distortions that
occur ir lighter turntables.
LIST PRICE £ 69.71

Laskys SPEt.al Price

£39

95

pep f.1.00 plus VAl

Laskys Spec al Price

£75.00
p&p £ 1.00 plus VAT

STEREO AMPLIFIER
35 watts per channel. Many special
Leak features. Matrix facility allows
two added speakers in asimulate 4channel sound system.
LIST PRICE f104.60

THE LEAK 2002

THE LEAK 2200

La Ay: Special Price

STEREO AMPLIFIER
Laskys Special Price
50 watts per :kennel. This
superb piece st equipment
includes
man ,
/ advanced
pbp
features. LIST PRICE E131.98
£1.00 plus VAT

0

10 plus VAT

Laskys Special Price

£77.50
php f1.00 plus VAT

SPEAKERS
Apair of 2020
speakers. 170mm.
Sandwich bass
unit and 30mm
treble unit.

LIST PRICE £ 123.00

pho

STEREO TUNER
FM and AM wavebands including both
medium and long »ayes. Frequency range
87.5-108m Hz. Whole range of advanced
features.
LIST PRICE £ 105 .58

LEAK 2020

CASSETTE DECK
This superb Leak
cassette decs . ncurporates
aDolby system which
suppresses lite tape
hiss widtnt lesing high
frequencies.

£101.47

THE LEAK 2300

£99.85

Laskys Special Price

£42.50

per pair
p&p £ 1.50 plus VAT
LIST PRICE £5.7.75

,LEAK ask someone who knows- ask Laskys!

Shure M44- G • .
£4.15
Shure M55E
6.05
£
Shure M75B If. • • • £ 6.85
Shure M75ED II
£ 9.55
Shure M75EJ II . • • • £ 8.15
Shure M75G II • . • . £ 7.40
Shure V1511I• • £ 29.60
Shure V15 Ill G
£ 27.40
Full range of replacement styli
available.

Budget AP76/86SE .. £ 5.96
Connoisseur Plinth .. £ 5.95
Connoisseur Cover .. £4.50
Dual CK20 Base .. £ 16.88
Dual CH20 Cover .. £ 11.04
Garrard MWEIC for SP25 £ 8.60
Garrard MAB4C for 100SB £ 12.95
Garrard MWB4C for 86SB £ 11.70
63SP Cover
£ 3.40
Goldring Lid 72 .. £ 3.75
Goldring Plinth 75 .. £ 9.95
Gold ring Lid 75 .. £ 3.75
Goldring Lid 75 De luxe .. £ 4.25
Goldring Lid78
£ 5.55
Goldring Lid 85
£ 5.55
Thorens TX25 Cover £ 8.05

FOUR CHANNEL
CARTRIDGES

RECORD DECK
PACKAGES
Complete units with Stereo cartridge
ready wired in plinth and cover.
(except where marked).
Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
ACOUSTIC RESEARCH
AR less cartridge £ 49.75
AR/M91ED
£ 57.75
ARISTON
RD11/PC1007 ( less cart) £ 119.90
BSR
(RDP 6) 210/TPD .. £ 10.20
(RDP 4) MP60/TPD
(less cartridge) .. £ 18.25
BSR ( LASKYS SPECIALS)
(RDP 2) HT70/G800 .. £ 22.90
DUAL CS701
£191 62
ERA
Mk 6/SME3009 ( less cart) £ 82.50
GARRARD
(RDP 14) SP25/4
Module/ M756SM £ 25.30
63SP Module/M75ECS
(less cover) .. £ 39.65
(RDP 17) 86SB Module/
M756SM
£ 54.00
(RDP 19) Zero 100SB
Mod/M93E .. £ 52.25
(RDP 30) Zero 100SB
Module/M93E ( Teak) .. £ 54.05
GARRARD(LASKYSSPECIALS)
(RDP 11) SP25/4/
AMC50E.. .. £ 24.40
(RDP 12) SP25/4/G800 £ 22.85
(RDP 27) 86SB/AMC50E £ 38.70
(RDP 29) 86SE/G800 .. £ 37.30
(RDP 28) 86SB/G800E £ 38.70
(RDP 18) 401 / Acos Lustre
(less cartridge) .. £ 90.00
(RDP 32) 86SB Mod/
,M75-6/White/Plinth
(less cartridge) .. £ 35.95
GOLDRING
GL75P/D/G800 .. £ 39.95
6102 P/C ( less cart) .. £26.10
6L78/PC ( less cart) .. £ 56.40
61.85/PC ( less cart) .. £ 70.00
GOLDRING ( LASKYS SPECIALS)
(RDP 21) G101/P/C/
6800
£ 23.70
(RDP 23) GL75/G800 £40.90
(RDP 24) GL75/G800E .. £43.35
(RDP 25) GL78/G800 .. £ 45.65
(RDP 26) GL78/G800E .. £48.15
(RDP 31) G102/PC/G800 £ 27.75
JVC NIVICO
JLA1 ( Four Channel) £49.95
JLA3
..
£ 97.75
JBL44
£131.75
LEAK
Leak Turntable ..
f39.95
Leak 2001 ( less cart) .. £ 110.75
LINN-SONDEK
LP12/SME .. £ 117.50
MICRO SEIKI
MR111 ( less cart) .. £ 47.60
PHILIPS
GA105 .. .. £ 12.40
GA207
£ 25.15
GA209 .. .. £ 125.00
GA212/GP400 £ 65.60
GA427
£37.25
PIONEER
PL12D ( Less cartridge) .. £40.05
PL12S ( Less cartridge) .. £ 70.60
PL15D (Less cartridge) .. £ 61.80
PL51 ( Less cartridge) .. £ 119.70
PL71 ( less cartridge) .. £ 130.50
PLA45D ( less cartridge) .. £ 85.05
RANK DOMUS
BA 300 ( less cartridge) .. £ 54.80
BA 600 ( less cartridge) .. £ 63.00
BD 1000 ( less ca rtridge) .. £ 34.00
BD 2000 ( less cartridge) £ 38.00
BD 6000/EC
£ 59.95
ROTEL
RP1000 ( less cart) £ 46.50
SANSUI
SR212
£48.90
SANYO
TP600SA .. £48.90
TP700SA .. £ 63.75
Sony PS5011 .. £ 54.13
THORENS
TO125AB/2 ( less cart.) .. £ 115.00
TD125AB/11/M15ES .. £ 136.70
Thorens TX25 Cover extra £ 8.05
TD145C ( less cart.) .. £ 82.50
TD160C ( less cart.) .. £ 63.25
TD165C ( less cart.) .. £ 54.60
TD160C/M15E Super .. £ 86.50
ID 185c/Ortoton F15 .. £ 62.95
TD165c/Ortofon M15E
f80.75

Made to our own specifications. the
excellent styling, high quality performance and reliability, combined
with modest prices, make it the most
)utstanding value today. All Audio.
Ironic
amplifiers
and
receivers
incorporate: headphone sooket, outputs for two sets of speakers, bass.
treble, balance and volume controls.
loudness control, tape monitor.
high filter ( high and low filter
LA1700X.
LA4000X.
LFI4040X)
mono and stereo mode.
LA1700X AMPUFIER
17+ 17 watts. List price £ 47.50
NOW £39.115 p&p 75p + VAT
LA 4000X AMPLIFIER
40+40 watts. List price £ 77.50
NOW £62.50 p6p 75p + VAT
LR 1200X RECEIVER
12+12 watts. List price £ 69.95
Now £ 55.00 p&p CLOD -i- VAT
LR 2500X RECEIVER
22.5+ 22.5 watts
List price £ 92 50
NOW £72.50 p&p £ 1.00 + VAT
LR 4040X RECEIVER
40+ 40 watts. List price £ 12000
NOW £96.00 p&p £ 1.00 VAT
AS200 SPEAKER 18 wart ( Din)
Frequency response 70Hz-16Hz
£22.50 per pair C1.50 pEp - VAT
CRITERION SPEAKER 20 Watt
(Max) Frequency response
40Hz-16kHz
£27.50 per pair £1.50 pep + VAT
ACD 660 STEREO CASSETTE
DECK. The ideal addition to awide
range of amplifiers and receivers
40-12000Hz.
£42.50 50p pEtp
VAT

Carriage & Packing 12p
Empire 4000 Mk 1 .. £ 3510
Empire 40000 Mk 2 .. £ 49.85
Empire 40000 Mk 3 .. £ 58.65
JVC Nivico 4M D1OX .. £ 28.50
JVC Nivico 4MD2OX .. £ 31.00
Ortofon SL150 .. £ 38.35
Ortofon STM72 Trans .. £ 10.00

PICK-UP ARMS
AND SHELLS
Carriage Er• Packing 259
Acos Lustre
£ 21.95
Audio Technica AT1005.. £ 16.95
Audio Technica L2 Lift .. £4.95
Audio Technica Shells .. £ 2.00
Colton MC101 ..
E22.50
Colton MC101/5 Shell ..
£1.55
Connoisseur SAU2
£ 14.20
Connoisseur SAU2 Shell
£1.75
Goldring L69 .. • . £ 7.90
Goldring L75 .. £ 10.00
Goldring PH6 Head Shell £ 2.90
Goldring PH7 Head Shell £3.50
Goldring PH8 Head Shell
95P
Goldring PH9 Head Shell £ 3.45
Onolon AS212
£ 25.05
Ortofon M Shell
f3.95
SME 3009
£ 31.90
SME 3009/S2
£ 34.95
SME S2 Shell .. £ 3.00
Thorens TP50/TP60 Shell £ 3.65

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
Akai GXC36
£72.50
Akai GXC38
£ 106.40
Akai DC40 Cover for 38/46 £ 3.20
Hitachi D1250 . £71.40
National R52645 .. £ 54.95
Philips N24015
£ 62.50
Philips N2408
£ 125.35
Pye 9146
£47.30
Sanyo M4000G
£ 50.40
Sanyo M4505G
£ 64.10

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS WITH
RADIO
Carriage Et Packing £ 1.00
Akai GXC4OT
£ 134.50
Akai DC40 Cover for above £ 3.75

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS WITH
SPEAKERS
TRANSCRIPTORS
Skeleton ( less cartridge) .. £ 75.00
TRIO
KP2022A
.. £ 52.00
KP3022 ..
.. • £ 78.00
KP5022A
.. £ 126.00

MAGNETIC
CARTRIDGES
Post Er Packing 12p
Audio Devel AD76KE
Audiotronic AMC50E
Audio Technica AT21X
Audio Technica AT33
Audio Technica AT35
Audio Technica AT55
Audio Technica AT6,6
Audio Technica AT66X

£2.95
£4.50
£10.75
£8.35
£11.00
£2.40
£2.86
£5.70

ROSS HVIILC
Stereo
Headphones
with voler'
ontrols.
List Price
F2.9.95

Decca London
£ 25.00
Eagle FF12E
£10.80
Eagle FF20E
£ 8.82
Eagle LC05.. .. £4.50
Eagle LCO7 .. .. £ 5.46
Empire 9990E/X ..
f5.50
Empire 999RE/X .. £ 3.40
Empire 999VE/X .. £26.35
Empire 999 XE/X .. £8.40
Empire 10002E/X £ 39.90
Empire 2000E/3 .. £ 13.30
Goldring 6800 .. £4.00
Goldring G800H .. £ 4.00
Goldring 6800E .. .. £6.15
Goldring G800SE .. £ 10.00
Goldring 6820 .. .. £6.30
Goldring 6820E .. .. £ 9.00
Goldring G820SE .. £12.60

£3.00
Goldring 6850
£2.00
Neat V70E
. £2.00
Neat V6OM H
.. £ 11.25
Ortofon F15E
£9.20
Ortofon F15
£11.25
Ortofon FF15E
£9.20
Ortofon FF15
£29.20
Ortofon M15E
£24.20
Ortofon M15
£25.00
Ortofon SL15
Ortofon SL15E.. . ...£28.35
Onofon STM72 Transformer £ 10.10
Ortofon VMS20E .. £16.70
Ortofon VMS2OS
£ 13 75
Shure M3D
£ 3.25
Shure M44-7
£4.15
Shure M44- C
£4.15
Shure M44- E
£4.50

f st

LASKYS PRICE

£20.95

ap&p
vAT

ROSS HVL
Stereo
Headphones
!!!', List Prii;e £ 25.00
ir
LASKYS
PRICE

£17.50

3Op p&p

. •)
GX 500E
AM/ FM stereo receiver CD- 4and
Matrix decoders. 2- speed turntable with precision
pick up arm and magnetic cartridge with CD- 4
stylus ; four 2- way speakers Output 4x13watts.
pap+£2.00
VAT
LASKYS PRICE £ 32 U
E

I'Mr

"I'.Z111•11MALL PRICES ARE SUBJECT TO 8% VAT

Carriage & Packing £ 1.00
Philips N2405
£ 62.65
Philips N2407
£ 87.50
Pye 9144 .. .. £ 61.75
Pye 9146/LS
f78.30

STEREO CASSETTE
RECORDERS WITH
RADIO AND
SPEAKERS
Carriage & Packing 75p
Hanimex HFIC 5070 .. £24.30
Hitachi ST3401 , £120.85
.. £ 111.75
Hitachi ST3410
.. £ 96.45
Hitachi $13412
.. £ 106.20
Pye 1558 ..

STEREO CASSETTE
DECKS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
AIWA ..
P.O.A.
Akai CS3OD
£62.80
Akai CS33D
£ 76.50
Akai GXC36D
£ 80.05
Altai GXC38D Dolby .. £ 99.30
Altai GXC46D Dolby .. £ 113.95
Akai DC40 Cover for 460 £ 3.75
Akai GXC75D
£ 144.55
Akai GXC510D Dolby .. £ 137.30
Amstrad 6000 .. £ 39.50
Amstrad 7000 Dolby .. £ 51.80
Audiotronic ACD 660 .. £ 39.95
BASF 8100
£ 120.00
BASF 8200 Dolby £ 180.00
Beltek M1130
£ 94.00
Dual C901 Dolby .. £ 177.18
Ferguson 3272 L/U
£ 50 80
Goodman's SCD100 Dolby £ 123.90
Hitachi TR02520.. .. £42.40
Hitachi TRO2040D
£91.90
JVC Nivico 1656
f84.15
JVC Nivico 1668 .. £ 135.15
Leak 2002 .. £ 101.47
Nakamichi Tri Tracer 700 £ 399.60
Nakamichi Tri - Tracer 1000 £631.82
National RS260US £45.40
Normende 6000/Dolby £ 71.95
Philips N2509 .. £ 58.50
Philips N2510
5;1
/
.. £ 88.90

tue20V,Sansui
LA/sir*
cut the cost of
Safts-id_
Perfection!
Sansui has always been the choice of
people who put quality before price.
Now you can have the best of both
worlds— high quality professional grade
equipment at dramatically low prices.
Here's asmall selection of Sansui
equipment. See— and hear— the range
at Laskys.

RECOMMENDED
RETAIL
PRICES

SPA £17.28
—111111.K\_

•.••
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AU505 A fine 25-watt, solid-state integrated
amplifier, acknowledged as supreme in its
class: distortion less than 0.5%. Features are
semi- complimentary ITL-OTL circuit, safe
output circuit, extra large power transformer
and full accessory
Laskys Price
circuit system.
LIST PRICE

f86.90

£
69.12

+vAT

441 A newly developed FM/AM tuner/
amplifier employing the latest circuit board
module techniques. Beautiful to look at—
and listen to. Exceptionally noise- free reception — even in FM congested areas— and
clean tonal
Laskys Price
responses.

94.40
smE f-2741
T.." '•"• = •

LIST PRICE f105.50

+ VAT

;:7

SAVE £17.84

I

-

=

•
Tre.
TU505 This elegant solid state AM/FM stereo
tuner is the perfect match for the AU101 or
AU505 in both performance and dimensions.
One of the most
versatile tuners
Laskys Price
on the market.

SC636 Compare the performance vvith any
open- reel deck, and you'll get a pleasant
surprise. Here's a cassette deck that's
minus costly frills, yet rich in features that
make for easy operation and true reproduction.
Incorporates
Dolby
Type
B
system and magniLaskys Price
crystal ferrite head.

LIST PRICE £89.19

LIST PRICE f137.02

p1.35

£109 61
•

+VAT

§AVE £17.88

ctic.,s
SR212 An easyto- operate auto- return
turntable with stable 4- pole
synchronous motor, heavy belt
driven double- rim platter and solid
cabinetry Tone arm assembly incorporates
skating force cancellor, cueing lever, manual
lift and statically
balanced S- type
Laskys Price
tubular tonearm.
LIST PRICE f61.13

£48.90

£71.52

+ VAT

ONLY
from
LASKYS

P— E,g„1

i
fflm—;

—00

AU101 This handsome, sophisticated, solid
state integrated amplifier has a wide 25
to 40,000 Hz bandwidth with less than
0.8% distortion, and is exceptionally easy
to operate. Incorporates a comprehensive
system of
accessory
Laskys Price
circuit's.
LIST PRICE f55.89

LIST PRICE £
89.40

+VA

SAVE £11.18
• eietli

210 The perfect AM/FM stereo tuner/amplifier when space is at a premium, yet packed
with features and facilities commonly associated only with
instruments in the
Laskys Price
upper price range.

£
44.71

+VAT

SC737 Top quality, Dolby deck containing
awealth of sophisticated Sansui features and
combining domestic good looks with professional performance. Frequency response
35 to 14,000 Hz; w/f factor less than
0.11%. This is the instrument by which to
judge all other
Laskys Price
cassette decks.
LIST PRICE f152.57

£122.06

ORDER SANSUI BY POST!
For full details of our mail order service see last

page.

Sansui
AU101
Stereo
Amplifier,
Garrard SP
25/4/G800
and pair of
Audiotronic
Craegion

speakers

PE/1) ft 50
VAT

CUT THE COST OF LISTENING WITH

Imperial 7G
Three-way Bookshelf System. 12" woofer,
3i" midrange, 1,q" tweeter with threeposition high- frequency level selector
switch and three- position midrange level
selector switch
Teak, walnut or white

Imperial 6G
Two-way Bookshelf System. 10 woofer, 1r
tweeter with three- position high- frequency
level selector switch
Teak, walnut or white
Laskys Price

122
£

LIST PRICF
f136 00

.4

Two-way Bookshelf System. 8 woofer, 1r
tweeter with three- position high- frequency
level selector switch
Tcak, walnut or white
Laskys Price
LIST PRI CE
f96.00

86 .
4.0

per pair

MARANTZ Uncompromised quality loudspeakers that
bring you the ultimate in Audio Performance.

OVER 3,000 ITEMS IN STOCK - 29 STORES!

All
SONY"
models in stock.
L.askys prices on
application

Europe's Largest HiFi Retailer
LOUDSPEAKER
BARGAINS!

SANYO
GXT 4730 KL
MUSIC
CENTRE

A compact tour - channel
musrc system. 11cormrils
ot an . 3y to operate

Music Centres around

turntable FM/AM
I• Mai 0000 MI
0
superheterodyne tuner.
amplifier gimp 3watts FINS output horn each ot the LIST PRICE El 48 10
lout channels. and two pales ot speekers. It can hand e
SO. regular mains. discrete lour channel. an dnon
LASKYS 2110 obp 2.00
2.channel programmes int o 4C hanne le ll eCt
VAT
PRICE •
go

sp

ASK LASKYS ABOUT ALL SONY MODELS & PRICES

Pioneer CT3131A .. £ 76.70
Pioneer C141 41A .. £ 99.55
Pioneer C15151 £ 113.10
Pioneer CTF7171 Dolby.. £ 135.10
Pye 9145
..
£ 51.85
Sansui SC636 Dolby .. £ 109.61
Sansui SC737 Dolby . £ 122.06
Sanyo RD4250 Dolby .. £ 94.15
Sanyo RD4300 .. £ 96.35
Sanyo RD4600 Dolby .. £ 189.74
Sharp RT480 Dolby .. £ 93.70
Sonab C500
.
£ 162.62
Tandberg TCD310
Teac A160 Dolby..
. £ 119.50
Teac A350 Dolby ..
. £ 129.95
Teac A360 Dolby ..
.. £ 198.00
Teac A450 Dolby ..
.. £ 232.00
Teleton STC126
£39.95
Toshiba PT470 Dolby
. £ 122 69
Toshiba PT490 Dolby
. £ 140.88
Trio KX710 Dolby..
. £ 118.00
Wharfedale WHD2OD
.. £ 73.50

NOISE REDUCTION
UNITS
Carriage Er Packing £ 1.00
JVC NR1020U . £ 73.10
Tedc ANI30 • .
£88.00
Teac AN 180
.. £166 30

SANYO when you own
this MW/LW/FM
Stereo

SPECIAL PURCHASE OF

CELESTION DUTTON 15
STEREO TAPE DECKS
Carriage Ft Packing £ 1.00
Aka, 4000DB
. E135.20
Akai 4000DS
.. £ 94.05
Akai DC44 Cover..
..
£3.75
Akia GXC4000
£489.15
Aka, GXC400DP
.. £ 461.45
Aka, GX1820D/Cart.
.. £ 184.50
Akai GX6000
.. £ 244.95
Mai GX60008
.. £ 289.20
Akai GX600DP
.. £ 253.00
Ferrog ra ph 7502/4
£294.00
Ferrograph 7502/40
Dolby
..
£ 352.00
Ferrograph D2 Defluxer .. £ 5.00
Tandberg
P.O.A.
Teac A1030
£ 127.80

FOUR CHANNEL
TAPE DECKS
Carriage Er Packing 75p
Teac A3340
.
£ 515.00

TAPE RECORDERS
Carriage Er Packing Cl 00
AIWA
BASF 9110
£ 28.80
BASF 9202
£46.95

Radio, Stereo

turntable and stereo
8 track player in one

at Unrepeatable prices
'Compact' or bookshelf speakers
30 watts. Dillon 15 In White.
ldst Pnce C137.90
LASKYS PRICE £ 59 PAIR

stylish compact unit
that comes with
matching speakers.

LIST PRICE £ 139.95
LASKYS
PRICE
p £ 1.50 :

VAT

LIMITED STOCKS

STOP
.81
SAVE
£13
PRESS

CONVERT YOUR
STEREO SYSTEM TO
4-D SOUND

GOODWIN'S MODULE 90 COMPACT PACKAGE

Convert
your existing
;tare° system to 4-D
sound with this clever, compact
unit together with two extra
speakers. Simple to connect.
List Price £ 10.50

MODULE 90 compact with apair of
DIMENSION 8speakers
LASKYS PRICE
All in matching walnut.
List price £ 403.81
p
p £ 3.00 , VAT

£266.00

OUR PRICE

£. 95

p&p 50p + VAT

ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS ASK LASKYS

NO
MAIL
DEPOSIT ORDER

E TERMS!

available to all personal
callers - on most goods!
(
details on request).

•

rot
<
▪

accepted at
all branches
or phone

• 01-200 0037
3 and your ,
2

order will be

•

actioned

e

▪ WITHOUT
DELAY

LI NifiAL l05110,

Just send order
plus cheque, postal/
money order to Customer
Services Division. Regiember to add 8% VAT to total
value of goods including
postal and packing. Calculate 8% VAT by multiplying the total cost by 8
and dividing by 100.
EXPORT SPECIALISTS
Personal exports arranged for
overseas visitors. Goods

packed, insured and
despatched to all parts
of the World, at
minimum cost,
exclusive of
VAT. Payment
by bank
transfer,
certified
cheque,
postal
order or
money
order in

specially

: ant:it:tau. Luau Ira
27 Tottenham Court Rd. W1
33 Tottenham Court Rd. WI
42/45 Tottenham Cr. Rd. WI
257/8 Tottenham Ct. Rd. WI
3toile Sr. WC2
34 Lisle St. WC2
118 Edgware Rd. W2
193 Edgware Rd. W2
207 Edgware Rd. W2
311 Edgware Rd. W2
346 Edgware Rd. W2
382 Edgware Rd. W2
109 Fleet St EC4
157, 3Fleet St. EC4

01-636 3715
01-636 2605
01.6360845
01-580 0670
01-437 8204
01-437 9155
01-723 9789
01-723 6211
01.723 3271
01.262 0387
01.7234453
01.723 4194
01.3535812
01-353 2833

ESSEX
86 South Sleet. Rornford
205/206 Churchill West.
Victoria Ca.'s. Southend

20218
0702 612241

GLOUCESTERSHIRE
16.18.20 Penn St. Bristol

0272 20421

KENT
53/57 Camden Road.
Tunbrtdge Wells

0892 23242

LEICESTERSHIRE
45 Market Place. LeIcester

0533 537678

NORTHAMPTONSHIRE

OPENS
LATE
MARCH

5.7 Lower Petitement Sr..
Nottingham

OXFORDSHIRE

16 Westgate Shopping Centre.
Oxford

STAFFORDSHIRE
30 Wulfrun Way.
Wolverhampton

0902 23384

SURREY
1046 Whitgat Centre.
Croydon
38/40 Eden Street. Kingston
32 Hal St. Rmhmond

01.681 3027
01-546 1271
01-948 1441

WARWICKSHIRE
021-236 3503

e

01-200 0444

8p.m.

;MI goods carry a full guard-

tee and 12 months free ser'LL ,•
incltding parts and labour.

this excludes styli. Service
Centre now open for personal
callers at 87 Tottenham Court
Roaa. London W.1.

LASKYS CUSTOMER
SERVICES DIVISION

Northampton

e ,se

Now! to give you an even better e
‘
"U _ebb
service- our Customer Services
- .., •‘,.
Division will answer all en,\,° e „e
ç .F
quiries about Prices, MaiIesNr e .
1/4.
Order,
Servicing,
0
6 e -<s
<• \c, ,
and Delivery
,
phone

,
4-40,,,,_,›

1

.

c.•

AS items cffeicil
subject to

SQ,ee
ee
•Cr

Thursdays! Wolverhampton and

5V SANSV1)ISVSA)ISV1

F

Audrotronic House. The Hyde
Hendon. London NW9 6JJ

NeWphone-in Advice Service

01-200 1321 z.,ise

9-6 p.m. ( Oxford Street

12 MONTH FREE
SERVICE

phone 01-200 1321

0604 35753

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE

any currency.
phone:

72 HOURS DELIVERY
Delivery
rs
guaranteed
within 72 hours of date of
despatch to anywhere in
Great Britain The cost is
£2.50.
IMPORTANT
All items and prices were
correct at 5th Feb.1975
but are subject to change
without notice E8. 0E.
SUBJECT TO 8% VAT.

78 Alungton Street.
Northampton

116 Corporation St.
Efirmingharn

ALL BRANCHES OPEN
6 FULL DAYS A WEEK

8pm Friday.

4.4'
biNsv sANsv1)1 ALL PR)Il
s
C
v ES ARE SUBJECT TO 8°/
NW
VATSe1)1Sv 9.)191.11
:

0 • ‘1
,
=
>

es

de

FRANCIS 0FSTREATHAM

169-173 STREATHAM HIGH ROAD, LONDON SW16 6EG

CASSETTE MODELS
eSONY
Mains powered decks
TCI21, TCI29, TC 131 Dolby, TC134SD
Dolby, TC 161 SD Dolby. TC177SD-3
heads+Dolby.
Battery/Mains
TC68, TC95. TC66, TC92, TC I46A.
TCI52SD+Dolby and I46A dual-purpose
mono portable/stereo deck.
With radio
CF310 L/M/FM, CF420 L/M/S/FM, CF550A
Stereo FM/AMCF 150, FM/AMCF320M/FM.
Battery portable ( Mono) TC 12, TC85.

ePHILIPS
Mains powered
N 1500 Video Recorder.
2400, 2405, and 2401 with sep. speakers.
Decks with DNL-2506, 2509, 2510
Battery/Mains
2204, 2205, 2225, 2220(M). 222I(M), 2223.
With radio
RR200 FM/M, RR322 M/FM, RR332 M/FM,
RR4I3 L/M/FM, RR522 L/M/FM, RR622
L/M/S/FM, RR333 L/M/FM
Battery portable (Mono)
N2203, EL3302.

eTANDBERG
TCD310D Mains deck, 3 Motors -1- Dolby.

eAKAI
Mains powered decks
CS30, CS33 Dolby, GXC36 Dolby, GXC38
Dolby, GXCSIOD Dolby. GXC750 Auto
rev.+Dolby.
8-Track
GXR BID, GXD 820

eHITACHI
Mains powered decks
TRQ2000, TRQ2020D, TRQ20300, TRQ
2040D+ Dolby ; DISO 8-track.

REEL MODELS
eALPHA

•TELEFUNKEN

MaIns powered decks 1000, 3000+Dolby.

eGRUNDIG

4307 4 tr. ( M); 4308 4 tr. 2 sp. ( M); 4414
4tr. 2sp.; 4416 4 tr. 3sp.; 4418 4tr. 3sp.
3hd. 3motr.; 4450 4tr. 3sp. 6hd. 3motr.,
auto-rev. 2x 25 W out.

Partysound 201 ( Bait. mains), Stereosound
deck. Partysound 201 Stereo deck mon.
prtbl.
Battery-Mains models
C230, C420, C2000 L/M/S/FM, C2001
L/M/S/FM, C420, C231, C440, C4I0 Sc.
Deck/mon. prtbl.

•BASF

CC

eNAT. PANASONIC

OPHILIPS

OSONY

TC270 4tr. 3sp.: TC630 4tr. 3sp. Decks.
TC280D 4 tr. 3 sp.; TC377D 4 tr. 3 sp.
3 hds.; TC458 4 tr. 3 sp. re.; TC645 3 sp.
3 motors; TC7S5 4 tr. 3 sp. 3 motors,
IN - spool.

OTANDBERG

'Sam- Mains Radio
RQ434US AM/FM/Mic.RQ238US L/M/S/FM
8-track
RS803US deck, RS845US Quadra re- play.
R5806 US record/playback.

1500-2/4 3sp. ( M); 3400 4 tr. 4 hd. 3sp.
Decks
3300X 2/4 tr. 3sp. 4 hd.; 3600 2/4 tr. 3sp.
Dolby: 9100X 2/4 tr. 3 sp. 3 hd. 3 motor.

•UHER

eAKAI

Batt. mains. auto- rev CR. 124, CR.2/0

Wednesday
Open all
day Saturday

Cash or Credit

Phone 01-769 0192 0466

Battery-Mains
TRQ288. TRQ257, TRQ340.
With radio
KCT120ILR L/M/FM

Battery-Mains-CC9301
L/M/S/FM;
9110+Chrome. CC.9202+Chrome.

Closed

For a
fCirp =1 at

4000DS 4 tr. 3sp. deck.

TAPE AND CASSETTE OFFERS
Orders over £ 5, post free in U.K. If under, add 25p for P/P. ALL PRICES
INCLUDE V.A.T.Pricessublect to alteration without notice, U K. orders only.
Am RE X ON REELS (
P: Polyester; M: Mylar; A: Acetate) Boxed. 7" 1800' LP
Series 341 EI•65; 7" 1800' LN Series 2020 £2•25.
7" TP 3600' ( P)Ser. 361, L2•20; 51" LP 1150' ( M) ser. 541, 99p; 51" LP I150' (A) ser.
521.83p; 5} - 850' ( A) ser. 51 I, 65p; 5" reel standard 600' ( M) ser. 531, 55p.
BASF ON REELS-In individual round transparent packs. T' DP 2400, £I•50
7 LP 1800 E1.65; 5I" DP MOO', EI•92;
TP 2400', a-45; 5I" LP 1200', £. 35.
CASSETTE-In size order. 0.60, C.90, C.I20 (Chrome prices in brackets).
SCOTCH 44p, 66p, 88p. Philips'BASF/Sony K, 50p, 70p, 90p. ( BASF
CI IS, CI 40, CI 95. Philips f115, £1.40, Sony £ 1•40, E105.) Sony HF 96p,
El 38, El . 56. BASF Super LH SM 88p, £ I-15, f1.60. Memorex 69p, 95p,
El 30 (£ 1.34, El 94). TDK Dynamic 60p, 90p, El 10 (LI•45, [ 1.95). Hitachi
UD 98p, El 20, CI 45 ( El 45, LI 85). Ampex 2020 80p, £ 1.10, CI.40.Emix 1000
UD 88p, LI 15.

5r

eTELEFUNKEN
205 4 cr. 3 sp. decks.

• OTHERS
Brenell 1C20000 4sp. 4 tr. I04" spool recorder; Brenell Mk 6 2 tr. 4 sp. ( M) recorder; Revox 122 2/4 tr. 2sp. recorder;
Revox 110 2/4 tr. 2 sp. deck; Grundig
TK I
48 4 tr. 2 sp. ( M); TK7 454 cr. 3 hd.
recorders;Uher 400IC 2 tr. 4 sp. ( M) batt.
4400/42001C
MUSIC CENTRES by Philips, Sony.
Hitachi in combinations of hi-fi amplifier.
AM and Stereo FM radio, cassette, gram
deck, quadraphonic and separate loudspeakers.
MICROPHONES, HEADPHONES,
MIXERS, Audio Leads of all types,
accessories, VIDEO CASSETTES, etc.

FROM OUR HI-FI DEPT.

e AMPLIFIERS- Quad,

Alpha,
Sonab, Sony, Goodrnans, Nikko, Leak,
Armstrong, Tandberg, Teleton.

e TUNERS- Quad,
strong, Nikko,
Sony, Sonab.

Leak,
Goodmans,

• LOUDSPEAKERS- Quad,
Wharfedale,
Goodrnans,
Sonab,
Leak,
Tandberg,
Celestion, Keletron, Sony.

ArmPhilips,
Kef,
Tannoy,
Alpha,

e MOTORS,

PICKUPS- Garrard,
Goldring,
Connoisseur,
Audiotec,
SME, Aces, BSR McDonald, Thorens,
Shure, Sonotone, Sonab, Pickering,
Sony.

ALL TYPES OF ACCESSORIES
MUSICASSETTES-Thousands of
titles to suit all tastes. Also 8track pre-recorded cartridges.

THERE IS MORE TO BOURNEMOUTH
THAN JUST A SUNTAN...
There is ME.
Management Electronics; not far from the beach, hotels and
the Town Centre. The local specialists with ahost of special
attractions. To name most of them; Quad, Sony, Marantz, AR,
Nakamichi, Kef, Sugden, KLH, NAD, Teac, Aiwa, and
Mordaunt-Short. Verily, agalaxy of stars.
And when you visit ME, you will meet us. Enthusiastic and
dedicated to offering you sincere advice based on awealth
of experience. Let us get together, soon, and compile a system
to suit you. It will give you countless hours of pleasure
long after the suntan has gone.

Management
Electronics
254 OLD CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH PHONE 291524

217

Sound
improvement programme:
£117.35
i
nc. VAT.

Some of those ' mid-fl'
stereo systems of afew years
back have agood record
player and good speakers.
What lets your ears down is a
cheap amplifier that can't give
as good as the rest can take.
Well, obviously, chucking
out the whole system would
be expensive. Replacing it
could cost you around £250.
So Toshiba offer you a
better idea. Hang on to the
deck and the speakers, and
spend only £117.35* on a
Toshiba SA-300L
AM/FM/LW Stereo TunerAmplifier.
That'll give your system
up to 14 watts per channel
RMS (both channels driven)
with harmonic distortion down
218

to only 0.8%. Just what your
records want.
It'll also give you stereo
radio. And not only excellent
FM, but also, on AM, LW as
well as MW. For sports on
1500 metres only, and Radio
Two after 10 pm.
Further; maybe later, it will
make going in for tape much
more worthwhile- cassette or
reel-to-reel or both.
And, finally, it will give you
your first earful of foolproof
Toshiba sound.
There, indeed, lies a
danger You could be so
impressed by what the
SA-300L does for your old
system, you won't want to wait
to hear how it sounds wired up
to afoolproof Toshiba deck

and/or foolproof Toshiba
speakers.
If so, ask any Toshiba HiFi
dealer to put on ademo SA-300L + Toshiba SR-300C
Stereo Record Player
(£68.70*) + aset of Toshiba
speakers (from £ 53 per pair).
Any problem locating your
foolproof Toshiba dealer, just
contact Derek Perriam at the
address below.

TOSHIBA
In Touch with Tomorrow
Toshiba (UK)
Limited,
Toshiba House,
Great South West Road,
Feltham, Middlesex.
Tel: 01-7511281.
*Suggested retail prices, inc.VAT.

Find your nearest Toshiba hi-fi dealer here.
AVON
C. J. Freeman Er Co, West Hill. Portishead.
Audio Bristol. Park Street Avenue, Bristol 1.
Ryland Huntley Er Co, 15 Old Bond Street, Bath.
Duck Son El Pinker Ltd, 11 Southgate. Bath.
Sound Selection of Bristol, 361 Gloucester Road,
Bristol BS7 8TH.
BEDFORDSHIRE
Michael R. Peters. 19 The Broadway, Bedford.
H H. Domestic Electronics. Biggleswade.
Bedford Audio Supplies, Kempston.
Coventry Radio Limited, Luton.
University Cameras Et Audio, Luton.
Griffin Radio, Leighton Buzzard.
BERKSHIRE
Berkshire Hi -Fi Et Video, 8The Meadway
Precinct, Honey End Lane, Reading.
Woodley Hi -Fi, 85 Wokingham Road, Reading.
B Er B Hi-Fi,16 Gunn Street, Reading.
Reading Cassette, 6Harris Arcade, Reading.
Bentalls Limited. Bracknell.

Audiomatch Limited. 17 Trinity Street, Fareham.
Ken Rose Audio Limited, 283 Fleet Road, Fleet.
University Audio, 12 Bargate, Southampton.
F. S. Hopkins Limited, Hi -Fi Centre, Portsmouth.
Ashley Radio, 3The Parade, New Milton.
Weston Hart, 84 London Road, Portsmouth.
Weston Hart, 6Arundel Street, Portsmouth.
Gibbs Radio Ltd, 6A Shirley High Street, Shirley.
HEREFORDSHIRE
Audiographic, 16 Church Street. Hereford,
Acoutape Sound Recording Co Ltd, Bromyard.
Wallis TV, 17 High Town, Hereford.
HERTFORDSHIRE
Hewitt & Sale Electrical Centre, Cheshunt.
Hamilton Sound Limited, Hemel Hempstead.
Stevenage Record Centre, Stevenage.
Oxhey Service Centre, Bushey.
HUNTINGDONSHIRE
W. J. Watson Et Son, Kimbolton.
St. Ives ( Hunts.) Audio Centre, St lues.

BUCKINGHAMSHIRE
Soundview Lrriited,40ACambridgeSt..Aylesbury.

ISLE OF MAN
Manx Radio Rentals Ltd, 14 Victoria St., Douglas.

CAMBRIDGESHIRE
Andrew McCulloch Limited, Cambridge.
Rouses Radio Services Limited, March.
Cotton TV Services, 24 Market Place, March.
Rynsard Brothers Limited, 24-26 High Street,
Soham, NrEly.

KENT
Photocraft ( Kent) Limited, Ashford.
Sound Systems, 218 High Street, Bromley.
R. E. Cianfield. 19 Sun Street, Canterbury.
Challenger Er Hicks, 3Hythe Street, Dartford.
Kent Audio, 33 Guildhall Street, Folkestone.
Hawkes of Headcorn Limited, Headcom.
Gowers Er Jones Limited, Herne Bay.
Challenger Et Hicks. 5Middle Row, Maidstone.
Sound Studio, 29 Lower Street, Maidstone.
Sevenoaks Hi -Fi Centre. Sevenoaks.
Standens ( Tonbridge) Limited, Tonbridge.
Gordon A. Ferrante, Tunbridge Wells.
The Sound Studio Limited, Tunbridge Wells.
Sterling Sound Limited, West Wickham.
Whitstable Tele Radio Limited, Whitstable.
George French Cameras & Audio, Sidcup.
Eden Radio Co. 141 High Street, Edenbridge.

CHESHIRE
Sight Et Sound Electronics, Hale. Altrincham.
Browns of Chester Limited, Chester.
Fairbotham Et Co Limited, Stockport.
Neild Er Hardy Limited, 14 Underbank, Stockport.
The HI Fi Centre, Green Lane, Wilmslow.
Rushworth fr Dreaper, Birkenhead.
Word Et Williams, 34 Stockport Road, Romiley.
Chester Sound Studios, 1Mercia Square, Chester
John A. Teece El Co Ltd, Alsager.
W. H. Dolby, 266/291 Wallasey Village.
CORNWALL
CamborneAudio,63TheTrelowarrenSt,Camborne.
COUNTY DURHAM
Gilson Audio Limited, Darlington.
Lintone Audio Limited, 11 Park Lane, Gateshead.
L. Lancaster Ltd.,Television House, Newmarket
Street, Consett
CUMBRIA
G. D. Et M. Dunglinson, Victoria Viaduct, Carlisle.
WhItesIdes, 20 Blackhall Road, Kendal.
A. Ex I. McCullough, 27 Finkle Street, Workington.
Robinson Electrics, Grange- over- Sands.
H. L. Elliott, 27 Lowther Street, Whitehaven.
DENBIGHSHIRE
Lloyds Radio, 30 Lord Street, Wrexham.
DERBYSHIRE
Victor Buckland Limited, Derby.
DEVON
Gordon A. Ferrante, Preston, Paignton.
Albert E. Ford Limited, Plymouth.
Tom Molland Limited, Plymouth.
Ford Et Sons ( Sidmouth) Limited, Sidmouth.
Collins TV Service, 11 Joy Street, Barnstaple.
Peter Scott, Castle CUM, Torquay.
Peter Scott Ltd, 76 South Street, Exeter.
D. 0. H. Coles Ltd, Newton Abbot.
DORSET
Blackmore Vale Engineering, Gillingham.
Quality Hi -Fi, 55 North Road, Parkstone, Poole
F. C. Bailey Limited, Verwood.
W. H. Smith Et Son Limited, Weymouth.
ESSEX
Godfrey Photographic, 30 East Walk, Basildon.
Prelude One, 242 Hutton Road, Shenfield.
Prelude One. 23 High Street, Billericay.
Mildmay Electronics ( R. H. Wright) Limited, tear
of 200 Moulsham St, Chelmsford.
Anglian Electrics, 60 Barrack Street, Colchester.
Chew Er Osbourne Limited, Epping.
Essex HI -Fi Centre, High Street, Hadleigh.
Stainglen Limited, Hornchurch.
Soundtrack Audio Er Visual Centre, Leigh- on- Sea.
Romford Sound & Vision Services, Romford.
Upminster Camera Centre, Upminster.
Hodges Er Johnson Limited, Westcliff - on-Sea.
A. C. L. Radio Services, 11 New Road, Grays.
Rayleigh Hi- Fi Limited, 7 High Street, Rayleigh.
Teleview Limited, 52C High Street, Southend.
Tumulty Ltd, Dovercourt.
Palmer Et Ridgett,111 High Street, Brentwood.
VernonCollardLimited,113-115HighSt,Rayleigh.
GLOUCESTER
Ray Electrical Limited, Cheltenham.
TV Et HI -Fi Centre, 35 Castle Street, Cirencester.
HAMPSHIRE
Television House ( Aldershot) Limited, Aldershot.
Wireless Supplies UnLimited, Bournemouth.

LANCASHIRE
F. Et M. Wilson Limited, Ashton-under-Lyne.
Gorse's Photographic Limited, Blackburn.
Pollards Limited, 20/22 Standish Street, Burnley.
Victor Wright. 116 The Rock, Bury.
Yeo's, Lord Street, Fleetwood.
Kenneth Gardner Limited, Lancaster.
Rushworth Er Dreaper Ltd, Liverpool.
Xlent Electrics, Chorlton-cum-Hardy.
Brooke Electrical, Didsbury, Manchester.
Metrosonic Hi -Fi Centre, Manchester 3.
Hayhurst Camera Shop Limited, Nelson.
E. Ashcroft Er Sons, Ormskirk.
Holden ( Photographic) Limited, Preston.
Harold Stott Limited, St. Helens.
Wayfarers Radio Limited, Southport.
Sheargolds, 78 Market Street,Wigan.
Look- n- Listen. IA Eaves Street, Blackpool.
John Powney Limited, St Annes,
C.B.S. Electronics. Liverpool.
James Lambert ( Radio) Limited, Padiham.
Zenith International, Manchester.
H. Plumb Et Son Ltd, 52 Standishgate. Wigan.
Gorse ( Photographics), 77 The Mall, Burnley.
LEICESTERSHIRE
Audio Sound, 101 London Road, Leicester.
E. L. Cook ( Electrical) Limited, T/A Bettinson
Electrical Limited, Leicester.
S. May ( Leicester) Limited, Leicester.
The Tape Scene. 18 Haymarket, Leicester.
Cotton TV Services. 38 Melton Road. Oakham.
Stuart Westmorland Limited, Loughborough.
George Green ( Leicester) Limited, Leicester.
The Leicester Tape Recorder Centre, Leicester.
PEr JElectronics, 154 Nedham High St, Leicester.
LINCOLNSHIRE
Bardells Limited, 27 Market Place,Wisbech.
Aliens Radio Services ( Boston), Boston.
Cotton TV Services, 4St Paul's Street, Stamford.
Cotton TV Services. 17 Hall Place, Spalding.
G. Et F. Menders, 2Et 4 Edward Street, Grimsby.
LONDON
Wally for Wireless Limited, London Et.
Unit 4 + 1, London E.12.
Myers Audio T/A V.H. Et I.M Myers. London E17.
Grahams Electrical Limited, London N1.
Sherbourne HI- Phonics, London N10.
Bartletts TV Er Radio Services, London N7.
Mill Hill TV Co Limited, London NW7.
Lewisham Stereo Centre, Lewisham, SE13.
All Sound Limited, London SE9.
Ellis Mkting Supp ( Electrical) Ltd, Brixton Hill.
TV Centre ( Earlsfield) Limited, London SW18.
M. O'Brien Hi -Fi Specialist, London SW19.
H. L. Smith Et Co Limited, London W2.
Acton Camera Et Hi -Fi Centre, Acton W3.
H. C. Wheatlands, High Street, Chiswick W4.

Ealing Television Limited, Ealing W5.
P. Sander Radio Er TV Limited, London N1.
Sherbourne Hi- Phonics Ltd, Strand Green, N4.
Sherbourne Hi- Phonics Ltd., Crouch End. N.8.
Kumar Cameras Et Hi -Fi Limited, Ealing W5.
John Barker Er Co Limited, London W8 5SE.
Berrys Short Wave 1,:d, 319 High Holborn, WC1.
E.M.G. Handmade Gramophones,26 Soho Sq.W1.
Car Music Centre, 122 Shepherds Bush Cen,W12.
S.P.I. Sound and Vision Limited, London N15.
Bentalls. Broadway, Ealing.
Bright Electrical, Unit 2, Cannon Street Station.
Newbury Radio ( Forest Gate) Ltd, E.7.
David Ingram, 100 Lower Marsh, S.E.1.
Duo Sound Ltd. 5Court Yard, Eltham.
Duo Sound Limited, 134 Church Road,
Manor Park. E12.
Sorel,Electronics, 131 King Street, W6.
Sway Electronics, 207 Baker Street, NW1.
SarayElectronics,92StokeNewingtonHighSt,N16
Saray Electronics, 272 Edgware Road, N2.
MIDDLESEX
Bridge Radio, 2The Parade, Harrow.
Delta Traders, Bell Road, Hounslow.
Lampton Audio, 496A Great West Rd, Hounslow
Templeton TV, 72-74 Staines Road, Hounslow.
Videosound Limited. 6High Street, Shepperton.
Staines Hi -Fi, 1Majestic Parade, High St, Staines.
Sansom Er Capps, 3The Broadway. Sr. Margarets,
Yiewsley Hi -Fi Ltd, 158 High Street, Yiewsley.
Skyways Overseas Agencies, Wembley.
NORFOLK
Hughes and Norfolk Radio Ltd. Great Yarmouth.
15 Broad Row, Great Yarmouth.
141 High Street, Gorleston-on-Sea.
44 High Street, Caroler.
R. C. Snelling Limited, Laundry Lane, Blofield
Corner, Blofield.
NORTHAMPTONSHIRE
Sound Quality Newland Street, Kettering.
Cotton TV Limited, Peterborough.
Mobile Radio Services Limited, Wellingborough.
NORTHUMBERLAND
Albert Bell Er Sons ( Blyth) Limited, Blyth.
Hi -Fi Opportunities Ltd, Newcastle-upon-Tyne.
North East Audio Centre, Newcastle.
NOTTINGHAMSHIRE
Nottingham Hi -Fi. 156 Alfreton Rd, Nottingham.
N.S.E., 64 Peveril Street, Nottingham.
Peter Anson Limited, Bobbers Mill, Nottingham.
Amplitone, 3Mansfield Road, Nottingham.
Southwell TV Services, 19 King Street, Southwell.
Bonner Er Porter, 32 Middlegate, Newark.
OXFORDSHIRE
M. A. Buzzard, 16 Parson Street, Banbury, Orion.
Charles Taphouse Er Son Limited, Oxford
Sound Services ( Oxford) Limited, Witney.
Oxford Audio Visurr, Headington.
SHROPSHIRE
Avon Hi -Fi Limited. 13 Wylie Cop, Shrewsbury.
SOMERSET
P. Taylor ( Taunton) Ltd, 2St James St, Taunton.
P. Taylor ( Taunton) Ltd, 214 The Bridge, Taunton.
STAFFORDSHIRE
Hand's Limited, 6-8 Mount Pleasant, Bilston.
T. W. Hollins Er Son, Heath Hayes, Cannock.
Radio Er TV Trade Services, Lichfield.
Rugeley Radio, 33 Horesf air, Rugeley.
Sight and Sound, 8 Union Street,Wednesbury.
Alan Peters, 12 Market Place.Willenhall.
G. R. G. Electronics Co, Wolverhampton.
Millwards Ltd, Wolverhampton WV3 ORX.
John Allen Es Sons Limited. West Bromwich.
Wilsons Radio Limited, Stoke-on-Trent ST4 lAT.
J. Titley Co Limited. 62-64 High Street, Uttoxeter.
E. & N. F. French, 52 Dordon Road, Tamworth.
P. H. Lawrence Ltd, 38 Market Street, Tamworth.
Willis of Walmley, Berkley House, Sutton Coldfield.
R.T.T. S. Limited, 2* Tamworth Street, Lichfield.
SUFFOLK
Hughes & Norfolk Radio, Lowestoft,
Hughes Er Norfolk Radio, 1-5 Hungate, Beccles.
Hughes & Norfolk Radio, Halesworth.
G. A. Hubbard Limited, Saxmundham.
SURREY
The Audio Centre. 49 South End, Croydon.
Camera Centre 96 Whitgift Centre Croydon
Television Er Radio Services, Ham,.
Southern Audio Services Limited, Kingston.
Unilet Products Ltd, 35 High Street. New Malden.
Surrey Sound Equipment Limited. Purley.
Barron Smith Limited, Upper Caterham.
Merrow Sound Limited, Guildford.
Norman Boult Audio Limited, Godalming.
Taylor Et Roberts Limited, Haslemere.
Aerco Records Limited, Woking.
Recordwise, 14 Station Road, Egham.

Béntalls Ltd, Clarence Street, Kingston.
Landau Radio Ltd, 195/199 High Street, Sutton.
Sa ray Electronics Ltd, 43 Church Street, Croydon.
SUSSEX
D. F. Browne Limited, Hove 81‘137JA.
Lanes ( Radio) Limited, 94 Church Road, Hove.
Ken Dean, Brighton.
T. F. W. Bryan Limited, Bognor Regis,
Malcolm Audio Et TV Limited, Chichester.
Fox's ( Camera Et Hi -Fi Centre), Crawley,
Sound Studio, 4Grand Parade, Crawley.
Complete Audio Systems Limited, Eastbourne.
John Rees Hi -Fi Limited, East Grinstead.
Mastersound,109 South Road, Haywards Heath
The Music Shop, 80 High Street, Uckfield.
Woolacott's ( Southern) Ltd. Haywards Heath,
Seen Er Heard. 12 Fitzalan Road, Nr Horsham.
Charles Baldwin & Co Limited, Wadhurst.
R. Barker ( Worthing) Limited, West Worthing.
Complete Audio Systems Limited, Rottingdean
Bentalls Ltd, Worthing.
Lanes Radio Ltd, 94A Church Road, Hove.
Rottingdean Tele -Radio, Baker Street, Brighton
Glebe Radio Er TV, Birmingham 833 9LY.
Gratispool International Limited, Birmingham.
Griffin Radio, 94 Bristol Street, Birmingham 5
S. Proctor Limited, Birmingham.
Pure Sound LImited, Birmingham 27.
Queens Park Radio Et TV Limited, Harborne,
Reids Photographic, Birmingham 24.
W. J. Taylor ( Domestic Supplies) Ltd, B'ham.
Ken Whittle, 788 Stratford Road, Birmingham.
Hi -Fi Installations, 72 Ansty Road, Coventry.
Studio 45 Limited, Coventry.
Taylors Pianos ( Nuneaton) Limited, Nuneaton.
Studio Musica, Solihull.
Norman H. Field, Hurst Street, Birmingham.
Horntons Electrics, Birmingham.
S Proctor Limited, Birmingham.
Studio Musica, Birmingham.
Roy Pollard, 1756 Coventry Rd., Birmingham 26.
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Birmingham 37 .
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Sheldon, Birmingham 26.
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Harborne, Birmingham 17.
R. F. Sweeney Radio, Perry Barr, Birmingham 20.
Five Ways Hi -Fi Limited, 12 Islington Row. B'ham.
M. E. Radio, 39 Alum Rock Rd, B'ham B8 1LB.
W. M. Ford Ltd, 20-21 Greenhill Street, Stratford
on Avon.
WILTSHIRE
Louis J. Rutter, 17 The Brittox, Devizes.
P. R. Sound, 5King Street, Melksham.
Reliance Radio, 143 Fisherton Street, Salisbury.
P. Day ( Electrical), Swindon, SN1 3RD.
TV Et Hi -Fi Centre, Swindon.
Westlec TV. 105 Cricklade Road, Swindon.
Westlec TV, Phelps Parade, Calne.
Fox Radio Services Limited, 5Milford St, Swindon
WORCESTERSHIRE
S. M. Spain Limited, 2A New Road, Bromsgrove.
&lead Audio Visual Limited. Worcester.
David Waring ( Cameras) Limited, Worcester.
John Life Limited. 38-40 Sr Johns, Worcester.
Studio Musica, 1The Trident Centre, Dudley.
Colour Centre Malvern, 16-16A Worcester Road
Gt. Malvern.
J. H. Tyler Et Sons, 20 Pump Street,Worcester.
YORKSHIRE
Eric Wiley, 64 Beancroft Road, Castleford.
J. Wood Et Sons Limited, Bradford.
Tape Recorder Centre, Halifax.
Huddersfield Hi- Fi Centre, Huddersfield.
J. Wood Er Sons Limited, Huddersfield.
House & Son Radio Limited, 3Blake Street, York,
Multisound Hi- Fi, 7Davygate Arcade,York.
J. W. Garnett, Market Place, Settle.
Hadleigh Audio Ltd, 76 Kirkgate, Wakefield.
Micron Audio Limited, Sheffield.
J. W. Thornes Limited, 6-10 Westgate. Dewsbury.
Studio Two, 21-23 Scott Road, Selby.
Hodgson's Camera Shop, Sheffield.
R. Barker, 19 The Headrow, Leeds.
W. Crane, Westgate. Wakefield.
Electronic Services. 7Berkeley Precinct, Sheffield.
Allan Walker, Sedbergh Buildings, Ilkley.
Barker Er Wigfall, Hallgate, Doncaster.
Gratispool Co Ltd, 38 Lands Lane, Leeds 1.
SCOTLAND
Jardine Er Malcolm, 76 English Street, Dumfries.
John C. B. Carr, 79-83 Clair Street, Kirkcaldy,
Gordon House Ltd, 10 New Street, Paisley.
Waverley Studios, 23/24 Bank Street,Galashields.
Bruce Robertson Et Co Ltd, Lochgilphead,
Argyllshire.
CHANNEL ISLANDS
F. G. Fuzzey Limited, Guernsey.
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ALL OUR
. PRICES

EINCLUDE
T

STEREO RECEIVERS
Rec

Add £2.50 carriage

Puce

£162.95

Rotel RA611

£115.37

£ 119.95

£76.95

Marantz 105 AM/FM

£104.50

P.O.A.

Rotel RA810

£165.50

Technics SA4400

£154.50

£102.50

Marantz 115 AM/FM

Rotel RA1210

£159.50

£165.50

Discount
Price

Technics SA5800

£ 169.50

£286.00

£60.37

£64.26

£118.00
£44.00

Marantz 120 AM/FM

Sansui AU101

Trio KR2200

True AT100

Sansui AU505

£93.30

£71.50

£116.00

£96.86

Eagle TS152

Tecnnics SU3200

£110.95

Trio KR2300

Akai 8080

£ 189.90

£137.95

Trio KR3200

£121.42

Technics SU3500

£ 120.99

£99.95

Trio KR5200

£ 172.80

Teleton 20613

Goodmans Mod 1.10 £ 141.32

£112.00

Trio KR7200

£233.28

Hitachi SR3400

£109.00

Scan Dyna 2000/Mk.2 £ 112.90

Witarfedale Denton

£52.80

£39.50

Hitachi SR5400

Trio K14005

£119.00

Scan Dyne 2400

£ 159.90

Wiiarfedale Linton

£69.30

£111.10

Harmon Kardon 330A

£110.00

Scan Dyna 3000

£ 139.90

£52.95

Trio KT8005

Marantz 1030

£179.30

£93.50

Harmon Kardon 3308

£115.00

Scan Dyna 4000

£ 159.90

Marantz 1060

£137.50

Harmon Kardon 630

£189.00

Marantz 1120

£247.50

Marantz 3300

£269.50

Leak 2000

£259.00
£ 168.74

£128.00

Nad 140

£165.00

Nad 160

£195.00

Pioneer SX300

£95.56

£69.00

£ 134.51

£87.95

Pioneer SX535

£184.36

£117.95

Pioneer SX636

£ 140.00

£137.95

Pioneer SX737

£226.17

£172.95

Pioneer SX838

£341.17

£219.95

Pioneer SX1010

£466.16

£299.95

Pioneer SX434

MPX

Model 4220 4 Channel/

f192.00

£2.00 carriage

£ 179.90 £ 122.95

MPX

Cambridge P50

£95.00

£84.50

Cambridge P60

£119.00

£108.95

Cambridge P110

£145.00

£122.95

Leak 2100
Leak 2200

£97.27
£135.00

£74.95
£89.95

£227.50

£156.95

Hitachi SR700

£129.00

Sansui 210

£ 100.88

£79.95

Hitachi SR800

£145.00

Sansui 310

£119.80

£94.95

£189.00

Sansui 661

£ 189.02

£151.25

Hitachi SR1100
Hitachi 1A 600

£99.00

Sansui Six

£148.00

£272.10

£218.50

Hitachi 1A 1000

Sansui Seven

£302.84

£256.70

Metrosound ST20E/2 £48.40

£30.20

Sansui Eight

£27.95

JVC V1700

£132.00

£34.00

Trio KT2001A

P.O.A.

JVC VN900

£180.40

£134.95

Technics SU3000

P.O.A.

Technics 51.13400

£69.95
£124.95

Technics SU3600

£159.95

£115.50

Trio KA60114

£142.45

Trio KA8004

£185.90

Add £ 1 50 carrieses

Rec

Discount

Price

Price

£51.50 £42.95

Wharf edale Linton £ 107.00

£76.00

Pioneer SA500A

£63.66

Rotel RT622

£111.50 £79.95

£42.50

Wharfedale Triton £ 160.00

£119.40

£ 112.07

Technics ST3000

£78.95

Technics ST3200

£ 110.65

Marantz 2220

P.O.A.

Technics ST3500

£ 133.80

Marantz 2270

£363.00

Teac AG 6500

£230.00

JVC VR5505

£ 115.50

£81.95

JVC VR5515

£ 165.00

£112.95

JVC VR5525

£ 198.00

£141.95

£262.24

£10.50

Koss K6

£15.35

£11.50

Koss K6CC

£17.55

£14.25

Wharfedale hodynamic

f21.95 £ 16.95

=ID
R.
Discount
ph,,.
Price •
£19.40 £ 13.95

Add £ 2.00 carnage

£74.95

P.O.A.

Goldring GL85/P.C. £ 105.60 £66.95
Pioneer PL15 D
Pioneer

PL 12D

£
79.86

Pioneer PL51A
Pioneer PLA35

£ 162.31 £119.00
£ 100.61 £69.00
£100.60
£76.95
£66.73 £54.00

Sansui TU505

£90.61 £71.50

£171.95

Pioneer TX500A

£84.72 £55.95

Pioneer PLA45
Sansui 212

£64.00

Quad 303 Power Amplifier
Rogers Ravensbrook 3 fts3.25

Pioneer 1%6200

£98.34 £65.25

Technics SL120 w/o £ 115.28

£68.00
£49.95

Pioneer TX7100

£ 130.46 £86.50

Rogers Ravensbourne £82.50
Rotel RA211
£56.45

£64.00

Rotel RA311

£54.95

£73.15

Technics SL1200

Pioneer TX8100

£ 151.40 £ 104.95

Technics SL1300 Auto £ 143.06

£204.59 £ 139.95

Technics SL110 w/o
Arm

£ 110.00

Technics SL1100

P.O.A.

£ 127.27

Pioneer 1X9100

Acoustic Research

£64.95

£55.97 £39.95

Quad 33 Control Wit

£36.95

£10.50

f36.95

£74.50 £54.95

Pioneer SA9100

£13.75

Goldring GL75/P.C. £65.05 £45.95
Goldring GL78/P.C. £82.50 £52.95

Rotel RT222

£297.00

£13.75

Goldring G172/P.C. £53.50

Rotel RT322

£236.50

Koss K711
Koss Red Devil

Rogers Ravensbourne £67.65 £54.95

£59.95

Marantz 2245

£19.80 £ 15.50
£25.00 £ 19.95

Rogers Ravensbrook £55.00 £46.95

£38.50

Marantz 2230

Koss K072713
Koss 747

£39.95
£44.00

£85.80

£99.50

£29.95

f43.66

£62.15

£139.50

£37.95

£34.65 £ 28.00

Garrard 401
Garrard 8658 complete

£61.03 £44.00

Metrosound ST60

£ 145.51

Koss Pro5LC
Koss Pro4AA

£ 146.90 £ 104.00

Metrosound FMS20

Metrosound ST40

£208.21

Price
Price
£27.50 £ 19.50

Koss HVI

Akai AT580

£69.00

Pioneer SA7100

£99.95
P.O.A.

£95.00

Garrard SP25 Mk. 4

£276.10

Pioneer SA8100

Cambridge T55

£ 104.90 £69.95

£345.11

£ 185.90

£73.70

Aka, A15500

Wharfedale Denton £95.00

Pioneer SA6200

£49.95
£64.95

HEADPHONES
£56.95

£149.96
£ 163.59

D:E WICKS & C0
Colchester's Home of Hi-Fidelity
Hours of Business. 9.15 am

e

Cl)

£85.80

£114.95

Trio KA4004

£89.50

JVC VT500

£74.80

£68.95
£125.99

£156.94

£150.70

£80.30

£136.50

Eagle AA8

JVC VN700

£54.45

£104.90

£110.65

JVC VN300

Trio KA4002A

£199.50

MPX

£140.00

Trio KA2002A

Akai AA5500

Rotel RX80.2 AM/FM/

Teac AS100

Discount

Akai AA5800

Rotel RX602 AM/FM/

£423.50

Price

Rotel RX202 AM/FM
MPX
£104.56 £79.95
£ 137.50 £92.95

£346.50

Marantz 1200

Re<

Akai AA5200

MPX

Maranta 250

Price

£92.50 £61.95

Rotel RX402 AM/FM/

£128.00

STEREO AMPLIFIERS
Add

Rotel RX152 AM/FM/

Teleton GA202

Marantz Special
Offer

2 Channel Receiver
Carriage & Insure
ADD £200

£36.30

P.O.A.

£39.95

£ 149.90

Harmon Kardon 930

3111 "S • 1310H •

£ 231.00

Technics SA5200

Akai 8030
Goodmans Mod 90

ci)

JVC VR5535

6p.m. Monaay-Saturday

Early Closing Thursday 1p in. (All prices include V. AT.)

D. T. WICKS & CO. 49-5S NORTH STATION ROAD. COLCHESTER, ESSEX. Tel: Col. (0206) 78807 after hours Col. 42166

"et• ORTOFON • TRIO • SCAN DYNA • WHARFDALE • ROGERS • REVOX • ERA • KEF

SE • AKAI • AIWA • CAMBRIDGE • CELESTION • GOODMANS • GARRARD • GOLDR/

Acoustic Research

Thorens TD165
£67.89

£54.00

£78.65

£69.95

Acoustic Research

£92.40

£72.00

Acoustic Research

complete
Thorens TD160C
Thorens TD125 Mk.2
chassis

Tliorens TD125 C TP16
arm

£ 143.00

£112.95

Scan Oyna 1400
£75.90

Ortofon Arm
Trio KP2022A

£57.78

Trio KP3022

£91.26

P.O.A.

AR4xa

£64.00
£160.00

AR5

Rse

All picas per pair

Akai CS533D Dolby
deck
£107.75

£76.00

£440.00

Akai GXC36D deck £112.75

£71.95

Akai GXC36 rec

£125.50

£78.95

Akai GXC38D Dolby
deck
£ 139.90

£98.95

Acoustic Research
Acoustic Research

Discount
Prine

£46.20

£34.50

Celestion County

£66.43

£49.95

£94.96

£66.95

£156.74

£110.95
£126.00

Goodman, Goodwood £130.70

£192.00
£89.95

Goodmans Havant SL £64.36

£44.00

Goodman' Magnum SL £ 122.76

£84.50

Goodmans Minister SL £52.10

£35.95

Goodman, Mezzo SL

£97.50

£66.95

£185.06

£136.95

Leak 2020

£53.90

£44.50

Leak 2030

£76.20

£59.95

Leak 2060

£125.40

£103.00
£202.95

Goodmans Dimension

Leak 2075

£55.00

Add E2.00 carriage
Akai CS530 deck

AR7
LST

Celestion Hadleigh
Celestion Ditton 15

Discount
Price
£62.00

Acoustic Research

£110.64

AR- MST

Add £3.50 carsiege

Rev
Price
£88.50

£78.00

AR6

CASSETTE TAPE DECKS
&RECORDERS

Akai GXC38 rec
Dolby

TAPE DECKS
&RECORDERS
R.
Price

Add (2.50 urnage

£ 149.90

Akai GXC46D Dolby
deck
£ 160.50
Discoun
Price

£174.50 £ 122.00

auto rev.

£134.95

Akai 4000DS deck £ 132.50

£89.95

AM/ FM radio

Akai GXC4OT cass./
£ 189.50

£121.00

Akai 0X210 deck

£ 209.50

£135.00

Akai GXC5100

£ 189.90

£130.95

Akai GX260 deck

£219.90

£158.95
£187.50

Akai GXC75D

£ 199.90

£137.95

Aiwa AD1200

£89.95

£457.00

Aiwa AD1300

£119.50

Akai 1820 & tr./reel £259.90
Akai GX400D deck £689.00
Akai GX600D

£338.80

£240.00

Aiwa 1500

£149.95

Akai GX600DP

£349.90

£245.00

Harmon Kardon HK1000

£189.00

Pioneer CT4141 Dolby

£399.90

£284.00

Akai GXR82D Bir.

£ 124.90

£96.00

Teac A1030

£ 142.00

Teat A1230

£ 197.15

Akai GX600D0

P.O.A.

deck
Teac A140

£ 159.61

£103.95

£ 106.00

P.O.A.

Teac A160 Dolby deck £ 132.00

Teac A1250
£250.00
Teac A3300.10 £275.00

Teac 280/a mps/2

£31.95

£49.90

£36.95

Teac A3300.11

£ 292.00

Teac A350 Dolby deck £ 163.00

£79.90

£57.95

Revox 1102/1104 £ 295.00

Teac A360 Dolby deck £ 195.00

£159.90

£115.00

Rev., 1302/1304 £ 295.00

Teac A450 Dolby deck £225.00

Marantz 4G PR

£76.00

Renos 13L1132/1134 £ 389.00

Marantz 5G PR

£96.00

Technics RS610US £ 114.00

Revox DLH1132/1134 £429.00

Merantz 6G PR

£136.00

Revox DLH1322/1134 £429.00

Marantz 7G PR

£179.95

Revois H1102/1104

Marantz 8G PR

£330.00

Quad Electrostatic

£228.00
£29.95

Wharfedale Linton 2

£48.69

£36.95

Wharfedale Glendale £72.60

£66.00

Wharfedale Dovedale £66.00

£79.95

Wharfedale Kingsdale £ 149.60

£120.00

f335.00

speakers

"

In BM BM

h

AR3a

£220.00

EFFICIENT
MAIL ORDER
SERVICE
AVAILABLE

84/ Video

£116.95

JVC 1669

£251.90

£195.00

JVC 9470 cast/radio

£192.50

£132.00

COMPLETE MUSIC CENTRES/
TURNTABLE, RADIO,
CASSETTE AND
Reo
Price

Discount
Price

Hitachi SDT2660

£199.95

Hitachi SDT3430E

£139.95

National SG2050L

£190.00

National SG1070L

£169.95

Sanyo 02611K

£164.00

£ 165.00

PACKAGE DEAL
SYSTEMS
Garrard SP25 Mk4
turntable, Sansui
AU101 Amplifier,
Wharfedale Linton
speakers

£168.37 £ 109.00

Pioneer PL120 turntable, Shure M75 E02
£267.64
cartridge, Poncer
SX434 Receiver
Accoustic research
AR4 Speakers

£199 95

RS676US £244.00

S • PIONEER • J. B. 1..• YAMAHA. B.B.C.MON ITOR METROS

£119.00

A R2ax

£98.95

£174.90

Technics RS263VS £89 95
Technics RS276VS £ 194.95

Acoustic Research
Acoustic R

£130.90

JVC 1668

Akai GXC65D Dolby

£89.95

Akai 1722
£ 118.56
Akai 4000DB £ 196.27

£39.90

Wharfedale Denton £ 39.33

£254.95

£167.50 £ 114.00

Dolby

Rank Domus 175
Rank Domus 450

£102.00

Akal GXC46 rec

Rank Domus 150
Rank Domus 250

£110. 95

Technics RS279VS
JVC 1667

IIM

o
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PLEASE SUPPLY: Make

IENCLOSE THE FULL SUM OF

FULL CASH & CARRIAGE INCLUSIVE

NAME
ADDRESS

All equipment is covered by our In Transit Insurance Cover. Faulty goods should be returned without

•
QAUD • SANYZ$

delay.

MANCHESTER

AVGARDE Gallery Ltd

rihe Audb
19andbook
Gordon J. King

RECORDS AND FINE SOUND EQUIPMENT

• Deals fully with all aspects
of audio recording and reproduction

SERVICE DEPARTMENT
We are proud of our Service Department. We have NEVER
refused to service any equipment originally sold by us, and there
are many of our installations over ten years old still giving
yeoman service.
Our customers receive acontinuing high standard of technical
service long after the original guarantee period has expired.
The only work we do not normally undertake to do ON THE
PREMISES is the reconing of speaker drive units, for which we
have special arrangements with the manufacturers.
Think about it. Think long-term. Think AVGARDE.
AK - B & W - DUAL - HARMAN KARDON - JVC - PIXALL - QUAD
SPENDOR - J. E. SUGDEN - TANDBERG - TDK - UHER
Cabinets by CALYX, DUAL and RECORD HOUSING

• Describes all the component
parts of a sound system in
detail
• Gives full information on
measurements
and adjustments
• Includes the parameters on
all the four- channel systems
currently available
286 pages 255 x 158 mm Illustrated ISBN 0 408 00150 X £ 1.90

Order Now from your Local Bookseller

Extensive Record Departments covering every type of music

NEVVNES-BUTTERWORTHS

42 KING ST WEST, MANCHESTER 3 061-834 2178

Borough Green, Nr. Sevenoaks, Kent.

Closed all day Wednesdays

What is happening in the
recording business?
In abusiness like recording, things move fast. So fast that if
you tried to keep up,you'd hardly do
anything else. Why bother? Let Studio
studio sound
Sound, the magazine written for
and by recording engineers, do the
keeping up for you. Studio Sound tells you
what's happening, where it's happening
and who it's happening to.
studio sound
DICA1(111 MU nu ntlul.Içn,uI
U1C101
cmun 0(011 WI

nAcrno

13001 1INKJItJIbtIIItdEI NRUIDIVB UNr011
NIKXI Ill 1,AIVU MINVI NANDI

AND BROADCAST iNG,NEERiNG

Monthly on the 14th. 25p.
For ayear's post-free subscription send £3to:—
Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA.
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A Link House Publication

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISEMENTS
Advertisements for this section must be pre- paid. The rate is 8p per word ( private), minimum
E1.20. Box Nos. 25p extra. Trade rates 12p per word, minimum f1.80. Copy and remittance for
advertisements in MAY 1975 issue must reach these offices by 28th MAR. addressed to: The
Advertisement Manager, Hi Fi News & Record Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon,
CR9 2TA. NOTE: Advertisement copy must be clearly printed in block capitals or typewritten.
Replies to Box Nos, should be addressed to the Advertisement Manager, Hi -Fi News & Record
Review, Link House, Dingwall Avenue, Croydon, CR9 2TA, and the Box No. quoted on the
outside of the envelope. The district after Box No. indicates its locality.

FOR SALE- private
Cambridge P50 amplifier, £60, perfect condition. N.
Clarke. Tel.: Office, 407 7676, extn 840; Home, 467 5775.
SME 3009/11, £ 19 o.n.o. Decca H4E pickup head,
little used since Decca inspection; Decca Mk III head,
little used since new stylus-£ 10 and £7each, o.n.o. Tel.:
Brackley 2628.
Sony TC330 combined stereo reel and cassette recorder,
good condition. £ 100. Tel.: Poynton (Cheshire) 4227.

VI 5111, ADC 26. £20 each. Stax headphones, SR3/SRD5,
£35. Keith Monks Mk III laboratory arm, unused,
guarantee, £24. Tel.: Prestbury (Cheshire) 49229.
Quad Tuners, FM (stereo) and AM2, 22 control unit,
2 amplifiers; fitted cabinet with uncut motor boards for
turntable and recorder, absolutely perfect. £ 125. delivered U.K. Tel.: Little Gaddesden ( Hertfordshire) 2211.
Powetran Linsley- Hood 75-watt Amplifier, Mark 3 version, £89.00. Integres Nelson-Jones stereo tuner fitted
with Motorola PLL decoder, £40-00. Heath IG-37
stereo FM generator, £5000. All brand new. I. G.
Bowman, 35 Park Hill Road, Torquay, South Devon

Thorens TD160 with SME 3009/11 (almost new), fitted
Shure V15/III. Perfect condition. £75. Hill, Lamanva,
Goosey, Faringdon, Oxon.

Decca London Cartridge, £20. SLI5E cartridge and
module, £ 15. Purchased November 1974 and in perfect
condition. Tel.: Doncaster 0302 23578.

Celestion 15 Speakers, £45 pair.
(Wirral, Cheshire).

Yamaha CAI000 Amplifier, few months old, mint
condition, 70 watts RMS. Selling due to upgrading.
£180 o.n.o. Tel.: Harpenden 60561.

Tel.: 051 334 1964

Brenell Stereo Tape Recorders, STBI /5/2, 3-speed, 31,
71, 15. Modified electronics, real high fidelity. Will
demonstrate. £ 115. Dix, Chantry Close, Crane Hill,
Ipswich. Tel.: 54528.
Revox 1108 Special ex-factory hispeed tape recorder, 7115 ips, stereo. Suitable studio or hi-fi enthusiast. Unused bargain. Accessories. £285, o.n.o. Tel.: 01 688 1928
evenings, weekends.
Quadrophonic Sansui QS 100 decoder and synthesizer,
stereo rear speaker, amplifiers etc. Mint. Teak case.
£65 o.n.o. Tel.: 01 688 1928.
Stax SRX Mk Il with SRD7 adaptor, new and boxed.
£65. Present cost over £ 100. Fennell, Knapton Road,
Mundesley, Norwich.
Stanton 681EE, £25. Decca London, £20. Lowther
PM2 Mk II, £35. Professional quality tape, 7in., 1800 ft,
£100. 101 in. empty metal NAB spools, £ 150. Tel.:
Davies, Lingfield 832559.
National Panasonic (Technics) SA6400X FM/AM 4ch
receiver with built-in matrix decoding. Also SE405H
CD-4 disc demodulator and CD-4 pickup cartridge with
new Shibata stylus. All in top condition. Over £340 new,
will sell as a package for £200 to buy new car. Tel.:
Northwood ( Middlesex) 25022, between 8 and 10 pm
weekdays or any time at weekend.
Vintage Wharfedale SF11/3 speaker system. £20 o.n.o.
Tel.: Penny, Guildford 64076.
Excellent condition, pair Lowther's PM6's, £20 each,
o.n.o. Garrard 301, £ 12. Decca FFSS Mark 2 pickup,
£5. Offers, HiFi News and Gramophone 1960-1974 most
issues, American Audio 1972-1974. Buyers may collect
in Hampstead. Tel.: Derby 58728, evenings.
Decca London, just tested, perfect, £ 15. Koss Pro 4A
headphones, £ 12. Tel.: 01 449 9751.
Quad ELS Pair, gold; recent Quad overhaul. £ 105
o.n.o. Tel.: Ingrebourne 42646, after 7 pm (Essex).
Pioneer SA800 amplifier, 39 W per channel, one year
old. Mint condition. £85. Tel.: Fleetwood 5720.
Complete Telefunken Stereo System. V201 amplifier
(2 x25) T201 tuner; pair L250 speakers; 210 turntable
with Shure. £ 120 o.n.o. Atkinson. Tel.: 01 759 5432
weekdays. (Ealing),
Dual 1229, white base/cover, VIS 3. £90. Haverty,
152 Northfield Road, Hounslow, Middlesex. Tel.: 570
8784.
Akai 1800SS quadraphonic tape recorder, reel/cartridge, plus tapes. Sansui QS500 amplifier/decoder. Pair
Akai SWISS 50-watt speakers. Full details on request,
large s.a.e. £395 o.n.o. Kitt, 60 Trafalgar Road, Haverfordwest, Dyfed SA6I 2TP.
Sony Stereo Cassette Recorder, TC-I 6I-SD. Cost £ 137,
hardly used (mint). £90. Tel.: Stanford-le-Hope 74651
(STD 03756).
HiFi News, 1956-1970. Volumes 1-8 in binders. £ 15.
Buyer collects. Almond, Burghclere, Newbury.
Swinson, 16 Slade Fields, Uttoxeter, Staffs. Pair Daline
speakers 61 in. R.S. unit, £2500. Goldring G101, Shure
M75/6, 3 months old, £2500.
Cambridge P100 amplifier, 2years old, £85 o.n.o. Tel.:
01 903 4851, extn 38, daytime; Linnet 5036, evenings.

Celestion Ditton 25's, pair; hardly used, £ 120. Unused
TEAC AN60 Dolby unit, £ 35. Tel.: Oxford 21475.
Complete System for sale. Armstrong 625 receiver,
£100. B&W DM2 speakers with stands, £ 100. Transcriptors Saturn, £55. Or with Shure V15/III cartridge,
£70. Tel.: Huddersfield 52169.
Quad FM3 Tuner, 3months old. Cost £75, will accept
£55. Really perfect condition. Box No. 2453.
Hitachi TRQI34D 8- track stereo record/playback deck,
just Iyear old, good condition. £40 o.n.o. Tel.: Macclesfield (0625) 20404.
Armstrong 624 Tuner, £ 55. Philips 4307 tape recorder,
£10; two Lowther PM6 drive units, £20. Garrard SP25
Mk III with G800 with plinth and cover, £ 15. Tel.: 01467 8622.
Sound Mirror Tape Recorder. Immaculate condition,
perfect working order. Offers. Tel. • Cardiff 34170
Yamaha CA600 40-watt Amplifier. Perfect condition,
8 months old. £ 120. Perry. Tel.: 01-863 1061.
Leak 600 Speakers, £40. Goldring GL75, £20. Recently serviced, good condition. James. Tel.: 01-242 9611,
or Colchester 44767.
Groves' Dictionary of Music and Musicians, 5 volumes,
A to Z, fourth edition. £ 15. Tel.: 01-952 5818.
Akai X200D stereo three-speed cross field head tape
deck, perfect; demonstration given. Cost £ 159, sell £90
o.n.o., with tapes. Write first. S. Atterbury, 3 Patrick
Road, Kettering, Northants.
Pair Quad II Amplifiers and Quad 22 control/preamplifier, £25. Alan Kilby, 3 Collingwood Close, East Grinstead, Sussex.
Half Price Bargain. Stax SRX2 electrostatic headsets
with SRD7 energising unit, £45 (list price, £9495). Little
used, outstanding reproduction. Baker, 28 Ratton Drive,
Eastbourne. Tel.: 53507.
REF Concerto Speakers.
£80. Tel.: 01-681 6115.

Teak.

Excellent condition.

Quad 33/303 plus Rotel RT622 AM/FM tuner, £ 145.
Pair Leak Sandwich speakers, £ 35. Shure V15/II
cartridge, £ 10. Tel.: Tring 2159.
Quad 22, two Quad II amplifiers and FM tuner in
custom-built cabinet to house also turntable and tape
deck. Pair Goodmans axiom drive units in resistive
reflex enclosures. The lot, £95 o.v.n.o. Tel.: Bell,
Adwick-le-Street 2765.
Sony TC-800B mains/battery tape recorder; 15/16 ips
to 71 ips, 5in. spools, carrying case, £58. Sony TC-68
cassette, £ 18. Two modern AEI valve amplifiers, £75
pair, for high quality stereo (45 W RMS). Teak hi-fi
speaker, 3 drivers, 12 in. bass, 25 W. £20. Two new
Densei condenser microphones (8in. X 1" dia.), £ 12
each. Everything good condition. Sheardown, 221 Stainbeck Lane, Leeds 7.

FOR

URGENT SALE

One Nakamichi tri tracer 1000 3- head cassette
system. 4 weeks old. Will include microphones.
Nakamichi head demagnatiser, Nakamichi full logic
remote control system. Also included is £350
worth of Maxell, U.D. and T.D.K. professional
cassettes. Recommended retail price of the sum
total of these listed goods is LI.195 inc. of VAT.
Will accept £650 for the lot.
1pair of Stu electrostatic EAR speaker system.
SR-X Mk 11 plus energising unit SRD-7 Mk II.
4 weeks old. Recommended retail price of unit.
L135 inc. of VAT. Will accept £ 110 for the lot.
Telephone: 01-504 5012 ( 24 hrs)

FOR SALE-trade
A.D. Hi-fi Cabinets are individually made so they can
be finished or adapted to your requirements or made to
order if not suitable. Send rough sketch with your phone
number, or visit our works. We will quote if we are able
to help. A. Davies & Co., 56 Wellesley Road, London
NW5. Tel.: 01-485 5775.
Microphones: AKG D109, £ 1265; AKG D202EI,
£4345; AKG DI90C, £ 18-70; AKG D190E, £2000;
AKG, D224, £55-00; Sennheiser MD2I IN, £4950; Sennheiser MD413N, £2970. All brand new and boxed. Send
c.w.o. to: J. J. Francis (Wood Green) Ltd., Manwood
House, Matching Green, Harlow, Essex. Tel.: Matching
476.
Overseas customers supplied with Records and Musical
Instruments free of British tax. Cheaper for quantities.
Orders over £ 10 post free. All British orders post free.
Ron's Music Shop ( Export) Ltd., 25 Ilford Lane, Ilford,
Essex, England.
Yamaha and Nakamichi. Phone us for the best prices
available. RAC HiFi, 19 Freemantle Road, Rugby,
Warwickshire. Tel.: Rugby (0788) 810877.
Woltham. The Domestic 20 watt Amplifier Module in
world-wide use by industry, studios and laboratories.
£880 inclusive. Sydney House, 35 Villiers Road, Watford. Tel.: Watford 38757.
Extremely beautiful Hi-fi Cabinets, antique style; dark
mahogany, walnut facia, false draw effect with repro
brass handles. Price £75. Details and photograph.
A.L. Factors, 4 Enid Way, Colchester. Tel.: Colchester
41068.
Cupboard Units, speaker cabinets, etc. Craftsman-made
to suit your hi-fi requirements. Please write for quotation. W. Horgan, 22 Percy Road, Isleworth, Middlesex.
Speaker Cabinets for sale. Size: 31 in. x 13 in. x 13 in.
Slightly imperfect.
Manufactured in warm brown
coloured walnut with black leatherette top and back.
For more information telephone St. Albans 66177.
Long haired wool 'tops', acoustically selected and tested.
£180 per lb. Samples, 7p. Clark Speakers, 122 Hull
Road, Anlaby, North Humberside HUM/ 6UV.

CASSETTE AND 8-TRACK TAPES
AND ACCESSORIES
MUSON1C ( SCREWED) CASSETTES
Single
10
C.60
LO 40 £ 330
C.90
E0 50
£4 30
£5 10
MUSONIC 8-TRACK CARTRIDGES
Single
80 minutes ..
El 00
Cassette Head Cleaner ..
8-Track Cartridge Head Cleaner ..
Cassette Case for 16 Cassettes ..
8-Track Cartridge Case for 15 ..
Add ' N' Stac for 8 Cassettes ..
Add ' N' Stac for 6 8-Track Cartridges ..
Bib Canette Splicing and Editing Kit ..
Bib Salvage Cassette
.
Cassette Carousel for 32 Cassettes
8-Track Carousel, for 24 Cartridges

10
£9.00
Each
£0.35
£0-70
£1.30
EI.60
E0-50
£0 55
El 50
LO 40
£4 50
£4 50

SOUND PURCHASE
24 WOLMER GDNS., EDGWARE, HA8 8PZ.
MAIL ORDER ONLY
Add 20p P. & P. per order.

World's Finest Acoustic Grille Cloth

ACOUSTONE

KEF 104 Speakers, 3months old, £ 120. Bang & Olufsen 4000 tuner amplifier, 1year old, £ 150. Tel.: Framingham Earl 2923 (Norfolk).

Fabulous designs exclusive to UPL

Beocord 1500 de luxe stereo recorder, 4 track with
1track replay facility, sound on sound. £90 o.n.o. Tel.:
Ipswich 51798.

UPL, Compton House, 35 High Street,
New Malden, Surrey. Tel. 01-941 f567

Send lOp for pattern card
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FOR SALE TRADE— continued

CLICKS & PLOPS FROM
THE FRIDGE?
Unlikely if you buy:

QUAD
See why it's so good in the radio interference
articles we wrote for ' Hi Fi
News' ( March ' 74) and ' Hi Fi Answers'
(Feb. ' 75)—SAE. for reprint. Get your
Hi -Fi plus discount and full after sales
service from ' the people who know'.
Holdings Photo Audio Centre,
39/41 Mincing Lane,
Blackburn BB2 2AF.

Tel.: 59595/6

DO-IT-YOURSELFERS
LOUDSPEAKER SUNDRIES

CD

YYMIR eTYG411
PATTERNS

from 18p per sq ft

ANY SIZE CUT

Having
problems connecting two
tape recorders to your amplifier?
Solve them with one of our large
range of Adaptor Units.

B.A.F. WADDING

LONG-HAIRED PURE WOOL FIBRES
£1.00 per lb. weight

Please send stamp for free catalogue.
M.A.C. Ltd, Dept. G.I., 17 Bathley Street,
Nottingham NG2 2LJ. Tel.: ( 0602) 862 647.

BADGER SOUND SERVICES
Be your own
quality controller — do it
yourself with
the help of
our specialist
services

At £26435 each + Post & Packing 65p
KEM Electronic Mechanisms Ltd.
24 Vivian Avenue, London, NW4 3XP. Tel. 01-202 0244

sudio electnnics

o

OFFERS FROM STOCK 20.2.75.
Price

Quad 303 33 Amplifier

1" thick, Superior Quality
90 pper square yard ( 24" x54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width

AUDIO ADAPTOR UNITS

NEW FROM KEM
K83 SYSTEM C LOUDSPEAKERS
A Hi -Fi System incorporating 8" drive unit, high frequency dome tweeter and afour element cross- over unit
giving an overall frequency response of 50 H-22 kHz.
Rated power of 15 watts r.m.s. and finished in high
quality teak veneer. Overall dimensions 17"x II" x8.

£120-00

Quad FM3 Stereo Tuner

£65.00

Quad Electrostatics

£190-00

IMF 3 Speaker Super Compacts, Teak Walnut

£85.00

IMF NEW MODEL TLS80
Fantastic New Monitors £ 295.00
SME 3009 S2 Imp. Pick-up £ 35 00
K.E.F. 104 Ref. L.S. Special Price on
Application.

TERYLENE
2" thick, Superior Quality
£1.26 p per sq. yd. ( 24" x 54")
ANY LENGTH CUT x54" width
i"ACOUSTICALLY-TRANSPARENT
BLACK FOAM PADDING
32 p per square foot

Thorens TD165 SME 3009 S 2
Imp. Special, with Stylus
Mirror
£85.00
Tannoy Lancs. 15

HPD

£ 180.00

Thorens TPI6 Pick-up Arms

£ 9 50

As new secondhand items to clear.
Cambridge P50 Amplifier £77.00
Rogers Ravensbourne Amp. £ 35•00

Fabric Samples and Fitting
Instructions for all materials,
9p stamps.

Garrard 401
SAU2
M75ED
fitted in H W
de- luxe
teak plinth
..
£ 55•00

P.& P. PLEASE ADD 10p IN THE £1.00

INSTALLATIONS— DEMONSTRATIONS
IN YOUR HOME FREE!

Huy it with Acre,.
SPEAKER CONSTRUCTOR'S SERVICE. A
wide range of speaker chassis, crossovers, kits,
components and materials. Our constructor's
catalogue contains practical information including a reprint of the Hi Fi Answers transmission
line design. 15p, post free.
We stock the excellent Helme kits. S.A.E..
please, for brochure.
PRICES. We have dropped out of the game of
listing prices in an advert since frequently the
price increases before the magazine appears.
Then we have to ask you for more money and
that not only irritates you, it embarrasses us.
Please ' phone or send S.A.E. for a firm price.
Access card orders can be placed by ' phone.
Money refunded if order cannot be despatched
within seven days.
Mail

NICHOLS ACOUSTICAL FITMENTS
BUBWITH, SELBY, YORKSHIRE
(Telephone 0757 85-206)

Telephone: Southend 612882 ( 0702)

LINSLEY

HOOD

HIGH QUALITY AMPLIFIERS AND TEST EQUIPMENT
Available from
TELERADIO HI- F:
325 FORE STREET, LONDON

N9 OPE

Example. 75 watt PA module. Kit £ 11.00, made
£14.95. Also KEF Speaker units. B139 £ 13.50,
B200 £ 7-50, B110 £ 6.95, T15 £ 5-50, 127
Crossovers from £ 2-50.

Drive, Ansdell, Lytham.
Lancs. FY 4DH

PICKUP PREAMPLIFIER
STEREO UNIT

Mains powered unit suitable for all magnetic
cartridges up to 10mV output. Excellent performance from ultra low noise IC giving
70 dB S/N ratio typical.
£5-95

inc. VAT.

P & P

15p

S.a.e. for details of other modules.
P. F. STEVENS ELECTRO -ACOUSTICS
8A CLARENCE ROAD,
SOUTH BEN FLEET, ESSEX
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ROAD,

TAX & CARRIAGE EXTRA. LISTS S.A.E.

Order only

Telephone: Lycharn ( 03916) 38076

RIAA

ELECTRONICS

498 SUTTON

SOUTHEND-ON-SEA, ESSEX.

BADGER SOUND SERVICES
10 Central

Carriage and VAT extra.

AUDIO

MONEY- SAVING
EQUIPMENT AND RECORD

CABINET KITS
With the Professional Look for
Easy Home Assembly
Also dense

chipboard cut to size and cabinet
fittings and hardware.

Send stamp for full details to
Your Hi Fi Cabinet Suppliers

The Old Workshop
HIGH

ST,

PADSTOW,

CORNWALL

PL28 8BB.

Telephone: Padstow 334.

e
QUAD, ARMSTRONG,
B & 0, VIDEOTONE,
B & W, OMAL, CASTLE.
Nos

StOC

JC

HAMMONDS
60, Queens Road, Watford, Herts.
Watford 39733

Phone for latest prices

*A world of diff

in an indifferent world'.

"SOUND DISTINCTIVE LTD"
Now have aretail shop for
SALES AND SERVICE
Manufacturers' approved service agent for:Armstrong,
Leak, Quad, Rogers, etc.
28 The Broadway, Mill Hill, NW7 3LL
01-959 1023

Pickups &
Cartridges

SOCIETIES
Berlioz Society. Founded 1952, Quarterly Bulletin.
monthly meetings in Central London. All lovers of
Berlioz and his music welcome to join. Send s.a.e. for
details to: Hon. Sec., 21 Fairview Way, Edgware, Middlesex.

STUDIO FACILITIES
CLARK Al Bailey transmission line speakers.
There's nothing better, they are the best available:
Direct to customer prices (VAT) included. A I -35,
C9350; Al -31H, neso; A I -3I
L, a4:00; carcasses,
£413.00; 18-22, £51300 each. For comprehensive
literature send 15p stamps to Clark Speakers.
122 Hull Road, Anlaby, North Humberside HUI°
6UV. For local demonstration and ordering contact:

F.

C.

Farrell,

14 Grasmere, SPENNY-

MOOR 814197. H. B. Smith, 114 Whitcliffe Road,
CLECK H EATON
appointment.

3208.

Phone evenings for

RECORDS WANTED
Bought for cash-unwanted classical stereo LPs in
perfect condition. Best prices paid. Send lists. Francis,
1 Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London WI4.

RECORDS FOR SALE
Classical LPs at bargain prices. Send for lists. Francis,
I Wordsworth Mansions, Queen's Club Gardens,
London W14.

RECORDS MADE TO ORDER
DEMO DISCS
LACQUER MASTERS
FOR THE TRADE

VINYLITE
PRESSINGS
ELECTROPLATING

,Single discs, 1-20, Mono or Stereo, delivery 4 days ,
'rom your tapes. Quantity runs 25 to 1,000 records
PRESSED IN VINYLITE IN OUR OWN PLANT.
Delivery 3-4 weeks. Sleeves/Labels. Finest quality
NEUMANN STEREO/Mono Lathes. W.:: cut for
many Studios UK/OVERSEAS. SAE list.
DEROY RECORDS
PO Box 3, Hawk Street, Carnforth, Lancs.
Tel.: 2273.

Fanfare Records. Tape-disc pressings, demos, masters.
Studio/mobile. Neuman disc cutter. S.a.e. brochure.
I Broomfield Close, Ryde Hill, Guildford. Tel.: 0481
61684.
Warren Recordings (members A.P.R.S.). Tape-disc,
demo-discs, pressings, cassettes. Studio and mobile.
59 Hendale Avenue, London NW4 4LP. Tel.: 01-203 0306.
Sound News Productions. Britain's oldest full-time
tape/disc/cassette transfer service. Pressings for private
and for trade. Modern Studio Facilities (Steinway Grand).
18 Blenheim Road, London W4. Tel.: 01 995 1149.
J & B Recordings. Disc cutting service. Demos-pressings from your tapes. Tape copying and editing. Stereo/
mono. S.a.e. 14, Willows Avenue, Morden, Surrey.
Tel.: 01-648 9952.

WANTED
Sound Exchange pay top prices for all tape and hi-fi
equipment. 33 Dartmouth Road, Forest Hill. Tel.: 01099 5577.
Wanted-Liquidated stock redundant lines-audio, hi-fi,
electrical, tapes, cabinets, accessories. Tel.: St. Albans
69656.
Quad AM Tuner wanted. Hill, 4 Birchside Avenue,
Glossop. Tel.: Glossop 3115.
Wanted, Revox A77 for cash. Any model considered.
Tel.: 01 949 2468,
Quad 33/303 and FM3 Tuner. Will pay realistic price
for above average equipment. Bell. Tel.: Adwick-leStreet 2765.
One pair JBL Aquarius ( white) (-teak considered).
Cash. Tel.: York 768680/23348.
Sony Model 2000 or 2244 preamplifier wanted, £ 100
or near paid for good specimen. W. Johnson, 25 Dobbin
Hill, Sheffield II.
Quad AM3 Tuner. Condition immaterial. Any price
paid. P. Hughes, 17 Wilbraham Road, Owley Wood.
Weaverham, Northwich, Cheshire. Tel.: Weaverham
3580, after 6 p.m.
Radford STA-I00 Amplifier. Will collect. Robinson,
1707-8888 Riverside Drive, Windsor, Ontario, Canada.

••
.•
•.
•.

DECCA
Deram
£4.00 £1.50
Deram Elliptical £5.00 £2.25
London .. £2340 -

G820
£6.93 £3.25 ( D130)
G820E
£1)-75 £6.25 ( D130E)
G820SE
£15.50 £11.00 ( D130SE)
Styli for G800 Series
D110 ( G800)
£2-25
D110E ( G800E)
£5-50
D110/78
£340
D120 ( G850)
£2.25
D120/78
£3.00

FTR
FTE
F3E
F2

••
•.
••
••

GRADO
£4-50
£6.25
£7.75
£12-50

£5-53
£8.75
£12-50
£20.00

( FTR/S)
( FTE/S)
( F3E/S)
(F2/S)

ORTOFON
F15E
M15E Super

£ 11.50 £7-75 ( N15E)
me) £18-50 ( D15E Sup)
SHURE

M3D
£3.70
M447 .. £4.45
M44E
£4-95
M55E
£5.45
M75G II .. £7-75
M758 II .. £7.00
M75EJ II
£8-40
M75ED II
£9-75
£30.00

£2-70
£3.70
£4.20
£4.70
£5-65
£4.90
£5-90
£7-65
£12-50

( N3D)
( N447)
( N44E)
( N55E)
( N75G II)
( N75B II)
( N75EJ II)
( N75ED II)
( VN35E)

£12.00
£4-70
£4.70 ( E.& 0.E.)

To Pickups & Cartridges
Box 30 Enfield Middlesex

We urgently require Retail Managers
and all grades of Salesmen.

highly paid job, in and around London,
contact: Reg Rogers,

VLM
XLM
Q30
032
Q36

VN78E ( For V15 Ill)
N44-3(For M44 á M55E
Series)
N75-3 (For M75 Series)

Is your future worth a phone call?

looking for a secure and

ADC
Cartridge
(incl.
Stylus)
Stylus
£1140 ( RVL)
£17.50
£13-75 ( RXL)
£21.00
£4-50 ( RQ30)
£6.25
£6.25 ( RQ32)
£8.00
£8-00 ( RQ36)
£10.25

Shure 78 R.P.M. Styli

01-802 4131

are

Prices include postage á VAT

GOLDRING

SITUATIONS VACANT

If you

Tel.: 01-366 5015

COUNTY RECORDING SERVICE. Stereo and mono
masters and lacquer discs from your tapes. Tel.: Bracknell 4935. London Road, Binfield, Bracknell, Berkshire.

HI-FI NEWS

Please send the following items by return post
(Recorded Delivery)
Qty.

Make

Type

Cost

SOUND CENTRE LTD,
105 Lawrence Road, London, N.I5
Tel.: 01-802 4131

SERVICING
B. Erwood ( Audio Servicing). High fidelity equipment
serviced, installed, modified and maintained. Will travel:
232 Aragon Road. Morden, Surrey. Tel.: 01-337 9172.
R. Beaumont, specialist audio repairs and Philips VCR
service. 21 Southway, Ilkley, West Yorkshire. Tel.: 09433 2026.

when
answering
advertisements

Ienclose a cheque/Postal Order made
payable to Pickups & Cartridges for £
Name
Address

(N4)

225

A.D.
PERIOD STYLE
CABINETS
AS ILLUSTRATED
IN MAHOGANY
5'6" LONG x 20" DEEP
x 30" HIGH

Price £ 132.

A.

DAVIES & CO.

(Cabinet Makers)

56 WELLESLEY ROAD, LONDON

N.W.5

Entrance from Malden Road ( by The Gypsy Queen)
01-485 5775

Open till 5.30 Saturday

f

or FULL INFORMATION
ON ADVERTISING IN
HI-FI NEWS & RECORD REVIEW
Telephone
01-686 2599
and ask to speak to
TONY NEWMAN
Advertisement Manager
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presents...
the new component that is a
the nevi/Audio

-must -

with every fine stereo system...

Frequency Equalizer

guaranteed to improve any stereo system and
guaranteed to improve any listening area environment!

ROOM EQUALIZATION, SPECIAL EFFECTS, PLAYBACK and RECORDING
EQUALIZING FOR ROOM CHANGES: For example, here are some factors that would
call for definite changes in your Equalizer settings: ( 1) Draperies open or closed.
(2) Sliding glass door open or closed. ( 3) Room full of people. ( 4) Seating arrangements changed. ( 5) Major changes in furniture arrangement. ( 6) Relocation of
speakers.... EQUALIZATION OF RECORDS: You can compensate for old 78 record
deficiencies ( surface noise, absence of highs or lows, etc.) or favorite recordings
that have never sounded quite the way you felt they should sound.... COMPENSATING FOR RADIO STATIONS: Some stations are noted for excesses in either low or
high frequenc.es. Make out a Computone Chart for each of your favorite stations
so that you can easily achieve the ideal tonal response each time you change
stations.... EQUALIZING TAPES: Compensating for pre-recorded, or home- recorded,
tapes that are under or overemphasized in certain frequency areas.... CHANGING
OVERALL BALANCE: You can make up for many deficiencies in recordings to more

accurately duplicate the sounds of the original performance, or shape each curve
to your own listening interests to greatly enhance your enjoyment of your recordings.... SPECIAL EFFECTS: You can boost or cut the loudness of a specific instru
ment or groups of instruments to obtain more pleasing instrumental balance or
to add presence to asolo.... IMPROVING RECORDING OF TAPES: Use the Equalizer
for tape dubbing, to create a near perfect tape out of one that may have serious
deficiencies. ( Make your own corrected recording of records, station programming,
or other tapes, and no further adjustment of the Equalizer will be needed for
playback.) ( See Operating Instructions)...
COMPUTONE CHARTS: After you have
achieved the equalization of sound that you prefer use the Computone Charts,
supplied with each Equalizer, to mark the settings, so that you can duplicate the
settings easily.

SPECIFICATIONS and SPECIAL FEATURES
TOROIDAL and ferrite- core inductors, ten octave- bands per channel.

RANGE: 12 db boost and 12 db cut, each octave

FREQUENCY response: -

MASTER OUTPUT LEVEL: " Frequency spectrum level" controls for left and
right channels, continuously variable 18 db range, for unity gain
compensation from minus 12 db to plus 6 db

db from 20-20, 480 Hz at zero setting.

HARMONIC DISTORTION: Less than .
1% THD @ 2 v.. Typ: .
05% e 1 v.
IM DISTORTION: Less than
2 v., Typ:
V.
SIGNAL-TO-NOISE RATIO: Better than 90 db @ 2v. input.
INPUT IMPEDANCE: Operable from any source 100K ohms or less —
(any Hi Fi Pre- amp, Receiver or Tape Recorder.)
OUTPUT IMPEDANCE: Operable into 3K ohms or greater —
(any Hi Fl Amp. Receiver or Tape Recorder )
CIRCUIT BOARDS: Military grade G-10 glass epoxy.
RESISTORS: Low noise selected carbon film

e

.
05% e 1

MAXIMUM OUTPUT SIGNAL: variable Master " frequency spectrum level"
Controls allow adjustment of optimum output voltage for each channel, to
exactly match amplifier capability, up to 7 v.
SIZE: designed to coordinate with receivers, comes installed in handsome
walnut grained wood receiver size case, 5'
e 18 e 11 , or rank mount
WARRANTY: 2- year parts and labor

Send for FREE BOOKLET: " Why"s and How's of Equalization Plus list of Franchised Dealers to Sole UK Distributor:

Soundcraftsmen Dept N2
Gale Electronics & Design Limited
23 Bruton Place Berkeley Square LondonW1X 7AB

How to
keep the
musical
excellence
you've
already
paid for:

Your tape system
The tape equipment of your system
is your musical memory bank. It is
the one area where only the best
makes sense. Choose carefully,
select arecording instrument that
neither adds nor detracts from the
sound you put into it. Few
machines really meet this
requirement. The Revox A77 does and by asafe margin.

When you play it later, will it still sound the
same?
At first sight this could seem an
unnecessary question. It's not
though. In the course of time ahigh
fidelity enthusiast upgrades one or
more units in his system.
With time, rising affluence plus
advancing technical innovation in
all aspects of audio, will bring
better reproduction within the
scope of all.
Your tape recorder and your money
The recordings that you make
A truly professional quality tape
now could, therefore, sound even
unit is your wisest audio
better in the future - when, as
investment. It will last for years
finances permit, you add abetter
and years.
amplifier or loudspeaker to your
Witness the number of Revox
equipment.
machines built more than 20 years
Conversely, apoor recording
ago that are still in service! It's
made now will sound really inferior
hardly surprising then, that Revox
when exposed to more exacting
recorders command very high
playback.
prices second or third hand - if you
With the Revox A7'7 you will
can find them available!
retain the excellence of every
Revox owners seldom change recording to enjoy now - and
other than to alater model Revox.
perhaps appreciate even more in
It's also interesting to note that
the future.
our warranty records show that on
So visit your nearest Revox
average our users have bought 2or 3
Dealer for full information and a
other makes before choosing
demonstration.
Revox. Then we read the lament "I
only wish I'd bought aRevox
sooner."

Record it on aRevox A77
• 4*e•
R EVOX
Admark International

Revox C. E. Hammond & Co Ltd; Lamb House Church Street London W4 2PB.
Revox Corporation, 155 Michael Drive Syosset N.Y. 11791 U.S.A.
Revox Corporation 3637 Cahuenga Boulevard West, Hollywood California 90068..
Revox International: Regensdorf 8105 ZH, Althardstrasse 146 Switzerland.
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